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CENTENNIAL COMMEMORATIVE PLATE
This pottery plate, IOV2 inches in diameter, depicts the first Relief Society meeting held

in Nauvoo, March 17, 1842. Brown is the predominating color of the design on this beautiful
ivory plate, with costumes in a variety of colors. The plate is bordered with gold-colored
wheat heads. The inscription on the back gives information as to the organization, scope,
and purposes of Relief Society. Price $1.50. postpaid.

OFFICIAL RELIEF SOCIETY PIN
No. 1 Pin of blue baked French hard enamel and 24 carat gold-plated. Price $1.10, postpaid.
No. 2 Pin of blue baked French hard enamel and 10 carat solid-gold front gold filled,

with 24 carat gold-plated back. Price $1.80, postpaid.
Both pins are identical as to design, size, and coloring. Although issued as a feature

of the centennial year, this pin bears only the organization date, 1842, and will therefore be
appropriate for use after the centennial. These prices include Federal excise tax.

OUR LEGACY
REUEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL ANTHOLOGY OF VERSE

This 329-page book contains poems selected from the writings of Latter-day Saint women
from 1835 to 1942, including all the prize poems designated in the annual Eliza Roxey Snow
Memorial Poem contest. The relatives of those whose poems are included in this anthology
will be especially interested. Price $1.50. postpaid.

A CENTENARY OF RELIEF SOCIETY
A panorama of Relief Society's first hundred years in picture and story, containing much

material heretofore unpublished.
Bound in a blue paper book cover, with its title "A Centenary of Relief Society" and

the centennial insignia beautifully embossed in gold.

96 pages, size 9x12 inches. Over 500 pictures of historical interest.

The price of the book has been kept as low as possible—50 cents per copy, postpaid—
whether single copies or quantity lots are ordered.

Orders cannot be accepted without the remittance of 50 cents per copy. A special gift

card will be sent with all copies of the book designated as gifts. Order from your ward Relief

Society Magazine representative or direct from the General Board.
^

All articles listed above are obtainable only from

General Board of Relief Society. 28 Bishop's Building, Salt Lake City.
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Snowfianes

Ruth H. Chadwick

Swirling and dancing, gossamer wings,

Tangible fairies garnish the earth.

Shimmering white, they wrap round her breast

Festoons of pearls, add trimmings of worth.

Lace so exquisite scallops her gown;

Sparklets and plumes embellish her crown.
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Messages for the New Year

Fwm Members of the Relief Society General Board

I
T has been said that nobody worries about Christ and His teachings so

long as they are kept shut up in the churches, but that there is always

trouble and perplexity if you try to bring them out.

As the new year is ushered in and the second century of Relief Societ}'

begins, let us as members of this great humanitarian organization resolve

to do our part in bringing forward the teachings of the Master, in applying

them in our lives, and in advocating them to our fellow men, thus contribut-

ing to the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth.

Piesident Amy Biown Lyman

^^TN Thee, O Lord, do I put my trust;" (Psalm 31:1).

Shall we now, as daughters of our Heavenly Father, rededicate our

lives to His work? Nothing we do in His service can be too well or too

beautifully done. His spirit, as our constant companion, is our greatest

need. It is a privilege to work in His vineyard in any capacity.

We were given the Relief Society organization by a prophet of God.

Activity in this Church auxiliary helps us to go forward with gratitude in

our hearts for our privileges and blessings. May salvation and eternal life

crown our earnest efforts.

Counselor Marcia K. Howells

TT is a great blessing to face life with a testimony of the truthfulness of the

Gospel—to know that God lives, that life has purpose and direction, and

that the relationships of friends and loved ones v^all continue beyond this

The work of Relief Society strengthens testimonies and provides

abundant opportunity for the application of Gospel principles. Fortunate,

Page 5
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indeed, are women who are identified with this Society, either as members
or as officers.

May the experiences of the new year deepen our insight, increase our

understanding, and add to our desire to serve our Father and our fellow

men.

Counselor Belle S. SpaRoid

T ASTING world peace can be established only through the brotherhood

of man, a state of fellow feeling which harbors neither national nor

racial prejudices. Relief Society is making its contribution toward this

goal. This sisterhood includes women who are of the black, brown, yellow,

red, and white races, and citizens of more than a score of nations. Yet
each of these is ''sister" to all other members of the Society, and all are

striving to better understand and live according to the principles of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ—the sure path to individual and universal peace.

Genera] Secretary-Treasurer Vera W. Pohlman

"lATITH almost global war, every member of most families is feeling the

impact. Restlessness, adapting to new work, adjusting to a loved one's

absence, restricted movements, insecurity, all play their part in intensifying

the role that the home needs to play.

Changing conditions bring different opportunities to women. Tlie

woman of faith and sweet spirit can make her home a haven of comfort in

times of trouble.

The family prayers, the spoken ' acceptance of our Heavenly Father

as the guardian of all, the understanding heart, the love transformed into

service—the memories of these will fortify our families in the battle for

present-day existence.

Donna D. Soiensen

J DESIRE an abiding faith in the Lord, sufficient to sustain and succor

me. What I yearn for, I wish for you. The new year, 1943, will be a

year fraught with anxieties, but those who trust in the Lord will be assuaged.

Present events help us realize how dependent we are upon Him. Pause

and think deeply and have hope and vision for your needs. Faith and

vision become strong and clear, and sustain those who keep the command-
ments of the Lord. ''They who have faith in Him will cleave unto every

good thing." May you have peace surpassing understanding, is my earnest

desire.

Vivian R. McConkie

OELIEF SOCIETY is beginning a new year in a new century with the

world perilously threatened by the holocaust of evil forces. When we
see the human misery and the destruction which follow in the wake of

these forces, it makes us feel the preciousness of good; of God's great laws

for living together in love. It makes us appreciate our heritage—a sustain-
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ing faith and the opportunity for organized work ni the cause of human
uphft.

Let us rededicate ourselves to the noble purposes of Relief Society

and help bring to the world a charity which is the true love of Christ.

Ndlic O. Parker

^^ A MAN is at his finest toward the finish of the year;

He is almost what he should be, when the Christmas season's here;

He is less a selfish creature than at anv other time;

When the Christmas spirit rules him, he comes close to the sublime."

Our faith strikes the proper balance between the material and the

spiritual forces of life. You have exemphfied this thought through your

belief in religious principles combined with the doing of noble service.

May 1943 bring joys that will remain long in your memory, and may
high achievement reward your efforts throughout the new year.

Achsa E. Paxman

'HPO my sisters of the Relief Society—particularly those who, like myself,

have sons in the armed forces of our country—I send this message: Be

of good cheer. Your Heavenly Father loves you and will he mindiul oi you.

Mary Grant /udd

/GREETINGS and best wishes to you noble Relief Society women—you
who will be quietly and faithfully performing the tasks that each day

of the new year brings.

In these days of confusion and trouble, you Latter-day Saint women

are blessed above all others in the world. You have an anchor in your

knowledge and testimony of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Hold fast to this precious anchor and you will continue to be sustained

and blessed by your Heavenly Father.

Luella N. Adams

nPHIS is a day of sorrow upon the earth. As Latter-day Saints, however,

we know that we are privileged to be permitted to live during this great

Dispensation of the Fullness of Times. We realize that the righteous must

suffer with the wicked, but that "Those that die in me shall not taste of

death, for it shall be sweet unto them."

At this Christmastide let us, as Relief Society members, fill our souls

with love for Him who was "a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief."

Let us rejoice "because he hath poured out his soul unto death" whereby

we mav all partake of a glorious resurrection.

Marianne C. Sharp

^^pLORY to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward

men."
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I'hc most soul-satisfying experiences we have in life, especially during
these troubled times, are the efforts we make to live the Gospel of Jesus

Christ. May this season of His birth bring to each member of Relief

Society in all the world a strong and abiding testimony of the mission of

our Savior, so that no matter what vicissitudes of life touch us from the

outside, within we may have that peace which comes from good will toward
men.

Leda T. Jensen

AT the beginning of another year, in a new century for Relief Society, I

pray earnestly for Latter-day Saint women everywhere that by the

power of the Holy Spirit each may see her course clearly; that each shall

do her work with wisdom and in kindness; that each shall be strong and
unafraid, preparing herself through faith and knowledge to meet every day

in the new year and every situation ahead with serenity and peace of soul.

'Tor they that have received the truth . . . and have taken the Holy
Spirit for their guide, and have not been deceived . . . shall abide the day."

(Doctrine and Covenants 45:57)
Rae B. Barker

^^npHESE things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have

peace."

In these days of world-wide distress, how grateful we should be for the

Gospel of Jesus Christ and for our testimonies of its truthfulness. TThe

mission of the Savior was one of peace and love,: and it is through the

application of His teachings in our lives that we can meet the problems of

this day v^th courage.

Christ's message is expressed in the spirit and character of Relief So-

ciety. To be identified with this organization is a blessing.

Let us help to further this great cause, ''that in Him we may have

peace."

Anna S. Barlow

npHIS is the birth of a new year and of a new Relief Society^ century! The
stress of the present stirs us to super accomplishment. The achievement

of the past has made us feel our powers. The prophetic urge for organiza-

tion a century ago is a hundredfold today.

May we look forward with the enthusiasm and dreams of youth, but

with vision. May we face the new century as we face a new day. May our

lives radiate fortitude and inner peace, that we may help bring universal

love to the world. This is the birth of a new century for Relief Society.

What a challenge to us!

Anna Boss Hart
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^^OLMSSED is he that is faithful in tribulation, the reward of the same
is greater in the kingdom of heaven, lor after much tribulation eonie

the blessings."
*

Let us as Rehef Societ}' members be comforted b) these words of our

Lord. For even though the past year has literally been a year of tribulation,

we as Latter-day Saints have a great many blessings for which to be thankful.

May we enter this new year with hope in our hearts and a prayer on our

lips that we may so live as to be wortln of the blessings promised to the

faithful.

Gertrude R. Garfl^

pVEN though Relief Society women have been hca\ily burdened bv

thick, dark forces, they have not lost their way. Thcv dream dreams and
see the vision of a new morning, and a spring come again; their faith is

ever fresh.

Not necessarily the great or the strong, but the seemingly unimportant

women among us are spreading blessings, making small things worthy of

eternal remembrance. Theirs is a healing virtue in toil and trouble. Truly

their outlook is wider and deeper than the number of years lived or the

accumulation of encumbering goods. May our Heavenlv Father continue

to bless the daughters of Zion.

Leona F. Wiiitch

'T^O all of my Relief Society sisters I send greetings, and hope the new

year will bring all that your hearts desire in righteousness.

Edith Smith EUiott

AT the beginning of another century of Relief Society, I desire to express

my love and appreciation to all the wonderful women who have ser\'ed

so loyally in this organization. May you continue to feel that it is a

privilege to live, to work, to sacrifice, to endure, to love; and may you realize

that you are instruments in God's kingdom in helping to work out Mis

purposes among men.

If you continue faithful, the peace of God which passeth all under-

standing will be yours; moreover, each of you will be capable of making

the circle in which you live better and happier.

Pauline T. Pingiee

AT the beginning of this new year our love and prayers go out to our

115,000 Relief Society members.

May God's choicest blessings attend you during the coming year and

always.
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Whatever the future holds, may you be true to the Gospel of our Lord

Jesus Christ, and may you have the courage, fortitude, and determination

to live righteously.

By being members of the Church, you are heirs to a precious heritage,

and by keeping the commandments of God and conforming to the Gospel

teachings and by consecrating your lives to the work of the Lord, you are

entitled to life eternal, the Divine gift to mankind.

Alice B.Castleton

Y w^ish for you, my dear sisters, is that the Christmas just passed will be

remembered as a happy one and that blessings may attend you in the

new^ year.

To those homes saddened by the loss of loved ones, may our Heavenly

Father send comfort and consolation; to firesides w^here parents, wives, or

other beloved ones are bravely carrying on with anxiety in their hearts, may
He send patience and faith; and to homes blessed with the laughter of

happy children may He send Flis spirit to protect the household and to

guide those who there reside, that loyalty and courage and kindness may
reign therein.

Piiscilh L. Evans

i^npAKE from out the Old Year only the experiences and achievements

that will enrich and make for a better New Year."

A hundred years of valuable experiences have contributed to the

dynamic strength and power of our great Relief Society organization.

. As the new year approaches, let us greet every day with unfaltering step,

with a prayer in our hearts and a song on our lips, with courage and with

faith in the fulfillment of the Divine promise that:

'If with all your hearts ye truly seek me, ye shall ever surely find me.

Thus saith our God."
Florence Jeppeison Madsen

T SEND my love and new year's greetings to the members of Relief Society.

For many months we have lived in the midst of a world at war, and

of necessity we have had to readjust our lives to varied and changing con-

ditions. More than ever before, I believe, we should exert every effort to

live our religion and keep the commandments of the Lord. If we do this,

we will merit His protection and blessings, and then, whatever the future

may hold for us, it will be according to His will.

My prayers and good wishes are for your welfare and happiness.

Ann P. Nihley



Jn^Vi^ard vi/iinners

ibiiza LKoxey Snow iflemorial [Prize cPoem Contest

'T^HE Relief Society General Board

is pleased to announce the names
( f the three prize winners in the 1942
Eliza R. Snow Memorial Prize Poem
Contest. This contest was an-

nounced in the August 1942 issue of

the Magazine and closed October

15, 1942.

The first prize of $15 is awarded

to Dott
J.

Sartori, 3388 So. 9th East,

Salt Lake City, for her poem 'Tour

Heritage."

The second prize of $10 is award-

ed to Beatrice K. Ekman, 287 Eighth

Ave., Salt Lake City, for her poem
"While the Earth Turns."

The third prize of $5 is awarded

to Linda S. Fletcher, Apt. 320 - 20th

So. York Street, Denver, Colo., for

her poem ''Symphony of the Snow."

This poem contest has been con-

ducted annually by the Relief So-

ciety General Board since 1923 in

honor of Eliza R. Snow, second

general president of Relief Society

and a very gifted poet.

The contest is open to all Latter-

day Saint women and is designed to

encourage poetry writing and to in-

crease appreciation for creative writ-

ing and the beauty and value of

poetic verse. Prize-winning poems
are the property of the Relief Society

General Board and may not be used

for publication by others except up-

on written permission from the Gen-

eral Board. The General Board re-

serves the right to publish any of

the other poems submitted, paying

for them at the time of publication

at the regular Magazine rate. A
writer who has received the first prize

for two consecutive years must wait

two years before she is again eligible

to enter the contest.

There were 63 poems submitted

in this year's contest. The General

Board congratulates the prize win-

ners and expresses appreciation to all

entrants for their interest in the con-

test and the general excellence of

work submitted.

The Board sincerely thanks the

three judges for their valuable assist-

ance in selecting the prize-winning

poems. The contribution of the

General Board's poem committee is

also greatly appreciated.

The prize-winning poems, to-

gether with photographs of two of

the prize-winning contestants, are

published herewith. The photo-

graph of Linda S. Fletcher, winner

of third prize, was unavailable.

Page



[Prize- vi/inning [Poems

ibiiza Lrioxei/ Snow 1 1 iemonal LPrize [Poem Looniestoxey

DOl 1
J.
SARTORI BEATRICE KNOWLTON EKMAN

V'our uientage
Dott /. Saitoii

Fiist Prize

Here is a heritage, my new-born son:

You have the blood of heroes in your veins.

A thousand thousand threads of Hves, once hved,

Are passed and plaited into living skeins

That merge through all the centuries in you.

Your father's fire, his father's high unrest

Crimson your arterial stream and gauge

Your vision, set your span and depth of chest.

And all the giants, ax in hand, who swung
Down purple aisles of forest, all the brave

Who pitted wit and brawn against their foes.

Who loved and courted and conceived and gave

Life out of life, have stored their powers in you.

Page 12
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Through unrecorded eras, dark and still,

Remember, the stout of spirit, conquerors
Of life and love shall fabricate your will.

Perhaps a valiant Joshua will blow
His mighty trumpets in your soul, my son.
Or Moses speak in your integrity,

Or Joseph's and your purity be one.
Some faithful heart that knew the miracle
At the parting of the Jordan, beats in yours.
In your foot sandled ancestors will stand
Once more against the old conspirators.

^

vi/hile the (barth c/urns

Beatrice KnowJton Ekman

Second Piize

I

The canyon's clefted walls are torched with flame

Of maple—scarlet vying sumach-red;

The yellowed cottonwoods and alders frame

The creek and swale. In silence overhead

Swift-moving banks of gray mingle with mist

That veils the hills with mauve and amethyst.

The quaking aspens hold their branches high

And tinkle castanets in lullaby.

The scarlet and the yellow leaves will fall

To rust beneath the drip of slanting rain.

While hill-pines to the soughing ridge-pines call.

To seek the sheltering evergreens again.

Furred creatures under bare, bleak trees will go.

Their footprints etched in moonlight on the snow.

II

The dirt road rims the mountainside;

The creek makes murmurings below

Where over rocks, cool waters glide

Tumbling in white and crystal flow.

The skies are cupped in sober gray

On kneeling hills of camel-brown
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And on blue summits far away
Winter has laid white sandals down.
After the night of cleansing rain

The mountain trees stand still and stark,

The old trails beckoning in vain

Up through the groves of silver bark.

With somberncss of earth and sky

November days are set apart—

I hear a late bird's lonely cry

And grief unbidden stirs my heart.

Ill

The fields we loved to wander through

Have faded to a graver hue,

And where we watched the barley blow

Red pheasants glean the stubble row.

Unfettered from the sloping hill,

Where painted trees their crimson spill,

The tumbleweeds come marshaling down
The hillside road that runs to town.

Through long uncharted lanes of sky

Wild geese in patterned wedges fly.

And wheeling earth brings dark—brings dawn-
Only my heart knows you are gone.

^

Symphony of the Snow
Linda S. Fletchei

Thiid Prize

Allegro

Artists' hands have opened up,

And floating from them down to earth

Comes Pavlova, with her ballet,

In a dainty dance of mirth.

Swirling, whirling on tiptoe.

Silent as the stars' chorale,

Sylphs glide on, to strains unheard—
The melody of gay snowfall.

AUegretto

On they pass; the tempo now
Changes, while Cellinis trim

The set—mold ghostly Spring
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On trees. A-down waft seraphim
With jeweled coverlet to veil

A man-scarred world from scrutiny

Of Heaven's face—thus hide, awhile,

A desolating agony.

Andante
For a brief moment earth again

Knows Eden—innocence and peace;

The heapcd-up mounds consigned to dust
Are covered o'er; the clangors cease.

In the white sky an unseen host

Joins in a requiem sublime
To mark the groaning world's travail

On the Eternal's tome of time.

Coda
Earth soon will know the end of woe,
When clad in amaranthine bloom,
Her purity like to the snow.

She ne'er again will hold a tomb!

^

EXCERPT FROM ''HOW CLIMATE MAKES THE MAN"

".
. . People in the tropics seldom wear out or break down; thev die

largely from infectious and parasitic diseases.

"In temperate coolness it is a breakdown in our combustion machiner\'

which is bringing greatest worry' to the medical profession. This involves

particularly the heart and blood vessels, since on them falls the direct

load of transporting food and oxygen to the body tissues and of removing

the waste products and useless heat. Heart failure is predominantly a

problem of cool climates.

''Energetic Northerners thus should regard stress of life as a major

danger and health hazard, especially after passing the fort}'-year mark.

Thev should be careful about increasing the stress upon body machinery

by lack of proper sleep and relaxation or through the use of caffeine which

makes ever}' tissue in the body work harder. I personally feel that over-

use of this drug (the active principle of coffee, tea, and cola bc\erages) is

todav doing more damage among the active Americans of middle temperate

latitudes than any other single factor in life. Over-use of tobacco probably

runs a close second."

From a General Electric 'Science Forum" Program, reprinted from Science Digest.
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Annual Relief Society

'pHE Relief Society General Board

is pleased to announce the

names of the award winners in the

short story contest which was an-

nounced in the August 1942 issue of

The Relief Society Magazine and

which closed November 15, 1942.

The first prize of $25 is awarded to

Norma Wrathall, Grantsville, Utah, for

her story "All That Glitters."

The second prize of $20 is awarded to

Blanche Kendall McKey, 2821 Porter Ave.,

Ogden, Utah, for her story "Silent Strings."

The third prize of $15 is awarded to

Mary Ek Knowles, 1025 Darling St., Og-

den, Utah, for her story "The Gold
Watch."

This short story contest, first con-

ducted by the Relief Society Gen-

eral Board in 1941 as a feature of

the centennial observance, was made
an annual contest in 1942 inasmuch

as the centennial short story contest

had been so enthusiastically received

and inasmuch as sponsorship of story

writing is of equal importance to

that of poetry writing in which the

Board conducts a contest annually.

The contest is open only to Latter-

day Saint women who have had at

least one literary composition pub-

lished or accepted for publication

by the editor of a publication of

recognized merit.

The three prize-winning stories are

to be published consecutively in the

first three issues of the Magazine for

1943. Pirze-winning stories become
the property of the General Board

and mav not be published by others

except bv written permission from

the General Board. The General

Board reserves the right to publish

any of the other stories entered in

the contest, paying for them at the

regular Magazine rate at the time of

Pgae 16
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publication. A writer who has re-

ceived first prize for two consecutive

vears must wait two vears before she

is again eligible to enter the contest.

Twenty-one manuscripts were sub-

mitted in the contest for 1942.

While some of these failed to qualify

as short stories, being sketches rather

than short stories, and while others

showed a lack of consistencv be-

tween incidents related in the story

and the time and setting of the story,

all work entered in the contest re-

vealed writing ability.

The General Board congratulates

the prize-winning contestants and

expresses appreciation to all whose

work was entered in the contest.

The number of manuscripts and the

type of work submitted during the

first two years of the short story con-

test are very encouraging and indi-

cate that, like the Eliza R. Snow
poem contest, the short story con-

test will become one of the impor-

tant activities sponsored by the Gen-

eral Board, and through this activity

high quality fiction-writing among
Latter-day Saint women will be

stimulated.

The General Board sincerely

thanks the five judges for their care-

ful consideration of the stories and

for the excellence of their judgment

in selecting the prize winners. The
services of the General Board's short

story contest committee are also

greatly appreciated.

Stories, together with photographs of the

award-winning contestants, will appear in

the Relief Society Magazine as follows:

January, 1943, "All That Glitters," hy

Norma Wrathall; February 1943, "'Silent

Strings," bv Blanche Kendall McKe\';

March 1943', "The Gold \\'atch." by Mary
Ek Knowles.
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Noima Wiathall

First Prize

Jxnnual [Kelief Societii Short Story Contest

4 4 TY/" ANTED: At once. Wom-

Y^ en between ages 18 and
40 to work in war plant

cafeteria. Wages, $80 per month.
Transportation and one meal fur-

nished. Apply at . .
."

The newspaper slid from Emily
Merrill's hand: "Wanted ... $80 per

month '' Her eyes sought out the
worn linoleum, the scuffed chairs,

the kitchen curtains, which in spite

of frequent laundering refused to

stay crisp. She looked down at her

thin red hands, idle for once in her

lap. How long had it been since

she had had money to buy anything

she really wanted? Somehow it had
taken all they could scrape from the

farm to meet expenses and make pay-

ments on the mortgage. She sighed.

Of course. Jack was working at the

plant himself, but he said that every

cent they didn't have to use on abso-

lute necessities must go on the debt;

now was his chance to *'get out from

under" as he put it. Well, all the

more reason she should earn a little.

She folded the ad page and put it

carefully in the cupboard drawer.

Why it was wonderful, that's what

it was; it was her golden opportunity.

She hummed a tune as she prepared

the evening meal.

By the time the family was assem-

bled around the supper table, a defi-

nite plan had taken form in her

mind, but she waited until Jack had

finished eating before she said any-

thing. ''Never try to convince a man
whose stomach is empty," her grand-

NORMA WRATHALL

mother had always said. Besides,

Jack always read the paper at the

meal table.

At last he finished his dessert and

put down the paper. Emily drew

a deep breath, pushed her hair back

of her ears, and began.

"I don't like it," Jack pronounced

emphatically, as she paused for an-

other breath. '*! don't want my wife

running around in any workman's

cafeteria, waiting on a lot of foreign-

ers and. . .
."

Emily was prepared for opposition,

but before she could say anything

more, sixteen-year-old Etta inter-

Page 17
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rupted: ''Don't be so old-fashioned, family to be prepared the night be-

Dad. All the women are working fore; a hot, cooked dinner in the

nowadays. A woman's place isn't evening after she came home from

just in the home any more, you work. She could do the washing and
know." ironing and clean the house on her

He drew his brows together at her day off. Really, it all seemed so sim-

condescending tone. This red-headed pie. Even Aunt Bessie's lack of en-

daughter of his certainly needed her thusiasm failed to dampen her spirits,

come-uppance for a change. "It would be different if you had to

Emily rose hastily to pour oil on work, Emily," Aunt Bessie said. "If

the troubled waters. How alike they that were the case, I'd move right

were, ready to flare at the drop of a in and help you, if necessary. But

match, her sandy-haired husband I should think that with Jack work-

with his threatening brows, and the ing .... Well," she sighed, "all I

girl with her head on one side, star- hope is that I don't have one of my
ing back at him from under impu- headaches on the days the children

dently lowered eyelids. are here." She shook her head dole-

"Of course, Etta, a mother's first fully and went on, as Emily thought,

duty is to her family," Emily said "making mountains from molehills."

quietly, "but I'm sure I can manage I^MILY would never forget the day

home and job too, right now; the '-^
she brought home her first pay

twins are getting older, and you can check. She sat down and kicked off

help with the housework." She was her shoes to ease her burning feet

a quiet-mannered woman, with dark while she tore open the envelope,

hair and soft brown eyes which be- Let's see— new linoleum should be

lied the inner strength her husband the first thing to buy, and some crisp

had been heard to call stubbornness, new curtains. And she did want to

By the time she had finished packing make a down payment on bed divan

his lunch box, with Etta safely out for the living room. That old couch

of the way on an errand at the drug was such an eyesore,

store, she had won his consent to her Her pleasant reverie was broken

plan. as the screen door banged, and

The children were in school all the twins came bouncing into the

day, and by carefully planning her room. "Hi there, mom," cried Billy,

work, she thought she could manage "isn't supper ready yet? Gee whiz,

it. She would arrange for the nine- am I starved!" Billy was always hun-

year-old twins, Billy and Betty, to gry. He grabbed a piece of baker's

stay after school with Great-aunt bread from the box and stuffed it

Bessie, a childless widow who had into his mouth,

always been fond of them. And "Not so much slang, dear. Yes,

Etta could take care of herself, and I'll have it ready in a few minutes."

do a good share of the housework. Little needles shot up the backs of

Emily's agile mind swept on to the her legs as she bent her energy to the

systematic planning of her day's task. Goodness, it was getting late,

work: the breakfast to be cooked ''Say, mom," called Betty from the

early, and served to the children later bathroom, where she was washing

by Etta; the lunches for the entire her hands, "Aunt Bessie said to tell
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you, of course we're welcome to stay dance act for assembly. Meryl's so
there, but Billy'd have to do better, talented." She turned around, exe-

Know what he did?" She pointed an cuting a dance step. ''Meryl Sisom.
accusing soapy finger. "He put two You know. Mother."
toads in Aunt Bessie's goldfish bowl "Some new people who just moved
—right in with the fish. 'Magine!" into town. They live over in the old

Betty set her lips self-ri^hteously, Jacobs' home," explained Emily.
'Tah, an' what if I did, ole Miss Jack grunted. "Humph. Well,

Smarty! And mom, know what she you see that you bring Meryl or who-
did?" Billy's voice was loud with ever she is over here to practice so

scorn. "Kept coming in the house you can help a little. And that's

with her rollerskates on—right on final!" He brought his fist down on
the lineoleum Aunt Bessie'd just the table with a bang,

waxed. She said . . .

.

"

"Oh, all right," Etta pouted. "Mr.

"Oh, children, stop it. Mother's Sisom makes simply scads of money,"

too tired tonight. And Billy, get she went on, with a side glance at her

the broom and sweep up all that mud father. "Meryl has awfully smart

you dragged in. Betty, help mother clothes. She's getting a new chubby

set the table. And put away your fur jacket. Wish I could," she sighed

school things. Oh, dear, Etta's not volubly.

home from school yet, and it's nearly Jack paddled off to the living room
six." Her voice rose in strident irri- in his stocking feet to finish his nap,

tation. She found herself wonder- muttering that the money some peo-

ing, a little grimly, if Aunt Bessie pie were spending was ridiculous, and

still could be heard to wish piously Emily began clearing the table,

that the Almighty had seen fit to "Maybe we can manage the jacket

bless her with a family. later on," she said to Etta who was

They were half way through sup- helping. "Now hurry, dear, you'll be

per by the time Etta came in, tossing late for Mutual. It's Tuesday night,

her sweater over a chair. Emily you know."

looked fondly at her daughter whose "Oh, I'm not going tonight," re-

red-gold hair framed a piquant face plied Etta, "Meryl doesnt want to

with dancing brown eyes. Etta went join. She says the things they do

at once to the kitchen mirror and at Mutual are childish."

began a careful inspection of her
, , . , -, ^

complexion. A^ *^^ weeks hurried on and the

"WhereVe you been, Etta?" asked tag ends of work from even Em-

ber father, abruptly emerging from ily's careful planning began to pile

his newspaper. up, she tried to grow accustomed to

''Over to Meryl's," answered Etta, the lint which accumulated under

patting her curls. "I ate supper over the beds from her one "free day" a

l-here." week to the next. She trained her-

• "You're supposed to be home self not to notice the pile of mending

when your mother comes. You which grew steadily higher on the

should help out a little. And who sewing machine, or the ironing which

is Meryl?" hung perennially on the clothes' rack.

''We were practicing a song and But by the time the short cold days of
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winter had set in, she began to worry that she would have to work night
about Betty's frequent colds. Emily shift for several weeks; he was short
knew that Aunt Bessie, really the soul of experienced women for the night
of kindness, nevertheless must have work.

her house neat, and that often the 'It will mean that you'll have to

twins played out-of-doors late on see to getting the twins to bed," she
chilly afternoons with sweaters un- told Etta, as they prepared supper,

buttoned and caps left carelessly in 'Tour father is on the afternoon
the house. She tried to console her- shift, and I have to leave right after

self with the knowledge that, as she supper."

always worked day shift, she was at Etta didnt reply at first, but went
home evenings to see that the chil- on setting the table. "Fve a chance
dren went to bed on time, with colds to work evenings and Saturdays down
doctored if necessary. Somehow, she at El Dansante Cafe, waiting on ta-

had ceased to talk over family trou- bles," she began at last,

bles with her husband. By the time ''Oh, but Etta," Emily's voice

she had finished her almost endless lifted in quick concern. "I don't want
evening tasks, he was usually asleep you to work down there. It'll be too
in his chair; or, if he was working hard on you. Anyway, I need you
night shift, he had to leave for work here at home." She forced her lips

soon after she came home. And, like to smile.

herself, he seemed too tired for much Etta glanced curiously at her

conversation. The few words they mother; and the older woman real-

had for each other were merely mo- ized, with a pang, that her daughter
ments snatched from seemingly more suddenly seemed grownup, an adult

essential things. who faced her with alien eyes. "But
She would have liked to talk to Mother," replied Etta, "you don't

him about the sealed note addressed stay home. Why should I?"

to her which fell from Bill's overall In the end, Etta won her parents'

pocket one night as she was hanging grudging consent to take the job; the

up the children's clothes. "Dear hours wouldn't be long, and the pro-

Mrs. Merrill," it began, "if possible, prietor promised to see that the girls

will you please see that Billy gets got home safely. Emily prevailed

some extra drill on his 'times upon Aunt Bessie to keep the twins

tables each evening? Otherwise, I at night, and for a while everything

may have to put him in a slower seemed to go smoothly again,

group. Your cooperation will be Emily couldn't remember, later,

greatly ..." and signed with the just when she first began to notice

teacher's name. A guilty flush spread a change in Etta. It may have been
over Emily's face. The afternoons the morning Jack told her that their

and evenings of over half the season daughter was staying at El Dansante
had slipped away, and Billy had gone to dance long after her work was
joyfully on, his "times tables" cards, finished. "I've spoken to her about
sent home earlier in the year, repos- it. But I'm to go on night shift my-
ing in the cupboard drawer. self, now, so you'd better remind her

It was only a few days later that the to get home early," he warned Emily,
foreman, Mr. Walters, told Emily One afternoon, she was roused by
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the sound of Etta's and Meryl's voices

in the kitchen. She glanced at the
clock. Only two-thirty; they should
still be in school. She frowned as

she slid her feet into slippers and
pulled her robe around her shoulders.

It was hard enough to get a little rest,

what with the essential housework
lasting most of the forenoon. "How
is it you two aren't in class?" she

asked, opening the kitchen door.

''Oh, we . . . that is, I . . . got a

call to go to work a little earlier,"

, answered Etta lamely.

"But Etta, you shouldn't miss

school for any other work." Emily
tried to keep the panic out of her

voice. She realized, without know-
ing why, that this had happened

before.

"Oh, Mother, don't be silly." Et-

ta's young face flushed vdth embar-

rassment. She glanced at her friend,

who was watching with a little

amused smile.

"Well, let's not have it happen

again." Emily turned back to the

bedroom, suddenly conscious of her

towsled hair and crumpled robe un-

der Meryl's cool appraising eyes.

Funny she'd never noticed before

what a bold look the girl had, vdth

frankly darkened lashes and too

bright lipstick. It was later that same

afternoon that she found Meryl's

compact on the kitchen table. Only,

as it sprang open in her hand, it con-

tained not rouge and powder, but

cigarettes.

Etta, questioned about the matter,

replied sulkily that she didn't know
if Meryl smoked; it wasn't any of

her business anyway, was it? The
incident was crowded back in Emily's

mind by the endless tide of work

that pushed her on.

Then one Friday morning Emily
was searching for her coat, getting

ready to go home. She hummed a

tune, thinking of what Mr. Walters,

the foreman, had said as she left her

work. "It's time for you to change

back to day shift again Sunday, Mrs.

Merrill. You've done so well, I want
you to supervise the women workers.

Only thing, you may be 'frozen' to

your job for the duration, and you'll

have to take your turn at the night

shift. But it'll mean an increase in

pay. Let me know when you come
back Sunday." Preoccupied, she was

at first unaware of what the women
on the other side of the rack were

saying.

"... well, if Etta were my daugh-

ter, I'd never let her run around with

that Meryl Sisom."

"... humph. I guess she's just

as bad as the rest. Out all hours of

the night. The whole crowd smok-

ing and drinking, so I hear."

The door banged after the women.

Emily stood clutching her coat, their

words still ringing in her ears. Of

course, it wasn't true! It couldn't

be. Not Etta. Then she remembered

the cigarette case.

The ride home in the crowded bus

seemed endless. She found Jack in

the kitchen, gloomily cooking his

breakfast. Emily sat down by the

table and pushed back the stale dishes

from last night's supper. If only she

could stop shaking while she told

him.

He said nothing at first, and Emily

thought that, oddly, he didn't seem

surprised. "Well, Emily," he said

gravely at last, "I don't know as I

blame you for trying to earn a little

extra. Heaven knows you deserve it,

after all your years of going without.
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But this old 'home ship' of ours needs in from work. Now, don't cry,

a pilot at the helm. Go into the living Emily, she's all right — so far, at

room." least." He put his arm around her

''Go into . . . but what . . .
?" shoulders, and in an instant the

"Just go on in. You'll see." He aloofness of the past months van-

pushed back his chair and followed ished in their common bond of con-

her. cern. Then the rough gentleness in

For the rest of her life Emily would his voice gave way to sudden anger.,

remember the scene—the early light ''But I won't have it. This is the

mottling the rug, the fur jacket flung end. No daughter of mine. ..."

carelessly on a chair, and on the new Etta sat up, rubbing her eyes,

divan, the girl lying asleep, still "Gee, what's the matter? Say, I

fully clothed, her bright hair spilling didn't intend to stay here all night."

over the dark cushions. Emily "All night!" Her father's voice ex-,

opened her mouth, but no words ploded like a storm. "Don't worry,

came. Her feet were like lead as she daughter." You haven't been here

walked across the room and bent all night! Now just you listen to

down. She hadn't known how her me." His angry words beat upon
knees were trembling until they gave Etta's bowed head. But Emily, still

way and she sank down on the edge dabbing at her eyes with her wadded
of the divan. "Oh, Jack, Jack!" she handkerchief, had made up her mind
sobbed, "she isn't . . . that is, I at last. She had gone to the hall

thought. . .
." phone and dialed a number. "Hello,

"No, she isn't drunk," said Jack is this ... oh, all right. Just give Mr.
bluntly, "just given out from dancing Walters a message for me, please,

at that fool place where she works. Tell him that Mrs. Emily Merrill will

I put my coat over her when I came not be at work . . . any more."

^

BEYOND THIS NIGHT

Linnie Fishei Robinson

We toiled, beloved, to build a universe secure,

Hoping for lasting peace, where we could turn

To things of home; nor dreamed our sons should thus endure

Days like those other ones we knew. But hate fires burn,

Raging across the world; dreams fall apart

Leaving but blackened ruins smoldering behind.

Bringing despair to try the human heart

And tear security from out the human mind.

Yet counting all the sands our lives have known,
Adding our joy when peace lay on the land.

We can but say that life is good; we can but own
That, through those storms, we knew that God was in command.

Today, that candle, in this dark, shines bright

For things our sons shall gather past the night!



Psychological Warfare—An
Invisible Weapon

Mark K. Allen

Psychologist, Utah State Training School

WAR is fought today from sistance in the enemy's army and ci-

three principal approaches: vilian population and to diminish

the economic, the military, enemy prestige in the eyes of the

and the psychological. Economic neutrals." An Axis spokesman has

warfare means ''starvation for our said, speaking of psychological war-

enemies and food for our friends." fare, that "It is essential to attacK

It means keeping the enemy from the enemy nation in its weak spots,

obtaining from anywhere in the to undermine and break down its re-

world the things he needs to live and sistance, and to convince it that it

to make war on us—the food, the is being deceived, misled, and

iron, the fuel, and the other ma- brought to destruction by its own
terials needed to make and operate government. Thus the people will

a war machine. In an age of mechan- lose confidence in the justice of its

ization, this type of warfare is very cause so that the political opposition

important. In this type of warfare— in those nations will raise its head

the economic—the Allies had the and become a more powerful troub-

better of the argument in World le-maker. The enemy nation's orig-

War 1. But in this war, the Axis has inally solid, powerful, and well-knit

already reduced through conquest fabric must be gradually disinte-

this economic inequality. grated, broken down, rotted, so that

In the military phase of war, until it falls apart like a fungus treaded

recently, the Axis seems to have had upon in a forest."

a definite advantage, because of Psychological warfare consists of
longer preparation, more thorough spreading rumors, false reports,
training, and a more definite military

threats, and fears of deadly secret
plan than was the case with the weapons. The channels through
United Nations. Our present mobil-

^j^^^j^ ^his type of warfare is prose-
ization and arms production pro-

^^^^^ ^^^ short-wave radio, fifth col-
gram, as well as mass air attacks on

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ l^^^ed by agents
Axis war industries, are calculated to . . ^ j j i.

remove this advantage. ^ *^^ ^PP^"f*i^"^, ^P^'l^ \P".^;

The third type of warfare-the P^^ uncritically. The type of material

psychological-means weakening the spread usually has to do with the

opponent through all sorts of tricks strength of the aggressor, the weak-

designed to confuse, to frighten, to ness of the defender, and the futility

discourage, to mislead, and to divide, of resistance. An attempt is made

It is ''an offensive war waged with to discredit the leaders of the op-

intellectual and emotional weapons posing nations. In eariy stages of

to destroy the power of morale re- psychological warfare, a feeling of

Page 23
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easy complacency is encouraged by the nearer their claims fit our preju-

promises of non-aggression. dices, the more they stir up strife

Psychological warfare is referred and disunity among us. Religious

to today by news commentators as prejudices are easily aroused by
the 'war of nerves," the ''strategy propaganda, and political disunity is

of terror,'' "breaking down the home readily promoted. Repeated at-

front," "demoralizing the enemy," tempts have been made to drive

and the "war of words," or propa- wedges between the United States

ganda. and Great Britain by saying that

With the stepping up of com- "Britain always gets someone else

munications, especially the radio, to pull her chestnuts out of the

psychological warfare has taken on a fire." Likewise, Japan points out to

new significance in the present war. China the futility of expecting con-

There is nothing incomprehensible tinned help from allies who have so

in this type of warfare, and every miserably "let her down in the past."

American should thoroughly under- Short-wave radio propaganda from

stand it and realize how treacherous- nations at war with us has been par-

ly it can attack, even over many ticularly directed toward stirring up

thousands of miles of land and sea. economic class hatred in America.

Let us, then, turn to the problem One of the corner stones of this plan

of psychological warfare as practiced oi conquest is the hope that America

against the Democracies, Freedom of will collapse from within because of

press, of speech, and of assembly— the failure to achieve class unity. La-

all censored or denied in totalitarian bor is stirred up against capital, and

countries as a step in the psycho- capital against labor. Unfortunately,

logical preparation of their own many people in this country are

people—in democratic countries pro- caught in this trap because of already

vide fertile soil in which to wage established prejudices along this line

psychological warfare. of thinking, which, of course, invites

The Axis program has three prin- propaganda of this character from

cipal aims: (i) to increase conflict the enemies of this country,

and disunity among us; (2) to pro- The second general aim of psy-

duce anxiety, fear, and confusion; chological warfare, after divisions

and (3) to produce apathy and dis- are fostered among the people, is to

illusionment. produce anxiety, fear, and confusion.

Just as the Axis strategy on the This is done through pointing out to

battlefield is to divide and then to the victim the invincibility of the

conquer, so on the psychological aggressor. It consists of a strong mili-

front every possible device is em- tary power intimidating a weaker one

ployed to promote disunity among into submission. The weak are told

us. The starting points are our own oi the fate of other victims, and are

latent prejudices. A few of the most warned of a worse fate, and im-

common possibilities are racial, reli- pressed with the futility of resist-

gious, political, national, and eco- ance. This "strategy of terror" has

nomic class prejudices. The efforts been one of the crudest weapons of

of the enemies of this country to stir the aggressors. If weak peoples still

up racial hatreds are well known, and resisted after due warning, their fate
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was as bad as promised and became been known to spread much propa-
a warning to the next victim. ganda about some great action, such

Terror is spread by several devic- as the move through the Balkans,
es. Civilian bombing is perhaps the then the talk would subside, then it

most dreadful. Bombs are even made would start up again and die down
to scream to add to the terror. In- again. Finally, when everyone had
cendiaries and delayed-action bombs become apathetic about it, they

prolong and intensify the terror of would strike. Japan talked of arbi-

mass raids. The threat of gas bombs trating her difficulties with United
has also been used to advantage. States up until the very day the at-

Fear has been spread by such tricks tack was made on Pearl Harbor. The
as throwing images on the clouds Japanese have repeatedly tried to

with huge lantern-slide projectors, disillusion the people of the United
Little does a warring nation care States about the reliability of the re-

whether its opponents are destroyed ports given them from the Navy as

by bombs and shells or by psycholo- to losses. Japan's technique is to an-

gical methods so long as they cease nounce—sometimes accurately, but

resistance. Panic and a broken will often not—United States' naval los-

to resist through actual combat or ses several days in advance of the

war work is the aim of the ''strategy Navy's reports. In the battle of Java,

of terror." If psychological victories in which United States losses were

can be won, they are usually much severe, Japan announced them with

less costly than actual mihtary con- some accuracy many days before our

quests. It is difficult to estimate how report—the aim being to make it ap-

much aggressor armies and machines pear to the people of this country

have been spared by psychological that Japan forced the Navy to make
victories of the propaganda bureaus, admissions it othenvise would not

Confusion is spread by circulating J^^^e
made. People should constant-

all sorts of false news reports. Re- ^V ^^ ^n guard agamst this trick, re-

ports from an opposing nation may membermg how important itis for

say an attack will be made at a cer-
^"^ ^avy to avoid giving information

tain time at a certain place. Then ^^ opposing nations,

the place will be changed. When Another plan is to announce sev-

sufficient confusion has been caused, eral days in advance the capture of

an attack will be made at a wholly a certain city which is quite sure to

unexpected place. Confusion makes be taken later. This forces a denial

organized resistance more difficult, from the defenders at first, but an

False reports have been circulated admission later when the city is ac-

repeatedly in this war by nations tually taken—all of which, it is

whose armies were locked in close hoped, will establish confidence in

combat with those of other nations, the reliability of reports from the

often successfully dispersing and opposing nations and a distrust of re-

disorganizing the opposing forces. ports of one's own nation. Another

The third aim of psychological trick of similar character, practiced

warfare is to promote apathy and dis- by the Axis, is the announcement of

illusionment. The Axis nations have false victories for the Democracies.
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Since we are watchful for good news, ize how "pacifistic'' at heart we are,

we may accept these reports, not sus- and they are sure to attempt to turn

pecting their origin. Later, when this fine ideal to our destruction,

reports prove untrue, we become dis- The defense against psychological

illusioned and confused. warfare is as complicated as war it-

The secretive way in which the self. Let us hope that some under-

Axis powers plan campaigns often standing of what it is will aid in our

lulls us into a sense of false security, resistance to it. However, civilians

Our perilous plight of unprepared- can prepare themselves against it in

ness during the early months of this some measure by abiding by the fol-

war was our punishment for years of lowing suggestions:

this weakness. Nations at war with First, keep reliably informed on

the United States have taken great the daily news. Learn to check ha-

advantage of our easy optimism and bitually the sources of all reports and
uncritical self-sufficiency. We have to evaluate their content according

failed to take a proper measure of to their source,

those who are against us, and we Second, don't carry rumors. They
have considerably overestimated the are the most unreliable source of

security we have in extensive but un- news there is. Remember, most of

developed material resources and them are planted by those opposed
manpower. Nations opposing this to us, and they are meant to confuse
country still feign weakness at times and mislead us. Always ask the ru-

to lull us into this sense of false se- mor monger where he got his storv.

curity and the resulting relaxation Write it down if it sounds vicious
of effort. enough, then check it with your ci-

Another potent psychological vilian defense authorities. You might
weapon is the peace offensive, thus help to find fifth columnists.

Should the United Nations appear Don't repeat rumors to your neigh-

to be really about to win the war, a bors.

strong bid for peace can surely be Third, speak constructively of de-

expected from the Axis. The hope mocracy and its leaders. This doesn't

will be to lull the Democracies back mean not to criticize, but it does

into a sense of false security, while mean to learn to see and to speak of

further preparation may be made to all that is good as well as that which
attack them. The Axis nations real- needs correcting.

<

FAITH AND COURAGE
The following Christmas messaage by Nicholas Murray Butler may

appropriately be carried into the new year:

Christmas Day in this year of grace will be celebrated with civilization at the lowest

mark in the history of modern times. This means that more than ever men of light and
leading and insight must have faith and courage and hope. They must not and cannot
let their faith weaken in those everlasting ideals which must rule any civilized and peace-

ful world ....



Little Stones that Change the

Course of Rivers
Ldh MarJer Hoggan

NO river runs down to the sea A chance rock in an upland brook,

without meeting with ob- ^^y change a river's course. And yet no

stacles and interferences. And ..
^^^^'

, „.,.

i-r £ icM -i. J i.- -i-T- i.
JNo, nor the batthng mountains of the world,

no hfe fulfills Its destiny without Can hold it from its destiny, the sea.

overcoming trials and hardships.

Yet we chafe under restraint. We Though a stone may divert the

resent interference. We become stream from its original channel, the

frustrated when sorrow and disap- water flows around it and makes its

pointment disrupt our plans. We way in and out, under and over, past

feel that life should run smoothly stick and pebble and deadwood and
for us. Why should our course be growing things, on and on until it

hampered and blocked at every turn? reaches the surging sea.

Why should obstacles be forever re- The picturesque cataract that
tarding our progress? Are the very breaks in sparkling grandeur over a

fates discriminating against us? jagged cliff and spills itself in lacy

Know this, O friend, neither life rainbows down a mountain gorge,

nor law discriminate against anyone, has gathered the very force that glori-

We reach the high goals we set out fies it from the obstruction that

to achieve through the conquest of blocked its way.
difficulties. Said }. G. Holland: ^^ ^^^gpt the barriers on life's

,,, . , ^, ^, . ^, ^ y xx^
'' pathway as impediments to progressWe rise by the thmes that are neath our 4 , i -, i r . i r r

£gg|..

J °
IS to admit deteat betore we riave

By what we have mastered of good and undertaken the journey. All lives

gain. are beset by struggle and pain and
By the pride deposed and the passion slain, sorrow. This is nature's way of
And the vanquished ills that we hourly

teaching US the things we need to
meet

know. We can't gain experience

There is a native in his island home through the efforts of someone else,

who believes that "the strength and Our joys and sorrows must come first

valor of the enemy he kills passes hand. We have to work in order

into himself." Symbolically, this is to learn to work. We have to suffer

true. We gain strength and develop- ^ order to gain insight into life,

ment from the conquest of difficult We have to pray in order to learn

undertakings. Disappointments and what prayer means,

delays are often the forces that are Real values come only through

preparing us to assume responsi- earnest effort. Intellectual growth

bilities of importance. We have to and spiritual development are not

meet and overcome trials before we attained by listless wishing. Emer-

are in readiness to accept the great son said: "The law of nature is, Do
trusts. Said a great poet: the thing, and you shall have the
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power: but they who do not the thing

have not the power."

It is not the reward, but the strug-

gle that perfects us. Effort precedes

efficiency, and "joy is in the quest."

We are forever consoHng ourselves

with alibis and excuses for the things

we have failed to accomplish- Though
we can not explain our weaknesses

and failures away, even to ourselves,

still we can overcome them and lift

ourselves nearer to the ideal that we
secretly cherish. Our strength of

character is measured by our mastery

of the trials we have met. What we
think and feel and do puts its mark
upon us with indelible fingers. Truly

''the gods we worship write their

names on our faces."

A SCOUTMASTER and some
members of his troop were at-

tending a rodeo. They stood on the

sidelines one morning and watched

a procession march gaily down the

street. Decked in full regalia, a group

of Indians from a nearby reservation

headed the parade. Brilliant Navajo

blankets covered their horses' backs

in lieu of saddles. But nothing 'ex-

cited the admiration of the on-lookers

so much as the gorgeous war bonnets

worn by the old Indian chieftains.

These bonnets not only encircled

their faces with bright feathers and
other trophies, but also extended

gracefully down their backs nearly

to their feet.

At the close of the parade a pomp-
ous young man stepped up to one of

the Indians and offered him a hand-

ful of small coins for his war bonnet.

The Indian silently shook his head.

"Doesn't he understand the fel-

low?" asked one of the scouts. "Yes,"

said the scoutmaster, that Indian

speaks English as fluently as you or I

do. But his war bonnet, like your

merit badges, is not for sale. Every

eagle feather, every weasel tail, every

bear's claw in his bonnet is a sym-

bol of some heroic accomplishment

or brave deed. The headdress repre-

sents years of effort and is a mark of

honor and heroism. He would no
more sell it than a king would sell

his crown." The scouts understood,

for each of them was wearing troph-

ies that had cost him long hours

of study and effort to obtain. They
knew the delight that comes from a

worthy achievement.

Too often we adults miss the joy

of some great accomplishment be-

cause we lack the courage or confi-

. dence to begin. We tell ourselves

that we are too old or too busy or

that we haven't the ability for such

an undertaking. We let our fears

and misgivings baffle us. We wall

ourselves out from privileges we
might enjoy. We permit lost oppor-

tunities to taunt us, old age to fright-

en us, ignorance to threaten us. Our
mistakes rise up before us like

shrouded ghosts in the darkness to

accuse and intimidate us.

Down with the wall! Banish the

spectre! Forget the failures of yes-

terday! Are we not God's children

all? And have we not been assured

that He will give us' strength and

courage according to our need?

To the valiant hearted there is no
ultimate defeat. There is always a

tomorrow. "True art," says Annie

Pike Greenwood, "is in bringing

some sort of triumph out of pain."*

Even the Master knew Gethse-

mane and the cross. But did He not

rise to triumphant glory, to stand as

the Savior of the world and as a guid-

ing light to mankind forevermore?

*Used by special permission of author.



Justice Is a Group Affair

Eva Willes Wangsgaard

JUDITH RAWSON sat on a rag cept for that habit she had of wip-
rug on the summer grass, wrap- ing her perfectly dry Hps with her
ped in the warm, fruity smell of handkerchief; and the pink in her

yellow roses, and thought about peo- cheeks was too bright. She'd be all

pie and life. It had been long since right, though, and so would Artie

she had had time to sit and think, whose thoughts were always slow,

But now the examinations were over, but exact.

and she was graduated, and there Judith left off thinking of her

was a whole glorious afternoon for brother and sister and looked
her very own. around. Then a teacher appeared

She looked down at her gradua- and began writing questions on the

tion dress made of white lawn with board, and Judith bent to her work
a yoke of tucks and insertion and of writing answers on the paper that

ruffles of Valenciennes lace; and she lay on her desk which had been pro-

remembered how nearly she had vided for this purpose,

come to not having it. That made All day the examinations went on.

her recall Edna Silver and Edna's A large staff of teachers corrected pa-

courageous words, and the beauty of pers as fast as they were handed in,

those words caught in her throat and so by nighttime everyone knew
tightened her chest; and the whole whether or not he had passed,

school year, just past, began to un- To know was a relief, though

fold in little scenes like stereopticon some of the kids failed and cried, or

views. even got hysterical. Judith turned

There was Crossburg the day of her eyes away from that memory,

the examinations. The eighth She knew some of them, and it hurt

graders from every town in the to remember,

county met in the Crossburg Cen- But there were happier scenes. A
tral schoolhouse in three crowded girl from Hillsdale got such high

rooms, which had been thrown into marks that they called her a vale-

one large hall by sliding the great dictorian, and she gave a speech at

doors which made up their walls. the exercises. Maybe on some other

Judith sat in the room at the south graduation day Judith could do that

where the warm May sun crept for her class.

through the Venetian blinds. When And here were her white lawn

she looked for Margie, her sister, she dress and her hat of white chiffon

found her in the center of the mid- pleated into a bandeau covered with

die room, but no matter how she pink for-get-me-nots instead of the

craned her neck, she couldn't see her blue ones Margie wore. But she al-

brother, Artie. He must be in the most hadn't got them. . . .

third room, and it was around a cor- Ever since she had entered Mr.

ner so that only a triangle of it was Peterson's eighth grade, she had felt

visible from where Judith sat. baffled. Mr. Peterson didn't believe

Every student was tense with ex- in special promotions. Helen Tan-

citement. Margie looked calm, ex- ner was somehow an exception.
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Maybe that was because Mr. Peter- gie had been in another room that

son taught her the year before; he was all seventh grade. Judith had
had been promoted with the class, been sixth grade then. With two
Helen was dainty and pretty, too, classes in one room there had been

with her auburn curls and her gray more study time, and Judith had
eyes that smiled flatteringly up at found it hard to keep out of mis-

him from under long, dark, curled chief.

lashes. Besides she was a whole year She had sat in one corner among
older than Judith. a group of boys. The daily assign-

"What do they think Fm running ments hadn't been nearly enough, so

here? A kindergarten?" Mr. Peter- she had coached the whole group in

son was tall and skinny with thin, .
arithmetic until they were two

forward-falling brown hair, and he months ahead. Then it wasn't fun

flipped Judith's registration card as any more. Billy, Clyde, and Robert

he spoke. had liked it at first, and they were

Judith just stood there fingering good sports, too. They didn't care

the pink ribbon that tied her yellow if Judith was a girl, but worked with

braids into a swing, and lifted brown her anyway. But they lost interest,

eyes to his spiral-like, blue-green

ones, which refused to meet hers. CV^^ ^^Y J^^^i^h had finished the

He wasn't ever openly cross; he last word in Sdi-Hdp by Sam-

just hid behind soft prickles like uel Smiles, which Mr. Jerome had

wild lettuce, so that the damp hand lent her. There wasn't a single thing

of caution pressed always on her to do. Clyde was whittling a slender

throat. stick into a "guinny."

If she sometimes got too excited "Want it, Judy?" he had whis-

and forgot and called out the an- pered.

swer, he would say, "Grown-up peo- "Thanks. It's cute." Judith be-

ple wait their turns. Only babies yell gan to tap the tiny stick with her

for attention." Then her report card ruler.

would read: Deportment Good or Mr. Jerome had sat down at his

Fail. Not once had there been an desk to check a lesson. Judith had

Excdhnt or a Very Good the way slid into the aisle and had given the

her studies said. toy harder and harder taps. It had

Father had talked and talked to leaped and fallen with a small,

her about it, but she didn't know dropped pencil sound. Suddenly it

how to change. Father said, 'Teach- had gone sailing through the air and

ers are always right." had lit, plop, on Mr. Jerome's book.

Last year it had been different, be- Judith had slipped instantly back

cause Mr. Jerome had been kind and into her seat and seized a book. Mr.

wise like Father generally was. Even Jerome had picked up the offending

his hair curled in happy little curls, toy and had held it before his face,

and his eyes were warm and blue. "A 'guinny' is a dangerous play-

Last year there had been two classes thing, even on the school ground,"

in one room—one sixth and one sev- he said. He pressed his forefinger up

enth grade. Artie had been in the and down on one sharp point. Then,

seventh with Mr. Jerome, but Mar- "Here, Judith. Dispose of it."
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If he had pricked her with the and was still for a long moment,
"guinny," Judith couldn't have been Then he went on conducting class,

more startled and ashamed, nor At promotion time Mr. Jerome
could she have jumped more quick- had decided harder work would be
ly. She had walked to the desk, better for Judith. So he had jumped
though, and, taking the "guinny" her into the eighth grade,

from his outstretched hand, had But Mr. Peterson didn't look at

dropped it into the wire wastebas- things that way. He resented both
ket. The incident was closed, and her energy and her youngness. He
Mr. Jerome hadn't marked down her resented all of her.

report card. He knew how hard she This year all three of the Rawson
tried to hold herself back. children were in the same room.

But afterwards Judith discovered Judith hung around Margie too

that there were interesting texts in much, but there were no other com-

the seventh grade desks and bor- panions in the room. She missed last

rowed one often. And she listened year's kids.

to seventh grade discussions instead Some of these kids were old—sev-
of getting into trouble. enteen and eighteen. They stayed

Even that proved embarrassing, at home so often to work in fields

though. and orchards. Artie often stayed

One day when Mr. Jerome was di- home to look after things while Fa-

recting a seventh grade geography ther was away, but Judith and Mar-

class he asked, ''What article nee- gie seldom missed a day. So Margie

essary in manufacturing is entirely was just right. It was Judith and

absent in Brazil?" Artie who were out of place.

The class had sat too still. No And there was Edna Silver who
hands were raised. was an orphan and lived with a cross

Then up went Judith's hand. aunt. The other children in the

Mr. Jerome's kind eyes looked room told tales about how much
tired. Maybe he was wondering what work she had to do each day before

the child could want now. Maybe she came to school, and lots and

he was weary because the seventh lots of days she didn't get there at

graders were unprepared. But he all. Judith had often helped her with

decided to settle Judith first. lessons at recess, because Judith was

"What is it?" he asked. often lonely and didn't know how

"Coal," answered Judith. to mix with these new kids.

Two rows of seventh grade faces Edna learned well too. Some of

came up at once and stared at Ju- the other big girls couldn't learn

dith. Three rows of sixth grade stu- even when you tried your hardest,

dents quit studying and giggled. Ju- because they couldn't forget that

dith dropped her hot face on her they were older than you. But Edna

desk and felt the cool, smooth touch wasn't like that. She thought of the

of the maple top. work, not herself, and stuck with Ju-

Mr. Jerome raised his brows, dith no matter how often Judith had

"Where did you learn that?" to go over a thing. And she \yas

"I read it." eighteen, too. She was a nice gid,

"Well, you're correct," he said, but too old to play with Judith.
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Lizzie Shaw was Margie's play-

mate—she and Helen Tanner. But
Lizzie didn't want Margie's little

sister along and often made it plain

that what she said was not for Ju-

dith's ears. Helen Tanner was all

right when she and Judith studied

together. But she acted just like

Lizzie when it was recess time and
she didn't need her.

School wasn't nearly so much fun

as it had been last year. But Mr. Pe-

terson puzzled Judith more than the

pupils did.

When the class was in diagram-

ing, Lizzie, Margie, Helen, and Ju-

dith read the text and went ahead
almost without trouble. But if they

ever got stuck, Mr. Peterson was al-

ways busy. It didn't matter much,
though. One of them always found
the help they needed by reading the

book again.

One day, Mr. Peterson was put-

ting a diagram on the board. He
made a mistake. Lizzie's hand went
up. She was like that. Things were
never correct or incorrect to Lizzie.

They were right or wrong, and must
be set straight. So she told Mr. Pe-

terson.

He was quiet and went very pale.

Finally, "How would you do it?" he
asked.

Lizzie drew the correct diagram.

Judith, Margie, and Helen nodded.
Mr. Peterson said, "Well, that's

right, too. Just be careful to have a

reason for your diagram."

Lizzie opened her mouth, then
shut it tight and plunked into her

seat, and the lesson went on.

There was a lot of work to be done
in the eighth grade and Judith liked

it, but she wasn't happy. She felt

choked. There were too many ways
for Mr. Peterson to show what he

thought of special promotion stu-

dents, like asking Judith if she didn't

need a rest when you could hear the

younger students out at recess.

Once after he had said that, Ju-

dith stood by the steps not feeling

like joining in any of the games at

all. Edna Silver had come up and
put her arm around Judith's shoul-

der. "Don't let it bother you, Judy,"
she said. "You're all right. Keep
right on going. You're the kind that

can. I can't, but part of me will fol-

low you however far you go. Now
run and play." Judith smiled and
ran.

"lyHEN the report cards for the

third term came out, Judith

opened hers eagerly. She'd tried to

be good, and maybe Mr. Peterson

had noticed. But she held it down
and stared at the wall. The subjects

weren't so bad. You either got your

lessons and passed your examinations

with high marks or low, but deport-

ment was different. That was the

teacher's opinion. Now it was lower

than ever and stood out like a stump

in the snow—P for Poor.

Father would be disappointed and

so would Mother. They had said

that she couldn't have a new dress

for graduation if she didn't improve

in behavior. It was no use to talk.

Teacher was always right. "It

didn't matter how much you learned

if you didn't know how to live,"

Father had said.

Judith thought and thought. She

could find no reason for such a low
mark. She had "called out" a few

times, but so many, many times she

had succeeded in holding back even

when she was the only one who
wanted to answer! She guessed Mr.
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Peterson was right. Kids shouldn't

get ahead of themselves.

Margie would have her new dress

now, and Judith would have to wear

an old one, if they let her go to the

exercises at all.

Still, maybe it was a mistake.

Hope struck a small match. It didn't

seem fair, and teachers did some-

times make mistakes in copying,

just as students did. She'd go and
ask him. Anyway, she might find out

what was wrong so that she could

improve the last term. If she did,

maybe she could have her new dress

after all.

But Mr. Peterson wouldn't notice

her. Other children were around his

desk, and he kept taking new ones

even after Judith was sure that it

was her turn.

When she tried to get attention,

Mr. Peterson said, ''Don't push like

a baby."

There was nothing to do but wait.

She pushed the tears back so that

she wouldn't be a baby.

She felt an arm around her and

looked up into Edna Silver's quiet

eyes. Edna took Judith's report card,

glanced at it, and handed it back.

How long she had been listening and

watching, Judith didn't know. But

now she was speaking to Mr. Pe-

terson.

''What's wrong with Judith's be-

havior? I think she's a good little kid.

I've learned a lot from her." She

sounded defiant, but she wasn't. She

was just earnest. That was evident

by the light in her fine, grey eyes;and

something in her voice made Mr.

Peterson listen.

Silence stretched like an elastic

band between them, then snapped,

and Edna continued, "Children are

a sacred trust. They have a right to

fairness and to understanding." A
change came over her face. "We
can't play favorites. I know one who
wouldn't get such good marks if she

didn't borrow Judith Rawson's

eraser so often during tests."

Helen Tanner was putting her

books into her sack. She gave Edna
a swift look, and hurried out of the

room with one book still in her

hand.

Judith stood fascinated. Mr. Pe-

terson had the same look he had on

his face the day Lizzie corrected the

diagram. But Edna stood tall on her

convictions, and the color flamed

high in her cheeks. She wasn't fight-

ing for Judith alone.

"Ahem! Ahem!" Mr. Peterson

cleared his throat, but found noth-

ing to say.

Edna hadn't finished. "Whether
you play fair with Judith or not

isn't just between you and the child.

Justice is a group affair, and wc old-

er students expect to see justice

done."

Mr. Peterson looked out into the

room, then dropped his eyes and

went on making little fishes with his

pencil on a blotter on his desk.

Judith looked up. Almost every

older student in the room stood in

a little group in the rear looking at

Edna with approving eyes. Artie was

among them, straight r.nJ tall, with

his large blue eyes almost violet

with concern, and those crooked

little lines above his nose deeper

than she had ever seen them.

Judith choked and tears spilled

over and ran down her cheeks. The

older kids were wonderful! And all

this time that she had been con-

cerned only with herself, they had

known and cared.

(Continued on page 75)



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

\\TYTH time, woman's sphere has

expanded from the primitive

dugout to the whole intelHgent uni-

verse. In today's world, woman is

laborer, mechanic, soldier, doctor,

lawyer, scientist, statesman, nurse,

teacher, philosopher, poet. Never

has she had such power to shape the

destiny of men and of nations. God
grant she may use her strength wisely

and kindly and justly in helping to

rebuild the shattered world!

R

I

ENSELAER POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, the oldest engin-

eering college in the nation, now—
for the first time—is admitting

women both to the student body,

and to the faculty.

N the University of Southern Cali-

fornia two departments are head-

ed by women: the German, by Mrs.

Ruth Day, and the Latin by Dr.

Ruth Brown.

jyjRS. E. O. HOWARD, "mother"

of Salt Lake's beautiful Mem-
ory Park, which hallows the memory
of the dead heroes of World War I,

has lost a grandson in the present

conflict. In the former war her only

son, a captain in the American forces,

died in the Argonne just before the

Armistice. His only son, who was

born shortly after his father's death,

a flyer in the Eagle Squadron, gave

his life in this struggle.

WENDELL L. WILLKIE report-

ed that Mme, Chiang Kai-shek

is the only individual he ever met
whose personality far exceeds the

build-up of press agents. America

feels high enthusiasm for the visit
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of this wise, sympathetic Chinese
woman who has stood beside her

husband in battle and counseled him
in his overwhelming difficulties.

nPHE entire personnel of one air-

craft factory in Britain is made
up of women.

jyjRS. JULIA ELLERTSON ROB-
INSON, 94, died recendy in

Salt Lake City.

TN the American Bundles for Brit-

ain campaign, the Red Cross con-

tributions alone have totaled $31,-

000,000.

'pHE WAACs are to be increased

from 25,000 to 150,000.

'T^HE spirited young Russian sniper.

Lieutenant Lyudmilla Pavlich-

enko, has captivated American audi-

ences by her intelligence, character,

and sincerity. She fights to preserve

home and country. She hopes to

marry and rear a family after the war.

r\ONNA D. SORENSEN, former

counselor in the General Presi-

dency of Relief Society, and a pres-

ent General Board member, and Le-

ona F. Wintch, General Board

member, have each recently given

birth to a son.

PHILOSOPHY in a New Key: a

Study in the Symbolism of Rea-

son, Rite, and Art is a new scientific

book of worth and originality by Dr.

Suzanne K. Langer of Radcliffe Col-

lege. One challenging idea in this

book is that ''man can adapt himself

somehow to anything that his imag-

ination can cope with."
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c/l I iev;> dieart a

^^r^AST away from you all your

transgressions, whereby ye have

transgressed; and make you a new
heart and a new spirit . . .

."

The end of a year is a favorable

time to ''cast away . . . transgres-

sions" and seek to make ''a new heart

and a new spirit/' for there is encour-

agement in viewing the events of the

past year as being behind one and re-

garding the new year that lies ahead

much as a book, unmarred and un-

marked, containing three hundred
and sixty-five blank pages on which
will be written defeats or triumphs,

retrogression or progress.

It is true that many of the events

which may affect one during the

coming year arise through no voli-

tion of the individual; but the pages

of this yearbook will glow with

beauty or be drab and even ugly—not
because of events that may transpire,

but according to the manner in

which the individual meets these

events. The most luminous page

may shine with faith developed from

experiencing one of life's darkest

tragedies.

This life is a time of testing and

proving whether or not one is a true

-Latter-day Saint. "I the Lord search

the heart, I try the reins, even to give

every man according to his ways, and

according to the fruit of his doings."

To write a yearbook worthy of a

Latter-day Saint, one must contin-

ually study the Gospel and seek to

live a life in accordance with its

teachings. The more one studies, the

more clearly do one's own faults

and even transgressions cry out for

correction. In this inward searching,

the first examination may well reveal

failings manifested in the home in

one's daily life. Is there need of

more patience and understanding for

nd a I lew Spirit

loved ones, or is there the need for

more firmness and discipline? Is a

resolution wanted to make every

minute count? Brigham Young once
said ''that our time was all we could

call our own, we should have to give

an account of it, and therefore wc
should use it to the best possible

advantage in assisting to build up
the Kingdom of God on earth." On
the other hand, should more time be

devoted to the home the better to

guard it, should more care be given

to train one's children more perfect-

ly in the laws and principles of the

Gospel, in having family prayers and
in studying the scriptures?

One may also resolve to more fre-

quently visit the sick, seek to bring

cheer to the afflicted and comfort to

the sorrowing, and to more faithful-

ly attend to one's Ghurch duties.

But perhaps it is wisdom not to un-

dertake too many resolutions at

once, although one does naturally

continually strive to improve in

many ways. One or two resolutions

faithfully kept are better than many
abandoned before the keeping has

become a habit. It is well, finally,

when making a resolution to live and

plan for the day alone and let the to-

morrows wait until they in turn be-

come today. The present moment
is the only time that must be lived.

If then as each succeeding year

advances, resolutions are made and

kept looking toward improvement

and development, these resolutions

will, in time, serve as stepping stones

to a better life; and the yearbooks

will glow ever brighter illuminating

u character striving to obey that great

dictum, "Be ye therefore perfect,

even as your Father which is in

heaven is perfect."—M.C.S.
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JLeaflets on dxealth, uiome I Lursing ana cfirst kA^ki

to be 'JjistriDutea in Q/eoruary[, igjfS

r^ONTINUING the century-long tides in the recommended hst of

interest and activity of the Re- supphes and need only to take stock

lief Society in health and nursing, of the supplies which are on hand,

the General Board urges that all to assemble them in a receptacle

families take precautions to preserve which is easy to carry and keep them
health through such means as proper in a safe and readily accessible place,

nutrition, adequate clothing and The leaflet includes excerpts, re-

bedding, and general care, suggests printed with permission from the

that all families, insofar as possible, American Red Cross First Aid Text

provide themselves with first aid Book, describing the various articles

supplies, and advises the women to recommended for the family first-

take courses in first aid or home nurs- aid kit and explaining their uses,

ing, or both, and to cooperate with Demonstration oi First-Aid Sup-
their local Relief Societies in the es- pJies at February Work-and-Business
tablishment of home nursing supply Meeting: All Relief Societies in war
chests. These suggestions are of spe- risk areas, and all others desiring to

cial importance during the present do so, are requested to conduct a

war conditions because of possibility demonstration of the articles recom-
of disaster or epidemic, and because mended for the family first-aid kit.

of curtailment of hospital and nurs- This demonstration is scheduled
ing service for civilians, making it for the February work-and-business
necessary to depend to great extent meeting, unless otherwise an-
on home nursing. Relief Society vis- nounced, and where possible is to be
iting teachers, when making regular conducted by an individual ac-

visits for the month of February, quainted with first-aid practices who
will leave at each home a leaflet on will explain the use of the various

these matters issued by the General articles and demonstrate the making
Board of Relief Society. of triangular bandages and splints, so

First-Aid Kits for Families: The that these articles can be made in

leaflet contains a recommended list Relief Society work meeting (or in

of first-aid supplies for families, not the home) and added to the family

only those families in war risk areas first-aid kit along with articles which
but families in all other areas as well, are purchased,

for use in case of accident or house- Relief Society Home-Nursing Sup-

hold emergencies. It is recognized ply Chest: The General Board rec-

that it may not at all times be pos- ommends that every ward Relief So-

sible to procure all the articles listed, ciety wherever located arrange to ac-

but it is suggested that families pro- cumulate a supply of articles ordi-

vide themselves with such articles narily needed for home nursing in

and partial quantities as can be pro- case of sickness or disability, such

cured. Many families doubtless al- articles to be either rented or loaned

ready have on hand most of the ar- according to circumstances of fam-

Page 36
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ilies using the supply. Believing that

many families have such articles

which are not in use and which they

would be willing to give or lend to

Relief Society supply chests, partic-

ularly at the present time when some
articles cannot be procured by pur-

chase, a survey form accompanies the

leaflet to be distributed by visiting

teachers in February upon which
families may specify such articles as

they would be willing to give or lend

to such a home-nursing supply chest.

Adequate Bedding ioi Ml L. D. S.

Families: During the past few years,

many stake and ward Relief Soci-

eties, at the suggestion of their re-

spective Church Welfare Commit-
tees, have conducted bedding pro-

jects to encourage and assist all fam-

ilies within their boundaries to be

well equipped with good beds and
bedding. The Relief Society now
urges all families to make a follow-

up check of their bedding facilities

and make an effort to provide them-

selves with any additional bedding

which is needed. Comfortable and

adequate bedding is particularly

needed at this time because of cur-

tailment of the fuel supply in many
communities due to exigencies of

war and because of the need for pro-

tecting the health of every individu-

al during this war period while nurs-

ing and medical facilities and sup-

plies are limited. Because of present

conditions with respect to labor, ma-

terials, and war production, only

those bedding supplies which are

currently needed should be pro-

cured at this time. Suggestions have

been issued to ward Relief Societies

for cooperative plans whereby mem-
bers supplying their own materials

may have quilting done at Relief

Society meetings.

Women Advised to Take Courses
in First Aid and Home Nursing: The
General Board of Relief Society

again advises that all women able to

do so take the Red Cross course in

first aid or home nursing, or both.

Many Relief Societies are arranging

with the local Red Cross chapter for

these courses to be given in the

wards, and members may make in-

quiry of their local Relief Society

president or their local Red Cross

chapter concerning such courses.

Other Reeommendations Applic-

able Only in War Risk Areas: The
General Board recommends that in

war risk areas, ward Relief Societies

procure ward first-aid supplies to be
kept under jurisdiction of the Relief

Society in ward meetinghouses. A
recommended list of such supplies

for these areas is contained in a bul-

letin dated December 29, 1942 and

sent to all stake, ward, and mission

Relief Society presidents. This bul-

letin also recommended that in war

risk areas at least one woman in each

stake be called to prepare herself as

a Red Cross first-aid instructor who
will conduct first-aid classes for the

convenience of the women in the lo-

cal wards of the stake. In these areas

an additional survey is to be made
by the visiting teachers in February

to ascertain supplies which families

would be able to make available,

upon call of the ward Relief Society

president, for use in case of emer-

gency entailing temporary housing

other than in homes. Accordingly,

in sections considered by stake or

mission authorities to be war risk

areas, a special survey form for this

purpose will accompany the leaflet

to be distributed by the visiting

teachers during the month of Feb-

ruary.
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[Petitions on Sdnfc

The General Board of Relief So-

ciety is cooperating with the Nation-

al Council of Women in petitioning

the Office of Price Administration

to require that goods bear informa-

tive labels clearly stating what an

article is, of what it is made, how it

orma live JLaheling

is made, what service it will give, and
how it should be cared for. All Re-

lief Society members in the United

States can help achieve this desirable

goal by signing petitions which will

be explained and circulated at a Re-

lief Society meeting.

Suggestive LProgram for Sunday fe

IN
a letter dated April 26, 1942,

the First Presidency designated

the evening meeting of Fast

Sundays for use by the auxiliary or-

ganizations. At a meeting of the

general executives of the auxiliaries,

the Fast Sunday evening meetings

of November and March were as-

signed to Relief Society. Ward Re-

lief Society presidents may therefore

consult their respective bishops and
ask for permission to arrange for a

Relief Society meeting on the eve-

ning of March 7, 1943. This is a very

favorable Sunday on which to pre-

sent a Relief Society program, com-
ing as it does on the first Sunday of

Relief Society anniversary month.
The General Board submits the

following suggestive program for use

on this evening. Wards desiring to

plan their own programs are at lib-

erty to do so.

Much of the material for the sug-

gested program is drawn from The
American Citizens Handbook rec-

ommended for use in the social sci-

ence course, ''What 'America'

Means." The objective of the pro-

gram is to show that the cause of

freedom is the cause of Christ.

Democracy finds its fullest expression in

the roots of religion, which has ever em-
phasized the Fatherhood of God and the

Brotherhood of Man. For democracy to

reach its highest fruition, our society must
include that larger liberty preached so

ay KDvemng, 11 Larch 7, igj^S

eloquently by the Hebrew prophets and

by Jesus. (American Citizens Handbook,

page 16.)

As planned, the program will hon-

or the boys in the service, their par-

ents, wives, and children. It is sug-

gested that seats be reserved at the

meeting for the honored families

and that Relief Society presidents

consult their respective bishops con-

cerning a display of pictures of ward

members who are now in the serv-

ice, if such pictures are not already

on display in the chapel. The flag

of our nation should also be promi-

nently displayed. Mimeographed
copies of the program for use by the

audience would add greatly to the

success of the program.

In order to insure a large attend-

ance, it is recommended that visit-

ing teachers on their regular Febru-

ary visits invite all ward members to

be present at this meeting and that

advance announcements of this

meeting be made in Relief Society

and other ward gatherings. Relief So-

ciety members should particularly be

urged to attend. The patriotic theme

of the program is timely and should

appeal to all, both old and young.

The program will be more effec-

tive if regular ward announcements

to be made at the meeting are made
preliminary to its presentation.
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Program

America, A Christian Nation

Latter-day Saint Concept of the Present Crisis

I. Opening Remarks (five minutes) -Member of Relief Society Presi-
dency.

II. Hymn: ''America''—Congregation.
III. Invocation.

IV. Musical Selection.

V. Foreword—A Young Woman.
VI. Talk: 'The American Way of Life is the Christian Way of Life."

(lo minutes)—Member of Melchizedek Priesthood.

America is great because of the ideals which the pioneers estabhshed for its

homes, for its schools, and for its democratic community hfe.

—

The American
Citizens Handbook, p. 6.

VII. Singing: "Recessional/' by DeKoven—Relief Society Singing Moth-
ers.

VIII. Talk: "Our Church Stands Ever Ready to Defend the Cause of
Freedom." (lo minutes)—Relief Society Officer or Member.

We wield not the bloody sword of man, brutal with conquest and drunk
with power, but the white sword of God, flaming with His truth and healing

while it slays.—From "Credo," The American Citizens Handbook, p. 71.

IX. Reading: "Credo" by Elias Lieberman, The American Citizens

Handbook, pages 70-71—Soldier (if available).

X. Singing: Patriotic Number—Relief Society Singing Mothers.

XL Talk: "Our Boys As Missionary-Soldiers." (5 minutes)—A Young
Woman.

I want every Latter-day Saint soldier to get down on his knees and pray

God to help him to lead a clean life, and to preach the Gospel while he is in the

Army.—Pres. Heber
J.

Grant, "Conference Address," October 5, 1941.

It grieves me deeply that it is necessary for thousands of our boys to go into

the army, I hope and pray that they will go out with the missionary spirit,

maintain their ideals, and come back to us as sweet and clean as when they went

away.—Pres. Heber
J.

Grant, "Conference Address," April 1942.

XII. "Our Flag" (short tribute) -Boy Scout.

XIII. Singing: ''Star Spangled Banner"—Congregation.
XIV. Conclusion—A Young Woman.

America first, not merely in matters material, but in things of the spnit.

—

The American Citizens Handbook, p. 61.

XV. Benediction.

Suggestions for Presenting the Program

The above program may be pre- to the facilities of the various wards,

sented v^ith or without special seen- The opening remarks by a mem-
ic and lighting effects and with or ber of the ward Relief Society presi-

without special costumes according dency should briefly welcome those
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in attendance, point out the theme
and objective of the program and

explain that it is the outgrowth of

one of the Rehef Society courses of

study of the past year, ''What
'America' Means." She should also

announce that the families of ward
members who are in the service are

being honored, giving the number
of ward members who are in the ser-

vice.

It is suggested that the person

who offers the invocation be advised

in advance^ that the theme of the

program is patriotic.

The foreword to be given by a

young woman (in patriotic costume
if desired) is adapted from "You, at

This Moment," The American Citi-

zens Handbook^ page 4, as follows:

You, at this moment, have the honor
to belong to a generation whose lips have

been touched by fire. The human race

now passes through one of its greatest

crises. New ideas, new issues, a new call

for men to carry on the work of righteous-

ness—all these have come and are daily

coming to you.

When you are old, however, memory
brings back this moment to your minds,

let it be able to say to you That was a

great moment.' This country in its crisis

called for men and women of faith in God,
of patience in service, of charity and of

insight. I responded to the call however

best I could. I gave myself to the Mas-
ter, to the cause of humane and brave

living.

For the talk "The American Way
of Life is the Christian Way of

Life," see The American Citizens

Handbook, page 6, et passim; also an

address by Elder Stephen L Rich-

ards, Deseiet News, Church Edi-

tion, June 6, 1942. The following

excerpts from the address by Elder

Richards are particularly appropriate

for use in this talk:

This is a Christian nation. America
had its inception in Christian principles

and doctrines; it was founded, nurtured

and built by Christian men and women,
Christian concepts have been incorporat-

ed into its basic laws and institutions and

its loftiest ideals and purposes are but the

expression of Christian virtue.

We hear a lot of talk nowadays about

the American way of life. What is this

American way of life? Is it anything oth-

er than the Christian way of life? If it

differs essentially, if it contemplates some-

thing other than Christian liberty under

law, then I'm not so enthusiastic to have

my sons fight for it. I believe, however,

that you will find on analysis that this

American way of life we prize so highly

is in reality a Christian concept .... Re-

straints are supposed to be imposed by

self-discipline rather than exterior force.

People are free to make their own choices,

endowed with a freedom that can be cur-

tailed or limited only as may be necessary

to assure the same freedom to all ... .

I make the assertion that we cannot

hope to obtain that great spiritual support

which we now so sorely need except upon

the basis of truly Christian living. I think

this to be so necessary because, as I in-

terpret the issues at stake, we are really

fighting a religious war. I think that our

armies on the battlefields of the world

and our civilian army here at • home are

really fighting to preserve the cause of

Christ in the earth. I know they may not

be conscious of such an objective. I wish

they were.

Since this talk is to be followed

by the singing of "Recessional," it

would be well for the speaker to re-

fer to what usually happens when
men forget their dependence upon
God. She might even quote from the

"Recessional," saying that it is to be

sung following her talk.

Following the rendition of the

"Recessional," the talk "Our
Church Stands Ever Ready to Pre-

serve the Cause of Freedom," is

presented. In this talk it is suggested

that the speaker explain how our

Church has always stood by our
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country in her hour of need. Refer-

ence could be made to the Mormon
Battalion and the history connected
with it. At this point, someone in

the background representing Presi-

dent Brigham Young might speak,

first apparently addressing Captain
Allen in these words:

You shall have your battalion, Captain

Allen, and if there are not young men
enough we will take the old men, and if

they are not enough we will take the wom-
en.

Brigham Young might next appear

to address members of the Mormon
Battalion as follows:

I want to say to every man, the con-

stitution of the United States as framed

by our Fathers was dictated, was revealed,

was put into their hearts by the Al-

mighty, and I tell you it is as good as

ever I could ask for. I say unto you,

magnify the laws. There is no law in the

United States or in the Constitution but

I am ready to make honorable.

Following the statements by Brig-

ham Young, the speaker might con-

tinue, pointing out that at the time

of World War I, President Joseph

F. Smith said:

I believe it is righteous and just for

every people to defend their own hves and

their own liberties, and their own homes,

with the last drop of their blood. I be-

lieve that the Lord will sustain any people

trying to preserve their wives and their

children from the ravages of war.

At the conclusion of the talk "Our
Church Stands Ever Ready to De-

fend the Cause of Freedom," the

''Credo" by Elias Lieberman, The
American Citizens Handbook, pp.

70-71, would be very effective read

by a soldier, if one is available—this

to be followed by a patriotic num-

ber from the Relief Society Singing

Mothers.

The talk ''Our Boys As Missionary-

Soldiers," to be given by a young
woman, could explain what some of

the ideals are that can be fostered in

service men by the girls at home. The
following brief excerpt from a letter

recently written to a mother by her

son who is serving his country over-

seas might be read:

I wish it were possible to tell you in

person how much I depend upon my
Heavenly Father for guidance and inspira-

tion; how each day the Gospel means
more and more to me. During these dis-

tressing times and periods of temptation

the principles which you and father have

taught me through deeds and words are

always before me, and they serve as a real

stabilizer. I feel I am able to be tolerant

without compromising; to segregate the

good from the evil, for I understand the

source. Humbly I feel that through the

help of the Lord and you dear ones at

home I am able to be an influence for

good.

For the short tribute "Our Flag,"

which should precede the singing by

the congregation of the "Star

Spangled Banner," see the short ar-

ticle, "Respect the Flag," The Amer-

ican Citizens Handbook, p. 151.

During this tribute, the flag, which

has been in evidence during the

evening, might be spotlighted and

an electric fan used to make it wave

as the congregation sings our national

anthem.

At the conclusion of the singing,

while the audience remains stand-

ing, the same young woman who
gave the foreword should give the

conclusion, as follows:

America first, not merely in matters ma-

terial, but in things of the spirit. Not

merely in science, inventions, motors, and

skyscrapers, but also in ideals, principles,

and character. Not merely in the calm

assertion of rights, but in the glad as-
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sumption of duties. No flaunting her

strength as a giant, but bending in help-

fulness over a sick and wounded world

like a Good Samaritan .... Not in tread-

ing again the old, worn, bloody, pathway
which ends inevitably in chaos and dis-

aster, but in blazing a new trail along

which, please God, other nations will fol-

low, into the new Jerusalem where wars

shall be no more. Some day, some na-

tion must take that path—unless we are

to lapse into utter barbarism—and that

honor I covet for my beloved America.
The Ameiican Citizens Handbook, p. 61.

The speaker then looks heaven-

ward as she voices this prayer by the

poet Longfellow:

Lord, let war's tempest cease,

Fold the whole world in peace

Under Thy wings.

Make all the nations one.

All hearts beneath the sun.

Till Thou shalt reign alone,

Great King of Kings.

It is suggested that no closing song

be sung and that the benediction

follow Longfellow's prayer.

The estimated time required for

the presentation of the complete
program as outlined is one and one-

half hours. It is suggested that wards

desiring to give less time to the pre-

sentation of the program either omit

the talk, ''Our Boys As Missionary-

Soldiers/' or combine its message

with the talk, "Our Church Stands

Ever Ready to Defend the Cause of

Freedom." The tribute to the flag

might also be eliminated in the in-

terest of time.

Suggestions for appropriate musi-

cal numbers will be found in The
Reliei Society Magazine, December

1942, pp. 868-870.

IPubiication of JLeads for C^lass JLeaders ^Delayed

'pHE Reliei Society Magazine^

September 1942, pp. 640, 655,
announced that a new book, "Leads

for Class Leaders," to be issued by
the Relief Society General Board,

would be ready for use sometime
during the fall, 1942.

The General Board sincerely re-

grets that due to unavoidable cir-

cumstances work on the book was

delayed, making publication impos-

sible during the fall of 1942 as an-

nounced. It is the present plan of

the General Board to issue the book

in time for use during the next edu-

cational year, which begins in Octo-

ber 1943.

iblder (Stephen JL Uxichards JLectures Kyver cKSJL

OEGINNING Sunday evenhig,

December 27, 1942, and con-

tinuing each Sunday for several

weeks. Elder Stephen L Richards, of

the Council of the Twelve, is deliver-

ing on the regular Sunday evening

broadcasting time of the Church,
over radio station KSL, at 9:15
M.W.T., a series of lectures entitled

"The Church in War and Peace."

The broadcast originates in the

Tabernacle on Temple Square.

Special vocal music is under the

direction of
J.

Spencer Cornwall,

director of the Tabernacle choir,

with Alexander Schreiner, Taber-

nacle organist, at the console of the

great organ. This broadcast should

be of interest and value to all

Church members inasmuch as the

lectures give Gospel interpretations

of present-dav situations.
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lUessage of 3first [Presidency [PuUisked

in ujookiet cyorm

'PHE message from the First Presi-

dency delivered in the Taber-
nacle, Saturday, October 3, 1942,
during the opening session of the

113th Semi-Annual General Con-
ference of the Church, has been pub-
lished in convenient booklet form,

size 3x4^'', and distributed to Lat-

ter-day Saint families throughout the

Church, to missionaries, and to Lat-

ter-day Saint men in the service.

The General Board expresses its

appreciation to the First Presidency

for making this important message

available in such convenient and
attractive form.

Relief Society members are urged
to read the message carefully and
thoughtfully, and it is suggested that

mothers discuss it v^ith their families.

The counsel and guidance given on
drink and the Word of Wisdom,
chastity, parenthood, unity, and the

war are of vital importance to us to-

day. The message to the men in the

armed service, and the blessing, com-
mendation, and comfort given to

officers and members of the Church
are of inestimable worth.

Uielief Society [Presidents to Encourage Use of

ilev^ [Book, [Recreation in the cKi

OELIEF SOCIETY presidents are

requested to cooperate in the

distribution and use of the new
book ''Recreation in the Home'' re-

cently published by the General

Boards of the auxiliary organizations

of the Church.

Coming at a time when the use of

automobiles is restricted and when
other conditions incident to the war

make it necessary for us to be re-

sourceful and economical in our re-

creational activities, the book meets

a present-day need.

It contains many new games and

many old favorites, and is fertile in

suggestions for many other types of

recreation. Games and other activ-

ities included in the book can be

played and enjoyed by large and

small groups of all ages, with a mini-

mum amount of equipment, work,

and expense required.

ome
To aid in the distribution and use

of the book, ward Relief Society

presidents are asked to announce
its publication at one of the regular

Relief Society meetings, preferably

a work-and-business meeting, calling

attention to its content and its value

for use in the home and for larger

groups. It is also recommended that

the book be used in planning Relief

Society parties or other social activ-

ities, thus demonstrating its value.

Relief Society officers and mem-
bers should not only know that there

is such a book, but should own and

use it.

"Recreation in the Home'' may be

purchased from the Relief Society

General Board, 28 Bishop's Building,

or from the general offices of the

other Church auxiliary organiza-

tions. Price 25 cents, postpaid.
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cJhe II Lormon uianaicraft Shop
n^HE Mormon Handicraft Shop is nancially, who would appreciate

your shop, estabhshed to help having a little extra money of her

Relief Society women. Are you sup- own to spend? This is made possible

porting it? There are three ways in by sending her articles to be sold,

which you can help the Shop: First, The second way in which you may
the Shop must have articles to sell, help the Shop is to buy there when-

*such as pillowcases with lovely white ever possible. When you need a dis-

crocheted edges, quilts, attractive tinctive handmade gift, reasonably

aprons, exquisite clothing for babies, priced, it can be found at the Shop,

useful hot pads, fine handkerchiefs, Remember, this is a day of advertis-

etc. When articles are beautifully ing. Never miss an opportunity to

made, of suitable, good material, and tell your neighbors and friends about

of desired colors, they will sell readi- Mormon Handicraft. Third, you

ly. The Shop can now use many may help the Shop by paying the an-

such articles. You can encourage nual membership fee of $i. Many
women to make these lovely articles of our wards are paying this yearly

to be sold. Have you found that fee, and in so doing are helping to

lonely sister or the one who is home- support this worthy project. May we

bound and have you encouraged her add your ward to our list of Mormon
to make some lovely and useful ar- Handicraft supporters? We feel,

tide? This interest would mean a especially, that wards in close proxi-

great deal in her life. How about the niity to the Shop should support it in

sister who needs to help herself fi- every possible way.

J/iuxiiiaryi JLeaaers ^Protest Lrictunzation of

Smoking ana jDnnking

T TNDER date of November 14, 1942, the following letter signed by the

general presidencies and superintendencies of the Church auxiliary

organizations, was sent to Mr. Will H. Hays, of the nation's film

industry, protesting the picturization of smoking, drinking, and vulgarity in

films. These auxiliary leaders represent a total active membership of 747,688
men, women, and children. The increasing use in motion pictures of

tobacco and alcoholic beverages is alarming, and it is in recognition of the

effect of this upon youth that the auxiliary leaders ask that an effort be

made to eliminate these items from the films as far as possible:

Mr. Will H. Hays November 14, 1942
28 West 44th Street

New York, New York

Dear Mr. Hays:

For some time the auxiliary organizations of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints have been alarmed at the increasing use in motion pictures of alcoholic bev-

erages and tobacco. By the constant presentation of drinking and smoking on the screen

the wholesome resistance of youth and childhood is being broken down.
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Drama is one of the cultural fields with which we have full sympathy and in which
some of our organizations work extensively among the young people. We know of the
immense influence of dramatic representation on the human mind. It is conceded that
in some situations the use of tobacco and liquor might legitimately give a truer picture
of life, although our own standards lead us to ban these articles from the stage. Inci-
dentally, we have been pleased to see that plays do not suffer thereby. A talented group
of professional and amateur players recently put on "The Man Who Came to Dinner,"
without smoking, drinking, profanity or vulgarity, and without lessening, strange as it

may seem, the humor m the shghtest. We know, therefore, that a great decrease in the

use of tobacco and alcohol on the stage can be accomplished if there is the will to do
it, and we earnestly petition you to set standards that will reduce these harmful things

to the minimum.
Although most states, perhaps all, have statutes forbidding the use of tobacco or

alcoholic drinks by minors, yet whenever a drink is taken in a play, or cigarette lighted,

especially by actors who represent to the young patrons almost everything desirable in

life, a definite impact is made on their resistance to observe the law.

The liquor and tobacco interests know the power of such example and of course do
everything to extend the use of these articles in the business of the play. It is most
unfortunate that the great institution of motion pictures, with its immeasurable educa-

tional and character forming influence, should be used to promote this evil. That is

truly a breach of its great trust.

Our responsibility to childhood and youth besides giving them the spiritual train-

ing to prepare them for eternal life, includes the endeavor to help them be healthy,

temperate, upright and clean. Alcohol and tobacco, with their degenerative effects en-

danger both objectives.

We commend you for all the fine things that you have done—the elimination of

profanity, for example. And now in the name of our youth and of all American youth

we appeal to you, who bear so much moral responsibility in this phase of our recreational

life, to look into this situation and answer to your conscience as the good American that

you are. We believe the wrong done to impressionable young people will tend to de-

bauch individuals and bring about a poorer grade of American manhood and woman-

hood. Those who love America will support you in the action we plead with you to take.

GENERAL PRESIDENCY OF THE NATIONAL WOMAN'S RELIEF SOCIETY,

By Amy Brown Lyman, President, Representing 115,015 mothers

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCY OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION,

By George D. Pyper, General Superintendent, Representing 360,337 members of all ages.

GENERAL PRESIDENCY OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.,

By Lucy Grant Cannon, President, Representing 76,867 young women.

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCY OF THE YOUNG MEN'S MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.

By George Q. Morris, General Superintendent, Representing 65,511 young men

GENERAL PRESIDENCY OF THE PRIMARY ASS'N.,

By May Green Hinckley, Superintendent, Representing 129,958 children and teachers.

The Church Campaign Committee, of which Elder Joseph F. Merrill

is chairman, recommends that the above letter be followed up in the stakes,

wards, and missions by personal letters from leaders and other individuals,

and that contact be made with managers of show houses requesting them

to write to Mr. Hays supporting the position that has been taken by the

leaders of the Church auxiliaries.



Point Rationing
Note: The following information from Justin C. Stewart, Utah State Information

Officer, Office of Price Administration, is of interest to ReHef Society women:

V\riTH the introduction of ''point a few ounces a month, too little to

rationing" early in 1943, con- do anyone any good,

sumers must learn to shop with a This also might mean a buying

new kind of currency—ration points, rush on cornflakes by those who
This will not take the place of our usually buy larger amounts of bran-

accustomed money and tax tokens, flakes than would be allowed by the

but will be in addition to them, ration. Or it might mean a rush to

When buying, the housewife must buy oatmeal or wheatflakes, and thus

know the ration point value of each the supply of these cereals might

commodity as well as the money quickly disappear from the stores,

value. and many people wouldn't get any

Point rationing will be accom- cereals at all.

plished through the use of War Ra- This illustrates that while dividing

tion Book No. 2 which will be is- the supply of any one of the cereals

sued to all consumers shortly after would give each individual only a

the first of the year. It will be used small equal share, dividing the total

to ration groups of related or similar supply of all of them would give each

commodities which can be sub- individual enough for his basic cereal

stituted for one another in actual needs.

use. It will not replace the straight If we were rationing cereals under

coupon system for such goods as the point system, all types could be

sugar, because that system is more purchased by using the same ration

appropriate for standardized commo- coupons. However, each kind of

dities used by everyone and of which cereal would be given a point value,

there is a large enough supply to give A low-point value would be given to

everyone a usable share. the more plentiful items and a high-

Cereals might be used as an ex- point value to the less plentiful ones,

ample of how point rationing will Each person would then be allowed,

work, although there is no present for example, 48 points to buy cereal

plan to ration them. Oatmeal, corn- during the month. Suppose corn-

flakes, wheatflakes, and branflakes flakes are plentiful and are assigned

are related commodities which can a value of one point per pound; the

be substituted for one another in the supply of wheatflakes is a little less

daily diet. Suppose that there were plentiful and is assigned two points

a shortage of branflakes and the Gov- per pound; and branflakes very

ernment was to try to ration them scarce, hardly available at all, are as-

as it rations sugar—that is, an equal signed eight points per pound. In

amount for everyone each month, this example, the individual could

Because of the shortage, and because buy two pounds of cornflakes and
branflakes would thus be allotted to surrender only two of his 48 ration

people who don't buy them regular- points. On the other hand, if he

ly at all, the result would be a very purchased two pounds of branflakes,

small share for each individual, just he would have to surrender 16 of the

Page 46
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48. Thus consumers will be dis-

couraged from buying the high-point

value commodities that are scarce

and will be encouraged to buy the

low-point value commodities of

which there are large supplies.

The Government will be able to

change the point value from time to

time acording to the supply of the

various commodities, thus insuring

the fairest possible distribution of

goods.

Ration Book No. 2 will have

stamps of two colors, blue and red.

One color might be used for meat.

The other color for some other group

or related commodities, such as

cereals. Each stamp will have a let-

ter of the alphabet marked on it—

"A" through "Z." These letters will

be used to indicate the time in which

the stamps should be used. There

will be four "A" stamps, four "B"
stamps, four ''C" stamps, etc. One
of the "A" stamps will be marked
with the figure 1; one of them, the

figure 2; one, 5; and one, 8. The
numbers will indicate the point

value of the stamps. Thus the four

*'A" stamps, which will be numbered

1, 2, 5, 8, will have a total point

value of 16; the four ''B" stamps a

total point value of 16; the four ''C"

stamps a total point value of 16, etc.

Suppose the A, B, and C stamps

are allowed for the first month of

cereal rationing. We should have

a total point value of 16 'W stamps,

16 "B" stamps, 16 ''C stamps, a

grand total of ration points for the

month of 48. The followhig month,
stamps marked D, E, and F might be

used, thus giving a 48 point ration

for the second month.

In this way, each consumer may
''spend" his points to buy any of the

items in the point ration group in

any way he likes, but when he has

''spent" all of his points for the

month, he will not be able to buy
any of these items until the next ra-

tion period. Those who choose to

buy commodities having a low-point

value will get more for their ration

than those who choose to use up

their points on high-point value com-

modities. When buying, therefore,

consumers must ask themselves not

only whether they can afford the dol-

lars and cents price of rationed com-

modities, but also whether they can

afford to "spend" their points in that

particular way. This will require

careful budgeting of both money
and ration points.

At the same time, planning must

not be too rigid. There is no pos-

sibility in wartime of guaranteeing

that the storekeeper will have all of

the favorite standbys on hand at all

times. There may be a smaller sup-

ply than usual or a larger demand
than was expected. It may be found

that some of the favorite items in a

group are not "best buys" in ration

value. In that case, in order to get

the most out of her family's point

allotment, the housewife will find it

desirable at times to buy "second

choices."

THE SUCCESSFUL WAY

Doing an injury puts you below your enemy; revenging one makes you

but even with him; forgiving it sets you above him.—Ben/amin Franklin.
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FROM THE FIELD

Vera White Pohlmaiiy General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes From the Field"
appear in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCES

Juab Stake (Nephi, Utah)

pOLLOWING is an account of

the centennial observance of the

Juab Stake Relief Society, of which
Chloe N. Bailey is president, which
appeared in the Nephi Times News:
"The observance of the ReHef So-

ciety centennial was held in local

wards of Juab Stake on March 17.

Through the courtesy of the General

Board of Relief Society, a centen-

nial gift was presented to each ward
in the form of a phonograph record

containing centennial messages from

President Heber
J.

Grant and Presi-

dent Amy Brown Lyman.
"The North Ward Relief Society

planted a tree in accordance with the

recommendation of the General

Board. A short program was given

in connection with the tree-planting

on Tuesday afternoon, March 17.

Talks were given byA. E.Smith, bish-
op, and Robert P. Garrett, counselor.

The record sent by the General

Board was played. The tree, a cut-

leaf weeping white birch, was plant-

ed on the North Ward Relief Soci-

ety grounds.

"On Tuesday evening, a pageant.

The Gate Beautiful' was presented

by the North Ward Relief Society

to members of the three Nephi
wards. The pageant was under the

supervision of President Mary E.

Boswell and was directed by Ellen
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Garrett, Fern B. Garrett, and Minnie

J.
Smith. Music was furnished by

the Monson sisters of American
Fork, a quartet consisting of Afton
Lambert, Emma C. Cannon, Eugene
Beck, and Nello Sudweeks, which
sang appropriate selections, and solos

were given by Verda Beck and Em-
ma C. Cannon. Mrs. Douglas Jones

was the reader, and members of the

cast were Relief Society women of

the North Ward. The pageant was
a most creditable performance.

"The Nephi Ward observed the

centennial with an appropriate pro-

gram which consisted of an account

of the first Relief Society organiza-

tion given by Birdie C. Jones; hum-
orous selections by Florence R.

Winn; a duet by Susannah and May
Wilkey; cello solo, Vivian Hoyt;

tribute to former presidents of the

Nephi Ward Relief Society, given

by Priscilla Wilson. Each president

was presented with a flower. A read-

ing, 1 Am Proud' was given by Mrs.

Douglas Jones. Mrs. Laura B.

Brough made an interesting report of

changes in transportation, dress,

home conveniences and status of

women during the one hundred

years since the founding of Relief

Society. A chorus of Singing Moth-
ers rendered two selections. . . .

"In the South Ward an address

of welcome was given by counselor
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CENTENNIAL PAGEANT, "THE GATE BEAUTIFUL"
Woodruff Ward Relief Society, Snowflake Stake

Jennie Hobbs. Former stake presi-

dents, Addie Cazier, Unity Chap-
pell, Maude Forrest, and Edna

J.
Cazier gave brief reports of the ac-

complishments of the Rehef Society

of Juab Stake under their respective

administrations. A piano duet was

given by Julia and Mignon Pyper,

and Zelma Golden and Ida Mem-
mott sang a duet. A centennial play

'Is It Possible?' was presented under

the direction of Louise C. Vickers.

Flowers were presented to the form-

er stake and ward presidents and

counselors, to the oldest visiting

teacher, the youngest members of

the Relief Society, and to the mother

vdth the largest family. At the close

of the program, refreshments were

served.

"The Mona Ward observed the

centennial by a social held in the

afternoon for all women of the ward.

at which time the record from the

General Board was heard and birth-

day cake was served to all present. In

the evening, the play Ts it Possible?'

and a pageant 'By Their Fruits Ye
Shall Know Them' were presented

by the women of the ward. The
Singing Mothers furnished the music

for the performance. The play and

pageant were under the direction of

Lizzie W. Kay and Erma Keyte."

Snowflake Stake

(Snowflake, Arizona)

T OVINA E. LARSON, president

^ of Woodruff Ward Relief So-

ciety, sent the accompanying pic-

ture of a beautiful and impressive

pageant presented February 13, 1942,

at the ward centennial celebration.

It was entitled "The Gate Beautiful."
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SINGING MOTHERS' CHORUS, NORTH IDAHO FALLS STAKE RELIEF
SOCIETY

CAST OF CENTENNIAL PAGEANT, "MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS OF
THE AGES," IDAHO FALLS FOURTH WARD RELIEF

SOCIETY, NORTH IDAHO FALLS STAKE
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North Idaho Falls Stake

(Idaho Falls, Idaho)

yELLA A. EVANS, second coun-

selor in the Relief Society presi-

dency of the North Idaho Falls

Stake, submitted the following re-

port of centennial activities in this

stake:

''We wish to report to you some
of the centennial activities of our

stake. We presented the cantata

'Resurrection Morning,' by B. Cecil

Gates, as a stake unit of one hundred
Singing Mothers. The chorus furn-

ished the music for our stake confer-

ence. The cantata, conducted by
Mrs. O. D. Hendrickson with Mrs.

J. O. Mellor as accompanist, was pre-

sented Sunday afternoon, March 1 5,

1942, in the stake tabernacle. It was
very well rendered to a large audi-

ence. We had members participat-

ing from eleven of the twelve wards

and branches—one branch being

sixty-three miles away. We held a

prayer meeting with all chorus mem-
bers before the concert, and then

presented each member with a

golden boutonniere, and the chor-

ister and organist with a blue and

gold corsage.

"At this meeting we displayed the

scrapbooks made by eleven of our

twelve wards and branches. In their

arrangement the books showed much
originality, artistic ability, and his-

torical worth. A volume of Gospel

Standards by President Heber
J.

Grant was presented, to the cen-

tennial chairman of the Ucon Ward
as a prize for the best scrapbook.

"On Monday, March 16, we left

daffodils with twelve Latter-day

Saint mothers, reminding them of

the centennial observance the next

day and of the time of the radio

broadcasts from Salt Lake City.

From the interest shovm by these

mothers, we certainly felt well re-

paid for the calls we made.
"On March 17, the Idaho Falls

Fourth Ward held a special cen-

tennial program with President Luna
Norton and counselors in charge of

arrangements. Under the direction

of Mrs. Jacob H. Trayner, with Mr.
Trayner as reader, a pageant in twelve

scenes, entitled 'Mothers and Daugh-
ters of the Ages,' was presented with

special costumes and lighting effects

to a full house. Mrs.
J. O. Mellor,

pianist, and Dorothy Burnham, vio-

linist, rendered appropriate music

during the pageant. Twenty-six per-

sons represented the various charac-

ters portrayed. One scene showed
a reproduction in giant size of the

cover of the January 1942 issue of

Reproduction of cover of January 1942
Relief Society Magazine, used in pageant

by Idaho Falls Fourth Ward Relief

Society
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CENTENNIAL TREE-PLANTING CEREMONY ON NEW IDAHO FALLS
TEMPLE GROUNDS, NOVEMBER 4, 1942

Members and officials of the North Idaho Falls, Idaho Falls, and Yellowstone Stakes

participated.

the Reliei Society Magazine, which

was a picture of the proposed cen-

tennial memorial campanile to be

erected on Temple Square in Salt

Lake City.

''The Osgood Ward made nearly

200 handprinted programs for their

celebration. The entire evening per-

formance in this ward was very fine

and well presented.

"All Relief Society organizations

in our stake participated in a cen-

tennial tree-planting service in their

respective wards, using the centen-

nial markers."

On November 4, 1942, members
and officials of the North Idaho
Falls, Idaho Falls, and Yellowstone

Stakes participated in a tree-planting

ceremony at the new Idaho Falls

Temple grounds. A beautiful blue

spruce was planted on the north-

east corner of the grounds, and a spe-

cial marker was placed nearby. An ex-

cerpt from an account of this activity

in the Idaho Falls Post-Register of

November 12 states:

The following program was presented:

community singing conducted by Mrs.
J.

O. Mellor; invocation by Mrs. Grant M.
Andrus; address of welcome by president

Ethd Miles [North Idaho Falls Stake Re-

lief Society president]; selection by a

trumpet trio composed of Don Julian, Ray
Bennett and Fred Haroldsen; a talk, "Spe-

cial Thoughts on Trees," by Mrs. Joseph

Brunt; dedicatory prayer by Joseph A.

Brunt. Mr. Brunt, representing the North
Idaho Falls Stake,

J.
W. Telford, repre-

senting the Idaho Falls Stake, and Horace
A. Hess of the Yellowstone Stake, assisted

in placing the soil on the tree. Mrs. Miles,

President Cora Christensen of the Idaho

Falls Stake Relief Society, past stake presi-

dents, and honorary officers also participated
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in the ceremonies. The program was un- McCleary, coordinator, assisting her.
der the direction of Mrs. G S. Evans, Each new member of the past year
assisted by Robert F. WoUer, temple . , .^i ,

v
j;'

c»l jrw*

gardener. '
f was presented with a lovely corsage.

"Another feature of the evening's
Sister Evans stated in a subse- entertainment was a cantata entitled

quent letter of November 23 that, ^Messengers of Mercy,' by Gladys
"We are very thankful to Brother Rich and Minnie D. Warner, pre-
Woller, the temple gardner, and sented by the Singing Mothers under
Brother Irvin T. Nelson, Church the direction of Sarah Hickman,
landscape architect, for assisting us with Mercia Haneberg as accom-
and granting us this privilege. We panist. A very lovely pageant, 'The
had had stormy weather for several Guardianship of Life,' was presented
days, but the morning [of Novem- under the direction of Rose Willey
ber 4] was clear, although cold. The and President Chloe Later. It had
program was short but well attended a cast of about twenty people. Violet
by approximately 100 people, and Nerden, soloist, was accompanied by
everyone seemed thrilled v^th the Alta Larson. Thelma Higbee was
occasion. After the ceremony, the the reader.

members who wished to go were es- "One feature of the program, the

corted through the temple. We words of greeting by recording from
surely felt that the efforts were worth President Heber }. Grant and Presi-

while." dent Amy Brown Lyman, was great-

ly appreciated. Ethelyn Lay and

Seattie Stake (Seattle, Washington) Chloe Stayner had charge of refresh-

TTT 1 T^ 1. r o ments. The one hundred people
J»HE Bremerton Ward Relief So- present declared that the party was

ciety reported its centennial one of the loveliest ones of the year."
birthday party, held March 17, 1942,
as follows: Los Angeles Stake
"The ward chapel and recr^tion

^^os Angeles, Cdifomia)
hall were decorated in the Relief ^ o ' /

Society colors—blue and gold. The HpHE Beverly Hills Ward Relief So-

opening feature of the celebration ciety, of which Estella C. Dalton

was a tree-planting ceremony, at was president, presented a unique

which time we planted a tree on the centennial program using letters, tab-

chapel grounds. Appropriate re- leaux, and a cantata to depict "Re-

marks were made by Bishop John J.
lief Society Beginnings" and "A Cen-

Fry, and the song Trees' was sung tury of Achievement." Helen Cot-

by Ruth Fry. tam, secretary, reported the observ-

"After this ceremony, everyone ance as follows:

went into the chapel, where an im- "Letters narrating 'Relief Society

pressive birthday cake held a place Beginnings' were written for the oc-

of attention, and a candle-lighting casion by one of our members, Isa-

ceremony was given in honor of new bel Vine Broadbeck. They were

members. Our president, Chloe read by a reader dressed in a typical

Later, presided, with Linda Edding- 1842 costume, who was shown writ-

ton, second counselor, and Bertha ing them in her Nauvoo home. Be-
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tween the reading of each letter, our

Relief Society chorus, assisted by

Lola Brimley, director, Mary Rex,

accompanist, and Jessie Turner, solo-

ist, sang selections from the cantata

'Messengers of Mercy,' by Gladys

Rich and Minnie D. Warner. In

conjunction with the readings and

the rendition of the cantata, tableaux

in costume and with stage properties

were presented to show scenes re-

lated to the letters."

An original poem, "A Century of

Achievement," written by Alva Wil-

son, was given by two women, Emma
Gardner representing Emma Smith,

and Ruby Armstrong representing

a modern Relief Society president.

This was given just before the final

tableau depicting "Women of Serv-

ice in 1942." Estella C. Dalton,

former president, is now president

of the Los Angeles Stake Relief So-

ciety, and Frances Willardson is

president of the Beverly Hills Ward.

South Sanpete Stake (Manti, Utah)

PLARICE B. TUTTLE, former

president of the South Sanpete

Stake Relief Society, submitted a

newspaper report of the very success-

ful centennial observance held by the

three wards of Manti, and also a re-

port from the three Ephraim wards.

The Manti Messenger contained the

following account of the Manti cele-

bration :

Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday [March

15, 16, 17, 1942] were gala days for the

Relief Society organizations of Manti, cul-

minating years of untiring and ceaseless

effort directed toward building a bigger

and better organization, an effort which

has been crowned with glorious success.

Officers and teachers have worked ener-

getically to prepare the three-day celebra-

tion in honor of the centennial observance

of the L. D. S. Relief Society. Their efforts

resulted in one of Manti's most elaborate

celebrations, enjoyed by old and young of

the entire community.

Commencing Sunday night, a cantata,

"Resurrection Morning," written by B.

Cecil Gates, was presented to the general

pubhc by the Singing Mothers of the

three wards, under the direction of Cleo

Christensen, with Mrs. Louise Hulme at

the piano. Mrs. Bernice B. Keeler and

Mrs. Leona F. Wintch were the readers.

Before the cantata, Mrs. Clarice B. Tut-

tle . . . gave a speech of welcome. A
salute to the Relief Socitey was given by

President Leland E. Anderson, the re-

sponse by Mrs. Merle Poulson, president

of the Center Ward Rehef Society. Mrs.

Viola Tatton was in charge of decorations.

Monday afternoon a reception and pro-

gram was held in the Center Ward Chapel,

with so many in attendance that benches

and chairs would not suffice. A fashion

show depicting styles from 1842 to 1942
was directed by Mrs. Ruby K. Riddle. . . .

Mrs. Alfreda Nielson was in charge of the

music and refreshments.

Monday night a married folks' dance

was held in the Armada. It was one of the

biggest dances of the year, and one of the

most enjoyable. Many of the dancers

came in costumes, which varied in kind

and color from the humble overall to the

dignified Prince Albert, and from the house

dress of years gone by to the colorful gown
of the gay nineties.

Tuesday morning, a throng of people

visited the temple, where the Singing

Mothers furnished the music. Tuesday
afternoon and evening in the Manti Theatre

a pageant, "By Their Fruits Ye Shall

Know Them," written by Moroni Smith
of Richfield, was presented. Mrs. Ada
Dyreng was in charge of the pageant, as-

sisted by Mrs. Edna Allred and Mrs.
Blanche Garbe. Taking part in the pag-

eant were sixty people. Singing for the

pageant was done by the Singing Mothers
directed by Mrs. Cleo Christensen.

The three-day Ephraim observ-

ance was also very successful. The
first session was held Sunday evening,

March 15, in the tabernacle, under

the direction of Anna Rasmusson
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FIRST EPISODE OF PAGEANT, "BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW
THEM," MANTI WARDS, SOUTH SANPETE STAKE RELIEF SOCIETY

Leona F. Wintch, Relief Society General Board member, is in front row, center, repre-

senting Emma Smith; on her right is Winston Crawford representing Joseph Smith

FOURTH EPISODE OF PAGEANT, "BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW
THEM," INCLUDING SINGING MOTHERS WHO SANG FOR THE PAGEANT
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of the stake board. Seventy-five Sing-

ing Mothers wearing white blouses

made an impressive sight when they

sang "Resurrection Morning." They
were assisted by Melba Armstrong,

conductor, and Phyhs Armstrong, ac-

companist. The stage setting was

appropriate for the rendition of the

cantata. The bishops of the Eph-

raim North, South and West Wards
offered the prayers and also assisted

backstage. Under the direction of

Olivia Anderson of the stake board,

general chairman, the activities on
Monday afternoon featured a relic

display, modeling of old hats and

costumes of long ago, dancing of the

minuet, and singing of old-time

songs. ''Sister-cake" with its carda-

mon flavor, peppermint candy, dried

apples, and punch were served by

ladies in costume.

Tuesday, March 17, members from

the Ephraim West Ward attended

the morning session at the Manti
Temple. In the afternoon, three in-

spirational episodes were enacted

under the supervision of Vera Erick-

son of the stake board. They were:

first, dramatization of the organiza-

tion meeting of Relief Society; sec-

ond, an episode emphasizing the im-

portance of attendance at Relief So-

ciety, in which was dramatized the

story of two young women who never

found time to support Relief So-

ciety; and, third, a pantomime of na-

tions coming through a membership
arch. After this episode, candles on
a centennial cake were lighted. This

cake was made of seven pounds of

popcorn.

According to the report from the

Ephraim wards, the costs incurred

in conducting this three-day celebra-

tion were very low. Anna Rasmus-

son is now president of the South

Sanpete Stake.

CENTENNIAL CANDLE-LIGHTING CEREMONY
Brigham City Third Ward Rdicf Society, Box Elder Stake



LESSON DEPARTMENT

oJheologyi and c/esttmonif

''Articles of Faith," By James E. Talmage

Lesson 15

The Book of Mormon (Continued)

Article 8: "... we also believe the Book of Mormon to be the

word of God."

(Tuesday, April 6, 1943)

Condensation of Chapter XV of Aiticks of Faith by Talmage

(This condensation is placed in the Magazine in the hope that it will result in

more class members familiarizing themselves with the lesson.)

7'he Authenticity of the

Book of Mormon
The authenticity of the Book of

Mormon constitutes our most im-

portant consideration of the work.

Announcing to the .world the mes-

sage of a departed people, written by

way of commandment, and by the

spirit of prophecy and revelation,

this book is entitled to the most
thorough and impartial examination.

The Latter-day Saints base their be-

lief in the authenticity of the book

on the following proofs which will be

discussed:

1. The Nephite and the Jewish

scriptures are found to agree in mat-

ters of tradition, history, doctrine,

and prophecy which the separate

records treat. In a careful compari-

son of the prophecies of the Bible

with corresponding predictions con-

tained in the Book of Mormon, each

of the records is corroborative of the

other.

2. Ancient prophecy has been

literally fulfilled in the coming forth

of the Book of Mormon. Enoch

(Pearl of Great Price, Moses 7:59-

62), David (Psalms 85:11), Isaiah

(Isaiah 45:8), and Ezekiel (Ezekiel

37), as well as other prophets knew
and prophecied of the book. Ezekiel

37:15-17, reads: "The word of the

Lord came unto me, saying. More-

over, thou son of man, take thee one

stick, and write upon it. For Judah,

and for the children of Israel his

companions [signifying the Bible]

:

then take another stick, and write

upon it. For Joseph, the stick of

Ephraim, and for all the house of

Israel his companions [signifying the

Book of Mormon] : And join them

one to another into one stick; and

they shall become one in thine

hand."

3. The internal consistency of the

Book of Mormon sustains belief in

Page 57
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its divine origin. The parts bear

evidence of having been w^ritten at

different times and under v^idely

varying conditions. The book main-

tains consistency throughout; no
contradictions, no disagreements

have been pointed out.

4. Among the most conclusive

proofs of the authenticity of the

book is that furnished by the dem-
onstrated truth of its contained

prophecies. The predictions con-

tained within the Book of Mormon
may be classed as (a) prophecies re-

lating to the time covered by the

book itself, the fulfillment of which
is recorded therein; and (b) proph-

ecies relative to times beyond the

limits of the history chronicled in

the book.

Prophecies of the first class named
are of minor value as proof of the

authenticity of the work; neverthe-

less, to the conscientious reader the

genuineness of the book will be made
apparent in the literal realization of

the numerous and varied predictions

relating to the fate, then future, of

the people whose history is given in

the record. Prophecies of the sec-

ond class are numerous and explicit.

Many of them have special reference

to this last dispensation—the Dis-

pensation of the Fullness of Times.
Among the most remarkable Book
of Mormon predictions incident to

the last dispensation are those that

relate to its own coming forth and
the effect of its publication amongst
mankind. Joseph's great prophetic

utterance is to be found in part in

II Nephi 3:11-13. The literal ful-

fillment of this prophecy in the

bringing forth of the Book of Mor-
mon through Joseph Smith is well

evidenced. That the new scriptures

would be rejected by the Gentiles

was known by Nephi, who recorded

this: ''A Bible! a Bible! we have got

a Bible, and there cannot be any
more Bible.'' (II Nephi 29:3; read

the entire chapter.)

5. The archeology and ethnology

of the Western Continent contrib-

ute some corroborative evidence in

support of the Book of Mormon.
Among the most significant of the

discoveries respecting the aboriginal

inhabitants of the land, are the fol-

lowing: (a) that America was peo-

pled in very ancient times, probably

soon after the building of the Tower
of Babel; (b) that the continent has

been successfully occupied by differ-

ent peoples, at least by two classes,

or so-called races, at widely separated

periods; (c) that the aboriginal in-

habitants came from the East, prob-

ably from Asia, and that the latter

occupants, or those of the second

period, were closely allied to, if not

identified with, the Israelites; (d)

that the existing native races of

America form a common stock.

It is very apparent that each of

these discoveries is fully sustained

by the Book of Mormon record.

Let not the reader of the Book of

Mormon content himself with such

evidences as have been cited con-

cerning the authenticity of this re-

puted scripture. There is promised

a surer and more effectual means of

ascertaining the truth or falsity of

this volume. Like other scriptures,

the Book of Mormon is to be com-

prehended through the spirit of the

scripture, and this is obtainable only

as a gift from God. But this gift

is promised unto all who shall seek

it. Then to all let us commend the

counsel of the last writer in the vol-

ume, Moroni, solitary scribe who
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sealed the book: "And when ye shall

receive these things, I would exhort

you that ye would ask God, the Eter-

nal Father, in the name of Christ,

if these things are not true; and if

ye shall ask with a sincere heart, with

real intent, having faith in Christ,

he will manifest the truth of it unto

you, by the power of the Holy Ghost.

And by the power of the Holy Ghost

ye may know the truth of all things."

(Moroni 10:4-5)

LESSON PLAN
Lesson Aim: To prove the authenticity of the Book of Mormon

Suggested Material Outline

L Proofs of the authenticity of

the Book of Mormon
A. Agreement of the Bible and

the Book of Mormon
1 . Records agree in matters

of tradition, history, doc-

trine and prophecy (See

Appendix 14:5)

B. Prophecies concerning the

Book of Mormon
1. EzekieFs vision most

significant (Ezekiel 37)
2. Isaiah's prediction literal-

ly fulfilled ( Isaiah 29 : 1 1-

12)

C. Internal construction of the

Book of Mormon
This concerns the doctrinal

unity of the book, its consistency

of language, its general harmony

and Joseph Smith's inabihty to

compose such a work without

divine help.

D. Book of Mormon predic-

tions

1. Prophecies fulfilled in

the Book of Mormon
2. Future prophecies not

yet fulfilled (See II

Nephi 3:11-13; II Nephi

29)
E. Archaeology of the Western

Continent

1. Value of external evi-

dence
Sometimes we are inclined to lay

too much stress on external evi-

dence, as if it were conclusive,

whereas it only shows a tendency

in the direction of the truth of

personal testimony.

2. Evidence of American

antiquities

a. Civilization here be-

fore discovery of

America by Columbus
b. This civilization com-

parable to that which

existed in the Old
World

c. Monuments are found

where Book of Mor-

mon requires them to

be

d. Evidences of succes-

sive civilizations in an-

cient America

F. The classes of American

aborigines

(1.) Archaic

(2.) Toltec-Mayan

(3.) Aztec

Suggested Method Outline

I. It is suggested that class mem-
bers who are capable and who
do research well, be assigned,

at least a month in advance of

presentation, the five major sec-

tions of this lesson outline. In

making such assignments, it is

suggested that the class leader
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bear in mind he following pro-

cedure:

A. Enough time should be

spent with the class mem-
ber assigned the task to

make the assignment very

clear. If necessary, the as-

signment should be written

out by the class leader, and

then the member should be

given time to ask questions

concerning her assignment.

B. Class leaders should make
the time limit explicit. This

is very important if the les-

son is fully covered in the

time allotted.

C. Class leaders should be re-

sponsible for seeing that ma-
terial for use in the prepara-

tion of assignments is avail-

able.

D. Some follow-through on the

assignment should be made
by the class leader to check

on the progress of each as-

signment, and this should

be done before the actual

day of presentation.

II. Class leaders should allow

themselves time to summarize

the major points of the lesson

in order to make a unified whole

and to increase learning. Part

of this summary could be

gathered from the class by

skillful questioning. (Consult

any book on teaching methods

for help on how to formulate

questions. If a blackboard is

available, it would be helpful

to list thereon the major points

covered in the lesson.)
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ViSiting cJeachers

Messages to the Home
Lesson 7

Care of the Body as an Expression of Faith

(Tuesday, April 6, 1943)

T ATTER-DAY SAINTS attach

great importance to the proper

care of the body. No one can attain

his highest usefulness, happiness, or

intelligence, who injures his body by

improper living.

In the Doctrine and Covenants

there are many revelations regarding

the human body and its importance

as an instrument of the mind. *The

in-spirit and the body," we are

formed, "are the soul of man." (Sec-

tion 88:15) And in another place

we read that the spirit manifests

itself through the body. Therefore,

the physical condition of the body

either facilitates or hampers expres-

sion of the spirit.

Such things as food, clothing,

proper housing and living conditions
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are ''given to strengthen the body
and enhven the soul." (Doctrine

and Covenants 59:19) Section 88:

124 gives instructions for the main-

tenance of the body. ''Cease to be
idle; cease to be unclean; . . . cease

to sleep longer than is needful; retire

to thy bed early, that ye may not be
weary; arise early, that your bodies

and your minds may be invigor-

ated."

Then there is the Word of Wis-
dom (Section 89), which offers

specific instructions : tobacco,

strong or hot drinks/ excessive meat
eating are "not good for man;" while

fruit in the season thereof is good
for the use of man, and wheat is

specially "for man."
Obedience to these teachings is at-

tended by certain blessings.

There are also revelations in the

Doctrine and Covenants which in-

dicate that the care of the body is a

religious duty.

The attitude of the mind and the

emotions one cultivates have an ef-

fect on the health of the body. This

fact was enunciated by Jesus and it

^Discourses oi Brfgham Young, page 283,

makes clear that President Brigham Young

regarded tea and coffee among the hot

drinks referred to in Doctrine and Cove-

nants, Section 88.

finds ample justification, if any is

needed, in what we know from the

study of the body. Christ assures us

that fear, anger, hate, with kindred

emotions, are a source of injury. He
puts it theologically: "Thou shalt

not be angry with thy brother." But
science gives us the reason. Says

Herbert Spencer, in his Data of

Ethics: "From biology we learn that

no act should be committed or

thought entertained which weakens

the body, for thereby the human be-

ing is rendered unfit for the duties of

hfe."

Obedience to the laws of health,

both those revealed through religion

and those discovered by man in his

search for truth, express our faith in

the teachings of the Church so far

as concerns the sanctity of the body.

Discussion

1. What should be the attitude of all

citizens toward community health?

2. In what ways can women cooperate

with the civil authorities in maintaining

healthy conditions in the community?

3. Discuss Doctrine and Covenants 88:

124, with regard to proper rest; also Gospel

Doctrine by Joseph F. Smith, page 461.

4. What are the physical effects of fear,

anger, hate?

5. What are the blessings promised

those who obey the Word of Wisdom?

>
SX^ork-and-iBusiness

New-fashioned Thrift

Lesson 6

Clean Things Last Longer

(For optional use on Tuesday, March 9, 1943)

IVTOT only is "cleanliness next to nomical. It is easier to keep clean

Godliness," but it is also eco- than to make clean. Dirt wears. things
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out, whether they be fabric, wood, quired will depend upon the harsh-

plaster, leather, or fur. Good ma- ness of the water, and whether or not

terials are entitled to good care, a softening agent is used. Trisodium

Waiting until they are very dirty phosphate is a good detergent,

before cleaning them means added Sheer fabrics when washed should
rubbing and scrubbing that wears be rolled in a soft absorbent cloth,

things out as much as does the dirt such as a turkish towel, to absorb the
that is ground into them in the first excessive moisture, and they should
place. While it is necessary to keep be ironed with a warm iron while
things clean to conserve them, it is damp. Some fabrics, because of fine-

also necessary in cleaning them to ness, construction, or color, respond
use the process best suited to the ma- best to dry cleaning, and if done at

terial or fabric involved. Some fab- home, extreme care should be taken

rics take kindly to mild soap and in the handling of articles and in the

water, while others require dry-clean- selection of the cleaning agent to be
ing agents. The difficulty today is used. Whether laundering or dry-

in knowing the material with which cleaning method is used, stains

one is dealing. Rayon, the versatile should be removed from the article

fiber, is woven into a variety of fab- before the whole article is cleaned,

rics; and since these fabrics are so The proper time to remove stain is

extensively used, it is important to when it is fresh. Air, heat, and water
have a knowledge of their care. niay change the character of the stain

Some rayon fibers lose their and make it difficult to remove, if

strength when wet; others are dis- it can be removed at all. It is much
solved when cleaning agents are easier to remove a stain without in-

used; and some are melted by the jury to the fabric if tiie kind of stain

use of too much heat. The cleaning is known. Most ordinary stains on

of any material containing rayon tub-fast, washable materials, such as

fiber depends on the nature of the cotton or linen, can be removed with

weave as much as the fiber itself, warm water; or in case of fruit stain,

Rough or creped surfaces should us- boiling water poured from a height,

ually be dry cleaned. If material can Stubborn stains, like ink, require spe-

be washed, the kind of soap, the tem- cial treatment.^ Clothing and fabric

perature of the water used, the articles that can be handled easily

handling while wet, and the length should be brushed often and regular-

of time given for drying are im- ly. Dust and dirt work into the

portant items to -remember. All meshes of the weave and cut the

fabrics of rayon, silk, and wool, threads. The best time to brush

whether used for clothing, upholster- clothing is immediately after wear-

ing, curtains, draperies, or rugs, re-
^^^ Underwear and stockings should

quire a mild soap luke-warm water,
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ deteriorate

little handling with no harsh rubbing
. . , , , •

,

or wringing. A long time is required with perspiration and body acids,

for properly drying all of these fab- In most homes, rugs and uphol-

rics except pure silk, which dries -^ ^^^^.^^,^ Housekeeping Book,

quickly. The amount of soap re- Chapter 25, p. 323,
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stery usually get a bigger share of the napkins are made of various kinds of

wear than other articles. To avoid fabrics, such as cotton, linen, rayon,

some of this wear, they should have silk, and Cellophane. Linen and cot-

a quick daily cleaning, rather than to ton, if white, can stand hot water;

allow dust and dirt to work into the if colored, warm water should be
pile. A more thorough cleaning used in washing. They should be
should be given weekly. The best washed quickly, rinsed thoroughly
cleaning implements to use are a and, if white, dried in sun; if colored,

vacuum cleaner and a carpet sweep- they should be dried in the shade,

er. Sweeping with a broom, espe- Grass linen is stiff and should be
cially against the pile, will further handled carefully so as not to break

embed the dirt, and may tear or dam- the threads. Cotton and linen re-

age the soft, wool nap. Greasy spots quire a hotter iron in pressing than

and soil cause dirt to stick, which, in do other fabrics. Mats made entire-

turn, dulls the colors. A good non- ly of Cellophane only need to be
inflammable cleansing fluid will wiped with a damp cloth to clean,

brighten colors and remove spots. A bit of starch in the rinsing water

Some kinds of rugs and upholstery will give cotton a gloss when ironed

can be shampooed with safety if a and keep it clean longer. Never use

thick jelly-like suds is made of neu- starch for other materials, especially

tral soap and applied with a brush linen. If ironed linens are rolled on

using a circular motion. The lather a pasteboard or paper roll rather than

should be scraped off with a dull folded, they keep fresh, clean, and
broad knife, and then wiped off with wear longer. The folds in larger

a damp, clean cloth wrung out of xloths should be changed occasion-

clean warm water. This process aly to prevent wear along the line of

should be repeated as many times as the fold.

is necessary to remove all soap and ^^^^- ^j^^^^j^ j^^^^ -^^ ^^.^^^ ^f
soil. As httle water as possible should

^^^^ ^ ^^j^^^ ^^^ ^^^ g^,^ ^^^_
be used Articles should be allowed

^^jj ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^,^3,^
to dry thoroughly betore bemg used. i . • •. • j i, i u
A i.T_ T_ 1 • • n r sheets are mvitme and help one toA thorough cleanmg occasionally by . n c i j u jj- •

i.

? -n V ., v£ c rest well. Soiled beddme IS not near-
an expert will prolong the life or ,

i i, ij- o
1 / . 1 . ^ TT J T_ 1 • £ Iv so warm as clean bedding. Kegu-

such turmshings. Hard shaking ot ,^ . . , . r^.. °

.

„ 1 1 ^1. 1 1 • J lar airing and sunning or the mat-
small rugs breaks the backing and .

..? -, -. a cc \ i.i.

1 °, J r A tress will keep it flurry. A mattress
unravels the ends or fringe. A rug i u i A. ^ cu ^

1 .J .1 £ ^ should have a cover that fits snugly
laid on a smooth surface or over a j . i . i j £ i:

J ^1 1 1 . • and that can be removed tor wash-
pad not only wears longer but is . rr-, , r i

•
i. ui

^
. ^1 ^ , T£ T ing. The rules for washing table

easier to keep clean. It slip covers ..^ , , i. -u j ^ r\j^ii-ijT_ J linen apply also to bed linen. Over-
are used, they should be removed r • £ i ui i i. 4. i-i,

r^ 1 ^ IT J . washing of woolen blankets mats the
often enough tor cleanliness and to 5 i, i, j i, •

i

1 ^T- ^ i.1 J i. 1 1 nap and causes harshness and shrink-
make sure that moths do not lurk ^ ^, , . -n i n n: j £i. •£

1. i.1 ^T- .. £ i. 4.U age. Blankets wnl be flutty and sott it
beneath them to feast on the pre- ,^. , . £ j i j u

r 1 • £ i.1 J i.
dried out-of-doors on a mud, breezy

cious fabrics of the davenport or, ct,i.i, i.
- L,. j^ day. Sheets hung straight and

^"^^^^- smooth on the line, dried, and then

Tablecloths, luncheon cloths, and carefully removed and folded, need
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not be ironed other than to press the

hems.

Occasionally the wood of furni-

ture needs a thorough cleaning with

thick soap suds to remove the grime

and smoke that collect and dull the

beautiful surfaces. In modern
heated homes, furniture gets too dry,

which sometimes causes it to crack

and come apart. If washed carefully, a

small part at a time, without much
water, wiped thoroughly dry with a

soft cloth, and polished with a good
furniture polish rubbed with the

grain of the wood, the wood of most
furniture will look like new, and the

little bit of water used will help re-

store the moisture drawn out by over-

heated houses. Floors often become
loose and squeak from the same
cause. Floor surfaces should be kept

clean, and the finish, whether oil,

wax, paint, or varnish, should be well

applied. This prevents the floor from
wearing, whether it be wood, lino-

leum or tile, and is particularly im-

portant where floors receive great

wear. Too frequent and too gener-

ous use of soap and water has a ten-

dency to deteriorate rather than pre-

serve some finishes. Each kind

should have its own treatment.

Paste, liquid or self-polishing wax are

sometimes used too generously.

When there is an accumulation of

this wax, it should be removed; the

floor should be thoroughly cleaned

and new wax applied. Painted walls

may be cleaned with a mild soap and

water, or a water softener or solvent

and water. They should be wiped

well after washing. Long even

strokes should be used when wall-

paper and calcimine are cleaned with

the dough-like preparations now on

the market. Rubbing back and

forth makes streaks and embeds the

dirt in the paper. The main point

to remember in cleaning all materials

and articles is that they should not

become too soiled.

NOTE: America's Housekeeping Book,

sections one, two, and three, pp. 131-335,
contains a wealth of material on this sub-

ject.

>

cLiiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson 7

Some of the Great Personalities in the Bible

(Tuesday, April 20, 1943)

Oh]tctive: To remind us of some of the great characters in the Bible and

help us to appreciate the qualities which made them great and to sense

their influence upon our own lives.

Lesson Topics

1. Introduction

2. Abraham
3. Moses

4. Eve
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Intioduction in which they Hved, but who today
Carlylesays: "There are great per- are even more influential, for they

sonahties who march through history reahzed, were profoundly influenced
with voices like clarion trumpets and by, and worked enthusiastically for
something like glittering swords in ideals and principles which still lead
their hands. . . . Contact with them us on." They had their faults and
warms and kindles the mind.'' made mistakes, for they were very
By association with superior per- human; but above every other de-

sonalities, either in the flesh or sire, they had that of bringing the
through the medium of literature, kingdom of God on earth—this was
we take on some of their greatness, their glory. We can learn from them
Many people feel that the Bible has today by seeing how they met their
more eminent characters than any problems and worked them out. Mr.
other book of literature. This is one Sell says, 'They were hardy adven-
of its claims to greatness. Frank S. turers on the sea of life who, despite
Mead draws attention to this fact violent storms, came safely to port
in his book 250 Bible Biographies, vvith rich cargoes. To examine how
Henry T. Sell includes only twenty- they did this will richly repay our
one men in his Studies of Great study, for in their successes they rise
Bihle Characters, but his selection above their nationality and every
pomt definitely to outstanding age." Though Mr. Mead gives no
men who have given us ideal more than his regular two or three
and moral uplift by the ideals, Strug- hundred words to his thumb-nail
gles, and achievements of their own sketch of Jesus, and Mr. Sell does
lives. He writes of Abraham, the not include Him at all, we know
man who dared to trust God; of that both would give him first place
Isaac, who accepted the challenge of among Biblical characters. Hun-
obedience; of Joseph, the dreamer jreds of books have been written
whose dreams came true; of Moses, upon His life and mission. Most of
the leader and law-giver of a nation; them have recognized His divinity,
of Joshua, the courageous man with though a few have attempted to un-
a hard task; of Saul, the man who derstand him as a man alone. Of
abused his opportunities; of David, such writers, Harry Emerson Fos-
the self-conqueror who became king; dick says in The Modern Uses oi the
of Job, the man of undeserved suflFer- Bible, p. 272: "Of all foolish things,
ing; of Isaiah, the world prophet and j think nothing is more foolish than,
statesman; of Daniel, the man who looking back over our race's history
made advantage out of disadvantage; and discerning amid its tragedy and
of Luke, the man who broadcasted struggles this outstanding figure

the Gospel's good news; of Paul, the spiritually supreme, to minimize
man who bettered city conditions; him, to tone down our thought of
and many others. him, to reduce him so that we can be
Mr. Sell describes his characters as ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ 1^^ ^^ ^^^1^ j^.^,

men who were the outstanding and rr ^ ^ ^ • t ^ i •

strategic leaders in their own times, ^^ ^^^ ^^ "^^ ^" J^^us, God is not

the men who molded the thought anywhere. The best hope of man-

and directed the action of the ages kind is that God is in him and may
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flow down through all the secret

runnels of the race."

So important is the personality of

Jesus that an entire lesson needs to

be devoted to him. In this lesson

we shall consider a few of the other

Bible characters.

Abraham

That Abraham believed in God
and trusted Him to the highest de-

gree is seen in the sacrifice of Isaac.

He probably felt as parents do today

who sacrifice their sons for the good

of their country. There is something

of an analogy, too, in the willingness

of parents in our Church to send

their sons and daughters into strange

lands to preach the Gospel. Often

they realize that dangers will beset

them, but they are proud to give

them to the service of our Lord.

Our Heavenly Father himself set the

divine example, for ''He so loved the

world that he gave His only begot-

ten Son."

Of Abraham, William L. Phelps

says, ''Unlike most of the Old Testa-

ment heroes, hardly anything evil

can be charged against him. He was

spiritual-minded. He was obedient

to the divine voice, and his unfalter-

ing trust in God was rewarded."

Mr. Sell says that Abraham stands

out as a commanding figure; that

he had the traits of character that

make great leaders; that he had dar-

ing and splendid executive ability;

that he was large-hearted and far-

sighted and would have made an

eminent statesman or victorious gen-

eral had the opportunity come. Abra-

ham was the founder of the Israel-

itish nation; his name is revered by

Christians, Jews, and Mohammed-
ans; he is still blessing mankind by

making it easier for them to worship

and love God and by showing them
how to live uprightly under trying

circumstances.

Moses

Moses was another genius, a lead-

er at a critical period of Israelitish

history. He was a lawgiver and a

statesman; a guide to the Chosen
People in Egypt and in the wilder-

ness. Books have been written about

Moses. Lectures have characterized

him as the great Hebrew statesman.

A scientist, calling him "Moses, the

physician," has praised his advanced

ideas concerning cleanliness and se-

gregation of disease. He is depicted

as gentle in manners, modest, and

above all self-controlled, courageous,

and strong. He has been classed as

the "meekest" of men—the finest

tribute to soldiers and kings. "The
meek shall inherit the earth" sug-

gests that there is no strength like

the strength of meekness. Phelps

says, "That Moses was the meekest

man in ancient history, is the best

thing said about him."

The story of Moses' birth and con-

cealment in the rushes is like the

plot of a modern novel or movie.

When Pharoah's daughter named
him, she did better than she knew,

for Moses meant "drawer out," and

he drew the Children of Israel out

of slavery.

His first act of which we have

record was indicative of his later

career as a deliverer. He saw an

Egyptian beating a Hebrew, and he

killed the Egyptian, though perhaps

he knew he would be condemned by

his own people, taunted and in-

sulted, and branded as a murderer.

Moses' best preparation for his
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Liter leadership came to him uncon- Eve
sciously while he kept the flocks of Little has been written about Eve,
his father-in-law. The quiet, medi- and there is little in the scriptures
tative life of the desert shepherd directly concerning her. Yet she
brought him m close communion holds a unique position in being the
with God, who gave him the sign of first woman in the world. That Eve
the burning bush to make him had the womanly qualities that have
aware of his call to leadership. To preserved for her daughters their
convince his people that he had been place in the shrine of men's hearts
divinely called, Moses was permitted through all succeeding ages is evi-
to do a number of impressive mir- fenced by Adam's first recorded ut-
acles, such as turning his rod into a terances about her and his willing-
snake, making his hand leprous, ness to share her fall. He said:
and then well and whole again. 'Therefore shall a man leave his fa-

Later miracles, of course, were ther and his mother and shall cleave
much more spectacular, when he was unto his wife: they shall be one
called to compete with the magicians flesh.'' (Genesis 3:24) Adam could
of the king who were trying to sub- have refused to partake of the for-

due the Israelites. The story of the bidden fruit. He knew well the pain-

Ten Plagues has been called "a ful consequences,
tragedy in ten acts ending with a Condemned for her sin, Eve has
climax." This story and other in- been harshly cafled weak; she has
cidents in the life of this great man been reproached as the agent
are well known. We need here, per- through whom mankind fell. She
haps, only to remind ourselves that doubtless was weak and failed to dis-

though he was born in slavery, he criminate between vastly different

stands out as one of the greatest values. But let us consider some of

figures in the history of mankind, his her other characteristics,

chief accomplishment being that he she was highly sensitive to the
took a people who had been in the beauties and glories in the Garden of
worst type of slavery the world has g^en. She longed for the gifts her
ever known, and made it into a great tempter promised-wisdom and un-
nation with as pure moral and spir- derstanding equal to that of the
itual ideals as the world has ever gojs. These would add to her power
known. to enjoy beauty. The serpent, we

Great characters in the Bible are must remember, had also promised

not confined to men. Mr. Mead in- that she would not die. Doubtless,

eludes many women among his biog- too, she wanted Adam to possess

raphies, and Willard Done, of our something of inestimable value-

own Church, wrote a little book en- the wisdom of the gods,

titled Women oi the Bible. Among We must remember that Eve had

interesting fictional books based on had no experience. She had not

Biblical characters is Mary Borden's learned, as most of us have to learn,

Mary of Nazareth. In this lesson we that disobedience brings punish-

shall consider briefly but one of the ment. The promise that she would

great women in the Bible. know good from evil, that she would
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see as God, that she would not die-
all these constituted so great a temp-

tation that she could not resist it.

But to understand the mature
woman it is necessary to follow Eve's

career outside the Garden of Eden.

As Willard Done says: 'The first

family was founded and the first real

home established when Eve ex-

claimed in triumph at the birth of

Cain, *I have gotten a man from the

Lord!' For the first time in the world

the miracle of human birth had been
experienced; and Eve was the first to

know all the pain and sorrow and joy

and triumph it entailed. . . . The first

mother had looked with joy on her

first born. The crowning triumph of

her life had come, worth the sacrifice

even of such a place as Eden.

''As Eve was the first to know the

experience of human birth, so she

was the first mother to endure the

sorrow of death, and that in its most
terrible form, the murder of one of

her sons by the other. It seems to

have been her lot to sound all the

depths and reach all the heights of

woman's experience, as if she had
been destined to be an exemplar to

her descendants by passing through

all the joys, sorrows, glories, and
humiliations that woman can know.

Into her life were crowded the events

which fulfilled the pronouncement
following the fall. ... To lose her

first two sons, one by violent death

and the other by the punishment of

exile, was to sound the lowest depths

of grief and humiliation. It is dif-

ficult to conceive of a greater sorrow.

In her endurance of this bitterness.

Eve proved herself again the heroine

we have always thought her to be.

And as so often happens in our

griefs, the great loss was made up to

her. Another son, Seth, was given

her to fill, in part, the places left

vacant by the murder of Abel and
the exile of Cain.

"And so Eve fought her fight and
filled her place as the first wife and
mother. ... To have been the first

woman, realizing in her long and
eventful life all the experiences of

womanhood and earning all its re-

wards, was to accomplish in its full-

ness the mission of her sex. No
greater appreciation of Eve or higher

praise for her work can be given."

We cannot help wondering if Eve
even had the joy of foreseeing that

through a far-off descendant would
come one to redeem the world. That
vision, could she have foreseen the

coming of Christ from her posterity,

would have been a comfort and sup-

port to her through the years. Mary,

the mother of Jesus, will be pre-

sented in the next lesson.

Study Helps

1. Contrast the character of Moses with

that of Aaron.

2. Discuss the influence of the Ten
Commandments (Exodus 20:3-17) upon

history. How do they aflPect our lives to-

day?

3. Who are your five favorite Biblical

heroes? Why?
4. What women characters besides Eve

and Mary seem particularly important to

you? Why?
5. Have some member read excerpts

from Ruth and Esther; the Song of De-

borah, or some similar passages from the

Bible.

6. "Jephthah's Daughter", or "Hagar,"

by N. C. Willis might be given as a drama-

tic reading.
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What "America'' Means
Lesson 7

Growth of Political Parties in America
(Tuesday, April 27, 1943)

He serves his party best, who serves his country best.

—Rutherford B. Hayes

A thing to be remembered by every man who wishes to make his influence felt for

good in our pohtics is that he must act purely as an American .... If we wish to do
good work for our country, we must be unselfish, disinterested, sincerely desirous of the
well-being of the commonwealth, and capable of a devoted adherence to a lofty ideal.—^Theodore Roosevelt

VyHEN George Washington was ernment and those who stood for the

elected President of the United fullest possible sovereignty of the dif-

States in 1789, there were no poli- ferent states; those who believed that

tical parties. At the beginning of the Constitution should be inter-

the Revolutionary War, the people preted as strictly as possible and
had divided into Whigs and Tories, those who wished to give its clauses

or Patriots and Loyalists, but the re- the widest possible interpretation,

suit of the war had been final, and But on April 30, 1789, when the in-

during the discussion and ratification auguration of Washington occurred,

of the Constitution of the United there were no party organizations.

States, there had been Federalists Washington thus had a clear field

and Anti-Federalists; the adop- from which to make his appoint-

tion of the Constitution, however, ments, and he believed that the pres-

seemed to end the existence of the idency should not be a partisan of-

latter. Nevertheless, there were fice.

groups and cleavages from which When President Washington or-

parties would arise in time. There ganized his cabinet, among the

were the frontier and the settled prominent men that he called to of-

states along the Atlantic seaboard; fice were Thomas Jefferson and Alex-

the rich and the poor; the agricul- ander Hamilton, the former becom-

tural and commercial classes; those ing Secretary of State and the latter,

who believed in a strong central gov- Secretary of the Treasury. In the
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different political theories of these principally in two political camps,

two men, one discovers the cleavages which eventually emerged into our

from which our two great modern major parties of today. The political

political parties—Republican and parties of our national history grew

Demoncrat—arose. No two men out of the devergent geographic-

could have been more different, both al conditions of the country, for

in character and in views as to what these conditions were conducive of

government should be in the newly conflicting economic or industrial in-

organized nation. Hamilton was terests. Cold winters and poor rock

born in the West Indies and as a soil made most of the area of New
young boy landed in New York with England unsuited to extensive agri-

his fortune to make. He studied law culture, but the abundant water

and married into a wealthy New power, proximity to the raw products

York family and became a leading of the West, and the skilled labor

figure in the state. He had a brilliant which that section always had, gave

mind and an attractive personality, it extensive commercial and indus-

Jefferson was born on the frontier in trial advantages. After the War of

Virginia. While Hamilton lived 1812, aided by a high protective

among the moneyed classes of New tariff, the industrial development of

York, Jefferson was influenced by the New England was rapid,

people of the country life. He had On the other hand, geographical

complete faith in the wisdom of conditions in the South were most

what we call ''the common man." favorable to the development of agri-

Hamilton believed in a strong cen- culture. The Southern people al-

tral government, while Jefferson be- ways complained that the tariff laws

lieved that government should be of the Government not only re-

left to the people within their respec- stricted trade in the South, but in-

tive states as far as possible. Hamil- creased the price of manufactured

ton stood for a high protective tariff, goods. Then, too, the cotton indus-

a tax to protect the manufacturing try of the Southern States fostered

industries of America. Jefferson be- the growth of negro slavery, an in-

lieved that the tax or tariff on foreign stitution which the Northern States

goods made articles more expensive, came to abhor. Each section, there-

and he radically opposed any tax on fore, was eager for political power,

foreign goods. One can readily see and during the years from 1789,

that three great problems soon con- when our Government was organ-

fronted the American people. They ized, down to the Civil War (1861-

were: (1) Shall negro slavery be 1865), great statesmen lived to fight

eliminated? (2) Shall a high protec- courageously for the political ideals

tive tariff be maintained on im- which they held to be right. Such

ported goods? (3) Do the individual men were Daniel Webster, John C.

states have rights and powers over Calhoun, Henry Clay, Andrew Jack-

and above those granted by the Fed- son, Abraham Lincoln, Stephen A.

eral Government? Douglas, Jefferson Davis, and many

Along these lines the American others. It has been said that "the

people took sides, and were grouped history of political parties in Amer-
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ica is a history of great statesmen,

who though differing with their col-

leagues stood shoulder to shoulder

in demanding that they be in very

truth Americans/'

A BRIEF survey will help the read-

er to understand the history of

the two major parties in our political

development. From Thomas Jeffer-

son's administration (1801-9) to

1825, the Democratic-Republicans

were in power. They followed pretty

much the policies of Jefferson. In

1825, this party dropped the name
Republican, and took the name of

Jacksonian Democrats, after Andrew
Jackson. A new party was formed
to oppose Jackson, which in 1830
took the name of Whigs. From
1830 to 1850, when slavery, states

rights, and the tariff became bones

of contention, the Whig Party grad-

ually grew in power, and out of it

came the Republican Party, which
elected Abraham Lincoln in i860.

The differences between the in-

terests of the Southern States and
those of the Northern States were

partly settled by the War of the Re-

bellion, and since the restoration of

the nine states which seceded in

1861, there has steadily grown a bet-

ter understanding of peoples living

in different sections of our country.

Since the Civil War, the most im-

portant phase of the development

of our country has been our wide-

spread activities in industry, which

have revolutionized manufacturing,

agriculture, transportation, and min-

ing. A great machine age has

changed our social lives. The power

supplied by man's muscle or by that

of his domestic animals has been sup-

plemented by steam, electricity, and

gasoline. The use of this power
aided in the production of great

wealth, for manufacturing plants

grew in size and were consolidated

into larger industries. Trusts were

organized; and, because of their ten-

dency to monopolize the industries,

the Government found it necessary

to attempt legislation.

In the larger factories, thousands

of laborers were employed, each of

whom was engaged in some detailed

process of production in which ex-

pensive machinery was used. This

caused the control of industry to

pass from the hands of the worker

and led labor to organize. Following

the war between the North and the

South, high tariffs have enabled

great industrial corporations to de-

velop more rapidly.

Organized labor sought to increase

wages, reduce hours of employment,

and secure better sanitary conditions.

Here you have the foundation for

the differences of opinion between

capital and labor.

We learn a useful lesson in the

study of political parties in our na-

tional history. Every man who wishes

well of his country is in honor bound
to take an active interest in political

life. A man who wishes to do good
in his community may do so by go-

ing into active political life. One can

always find men who are desirous of

good government, and who if they

act together, become at once a pow-
er on the side of righteousness.

One word more. It concerns our

present problems. The present is

an introduction to the future. A
present problem left unsolved will

ripen into a future crisis. With near-

ly all the world ablaze, it will require

the American people to give to their
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country a united support in conquer-

ing those powers that are deter-

mined to destroy all that is sacred

and secure in our democracy.

Questions and Topics ioi Discussion

Note: An ordinary manual or one-

\olume history of the United States will

give brief information on the history of

political parties. In your class work, talk

over some of the important subjects sug-

gested in this lesson. They are:

1

.

Why were the American people prac-

tically united in their social and political

lives at the time of the American Revolu-

tion?

2. While there were no political parties

at the time of Washington's election to

the presidency, discuss the lines of political

thought as expressed in the lives of Hamil-

ton and Jefferson.

3. Give all the reasons you can why the

Southern States were different from the

Northern States in industry, social life,

and political thought up to the time of

the Civil War.

4. It has been said that the political

history of a nation may be studied in the

lives of the nation's great political charac-

ters. Explain this saying.

5. Find out something about the minor

parties that have influenced something of

our history; for example. The Prohibition

Party, the Know-Nothing Party, the Pro-

gressive or Bull Moose Party.

6. On what great issue was Abraham
Lincoln elected to the presidency of the

United States?

7. Since the Civil War, how has Amer-

ica changed in its industrial, social, and

political history?

References

Any one-volume history of the United

States will be your best help.

Channing, History of the United States.

Fiske, The American Revolution.

Babcock, Pdse oi American Nationality.
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Note: If you are not able to answer all

the questions or subjects mentioned, re-

member it takes much close study for a

long time to answer satisfactorily to your-

self many questions in our political his-

tory.

>
(general ^Presidents of Uxelief Society

(For optional use of Relief Societies in countries other than the

United States, in lieu of social science lessons.)

Louise Yates Robison

Seventh Reliei Society President

Lesson 7

(Tuesday, April 27, 1943)

lyfORMON colonization has been were strong—strong in muscle and

characterized by the quality of sinew, in intelligence, in righteous-

the Saints who conquered the new ness and faith. Such people were

wastes. Those men and women Thomas and Ehzabeth Yates, an
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English couple who helped to found
Scipio, a small town in Millard

County, Utah.

Their daughter, Louise, was born

May 27, 1866, while an Indian up-

rising was at its height. When the

baby was five days old, neighbors

lifted the bed containing mother and
babe into a wagon, which they pulled

into a stockade of logs that was also

their meetinghouse. The Indians

had killed three men of the small

colony and had driven off all the

horses and cattle. The Yates family

survived these depredations as well

as the hard labor which the primitive

conditions required.

Despite her years of toil, Mrs.

Yates retained the gentility and re-

finement native to her character.

Louise, like her mother, possessed

the traits of a gentlewoman. She

grew to be tall, slender, dignified and

graceful She was pleasant, soft-

spoken, and mild of utterance.

As a girl, Louise helped to wash,

spin, weave, and dye woolen materi-

als for her dresses. She knitted

stockings, braided straw hats, and

made flower trimmings. Louise

Robison sometimes recalls the ex-

citement in Scipio when President

Brigham Young once visited there.

The children wanted to strew flowers

in his pathway, but blossoms were

scarce. In the gardens they were

lacking, although some house plants

were in bloom. Louise stripped her

mother's plants at the feet of the

President.

Brother Yates was bishop of Sci-

pio, and his wife was Relief Society

president of Millard Stake. Louise

grew up in the wholesome atmos-

phere of a Latter-day Saint home,

with the Relief Society influence its

dominant note. The family life was
inseparably bound up with Church
and community activities. Aiding
her mother and the Relief Society,

Louise gleaned wheat, gathered Sun-

day eggs to be sold for wheat money,
helped the sick and unfortunate. The
love of humanity and the spirituality

she thus developed are the two out-

standing qualities which she brought

to the Relief Society presidency, and
which were magnified with her years

of service.

For a time Louise studied at the

Brigham Young University in Provo.

She was a beautiful girl, and while

quite young she married Joseph Ly-

man Robison, a member of another

pioneering family, and a man of fine

character. At first the pair lived in

southern Utah, then they made a

lovely home for their growing family

in Provo. Later, they moved to Salt

Lake City. They had four daughters

and two sons. The girls married and

devoted themselves to their homes.

The oldest son, Harold, is a promin-

ent physician in Los Angeles, while

Rulon, a singer, teaches at the fam-

ous New England Conservatory of

Music.

CISTER ROBISON worked first

in the Mutual Improvement As-

sociation, then on the Granite Stake

Relief Society Board, where she be-

came counselor to the president.

Brother Robison cooperated and en-

couraged his wife to do the Church

work for which she was in demand.

During World War I, Louise

Robison became a Red Cross in-

structor and supervisor in the sur-

gical dressings department. For out-

standing services, she was honored
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with the emblem of the Red Cross, eloquence, kindliness, her remark-

a beautiful pin. able memory for names and faces,

In 1921, President Heber }. Grant her personal interest in Relief So-

called Sister Robison to be second ciety workers—all have made her a

counselor to Sister Clarissa S. Wil- most welcome visitor,

liams, the new general president of At a World Congress of Women
Relief Society. Sitting in the audi- in Chicago, while the World's Fair

ence when her name was presented, was open, the president of the Na-
she was almost overcome with sur- tional Council of Women, Lena M.
prise. Phillips, appointed Mrs. Robison to

Because of her sympathetic nature preside at one session, which was at-

and her exquisite needlework. Sister tended by hundreds of women from

Robison was made chairman of the all over the world. When a delegate

important burial-clothes department to the International Council of

of the General Board. Able to ex- Women in Paris, France, Mrs. Robi-

press condolence in a delicate, tact- son by request represented Lena M.
ful maner, she was a genuine com- Phillips at two meetings of the inter-

fort to the bereaved. national presidents. Only the proper-

Sister Robison took a special in- ^Y accredited women were admitted,

terest in home beautification, and While in Europe, Sister Robison

through her enthusiasm and under visited Relief Societies in some of

the Society's direction trees and the branches in England, Belgium,

shrubs were planted and homes were Holland, Switzerland, and Germany,

improved. ' Many of the Saints still hold her

In view of Sister Robison's inter-
^i^it in precious remembrance,

est in furthering human welfare and Sister Robison sponsored institutes

happiness, she was chosen to repre- in social welfare to teach Relief So-

sent the Relief Society at two con- ciety women better methods of car-

ferences of the Travelers Aid So- ing for the poor,

ciety and at three National Conven- During Sister Robison's presi-

tions of Social Workers, appearing dency a notable event occurred. A
on the program at one of them. Her monument was erected by the Relief

reports of her attendance at 'the Society at Nauvoo, Illinois, to mark
White House Conferences for Chil- the site where Relief Society was or-

dren breathe love and sympathy and ganized March 27, 1842. This monu-
a longing for improved conditions ment is of stone, four by eight feet,

for the nation's young. surmounted by two bronze tablets

In 1928, Sister Robison was ap- giving historical data of Relief So-

pointed general president of Relief ciety. At the dedication ceremony,

Society. She has traveled widely in July 26, 1933, hundreds of people

the stakes and missions of America sat under spreading locusts, or stood

and in the missions of Europe, carry- nearby. Mr. W. D. Chenery of Illi-

ing messages of gladness, stirring nois wrote in a newspaper there that

people's hearts, arousing love and "^^s. Louise Y. Robison, presided

enthusiasm for the Gospel and its over the ceremonial with a gracious-

work. Her grace of manner, natural ness and tact that might be the emu-
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lation of chairmen the world over."

Another writer commented that her

pleasing manner and ready wit

caught the crowd.

Another important project en-

couraged by Sister Robison, and one

which became a very popular phase

of Relief Society work in America

and in the foreign missions, was the

development of Singing Mothers'

choruses.

Sister Robison has done much
temple work during her life—a work

that has been for years one of her

major satisfactions. The spiritual

side of the Gospel appeals to her na-

ture. Late in 1939, when the Gener-

al Boards of Relief Society and Pri-

mary were reorganized, Sister Robi-

son and her Board were honorably

released. She was then asked to be

an ordinance worker in the Salt Lake

Temple, and took much pleasure in

fulfilling that call. She is at present

actively engaged in Relief Society

work in San Francisco Stake. She

accepts many invitations to speak in

w^rds and stakes. Sister Robison

and her Board inaugurated the four-

year Relief Society membership

campaign and carried it forward for

two years. Her interest in this project

continued throughout the campaign.

The true spirit of the Gospel emerges

in her voice and shines forth in her

countenance.
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Justice Is a Group Affair

(Continued from page 33)

Mr. Peterson cleared his throat

again. 'Tet me see your report card,

Judith," he said.

She gave it to him.

''Why, there's a mistake here.

How is that?"

He used an eraser and a pen and

handed the card back. A "G" was

written where the 'T" had been.

"Oh, thanks!" Judith gulped and

ran to her seat. Mr. Peterson looked

hard at a book. Edna turned abrupt-

ly and walked out of the room, her

back a rigid exclamation point of

triumph and disgust. Judith caught

a glimpse of her face as she turned

to close the door. It was grey-white

like snow in shadow. The group in

the rear broke up, and Judith moved
outside, too. No one wanted to talk.

Afterwards the schoolroom was

different. Mr. Peterson's attitude

was impersonal, and a whole new
world opened wide. There was so

much to learn and so little time!
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Life grew exciting and happy again.

Soon the feeHng of expectancy,

which was spring, rose on the air;

and the hillside, still clothed in the

shaggy grass of the autumn before,

began to push through the snow.

When the windows were open, Ju-

dith could hear the first water-song

coming up from the sunny side of

the bridge where the creek was

creeping out of its cold, hard cover-

ing and bubbling over with freedom.

The linnets alighted in the nearby

trees and tossed up their tinkling

notes: ''Happy greeting! Happy
greeting!'' And there was a fresh,

clean smell in the air as of rain-

washed leaves or newly-laundered

curtains.

Then, suddenly, it was May; the

Maypole dance was over, the pas-

ture rolling down toward the creek

from the schoolyard fence was warm
and green and dotted with brassy

little buttons of dandelions, and the

final examinations were just around
the corner.

Now Judith sat on the summer
grass remembering Edna Silver. . .

Justice is a group affair, justice for

everybody, and everybody's con-

cern. . . . Some folks unkind, but

more who were selfless and lovable

and great. . . Edna Silver. All these

were hers in a wonderful countrv;

and she had thought it was a new
dress that mattered, but Edna had

known. Her heart was packed to

bursting with unformed dreams.

>

cJhis I Light

Mabel /ones Gahhott

How beautiful this twilight hour! The day

Is done. In roseate blue and gold and pink

Apollo's fiery chargers seem to sink

Beyond our small world's rim and speed away.

Then softly, silently night closes in.

The stilled sweet hush of ending day is near;

Warm lights in little windows now appear,

Dispelling shadows, 'circling joy within.

And yet beyond the tinted line of sky

And earth, beyond the sunset's afterglow,

Great war clouds gather, flinging wild and high.

Their dark and somber silhouettes of woe.

Our dusk falls peacefully and calm this ni^ht;

God grant our sunrise may be clear and bright.
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GEORGE WASHINGTON
'T^HE cover picture for this issue of the Magazine is a repro-

duction of a portrait by Gilbert Stuart.

The following interesting description of the physical ap-
pearance of George Washington was written by a friend,

George Mercer, in 1760.

''As straight as an Indian, measuring six feet two inches
in his stockings and weighing 175' pounds. . . . His frame is

padded with well-developed muscles, indicating great strength.

His bones and joints are large. . . . He is wide shouldered, ... is

neat waisted, but is broad across the hips, and has rather

long arms and legs. His head is well shaped though not large,

but is gracefully poised on a superb neck. A large and straight

rather than a prominent nose; blue-gray penetrating eyes,

which are widely separated, and overhung by a heavy brow.
His face is long rather than broad, with high, round cheek
bones, and terminates in a good firm chin. He has a clear

though rather a colorless pale skin, which burns with the sun.

A pleasing, benevolent, though a commanding countenance,
dark brown hair, which he wears in a cue. His mouth is large
and generally firmly closed. . . . His features are regular and
placid, with all the muscles of his face under perfect control,

though flexible and expressive of deep feeling when moved by
emotion. In conversation he looks you full in the face, is

deliberate, deferential, and engaging. His voice is agreeable
rather than strong. His demeanor at all times composed and
dignified. His movements and gestures are graceful, his walk
majestic, and he is a splendid horseman."

Cover arrangements by Evan lensen.
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(^eorge vi/ashington

February 22, 1732 - - - December 14, 1799

TRIBUTE BY DANIEL WEBSTER

"That man is intimately blended with what-

ever belongs most essentially Xo the prosperity,

the liberty, the free institutions, and the renown
of our country. That name was of power to

rally a nation, in the hour of thick-thronging

public disasters and calamities; that name
shone, amid the storm of war a beacon light,

to cheer and guide the country's friends; it

flamed, too, like a meteor, to repel her foes.

The name, in the days of peace, was a load-

stone, attracting to itself a whole people's con-

fidence, a whole people's love, and the whole
world's respect. That name, descending with

all time, spreading over the whole earth, and
uttered in all the languages belonging to the

tribes and races of men, will forever be pro-

nounced with affectionate gratitude by every-

one in whose breast there shall arise an aspira-

tion for human rights and human liberty. . . .

America has furnished to the world the char-

acter of Washington! And if our American
institutions had done nothing else, that alone

would have entitled them to the respect of

mankind."
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Lucy Mack Smith
'T^HE Magazine presents as its frontispiece a black and white copy of a

colored drawing of Lucy Mack Smith, mother of the Prophet Joseph

Smith. The colored drawing, in size about fifteen by twenty-four inches, was

presented to the Relief Society by Elder George Albert Smith at the meeting

of the Relief Society General Board held Wednesday, January 13, 1943.

The circumstances surrounding the discovery of this valuable picture

are very interesting. In September 1942, Elder George Albert Smith, in

company with Elder Preston Nibley, stopped off on their way West to visit

Nauvoo, Illinois, and nearby places connected with Church history. After

visiting in Carthage, the brethren traveled thirteen miles to Colchester

to call on the only living grandchild of Lucy Mack Smith and Joseph Smith,

Sr., the parents of the Prophet Joseph Smith. This grandchild, Mrs. Clara

Hendel, a lady eighty-one years old, is a daughter of the Prophet Joseph's

youngest sister, Lucy Smith Milliken. On inquiry from Brother Nibley

concerning pictures of members of her family, she showed a colored drawing

of Lucy Mack Smith to these gentlemen, which she explained she had

found among her mother's effects.

Elder George Albert Smith assured the members of the family that he

would greatly appreciate having a copy of the picture. They replied that

they would procure a copy and mail it to him. A colored copy was received

by Elder Smith in November, which is the picture he has so graciously pre-

sented to the Relief Society.

The Relief Society is very appreciative of the gift and is happy to have

a picture of this very remarkable mother, Lucy Mack Smith, who joined

the Relief Society at its second meeting and gave counsel and support to the

Society while it remained in Nauvoo.

Note the Book of Mormon which Lucy Mack Smith holds in her hand,

and the picture on the wall above her head of the Facsimile from The Book
of Abraham, Pearl of Great Price.

The picture was perhaps made during the nine years between 1846-

1855. Elder Nibley is of the opinion that it was made during the time she

resided with her daughter, Lucy Milliken, as it was found in the possession

of Mrs. Milliken's daughter, Mrs. Clara Hendel.
Page 79



Lucy Mack Smith—Mother of

the Prophet

Preston Nibley

MOTHERHOOD is said to be ding dowry she was presented with

the greatest honor that can be a check for $1,000 by her brother

bestowed upon womankind in Stephen and his business partner,

this world. The act of bringing forth Life began favorably for Joseph and

an immortal spirit, clothed with a Lucy Smith, yet little did they

mortal body, is a woman's crowning dream of the strange and extraordi-

achievement. Comparatively few nary events which were before them,

women are denied this accomplish- events which were to lift their names

ment. But only once in many hun- from obscurity into undying fame,

dreds of years is the privilege given Economically Joseph and Lucy

to a woman to become the mother Smith were not to prosper in this

of a mighty prophet of God, whose world. Through misfortune they

life and labors are to change the des- soon lost their farm, and for a num-

tiny of a waiting world. Such an ber of years they became tenant

honor was bestowed upon Lucy farmers in New Hampshire and Ver-

Mack Smith, whose new-found por- mont. It was while renting a farm

trait is reproduced as the frontis- ^om Mrs. Smith's father, Solomon

piece in this issue of The Relief So^- Mack, in Sharon Township, Ver-

cfety Magazine. mont, that their fourth child and

It was on July 8, 1776, that a third son was born, named Joseph,

daughter was born to Solomon and Jr-

Lydia Mack, prosperous farming Failing to reestablish themselves

people of Gilsum, New Hampshire, in Vermont, Joseph Smith moved

In the home of these good parents his family to western New York in

Lucy was reared, with all the refine- 1815, and located at Palmyra. Here

ment and culture known to the in- and in the adjacent vicinity they re-

habitants of western New England mained for fifteen years. Here the

at that time. Before she had reached boy Joseph announced his First Vi-

her twentieth birthday, Lucy had sion in the spring of 1820; here he

met and married a young farmer told of the visit of the angel Moroni

from Tunbridge, Vermont, named and the finding of the sacred rec-

Joseph Smith. Joseph has been de- ord, and here the Book of Mormon
scribed to us as a tall, athletic, young was printed.

man, an able and willing worker, Lucy Smith and her husband be-

kind and considerate, ''opening his came the first believers in the vi-

house to all who were needy and sions and revelations which were

destitute." Lucy has told us that at vouchsafed to their youthful son.

the time of her marriage her hus- And with unsurpassed loyalty and

band "owned a handsome farm." devotion they stood by him in all

She has also related that as a wed- his efforts to found ''the Church and

Page 80
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Kingdom of God." They endured you, mother;' and while his sister

all manner- of persecution: the scorn Lucy was pressing a kiss on his hand,

of the world, loss of friends, loss of the wagon dashed off."(Jenson, An-

property, and physical persecution, drew, L.D.S. Biographical EncycJo-

such as being forced to leave their pedia. Vol. i. p. 691)

home in Missouri in the midst of Qn September 14, 1840, at Nau-
winter and flee across the snow-clad ^^^^ Illinois, in the seventieth year of

prairies to Illinois. Yet not once did
i^j^ jifg^ the good father died, 'worn

they complain; not once did they q^^^ ^y the exposures he had suffered

lose faith in the divine calling of {-^ Missouri." Lucy Smith was now
their son. left without the companionship of

When the Prophet was taken by ''a tender and loving husband." Yet

the mob in Missouri in October, further misfortunes were to come to

1838, he was almost immediately her. In the summer of 1841, her

sentenced to be shot. ''Several guns youngest son, Don Carlos, died after

were fired, and the heartbroken par- a brief illness. Three years later, there

ents supposed that the bloody work occurred at Carthage, Illinois, the

was accomplished." Mother Smith tragic murder of her sons Joseph and

thus describes these moments: "Mr. Hyrum. Her poignant grief and sor-

Smith, folding his arms tight across row at this time are well expressed in

his heart cried out, 'Oh my God! My her own words:

God! they have killed my son! They 'q ^as swallowed up in the depth
have murdered him, and I must die, of my afflictions," she writes, "and
for I cannot live without him." though my soul was filled with sor-

Through some strange miracle the row past imagination, yet I was

lives of Joseph and Hyrum were dumb, until I arose again to con-

spared at this time. They were car- template the spectacle before me.

ried to Richmond for trial and from Oh! at that moment how my mind

thence to Liberty. "At their depart- flew through every scene of sorrow

ure from Far West, the heart-strick- and distress which we had passed to-

en mother pressed through the gether, in which they had shown the

crowd to the wagon containing her innocence and sympathy»which filled

sons, exclaiming: 'I am the mother their guileless hearts. As I looked

of the Prophet: is there not a gentle- upon their peaceful, smiling coun-

man here who will assist me to that tenances, I seemed almost to hear

wagon, that I may take a last look at them say, 'Mother, weep not for us,

my children, and speak to them once we have overcome the world by love;

more before I die?' With her daugh- we carried to them the Gospel, that

ter Lucy, she gained the wagon and their souls might be saved; they slew

grasped Joseph's hand, which was us for our testimony and thus placed

thrust between the cover and the us beyond their power; their ascend-

wagon-bed, but he spoke not to her ency is for a moment, ours is an etern-

until she said: 'Joseph, do speak to al triumph.' " (Smith, Lucy, Joseph

your poor mother once more. I can- Smith the Prophet, p. 278) Joseph

not bear to go until I hear your voice.' the Prophet and Hyrum the Patriarch

At this he sobbed out: 'God bless will never have a more sincere and
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inspiring tribute than this, gi^en to ly. There were comparatively few in

them by their dear old mother as she the assembly who were acquainted

stood beside their coffins in the with her family. She was the mother
Mansion House at Nauvoo that June of ten children, seven of whom were
day in 1844. boys. She raised them in the fear

As if she had not suffered suf- and love of God, and never was there

ficiently in the loss of her husband a more obedient family. She warned
and three grown sons in the short parents that they were accountable

space of four years, Mrs. Smith was for their children's conduct; advised

called upon to part with another son, them to give them books and work
Samuel Harrison, less than five weeks to keep them from idleness; warned
after the death of Joseph and Hyrum. all to be full of love, goodness and
In fleeing from the mob at Carthage kindness, and never to do in secret,

he had overexerted himself. In a what they would not do in the pres-

few weeks he fell ill and died. ence of millions. She wished to

Of the six sons Mrs. Smith had know of the congregation whether
reared to maturity, only one now re- they considered her a mother in

mained, William, who had shown Israel? (upon which President Brig-

himself to be the least capable of ham Young said, 'All who consider

rendering aid and assistance to her. mother Smith as a mother in Israel,

Such was the fate of this good signify it by saying 'yes." ' One uni-

woman. versal yes' rang throughout.) She

AT the last General Conference remarked that it was just eighteen

^ of the Church held in Nauvoo, Pi'
T'^ ^""'^^ Smith the Prophet

in October 1845, after President
had become acquamted with the

Brigham Young and the members of
"^"^"^^^ ^^ *" P^ f^

^"^ ^^"^ ^^
!

the Quorum of the Twelve had de-
"^""^'^ manner related over the most

cided to lead the Latter-day Saints
prominent points m the early history

to a new home in the West, Mrs. ""^^^ ^"^^^^^ their hardships trials,

Smith asked the privilege of address-
Pf^^tions, persecu ions sufferings

ir^rr ..^^ ^c *.-u^ ^4.- T /: J i.T-
etc., some parts or which meltedmg one of the meetings. I find the ^ i, 1, j i, i. 1. n

cJ\^ • • i-T, T 7 TT- X those who heard her to tears ....
tollowmg in the Joumal History:

t^ i 1 . • r i

"Mother Lucy Smith, the aged and Regarding the migration of the

honored parent of Joseph Smith, hav-
^^'"*^ westward, she contmued

:

ing expressed a wish to say a few ''I feel the Lord will let Brother

words to the congregation, she was Brigham take the people away. Here

invited upon the stand. She spoke ^ this city lie my dead, my husband

at considerable length, and in an and children; and if it so be the rest

audible manner, so as to be heard by of niy children go with you—and I

a large portion of the vast assembly, would to God they may all go—they
She commenced by saying that she will not go without me; and if I go,

was truly glad that the Lord had let I want my bones brought back in

her see so large a congregation. She case I die away, and deposited with

had a great deal of advice to give, but niy husband and children:"

Brother Brigham Young had done Here President Young interrupted

the errand; he had fixed it complete- to say:
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''Mother Smith proposes a thing It is difficult for us to understand

which rejoices my heart: she will go what thoughts passed through Moth-
with us. I can answer for the authori- er Smith's mind during the last years

ties of the Church; we want her and of her life. She had been the first

her children to go with us; and I to listen to the story of the visions

pledge myself in behalf of the of her son; she had witnessed the

authorities of the Church, that while organization of the Church and its

we have anything, they shall share rise; she had followed the Saints in

with us .... I pledge myself, if moth- all of their trials and difficulties and

er Smith goes with us and I outlive persecutions; as the mother of the

her, I will do my best to bring her Prophet, she was always respected

bones back again, and deposit them and honored by the Saints. Then
with her children, and I want to with swiftness came the events in

know if this people are willing to en- Nauvoo : the death of her husband,

ter into a covenant to do the same?'' the death of her four sons, and the

(There was a unanimous vote favor- removal of the great body of the

able to President Young's request.) Saints westward.

It is well known that Mother^ Her last years were spent with her

Smith, in spite of her expressed wish family. There was no congregation

on this occasion, did not make the of Saints with which she could

journey westward with the Saints, mingle; there was no preaching of

Perhaps she was dissuaded therefrom inspired prophets which she could

by her son, her three daughters, and hear. And yet she held fast to her

the Prophet's v^fe, Emma—all of belief and her testimony. No truer

whom remained behind. She lived Latter-day Saint ever lived than this

nine years after the Saints evacuated good mother of the Prophet Joseph

Nauvoo in the spring of 1846, and Smith. She was loyal to him in life

we know little of her history. Brother and in death. In the portrait used

Andrew Jenson has written that she as a frontispiece for this issue of the

spent seven years of this time at the Magazine she is shown holding the

home of her youngest daughter Lucy Book of Mormon in her hand, and
Smith Milliken, and the remaining she looks fearlessly and calmly into

two years with the Prophet's wife, the future, with the firm assurance

Emma, in her comfortable home at that this sacred record and the reve-

Nauvoo, where Lucy Mack Smith lations given to her gifted son are

died on May 5, 1855. God's revealed truth.

> •

NO PRIORITIES

Dott
J.

Saitoii

The ermine coat on the hills is threadbare.

Pine boughs rip at its shirred white yoke,

The hem is torn and the sleeves are missing-

The hills can be careless with last year's cloak.



Brotherhood
Elder Harold B. Lee

Member of the Council of the Twelve

IN sacred Jewish writings a parable

is told of a man who saw in the

distance an object that he sup-

posed was a beast. As the object

drew nearer he saw it was a man,

and as it came still nearer he ex-

claimed, ''It is my brother." Seldom

do we see as the beast the man we
really understand, for with closer as-

sociation and a clearer understand-

ing of the impulses and the circum-

stances that impel men to action we
become more tolerant and more for-

giving.

If we could but learn the lesson

taught by that parable there surely

would be less of misunderstanding

and of faultfinding, less of hatred

and contention, less of strife and of

bloodshed, but more of sympathy
and forgiveness extended toward

him who errs.

The word ''brotherhood" in com-

mon usage suggests a society or a

fraternity of individuals or of groups

banded together for a common pur-

pose. More often than otherwise

such purpose is selfish and the bene-

fits of the society are limited to

only those who comprise the group,

and frequently the objective of the

society, if achieved, works to the dis-

advantage or to the actual detriment

of those outside of that brotherhood.

Whether it be of individuals or of

nations the principle is the same.

We see before us today the awful

spectacle of a devastating war be-

tween groups of nations, bound to

each other within their own allied

Page 84

councils by solemn agreements,

prompted not by mutual respect or

admiration for each other, but im-

pelled by a fear of each other or by a

hope for selfish gains as the result

and in the event of ultimate victory

to their side.

It should be clear to any thinking

person that the promotion of such

"brotherhoods" so-called, usually

only serves to perpetuate strife, and

that decisions arrived at between

such groups are dictated by the force

of might rather than on the basis

of justice and equity. The estab-

lishment of a peace in the world that

will be everlasting and so much to be

desired will be possible if and when
mankind can unite together in some
kind of a fraternity where such broth-

erly relationships are characterized

by love and affection.

Some time ago there appeared in

the New York Times a scholarly ar-

ticle prepared by a conference of

eminent Catholic bishops entitled

"Pronouncement by Catholic Bish-

ops on Church and Social Welfare."

The article dealt with the contend-

ing views of capital and labor and

boldly criticized each faction for the

evident selfishness and short-sighted-

ness in their present plans and poli-

cies. Then it outlined a suggested

course to be followed in order to

overcome the conflicting views that

presently exist. Here are the con-

cluding words: "There must be a

reform of morals and a profound re-

newal of Christian spirit. ... To
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do that it is argued that our eco-

nomic Hfe must be reorganized, and

selfishness must be replaced by jus-

tice and charity."

The answer of the Master to the

question, ''Master, which is the great

commandment in the law?'' runs to

the same conclusion. "J^^^^ s^i^

unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and with

all thy soul, and with all thy mind.

This is the first and great command-
ment. And the second is like unto

it. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself." (Matt. 22:36-39)

A brotherhood that seeks to es-

tablish the common good is but as

''sounding brass or a tinkling cym-

bal" except it be founded upon

the divine principle of love of God
and our neighbor as ourselves. One
who says he loves God and is a fol-

lower of Jesus and yet hates his

brother is false to himself and be-

fore the world, for no one can love

God whom he has not seen and yet

love not his brother whom he has

seen. (I John 4:20.) The truest

evidence that one loves God is that

he keeps His commandments. (I

John 2:3-4.) ^^^ ^^ ^^^ loving of

one's neighbor is the "second great

commandment" then a brotherly re-

lationship with our fellow men must
be the measure of one's Christian

standing. The logic of this reason-

ing is amply supported by the scrip-

tures where the Lord is declared to

be "the God of the Spirits of all

flesh" (Numbers 27:16), and is com-
pared as the Father of our spirits to

the fathers of our flesh to whom we
give reverence. (Heb. 12:9.) Such
a conception of the Fatherhood of

God declares also a universal broth-

erhood of man. In such a family

relationship, a love of a son for the

Father and yet hatred of that son

for others of his Father's offspring

is hardly conceivable to the reason-

ing mind. To understand that man
is created in the image of God is a

soul-stirring contemplation, and

every soul that hath this hope in him
purifieth himself. (I John 3:3.)

But what is necessary for one to

discharge his responsibility toward

his fellow men? This same question

was undoubtedly in the mind of the

lawyer who asked Jesus "And who is

my neighbor?" In reply Jesus gave

a parable (Luke 10:30-37):

And Jesus answering said, A certain man
went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and

fell among thieves, which stripped him of

his raiment, and wounded him, and de-

parted, leaving him half dead.

And by chance there came down a cer-

tain priest that way: and when he saw him,

he passed by on the other side.

And likewise a Levite, when he was at

the place, came and looked on him, and

passed by on the other side.

But a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed,

came where he was: and when he saw him,

he had compassion on him.

And went to him, and bound up his

wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set

him on his own beast, and brought him to

an inn, and took care of him.

And on the morrow when he departed,

he took out two pence, and gave them to

the host, and said unto him. Take care of

him; and whatsoever thou spendest more,

when I come again, I will repay thee.

Which now of these three, thinkest thou,

was neighbor unto him that fell among
the thieves?

And he said. He that shewed mercy on
him. Then said Jesus unto him. Go, and

do thou likewise.

The moral of the Master's lesson

is clear: He only is neighhoi who
does good to him who is in need.
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Thy Neighbor Here, in such communities, without

hindrance or molestation from those
Who is thy neighbor? He whom thou ^^q refuse to accept fellowship in

Hast power to aid or bless.
^^^ Church and Kingdom of God, itWhose aching heart or burning brow , , . j ,i . .i i /

Thy soothing hand may press. ^as been found that the members of

the Church thus established can bet-

Thy neighbor? Tis the fainting poor, ter work out their social, economic
Whose eye with want is dim; gnd religious problems than would

O enter thou his humble door
^^ -^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^ gathering.

With aid and peace for him. ^ b b

If, to satisfy the critics of the prac-

'T^HE influx of many strangers with- tice of the Latter-day Saints in gath-

in our gates and the industrial- ering together for mutual improve-

ization and militarization of many ment, we were to encourage pro-

of our pastoral communities might miscuous social intercourse with the

well cause us to ponder the question stranger regardless of his standards

as to our responsibility as neighbors and by so doing sacrifice the ideals

to these strangers. Our pioneer par- of morality, of marriage, and of fam-

ents, led by inspired leaders, came ily for which our parents sac-

to this western land to establish "the rificed much, we would not only be

mountain of the Lord's house in the untrue to our heritage but we would

top of the mountains." A prophet thereby decrease immeasurably our

had declared that many people power ''to do good to him that is in

should say, ''Come, let us go up to need." Obedient to the command
the mountain of the Lord," and also of the Master, reiterated in our gen-

that the inhabitants of the House eration, we have sent and will con-

of the God of Jacob were to teach tinue to send missionaries not only

these newcomers "of his ways and to carry the Gospel to the stranger

to walk in his paths." »(Isa. 2:2-3.) within our gates but to "every nation,

To the Latter-day Saints the Lord has kindred, tongue and people." And
entrusted a great responsibility as for what purpose? To welcome all

the keepers of the House of the Lord 'who fear God and give glory to

thus established. Paul, the great Him" to accept membership in the

missionary apostle, defined the pur- greatest "brotherhood" in the wodd,

pose of the estabhshment of the the Church of Christ established in

Church of Christ as being for "the the last days. Can one conceive of

perfecting of the saints, for the work a greater service to be rendered to

of the ministry, and for the edifying those who may come to us than to

of the body of Christ, till we all come bring to them the opportunities and

in the unity of the faith. . .
." privileges of the Gospel and into

Since the time when Moses led fellowship with those who live right-

the children of Israel out of Egypt ^ous lives?

the principle of gathering the mem- To you who would administer suc-

bers of the Churdi into communities cor and be a neighbor to the poor

has been taught. The Latter-day and the needy, I would bid you heed
Saints have been taught this prin- the inspired admonition, "and

ciple by revelations from the Lord, though I bestow all my goods to
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feed the poor, . . . and have not

charity, I am nothing." (I Cor. 13:

3.) It would be well if all who dis-

pense charity would do so with a

reverent appreciation of their di-

vine relationship to that one so as-

sisted and do it in a manner sug-

gested by the Savior's declaration,

that as you would do it unto one

such needy you would do it as a serv-

ice to him. (Matt. 25:40.) In all

such ministering it is well to remem-
ber that there are broken hearts and

wounded souls among us that need

the tender care of a brother who has

an understanding heart and is kind.

Today there may be heard again in

Israel the voice of a Rachel 'weep-

ing for her children, and would not

be comforted because they are not"

when the cruel blasts of war shall

bring the sad news of disaster. She
must be soothed with tenderness by

sisters worthy to bear the name of

this great brotherhood of saints.

May the ''kingdom of God go

forth, that the kingdom of heaven

may come," (D. & C. 65:6) that

God's "will be done in earth as it

is in heaven." (Matt. 6:10.) May
we let our lights so shine (Matt. 5:

16) as members of the Church of

God that others seeing our good

works and that we are not of the

world (John 14:22-23) will come to

seek membership therein. May we
sense the fact that true love for our

neighbor consists not in descending

to his level but rather in so living

that we aid him in an upward climb.

May we never forget that in this

great fellowship, our ears must ever

be inclined to hear the cry of the

widow and the orphan and that in

our ministrations to all such we do

as we think the Master would have

us do.

Thus, if we do, and if we teach

others to do likewise, ours will be

the brotherhood to fill the whole

earth and bring about that peace on
earth when the powers of darkness

will be eternally bound with the

everlasting chains of righteousness

at the hands of God's children.

^

"Let us raise a standard to which the wise and honest can repair; the

rest is in the hands of God."
—George Washington, Speech to the Constitutional Convention (1787)

"The preservation of the sacred fire of liberty, and the destiny of the

republican model of government, are justly considered as deeply, perhaps

as finally, staked on the experiment entrusted to the hands of the American
people."—George Washington, First Inaugural (1789)



Silent Strings

Blanche Kendall McKey

Second Prize, Relief Society Short Story Contest

WITH more certainty than she '1 should have done better,"

had ever felt before, on that thought Sheila bitterly; '1 let little

late July afternoon. Sheila things crowd it all out." She thought

admitted to herself that she was old. of the garden, the children, the end-

It wasn't because she felt weak or less housework, and of her mother's

defeated, judging herself as an actor long illness. ''Why did I have such

in the life she had led. Rather, it a heritage?" she asked. Then she

was the realization that she had nev- looked at the picture of Colleen on

er been truly herself, and now it was her table and once more made a sol-

too late. For sixty years she had emn resolution: Little Colleen,

heard the song of the untouched with the harp of Dublin hidden in

West with its inscrutable mountains, her bosom, was going to have a

but she had never tried to sing or chance to sing,

paint or write it. She had not used "Are you ready. Aunt Sheila?"

what was finest within her; in fact,' It was Elsie's warm voice calling

she had never been an artist at all. from the kitchen, and thoughts of

And now she was old. youth and unfulfilled longings fled.

The young Sheila she had been— "Yes, Fm ready, my dear," Sheila

with her perky red curls and quizzi- replied; and tying a white scarf over

cal blue eyes—seemed to stand lit- her thinning gray hair she went out

erally before her faded gaze. She to the shady front porch,

shook herself and crossed to the mir- The poplars were casting thin

ror over her dresser, pressing cal- shadows across the patch of lawn;

loused palms to her creased cheeks, the wide stretch of fields was still,

noting the grooves in her forehead Suddenly, from some unseen spot,

and neck. Wind and the open plains came the clear call of a meadow lark,

had made her fair skin as dry as Gerald, Elsie's husband, was taking

parchment. Studying the swollen good care of the farm now that John
veins of her hands, she saw youthful, was gone!

tapering fingers reach across the The front door of the small house

strings of her aunt's harp in Dublin, beyond the garden opened and John's

her aunt who had been a celebrated sister Maggie appeared. She follow-

musician and whose harp Sheila was ed slowly the narrow path between

to have inherited when she became the two homes and climbed the

eighteen. But when that birthday steps of the larger dwelling with

had arrived, she had looked across jerky effort. "Maggie is old,"

the scorched fields of Zion, to which thought Sheila—"really old."

her parents had fled ten years before, Elsie came out, crisp and cool in

and thought of tapestries and a state- her blue organdy,

ly harp whose strings were silent, now "Gerald said the rehearsal went

that her aunt was dead. fine last night," she said with enthu-

Page 88
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siasm. ''He thinks the pageant's go-

ing to be great."

''Weel, they'll hae to do some
fancy acting if they come up to Shei-

la's—and that a lang time ago," re-

plied Maggie dryly.

Sheila made a gesture of remon-

strance, but she looked pleased.

'Toung folks must have their day,

Maggie. And don't you forget that

Colleen is going to sing tonight."

She squeezed her handbag tight

against her breast, for it held Col-

leen's stirring little note:

"I must see you tomorrow, Grand-

ma! I must! I have something im-

portant to tell you."

Something important! Could it

be an offer? Why, Colleen had had

only a year of real training.

Maggie was describing to patient

Elsie the wonders of Sheila's per-

formance in Hazel Kiik.

"There, there," cried Sheila with

pretended petulance, 'let the past

be!"

But Maggie was bubbling with

reminiscences. "Your Uncle John

was over-proud of her, Elsie," she

said ruefully. "He was sae proud

that I sulked. It's nae pleasant for

a sister to be shoved aside by a wee-

bit wife."

The laugh that had risen in Mag-
gie's throat broke off and ended in

a sigh. Both old women thought of

John sleeping beside his first wife,

the gentle English girl who had not

survived the rigors. After a pause

Maggie's thin voice rose again.

"Your Uncle John was nae the

mon to let a bit o' stubborn land

get the best o' him, Elsie. He dug

out rocks to build his house and

brought water down from the moun-
tain for his fields."

BLANCHE KENDALL McKEY

"Uncle John was a thrifty man,"
corroborated Elsie.

"Aye," said Maggie, "and master-

ful. He had Ireland in his house-

hold, but he managed to hold his

am.

She screwed her wrinkled face un-

til it gave a distorted impression of

roguishness, cast a challenging glance

at her sister-in-law, and waited for a

sharp retort. But Sheila seemed to

be unconscious of the prattle. Elsie

noted her melancholy detachment

with rising apprehension. Old peo-

ple were so moody and hard to un-

derstand! When they should be gay

they sank into the depths.

"Come, now. Aunt Sheila," she

pleaded. "Tomorrow's the Twenty-

fourth! They're putting on this

pageant for people like you. Think

of all you've done for the town." Her
eyes swept the stretches of corn,

wheat and alfalfa, the tops of farm-

houses in the valley, the paved road
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which led to the recreation hall

where the pageant was to be given.

''No one has done more good than

you have. Aunt Sheila."

Sheila would have liked to talk to

the sympathetic Elsie if she had
thought the younger woman could

understand. In her unhappy con-

demnation of what she had done with

her talents she felt the need of love.

That was why Maggie's praise had
sounded so sweet. She would gladly

have confessed that she felt herself

to be a flat failure but for a deep-

sunk timidity. Elsie was young and
didn't know enough, whereas Mag-
gie was old and knew too much. So
she threw them both a Mona Lisa

smile and hugged tight the thought

of Colleen.

Elsie plucked playfully at her

aunt's sleeve and shook her bobbed
head as though she were still a girl.

"No one can go on acting and sing-

ing forever," she tactlessly comforted.

Sheila smiled again, her glance un-

lighted; then her lids fell as she

caught the significance of Maggie's

cannie remark: ''She's not greetin'

for the songs she can sing nae more;

she's greetin' for the songs she niver

hae sung." Good heavens! Was
there nothing that the heart could

hide? Such piercing seemed almost

immodest. With an effort she lift-

ed her gaze to find Maggie smiling

at her fondly. After all Maggie
loved her. She felt a painful little

clutch at her throat. Then she let

her great eyes rest illuminatingly on
her sister-in-law's face, fell in with

the family dialect and said amicably,

"Aye, lass."

Elsie ran down the steps impa-

tiently, looking up the road.

"Gerald should have been here

with the car twenty minutes ago,"

she exclaimed. "Something has held

him up—props, I suppose. It will

spoil the whole evening if we have

to rush in at the last minute."

A HALF-HOUR later, seated com-

fortably in the front row of the

balcony which afforded the best view

of the stage and so had been reserved

for honored guests. Sheila attempted

to subdue her rising excitement. Was
Colleen nearly ready? Would she

have a moment to slip upstairs be-

fore the performance? Suddenly she

heard a quick step coming down the

aisle, and almost before she could

turn she heard Colleen's whisper.

"Move over. Grandma. I can

only stay a second."

Sheila shuffled into the seat re-

served for the president of the Relief

Society and Colleen slipped down v,

beside her.

"Look, Grandma!" Timidly she

thrust out her hand on which shone

the loveliest diamond the old lady

had ever seen. She lifted her eves

to study the girl's face.

"It had just come when I wrote

the note yesterday. Bob and I are

going to be married."

"Bob?" wavered Sheila.

"Bob Brownell. Surely you re-

member Bob."

Sheila hadn't thought of Bob
Brownell in a long time. With an

effort she recalled an apple-cheeked

boy.

"He's been away to medical school,

you know, for nearly four years."

Colleen's voice trembled a little.

She glanced at two tiny wings

pinned over her heart. "Bob and I

saw a good deal of each other when
I was at school last winter." Her
hand pressed the small insignia.

"Now he's in the Air Corps."
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Sheila felt a throbbing in her own
breast. Little Colleen's hero was

offering his life for his country! In

a moment the tremulous voice came
again.

'Tm not going back to the Con-

servatory in the fall, Grandma. Vm
going to make bullets. I—I've got

to help."

Sheila saw the glisten of heavy

tears and felt empty herself. She

knew that Colleen wanted to speak

further, but couldn't.

''It's all right, dearest," she whisp-

ered close to the wet cheek.

"I could never have gone to the

Conservatory at all if it hadn't been

for your money. And you didn't have

any too much yourself. I know that.

And you expected so much of me."

"It's all right; honestly, it's all

right."

But Colleen was struggling to

make a clearer explanation.

"I—I have to help—help Bob and

and the Red Cross and the farmers

and everything that means America.

You pioneers built such a wonder-

ful country. We wouldn't be worth

the dust of the plains if we couldn't

protect it. I can't just study music

—not this year."

And Sheila could only reiterate

that everything was all right.

After Colleen had hurried away,

leaving perfume and remembrance
of youth behind her. Sheila was

doubly thankful that some of Mag-
gie's old cronies had carried her off

to sit with them. Absent-mindedly

she heard their laughter rise above

the babble of talk around her. The
balcony became crowded and boys

began placing chairs in the aisles on
the floor below. The small orchestra

filed in. Smiling, the Relief Society

president took her seat beside Sheila

and became absorbed in her officers

sitting on her right. Sheila was

grateful beyond expression to be let

alone.

Little Colleen and her shining dia-

mond! Her courage and faith in

America! It was queer the way life

surged along. She thought of her

years with John. If he had been able

to love her as he had loved the wife

of his early youth, would that have

lessened her sense of unfulfillment?

She thought of all she and Maggie

and John had given to the land be-

fore it had begun to yield. She re-

called her mother's privation, felt

her horror of famine, and sat as

though gripped in the silence of

death. And as an accompaniment

to the pageant of her mind, she

heard the plaintive throbbing of the

harp she had renounced.

Sheila was so deeply stirred before

the curtains parted that the ensu-

ing scenes shook her to her depths.

The portrayal of the long trek; hand-

carts inching through sand; weary

voices singing, "And if we die be-

fore our journey's through—" She

scarcely knew what was her own
dream, what was acting, and what

was reality. Then with a little shock

she was conscious of Colleen stand-

ing all alone on the dim stage at

the foot of a covered wagon. Her
auburn hair was demurely parted

and arched by a small black bonnet.

Her tiny waist was compressed into

an unyielding basque. Her skirt,

fluted and puffed here and there,

fell to the floor. Plain white collars

and cuffs softened the severity. Then,

without accompaniment, her clear

tones filled the hall:
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O my Father, Thou that dwellest

In that high and glorious place,

When shall I regain Thy presence.

And again behold Thy face?

Throughout the four verses she

held the audience motionless; she

was part of the sleeping encamp-

ment, part of the covered wagon,

part of the endless plains, and of the

still, unresponsive night. And all at

once Sheila knew, with the true in-

tuition of a born artist, that her peo-

ple were too close to their struggles,

too young in culture for a great ex-

pression. But some day a man or

woman would look over the fertile

fields of Utah and Idaho and see the

land as it was primevally, ringing

with the whoop of the Indian, the

beat of the buffalo, and the shrill

cry of the mountain lion. Or he

would look at the imperial moun-
tains and interpret with brush or pen

their awful aloofness. It wouldn't

be her heart strings aquiver, nor was

it likely to be Colleen's. But some
day it would come, for a great move-

ment demands a great reproduction,

and the message of her hills and

plains had never been fitly expressed.

And when the painting or play or

novel came, her tears would be in it,

and her yearning, for she and her

parents and John and their friends

had made a great work possible.

But little Colleen, like Sheila her-

self, could sing the song of Zion *'in

a strange land." Tears on the girl's

rounded cheeks:

Then at length, when I've completed

All you sent me forth to do

Sheila's questioning eyes were

lifted and for a moment she sat

breathless. ''O God," her heart

whispered, ''the redemption of man!

After all, wasn't that the song of

Zion?" She knew that this was true,

and knew also that the brush of

Michelangelo, the imagination of

Milton, and the pealing of an organ

in a great cathedral could only sug-

gest the beauty of a soul returned to

God.

With unconscious dignity
shielded by the darkness, Sheila

bowed her head. In a moment of

realization she was paid for what the

years had taken from her. She felt

hot drops falling upon her folded

hands, but the stabbing regret was

gone.

^-

SHADOWS

Roberta Bates

Twilight and the shadows of the stars

Fall soft and deep

Into the stillness of a murmuring sea;

So soon my shadow will have fallen-

Fallen deep

Into the quiet darkness of eternity.



George D. Pyper
Milton Bennion

GEORGE D. PYPER, General

Superintendent of the Deser-

et Sunday School Union,

passed away January 16, 1943. Fu-

neral services were held in the As-

sembly Hall on Temple Square, in

Salt Lake Gity, on January 19. All

members of the First Presidency, the

majority of the General Authorities,

the Sunday School Union Board, and

a host of friends and admirers of

Superintendent Pyper were in at-

tendance.

Brother Pyper had been an execu-

tive officer of the Sunday School

Union Board for more than forty

years. He had also served the Ghurch,

the state, and the local community
in many other capacities. He was en-

dowed with very superior artistic

abilities but his artistic interests and

attainments in nowise curtailed his

business and administrative abilities.

This was manifested in his long and

successful term, as manager of the

Salt Lake Theatre and in his manage-

ment of numerous pageants, musical

and dramatic performances, and pub-

lications, many of which he either

wrote or edited.

In his youth and early manhood
he served as clerk and later as judge

of the Salt Lake Gity police court.

This experience induced him to study

law. These studies were, however,

interrupted by a call to an extensive

missionary tour in the company of

Elders B. H. Roberts and Melvin
J.

Ballard. Numerous subsequent calls

by both Ghurch and state to im-

portant positions prevented Brother

Pyper from resuming his legal

studies.

ELDER GEORGE D. PYPER

To his intimate associates he was

best known as a courteous, kind,

sympathetic, and understanding

friend; he was, indeed, a friend of

man. While he was deeply religious,

there was in him no trace of the

Pharisaical attitude so frequently de-

nounced by Jesus. While he attend-

ed to all the details of the precepts

of the Ghurch, he emphasized the

''weightier matters of the law"— just-

ice, kindness, and integrity. His

character was, in fact, the embodi-

ment of these virtues. He had ever

in mind the greatest of all the com-

mandments—the love of God; this

he expressed in the love and service

of his fellow men. When they were

in trouble they came to him for as-

sistance with assurance that this as-

sistance would be given to the limit

of his ability.
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To Marry or Not to Marry in

Time of War
Dr. Harold T. Chiistensen

Brigham Young University

MILLIONS of young men and volved in each case. But the decis-

women are asking themselves ion should nevertheless be an intelli-

this question today. In the gent one, based upon serious thought

midst of the uncertainties and the and a consideration of the factors in-

fears of total war, they are wondering volved. Our purpose is not to decide

what to do about marriage, and for the question of war marriage once

the most part they are confused. and for all, but to present some facts

The problem is not an easy one and arguments which may aid each

and young people are not the only person in making his own decision,

ones who are confused. The many
^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^

decisions surrounding marriage are ^

difficult enough in normal times, but The repercussions of modern war

these difficulties are multiplied and are felt throughout the entirety of

magnified enormously in times of society; no single phase of our social

war. War is a crisis in the family in- structure, including the relationships

stitution; patterns of life are changed of man to woman, escapes. In un-

so fundamentally that courtship and derstanding the problem of marriage

marriage as usual, is simply out of the in wartime it might be helpful to re-

question, view briefly some of the effects of

It is hazardous to advise in times the present war upon the family in-

like these, for the chance element is stitution:

great and no one understands very (i) In the first place, marriage,

well what the immediate future divorce, and birth rates have been

holds. But hazardous or not, it is greatly accelerated, although it is

important, so that in planning for reasonably certain that this accelera-

the future we can be guided by tion will be temporary only. Mar-

knowledge and understanding as far riages have increased for a number of

as is possible rather than by impetu- reasons, running all the way from a

ous feelings of recklessness and des- desire to escape the draft to either

peration. The spirit of this article an increased emotionalism brought

is that of analysis and suggestion on by the war, or to a realization that

rather than preachment or dogmatic it may be ''now or never." Because

pronouncement. There is no one of recent military regulations, mar-

formula that will fit all cases and riage for draft evasion is not as com-

answer all questions regarding war mon as it was earlier. Undoubtedly

marriage; the decision to marry or many marriages do take place today,

not to marry is after all an individual however, due to war hysteria in one

matter depending upon the personal form or another. The atmosphere

values and external circumstances in- of war is charged with emotionalism;
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the glamour of the uniform, plus a lengths of time, we can logically ex-

love for adventure and a feeling of pect marriage, divorce, and birth

uncertainty in the future, all tend to rates to fall rapidly in the very near

increase irrational behavior, such as future and to remain low throughout

rushing into marriage without ade- the period of war. Likewise, with

quate thought or preparation. Fur- the return of many of these men after

thermore, with millions of our boys the war, it is reasonable to expect a

in the armed services, some of them new increase in all of these rates be-

never to return, there is often the fore they again settle down to a

feeling that unless one can marry somewhat normal level. This was

now he may never have the oppor- the experience of World War I, and
tunity later, and hence the tendency we can expect it again,

to "grasp at straws" in near despera-
(2) A second change brought

tion. It is well known that many about by the present war is the loos-

women never married following ening of moral standards and the
Wodd War I because there were not lowering of moral conduct. Unfor-
enough men left to go around (there tunately, the rigors and the brutali-

were more than four million surplus ties of war tend to dull the finer

women in the marriageable ages in sensitivities of men and, with some
Germany, France, and England at least, to sever the ties binding
alone), and it is realized that a simi- them to a strict moral course. The
lar condition will follow this war. In normal sex ratio is disturbed in war,
gambling with the future many placing both males and females of

young men are making sure of the marriageable ages in abnormal en-

marriage experience before they die, vironments. The male in service is

and many young women are saying removed from the stabilizing influ-

that if worst comes to worst they ence of those he knows best and
would rather be a widow than a spin- loves, and at the same time is thrown
ster anyway. into situations not the most whole-

The birthrate has increased as the some. The female at home finds

natural accompaniment of the ex- courtship competition more difficult

panded marriage rate, plus a consci- because of the shortage of men, and

ous motivation in some instances, will often lower her standards in or-

such as draft evasion, the desire on der to more successfully compete.

the part of the husband to leave a And coupled with all this is the hys-

progeny in case of death, or on the teria of war mentioned above. Ser-

part of the wife to have something to vice men are frequently made to feel

remember her husband by. The that loose conduct is expected of

divorce rate has increased very likely them, and girls that it is patriotic to

because more people have more cater to the man in uniform. Many
money to finance the divorce pro- are blindly and selfishly indulging

ceedings, and also because changes excessively in worldly pleasures on
necessitated by the war effort often the sad theory that they must have
create family tensions. their fun while they can. "Eat, drink,

With millions of men in the and be merry for tomorrow we may
armed services for considerable die," they are saying, and as a result
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morals are given a holiday. It is to

avoid temptations such as these that

some choose to marry.

( 3 ) Another effect of v^ar, and the

last that will be discussed here, is the

weakening of family bonds and the"

consequent growth of family insta-

bility. Military life tends to unfit

the man for home life after the war;

separation of husband and wife for

long periods during the war permits

misunderstandings and infidelities

to creep in, leading toward greater

maladjustment later; and when the

wife works, she gains a new indi-

vidualism and financial independ-

ence that she may not be willing to

yield after the war. The growth of

nurseries for the care of children be-

longing to working mothers, is one
noticeable indication of declining

family functions in the wartime.

The Pros and Cons oi Marriage

No one will argue that all mar-

riages should stop in wartime, and
likewise no thinking person will

justify all of the marriages that take

place under the stimulation of war.

Marriage is too important an institu-

tion to be sidetracked, even for total

war; the future of society demands
that it have a position of priority.

But marriage in time of war is not

only continued, but it is expanded
and often perverted as well; hasty

unions, ill-planned and artificially

lived, are in many cases doomed for

failure. The question, then, is not,

"Should there be marriage in war-

time?" but rather, ''Who should

marry and when?"
And the question is a debatable

one. As we have already said, there

is no one answer that will fit all cas-

es; each person will need to weigh all

factors that are involved in his or her

particular case, including personal

feelings, but not allowing these alone

to sway his judgment; and then with

his eyes open he should make his

own decision taking his chances with

the uncertainties of the day. When
such notables as Lewis Browne and

David Seabury disagree on the advis-

ability of marriage in wartime, it is

evident that the problem is a tough

one and that the arguments are not

all on one side.^

Those who favor war marriages

usually do so on the grounds that,

even though these carry more risks

than do marriages in times of peace,

risky marriage is better than no mar-

riage at all. It isn't quite fair, they

argue, to expect a young person who
has planned his future in terms of

family life to forego all of this with-

out a try. Thousands, possibly mil-

lions, of young men will never return

from the battle front, and, through

waiting, an equal number of young

women will be left without partners

in marriage. Why not enjoy the

marriage experience before going

away to war, they say, thereby insur-

ing the consummation of love al-

though necessarily gambling on the

continuance of the marriage state.

In addition to this they point out

that marriage tends to stabilize those

who enter, giving each something to

live for, work for, and die for, if

necessary. Contentment and clean

living during reparation are said to

result from the assurance that some-

where there is a husband or wife who
cares.

Opposed to these arguments are

those which make war marriage look

^ America's Town Meeting of the Air.

"Will War Marriages Work?" Reader's

Digest November 1942, pp. 14-18.
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like a very risky business. While when they married, had little time to

happy marriage is certainly better get acquainted and become adjusted

than no marriage at all, it is said, un- immediately following marriage, and
happy marriage is not, and the prob- have grown farther apart through

ability of unhappiness in war mar- long separations and contradictory

riages is great. Heightened roman- experiences. Then too, the dangers

ticism and feelings of desperation regarding infidelity and the cooling

brought on by the hysteria of war or changing of affections toward
both tend to make marriage a hasty each other must not be forgotten,

and impetuous affair. In times past Entering marriage impetuously, with-

girls have asked all sorts of questions out preparation, and without the

concerning their prospective hus- opportunity of normal home life to-

bands; quesrions such as, ''What gether, make a rather poor combina-
family does he come from?'* and tion of circumstances to insure

"How well educated is he?" but now marital happiness, it is argued. And
altogether too many are simply say- in support of this contention one
ing, "Where is he?" During war need only consider the great increase

neither boys nor girls are as discrimi- in the divorce rate following every

nate in choosing a mate as in other important war.

times, and they are usually in a bigger __, , . , ^ , . , t^ . .

hurry to have the marriage per-
P^^^""'' '" taking the Decision

formed. All of this means insuffici- With these arguments in view,

ent acquaintance and inadequate and with a knowledge of his own
preparation for marriage, which in personality traits, feelings, and de-

turn means greater marriage failure, sires, each young person will make
Furthermore, long periods of separa- up his own mind as to whether he

tion between husband and wife, will marry or not in wartime. But it

separations which usually follow a is hoped that in each case the prob-

hasty wedding and an all too brief lem will be intelligently and prayer-

married experience, are not condu- fully considered before the decision

cive to successful marriage adjust- is made, so that the possible conse-

ment. Worry, misunderstandings, quences of the alternative procedures

suspicions, and temptations all enter will be thoughtfully realized and

in to frustrate the separated spouses courageously faced. In the spirit of

and to make the durability of their self-analysis the following questions

union less likely. If neither death should be asked:

nor desertion prevents a reunion of (
i

) Are you well prepared for

mates following the war there are marriage with each other? If the
other casualties that may prove just desire to marry is prompted largely

as bad. If the husband returns home by the war emergency so that you
maimed or diseased in some way, for won't "miss out on anything" it is

example, the prospect facing a young likely that your motives are more
wife in becoming the caretaker of an those of desperation than of love and

invalid for an indefinite future is not companionship. Studies show that

a happy one, particularly if the marriage is more likely to be success-

spouses were practically strangers ful where the couple has been ac-
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quainted for a number of years and tion possible, but even at best it is

has been engaged for a long enough frequently none too good. High
time to adjust and to prepare for rents, crowded living conditions, fre-

what is to come. Unless you have quent movings, and infrequent visits

been fairly well acquainted over a together put them both under strain

considerable length of time, be just and make home life difficult if not

a little wary of your motives and also impossible.

those of your sweetheart. It may be
(^) will you be able to finance

that you are mistaking reckless the marriage? Poverty and econom-
emotionahsm, or military glamour, ic insecurity are drains on anyone's
or mere desperation, for the "real happiness, even in marriage. This is

thmg." Haste makes for waste even an important question at any time;
m the marriage game; and it is far but since economic uncertainties are
better to think first so that "repent- greater in wartime, it becomes all the
ence at leisure" will not be necessary, more important then. With the
But if you are ready for marriage, and husband in military service will the
if this readiness has been tested by ^ife have adequate financial sup-
both time and thought, you may con- port? In the event of a child will
sider it best to accept the hazards of there be enough to care for them
war without letting them change both?
your marital plans.

(^) ^re you willing to accept the

(2) How long will you be able inconveniences and the risks in-

to live together after marriage before volved? If wives are true to their

the war separates you? The start of husbands during separation in war-

any marriage is the most crucial from time they will find themselves either

the standpoint of mutual adjustment staying home or going out without

in laying foundations for harmoni- partners, and husbands will similarly

ous living, and unless husband and find their social life limited. Can
wife can be together for a reasonable you "take it"? Can you be separated

period after marriage and under and yet maintain the morality and
somewhat favorable circumstances the fidelity required in holy wedlock?

they are starting under a handicap. Are you strong enough and brave

But because of military policy you enough to accept the casualties of

may not know exactly how long you war should they come to you or

can be together. In such circum- yours, and to readjust to whatever

stances the best you can do it to take the war may leave you? Unless you
a chance and do what seems best aft- are mature emotionally, and are

er other factors are considered. But brave, the hazards of marriage in war-

certainly where you know that you time may be too great for you.

can be together for only a few days. These are serious questions, but
or even a few weeks, you will realize they are important for those who are
the handicap. Sometimes the wife is thinking of marriage in this day.
permitted to live close to the military Many thousands of the war marriages

camp where her husband is in service, taking place now are doomed for

and in this way be with him occa- failure because of the haste and im-

sionally. This is often the best solu- petuous emotionalism that is bring-
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ing them about. But on the other

hand, a great many of today's mar-

riages will be happy ones because

they were preceded by the thought-

ful and prayerful preparation that

is ever important, whether in time

of war or of peace. By multiplying

the uncertainties of the future, war

does make marriage more of a risk

but it certainly does not preclude

the possibility of success. Non-
marriage is better than marriage

failure, and if the hazards of war make
failure seem imminent in any par-

ticular case then that marriage

should not be performed. But mar-

riage need not fail, not even in war-

time, if preparation has been com-

plete enough and the persons in-

volved are big enough to do their

part. That is the answer.

Latter-day Saints will let the doc-

trine of eternal marriage help them
solve this all important question.

Marriage in wartime should be con-

sidered with all the seriousness of

purpose as in peacetime, and prepara-

tion may be considered as incom-

plete if the couple is not ready for

a temple ceremony. Not even total

war justifies a marriage of conveni-

ence.
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CONFESSION

Ruth Louise Partridge

When I was very young and small

I wanted to grow old and tall,

And now the years have brought to pass

The thing I yearned for, but alas,

I find with wormwood and with gall

It isn't what I want at all!



Gardening for Victory

Hazel D. Moyle

Garden Editor, The Deseret News

To my garden let us raise work preparing plans for an all out
Daughters of Jove, a song of praise! Victory Garden
Orchard of unfailing fruit ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 1^^^ ^^^^^^
Grape and apple, herb and root,

i i • i t . • r n i

Of all the wealth that gardens give ground which lies out in full sun and

Whereby man may eat and hve. can be reached by water, can make
Here, in fellowship, agree an important contribution toward
Pleasure and utility. Our victory, for such a piece of land

can easily supply fresh vegetables for

THUS did the ancient poet As- ^^ entire family-not only the essen-
inius, celebrate in verse the

^i^i potatoes, onions, beets, and car-

praises of home gardening—and ^q^^^ b^t many other less familiar and
today, almost two thousand years equally desirable additions to our
later, gardens again have become im- daily bill of fare. Vegetables give us

portant contributors toward the one of the finest sources of the all

pleasure, safety, and comfort of fam- important vitamins, and we must cul-

ily and national life. tivate a taste for new and untried

The 1943 home garden will play varieties to help add both valuable

an important role in our country's food and variety to our meals,

mighty program of war, for gardeners The owner of the ordinary city lot

too have been called to arms, but can also find space for growing vege-

our weapons will be the digging fork tables. This was amply demonstrated
and the hoe. We must polish off in Salt Lake City gardens last season

these trusty weapons and prepare to when flowers and vegetables were
plant as never before; we must make combined, to the enjoyment and gain

every small bit of earth in our pos- of many home gardeners. It was
session produce "all the wealth that plainly demonstrated that there is no
gardens give whereby man may eat need to dig up existing flower gar-

and live." We must not only raise dens, lawns, or shrubberies in order

flowers, but fruits and vegetables as to have vegetables,

well, for food, we are told, will play One enthusiastic garden lover con-

a leading part in winning victory. verted a small space at the rear of her

Every row of carrots or tomatoes home into a combined vegetable and
we can raise and use at our family flower garden where she planted rows

table will mean just that much more of vegetables and edged them with

food for our boys on the fighting annuals, gladioluses and dahlias. To-
fronts throughout the world. Our matoes and cucumbers were trained

country must produce tremendous on trellises at the rear where they

quantities of extra food this year to not only made charming back-

send to our Allies as well as the starv- grounds, but produced fruits of finer

ing millions of the war ridden earth, flavor, color, and size, than those al-

And every home gardener must ac- lowed to grow in the usual manner—
cept the call, and should soon be at sprawling on the ground.

Page 100
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Currant, raspberry, and blackberry but they supply plenty of vitamins,

bushes were also planted as shrubs, Do not, however, seed your entire

making handsome foliage plants spaces at once, but plant a few short

while at the same time supplying rows at a time, then add other plant-

their delicious fruits—note that each ings at two-week intervals, thus sup-

of these does well in shady spots, plying yourself with a constant source

Almost every garden can find room of tender young crisp carrots and
for growing a few bushes to con- beets from early summer until late

tribute their fine fruits for the table. November. Unless the family is a

Everbearing strawberries were also
^^'§^ ^"^^, '^ '^ ^^st to make small

used in this bounteous garden to ^^^^"f
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ the crop will

give a colorful edging and to provide "^* ^^^ "^^^"^^ ^^ once,

the owner with this toothsome deli- Early radishes can be planted right

cacy from late June until November, out among the perennials on the very

while the grapevines that had been first day of spring—long before the

set out earlier to make a charming unused ground can be dug and pre-

arbor over the entrance to the gar- pared for planting. They will thrive

den, bore more than a bushel of and mature very quickly in the well

grapes. Planted two years ago, this worked and enriched soil of the

small space now produces the year's flower beds, and will be eaten long
supply of vegetables for an entire before the flowers get really started

family with some to spare for neigh- into active growth. Radishes grow
bors and friends, all produced in a to perfection in earliest spring, and
space no larger than many that are successive sowings can be made for

lying vacant and waste behind the several weeks right in the flower beds
garage on many home properties. Not in any small vacant spots,

only does this versatile garden spot Last season several city gardeners
give a bounteous crop of eatables, even boasted of the tender ears of
but it also supplies quantities of flow- corn that were raised in the sunny
ers for all occasions, not to mention open parts of their flower gardens,
the renewed good health and enjoy- making bold and handsome back-
ment derived from its making by its ground plants, while one Salt Lake
mistress.

, City matron won praise and prizes

with the tomatoes which she grew

npHERE are some home gardeners, among the aristocratic blooms of her

however, who find no unused rose garden, the two seemed to get

spaces for such a venture. Never- ^^o^g right well together,

theless, it is quite possible to find Green kale was another vegetable

room, right among the flower beds, which was used to make a decora-

where many kinds of vegetables will tive planting, but which also proved
thrive. For instance, carrots, beets, unusually successful as an added and
lettuce, and parsley make good look- toothsome green for the dinner table,

ing edging plants, and by planting This bears handsome curly green
them in front of taller growing flow- leaves, and tastes oh, so good when
ers in sunny and open parts of the served cooked like spinach or for

garden, they not only are decorative, soups or salads! And several gard-
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TOMAT()]<:S AMONX; THE ROSES
Grown by Pearl A. Daynes, former presi-

dent of Bonneville Stake Relief Society

eners set out pepper plants, both

the green and the vivid red variety,

in open sunny spots among the flow-

ers with the best of results.

Pole beans were also found to be

easily grown and most profitable,

furnishing a long season of good eat-

ing, and making very good tall

plants for the rear. These need a

stout stake upon which to climb,

while the bush varieties make low
bushy plants for any dry sunny corn-

er, and bear fresh pods during the

entire summer if kept picked.

It should be remembered that all

vegetables need and must have sun

and plenty of air. Do not expect

them to thrive in shady places. Cul-

tivate the soil as soon as each kind

germinates, and continue this atten-

tion if you wish them to develop

well. This not only keeps weeds

down, but conserves moisture, and

produces excellent crops of high

quality flavor. In fact, if you have

never enjoyed strictly fresh vege-

tables, fresh from the garden to the

pot, then you have a real thrill in

store, for nothing is more delicious

eating than really fresh young vege-

tables. You will find new flavor in

every kind you grow.

But we must also say a word for

flowers, for these too will be im-

portant in the Victory Garden. We
will need their sweet charms to com-

fort and bring cheer amid all the tur-

moil, and yes, perhaps the sorrows

of wartime. Nothing has been found

that will speak the message of love

and courage so eloquently as a flow-

er. We will need our flower gardens

in which to work and find the peace

and tranquflity which is so lacking

in the rest of the world.

Wartime means little in a flower

garden—each flower goes its own
sweet and mysterious way, blooming

as punctually and as sweetly as usual

no matter how chaotic the world may
be. Here alone, all is orderly and

calm—the sounds of turmoil only a

distant hum.

Here, without pang one sees

Ranks, conditions and degrees.

We must keep up our lawns, even

though they are but tiny plots of

green, and we must not neglect our

shrubs, our flower beds, and our

sheltering trees. We will need them
as never before to help our morale

during these trying times. We must

cling to them as part of our way of

life.

Here is safety—peace and love attend you

—

Here by the lattice along the wall

The very trees stretch out green arms, as

though they would defend you.—"The Garden," Henri de Regnier.



The Road Builder

Rita Skousen Miller

When next you look at a beautiful highway, well built, or a vigorous life

well lived, think of the builder—^his dreams, his labors, and his joy.

npHE initials were still there all

right. Large and calloused mid-

dle-aged hands pulled away some
weather-beaten bark^ and kind, fad-

ed, blue eyes strained to make out

the faint, stained letters that he al-

ready knew, "W D L," William

Dean Lanyon I.

Tall pines rose all about him and
mountainous growth almost en-

closed this little spot. At only one
point could he look out and up to

the piercing blue sky fringed with

reaching pines and down to the rug-

ged canyon and rocky mountainside.

There he stood at this moment. It

was here beside the great tree that

that other Lanyon had stood those

many years ago and made his mark
upon its trunk.

It had been just about this time

of year—when the worst storms were
due and one could feel them com-
ing in tlie air. The train of saints

from Missouri had been anxious to

get over the mountain pass and into

the Valley. Big Bill Lanyon, the two
Minter boys, and three others had
spent four days forcing a trail for the

covered wagons through the thick

underbrush in the bottom of the

canyon. Early storms had already

covered the trail blazed by the first

group of saints through the other

pass, and this was their only chance
to make the Valley this year.

As the signal had gone through
for the wagons to start into the can-

yon, Big Bill Lanyon hadn't gone

back but had pulled his horse to the

left. After a few yards up the side of

the mountain. Big Bill had dis-

mounted and pulled his way slowly

up through the timber until he had
reached this spot, high and remote

and quiet. Then he had thrilled as

he suddenly faced the great expanse

of bright blue sky with its back-

ground of distant threatening clouds

against the rough, rugged mountain.

As he had looked down he could see

the tiny wagons as they labored slow-

ly into view. The low roll of the

train and sound of moving cattle

came faintly up to him. And the

Minter boys were singing again.

How the Lord had blessed them!

None had known the real tragedy

of their situation when the storms

to the north had cut them off. All

would know when they reached

their destination that the Lord had
directed them through this pass in

time.

They had built a good road! Tri-

umphantly it wound and clung to

the side of the mountains on the

floor of the canyon, and Big Bill's

pride excited him as he looked at the

thing they had made. With their

teams they had fought the big boul-

ders in their way. In fact, the whole
journey had been extremely tedious

and difficult. Jim Narden was still

unable to rise from his wagon and
the two little Leland girls were get-

ting worse. There were others. But
at last they were nearing their des-

tination! At that moment Big Bill's
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heart swelled within him in grati-

tude and there so high above that

little moving caravan, for one fleet-

ing moment, he felt close to the

heavens. Then he had carved his

initials in the trunk of the great tree

and with another look had turned

and made his way down the steep

slope.

PLIGHT years later. Big Bill had

come back to the great tree with

his young son. They had struggled

happily up the mountain together

and Little Bill had clung to his

father's hand as they suddenly came
upon the lookout and all that it

held. Big Bill had pointed out the

dusty road far below. How proud

he had been!

'To be a road builder, my son,''

he had said, "is a great task. We
must have roads—roads to make life

a little easier for our friends and
loved ones. Roads to help us accom-

plish the great responsibilities ahead

for us here in this Valley—roads to

create a great nation and a great

people."

Little Bill had listened as he
looked at the narrow ribbon. A wag-

on had appeared and then disap-

peared again in a film of billowing

dust.

'Tou see, son, learn to create

things that people can use and en-

joy." Then after awhile father and
son had laughed and eaten a little

lunch under the great tree, and Big

Bill had told stories until the sun

had set behind the great mountain.

William Dean Lanyon I was gone

now but here was another Big Bill,

a Big Bill that remembered a day

spent on this spot many years ago.

And the initials were still there. Not

as clear by any means but still there,

like the words that had been

spoken that day. Big Bill looked

down into the still rugged canyon.

There it was—finished at last. Its

wide expanse wound triumphantly

around the mountainside like a

beautiful, smooth, curling satin

ribbon.

This Big Bill, too, had battled the

mountain, blasting solid rock day

after day to make way for the steam

shovels and trucks. Gradually, great

crags and boulders and the loose,

touchy mountainside had been first

broken, then supported, and then

subdued, until now a magnificent

highway lay—quiet and ready and
something he had made, but not

alone. Beneath the perfect, smooth
surface lay a rough little road cre-

ated with teams and hand picks and
another's dreams. Big Bill had not

forgotten, nor would he. At the re-

membrance the scene grew misty,

and in his imagination he could al-

most hear the low rumble of wagon
wheels; but then he looked again,

coming into view was a train of huge
trucks, earth-green United States

Army trucks and they carried sup-

plies. The procession was perfect

and orderly.

Yes, we must have roads—roads to

keep a great nation and a great peo-

ple, roads to make life possible for

our friends and loved ones, roads to

help us accomplish the great respon-

sibilities ahead of us here in this na-

tion. Then Bill thought of his four

sons—happily. They were building

roads, beautiful, brilliant ones. One
was building his in the sky, another

in the sphere of government, another

on the sea, another in the mission

field. How the Lord had blessed
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him! His heart swelled in gratitude

and high above the floor of the can-

yon for one fleeting moment Big

Bill felt close to the heavens. Even
as he had used the trail, oh might

his sons use this lovely almost living

thing far below him, and all that he

and the Church had taught them to

build a greater way to a better world

and a kinder one!

Large and calloused middle-

aged hands pulled away some of the

weather-beaten bark and this very

day, if you can find the spot and look

closely, you will see the initials of

two great men carved together.

When next you look at a beautiful highway, well built, or a vigorous life

well lived, think of the builder—^his dreams, his labors and his joy.

>

SUPERFINE

Elsie E. Barrett

My mem'ry box is not as strong

As once it was;

The lid seems warped, the hinges rusted

At three-score-ten it can't be trusted.

Is age the cause?

Now there's no sense in letting Years

Dictate and fill that box with fears

Of growing old.

ril face about and calmly say:

''Not quite so fast, you're in the way;

You are too bold;

And don't you dare to leave a creak.

An ache or pain or even squeak

In any joint of mine.

There's so much work for me to do

I can't be bothered yet with you;

I'm superfine!"



How Grownup Are You In Your

Attitude Toward the War ?
Mark K. Allen,

Psychologist, Utah State Training School

THE great reservoir of human ticle how enemy propaganda is cal-

nervous energy within us, is, of culated to waste our energies through

all the vast resources of our na- creating fears, confusion, and class

tion, undoubtedly the most precious, feelings among ourselves. Fears and

Unfortunately, it is often the most confusion which smolder but do not

carelessly squandered unwittingly, lead to positive action are extremely

What are some of the common ways wasteful of our energies. Bombings

we waste this energy? How do our and destruction are aimed at wasting

opponents attempt to dissipate this the energies of the people, as well as

precious resource? How can we pre- material resources. Think of the man-

serve it best for the national good? hours of labor wasted through the

Most adults, though they have time and worry spent by workers in

reached mature stature, have not put air raid shelters alone. Blockade and

away all childish attitudes. These destruction of food supplies is an-

immature attitudes carried into adult other vicious weapon aimed at wast-

life waste vital nervous energy. Be- ing energy through hunger and mal-

cause a temper tantrum in a child nutrition. Fears flourish more rap-

is wasteful of his nervous energy, and idly in the presence of fatigue and

that of others, we try to teach him hunger. So our opponents hope for

the more efficient habit of coopera- us to waste our reservoir of nervous

tion with others. energy through fear, confusion, class

The difficulties almost everyone hatred, fatigue, and malnutrition,

experiences in adjusting socially un- Our opponents have made no se-

der relatively normal conditions are cret of their hope and belief that the

a measure of his emotional maturity. American people will not endure the

Under the severe stress of the war hardships of war. They do not

emergency, all of one's inefficient doubt that we have tremendous nat-

ways—his personality maladjust- ural resources, but they do doubt our

ments or childish attitudes—become willingness to revise quickly our in-

more apparent. Bad dispositions dulgent habits. Japanese leaders have

may become worse under stress; an spoken pointedly of the ''spoiled

unhappy marriage adjustment may child" mentality of the Americans,

grow intolerable; the poor home- claiming that good living has made
maker may come upon even harder us soft. It was no accident that

days. All of our childish tendencies cutting off almost all of the rubber

—blaming others, grumbling over in- supplies we enjoyed was one of the

conveniences, for example—show up first objects of the Japanese military

in our general inadequacy to make campaign. We are just beginning to

a happy and wholesome adjustment realize the sacrifice that stratagem

to the emergency. requires of all of us. Japan is confi-

We pointed out in a previous ar- dent we "can't take it'' without wast-
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ing our energies through whining The telephone service for civihans

and resentment. Of course, our task is greatly reduced in efficiency, do-

today is to show how badly our op- mestic help is almost unobtainable,

ponents have misjudged the ability Tradesmen of all kinds are becoming

of the average American to adapt to very independent in serving us.

his difficulties. Many of the consumer goods we
npHERE are many special condi- are able to buy are of inferior quality,

tions incident to our war effort All of these daily annoyances add up

which will cause further waste in our to a considerable waste of one's vital

energies. These conditions affect all energies, if we permit them to—as

of us in varying degrees today, and our opponents hope we will,

they are likely to become more ser- Most of us can find a simple salva-

ious as the war continues. They tion from these annoyances and
challenge the emotional maturity of shortages by remembering that "mis-

all of us. ery loves company." When all wom'
First, there are innumerable incon- en must wear hose not so sheer and

veniences and annoyances which in- lovely, perhaps no one will feel so

terfere with our habitual way of liv- badly. Business failure in a depres-

ing. There are many shortages of sion is not so painful as during pros-

goods that are more annoying than perity, because we have plenty of

directly vital to existence: sugar, company in our misery. Already we
metal goods of all kinds, silk, and humorously measure social status,

especially rubber and transportation not by noting how new one's auto-

facilities. The nervous exhaustion mobile is, but by looking at one's

over these small matters is often more tires to see how many miles he still

than over major affairs, Adolph My- can go. The pain of minor depriva-

ers, eminent psychiatrist, tells us. tions is largely social. When we are

How sensibly we adapt to these mat- all affected more or less alike, we may
ters is a good indication of how even see something amusing in the

grownup we are. Our government's struggle of millions of people over

relation to us in these regulations their little misfortunes.

is like that of parents to their chil- Then there are the shortages just

dren in matters of everyday disci- apparent on the horizon which are a
pline. But since we as adults are more serious foreboding. Some es-

so accustomed to not being strictly sential foods are becoming danger-
regulated, we have some painful hab- ously scarce; and while we in Ameri-
it revision to undergo. ca are not seriously threatened with
These annoyances call upon us for famine, we may undergo some gen-

a mature and patient forebearance. nine hardships before many months.
The plumber fails us, resulting in Meat and dairy products are already
all degrees of serious consequences; threatened. Fuel shortages already
the clerks at the stores are inexperi- have many a household shivering,

enced; deliveries to our homes are The acute housing shortage in de-
rapidly becoming unavailable at a fense areas is definitely more serious

time when we can drive our auto- than the annoyances mentioned
mobiles to only a very limited extent, above. Limited medical and hospi-
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tal facilities are already entering the family draw to some extent upon the

acute stage in some rural and "boom" energies of the others, but so are the

communities. These conditions may new joys shared in a similar manner,

necessitate severe sacrifices and much And there are many compensating

mature resourcefulness in adjusting experiences in the present emer-

to them. gency. Some people are for the first

Malnutrition from actual short- time in their lives feeling useful in

ages has not affected us seriously so a great cause. For the first time in

far. But one wonders how much many years, they are getting out of

systematic undernourishment of debt. Many are now enjoying a more

workers and children is resulting bounteous living than ever before,

from both parents working, and the For some, this new sense of mastery

general disorder of family life from is an invitation to dissipative living,

many causes. which is usually most wasteful of

Added to the strain of work in one's energy reserves. Others are

many cases is the strain of much soberly conservmg themselves and

time spent in traveling to and from their substance for livmg m the bet-

work. All of the energy output ter world they believe will dawn to-

should be carefully calculated to de- morrow.

termine whether one is utilizing his pROM all we have said of the new

energies in the best possible manner. conditions of today which draw

In many ways our disorganized heavily upon our nervous energies,

way of living today draws heavily up- what are some of the common im-

on our nervous energies. The ad- mature adjustments adults are liable

justments we must make to a variety to make? We may resort to the

of new conditions, from being device of projecting our annoyances

separated from our loved ones upon some convenient scapegoat,

in service to learning a new skill and Usually an adult's loved ones in the

adapting to a new job, draw heavily home are the most convenient ob-

on our energy reserves in impercept- jects. Fatigued as a parent often is,

ible ways. Our children are also he or she often fails to discern the

making adjustments to new neigh- true sources of his annoyances. But

bors among whom we move or who the family may not be especially re-

move among us. Workers of all ceptive to the bad humor of any of

kinds from farmers to teachers are its members, considering their own
confronted with difficult new condi- special annoyances these days. It is

tions. Newly increased income itself childish, needless to say, for an adult

brings new problems of budgeting, to victimize others when he is an-

By some of us, foolish spending is in- noyed or tired,

dulged in even beyond the excessive Another immature reaction is for

incomes. Then follows a succession parents to refuse to safeguard their

of worries about meeting obligations, own health and welfare. Fathers

Many people are learning that large and mothers, like their children, of-

incomes bring headaches as well as ten refuse to be governed by ordinary

joys. good judgment about proper nour-

The problems of any member of a ishment, rest, and change.
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Blaming the government for caus-

ing shortages and confusion by mis-

management is a third kind of re-

action. Aside from the question of

the vahdity of these complaints, the

question is whether this is a mature

and sensible reaction. One's con-

gressman might be able to help out

if requested; but our neighbor us-

ually does nothing but become in-

fected with our complaints, which

he takes up only because they nurse

his annoyances.

Evasions and ''chiseling" are a

fourth kind of immature reaction,

often associated with grumbling

about the government. The task of

regulating the flow of materials to

civilians is extremely complicated

and has been done in great haste to

meet emergencies. Many loopholes

can be found by those who look for

them. Many people do not realize

that this is their war, and the success-

ful management of the materials to

win it depends upon the individual

patriotism of every American—not
just ''the other fellow." Rationing

regulations depend for their success

on our ability to police ourselves.

Grownup Americans comply even

when they know "no one is looking."

Unfortunately, the people who
conform conscientiously to regula-

tions are often penalized for the eva-

sions of others. The "chiselers"

are likely to fail to see that their

noncompliance to regulations is a

cause of great waste of energy

through the irritation and resent-

ment aroused in the conscientious.

Our opponents count on our being
spoiled children when it comes
to giving up our liberty to do as we
please about these things.

A fifth immature reaction to which
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we may fall victim has to do with

our race prejudices. Perhaps there

is no reaction more difficult to make
in a sensible manner than that to-

ward enemy nationals. Much vital

energy is wasted in hating enemy na-

tionals in a way that can accomplish

no good purpose.

Who, then, is the mature Ameri-

can? In our character sketch, we
would say that he is the person who

1. Has a sense of humor which

overrides shortages and annoyances

and who experiences a deep patriotic

emotion in helping win the war

through a host of "little things."

2. He works hard for victory at the

tasks he can do best; but he doesn't

have to be scolded about taking

proper nourishment, rest, recreation.

3. He puts his surplus funds into

government bonds, rather than wast-

ing them on foolish spending, finally

arriving at the short end of install-

ment buying.

4. He has a sense of relative values

between overtime and high pay

and the welfare of his family his

health, and his ultimate productive-

ness to the war effort.

5. He does not spread resentment

to others through complaining about

government regulations. He advises

his congressman of his well con-

sidered criticism.

6. He doesn't take advantage of

loopholes in government regulations.

He is his own policeman.

7. He believes in the ultimate tri-

umph of democratic ideals and in-

dulges in no hysterical national hat-

reds which may make national ene-

mies of enemy nationals among us;

but he has intelligent patriotism

which harnesses hatred and deals

death blows where they can defeat

the enemy.



Amy Brown Lyman Honored
Counselor Marcia K. Howells

A NEW and distinct honor has

been accorded our beloved presi-

dent, Amy Brown Lyman. She was

selected January 26, 1943, by the Salt

Lake City Council of Women to fill

a niche in its Hall of Fame. Only
three times in the past ten years has

this.distinguished group chosen a few
of their number "whom they delight

to honor." They have selected wom-
en from the leaders of the communi-
ty because of outstanding devotion

to public welfare and civic better-

ment.

At this time when women are con-

tributing so much to preserve cur

way of life an^ safeguard our homes
and country, recognition for achieve

ment is very important.

Interesting is the fact that the Salt

Lake City Council should honor
Amy Brown Lyman at this time,

when she is general president of Re-

lief Society, an organization with a

century of rich experience as a back-

ground and characterized by devoted

service to humanity. As president of

Relief Society, Sister Lyman is giving

inspirational guidance to 115,000

women.
In addition to her Church activity.

President Lyman is recognized as

an authority on social welfare work.

She is listed in Who'sWho in Amer-
ica^ American Women, Women of

the Westy and Principal Women oi

America.

Standards by which women are

selected by the Salt Lake City Coun-
cil of Women for its Hall of Fame
are: outstanding and unselfish serv-

ice to the community during a great

part of life; notable civic service and
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social betterment; and outstanding

personality. Before the seven wom-
en were chosen, important facts were

carefully considered, such as heritage

and background, birth, education,

civic and business affiliation, patri-

otic service, and inspirational activi-

ties.

Six other living women were

elected to the Hall of Fame this year,

sharing this honor with our presi-

dent. They are Dr. Maud May Bab-

cock, for many years head of the

speech department of the University

of Utah; Judge Reva Beck Bosone,

nationally recognized for her judicial

work; Mrs. R. W. Fisher, Chaplain

of the Salt Lake City Council of

Women; Mrs. W. S. Core, a teacher

of citizenship to the foreign-born;

(Continued on page 120)



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

npHE United States is to be con-

gratulated upon the character of

her women miHtary leaders. Oveta
Gulp Hobby, WAAC (Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps) commander,
has been a state parliamentarian,

lawyer, newspaper executive, bank
director, author, anl political work-

er. She is the charming wife of a

former governor of Texas, and moth-

er of two children.

Dr. Mildred McAfee, lieutenant

commander of more than 10,000

WAVE'S (Navy's Women Ap-

pointed for Volunteer Emergency
Service), was president of Wellesley

College, and has been a beloved

teacher, church worker, and dean of

women.

Mrs. Nancy Harkness Love, 28,

commander of the WAFS (Wom-
en's Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron),

has practiced many types of flying,

with 1200 hours to her credit. Pos-

sibly the 500 or 600 qualifying as

WAFS will pilot army bombers in-

to war zones.

Lieutenant commander Dorothy
Stratton of the SPARS ("Semper
paratus"—''Always Ready," Wom-
en's Coast Guard Reserve), is also

an exceptional woman.

Julia Flikke, motherly 63-year-old

widow, has directed nurses since she

took 100 of them to France in World
War L First American woman to

rank as colonel, she now commands
31,000 nurses, some of whom are

serving in Iceland, Alaska, England,

Australia, Africa, India and the Solo-

mons.

IDEAS of notable women on how
to win the peace.

Queen WiJheimina oi the Nethei-

lands: Nations must conquer their

desire for revenge and aim at justice

for all.

Mrs. Eleanoi Roosevelt: Women
of many nations have earned the

right to representation at the peace

table and should be preparing them-
selves for such responsibility.

Dorothy Thompson: United
States' genius for production should

be directed toward the abolishment
of slums, the creation of a network
of high grade hospitals that would
leave no community unprovided for,

and other social betterment.

PearJ Buck: We must truly co-

operate with the Eastern races, but,

in order to do so, we must study and
understand them.

Helen Keller: We are responsible

for other lives, for gentleness, for

culture and progress. We must give

now of our love and our free spirit,

not to nations or peoples, but ''just

the vast humanity that is being
poured out in blood and anguish."

We must have equal rights and op-

portunities for all persons, and
breathe the spirit of American de-

mocracy more invincibly than our
enemies have spread their propa-
ganda of tyranny and viciousness.

Page ] 1
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TN this month of February 1943,

when Americans in every walk of

life are struggling valiantly to pre-

serve and protect the American way

of life, the birthday anniversaries of

two great statesmen, George Wash-
ington and Abraham Lincoln, serve

to remind us of the heroic struggles

of the past that have given us the

freedoms and the opportunities

which we so jealously defend today,

and impress upon us anew our duties

and responsibilities toward our Gov-

ernment.

Prophets of old declared this con-

tinent a land of promise—a land of

promise because of the fertility of its

soil, the extensiveness of its streams,

the preciousness of its ores ''in which

this land . . . doth abound most plen-

tifully"; a land of promise because

God through his prophets declared

it so. The Prophet Lehi said:

''Wherefore, this land is consecrated

unto him whom He shall bring. And
if it so be that they shall serve Him
according to the commandments
which He hath given, it shall be a

land of liberty unto them."

The truly great statesmen whose

ideals and labors have helped to es-

tablish the American way of life,

which we so highly prize today, were

righteous men, having in their hearts

a love for humanity and a sincere

desire for the welfare of their broth-

ers. We have only to read the lives

of such men as Washington, Lin-

coln, and others to see that their
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hearts were filled with the desire to

promote the freedom and well-being

of their fellow men.

The spirit of God actuates all men
whose desires are righteous and who
unselfishly work for the good of man-
kind. "By means of this spirit, every

man is enlightened . . . each in ac-

cordance with his capacity to receive

the light." Inspired by the Father,

our early American statesmen gave

us the Constitution whereby we en-

joy the greatest freedom of any peo-

ple on earth. The Prophet Joseph

Smith referred to the Constitution

of the United States as "a glorious

standard . . . founded in the wisdom
of God."

The Lord has told us through re-

velations to the Prophet Joseph

Smith that "Governments were in-

stituted of God for the benefit of

man; and that He holds men ac-

countable for their acts in relation

to them, both in making laws and ad-

ministering them for the good and
safety of Society."

Early in the History of the Church

the Prophet Joseph Smith declared

one of the fundamental tenets of

Mormonism to be: "We believe in

being subject to kings, rulers, presi-

dents, and magistrates, in obeying,

honoring and sustaining the law."

The true Latter-day Saint yields

obedience to the law because of his

firm belief in the eternal fact that

a successful society can only be built

upon voluntary obedience by all of
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its members to the laws which gov-

ern it. The Savior unequivocally en-

dorsed obedience to law when He
said: ''Render unto Caesar the

things which are Caesar's, and unto

God the things which are God's."

George Washington in his Farewell

Address said: ''I believe every citizen

should support the Government
when final action is taken, whether

he approves of the action or not."

Yet even while yielding obedience

to unjust law, it is the duty of every-

one to use every lawful means in his

power to bring about those changes

which will make the laws of the gov-

ernment under which he lives more
nearly conform to righteous princi-

ples. Fortunate indeed are we who
live in this land of freedom where
freedom of speech is lawful; where
we may openly seek changes which
we believe are for the betterment of

our nation. Yet always must we re-

member that great blessings bring

great responsibilities, and we must
be sensitive to the responsibility

which accompanies the blessings of

free speech. Let us not mistake

liberty for license.

From the Articles of Faith we see

that obedience to law is not enough;

we must also honor and sustain the

law. As we obey, honor, and sustain

the laws of the land even in the

smallest matters, so we become bet-

ter prepared to live above man-made
laws and become fit subjects of the

One Righteous King.

This is a day when Latter-day

Saints would do well to search the

Scriptures for the promises made by
the Father to this great nation. It

is a time when we would do well to

familiarize ourselves with the strug-

gles of the past and the contribu-

tions of great men who have ad-

vanced this nation as a land of liber-

ty. It is a time when we should

meditate upon what is required of

each individual as a citizen in this

land of promise.

-B.S.S.

^

[Picture [Presented cJo (general [Board

Elder George Albert Smith honored the General Board of Relief Society at its

meeting on January 13, 1943, by personally presenting to the General Board a copy
of a colored drawing, in size about fifteen by twenty-four inches, of Lucy Mack Smith,

which he and Elder Preston Nibley had discovered recently while on a visit to Illinois.

In making the presentation, Elder Smith recited a few of the major events in the

life of Lucy Mack Smith, revered mother of the Prophet Joseph and Hyrum Smith,

and also spoke some words of encouragement and commendation, as well as counsel

to the General Board which were greatly appreciated. •

The picture, a photograph of which serves as a frontispiece to this issue of the

Magazine, is highly prized by the General Board, and will be hung in one of the General
Board rooms.
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cfood U^roduction and ^Processing [Program

cfeatured iJoy Lruvuc Schools

'pHE 'Troduction and Processing

of Food for Farm Family Use/'

is the title of the course in the Rural

War Production Training Program

which is now under way in 10,000

rural high schools of America. The
program is sponsored by the United

States Office of Education in coop-

eration with State Boards for Voca-

tional Education and rural high

schools.

Persons over seventeen years of

age are eligible to enroll in the

courses which are offered free to the

public. Competent instructors and

leaders are employed to carry on the

instruction and supervision of the

program. Ten or more meetings con-

stitute the formal instruction; and

supervision and follow up by voca-

tional teachers is a feature.

The course on the production and

processing of food is aimed at help-

mg the heads of farm families to plan

the family food budget and produce,

process, and conserve the necessary

food to meet their needs. Skills,

abilities, and information incident to

the growing of the Victory Garden,

home poultry flock, home milk sup-

ply, canning and caring of meat,

preserving fruit and vegetables will

be featured in the course.

Every farm family can perform a

fine patriotic service to our country

and the whole cause of freedom by

producing and preserving the food it

needs from the resources on the

home farm. The primary purpose of

the course is to help American citi-

zens to do this, so that food pro-

duced in commercial quantities can

be shipped to our armed forces and

our Allies.

All persons interested in the

course are urged to contact their lo-

cal high school principal, voca-

tional agricultural or homemaking
teacher.

K/Lnniversaryi ^Jja^ LProgram

m[ARCH 17, 1943, Relief Society

will be 101 years of age. Anni-

versary day this year, as always, will

be recognized by the local Societies

throughout the Church.

The General Board is issuing no

special suggestions for programs for

this day, leaving entirely with the

local Societies the planning of ap-

propriate observances.

However, the General Board still

has on hand some of the mimeo-

graphed material which was listed in
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bulletin No. 21, issued November
12, 1941, suitable for a commemora-
tive Relief Society program either

on or near March 17, or for the Sun-

day evening meeting on March 7.

This may be had upon request as

long as the supply lasts. It is sug-

gested also that the recently issued

A Centemiy of Rdiei Society con-

tains valuable historical material

which migh be helpful in planning

anniversary programs.

Suggestions for the Relief Society
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meeting which is scheduled for the Board. These suggestions appear in

evening of Fast Day, March 7, 1943, the January issue of the Reliei So-

have been prepared by the General ciety Magazine.

I lew Serial

npHE problems and experiences of stallment of this serial which has as

two people with different back- its background the fabled San Juan

grounds who marry and live on a country. Mrs. Redd, who has spent

desert are graphically portrayed in many years in this part of Utah, first

a new serial, ^Tomorrow's Cup,'' by ^'
,^ ^^^''^^I ^^^ l^^er as a wife, is

Anna Prince Redd, which will be-
^^^^

^"f^^f \°
P^^jure for the

. . ,, ,^ , . r .-I TKs reader the beauty and vastness or
gin in the March issue of the Maga- ^^^ .^^ ^^.^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^
zme. The struggles and heartaches ^rs. Redd has been represented in
as well as the joys of the young hero- the Magazine in the field of fiction

ine, are absorbingly revealed as the although her poems, articles of prose

plot unfolds to its final solution. and a one-act play are already fa-

You will want to read every in- miliar to our readers.

K/Lcknomeagment

I^HE General Board wishes to ac- These expressions of remembrance
knowledge the beautiful and and good will are greatly appreci-

colorful Christmas and New Year ^, j^j^r -iif
.. JIT, 'A ated and tend to form a bond or

greeting cards which were received

from many of the stakes and mis- friendship and sisterly love at this

sions of the Church. most joyful season of the year.

——^
HUMAN EQUATION

Bertha A. Kleinman

The schools of the ages have lavished their culture,

To fashion my temperament under control,

Yet ever, anon, like the claw of a vulture.

Some renegade impulse enrages my soul.

I rise to the thrill of the great and the glorious,

The skies for my highway, I "hitch to a star."

By nightfall my envy and greed are victorious.

And pitifully human my dream bubbles are.

I love and am loved with a depth of devotion,

I sing and am glad at the glory of life;

And here I am shaken with spiteful emotion.

And spoiled is my day with its tempest and strife.

I rise at the spur of demand and occasion,

I plunge at defeat, at temptation, I fall;

My triumph, my failure are human equation

—

My task to exalt the composite of all!



Planned Spring Cleaning
Gertrude R. Garif

Member of Relief Society General Board

^^VOU American women have a

tremendous job to do. A home
kept clean, tidy, harmonious, and
beautiful . . . good meals served gra-

ciously ... a wife and mother who
can take her work in her stride and
come up glowing and unruffled to

enjoy and be enjoyed by her family

at the end of the day—these things

are growing daily more vital to a

sane indomitable America in a tense

world." So says Dr. Louis E. Bisch,

psychiatrist.

True as is the above statement, it's

asking a great deal of us women with

spring cleaning practically upon us,

especially this year with help so

scarce we will have to do much of

the work ourselves. Yes, it is asking

a great deal, but the resourcefulness

of womankind has never been

denied, and with a little careful plan-

ning this problem can be solved suc-

cessfully.

Are you one of those housewives

who favors a grand upheaval, ripping

the house apart from top to bottom,

wearing herself to shreds, and the

family also, before everything is clean

and in its place again? If you are,

why not "plan" your seasonal clean-

ing this year so that the family will

realize the cleaning has been com-

pleted not by the wear and tear on

their dispositions, but by the shining

beauty of their surroundings? I can

almost hear many of you saying skep-

tically, "Interesting, if true." Let

me say that it can be true, and to

prove it I'll give you my plan, which
may be easily adapted to large or

small houses and households.
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I won't take space to tell you how
to clean lampshades or do minor re-

pair jobs, etc., because you may find

all these directions in America's

Housekeeping Book^ the textbook

for the Home Topic lessons of 1942-

43. This book answers almost any-

thing one needs to know in connec-

tion with housekeeping.

I start housecleaning late in Feb-

ruary or early in March, depending

upon the weather, and devote one

or two days a week to cleaning until

I have finished. First I tour the house

with a note book in my hand, and

note down a list of the needed repair

jobs. This year, of course, there

won't be any grand scale painting,

etc., for obvious reasons, but there

will be plenty of little things that

always need fixing, such as a loose

doorknob or a drawer that sticks.

When I have completed my list, I

then see that all these repairs are at-

tended to before I start in on the real

housecleaning. This is also the time

I make new curtains or covers, etc.

It's such a wonderful feeling to have

them ready to use when the right

times comes.

IV/fY first plunge takes me to the

attic and basement. These floors

need a regular cleaning and over-

hauling, especially now in wartime

when so many of the useless articles

that have accumulated over a period

of years may be vitally needed and

given away to swell the rubber, brass,

or copper piles. I also start a pile

consisting of clothing and household

articles not needed in the war effort,

to give to the Deseret Industries,
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adding to this pile as my houseclean-

ing progresses.

When I was in the mission field

the rule was laid down that my com-

panion and I should change our re-

sidence every three months. We de-

cided that the real reason was not to

make contacts with more people as

much as to get rid of unnecessary ar-

ticles. Today, my spring cleaning

serves the same purpose to me as a

move, and is much more easily ac-

complished.

After the attic and basement are

attended to (and my husband usual-

ly helps with the hard cleaning

there), I turn my attention to the

kitchen, back hall and bath. At this

point I can't resist mentioning how
I wash walls and painted surfaces.

All my walls except two bedrooms
happen to be covered with walltex of

a slightly rough texture. First I wash

these walls with a mild solution of

tri-sodium-sulphate, and then rinse

them with a solution of diluted

cooked starch. You will be surprised

how easily the soil will come off at

the next cleaning time since the dirt

will all be on the starch. In my
kitchen I first clean the cupboards

and dishes, then the ceiling and walls

and finally the floors. The house

doesn't seem half so dirty with these

rooms fresh and clean.

The next job I undertake is clean-

ing and straightening all dresser

drawers, the rest of the cupboards,

and closets. Everything is taken out

—and drawers, walls, and shelves are

washed thoroughly. I also use a good
spray if there is danger from moths.
Fresh paper is placed in the drawers

and I begin to restore order. This is

the time I add to the material for

the Deseret Industries, discarding

those articles I can't use or make

over for the children. Out-of-season

clothes are hung away in moth proof

bags, and place is made for articles

to be needed in the near future.

I then clean the two wall papered

bedrooms, first washing the curtains

so they can be ironed and hung wlicn

all else is done. The walls and ceil-

ings are cleaned with a dough-like

preparation, with a thorough brush-

ing afterward to remove crumbs that

may cling to walls and baseboards.

After I have washed the woodwork
and windows, I then do the floors,

scrubbing the one bedroom rug or

sending it out to be cleaned, and
cleaning and waxing the wooden
floor of the other bedroom. Since

the children's bedroom has washable

walls I clean them when I do the

front hall, the procedure being much
the same as for the kitchen and bath.

The final windup brings me to the

living and dining rooms. Draperies

are cleaned so they will be ready to

hang when all other cleaning in these

rooms is completed. I make good
use of the vacuum appliances on
upholstered furniture, etc. After the

walls, windows, and woodwork have
been washed, and the carpeted floor

vacuumed (or cleaned if the carpet

needs cleaning), and furniture pol-

ished, I hang the draperies, replace

pictures, lamps and bric-a-brac.

By cleaning according to this plan

—doing a little each week and start-

ing early in the season—your house-

cleaning may be accomplished with-

out exerting much more effort than
would be expended on your regular

cleaning days.

Yes, it is wonderful what a little

planning will do to make your house-

cleaning easy!



Flag Etiquette

Due to many questions on proper flag etiquette which have arisen as the result of

the entrance of the United States into World War II, the following information is

presented to the readers of The Relief Society Magazine. It is reprinted by courtesy of

The National Americanism Commission, The American Legion, Indianapolis, Indiana,

from its bulletin, "Let's Be Right on Flag Etiquette."

Q. Is it proper to fly the Fhg oi the

United States oi America out-

doois all night long now that the

United States is engaged in war?

A. No. The rules of civilian flag

etiquette still govern, and the

Flag should be displayed outdoors
only from sunrise until sunset.

The only cases where the Flag

properly flies at night are:

1—Two Flags over the Capitol

Building in Washington; one

over the east front and one over

the west front, day and night

throughout the year.

2—Over a permanent fort or

ship when engaged in battle.

Q. Is it necessary ior a person to

stand and salutewhen a reproduc-

tion of the Flag of the United

States of America is flashed on a

motion picture screen?

Page 118

A. No; it is not necessary to salute

reproductions or photographs of

the Flag.

Q. Is it necessary for a person to

stand and salute when the Na-
tional Anthem is sung?

A. If the National Anthem is sung

by the entire audience, those per-

sons present should stand, but

not salute. If the National An-
them is sung by a soloist accom-

panied by a band, orchestra or

other musical instruments and
the Flag is displayed, the

audience should stand at atten-

tion and salute; those present in

uniform using the right hand
military salute and those in civil-

ian dress, the civilian salute (plac-

ing the right hand over the

heart).

When the National Anthem
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is played and/or sung by a soloist

and the Flag is not displayed,

those in uniform salute and those

in civilian dress merely stand and
face the music, men removing the

headdress.

Q. What should persons do when
they are walking along the street

and ''The Star Spangled Banner''

is heard?

A. If the music is near, you should

stop, stand at attention and un-

cover.

Q. Is it necessary for a person to

stand and salute when the Na-
tional Anthem is played over a

loud speaker arrangement, film

tract
J
radioy ''juke box' or other

type oi a musical reproduction

machine in a theater, restaurant,

or other public place?

A. No. It is recommended that per-

sons pay respect only w^hen the

National Anthem is played by a

band, orchestra or other musical

instrument actually in the room.

However, Colonel James A.

Moss (deceased), who was head
of the United States Flag Asso-

ciation and who was recognized

throughout the nation as an au-

thority on flag etiquette, has sev-

eral answers to the question of

what one should do when 'The
Star Spangled Banner" is heard

over the radio. He says, "It de-

pends on circumstances. Gen-
erally speaking if it seems natural

and not forced to stand and un-

cover, it should be done; other-

wise, it should not. For example,

if eating at table, lying in bed, or

working in the kitchen, standing

at attention would be forced and
unnatural.''

The office of the National

Americanism Commission be-

lieves that when the National

Anthem is played over a radio

or in a restaurant from a ''juke

box" or some other type of musi-

cal reproduction machine, or in

a theater over a film tract, here

again it would seem more or less

forced and unnatural to pay re-

spect.

Q. Is it proper to stand when "Amer-
ica," "God Bless America," "The
Red, White and Blue'' and other

such patriotic songs are played?

A. No; it is not proper.

Q. Has a change been made in the

position oi the right arm and
hand while pledging allegiance

to the Flag oi the United States

oi America?

A. No; there has been no change.

The procedure set forth in the

Flag Code is still recommended
and that procedure is as follows:

PLEDGE TO THE FLAG

In pledging allegiance to the Flag

of the United States of America, the

approved practice in schools, which

is suitable also for civilian adults, is

as follows:

Standing with the right hand over

the heart, all repeat together the fol-

lowing pledge:

"I pledge allegiance to the Flag

of the United States of America

and to the Republic for which it

stands, one Nation, indivisible,

with liberty and justice for all."

At the words "to the Flag," the

right hand is extended, palm upward,

toward the Flag, and this position

is held until the end, when the hand,

after the words, "Justice for all,"

drops to the side.
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However, civilian adults will al-

ways show full respect to the Flag,

when the pledge is being given, by
merely standing at attention, men
removing the headdress. Persons in

uniform should render the right hand
salute.

Q. Can the Fhg be washed oi dry-

cJeaned.^

A. Yes; it is permissible to wash or

dry-clean the Flag.

Q. In displaying the Fhg iht, either

horizontally or veitically, in the

window of a home or place oi

business, or flat against the wall,

what should he the position of

the Flag?

A. It should be displayed with the

union (blue field with stars) to

the left of the observer in the

street.

Q. In what position should the Flag

he when suspended vertically over

the middle oi the street?

A. In a north and south street the

union (field of blue) should be

to the east, and in an east and
west street, it should be to the

north.

>

Amy Brown Lyman Honored

(Continued from page no)
Mrs. Mollie E. Graham, devoted to

the interests of children; and Mrs.

Lula Greene Richards, 94 years of

age in April of this year, the first edi-

tor of the Women's Exponent, the

the forerunner of The Reliei Society

Magazine. Mrs. Richards is still ac-

tive in the literary field.

These women will be given public

honor and acclaim at a banquet

sometime in March. We congratu-

late them for their fine achievement.

^-

''Let us have faith that right makes might; and in that faith let us to

the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it."

"The judgments of the Lord are true and righteous altogether."

"Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty scourge of

war may speedily pass away."

—Abraham Lincoln



FROM THE FIELD

Vera White PohJman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appear

in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCES

Southern States Mission

'pHE Augusta Branch, of which

Bessie Palmer is Relief Society

president, sent a brief report of its

centennial observance, as follows:

''Our celebration was a huge suc-

cess. It started on March 15 begin-

ning with sacrament meeting. Our
chapel, which we think is one of the

prettiest in the Church, was one big

flower garden. A reception com-

mittee consisting of the branch Re-

lief Society presidency welcomed the

guests and gave them programs as

they entered. The play 'Relief So-

ciety Why?' was presented, and the

song 'A Hundred Thousand Strong'

was sung. The attendance was the

largest we have had in years.

"On Tuesday, March 17, 1942, we
had a real birthday party, honoring

two of our members who themselves

had birthdays in March. We
thoroughly enjoyed the phonograph

record which you were so kind to

send. We used it Sunday, March 1 5,

and Tuesday, March 17. It thrilled

us through and through to hear the

Prophet of God speak."

Laura M. Smith, president of the

Azalea Branch Relief Society ( South

Alabama District), sent an interest-

CENTENNIAL TREE-PLANTING, AZALEA BRANCH, SOUTH ALABAMA
DISTRICT, SOUTHERN STATES MISSION

President Laura M. Smith stands with hand on the tree; on each side of her are her

counselors. Page 121
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CENTENNIAL BANQUET
Trona Branch, California Mission

ing account of events in commem-
oration of the centennial in this

branch

:

''On December 22, 1942, during a

heavy rain storm, members of our

branch held a tree-planting cere-

mony on the Church grounds. Mov-
ing pictures of this ceremony were

taken by Mr. and Mrs. Lev^is M.
Founds. In addition, a cement vault

near the tree marker was filled with

a box containing a history of the Re-

lief Society organization from its

beginning to the present, with pic-

tures of all presidents and the dates

and years of their service, a list of

all Relief Society members of the

year 1942, and a copy of the dedica-

tory prayer given by Lewis M.
Founds, Sunday School superinten-

dent. Another event of the day was
a Christmas party held in The Hall.'

''We are proud of our branch, for

we now have twenty members en-

rolled, with twenty-one subscriptions

to the Magazine. Due to gas ration-

ing ( nd scattered living conditions,

only a few members are able to at-

tend meetings all the time, but we
feel that if they have the Magazine
they are still in touch with Relief

Society and receive much needed

and beautiful messages each month."

The accompanying picture shows the

centennial tree.

California Mission

DUTH BELL, president of the

Trona Branch Relief Society,

sent the following short report of the

celebration held in this branch:

"Our Relief Society, which was

organized last October (1941) near

Death Valley, celebrated the centen-

nial, March 17, 1942, with a banquet
for the entire Trona Branch. Our
centennial queen, Mrs. Carrie Ben-

son, oldest member of our Society,

lighted the candle for our cake. The
accompanying picture shows the

representation of our branch in at-

tendance at the Banquet."

Noithwestern States Mission

pRANCES D. REES, secretary of

the Dillon Branch Relief Society,

sent the following note, along with
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CENTENNIAL BANQUET
North and South Butte Branches, Northwestern States Mission

the accompanying picture, concern- dinner on March 17. Our birthday

ing the centennial observance of this cake was the most beautiful cake

branch: creation that I have ever seen. The
'The picture of the group shows frosting looked like beautiful lace

those who attended our centennial and was made entirely of sugar and

CENTENNIAL DINNER
Dillon Branch, Northwestern States Mission
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water. There were no toothpicks, no

wire, nor anything to make it stand.

Emma Mast made the cake, and

Ruth Packer frosted it." Ada Dieterle

is the president of this branch Rehef

Society.

Eastern States Mission

pDNA L. ERASER, secretary of

the Albany Branch Rehef So-

ciety, reports that the centennial was

recognized by an extensive an-

nouncement in The Knickerbocker

News of Albany, New York. This

writeup gave a summary of the ori-

gin, purpose, and history of Relief So-

ciety, and featured the branch of Al-

bany and the accomplishments of

this branch in the Church Welfare

Program. Included with the an-

nouncement was a group picture of

the officers of this branch. They are:

Almira Heeney Klein, president;

Joan Cooley Leigh and Olga Butler

Hopper, counselors; and Edna
Eraser, secretary.

Utah Stake (Provo, Utah)

A MERICA PERRY, president of

Pioneer Ward Relief Society,

reports its centennial program in

these words:

"The Pioneer Ward Relief Society

held its centennial program March

17, 1942. This program was in the

form of a 'Dr. Quiz' broadcast. Each

of the general presidents of Relief

Society was represented, dressed in

the style of her time, and each gave a

short explanation of the work ac-

complished in Relief Society while

she was president, in answer to ques-

tions asked her by 'Dr. Quiz.' Then
each former president of the ward or-

ganization was honored, and some of

her accomplishments were men-
tioned. Nine of our eleven presidents

were present, the other two being de-

CENTENNIAL LUNCHEON
Pioneer Ward, Utah Stake
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CENTENNIAL TREE-PLANTING
Milton Ward, Morgan Stake

ceased. Luncheon was served in the menced at two o'clock and consisted

amusement hall at long tables. The of song, music, and Relief Society

president's table was centered with history. Margaret Whittier gave

a beautifully decorated, tiered birth- the opening address of welcome,

day cake trimmed in blue and gold. Two of the outstanding features of

with 100 blue and gold candles on it. the occasion were the participation

Over the top was an arch on which on the program of elderly members

were inscribed the words 'Charity of our Society, and the playing of the

Never Faileth.' Our tree-planting recorded messages from President

ceremony consisted of talks and

musical numbers, the dedication be-

ing made by our ward bishop. A
spirit of companionship and sisterly

love prevailed throughout the ob-

servance, and all who participated in

this occasion will long remember it."

Morgan Stake (Morgan, Utah)

[ARGARET WHITTIER, for-

mer president of the Milton
M'

Heber
J.

Grant and President Amy
Brown Lyman. After the program,

a banquet was held in the recreation

hall. The table was centered with a

beautifully decorated birthday cake

iced in Relief Society colors, topped

with the number loo in gold. Cyn-

thia Griddle, oldest past Relief So-

ciety president in the ward, cut the

cake. Due to weather conditions,

our centennial tree—a flowering crab

was not planted until a month
Ward Relief Society, reviewed this

i . i •
i

J, ^ • ^ \- -^' c 1 later, when a special program was
wards centennial activities as rol- j.jrr.i.^ -ijj
, presented. 1 his program included a

^ *

tribute to Relief Society by W. E.

"We observed the one-hundredth Griddle, a poem 'I Planted a Tree,'

birthday of the Relief Society in the and a violin solo. Trees.' Joseph F.

Milton Ward Chapel, Tuesday, Spendlove offered the dedicatory

March 17, 1942. The program com- prayer."
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North Sanpete Stake

(Mount Pleasant, Utah)

nPALULA F. NELSON and Johan-

na O. Peel, presidents, respec-

tively, of the Mount Pleasant North

and South Ward Relief Societies,

sent the following account of a joint

celebration held March 17, 1942:

'The two Mt. Pleasant Wards of

the North Sanpete Stake Relief So-

ciety, with Ruby S. Jensen, stake

president, celebrated the centennial

birthday of Relief Society on March

17 in the South Ward chapel. The
radio broadcast from the Relief So-

ciety General Board over KSL the

morning of March 17 was an inspira-

tional setting for the day for all those

who listened. All members and eli-

gible members of the Relief Society

and their partners, were invited to

assemble at eleven o'clock in the

morning. As the guests entered, each

wrote his name on a sheet of paper.

This list of names, along with a de-

scription of the activities of the day,

notes about present world condi-

tions, and some relics were sealed up
in a tin can to be opened in fifty

years.

"At twelve o'clock our program

started in the recreation room by

singing 'A Hundred Thousand
Strong.' Prayer was offered by

Patriarch Arthur O. Neilson. Follow-

ing this, an old-fashioned hot dinner

of beef stew with vegetables, and rice

pudding was served in cafeteria style

from three long tables. The serving

was done by twelve men—husbands
and sons of Relief Society members
—dressed in white shirts, long white

aprons, and white caps trimmed in

blue. They looked handsome and

were applauded as they came in to

serve.

'The program was varied and

made interesting by touches of

humor. Talks were given highlight-

ing points in ward Relief Society his-

tory. Other features were a candle-

lighting ceremony, the presentation

of 100 birthday pennies to each ward

Primary organization with responses

from Primary children, the singing

of 'Happy Birthday,' modern and

old-time dancing in costume, and

the unveiling of centennial quilts.

The program included a short pag-

eant. Since quilting is a typical Re-

lief Soceity activity, each ward made
a special quilt for this occasion. T'he

North Ward quilt was a beautiful

creation—red and blue on a white

background. The South Ward quilt

was blue and gold, with the names

of all present ward Relief Society

members embroidered in blue in a

triangle on a gold background, and
the border was quilted in a sego lily

design. It is intended that this quilt

be preserved for a century.

"After a short intermission, the

sacred part of our program was pre-

sented in the chapel. The Singing

Mothers sang two new songs com-

posed for the occasion, and the tran-

scribed messages of President Grant

and President Lyman were played.

In addition, a short history of the life

of Margaret F. Cruckshank Morri-

son, who served forty years as first

president of the Mt. Pleasant Relief

Society, was told in combination

radio and pageant form, with Alice
J.

Stewart representing Mrs. Morrison.

The benediction was pronounced by

Myranda S. P. Oman, eighty-five

years of age. A dance with old-time

music and refreshments furnished
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CENTENNIAL LUNCHEON

Pocatello First Ward, Pocatello Stake

the evening s entertainment. Many
expressions of appreciation came to

us. that this had been a perfect day."

Pocatello Stake (Pocatello, Idaho)

A NNA HAWKES, secretary of the
"^ Pocatello First Ward Relief So-

ciety, reports its centennial obser-

vance as follows

:

"Our centennial celebration w^as

very successful. The day v^as lovely,

and as members entered the chapel

they heard the strains of organ mu-
sic, and were greeted by our Relief

Society officers. Our chorus, under

the direction of Lola Sebiess, choris-

ter, and Sue Bowen, organist, gave a

fine rendition of 'Spirit of God,' 'My
Heart is a Silent Violin,' and *Peace

I Leave With You.' Our play. The
Organization of the Relief Society in

Nauvoo,' was taken from the March

1932 issue of the Magazine, and was

directed by Lucile Pack, with Helen

West as the reader. The play was

very well acted, and all who took

part in it deserve our praise. The
candle-lighting ceremony was very

impressive. The reader, Melvina

Sutton, gave a tribute to each of the

eight general presidents of Relief

Society while the candles were being

lighted." A luncheon, served to 176
guests, was also part of the festivities

(see accompanying picture) . ''All in

all, the whole program was praise-

worthy, and everyone enjoyed it.

Members were given a memento of

the occasion as they left."

Bessie Capell is president of this

ward Relief Society.
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CENTENNIAL LUNCHEON
Maywood Ward, South Los Angeles Stake

South Los Angeles Stake

(Huntington Park, California)

to a newspaper clipping sent us by

E. C. Petrie, ward clerk of this ward.

T^HE accompanying picture shows This writeup gave a summary of the

^ the members of the Maywood origin and purpose of Relief Society,

Ward Relief Society, of which and announced the proposed pro-

Florence Kuffer is president, who

participated in a centennial party on

March 17. Approximately 140 mem-

bers attended. The party included a

program and a lunch at which a large

birthday cake was ceremoniously cut.

Relief Society officers dressed in cos-

tumes typical of those worn in 1842.

Seattle Stake

(
Seattle, Washington

)

npHE centennial observance of the

gram to be held in the Bellingham

Ward on the evening of March 17.

It was stated that the program was to

include a tree-planting ceremony at

10:30 Tuesday morning, and that

the evening program would include

a pageant portraying the eight gen-

eral presidents of Relief Society

posed in a large picture frame. Ber-

neice Quakenbush was president of

this ward at the time of the centen-

nial, Ella M. Petrie being the present

Bellingham Ward Relief Society president. We appreciate the

was recognized in the Belh'ngham thoughtfulness of Brother Petrie in

Heiald of March 15, 1942, according sending us this clipping.



LESSON DEPARTMENT

Qjheologti and cJestimony

"Articles of Faith" By James E. Talmage

Lesson 16

Revelation: Past, Present, and Future

(Tuesday, May 4, 1943)

Condensation of Chapter 16 of Articles oi Faith, by Talmage

Article 9—''We believe all that God has revealed, all that He does now
reveal, and we believe that He will yet reveal many great and important

things pertaining to the Kingdom of God."

Revelation and Inspiration

In a theological sense the term

levdation signifies the making

known of divine truth by communi-
cation from the heavens. Divine rev-

elation may consist of disclosures or

declarations concerning the attri-

butes of Deity, or of an expression

of the will of God regarding the af-

fairs of men. Divine inspiration may
be regarded as a lower or less direct-

ly intensive operation of spiritual in-

fluence upon man than is shown in

revelation.

Communication From God
To Man

It is a privilege of the Holy Priest-

hood to commune with the heavens,

and to learn the immediate will of

the Lord; this communion may be

effected through the medium of

dreams and visions, by Urim and
Thummim, through the visitation of

angels, or by higher endowment of

face to face communication with the

Lord.

Revelation In Ancient Times

The patriarchs and prophets from

Adam on down, including Enoch,

Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, Joshua, through the Judges

to David and Solomon, thence to

John who was the forerunner of the

Messiah, were blessed with the gift

of revelation in varying degrees.

Christ Himself Was a Revelator

Notwithstanding His personal au-

thority, God though He had been

and was, while Jesus Christ lived as

a man among men He declared His

work to be that of One greater than

Himself, by whom He had been sent

and from whom He received instruc-

tions.

Page 129
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The Apostles Likewise Revelatois

The Apostles, left to bear the bur-

den of the Church after the depar-

ture of the Master, looked to heaven
for guidance, expected and received

the word of revelation to direct them
in their exalted ministry.

Current Revelation Necessary

Revelation from God to man has

been a vital characteristic of the liv-

ing Church and is essential to the

Church.

Alleged Objections in Scripture

Attempts to refute the doctrine of

continued revelation by quoting

certain passages of scripture are piti-

ably futile; they carry their own ref-

utation, and leave untouched the

truth that belief in current revelation

is wholly reasonable and strictly

scriptural.

Lattei-day Revelation

The scriptures, far from asserting

a cessation of revelation in latter

times, expressly declare the restor-

ation and latter-day operation of

that gift.

Revelation Yet Future

The canon of scripture is still

open; many lines, many precepts,

are yet to be added; revelation, sur-

passing in importance and glorious

fullness any that has been recorded,

is yet to be given to the Church and
declared to the world.

LESSON PLAN

Lesson Aim: To show that the Lord has spoken, is speaking, and yet shall

speak for the direction and guidance of His children.

Suggested Material Outline

Distinction between inspiration

and revelation

"... I would place first and
foremost the duty of seeking

unto the Lord our God until

we open the path of communi-
cation from heaven to earth—
from God to our own souls.

Keep every avenue of your

hearts clear and pure before

Him." {Discourses oi Brigham
Young, p. 63)

A. Inspiration

1. The Spirit enlightens

every one in the world

2. The Holy Ghost is given

to those who are bap-

tized into the Church of

Christ

3. Light and truth may
come to those who seek

its guidance

B. Revelation

1. For personal benefit

2. For benefit of the

Church

3. How it may be given

(See Articles ot Faith

Chapter 16, "Communi-
cation from God to

Man.")

II. Latter-day Saint view of reve-

lation logical

"The Bible is a record of a

people's religious experience.
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Through its entire history,

spanning a score of centuries,

revelation of God's will to man
through His servants was the

vitalizing element of that re-

ligion. In fact, the revelation of

God's will, or the discovery by
the prophets of God's will is

the central theme of the rec-

ord. The Christian world ac-

cepts that as a matter of course.

Is a continuation of that vital-

izing element in religion un-

reasonable? Joseph Smith's an-

nouncement of communion
with God in the Sacred Grove,

and elsewhere, is entirely in

harmony with hundreds of sim-

ilar experiences recorded in the

accepted Christian Bible."

(See also Discourses of Biig-

ham Young, pp. 57-58.)

A. Doctrine of continued reve-

lation is reasonable

B. Doctrine of continued reve-

lation is scriptural

(See II Nephi 28:29-30;

and 29:6-12; and Doctrine

and Covenants 11:25.)

III. Revelation essential to exist-

ance of the true Church

A. New circumstances demand
new enlightenment

B. Insures an authorized min-

istry in the Church

C. Provides guidance to

Church officers in their

Church administrations

IV. What the doctrine of contin-

ued revelation to the Church
means to you individually

A. Ability of the Church to

meet changing conditions

B. Instills faith to meet trials

C. Belief in God's omnipo-

tence

Suggested Method Outline

Two class members might be as-

signed in advance to treat the two
topics in the outline, 'Inspiration"

and ''Revelation."

The quotation from Bngham
Young's Discourses might be used as

an opening point of contact at the

beginning of the lesson.

Following are statements which
might be discussed during the pre-

sentation of the lesson:

1. Show that inspiration does not
deprive man of his freedom or indi-

viduality.

2. Cite the principal objections.

professedly founded on scripture, to

the doctrine of continued revela-

tion.

3. What is known of God's reve-

lations to Adam, Enoch, Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Moses?

The last topic of the outline

makes a splendid opening for the

bearing of testimonies by the

women.

References

Talmage, James E., Sunday Night Talks,
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ViSitifig o/eachers

Messages to the Home
Lesson 8

The Spirit of The Good Neighbor as An
Expression of Faith

(Tuesday, May 4, 1943)

npO be a good neighbor is to obey

the highest commandment giv-

en to man by our Lord and Savior.

It is to love others as ourselves. If

this high ideal were practiced, it

would establish the Kingdom of

Heaven on earth.

Our neighbors, in the broadest

sense, include all mankind. We are

all the children of our Heavenly Fa-

ther, and He loves each one of us.

The spirit of the good neighbor leads

all those who possess it not only to

desire the same good for all others

that they wish for themselves, but to

strive to make that good a reality.

The Apostle Paul gives us the char-

acteristics of this spirit of love. They
are patience, forbearance, long-

suffering, kindness, generosity, court-

esy, humility, unselfishness, good

temper, thinking well of others, and

love of truth.

In a revelation to the Prophet Jo-

seph Smith, the Lord said:

And now, verily, I say unto thee, put your

trust in that Spirit which leadeth to do

good—yea, to do justly, to walk humbly,

to judge righteously; and this is my Spirit.

(Doctrine and Covenants 11:12)

And He further states that,

... I will impart unto you of my
Spirit, which shall enlighten your mind,

which shall fill your soul with joy;

Speaking to the Relief Society, on

March 28, 1842, the Prophet Joseph

Smith said:

... let your hearts expand, let them
be enlarged towards others; you must be

long-suffering, and bear with the faults

and errors of mankind.

The spirit of the good neighbor is

a practical ideal. There are number-
less daily occasions where its teach-

ings can be applied. There are al-

ways with us those who need real

kindness. There are plenty of op-

portunities for generosity, unselfish-

ness, good temper, and courtesy.

This spirit can extend beyond per-

sonal relationships to the commun-
ity. We can strive to obtain for

every child, for example, what we
wish for our own. Our public school

system is an expression of this spirit.

Every child should have educational

opportunities, health opportunities,

a normal home, and those things

which make for its greatest physical,

mental, moral, and spiritual develop-

ment.

As Mary E. Richmond once said.

We should not only care for the unfor-

tunate one who was robbed and beaten on
the road from Jericho to Jerusalem, but

we should clear the road of thieves and
robbers and make of it a safe place for wom-
en and children to travel.

To do good to all men, whoever

they may be, is one of the funda-
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mental principles of the Gospel, and 2. Whom do you think Jesus meant by

is the real spirit of the good neigh- ^^^ word "neighbor" in His reply to

1^ the question of the lawyer?

3. Who is in greater need of neighborly
Discussion love, the good or the wrongdoer?

1. Relate the incidents leading to the 4. What are some of the qualities of

parable of the Good Samaritan; also charity, or love, as expressed in First

relate the parable. Corinthians, Chapteri3?

^

vi/ork-and' {Business

New-fashioned T hrift

Lesson 7

Substitutes

(For optional use on Tuesday, April 13, 1943)

T TNDER present conditions, each not of the same value. Meat and

week brings various changes and other animal proteins contain the

new problems which affect the daily important amino acids or building

living in every American home. With stones needed to insure good quality,

some commodities already rationed while the vegetable proteins are not

and many more in the offing, house- complete alone but need to be used

wives, according to Government with protective foods to be well bal-

plans, will not only need to juggle anced. Besides protein of good qual-

their budgets but also their coupons ity, meat supplies thiamin, niacin,

for obtaining such commodities, riboflavin, iron and flavor. Fish,

However, the Government is ration- poultry, milk, cheese, eggs, dried

ing food not to make meal planning peas and beans, soybeans, nuts, vari-

more difficult, but to make sure each ety and glandular meats, can be used

one—service man and woman, ally in many combinations as the main
and civilian gets his share of the par- dish. Meat need not be entirely

ticular foods he needs. In order that substituted, but extended by the use

each may have his proportion, shar- of other food, such as rice, noodles,

ing and careful planning, with the dumplings, potatoes and other vege-

help of substitutes for the ''must tables. Leftovers can be used in

haves," are necessary. The word stews, croquettes, hash, souffles, or

''substitutes" should be used advised- in sauce served on waffles or biscuits,

ly, especially in reference to foods. Casserole dishes are convenient to

particularly protein foods. Perhaps use in extending the flavor of meat,

"alternate main dish" or "in place fish, or vegetables. Meat goes fur-

of" are more accurate expressions, ther when cooked at a moderately

The housewife needs to know, es- low, even temperature,

pecially when using foods inter- While soybeans have been used as

changeably, that all protein foods are food, though not extensively, they
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are now frequently used in combina- baking, some substitutions that have

tion with other foods. The meat in- been worked out are:

dustry is experimenting with a meat For i cup granulated sugar use:

and soy sausage which will stretch molasses— i cup with Y^ ts. soda;

the supply of sausage meat. Millers reduce liquid requirements of

are working on combinations of recipe ^^ to Yz amount. .

white and soy flour, testing them in honey— i cup with Y4 ts. soda; re-

breakfast cereals. Soybeans are used duce liquid requirements of

to furnish oil in soap and paint recipe Y4 to Y2 amount,

and to make plastics. Now they maple, maple-cane, or corn syrup

furnish a possible source for a new —1 cup and Y2 cup sugar; re-

fibre that is warm and feels like wool. duce the liquid same as above.

^, ^. . r £ 1 brown or maple suear- 1 cup firm-
The rationmg of sugar so far has

1 k d
not been a real hardship, and there ^ P

are substitutes that can take the place These amounts will vary a little ac-

of sugar without lessening the food cording to the density of the mate-

value; however, the recipes calling rials.

for sugar must be adjusted when sub- The flavor and color of the finished

stitutes are used. A Government product will also vary according to

bulletin says that when syrups and whether light or dark ingredients are

maple products are substituted for used. Foods containing honey have

sugar, their differences must be kept a tendency to brown more quickly

in mind. Sorghum, molasses, and than do those containing other

cane syrup are less sweet than maple sweetenings, so the temperature for

sugar, honey, or sugar itself, and one baking may be slightly reduced. A
and one-half times as much of them combination of molasses or honey

is required to obtain the same de- with sugar (half and half) produces

gree of sweetness. Corn syrup is results most nearly like that obtained

even less sweet and twice as much from the use of all sugar,

corn syrup as sugar is required to After the sugar has been taken

obtain an equal degree of sweetness, from the sugar cane, chemists are

In addition, it must be remembered using the residue of the sugar cane

that syrups add water as well as their to make a substitute for the wax

own characteristic flavor to the food, used in floor waxes and varnishes.

Honey or corn syrup may be substi- Many other useful materials and sub-

tuted for one-half the sugar in put- stitutes are being made through

ting up fruit without affecting the rneans of chemistry. When nylon

delicate flavor of the fruit. Honey, is again available for civilian use,

when available, may replace one-half there will no doubt be many new de-

the sugar in jellies, jams, preserves, velopments, and nylon will be blend-

or marmalades. Corn syrup may re- ed with other fibres to make substi-

place one-half the sugar in preserves, tutes for many fabrics now in use.

but only one-quarter in jellies and If, and when, liquid milk is ra-

jams. Slightly longer cooking is re- tioned, tomato and fruit juices may

quired to get the same consistency be used in the place of milk to make

as when sugar is used alone. For biscuits, cake, gingerbread, and cook-
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ies. Vegetable juices heated slowly,

served in cups with a slice of lemon
or other tart fruit can be used occa-

sionally in place of cocoa, or made
into sauces to serve with spaghetti or

noodles. Averaged figures show that

butter contains two and one-half

times as much Vitamin A as does

fortified margarine, often used as a

butter substitute, but that marga-

rine costs half as much. Every home-
maker, however, is eager to get good

quality nourishment as well as quan-

tity for the money spent. While we
are all concerned with substitutes

for many of the foods we have been

in the habit of using, our vital con-

cern is to find substitutes that will

maintain health and good nutrition.

Many such substitute foods are avail-

able.

New sources of cloth for clothes

may be milk, peanuts, fish, protein,

glass and bark of trees.

Milkweed, a nuisance plant in

some places, is going to work for the

navy, and the floss will be used as a

substitute for kapok in life preserv-

ers and rubber boats. If it proves

substantial, it may be used in place

of wool. Surveys show that clay,

one of the oldest raw materials, is

plentiful; hence, many products

such as sewer pipe, dinner ware, pot-

tery, hospital supplies and earthen-

ware cooking utensils, are being made
of clay for civilian and military needs.

Plywood is being used for springs in

upholstered chairs. Reports say that

where plywood is used furniture is

not as plump as the conventional

overstuffed kind, but it is quite com-

fortable and good looking. Civilian

products using steel, copper, or alum-

inum are due for further drastic cuts

in production, and unless the makers
of less essential commodities can sub-

stitute such materials as wood-fibre

or glass for essential metals, the Gov-
ernment v^ll no doubt entirely stop

the production of such commodities.
Many household articles made of

wood, glass, or plastic, such as cook-

ing utensils, salad bowls, lamps, etc.,

are now on the market.

As yet there seems to be no substi-

tute for metal wire used in egg-beat-

ers, strainers, sieves, etc., so the

housewife should take good care of

these utensils to make them last for

the duration. The few canned foods

and other products that are released

to civilians in the future will have a

different dress. Containers will be
of electrolytic tinplate which is not

tin at all, but a specially prepared

steel plate. Then specially baked
enamels will be used to protect the

food against discoloration, and to

safeguard against rusting of the can.

Many dried foods and other articles

will come in paper and pasteboard

cartons. Buttons regarded as brass

and pearl are not what they seem,

but are made of zinc with brass and
enamel coating and of inexpensive

plastic. The latter versatile material

allows for many bright colors which
are very decorative.

Whatever changes may come, the

American woman can and will meet
them. Rationing and substitutes

may be a nuisance, but will no doubt

have a salutary effect on many house-

hold budgets. Out of all this may
emerge a nation of intelligent con-

sumers—consumers who will have

learned, through necessity, to live

within their incomes.
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JLiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson 8

ustrations of Great Themes in Bible Literature and the

nfluence of the Bible upon Our Lives

(Tuesday, May 18, 1943)

Objective: To suggest the relation of some of the great themes in the

Bible to our own hves.

Lesson Topics

1. Personahties of the Bible con-

tinued—Mary of Nazareth

2. The theme of the Bible as a

whole

3. A few specific Bible themes

4. The influence of the Bible up-

on our daily lives

Mary of Nazareth

The last lesson considered Eve, the

first woman, the mother of man-
kind. We shall now turn to Mary,

the mother of Jesus, the greatest of

all mankind.

Mary knew the heights of joy and
the depths of sorrow. She was of

the royal tribe of Judah, but was

reared as a humble Nazarene maiden,

becoming betrothed to a carpenter,

Joseph.

We can scarcely imagine her as-

tonishment when the Angel Gabriel

appeared to her and said: ''Hail, . .

.

blessed art thou among women," and

told her of her mission. After she

had comprehended the meaning of

his words, she visited Elizabeth and

uttered her joy in a triumphal song,

similar to the one Hannah sang when
she blessed the Lord for the gift of

hei son Samuel.

After Mary's return from her three

months' visit with her cousin, Eliza-

beth, Joseph's nobility of character

is shown in the fact that he, "... not

willing to make her a public ex-

ample, was minded to put her away

privily." But the angel of the Lord

appeared to Joseph in a dream and

informed him that Mary's condition

was a cause of honor and rejoicing,

not of shame and mourning, because

she was to bear the Son of God.

In the Book of Mormon, Nephi

11:13-21, Nephi saw in vision the

Virgin and the Son of God and when
he was asked by an angel what he
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saw, he replied: "A virgin, most multitudes followed Him from place

beautiful and fair above all other to place to hear Him speak and to

virgins." be healed of their infirmities, she

Some of the incidents in the life rejoiced in His power,

of Jesus must have had a remark- Then came His crucifixion. The
able effect upon his mother. For Apostle John, who himself witnessed

instance, there was the time when the tragic event from a point near

she and Joseph brought Jesus, a baby, the cross, records the pathetic inci-

to the temple at Jerusalem to present dent. She stood nearby, her mother-

Him to the Lord. The faithful Sim- heart breaking at the agony Jesus

eon, waiting for the fulfillment of was enduring. It must have been a

the promise that he would see the comfort to her in the days that fol-

Christ before he died, took Him up lowed to know that in that dreadful

in his arms. He acknowledged that hour her Son's sympathy went out

this promise had now been made to her. It would seem that He knew
good. This must have been a proud her need of a son to support her in

and happy moment for the young this dark trial and He gave to her

mother. His friend John. He said, "Woman,
But, as said before, she tasted behold thy son!" and to John, "Be-

deepest sorrow, too. Even Simeon hold thy mother! And from that

foresaw suffering for Jesus and for hour that disciple took her unto his

Mary. He told her, "Yea, a sword own home."
shall pierce through thy own soul Mr. Done points out that there is

also;" something pathetic and beautiful in

Indeed, her soul must have been this incident. Jesus, whose work had

pierced many times during the years made Him almost an exile from

that followed. There was the time, home for years, recognized the pur-

while He was still a lad, when she ity and strength of mother love and

thought He was lost and found Him hallowed it by making it the last tie

in the temple talking with the wise that bound him to earth. Having

men. Great as her relief must have made provision for His mother with

been when she found Him un- one who should be a tender guard-

harmed, it was not unmixed joy, for ian. He had no further duty to per-

she was made to realize even at that form. Mr. Done says, "Surely no

early time that their lives would be higher recognition of the sacred tie

separated by His divine mission. His of motherhood—the acme of the

words: "Wist ye not that I must be development of true womanhood—
about my Father's business?" brought can be thought of than this."

home to her the fact that she was ''Mary revealed her faith and hu-
His mother, but that He was the mility in her immediate surrender of

Son of God. herself to the divine will though she

When He began preaching a knew not how it was to be accom-

strange doctrine and performing plished; she revealed her energy and

miracles and some people began to earnestness in her journey to Heb-

hate Him and say false things about ron; her happy thankfulness in her

Him, Mary suffered. But when the song of joy; her loyalty and trust in
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keeping her Son's words in her heart,

though she could not fully under-

stand them. So far as Mary is por-

trayed in the Scriptures she is all we
should have expected, the most ten-

der, the most faithful, humble, pa-

tient, and loving of women, but a

woman still."

This concluding lesson of the in-

troductory course in Bible literature

will consider some of the themes in

the great book.

The Theme of the Bible as a Whole

Such questions as these, humanity

has continued to ask since the begin-

ning of time: What is the meaning

of the world? Is God my Father?

Can I trust Him? What are my re-

lations to my fellow men? Who was

Christ and what is His mission?

Answers to these questions form

the great themes which merge into

the all-inclusive theme of the Bible—

the study of man and his struggle to-

ward salvation.

As Clayton S. Cooper says in his

book, The Bible and Modem Lite,

'The Bible spreads out before us

God's plan for human existence."

For this reason, in all times men have

come to the Scriptures to find the

visions of life and its plan where,

as Matthew Arnold says:

The eye sinks inward, and the heart lies

plain,

And what we say we mean, and what we
would, we know.

A man becomes aware of his life's flow,

And hears its winding murmur.

The theme is righteousness, for

the Bible strikes down injustice and

wrong wherever these are found. "It

is the book of right, of integrity, of

sincerity, and reality." It is God's
revelation of Himself to His children

—a revelation which Lyman Abbott
declares to be ''unparalleled for its

strength and beauty by any other of

the world's great literatures."

Some SpeciEc Bible Themes

This general theme, as indicated

above, can be broken up into many
themes such as human suffering as

developed in the Book of Job; the

inspiration and solace of nature, as

portrayed in the Psalms; loyalty and
obedience as shown in the story of

Ruth; precepts for practical living

as exemplified in the Proverbs.

Though the stories of Ruth and
Esther are so unlike in structure, set-

ting, and character, they both have

the same theme. Ruth is a peasant,

Esther a queen; the story of Ruth
is an idyl (a simple narrative story

of country scenes and life), and that

of Esther is a drama with all the

dramatic motivation and suspense

of a modern production; though the

events in the stories occur eight hun-

dred years apart, yet each story de-

velops the theme of nobility of soul

amid sore trials. Reverend James

M. Whiton says of Ruth: "The
theme is common, yet one that we
weary of no more than of the grass

and flowers." Ruth shows filial pi-

ety, devotion, courage, self-respect.

This story beautifies with the ten-

derest sympathy a relationship that

is often fruitful of antipathy—that

between mother-in-law and daughter-

in-law. We see a blighted life made,

through the struggle of devoted love,

to bloom again.

With the story of Esther we come
into a larger world. But here we
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have the same theme, the same dom- the pulsing soul of the wide world before

inant spirit—the "high resolve, the that soul had shut itself up in prejudice

steadfast constancv that
°' ^^^'^^ °^ narrowness of doctrine; and

steaarast constancy tnar
^^^ ^^^^^ .^ j^^^ ^^^^ ^^ .^^j^^^ ^^ g^^,, ^^

'Grasps the skirts of happy chance ^^ ^^ ^^^PV ^ware of the mystery of ex-

istence
And breasts the blows of circum-

stance. Yhe last three v^ords—the "mys-

The reward for facing hard circum- \?7 "^ fistence" is the theine of

stairces courageously is more allur- ^'.^ ff* masterpiece It is at that

ing as presented here than in the
pomt alone that it can be touched m

eariier story, but is of the same kind. ^''
'!^f^ ^l*°"g^ ^ ^°^''^ ">

•' Bible literature could not be com-
In the setting of the story of Esther plete without a full lesson or two on

we have "regal splendor, despotic other literary aspects of this great

power, sensual passion, intriguing work,

servility, murderous revenge." "And
here on this dark and stormy sea," In the presentation of the theme

says Reverend Whiton, "is a young the author introduces highly dra-

woman, gifted with beauty, discre- m^tic elements. We see Job on his

tion, courage, who masters these ash heap, in darkness and misery,

menacing elements and becomes the He is groaning with disease. He is

savior of her people This story deserted and scorned by his friends.

of Esther is not only material for But he remains absolutely honest

the noblest and gentlest meditation, with himself and loyal to his friends,

but a token that in daily events- At times it seems that even God is

the unforeseen chances-of life, in against him, but he remains steadfast

the little unremembered acts, in the to his ideal as his faith battles its

fall of a sparrow, in the earth bring- way up to victory in the survival of

ing forth fruit of herself, God is sure- good and right beyond the tomb,

ly present. The name of God is not "Here is the great law of the spiritual

there, but the work of God is." l^fe, that the true service of God is

not work for reward; it is heart-

From many points of view the loyalty, a hunger after God's pres-

Book of Job is one of the greatest ence, which survives loss and chas-

in the Bible. It is truly superb as tisement; which in spite of contra-

literature which has been defined dietory meaning cleaves to what is

as "those books wherein moral truth godlike, and reaches up out of the

and human passion are touched with darkness and hardness of this life

a certain largeness, sanity, and attra- to light and love beyond." The
tion of form." Dr. Genung says: debate on the question why the right-

... if we apply such a definition to the eous suffer is "only the wordy ve-

Book of Job, we will find that the book re- hide whereby the littleness of men,
tains, in enhanced significance, all the good their false dignity, their hidebound
that other methods of approach have yield- traditions, their dogmatic intoler-
ed, while it also gains beyond expression

^^^^ ^^^.. ^^ knowledge beat
in its meaning for our common human •

. i . i i r .? .

nature. It becomes, as Carlyle has defined against the great rock-SOul of the pat-

it, an "all men's book"; we recognize in it riarch as he wages his battle."
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This central theme is for all men
in all times. In it is vitally involved

the spiritual evolution of manhood.

'In this masterpiece the heart of

the author of Job beats in unison

with the heart of the world . . .

sending forth the cry of those who
see through a glass darkly^ blinding

nothing of the terror and dread, yet

in the face of it all, assuming that

attitude which for life and character

is the true solution of the world's

enigma. It is well for the whole

human race that from the depth of

the inexplicable mystery one voice

has learned to say, 1 know that my
Redeemer liveth.' No greater utter-

ance has ever illumined the pages of

literature."

Application oi Bible Themes to Our
Own Lives

It is because these great Biblical

themes strike the deepest chords of

both the human and the divine in

man that they are of such inestimable

value in our daily lives. When we
see how others have met such prob-

lems as Ruth, as Esther, as Joseph,

as Moses, as Job, as Jesus Himself

had to meet, we learn better how to

meet our own.

Every book in the Bible presents

themes the application of which
would strengthen our characters and
enrich our lives. The books of the

Apocrypha, as well as those of the

Bible proper, offer these great

themes. At the beginning of the

Apocrypha, for instance, we come up-

on a noble passage, in the First Book
of Esdras. It is a short story which

answers the eternal question: What
is the strongest thing in the world?

The answer which won the prize is

the same answer the majority of men

would give today—'Truth is mighty

above all things."

So the Bible considered alone as

literature is a light to guide us in

our daily lives. The influence of the

Bible upon the lives of men is sug-

gested by the many tributes paid to

it by men in different walks of life.

A few of them follow:

The iving James revisers said in

i6ii:

If we be ignorant, the Scriptures will in-

struct us; if out of the way, they will bring

us home; if out of order, they will reform

us; if in heaviness, comfort us; if dull,

quicken us; if cold, inflame us.

Lincoln wrote to a friend:

I am profitably engaged in reading the

Bible. Take all of this book upon reason

that you can, and the balance on faith, and

you will live and die a better man.

Napoleon I declared that by read-

ing the Bible "not only is one's mind
absorbed, it is controlled, and the

soul can never go astray with this

book for its guide.'' Ruskin advises:

Read your Bible—make it your daily

business to obey it in all that you under-

stand. To my early knowledge of the

Bible I owe the best part of my taste in

literature.

Lesson Helps

1

.

Tell the story alluded to above in the

First Book of Esdras, chapters 3 and 4.

2. Choose other stories or sections of

the Bible which develop themes of vital

importance in our lives today.

3. Find additional testimonies from great

men of the past and present whose lives

have been greatly influenced by the Bible.

4. How has the Bible helped you?

5. Give choice passages you have mem-

References
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Social Science

What "America" Means

Lesson 8

Shrines and Monuments

(Tuesday, May 25, 1943)

In this lesson, we have briefly written about a few sacred places and shrines, chosen

at random from thousands of others. They all will recall to the reader the tragedy, the

joy, and the sorrow, toil, and rcHgious fervor of the great events of our history. It is quite

natural for us to reverence hallowed places where heroes have died for some great principle,

or fought for some noble cause. Such places have an atmosphere of spiritual life. How
many lives are monumented in the hearts of mourning mothers, widowed brides, and

sorrowful friends. Instead of the full years of natural service from many of her children,

our country counts but their poor memories, "the tender grace of a day that is dead."

Religious ideals are expressed in magnificent churches and tabernacles. For example,

our Tabernacle in Salt Lake City gives us a great message. The very stones are sacred

because the hands of our fathers touched them, and we can proudly say as we look at the

pld building, so majestic and beautiful: "See, this our fathers did for us."

f\^^ Fhg from a design prepared by a commit-

tee of Congress in consultation with

Oh, say can you see by the dawn's early General George Washington. Orig-

WhatfoVoudly we hail'd at the twilight's '^^'^^Y^
^he committee suggested the

last gleaming, six-pointed star, but Mrs. Ross pre-

S^'the'^'ptril^^^^^^
^"^^^

'*'"'
^^''^^ th^ five-pointed star as more

O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gal- artistic and the committee accepted

lantly streaming? it. Betsy Ross continued making
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs fl^gs foj- the Government for many

bursting m air
years. In 1789, when General Wash-

Gave proof thro the meht that our flag i -, ' ^ t^ • 1 . r .1

was still there. mgton became President or the

United States, there were thirteen

The flag of the United States was states in the Union. Vermont was

adopted by Act of the Continental admitted to the Union in 1791 and

Congress June 14, 1777, when it was Kentucky in 1792, consequently Con-

resolved: gress passed a bill in 1794 increasing

That the flag of the United States be the number of stars and stripes to

thirteen stripes, alternate red and white; fifteen.

that the union be thirteen stars, white in a
t r>

blue field representing a new constellation. It was not until 1817 that Con-

Located on Arch Street in Phila- gress decided to reduce the stripes

delphia is the house where Betsy to thirteen, and increase the num-

Ross made the first American flag ber of stars, one for each incoming
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state. The plan for arranging them
in rows was adopted in 1819 and has

been continued to the present. The
flag with the thirteen stripes and a

star added for every new state was

completed July 4, 1912, with the

admission of the State of Arizona.

Charles Evans Hughes, the former

Chief Justice of the United States

Supreme Court has written a beauti-

ful statement on ''What the Flag

Means." He says:

This flag means more than association

and reward. It is the symbol of our na-

tional unity, our national endeavor, our

national aspiration. It tells you of the

struggle for independence, of union pre-

served, of liberty and union one and in-

separable, of the sacrifices of brave men and

women to whom the ideals and honor of

this nation have been dearer than life.

It means America first; it means an un-

divided allegiance ... It means that you

cannot be saved by the valor and devotion

of your ancestors; that to each generation

comes its patriotic duty; and that upon
your willingness to sacrifice and endure as

those before you have sacrificed and en-

dured rests the national hope.

It speaks of equal rights; of the inspira-

tion of free institutions exemplified and vin-

dicated; of liberty under law intelligently

conceived and impartially administered.

There is not a thread in it but scorns self-

indulgence, weakness, and rapacity. It is

eloquent of our common destiny.

The Statue oi Liberty

Dear to the hearts of Americans

is the Statue of Liberty standing on

Bedloe Island in New York City

harbor. The creator of this noble

work was a French sculptor and

artist, Frederic Auguste Bartholdi.

In talking to a group of friends one

day, Bartholdi said:

We want our country and the United

States to be friends forever, never to take

up arms against each other. To cement

our bond of friendship, we need a sign,

a monument to say to people everywhere.

"The United States and France will al-

ways be friends."

It was he who thought of the

Statue of Liberty and who aroused

the people of France to give the

Statue to the United States, which

was done on July 4, 1884.

On the base of the Statue is an

inscription written by Emma Laz-

arus, an American poet and essayist

of the last part of the nineteenth

century. She was a Jewess, and

worked valiantly for the relief of

Jewish refugees from Russia. She

believed passionately in America as

a home for the oppressed, which

inspired her to write these lines:

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame.

With conquering limbs astride from land

to land;

Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall

stand

A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame

Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles.

From her beacon hand, glows world-wide

welcome.

Independence HaJI, Philadelphia

In the old city of Philadelphia is

Independence Square, tastefully laid

out in flower-beds and lawns, with

wide and well-shaded walks. On the

north side of the Square, and front-

ing Chestnut Street, is the most hal-

lowed building of American patri-

otic memories, Independence Hall.

The Declaration of Independence

was adopted here, July 4, 1776, and

here the Constitution of the United

States was drafted in 1787. In the

central corridor is the sacred Lib-

erty Bell. In the upper floor of the

hall, Washington delivered his Fare-

well Address in closing his term of

office as President. The large east

room is where the Revolutionary

Congress met, and the old furniture
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remains as it was in those olden days.

In the central corridor is the sacred

Liberty Bell which bears these im-

mortal words:

Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land,

unto all the inhabitants thereof; it shall

be a jubilee unto you. (Leviticus 25:10)

The bell was cast in America after

a model that had been made in Eng-

land, and was hung in the steeple of

the State House in the summer of

1753, and was rung on all historic

occasions until after the American

Revolution. It was rung when the

news of the battle of Lexington

reached Philadelphia, and you have

heard how the bell was rung by

Andrew McNair when the Declara-

tion of Independence was passed by
the Second Continental Congress.

When we were school children how
happily we used to recite the words:

That old State House bell is silent,

Hushed now its clamorous tongue,

But the spirit is awakened
Still is living—ever young;

And when we greet the smiling sunlight

On the fourth of each July,

We will never forget the bellman.

Who, twixt the earth and sky.

Rang out loudly "INDEPENDENCE!"
Which, please God, shall never die.

Plymouth Rock

Great in their goodness and wise

beyond their generation, the Pil-

grim Fathers, the founders of the

first permanent white settlement in

what is now Massachusetts, seem to

have been divinely chosen as the

men most fit to lay the foundations

of a great commonwealth. By their

courage, fortitude, and zeal, they

won for themselves a home in the

American wilderness, and through

their political foresight and religious

independence, passed on to their

countrymen, for all time, a sacred

heritage of liberty in thought and

deed, a heritage which has become
the basis of American life.

The little town of Plymouth nes-

tles close to the seashore, and as you

stand on Plymouth Rock, you turn

and see the beautiful statue of Massa-

soit, the Indian of peace, created by

our famous Utah-born sculptor, Cy-

rus Dallin. Above on the hill is the

National Monument to the Fore-

fathers. You will read the inspired

Mayflower Compact, which is funda-

mental to our Constitution. It was

drawn up in the cabin of the May-
flower, a few days before the Pil-

grims landed.

You will never forget a day at

Plymouth, for you will realize more
than ever the sufferings of those peo-

ple who cam^across the ''unknown

waters" to establish homes and free-

dom in America.

The City of Washington

Washington is a city of monu-
ments and shrines. The Washing-
ton Monument rises into the sky

five hundred and fifty-five feet. Near-

by are the Lincoln and Jefferson

Memorials, magnificent creations,

which recall the words of the Psalm-

ist:

Lord who shall dwell in thy Tabernacle,

Who shall rest upon thy Holy Hill?

The Capitol is the crowning glory

of Washington. The great dome
surmounted by a colossal figure of

Freedom can be seen for many miles.

The city of Washington became

the seat of our national government

in 1800. The Capitol is surrounded

by many noble buildings, including

the Congressional Library and the

Supreme Court Building, with its
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two front pediments bearing the in-

scriptions :

Equal justice under the law.

Justice the guardian of liberty.

In the Congressional Library are

many thousands of original manu-
scripts, including the original copies

of the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution of the United
States.'

Down the beautiful Potomac river

is Mount Vernon, a "beloved place/'

There you may see the old home and
rooms made sacred by the Washing-
ton family. A few rods to the south

of the house is Washington's tomb,

and above the portal are these words

:

I am the resurrection and the life; he
that believeth in me though he were dead,

yet shall he live.

As we leave the city of Washing-
ton, we think of the^lines of John
Ruskin, as found in his "Lamb of

Memory":
Therefore when we build, let us think

that we build forever. Let it not be for

present delight, nor for present use alone,

let it be such work as our descendants will

thank us for, and let us think . . . that

men will say as they look upon the labor,

"See! this our fathers did for us."

(i) Note: Due to the war, valuable

historic documents have been removed.

But we must cross the continent

to our western land, where there are

other shrines and monuments. In

Portland, Oregon, is the beautiful

monument of Sacajewea, the little

Shoshone Indian girl who led Lewis

and Clark across the continent by

way of the Missouri and Columbia
rivers—1803-1806.

Over rude paths beset -with hunger and
risk, she passed on toward the vision of a

better country. To an assembly of men
busy with the perishable rewards of the

day, she brought the three-fold leaven of

enduring society—faith, gentleness, and
home, with the nurture of children.

If time permits, this lesson also

presents an opportunity to class

leaders for a discussion of our own
Church shrines and monuments.

Questions for Discussion

1. Why do people build monuments
and shrines?

2. What are some of the monuments
you have seen and admire? (It may be a

building or a sacred spot that makes its

appeal to you.)

3. Why do you think France presented

to the United States the beautiful statue

in New York City harbor?

4. Can you name three famous sculptors

of Utah who have created beautiful monu-
ments?

5. Who are some of the great American

sculptors?

(general ^Presidents of Lrieuef Society
(For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries

other than the United States, in lieu of social science lessons.)

Amy Brown Lyman

Eighth Relief Society President

Lesson 8

(Tuesday, May 25, 1943)

'HEN Amy Brown was eleven ant Grove. Fifty-three years later, in

years old, she became secretary London, Amy Brown Lyman was

of the Primary Association in Pleas- surprised and thrilled to receive

W^
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from the Brigham Young University

in Provo, the Distinguished Alum-

nus Award as ''an expression of es-

teem for meritorious achievements,

which have brought honor and dis-

tinction to Alma Mater and inspira-

tion to her Alumni." Only one other

woman has been so honored. On
January i, 1940, Mrs. Lyman was

honored by being appointed and set

apart as general president of the Lat-

ter-day Saint Relief Society. It was

not by chance that these three ex-

periences came to her; it was, rather,

that the growing girl and woman
kept the path on which the child

had set her feet at a tender age. That
was the path of service, of devotion

to the Gospel, of excelling at the

task at hand. Amy Brown excelled

because she was both gifted and am-
bitious. She was the good servant

who used to the best advantage the

talents with which the Master had
entrusted her. Quick, both mentally

and physically, and unafraid of hard

work, she utilized every opportunity

for learning.

Amy Lyman owes part of her suc-

cess to her inheritance and to wise

parental direction. She was born
February 7, 1872, in the pretty, fer-

tile town of Pleasant Grove, Utah,

at the foot of towering Mount Tim-
panogos with its mantle of perpetual

snow. Her father, John Brown,
when converted to Mormonism, was
a school teacher, preparing for the

Baptist ministry. He served for al-

most a generation both as bishop

and mayor of Pleasant Grove. He
was honorable, self-controlled,

gentlemanly, and deeply religious.

In his large family every principle

and practice of the Gospel was strict-

ly observed. Sister Lyman's advice

to girls who sometimes feel to ques-

tion certain points of doctrine or

procedure has always been, ''When

in doubt, be orthodox."

Amy's mother, Margaret Zimmer-

man Brown, was the daughter of a

German university graduate who
came to America for greater free-

dom. The Zimmerman ancestors in

Germany had held high offices at

court and were professional men,

writers, and educators. No wonder

Amy Brown was an outstanding

teacher. Nor need we be surprised

at the literary style of her charming

and honest autobiography, pub-

lished in The Relief Society Maga-

zine during the centennial year of

the Society, 1942.

Margaret Brown loved culture and

education, and a well-ordered home.

Even under difficult pioneer condi-

tions, she taught her daughters to be

clean, thrifty, and industrious house-

keepers. Despite all of Mrs. Lyman's

public work, she has made her dwell-

ing a house of order always, and a

genuine and hospitable home.

Mrs. Brown was a natural man-

ager, and even when a partial invalid

confined to her bed, not only direct-

ed her own household, but—sought
out by neighbors and friends-

helped to settle many personal and

community problems as well. Like

her mother, Mrs. Lyman has had

the ability to follow the personal

lives of a host of friends, rejoicing

intimately with them, and often

weeping a quiet tear for their sor-

rows.

Mrs. Brown once helped to or-

ganize and find an instructor for a

class in nursing and obstetrics for

the benefit of the women of Pleas-

ant Grove. Daughter Amy returned

from her year's teaching in Provo,

worn out and anticipating a rest.
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But no, her mother informed her a personal chat, President Lyman,

that she was to enter the nursing Richard, and Amy.

class next morning. Amy was there. Amy returned to Salt Lake City

obedient and ready to add to her and taught school. Then, in 1896,
store of practical knowledge. Al- she married Richard Lyman, head of

ready she could milk cows, tend the Civil Engineering Department-
pigs, chickens, and a garden, dry ^f the University of Utah. She made
fruits, sew, cook, wash and iron, a charming home for him, which she
There was, however, some time for also opened to his four motherless
recreation, such as picnics, dances, brothers and sisters attending school
candy pulls, or home dramatic en- ^^ Salt Lake. Mrs. Lyman herself

tertainments. took some work at the University of

A FTER completing the elementary Utah, and in 1902-04, when she ac-

^ schools in Pleasant Grove, Amy companied her husband East for

spent some of her happiest years at
post-graduate work, she also attended

the Brigham Young Academy in ^^^sses at the University of Chicago

Provo. Her hungry mind was fed by ^^^ ^^ Cornell,

able teachers, especially the gifted The Lymans had two children,

Dr. Karl G. Maeser, head of the in- Wendell, deceased, whose daughter,

stitution, at whose home she was Amy Kathryn, has been a member of

privileged to board. The spirit of the her grandparents' household since

Gospel permeated every activity of infancy, and Margaret, wife of the

that Church school, and gave new celebrated organist, Alexander

meaning to the age-old problems ^cnreiner.

with which educators struggle. Sister Lyman was called to the Re-

While at the Academy, Amy be- lief Society General Board in 1909.

came engaged to a fellow student, She has served as assistant secretary,

handsome Richard R. Lyman, now general secretary, and first counse-

an apostle. He later went East to lor, as well as president. Possessing

study engineering, while Amy ^ strong sense of the importance of

taught for four years in the training records and history. Sister Lyman

school of the Academy. She also had the Relief Society minutes from

gave instruction in needlework and ^^4^ *« ^9^^ copied, indexed, and

physical education, and was matron ^ound in uniform covers. She col-

for a time. lected much valuable material, had

In 1895 Amy accompanied her stake reports bound in volumes, and

prospective father-in-law. President arranged a comprehensive ward rec-

Francis M. Lyman, to Ann Arbor, ^^^ ^ook which systematized the

Michigan, for Richard's graduation work of secretaries and treasurers,

exercises. Richard was one of the She was chairman of the committee

most popular students in the school, which prepared the Relief Society

and this was a time of romance, Handbook. Similar record books and

charming companions, social func- handbooks were compiled for the

tions, and pretty clothes. James B. European missions while she offi-

Angell, the university president, re- ciated there,

ceived most cordially in his office for During World War I, Mrs. Ly-
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man, as a Relief Society welfare

worker, took a course in social work

in Denver given by the Red Cross, as

preparation for aiding the families

of Latter-day Saint soldiers and sail-

ors. Since then, she has given much
attention to social work, taking

courses, supervising Relief Society

social work, and teaching classes of

Relief Society women, to demon-

strate improved methods in social

work.

Mrs. Lyman has been a Utah rep-

resentative at many National Con-

ferences of Social Work, and also

holds a membership in Pi Gamma
Mu, National Honorary Social Sci-

ence Society of America.

Mrs. Lyman carried her desire for

human betterment into the Utah
State Legislature, where she was a

representative in 1923 and chairman

of Public Health. Later she worked
for the establishment of the Utah
State Training School for sub-nor-

mal children and when this was ef-

fected, she became a member of its

board of trustees.

Mrs. Lyman is listed in "Who's
Who." Many times she has been a

delegate to the National Council of

Women, and has held the offices of

recording secretary, auditor, and
third vice-president of this organiza-

tion. Three times the national

president has appointed her a dele-

gate to the International Council of

Women. The last two meetings, in

Jugoslavia and Scotland, occurred

during her residence in Europe
when President Richard R. Lyman
was presiding over the European
Mission. The delegates were enter-

tained by royalty, and met many per
sons of international note.

Sister Lyman visited all the Lat-

ter-day Saint missions of Europe,

giving encouragement and help to

the faithful women there. In Great

Britain, where she traveled frequent-

ly to the various conferences, she

was greatly admired and beloved.

For two years Sister Lyman and
her Board have exerted every effort

to make the Relief Society Centen-

nial memorable. Membership was

increased from 75,000 in 1938 to

115,000 in 1942. Even though war

conditions required the cancellation

of conference plans including an

elaborate pageant, beautiful ward
programs were carried out, and
phonograph records with personal

greetings from President Lyman and

a blessing and benediction from

President Heber
J.

Grant were sent

to the wards and to branches

wherever possible. At Sister Lyman's

suggestion, hardwood trees were

planted throughout the Church in

commemoration of the occasion.

The General Board planted an

English elm on Temple Square in

Salt Lake City. An anthology of

verse by Mormon women, and a

commemorative book of Relief So-

ciety activities of the century, were

published. Souvenir plates were

made, picturing the first Relief So-

ciety meeting. Three interesting

and informative broadcasts reached

thousands of listeners over radio

station KSL. In spite of the disap-

pointment of altered plans, the

seventeenth of March 1942 was a

memorable occasion throughout the

Church.

Sister Lyman is especially well

equipped to be general president of

the Relief Society. Her life-long fi-

delity to the Gospel, her thirty-three

years' service on the Board, her thor-
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ough education and executive abil-

ity, and her faith in the Gospel and
obedience to the Priesthood—all are

of value. Her personal charm, beau-

ty, and sense of humor, her ability

to cooperate, her common sense

and generous appreciation of the

efforts of her associates—these quali-

ties also have their place. Of special

importance is her honest and far-

reaching outlook on social and eco-

nomic questions, v^hich—of crucial

importance today—will sorely vex

the post-war world. The wisdom,

faith, experience, and efficiency of

Sister Lyman qualify her to preside

over the Relief Society at this time.
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WAR
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War,
Gaunt shadow of iniquity,

What stagnant pool of conscience

Nourishes you,

Carries your feverish breath

From land to land!

What weakness

In our body politic

Admits your germ.

Accepts your death.

Deplores you,

Brings you back eternally!

Tonight your heavy gloom

Engulfs the world.

An hundred thousand men
Clad in olive, green, and blue.

Toss in narrow bunks

And wait tomorrow's doom.

In homes.

From vacant beds and chairs

Your huge, unseeing eyes

Gape ceaselessly.

Your empty presence

Stalks by maidens trudging home.

From silent phones

Your hollow voice booms
Tonelessly.

War,
Mad, shapeless Frankenstein,

You are here tonight

Breathing fire and hate and hell.

Thrusting your venomous fangs

Into the lungs of civilization—

You are here, and
We shudder at your shame,

Loath your passion.

Fear your hungry jaws.

And still with fervid steps.

Build your strength,

Nourish you
With tanks, and planes, and men,
Endure you—
To keep us free!



"In God We Trust
yj

urrxUE inscription In God We
Trust' first appeared on our

coins during the administration of

Abraham Lincoln. It seems to have

been inspired by the periods of

thanksgiving and prayer which were

proclaimed at intervals during the

war. A few days after the first obser-

vance of a national Thanksgiving

Day, occurring on the last Thursday

in November, 1863, a movement was

put on foot which found its culmina-

tion in an act passed April 22, 1864,

providing for the familiar slogan on

our metal money.
'Thus two significant contribu-

tions to the religious life of the na-

tion were accomplished during the

administration of Lincoln. The set-

ting apart of one day in each year

which has become our annual

Thanksgiving Festival and the im-

printing upon our coins a motto

which indicates that ours is a nation

with religious ideals.

''A clergyman by the name of M.
R. Watkinson, who lived at Riddley-

ville, Pennsylvania, possibly was the

first one to make a direct appeal to

the Secretary of the Treasury of the

United States with respect to placing

on its coins an appropriate religious

inscription. Under the date of

November 13, 1861, he wrote observ-

ing that 'One fact touching our cur-

rency has hitherto been seriously

overlooked. I mean the recognition

of the Almighty God in some form
on our coins.' Watkinson's thought
was that the words 'God, liberty, law'

might suffice with the 'all seeing eye'

somewhere displayed on the coins.

"One week after Mr. Ghase re-

ceived this letter from the Pennsyl-

vania clergyman, he addressed a note

to James Pollock, Director of the

mint, ... in which he expressed the

following sentiment, 'No nation can

be strong except in the strength of

God, nor safe except in His defense.

The trust of our people in God
should be declared on our national

coins. You will cause a device to be

prepared without unnecessary delay

with a motto expressing in the fewest

and tersest words possible, this na-

tional recognition.' . . .

"... these words of Lincoln must
have inspired both Chase and Pol-

lock to further action:

Whereas, the Senate devoutly recognizing

the supreme authority and just government

of Almighty God in all the affairs of men
and of nations, has by a resolution request-

ed the President to designate and set apart

a day for national prayer and humiliation:

And Whereas, it is the duty of nations

as well as of men to own their dependence

upon the overruhng power of God; to con-

fess their sins and transgressions in humble
sorrow, yet with assured hope that genuine

repentance will lead to mercy and pardon;

and to recognize the sublime truth, an-

nounced in the Holy Scriptures and proven

by all history, that those nations only are

blessed whose God is the Lord: . .
.'

"... after many conferences and

the preparation of a lengthy memo-
randum by Mr. Pollock, steps were

taken to bring about the desired end.

The necessity of a very brief inscrip-

tion was submitted and such phrases

as, 'God Our Trust,' 'Our Gountry;

Our God,' and 'In God We Trust'

were suggested in the memorandum,
with a preference for the first one

mentioned. Mr. Ghase, however,

preferred the last one, believing that

'In God We Trust' would be 'more

effective and direct.' . .

.

"On April 22, 1864, an act was

Page 149
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passed which authorized the coin-

age of a two-cent piece, the inscrip-

tion and size of the coin to be fixed

by the director of the mint. This

now obscure piece of money was the

first coin to bear the inscription, 'In

God We Trust/

"Just about a month before the as-

Here are Five

GREAT

BDDKS
GOSPEL STANDARDS,
by Pres. Heber J. Grant $2.25

THIS DAY—AND ALWAYS
by Richard L. Evans .... 1.50

IN THE GOSPEL NET
by Dr. lohn A. Widtsoe 1 .25

UNTO THE HILLS

by Richard L. Evans... 1.50

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
by Joseph Fielding

Smith 1.25

Order now

—

THE BOOKCRAFT CO.
P. O. Box 63, Salt Lake City, Utah
Please send the books checked

above

D Send C.O.D.

n $ Check or Money
Order enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS _

sassination of Lincoln^ Congress

passed on an act which made it law-

ful for the mint to place the motto

'In God We Trust' on each coin

which had available space where the

inscription might be displayed.

"Among all the American coins

which have carried the memorable
inscription, on no one of them does

it stand out more prominently than

on the Illinois Centennial memorial

half-dollar, coined in 1918. . . . Here
one may see on the obverse side of

the coin, an excellent portrait of

Abraham Lincoln and also the mot-

to, In God We Trust/
"

Courtesy "Lincoln Lore," pub-

lished by the Lincoln National Life

Insurance Company, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.

MDHMDIV
HANDICRAFT

'SifLShjop.
21 West South Temple Street

Salt Lake City. Utah

RARE HAND-MADE
GIFTS

QUALITY ONLY HANDS CAN
PRODUCE

Genuine Water-color Pictures—Aprons

that are Different — Unique Pioneer

Dolls—Hand-knit Sweaters—Beautiful

Quilts—Unusual Articles in Felt—Rugs,

and Many Other Lovely Gifts

Sponsored by

RELIEF SOCIETY
GENERAL BOARD



STREAMLINED
COURSES?

The L. D. S. Business College
has always featured . stream-
lined courses; but during these
war times our training is more
intensive than ever.

Whether you are a beginner
or an advanced student, there
is a place where you can start

training or reviewing to the
best advantage

—

right now.

Write for our bulletin.

LD.S. BUSINESS
COLLEGE
Salt Lake City

QUESTIONS TO

ASK ABOUT THE

BIBLE YOU BUY

1$ it the authorized (King
James) version ?

H Is the paper of good quality

and opaque ?

3 Is type clear and readable?

A Is the binding sturdy— and
flexible ?

5 Does it contain helpful sup-

plementary features?

^r4^ SINCE 1863

yjAf Your Bible Bookstore

d Tlsw £ooL

mimm
II THE HOME
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Alice Money Bailey

Miracle!—that Tulips flood these hours

With joy. Last night insidious cold crept south

With icy spears to stab the hearts of flowers;

Terror walked the earth to numb the mouth

Of spring. But firm this small battalion stood.

Too long they waited in the dark for breath

Of life and blossoming, to taste the good

Of earth, of ultimate—to yield to death

Or fear. How could these valiant pygmies know

Such giant strength: tenacity to form

A patterned life, and courage, kept through snow.

For flaunting scarlet banners after storm!
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Compassionate Service

Elder George Albert Smith

Member of the Council of the Twelve

"Inasmuch as ye do it unto the least of these."

ONE hundred years ago, in the

then thriving city of Nauvoo,

Illinois, the greatest associa-

tion in the world for the benefit of

women was brought into being. Or-

ganized by tlte Prophet Joseph

Smith, who two years later gave his

life as a martyr for truth, this splen-

did benevolent association has con-

tinued to grow until today it num-
bers 115,000 of the most unselfish

and intelligent women to be found

in the world. The city of its birth,

at that time the largest in the state

of Illinois, had a population of more
than 20,000. It was later destroyed

by mob violence and the good peo-

ple responsible for building and nam-
ing it were driven into the wilder-

ness. They traveled more than

1 500 miles over the plains and moun-
tains, through a country infested

with Indians and wild animals. They
arrived in the desolate Salt Lake Val-

ley and began again to lay the foun-

dation of civilization.

Today Nauvoo is a village of ap-

proximately 1,000 people, without a

railroad or street car line. But the

Relief Society that was cruelly driven

out with the Church has continued

to grow until it has units in hun-

dreds of cities and villages in many
parts of the world. For each indi-

vidual now living in Nauvoo, the

Relief Society has more than 100

members. They are fine citizens of

many nations and islands of the sea.

The teachings and ideals of the So-

ciety are an inspiration to all women
who apply them in their lives, re-

gardless of where they live or to what

race or creed they may belong. No
matter how many virtues one may
possess, the teachings of the Society

encourage the acquisition of more,

perfection being the ultimate aim.

Your General Presidents have been

great souls, worthy to be called

daughters of God. They have been

chosen because of their intelligence

and willingness to serve unselfishly

for the benefit of all, and they have

sought to surround themselves with

women who have been willing, if

necessary, to travel to the remote

Page 153
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parts of the earth to supervise the

organization of societies to teach the

mothers of men how to fit into the

responsibihties of earth Hfe in a man-
ner pleasing to our Heavenly Father.

I have witnessed the results of Re-

lief Society influence at home and

abroad. My soul has been filled with

gratitude as I have observed the de-

velopment of those who are attempt-

ing to measure up to the standards

set by our Heavenly Father for his

daughters in the progressive program

of this great organization. My travels

have taken me from Alaska and Nor-

way in the far north to Australia and

New Zealand in the far south, and

to many of the nations between. I

have found the Relief Society oper-

ating for the benefit of all who would
participate both in and out of the

Church. The Organization has

functioned as an auxiliary in the larg-

est and strongest wards of the

Church and in the smallest branches

in all parts of the world where the

Gospel has been taught. It has been

an aid to the Priesthood and the

women have assisted in all charitable

work, particularly caring for their

own sex.

In many nations and upon the is-

lands of the sea I have observed the

members of your society in action,

encouraging the despondent, plead-

ing with the wayward, praying with

the sick and disabled, always un-

selfishly seeking the guidance and in-

spiration .of the Almighty for the

soul in distress.

Their ministrations are all-inclusive

from the cradle to the grave. In

remote branches of the Church your

associates have traveled through the

heat of summer and the cold of win-

ter to minister to the helpless and

needy. They have waded through

the mud and the snow, entirely un-

mindful of their own discomfort,

to nurse the sick, and in hundreds

of cases assuage the pain of women
in labor, and, in the absence of a doc-

tor or trained nurse, have delivered

babies and cared for the mother
successfully. The development and

accomplishments of the women of

this sisterhood are almost like a fairy

tale, so unusual is the story.

Women hold a place in civilization

no less important than men, and but

for their modesty and reserve, they

would often supersede men in many
important positions in government

and industry .-

npHE program of the Relief So-

ciety is developed in the interest

of all people. Realizing that the

home is the foundation of civiliza-

tion and happiness^ these women
exert a modifying influence calcu-

lated to make our homes havens of

rest and peace. All those dwelling

therein may enjoy, in some measure,

a taste of what heaven will be. Not
only does the Society function as a

benevolent organization but it aims

to develop in the human soul a love

of true religion. It encourages an

appreciation of art, literature, music,

science, and the beautifying and

sanctifying of home. This and much
more that enriches life is a part of

the Relief Society plan. True edu-

cation in every essential is sought

after. Women who have excelled

in some department of life gladly

share their information with those

less fortunate, the result being that

the second and third generations

have often enjoyed advantages they

could not have had but for the gen-
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eroLis women who have made them riage entered into the conversation

possible. and I explained to him that the mar-

The advice of the Prophet was that riage that was recognized as a Church

women should "provoke the brethren marriage by the Latter-day Saints

to good works/' In times like these was one not only for time but for

the members of the Relief Society eternity. I told him that we expect

should encourage their husbands and to enjoy our family life in immortal-

sons to do their full duty in sustain- ity, to associate with one another as

ing the ideals of the Church and the parents and children in the Celestial

nation, and in doing their full part Kingdom right here on this earth

to maintain what is still left of civili- throughout the ages of eternity. I

zation. The self-sacrifice of the mem- explained that in due time all ex-

bers has been a bulwark against sel- pected to pass away; but the Lord

fishness and has been a great strength had revealed to us that those who
to the Church from the time of its were worthy would be permitted to

inception. Cheerfulness is a char- continue their lives in immortality

acteristic of the sisters who visit upon this earth when it has been

among the people, and because of cleansed and purified and becomes

their love and tactfulness many a the Celestial Kingdom. Husbands
dull day has been brightened in will have their wives, wives will have

homes where women were sad and their husbands, and parents and

where, due to overwork and other children will enjoy eternal compan-

distresscs, women were discouraged, ionship. I will never forget the fervor

No other group in all the world with which he expressed himself

has rendered more desirable service when he said, ''If all the world could

in time of need. In all parts of the know that and believe it, what a

worid women have discharged their difference it would make in the treat-

obligations as wives and mothers, ment that men and women would

looking largely to the benefits to accord to each other, and that par-

be derived in mortality; but I know ents would bestow upon their chil-

of no other organization that pro- dren."

grams for and insists that women These things are known to Relief

should be given opportunities equal Society sisters, and knowing it, you
to men in the same wholesome way have power to bring peace and com-
that has been enjoyed by your mem- fort, happiness and satisfaction, to

bership. The lives of women in the those who need you where other

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- women would fail entirely. You are

day Saints, and that of course means to be congratulated that you possess

all our women, have been precious the knowledge that every good thing

to the men because they expect to that the people of the world enjoy,

have their companionship through- you may enjoy, and in addition that

out the ages of eternity. you may draw near to your Heaven-

ly Father in prayer, and begin the

f JPON one occasion I was talking consecration of your lives right here

^ to a man who was a great phil- on earth and be prepared for eternal

3pthropist. The (jqestiqn of maf- happiness in the Celestial Kingdom,
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Your strength is not in might but in

the power of righteousness.

The faithful, progressive members
of ReHef Society will be given added
courage and strength to meet the

problems of today that parallel those

which confronted the Relief Society

in its inception. In the beginning

you were asked to help in the Latter-

day Saint struggle for freedom and
progress. Today you do not have

to struggle alone, but lend your ef-

forts, and lead the way for millions

of women throughout this war torn

world who are giving their all to

preserve freedom and democracy.

In different parts of the world

families are being exiled. Men and
women are being shipped to war
zones. The adversary of all right-

eousness is spreading destruction.

The devoted women of the Soci-

ety may wield great influence in

strengthening their husbands, broth-

ers, and sons in their patriotic con-

tributions and their determination

to be worthy of their heritage.

It is not only your privilege but

your duty, as the hard-working do-

mestic executive in your family, to

take advantage of every intelligent

program placed in your hands. New,
modern, scientific courses in nutri-

tion are available without expense.

Be certain that you transfer your

training into your daily life, thus

protecting your families from mal-

nourishment in the lean years ahead.

The current courses in home
nursing will teach you to skilfully

care for your own afflicted loved ones

in a correct manner. Thus it will

relieve the crowded condition in

hospitals and leave more space for

the acutely afflicted who need skilled

and scientific attention,

It is important that you complete

the new course in first aid and can-

teen work. No one can tell when or

where that information may be of

utmost value to you or your com-

munity. Nurses' aids are needed in

local hospitals all over the nation

to help replace those who have left

for active war duty. This instruc-

tion is available, and whenever and

wherever you have the time, train-

ing, and opportunity, it is desirable

for you to volunteer in this fine hu-

manitarian service.

By doing home canning you will

relieve the pressure on industry.

More canned foods will be available

for our own armed forces and our op-

pressed Allies.

It is essential that your ward

emergency program be completed,

your war chest filled, and first-aid

kits prepared for every home situ-

ated in dangerous areas. All of

these things are ''firsts.'' Then if

your time, talents, and energy can

be budgeted to help in the war in-

dustry and you can make this addi-

tional contribution, knowing your

home is not neglected, do so and our

Heavenly Father will reward you for

your added efforts.

No matter where you work or in

what manner you serve, be sure that

you keep your word. Give loo per

cent service and always be depend-

able. Once you have accepted an

assignment, no matter how large or

small, never fail to perform your

part. You may think that you are

only a small link in the chain of co-

operative effort but remember no

chain is stronger than its weakest

link.

A S you face the second year of the

second century of Relief Society
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follow the pattern of your sisters who
started the first year of the first cen-

tury, and anchor your faith in God.
Be helpful, prayerful, humble, and

full of courage. Democracy is at

stake, and it will be your duty to

bolster the morale of your own fami-

lies, allay their fears, supplant terror

and uncertainty with faith, and smil-

ingly meet the dawn of each day

until victory is won.

I have no way of expressing to you
my admiration and appreciation for

the wonderful service that your or-

ganization has rendered under al-

most every conceivable circum-

stance through which men and wom-
en are required to pass. In the pal-

aces of the rich and in the modest
homes of the poor, you radiate the

same sweet influence and bestow the

same smile of approbation for the

good things that you see as you
mingle among your associates. The
riches of eternity will flow to every

one of you, who, as a daughter of

Zion, honors her Heavenly Father

and seeks to be worthy of His love.

« ^

AWAKENING

Norma Wiathall

Before warm April's sun begins to glow

Trees send their sap above the melting snow;

Long dormant roots arouse, make haste at last

Deep into yielding earth, now winter's past;

While yet it's cold the pussy willows start;

Trees know when it is spring; so may the heart.

Roused from old grief or from dreams half begun.

Send living tendrils to faith's glowing sun.
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''The House of the Lord Shall Be

Established in the Top of the

Mountains''

Ann P. Nihley

Member of Relief Society General Board

THE annual conference of the struggling for existence in a desert

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- land. Because of these many diffi-

day Saints, held in April, 1893, culties and hardships the work was

fifty years ago, was an historic event, delayed until almost six years after

It was the occasion of the comple- the arrival of the pioneers. On Feb-

tion and dedication of the great Salt ruary 14, 1853, when the site was

Lake Temple. For more than forty finally dedicated and the ground was

years the Saints had labored, under broken, the occasion was one of

almost insurmountable difficulties, greatest rejoicing,

to complete this sacred structure; On the 6th of April, 1853, the

now it was finished, and stood as ''an corner stones were laid. During these

object of wonder, and admiration to ceremonies of thanksgiving many
the visitor, and a subject of sanctify- civic and military organizations took

ing joy and righteous pride to the part, ''there were processions with

people, whose sacrifice and effort had bands of music and solemn services

given it being." with prayer." However, the work
On July 28, 1847, four days after now so eagerly begun was not to be

the arrival of the first group of pio- continued without further delay. In

neers, on the desolate site which is the spring of 1858 the coming of

now beautiful Salt Lake City, Presi- Johnston's Army to Utah "had been

dent Brigham Young, while walking heralded with dire threats of vio-

over the ground where the temple lence,"—the saints had not forgotten

now stands, thrust his "cane into the the "harrowing scenes" of persecu-

parched soil and exclaimed, 'Here tion in Missouri and Illinois and
we will build the Temple of our rather than suffer a repetition of

God.' " From that time this place these events they prepared to aban-

became known as Temple Block and don their homes and seek refuge in

the people looked upon it as "hal- the desert. "In the saddening prep-

lowed ground." aration for departure the people care-

At the general conference of the fully covered the foundation work
Church in April 1851, the construe- on the site of the Temple; excava-

tion of the temple was approved by tions were refilled and every vestige

official vote. Let us remember that of masonry was obscured. . . . When
this decision was made by a group the covering up process was com-
of impoverished and isolated people, plete, the site showed nothing more
menaced by hostile Indians and attractive than a remote resemblance

Page 159
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ONE OF FOUR MAIN DOORS OF
SALT LAKE TEMPLE

The lower panel is of oak and the up-

per two are of bevelled plate glass pro-

tected by bronze grills of intricate pattern

carrying the beehive motif.

The doorstep, hardware attachments,

and doorknobs are of bronze.

to the barren stretch of a roughly

plowed field."

Fortunately a peaceable agreement

was made between the people and

the army, and in July 1858 the Saints

returned to their homes. Later when
resuming the work on the temple it

was found that the material used in

the foundation was not of a stable

character. Consequently, by years

of toil it was removed, and stone of

better quality was substituted.

In 1877, at which time the granite

walls of the great structure had
reached a height of twenty feet,

President Brigham Young, the be-

loved leader, passed away. For an-

other decade the work was carried on

by his successor. President John Tay-

lor and thereafter was continued un-

der the direction of Wilford Wood-
ruff, the fourth president of the

Church.

Work now went on with little in-

terruption. However circumstances

at times conspired to retard and make
the progress slow, ''but when in

place of three or four yoke of oxen

being necessary to the transportation

of a single stone from the quarry

twenty miles distant, there came the

change of conditions wrought by the

railroad, the walls grew with greater

rapidity and when at length the

time came for the laying of the cap-

stone . . . the anxiety of the people

to complete the structure seemed to

burst forth like a pent up flood."

On April 6, 1892, at one of the

greatest gatherings ever to take place

in Utah, the capstone of the temple

was placed in position. 'The day

marked the close of the annual con-

ference, and was hallowed by all the

observances of solemn assembly. As

a preliminary to the principal cere-

mony, a vast congregation had as-

sembled in the Tabernacle at an

early hour, and in this assembly the

several organizations of the Priest-

hood occupied distinctive places on

the main floor while the galleries

were reserved for the accommoda-

tions of the general public.

"At the close of an impressive serv-

ice the multitude proceeded in form-

al procession to the open space on

the south side of the Temple, where

a temporary platform had been erect-

ed with the flag of the nation waving

above. An adjoining stand accommo-
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dated the choir which numbered

over 200 singers. There was band

music of the highest order and every

essential element of fervent worship

combined with joyous celebration

had been provided."

Over 40,000 people were on the

Temple Block to celebrate this occa-

sion, while many thousands more,

unable to find a place, stood in the

streets or looked down from windows
and roofs of surrounding buildings.

One year from this notable event

the last ''finishing touches" to the

interior of the sacred and beloved

structure were made, and on the

evening of the 5th of April, the day

preceding the dedication, the ma-
jestic temple, now completed, was

opened for general inspection. On
this occasion not onlv were members
of the Church admitted but hundreds

of ''honorable" men and women who
did not belong to the Church were

invited to pass through.

When the great day for the dedi-

cation arrived, the Saints gathered

from far and near until it was esti-

mated that at least 25,000 people

had come to the city to witness the

ceremonies. Elder James E. Tal-

mage relates:

"On the morning of the 6th of

April, 1893, Wilford Woodruff,

President of the Church, led the

way through the southwest door into

the sacred precincts. . . . He was fol-

lowed by general authorities of the

Church and these in turn by other

Church officials and such members
as had been especially designated to

take part in the first dedication serv-

ice. Of the tens of thousands of

Saints who desired to be present,

whose rightful privilege it was to at-

tend, but few could be accommodat-

ed on the day of the dedication. The
assembly room, which with its vest-

ries occupies the entire floor, had

been furnished with seating accomo-

dations for 2,252 persons. It was

arranged therefore that services be

repeated twice daily to continue

from April 6th until all who were

C^ALT Lake Temple.

Dedication Services.

. . . ADMIT . ONE • . •

Thursday, April 6th, 1893.
MORNING SESSION.

CARD OF ADMITTANCE TO DEDICATION SERVICES
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entitled to admission had had oppor- of the Saints and the condition of

tnnity to be present." the Church at the time. . . .

At the first service, the official -A large pipe organ had been set

dedication, the dedicatory prayer up in the assembly room, and served
was offered by President Wilford as an accompaniment to the Choir
Woodruff. This dedicatory prayer of [300] selected voices, by whom
was read at each succeeding session, the anthems and the hymns, especi-
One paragraph of this beautiful ally composed for the occasion were
prayer follows:

-

rendered. The essential and char-

''We come before Thee with joy acteristic feature of the service was,

and thanksgiving, with spirits jubi- of course, the offering of the dedica-

lant and hearts filled with praise, tory prayer, and to this were added
that Thou has permitted us to see brief addresses by officials of the

this day, for which, during these Church. Throughout the service

forty years, we have hoped and toiled ran the solemn refrain, which was
and prayed, when we can dedicate voiced in anthem, sermon, and
unto Thee this house, which we have prayer: THE HOUSE OF THE
built to Thy most glorious name. LORD IS COMPLETED.' "

One year ago we set the capstone. These words were uttered by El-

with shouts of Hosanna to God and der B. H. Roberts at the conference
the Lamb. And today we dedicate meeting preceding the dedication:
the whole unto Thee, with all that "As the ruins of the Temples erect-

pertains unto it, that it may be holy ed by the ancient inhabitants of this

in Thy sight; that it may be a house land today, testify of a God fearing

of prayer, a house of praise and of people, so will the Salt Lake Temple
worship; that Thy glory may rest stand for centuries to come as a grand
upon it; that Thy Holy Presence may monument of the faith, union, and
be continually in it; that it may be unselfishness of the Saints of the
the abode of Thy Well-Beloved Son, Latter-days; and preach to the strang-

our Savior; that the angels who stand er who shall visit our beautiful valley

before Thy face may be the hallowed in times to come, a sermon so pow-
messengers who shall visit it, bear- erful and convincing, that thousands
ing to us Thy wishes and Thy will, will acknowledge the hand of the

that it may be sanctified and conse- Lord in connection with the labor

crated in all its parts unto Thee, the performed by the Saints, and lead

God of Israel, the Almighty ruler them to embrace the truth."

of mankind. And we pray Thee that Ages ago, in far off Judea, the

all people who enter upon the Prophet Micah predicted that "in

threshold of this. Thine house, may the last days the mountain of the
feel Thy power, and be constrained house of the Lord shall be estab-

to acknowledge that Thou hast lished in the top of the mountains,
sanctified it, that it is Thy house." and it shall be exalted above the hills;

"This prayer itself is at once a ser- and people shall flow unto it . .

."

mon and a supplication; it is expres- The dedication of the Salt Lake

sive of the inmost thoughts of the Temple marked the fulfillment of

people; it is an epitome of the history this ancient prophecy.



The Angel Moroni

An Epic in Bronze Which Breathes the Very Essence of Revealed Rehgion

Elder Levi Edgar Young

Member of the First Council of Seventy

ON the capstone of the center pressed as one of the teachings of

tower of the Salt Lake Temple the Book of Mormon, that nothing

stands Cyrus Dallin's heroic elevates the soul or raises it to ador-

figure of the Angel Moroni. The ation more than the striving for per-

theme of the rich bronze piece is fection, which unites man to God.

crystallized in the words of John the Dallin believes himself to be more

Revelator: 'And I saw another religious in creating beautiful har-

angel fly in the midst of heaven, hav- monious human bodies, than by

ing the evedasting gospel to preach dreaming over the unsolved prob-

unto them that dwell on the earth, lems of life. To every creative artist

and to every nation, and kindred, comes ''the high moment of achieve-

and tongue, and people. Saying with ment,'' when the flame of genius

a loud voice. Fear God, and give glory burns most brightly. In the creating

to him; for the hour of his judgment of the Angel Moroni, Dallin reached

is come: and worship him that made a "high moment of achievement."

heaven, and earth, and the sea, and
the fountains of waters." HPHE sculptor Dallin was born in

The statue of the Angel expresses Springville, Utah, in 1863, and

a religious edification in keeping with when a small boy, he made models

the subject. In the open air, it raises with mud, found in the swamps of

its inspiring silhouette above the his native town. When nineteen

buildings of the street, and the de- years old, he was sent to Boston to

tails of the figure disappear in the study art, and in 1883, he won a

impression of the whole. A spiritual commission from the George Robert

energy emanates from the graceful White fund for the creation of a

body, as if it were flying through statue of Paul Revere. When Dal-

space. To really see the Angel, one lin was chosen in 1884 to execute the

must lose one's self in the power of statue, and plans were made to fi-

the spirit. The whole lifts one from nance it, $25,000 to be raised by

the earth to God, In the creation public subscription and $5,000 to be

of this majestic statue, Dallin's intro- contributed by the city, a rival sculp-

spective soul found its greatest ex- tor termed Dallin, then but twenty-

pression. Unless he were deeply re- two years of age, a "cowboy from

ligious he could not have created it. Utah" and said his model depicted

Its beauty is an expression of the pro- "an impossible man on an impossible

found theology of the Latter-day horse." The criticism served to blast

Saint Church teaching that "the spir- the project, and the campaign to

it and the body constitute the soul raise the $25,000 by subscription

of man." The truth is nobly ex- suffered a complete collapse. The
Page 163
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money was not raised and for nearly

fifty years the project was officially

dropped. Dallin sought various

mayors of Boston through the years

to induce them to appropriate funds

for the statue, and a few years ago,

he appealed to the Legislature, also

without success, to erect the statue

on the State House grounds.

Four years ago, he presented his

case to the five trustees of the city-

owned George Robert White fund,

who have the income of some $6,-

000,000 at their disposal for the erec-

tion of works of art. Mayor Tobin,

the present niayor of Boston, with the

other trustees of the fund, finally

accepted the Dallin statue, and the

end came to the sculptor's long

fought battle. The statue was final-

ly unveiled on Paul Revere Mall, in

the North End of Boston in 1941.

It is near the Revere historic home
and the old North Church, where
the lanterns were hung on that April

iiight in 1775, when Paul Revere

made his famous ride to Lexington

and Concord.

The work of Dallin is best known
from his statue of Lafayette which
was presented to France by the

American people. His ''Signal of

Peace'' was exhibited at the world's

Fair in Chicago in 1893, and it was
presented to the City of Boston by

prominent citizens of that city as a

memorial to the American Indian.

His statue of Massasoit, the Indian

chief who made a treaty of peace

with the Pilgrim Fathers in 1621,

stands at Plymouth Rock on the hill

immediately above the place of land-

ing of the Pilgrims in November
1620. His ''Medicine Man" was

shown at the International Exposi-

tion in Paris, 1900, which brought

the artist world-wide fame. It was

finally purchased for the Fairmont

Park of Philadelphia, although the

City of Vienna, in Austria, made
offers for it. This was the first time

that an American ever received an

offer for statuary from Europeans.

His "Appeal to the Great Spirit"

stands in front of the Museum of

Fine Arts in Boston. As you pass

on the highway through his native

town, Springville, you will see in the

Public Square, Dallin's beautiful

bust of his mother. It is a symbol

of the mother nurturing the sons of

men. The sweet dignity of her face,

the tenderness of her mouth, be-

speak in mute phrases her beautiful

unselfishness.

Mr. Dallin returned to his old

home in Springville in 1890, just

three years previous to the finishing

of the Salt Lake Temple. At the

request of President Wilford Wood-
ruff and others, he made the statue

of the Angel, which was shipped

from Boston. As he finished it, he

exclaimed: "This is my best, for

it is my noblest subject."
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The Gold Watch
Mary Ek Knowles

Third Prize, Relief Society Short Story Contest

"m

HEN old Tom Edwards,

night watchman for Bryson

and Laird's department store,

rang the station near the fur vault

the first time, Ben Phillips was set-

ting the time lock.

''How are things going, Tom?''

Ben called.

''Can't complain, Ben." Tom's
voice lacked its usual friendliness. He
couldn't explain why, but instinc-

tively he mistrusted the manager of

the Ready-To-Wear Department.

The man was just too good to be

true with his perfectly tailored

clothes, his sleek dark hair, his easy

smile, and his smooth flattering

voice.

"How is your wife since the weath-

er got cooler?"

That question stopped Tom who
was walking past as Ben locked the

fur vault. His blue eyes clouded.

"Not so good," he said slowly. "The
least chilly breeze is enough to cripple

her with rheumatism for days. Last

winter she had to use a cane. I'm
afraid she'll be worse this year."

Worry gnawed at Tom's mind. Poor
Annie! and with all her suffering, no
whining, just a patient smile that

fair tore your heart out.

"Why don't you take her to Flori-

da, Tom?" Ben Phillips pulled sev-

eral brightly colored travel folders

from his pocket and handed them to

the watchman. "Look through these.

Warm southern climate and sun-

shine are what she needs."

Tom reached for the folders.

"Why, thanks, Ben," he said looking

Page ]66

at the younger man with kinder eyes.

Perhaps his instinct had been wrong.

After all, he had nothing against

Phillips. Mr. Bryson and Mr. Laird

trusted him. Ben had been with the

store only one year, yet it was he who
locked the vault and carried a key to

the store on his key ring.

Tom took t^ie travel folders and

sighed. "Florida is the place for

Annie, all right, Ben. But I haven't

the means. There's been my son,

David's, schooling, and Annie's doc-

tor bills. No, Florida is out of my
reach, Ben."

Ben frowned and twirled his key

ring. "You've been here twenty-five

years. Seems to me, Tom, a pros-

perous store like this should do some-

thing special for you. Tell you what.

I'm going to suggest to Mr. Laird

that you be given a winter's vaca-

tion in Florida with all expenses paid

for you and your wife."

Tom's senses reeled. A vacation

in Florida with all expenses paid!

Then the night watchman came
down out of the clouds. The store

owed him no such grand present!

All these years it had given him
steady work and a short vacation

every year, with a turkey at Thanks-

giving and a small bonus at Christ-

mas.

"Thanks, Ben," he said, putting

the folders in his back pocket, "But

the firm owes me nothing!" With
a start he realized that he had halted

on his rounds and there were some
fifteen stations yet to ring in. He
took a large gold watch from his
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vest pocket and looked at it. ''I

must be going. Fm a little late on

my first round."

'That's an interesting watch,"

Ben remarked.

Late or not, Tom had to tell the

story. ''It was given to one of my
folks by King George III way back

in 1732." Tom Edwards displayed

the black Roman numerals and slen-

der gold hands of the timepiece that

had ticked off so many hours of his

sixty-eight years of life. He turned

the watch over and pointed to the

engraving. 'That's the Edwards

coat of arms."

"An oak tree and a sword. Honor

et Veritas," Ben read.

"Honor and Truth!" Old Tom
interpreted proudly. "When my
father handed me this he said, 'Son,

what Fm passing on to you is more

than just a gold watch. It is a name
untouched by shame or dishonor!'

And tomorrow," the watchman told

the department manager, "my son,

David, gets this watch as a present

when he graduates from medical

school."

Tom Edwards was a short man,

lean of body and face, yet as he

stood there, his straightness, some-

thing in the way he held his well-

shaped head with its mane of white

hair, gave him height and dignity.

"Quite an heirloom!" Ben said,

"but doesn't the loud ticking dis-

turb you?"

Tom chuckled as he replaced the

watch in his vest pocket. "So used

to it, I never hear it! Thanks again

for the folders." Turning quickly,

Tom stumbled over a large suitcase,

then righted himself and continued

on his rounds.

Later that night he studied the

MARY EK KNOWLES

travel folders while he was eating

his lunch. He sat on the wooden
bench at the foot of the stairs in the

basement of the store and slowly

turned the rainbow-colored pages.

Florida! His wistful eyes read every

line of description, missed no detail

of the vivid pictures. White beach-

es and green water . . . palm trees

against a blue sky . . . and sunshine,

always sunshine! Annie could sit

on the beach all day and feel the

sunshine soak into her body.

Reluctantly old Tom closed the

folder and set it next to his lunch

box. What was the good of wishing

for the moon. He had better for-

get Florida. He looked at his watch,

1 a.m. Time to start his round of

the store again. He creaked to his

feet, hooked his gun belt tighter.
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picked up his flashlight and started the suitcase and did the same thing.

climbing the stairs. Next, he removed a shiny brown fur

But the watchman could not for- coat and a glistening black fur coat

get Florida. The land of palm trees from their hangers in the vault, fold-

and sunshine continued to woo him. ed them carefully and placed them
He finally gave up the brief struggle in the suitcase,

and lapsed into dreaming. He tried Tom's hold on his gun tightened

to picture the look on Annie's face as he realized what Ben was doing,

if he should walk in and say, 'Tack Swapping cheap furs for expensive

your duds, girl. We're going to ones! Tom pushed the vault door

Florida for the winter!" The brown wide. ''Don't move, Phillips!"

eyes that suffering could not dim, The startled man straightened

would twinkle. "Tom," she'd say, with a jerk, his eyes round with com-
"how you do run on! Florida, land plete surprise. His face was a gray-

sake!" He would pick her up, then ish white. Then his scared eyes ap-

—she was such a frail little thing— praised the watchman's shabby
"I ain't foolin', Annie. We are clothes ... his gray hair. The color

a'goin'," he'd say. "Look at these returned to Ben's cheeks,

folders." "Hello, Tom," he said shakily.

The watchman came to the top of "Just thought I'd better check over

the third flight of stairs. A sheepish —

"

grin overspread his face, and he "I saw what you did, Ben!"

pulled at his ear. He was a great Ben avoided the stony look in the

one, mooning like a love-sick calf old man's eyes. He took a billfold

over Florida and his Annie until he from his coat. He extracted four

clean passed the first and second bills and held them out. "Forget

floors. By golly, that was the first you ever saw me in here."

time in all the years he'd been night Tom's figure stiffened and the

watchman that he hadn't registered muscles at the sides of his jaw

at the stations on the main and sec- twitched with fury,

ond floors first! "Don't be a sap, Edwards!" Ben
He was about to turn and walk croaked. "This is your chance to

down the stairs when a glow coming square things with the store. Twenty-
from the third floor fur vault at- five years you've worked for Bryson

tracted his attention. Tom's hand and Laird. You don't live in a man-
went to his gun and he tip-toed sion on the hill as they do; your wife

noiselessly toward the light. doesn't wear fur coats and diamonds;

The partly open vault door re- your son didn't have his education

vealed Ben Phillips. For a moment handed to him on a silver platter!

Tom stood and watched him, puz- "I had everything perfectly

zled. Ben took a brown fur coat planned. Listen—" Ben's cracked

from a large suitcase, the very suit- voice hurried on. Beads of perspira-

case Tom had stumbled over, and tion stood out on his forehead as he

placed it on a hanger in the vault explained his scheme for the perfect

along with dozens of other fur coats, crime: the gaining of the complete

Then he took a black fur coat from confidence of the store's owners;
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checking on the night watchman's

movements; and chatting eariier in

the evening so that later, when the

theft was discovered, Tom would

testify that he had seen Ben locking

the vault. But Ben had set the time

clock for 1 a.m. and after switching

the furs, he had planned to re-set it

for the usual 8 : 30 in the morning so

nobody would supect him.

The travel folders! Tom no longer

heard Ben's smooth voice. Even
they had been given to make Tom
more friendly toward the man he

distrusted. Yes, it would have been

the perfect crime if those same Flori-

da folders hadn't made him walk as

in a dream up to the third floor first,

as he'd never done before.

'1 can give you enough money to

keep you for life!" Ben pleaded.

'Tou could take Annie to Florida,

Tom! Florida—"

Ben Phillips hurried to paint on
the watchman's mind a picture of

Annie walking along the boardwalk

with him, or sitting in a rocking

chair crocheting, while the kind sun

beat down on her thin body. A life

in cozy auto courts with red-tiled

roofs; checker tournaments and
horse-pitching contests; and old

cronies to swap yarns with.

Tom's Adam's apple went up and

down in his thin neck. Florida

would save Annie. No more cold

winters for her!

''No one will ever find out," Ben
argued desperately, ''Why not take

the money?"

Why not?

Then in the tense silence Tom
heard the loud ticking of the gold

watch over his heart. Honor and

Truth! Honor and Truth! Honor
and Truth! Louder and louder.

Tom broke out into a cold sweat.

Perhaps no one would ever find out

about the theft. But he himself

would know. "What profiteth a

man ..." Lose his good name.

Why pride in a good name was the

flesh and blood of a man, the

strength of his bones. It was the set

of his head, the firm confident tread

of his feet. It was long nights of

untroubled sleep and looking at his

fellowman in the eye without flinch-

ing. And he had almost thrown that

away!

With one swift movement Tom
slammed the vault door. The lock

clicked. Then he ran to the office

to telephone the police. Tomorrow
Thomas Edwards would give his son,

David, a gold watch, and with it a

priceless heritage.

CONTENTMENT

Fern Ostler

Old rambling farmhouse 'mid great trees.

Scent of violets, a gentle breeze.

Fields of grain, newly plowed earth

Contentment there of priceless worth.



On That First Morning
Vesta P. Crawford

"And very early in the morning the first day of the week, they came unto the

sepulchre at the rising of the sun."

—

St. Mark 16:2.

FROM the darkness of the tomb beHeving ye might have hfe through

where Jesus had been laid, there his name."
came, on a morning long ago, John speaks of a garden that was

a great brightness. The glory of this near Calvary, and in that garden

light was seen by the three Marys there was a new sepulchre. In this

and by others of them who loved the tomb the followers of Jesus laid His
Lord. body.

In the long centuries since that Even before it was light on the

day the promise of life eternal has first day of the week Mary Magda-
glowed with rainbow splendor against lene came into the garden and ap-

the darkness of the world. This proached the tomb. The stone had
promise has become the recurrent been rolled away.

message of springtime, the everlast- 'Then she runneth and cometh
ing strength of hope and courage. to Simon Peter, and to the other

Through all the span of time since disciple, whom Jesus loved, and saith

that first resurrection, millions of unto them. They have taken away
people have turned to the Holy Bible the Lord out of the sepulchre, and
to renew the brightness of Easter we know not where they have laid

morning. him."
''He is not here: for he is risen"— The disciples hurried to the tomb

so came the testament of the angel and found it empty. "For as yet

nearly two thousand years ago. So they knew not the scripture, that he
comes the message down the ages must rise again from the dead. Then
for people in every land to see the the disciples went away again unto

beacon light. For those who may their own home."
have forgotten that the stone was "But Mary stood without at the

rolled away, there is a hallowed sure- sepulchre weeping." Then she looked

ty in the simple words of the gospel into the tomb and saw two angels

narratives. sitting where Jesus had lain. The
John and Mark, Luke and Mat- angels said unto Mary Magdalene—

thew—they tell the Easter story, each "Woman, why weepest thou?" And
in his own way, each after the in- she told them that they had taken

terpretation of his own heart, as the away her Lord and she did not know
life of the Savior had inspired him. where they had laid Him.

Suddenly she saw Jesus standing

/^LEARLY etched with vivid de- near her, but at first she did not rec-

tail is the story told by John. He ognize Him. He spoke her name-
explains his purpose in words that "Mary!" And she knew that the

have long been remembered: ".
. . Savior had risen from the dead. Light

that ye might believe that Jesus is glowed upon the dark stones and the

the Christ, the Son of God; and that springtime of hope came into the

Page 170
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garden. ''Mary Magdalene came and to spread iJie message of Easter to

told the disciples that she had seen the far places of the world.

the Lord. ..." Each gospel narrator tells with

In this, our time, when the very great emphasis that part of the story

foundations of the earth are shaken, which most appeals to him, which

and the faith of many of us is tested seems the most inspiring, the most

by tragedy, is it not a quiet and preci- enduring,

ous thing to take a few moments
from the rush of time to contemplate T UKE, called ''the physician," was

the testament of John? Now is a the companion of Paul on his

time for remembering that which second missionary journey, and it is

has been written for our comfort and he who stresses in his gospel the mes-

our surety. sage of good news to all nations. "It

seemed good to me also," Luke said,

]V/fARK tells the story of Christ's "having had perfect understanding

ministry in a series of word of all things from the very first, to

pictures etched with faith and un- write unto thee . . . that thou

derstanding, etched with a splendor mightest know the certainty of those

that has instructed the generations things, wherein thou hast been in-

who have believed in the message of structed."

Easter. Mark has limned with Every word of Luke's narrative is

graphic description an eternal pic- imbued with strength and meaning,

ture of the resurrection. as if he were writing upon granite,

It is Mark who so beautifully por- words to last throughout the com-

trays the coming of Joseph of Ari- ing ages, words to comfort the na-

mathaea, "an honourable counseller, tions down along the path of history,

which also waited for the kingdom of Luke says that when the women
God"—how Joseph came to Calvary saw the angels in shining garments
and took the body of Jesus and pre- standing against the dark rocks of
pared it for burial. In a tomb hewn the sepulchre, they were afraid and
out of a rock Joseph laid his friend bowed their faces. In the solemnity
with love and care. of the garden with bleak Calvary
Mark describes the coming of the rising up beyond the place, the angels

Marys and the splendor of the an- spoke a message of eternal life:

gel's message . . . "Be not affrighted: ''Why seek ye the living among the
... he is risen; he is not here:" dead? He is not here, but is risen:

The appearance of Jesus to eleven remember how he spake unto you
of his disciples is presented in Mark's when he was yet in Galilee."
strong, direct words, and the com- It is Luke who gives the most
mand of Jesus is written . . . "Go vivid picture of the wonderful walk
ye into all the worid, and preach the by evening unto a town called Em-
gospel to every creature." And Jesus maus. This is the event hallowed by
told his followers that they should many artists who have been inspired
"speak with new tongues." It is, as by this story of comfort at evenride.
Mark implies, the duty and the pleas- Hoffman, the great painter of the
ure of those who believe the gospel life of Christ, and many lesser arrists
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as well, portray this happening with

spiritual insight, divining the inner

glory of the farewell words of Jesus.

The story of that walk along a

path that led from Jerusalem to Em-
maus is well remembered by all who
have read the scriptural text. Two
of the disciples walked by evening

to this village, ''And it came to pass,

that, while they communed together

and reasoned, Jesus himself drew
near, and went with them."

This significant event of the first

Easter has been expressed in poetry:

At eventide when flowers closed

And all the wodd was still,

Two of them who loved the Lord

Walked slowly up the hill;

Beyond them in the valley

They heard the Marys weep

—

The path unto Emmaus town
Was stony clad and steep;

Then soundless was the silver night,

No leaf stirred on its stem,

Yet suddenly they heard a voice

And Jesus walked with them.

The three travelers reached the

village, but Jesus "made as though he

would have gone further. But they

constrained him saying. Abide with

us: for it is toward evening, and the

day is far spent."

From these words has come the

great Christian hymn, ''Abide With
Me."

Abide with me! Fast falls the eventide;

The darkness deepens; Lord with me abide!

npHE words of Matthew glow with

lasting simplicity. He alone of

all the gospel writers tells how the

stone was rolled away, how light came
from darkness, the details of that

first Easter.

".
. . as it began to dawn toward

the first day of the week, came Mary
Magdalene and the other Mary to

see the sepulchre. And, behold, there

was a great earthquake: for the angel

of the Lord descended from heaven,

and came and rolled back the stone

from the door, and sat upon it. His

countenance was like lightning, and
his raiment white as snow."

Such is the story of Easter as the

disciples who lived in that far day

have testified. In these precious

words there is no faltering, no doubt,

and no embellishment. In these

words there is only simplicity, truth,

and the promise of eternal life. No
troubled years are long enough to

dim the splendor of the message.

Steadfast as spring, the promise re-

turns and abides with us.

SOLACE

Celia Van Cott

Why mourn for flesh, man's temporal clay,

When earth-born spirits wing away
Back to their Maker's throne?

We cannot touch the soul of man.
Create a life, nor stay its spnn,

We must have faith in God's great plan.



Milton Bennion
General Superintendent Deseret Sunday School Union

A. Hamer Reiser

Second Assistant General Superintendent

THE Sunday Schools of the

Church are immeasurably bene-

fited by the action of the First

Presidency in appointing Milton

Bennion to be general superinten-

dent of the Deseret Sunday School

Union.

Milton Bennion as a personality,

apart from the honors and distinc-

tion he has earned, is an inspiration-

al, faith-stimulating captain. I have

known him intimately for twenty-

five years. Never once have I known
him to ask or advise anyone to do

anything which he would not do

himself. One takes from such a

person a strong sense of confidence

and courage born of rightness and

justness.

He is the personification of un-

selfishness and of thoughtfulness for

the welfare of others. His selfless-

ness is the essence of his rich spiritu-

ality. In fact, he thinks and lives

so much for others that he has for-

gotten himself into greatness.

He was vice-president of the Uni-

versity of Utah, Dean of the School

of Education, and Professor of Phil-

osophy and Education when he re-

tired from the University. In re-

cognition of his eminence and devo-

tion, the University, in 1931, con-

ferred upon him the honorary degree

of Doctor of Education.

Long before this time he had
earned recognition for scholarship

with degrees from the University of

Utah and Columbia, and he had dis-

tinguished himself in graduate study

at Wisconsin and California.

lyjOST brilliant among the jewels

which make his life rich and

MILTON BENNION

beautiful are his famly and his fami-

ly life. His wife, Cora Lindsay Ben-

nion, was for years a devoted and be-

loved member of the General Board

of the Relief Society. They have

reared a wonderful family of chil-

dren.

His experience in the service of

the Church is wide and varied, and
extends back into his early youth. As
a missionary in New Zealand, an of-

ficer in priesthood quorums, teacher

and executive in ward, stake, and
general Sunday School work he has

always given of his best effort.

His ideas and principles are sound
and forward-looking. His plans for

the Sunday Schools are progressive.

They will be received with enthusi-

asm by the great army of Sunday
School workers who are honored to

be associated with him.
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Crossing The River Into Arizona
Pearl Udall Nelson

4 4 A FEW more days and I

f-\ shall be home again."

This cheering thought has

stimulated many a man and helped

him to carry on when he felt ex-

hausted, or his difficulties seemed
insurmountable. The early Mormon
people were deprived for years of the

daily strength that the thrill and
comfort of home normally provides.

Every time they were compelled to

move to a new location, the idea of

a safe home became more of an am-
bition, a goal in their lives, the sym-

bol of all they hoped for. The des-

perate journey across the plains to

establish themselves in the moun-
tains might easily have failed, had
not the bitter years of persecution in

Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois—years

during which the Saints were seeking

freedom of worship—focused the at-

tention of the people upon the true

value of a home, and the simple

things of life. Finally when they

migrated to Utah, ''willingly, because

they had to," the homes they estab-

lished became the theme of their

songs, and the treasures of their

hearts. Ten, twenty, thirty years

passed. The happiness and prosper-

ity that pursue those who persistent-

ly follow a simple pattern of a full

life devoid of useless meandering,

had come to many Mormon com-
munities. Then came the call for

certain of these families, or their

sons and daughters, to leave the well-

earned fruits of their faith and labor,

and cross the Great River to form
new settlements in Arizona.

Arizona was a land far away, very

far from ''Zion." It was a weird and
Page 174

strange land, described in terms that

retained much of the imagery of

Indian speech or terms flavored by

the remembrance of the hectic

marches, the endurance, and sacri-

fices of the members of the Mormon
Batallion. It was a land of vast des-

erts, plateaux upon which Indians

danced with rattlesnakes in their

mouths, rattlesnakes that when lib-

erated, served as messengers to their

gods. It was a land of contradictions

and conflicting elements: majestic

mountains, bottomless canyons,

miles of flat country; stifling heat,

bitter cold; prickly pears and cacti,

superb lilies of the desert; virgin for-

ests, treeless expanses; no water, de-

structive floods. And it was not

home!
Those who were called to make

this journey had no prophet of their

faith to lead them. Their friends

and loved ones did not plan to fol-

low them. Few, if any, expected to

better their lot. Utah was Zion,

Utah was home, and they but cru-

saders on a life-time mission to ex-

pand the borders of their homes in

the mountains. Another generation

perhaps, or new converts to the faith,

might some day need this land and
the opportunity which would be cre-

ated through their years of pioneer-

ing; but the Utah streams and fields,

the orchards and the flocks of sheep,

the cattle, the temples, built and be-

ing built, the schools and churches,

their friends and memories, belonged

to them, were part of them. Now
thev were asked to leave all this, and

start over again.

The hopes and wishes of the
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TOP: VIEW OF ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA, ABOUT 1887

BOTTOM: RECENT VIEW OF ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA

Latter-day Saints in Utali had found

a completeness in a life pattern of

working, going to school, going on

a mission, falling in love, marrying,

building a home, and having chil-

dren. It was a good pattern, com-

plete, stable, satisfying, American!

Only a very devout faith in a leader-

ship that had seen them through

many difficulties and that had suc-

ceeded despite the dire predictions

of the so-called ''great minds" of the

nation, made obedience to this call

to Arizona tolerable. Arizona lay

''across the river," across the deepest

abyss in all America. But the fore-

boding depth of that great canyon

was no deeper than the psychologi-

cal gulf that separated "a life in Zion"

from 'going forth to conquer the

land of desolation."

-T^HE crossing of the river was the

first great hazard for these pio-

neers. It was a warning of other dan-

gers yet to come. It was not unlike

a special kind of baptism that bound
those who made this journey into an

understanding oneness. They be-

came part of the legends of those in-

defatigable missionaries and scouts

who for several years had been sent

out in advance by the church author-

ities. These pioneers thus brought

reality to the hopes and sacrifices

of as courageous a group of men as
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ever walked. They wrote the final

chapter in one book, the saga of the

Mormon scouts, and the first chap-

ter in a new volume, the story of

the Arizona pioneers.

The road from Kanab lead across

a barren expanse into the depths of

the Kaibab forest, and then the road

lead down, down, and down. Trees

were left behind, jutting sandstone

cliffs loomed higher and higher and

came closer and closer. Eerie sha-

dows added to the suggestion of

descending into a Stygian pit. For

the women it was an experience that

made them hold tightly to the ''call"

and the priesthood of the men who
led the way. The crossing of the

muddy river was made on a ferry-

boat. Below them the roar of the

Colorado (Spanish for red), turning

white in the turmoil of dropping

down between towering cliffs, re-

verberated back upon their ears.

Emotions could not remain petty in

such a setting. Women who made

the crossing seemed set apart,

marked with a calm faith and tender

strength, and strangely free from

trivialities and snobbishness. It was

a time of self-renunciation that

brought a new sense of trust. They

had said goodby to kindred and

home, with its comforts, schools, and

doctors. There was no turning back.

They had crossed a great river. They

had now only their faith, their hus-

bands, and their God.

Safely over the river, other haz-

ards loomed. The road to the plateau

to the east and south was treacher-

ous. A rock set loose tumbled nois-

ily down toward the white waters

far below. If a wheel should break,

a team become 'frightened—? To
glance aside, ahead, or backward was

to suffer a chill of fear or discourage-

ment. This road seemed to be the

path of Christian in Pilgrim's Pro-

gress become reality. Horses and

men took one step forward, hoping

for the best. Had they known it,

this was to become the symbol of

their life in Arizona.

When the summit was reached,

as far as the eye could see there

stretched out a land as barren as ever

faced a traveler. Far to the south,

more like a mirage than a fact, there

seemed to be hills that might hold

some promise. In the evening, when
the camp fires were built, one could

see, miles across the canyon, the

camp fires of the friends who had

accompanied them to the river, and

were now climbing back toward

House Rock and Kanab. And so,

for two or three nights the camp fires

of those returning to Zion and those

who were leaving it seemed to signal

a note of affection and love, straight

across a canyon that defied a cross-

ing.

''T^HE Arizona pioneers, from north

to south, gave all their strength

and zest to the endless work they

had undertaken. They settled along

Silver Creek, in bad weather some
three or four weeks' journey by team

to the south and east, founding

Snowflake; some built homes along

the Little Colorado River from

Round Valley and St. Johns down
to St. Joseph and Sunset, now known
as the abandoned colony; while oth-

ers continued along the Gila River

and made Thatcher the leading Mor-

mon town, or went into the fertile

valley of the Salt River where Mesa
became Mormon headquarters.

(Many of the settlers in Mesa came
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TOP: FIRST L.D.S. CHURCH, ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA, 1881
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from Bear River, north of Salt Lake
City.)

In varying degrees all the colonies

experienced real troubles: Indian

uprisings^ most serious in the Gila

Valley; extreme anti-Mormon perse-

cutions in St. Johns; and excessive

heat in the Salt River and Gila Val-

leys. All sections were subject to

alternating droughts and floods.

Most of the colonies had dams
washed away. St. Joseph built eight

before the ninth one withstood the

tricky variables of soil, heat, and
flood. Woodruff had an even worse
record. St. Johns' dam troubles

were tragic for lives were lost, and
the savings and efforts of years car-

ried away by the sv^drling waters. But

usually there was enough food, al-

though one winter (1879-80) many
people lived mostly on barley-meal

ground in small hand mills. Another

year, in the early eighties, President

John Taylor had a carload of flour

sent to the St. Johns colony. In ad-

dition to a scarcity of irrigation wa-

ter in St. Johns, it was also a problem

to obtain water for use in the houses

or to drink. At first the wells were

good, but the well water later turned

brackish, and so drinking water had

to be hauled in from wells a few

miles away at a cost of five cents a

bucket. Washings were done in

ditch water after it had been allowed

to settle in forty-gallon barrels that

stood by the garden ditch. Baths
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were taken in well water and rain

water was caught and saved, or snow
was melted for special washing and
shampooing, so mothers kept their

families well and clean with a variety

of waters!

In the St. Johns country our colon-

ization was definitely resented by

Mexican leaders and ''cattle barons"

who were there when our people

came. A strong anti-Mormon feel-

ing was fanned into a bright flame

by a few men. The town newspaper

and other records reveal that Mor-
mon leaders were refused the ballot,

and it was repeatedly advocated that

they be driven out or killed. The
women were slandered and villified

in terms calculated to start a war. I

recall clearly the 'lot-jumping epi-

sode" in St. Johns. I stood on a chair

between mother and Aunt Ida and

watched our men tearing down a

fence that other men were trying to

build. I saw a big team hauling

a little shanty toward Brother Bab-

bit's lot which the "strangers"

planned to "jump." A man tried to

shoot the team. Twice the gun
clicked but it did not fire. A little

later it was learned that the firing

of that gun was to have been the

signal for a group of men who had
been specially armed for the occa-

sion, to start a war of extermination

of the Mormon men. I remember
well how mother and Aunt Ida knelt

in prayer, each in turn supplicating

God that this trouble and hate might

pass away without death or destruc-

tion coming into our homes.

There came a time when Mormon
leaders living in plural marriage

were indicted by the courts. -By

great sacrifice funds were raised for

their defense.

At a quarterly conference in St.

Johns, Apostle Brigham Young called

on the brethren in the northern

towns to fast and attend a prayer

meeting to pray for their enemies.

Each of the six leaders of the "St.

Johns' Ring" were remembered be-

fore the Lord and were placed in

His hands.

Some of the brethren were con-

victed by the courts and taken from

their families to be sent to jail. A
few fled to Mexico. In two or three

years those who had been impris-

oned were home again and within

that time a strange fate had over-

taken the six leaders of the persecu-

tion. Five of the six men met death

suddenly and violently under cir-

cumstances that convinced many of

their close friends that unusual acci-

dents and "bolts from the blue,"

which could never have been fabri-

cated by man, had a strange and un-

canny way of doing away with anti-

Mormons. The sixth member of the

"Ring" had become a true friend of

the Mormon people and remained

so to the end of his long and honored

life.

OY the nineties a new generation

began to play its part. Young
couples began to build new homes,

and rear families to whom Arizona

was the only home. Zion had in-

creased her borders. The communi-
ties in Arizona boasted schools,

churches, stores, and assets that

marked them as a permanent part of

the ever-widening regions being made
habitable by Mormon endurance and
hard work. To the new pattern of

courage and sacrifice, faith and trust

which they had been forced to de-

{Continued on page 220)



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter I

IT
was a golden day at El Toro, the knowing as always that there was

first of a delayed spring. Janet no one to hear. Her father loved

stood at the window, her thoughts every foot of it. Every mound, every

as far from the day as this Indian cliff, every ancient dwelling. They
trading post home of hers was from only frightened her. To him they

civilization. The sun tinted her were open books of the past; to her

eyelids and glowed warm against her they were walls of a prison. She

face. But, though she was nerve- wished she'd never listened to his

cold, she pushed its small comfort glowing tales, then she'd never have

aside and gazed again, rebelliously, come to this country at all. She'd

into the blue-gold distance. Dis- have stayed in Washington, D.C.

tance that piled up and up into ships where she beloingec}. She'd have

and spires and temples in the Monu- stayed and married a nice respectable

ment Valley; into mountains a hun- congressman, or someone, and not

dred miles away, yet vividly near and have had a thing to worry about,

distinct in the sunlight. Not* a liv-

ing thing in sight. Not a sound to CUMMER after summer her fa-

echo against the cliffs. ther had brought back wonder-

'Is this all there is for me?" she ful tales. Following each archeolog-

questioned desperately. 'This—aw- ical expedition he'd say: '7^^^^, I

ful emptiness?" Her hands gripped must take you with me next time,"

the stone window ledge and her eyes until he'd finally won out. She'd

swam with tears. Why had she ever thrown prudence aside, left Wash-
thought she could be happy in such ington in ''Cherry Tree Time"—and
a place? Even with a husband as —and longed for it ever since!

dashing and satisfying as Paul it was She had felt so sure of herself there

unendurable. How could a country in Washington—with Paul as their

so vast close in on one so? For three guest, the center of attraction, tell-

years she had fought it with all her ing his tall tales of grandeur and of

strength, yet it had yielded not an the empire he and Janet meant to

inch. If only she hadn't met Paul build up—sure of Paul. Once they

and fallen in love with him! It had were married it would be easy to make
seemed so unimportant, then, where him see that he belonged in her

she would live. She'd reasoned that sphere. And so she had gone to

husbands could be lured away later. San Juan. Now, after three years,

Paul was brilliant, educated, and re- she was no nearer leaving it than on

sourceful; he could make his way in the day she had entered it.

any country. It had taken so little "Oh, what's the use!" she cried,

to quiet her fears. Now they con- her thoughts suddenly becoming in-

fronted her with terrifying insistence, tolerable. 'Taul is gone. Juanee is

"Why do I fear it so?" she cried, gone. Only Taos and I remain, to
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wait and wait." The Indian woman first thing you knew you began to

—faithful as a shadow—would have drift with it, shriveling up and rolling

been some company. But she had along until you struck a snag; there

gone, leaving Janet in the blackest you clung until a stronger force dis-

mood she'd ever experienced. If lodged you and sent you reeling

there was a single human sound she again. Nowhere. Everywhere. Look-

could stand it. If, even, the dog ing for water!

would wake up and bark. But Taos

was asleep in the sun, like every- TANET sighed and turned back in-

thing else, and oblivious to her mis- J to the spacious living room. There
^ry. at least was familiarity, if not con-

'Taos," she spoke his name ten- tentment. Her own books and pic-

tatively. 'Taos, wake up." tures; her own chairs. Outside, the

Taos yawned, stretched, cocked a more you looked the more unfamiliar

brown ear and opened one eye, but things became. Every day you saw

saw nothing to get excited about. something for the first time and it

''See? I may as well be in the wearied you. Inside, a fire smould-

Sahara Desert!" Why had she let
^red; for, though sprmg was well on

Juanee go back to camp? She, at ^^s way, the air from the river canie

least, would have grunted when spok- '^ damp and cold. Cold and with-

en to. Juanee's man had gone to
holding, like the country it traversed

the spring roundup with Paul, and Y^t failed to nourish. It was this

Juanee was homesick for her mother's nver-the San Juan-that Janet

hogan, so she had gone home. Well, ^ated more than all the rest,

that was something Janet could un- The house itself was a luxurious

derstand. She was homesick too. den of a place, low and inviting.

Not only homesick for Paul—life Broad windows, framing sage and
without him was intolerable—but rust flooded the room with light.

homesick for her home. Sick for Chairs stood beside the fireplace, or

the sight of green things in the spring, were placed where they would lure

Not just desert green—sharply de- one to the windows; floors, rubbed

fined against red rocks that got red- to show the grain, stained to enhance

der and hotter with every hour of the knots of pine, gleamed in the

sun—but rain and lawn green, firelight. The rooms wandered com-
Lawns banked with sunlight on the fortably in and out of each other,

Potomac; and the white pillars of just as El Toro wandered among its

homes. outer buildings—the store, the ware-

Water! Streaming from faucets, houses, the barns, and the corral,

instead of standing stagnant, in These quarreled for an importance

wooden barrels, or in gritty pockets they could never achieve. Only El

in the rocks. Water to swim in. Toro-against a fifty-foot cliff flam-

Water to waste! Here, in the des- ing at noon, purpling to shadows at

ert, the sand dyed and stained; night—could claim that. And some-

swirled and drifted with the wind, times, in the heat, the cliff alone,

Never an hour the same, until you caught the eye. Isolated from the

wearied of looking at it. And the world by sand, by canyons, by dis-
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tance, and by God's design, man's

puny contrivances faded into insig-

nificance—to glow again, as a flicker

of candlelight in the darkness follow-

ing the lurid day.

Janet appraised the house with

trained eyes; it was just as it should

be, fitting into its surroundings as

a hand into a long-used glove. Hate

the outside as she would, this was

home and she'd hate to leave it.

She looked guiltily around as if

her thought had been overheard. It

was the first time she had expressed

it openly to herself; and daring to

think it gave her strength. She would

endure tiiis a few months longer be-

cause she would not let it dwarf her.

But now she had an incentive strong-

er than herself. An incentive that

even Paul would recognize. She

would not bring a child up in such a

place. When Paul knew she was

going to have a baby, then, of course,

he'd know they would have to leave

El Toro.

A FLARE of wind brought an ac-

rid odor to Janet's nostrils. She
wrinkled her nose against it from
force of habit and went to the door

to look out. All the willow and
campfire smells in the world, all the

odor? of wet wool and hair, were

baled into the baskets and blankets

and hides that were piled to the

ceilings in El Toro's warehouse.

Janet surveyed them disdainfully. All

this represented the dollars Paul was
daily pouring into the banks. It was

so ridiculously easy to make money
here where there was nothing to

spend it for! Paul should be match-

ing wits with his equals, not with

savages in a savage country.

All at once Taos began to bark as

if he couldn't contain himself. The

sound was so sudden that Janet al-

most screamed. She spoke to him
sharply, but he refused to be quieted.

She had never seen him act like that

except at Paul's approach, and Paul

was fifty miles away. He and all the

other men on the desert, whites and
Indians alike, were at the roundup.

There was no need to even keep the

store open for there was no one to

buy. Yet Taos was announcing some-

one. It wasn't a warning bark; it was

more a puzzled, uneasy delight.

Suddenly there came a sliding,

scrambling sound against the cliff

back of the house. Taos dashed for

it. Janet followed cautiously. When
she reached the corner of the house

there was Paul, scruffing Taos with

both hands and warding off the

dog's too affectionate tongue, stretch-

ing his neck to keep his face out of

reach, turning laughingly from side

to side, enjoying the dog's greeting.

'Taul!" Janet could hardly speak

from surprise.

''Janet!" Paul threw Taos from

him and came to Janet with out-

stretched arms. "Blame the dog
^anyway!" he laughed. '1 nearly break

my neck trying to surprise you and
he yelps out the whole story!"

'Taul, you scared me. How did

you—You didn't slide down that

cliff?"

Even before she asked the ques-

tion, Janet had taken in the signifi-

cance of the dangling rope that hung
suspended from the top of the cliff

nearly down to Paul's head.

"Sure I slid down the cliff," Paul

answered. "Slid down like a thief.

A man has to drop out of the skies

to surprise you. You're so calm and

undisturbable."
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Janet looked away. It was hard

to meet Paul's frank, admiring eyes.

Calm! Undisturbable! Only a min-

ute ago, alone, afraid, she had wanted

to rock the desert out of its eternal

complacency. Now, with Paul home
again. El Toro was a wonderful place.

She held Paul off to look at him.

Brown and lean, he was the essence

of masculine attraction. He had the

tenderest eyes and the most challeng-

ing grin in the world. But, as al-

ways, his hold over her was a little

annoying. She couldn't resist a good

natured jibe.

'The roundup, Paul?" she said.

'Tou didn't, by any chance, find

that they could get along without

you?"

"Without me? I'll say they

couldn'tl Any more than I could

get along without you."

'Tou win by sheer gallantry! Why,
then, are you home? Two full

weeks ahead of time."

"I came for you/'

''Me?" Janet's monosyllable was

equal to Juanee's clipped speech.

"Yah. Me come. Takum off to

mountains. Steal squaw. No come
back one week. Heap like um
squaw. All time lonesome—"

"Paul, stop talking Navajo and
tell me why you're home. Is any-

thing wrong?"

"Plenty. I lost some cows on the

mesa. That means they'll have to

get along without their top hand for

one whole week."

"The cows?"

"Never, we're going to camp right

among them. It's the Whackies I'm

talking about. You'll love camping
for a week."

"But Paul-"
"Don't object, girl. Juanee is on

her way home to look after the

place."

Janet wasn't thinking of the place,

but of herself. Would horseback

riding be good for her? For the

baby?

CHE slipped out of Paul's arms.

Taos had waited for that and he
bounded into them. Paul shoved

him aside with his boot. "You're

as big a nuisance as a kid," he grin-

ned. "Darned if*you're not!"

Janet looked at him quickly, sus-

piciously. Did Paul know already?

Evidently not, for he was blissfully

launching into plans for the camping

trip. Janet sighed with relief. Paul

was such a whirlwind.

"Get some grub together, Jan,"

he said affectionately. "We've got

to pull our stuff up the cliff with the

rope. I'll get some panniers from

the store. I couldn't take time to

go twenty miles around to the road

so I just slid down." His jaw fell.

"And, my north star, how'm I going

to get you up!"

"Through the Devil's Corridor,

silly. Had you forgotten that?"

Paul scratched his head reflective-

ly. "I've not thought of that crack

in more than a year. That's the most
prideful thing at El Toro."

"You told me so the day you

brought me here." Janet looked at

him queerly. "And I thought Fd
be the most prideful thing at El

Toro."

"Girl, sometimes I think you don't

like El Toro!"

Paul's answer startled Janet with

its perception. She wanted to say

she wished she didn't, but the words

wouldn't come. You could think

and think when you were alone, but
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you didn't speak your thoughts to putting things in in the order they

Paul Morgan. At least not the way would be needed. Lunch cloths,

you thought them. Yet, sometime, dish towels, sheets, she simply

that, or something else, had to be couldn't sleep in itchy old blankets,

said. Paul must be made to under- and her personal things for one side,

stand that you couldn't bring up a Canned goods, bake oven, frying pan

child a million miles from nowhere, for the other.

Paul sensed her withdrawal. 'T\\ There, it was done. Paul would

get the panniers from the store," he be pleased. He hated fussing over

said briefly. ''Sure you want to come details. He liked large scale opera-

along?" tions; that was the reason they were

"Of course I do." Janet laughed constantly involved in things that

shakily, and Paul grinned his relief, threatened to swamp them. Still,

Paul usually won out, kept ahead

TN a few minutes he was back from of the game. She looked up, flushed

the store with the panniers. 'Til and anxious to be off. Now she

have to go back and empty the mouse could get dressed. Why didn't Paul

traps and fix up a window shade that come?
has come loose. Everything in the

store will fade. Injuns don't like "LJALF an hour later, slim legs en-

pale colors. You pack while I'm do- cased in riding pants, a soft shirt

ing it. Huh?" under her jacket, Janet stood wait-

Janet nodded. "Work fast; we'll ing. Still no Paul. The sun was

have to get up through the Corridor getting low. Why didn't he hurry?

before dark. That crack terrifies me." She ran along the board walk to the

"Nothing scares you, Jan. You're store, expecting to see Paul going

enough of a mustang for that. And about locking up. What she saw

do I like you! Any mail?" was his big boots sticking up above

"Nothing important." Janet's his desk, his nice long frame slanted

voice was uncertain. "It's—It's on back into his office chair. He was

your desk, Paul." sound asleep!

As soon as Paul was out of sight For a second she was angry. How
she sat down weakly. Not afraid! like a man! Then she saw the tired

"Paul, you blind idiot, can't you see sag of his whole body. He looked

that I sleep with fear at my back?" years older, unmasked that way in

She got up and examined the pan- sleep. She'd heard cowboys say that

niers. One in each hand she weighed they were in for a couple of weeks in

their possibilities. Queer things; the saddle, but she hadn't taken it

she'd never packed one of them but literally. Paul must not have slept

she supposed she could do it. She for days.

got the food, bedding, and dishes "Paul! Paul, wake up!" Janet

together and stacked them on the touched his rough cheek gently,

porch, hoping Paul would be back in Paul didn't move, and she hadn't the

time to put them in the big canvas heart to call again. She sat down on

bags. But he was still in the store a sack of wool, regardless of her rid-

so she went to work on them herself, ing suit, and watched him sleep.
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Truly it was a process. How could

anyone rest, and work at it so hard?

In another minute she was giggling.

He looked so funny!

A great snore shook Paul from
stem to stern; he shuddered and
opened his eyes, still clogged with

sleep. Janet laughed again. 'Taul,

you big goof!"

Paul sighed regretfully. 'Tor
Pete's sake Fve been asleep."

'It's a good thing I didn't see you
for the first time while you were
asleep, or you'd have been a bachelor

yet. Unless—"
''Unless what?" Paul winked the

sleep out of his brain.

"Unless you'd married someone
else."

"Who? Me?"
That was one of the reasons she

tortured herself hourly by staying in

a place she hated—his utter disbelief

that he could ever have married anv-

one else. In spite of the country

it made being together worth while.

'Tm a mug to go to sleep, wast-

ing time that I could spend v^th

you!" He kissed her and they dashed

for the house.

"I have the panniers all packed,

Paul."

"Fine! Save a lot of time." Paul

surveyed the panniers. He took one
in each hand, balanced one, then the

other, testing their weight.

"Good night!" The expression

was loaded with amazement. With-
out bothering to explain, he began
pulling everything out of the bags,

mixing them up in his own way-
canned goods here, there, and every-

where. It seemed to Janet that he
was deliberately mussing things up,

putting her carefully ironed towels

and lunch cloths inside bake ovens;

knives and forks in frying pans; every-

thing of her own poked in where
nothing else seemed to fit. Suddenly

she was consumed with anger. Never
in her life had she seen such ruth-

less disregard. She turned and went
to the water barrel bolted to a juni-

per tree at the corner of the house.

Taos came and licked her hand. She
patted his head absently. "Why did

he act that way, Taos? I wish I'd

never seen this place!"

{J!o be continued)

THE EVENING PRIMROSE

hydiz HalJ

Just why you fashioned all this loveliness

Of white-winged petals, heavenly perfume;

Or why you placed upon the desert's breast

A gem so rare and sweet as is this bloom,

I cannot tell, O God, but this I know:
I'm thankful I have seen primroses blow.



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

,F inestimable value to the woman
of America is the training in first

aid and home nursing provided by

the Red Cross. Not only is such

knowledge essential in case of war

casualties and epidemics on the home
front, but through future years it

will make for more healthful families,

and more sanitary and efficient

homekeeping. The Relief Society

with its remarkable organization and

system, is cooperating with the Red
Cross in making these courses avail-

able to additional thousands.

CINCE Utah was granted state-

hood, fifty-five women have

served in her legislature. There are

five women members in the present

legislature.

nPHE name of Mrs. Mary C. Hogle

of Salt Lake City, has been in-

scribed on the roll of honor of the

National Recreational Association.

Mrs. Hogle merits this high honor.

Thousands of Utah children and

young people have been blessed with

opportunities for happiness and

progress through her boundless

kindness. Mrs. Hogle believes that

crime and suffering can be averted

through wholesome recreation.

ABOUT three-quarters of a cen-

tury ago, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe
wrote about woman's new freedom.

Woman's larger intellectual outlook,

her growing sympathy for other

women, and the working together of

men and women philanthropists—all

have helped to make true democracy.

How much greater woman's freedom

today!

AMERICA has recently had dis-

tinguished women visitors from

China, Holland, Norway, France,

Russia, England, South America,

and exiles from Germany. Mrs.

Mary Agnes Hamilton of London
said that World War II would es-

tablish the economic freedom of

women, as the last one established

their political freedom.

lytlSS Elizabeth Hyde, daughter of

^ ^ Mr. and Mrs. Gordon T. Hyde
and granddaughter of the late Presi-

dent and Mrs. Anthony W. Ivins,

was the first native Utah girl to join

the WAAC's.
'I^ITHIN the past few weeks the

following Latter-day Saint

women have passed away:
Mrs. Lydia Holdaway of Provo, 92; Mrs.

Elizabeth Wood Leigh of Cedar City, 91;

Mrs. Lucy Ellen Godfrey of Ogden, 94;
Mrs. Rachel Fortie Giles of Heber City,

92; Mrs. Debrrah Obray Jones of Cache
Valley, 98.

npHE following Latter-day Saint

couples have celebrated their

golden wedding anniversaries or

marked anniversaries over fifty years

:

The Herman Ahlanders, Charles Rug-

geris, Geo. W. Bairds, W. A. Langfords,

Oliver L. Wilcoxes, William Huffs, John

T. Baxters, Franklin E. Carlstons, (50
years); Orson Sessionses (51); Frank

Manns (51); James C. Thompsons, W. T.

Grovers, Laronzo Days, (60); the Edmund
Reeses (61); and the C. W. Pecks (70
years).
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[^Precedence ofLKeuefSociety Service

W^HEN the Prophet Joseph Smith

with prophetic vision organized

the Rehef Society, he marked out

objectives for it so broad and so en-

compassing that the capabihties and

talents of all Latter-day Saint women
may find full expression in a devo-

tion to carrying out the purposes

for which the Society was founded.

As it was a unique organization in

the realm of women and their activi-

ties in that year of 1842, so today,

101 years later, at a time when wom-
en's organizations are the rule rather

than the exception, it is still a unique

organization and towers pre-eminent

above them all; for it is the only wom-
an's organization in the world estab-

lished by a prophet of the Lord. The
Prophet directed it along the path

that it has continued to travel ever

since, primarily a path of service to

humanity, service that has ever been

actuated by a spirit of love for the

Gospel.

Membership in this organization

carries with it a grave responsibility.

Lip service and good will alone will

not suffice. It is the woman's auxili-

ary of the Church, and as such, it

is the proper channel through which

women members of the Church

serve.

Its greatest strength lies in the fact

that direction and guidance have

ever been given it by the Priesthood

of God. The general presidency of

the Relief Society, who with the oth-

er members of the General Board

plan the work of Relief Society, is di-

rected by the presidency of the
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Church; the Relief Society stake

presidencies, who with their Boards

carry on the work in the staTces, are

directed by the stake presidencies;

the ward Relief Society officers, who
are responsible for carrying on the

work in the wards, are directed by

the bishoprics; and all these Relief

Society officers are chosen by the

Priesthood, and are responsible to

them. Those sisters so chosen may
rightly feel that they have been call-

ed to their positions of responsibility

by inspiration, and that their offer-

ings have been accepted of the Lord,

just as the Prophet Joseph affirmed

to that original small group of wom-
en desirous of banding together to

further the work on the temple, that

the Lord had accepted their offering

and that He had something better

for them than a written constitu-

tion. As we all know the Relief So-

ciety was the organization that the

Lord had for His faithful daughters.

When we recall the early begin-

nings of the Society, the instructions,

and promises made to its members
which continue in force today, it is

evident that the allegiance of each

sister in the Church should be whole-

heartedly behind the Relief Society.

With the present outlook on affairs

in the world and the picture that has

been given us by our leaders of the

sorrows and afflictions which lie in

the future, it is a time when the wom-
en of the Church should devote all

possible energies to building up the

Relief Society and helping to carry

on its work. The program of the
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organization is constantly expand- receive, active membership in the
ing not only to provide for the in- Society is vital for the spiritual

creased needs of the organization it- blessings which are experienced from
self and the Church Welfare Pro- participation in the organization, for

gram, but also to aid the humani- the Lord looks with favor upon His
tarian efforts of the Red Cross, to daughters who love and serve Him,
sew in the interest of the war effort, and who unselfishly work for the
to help supply certain services for joy of others,

hospitals, and other services called

for in wartime. Further obligations ^et us as sisters in Zion dedicate

may face us any day. ourselves anew to the work we have

The blessings which the Lord been called upon to perform. May
pours out on His daughters serving we prove ourselves as worthy as our

in this Church auxiliary are inexpres- dear sisters of long ago, who eagerly

sible. Through attendance at meet- seized the opportunity presented to

ings each woman is strengthened and them by fhe Prophet Joseph Smith

comforted by the beautiful spirit and who earned the promised reward:

that is present. Expressions of grati- 'Tou are now placed in a situation

tude and appreciation are spoken in which you can act according to

which serve as strong cords to bind those sympathies which God has

the members of Relief Society into planted in your bosoms. If you live

a close circle of sisterly love and de- up to these principles how great and
votion. Burdens are lightened glorious will be your reward in the

through the performance of duties celestial kingdom! If you live up to

for others. Even aside from the in- your privileges, the angels cannot be

tellectual benefits, and they are num- restrained from being your associ-

erous, which Relief Society members ates."—M. C. S.

^yinniversarii ofSalt JLake cJempie [Dedication

TT is with feelings of deep gratitude

and thanksgiving to our Heavenly

Father that the members of the Re-

lief Society will recall on April 6,

1943, the fiftieth anniversary of the

dedication of the Salt Lake Temple.
In speaking of the Salt Lake Tem-
ple, Brigham Young once said:

I want this temple that we are now build-

ing to the name of our God, to stand for all

time to come as a monument of the indus-

try, faithfulness, faith, and integrity of the

Latter-day Saints who were driven into the

mountains.

During the fifty years since the

dedication of this sacred edifice,

many of the women of the Church

have labored long and earnestly in

this temple for themselves and their

dead. The best way to express our

feelings to the Lord on the great

privileges and blessings which are

ours this day in being permitted to

enter temples and receive endow-
ments therein is to show forth an in-

crease of diligence and works in labor-

ing in our temples.
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Uieiief Society—Stake sluarteriy (conference

TN stakes where the regular sessions of stake Quarterly Conference are

concluded in the afternoon and where an additional evening session is

planned. Relief Society, if invited by the stake presidency, may share in

the use of this Sunday evening session during the summer quarter, June 13

through October 3. Stake Relief Society presidents should ascertain from

their respective stake presidents whether or not they are to be invited to

participate in this Sunday evening meeting. This should be done sufficient-

ly early to allow for adequate preparation.

The following suggestive program has been prepared by the General

Board for use on this occasion:

Program

Theme: ''By their fruits ye shall know them."

I. Scriptural reading with music accompaniment. (5 minutes)

II. Symposium: Subject—'The Vital Strength of Relief Society in Meet-

ing the Emergent Needs of Today."

A. Introduction Chairman
B. Phases of subject to be treated:

1. The practical, physical needs as they are met by Relief Society

in general, and particularly by our stake. (10 minutes)—Stake
Relief Society President

2. Correct attitudes formed through authentic, timely information;

and intellectual understanding. (7 minutes)

3. Relief Society a spiritual compass to its members. (10 minutes)

C. Summary , Chairman
III. Scriptural reading Numbers 6:24-26, with music accompaniment. (3

minutes)

"The Lord bless thee, and keep thee:

The Lord make his face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee

:

The Lord lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee peace."

The complete program with detailed suggestions for its presentation

will be mailed to each Relief Society stake president.

Lrumication of filagazine uionor U\oU ^Jjelayea

n^HE honor roll of stakes and mis-

sions published in recognition of

those Relief Societies and their Mag-
azine representatives reporting a

1942 subscription list equal to

seventy-five percent or more of their

total Relief Society membership, was
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to have appeared in the March 1943
issue of the Magazine according to

an announcement of the General

Board made in the Ktliti Society

Magazine, May 1941, page 303.

The General Board regrets to an-

nounce that due to delay in annual
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report forms with which Magazine greatly needed by Latter-day Saint

subscription report forms must be women.

compared, the pubHcation of the The General Board appreciates the

Magazine honor roll will be delayed many demands now made upon the

until May. *™^ ^"^ ability of women and ac-

^ -. *
. „. , ^ . knowledges with gratitude the loyal

Relief Society officers and Maga- ^^^^-^^ ^f ^^^^^ ^^^ have secured
zme representatives are to be com-

^i^^ present large number of Maga-
mended upon their efforts during the ^ine subscriptions,

past year in the interest of the Maga- Relief Society women will await

zine. The present circulation is the with interest the publication of the

largest in the history of the periodi- honor roll, and those whose names

cal. This is particularly gratifying appear on this roll may feel justly

at a time when the Magazine is so proud.

[fieuefSociety {Broadcast, 1 1 Larch ijf, ig^S

nPHROUGH courtesy of the

Church Radio Committee the

time of the regular Sunday evening

hour of the Church on March 14,

1943, from 9 :

1
5 to 9:45 p.m. M.W.T.

over radio station KSL is being given

over to the use of the Relief Society

in recognition of its 101st birthday

which falls on March 17, 1943.

President Amy Brown Lyman will

be the speaker; and music for the

program will be under the direction

of Dr. Florence Jepperson Madsen,

member of the Relief Society Gen-

eral Board.

4g^3 LKed L^ross Vl/ar QJund (campaign

npHE Relief Society General Board calls to the attention of Relief Society

women the 1943 Red Cross War Fund Campaign which is now under-

way, and recommends that announcement of this campaign be made in

Relief Society meetings and that Relief Society members, as individuals,

be urged to contribute liberally to this worthy cause. Funds for the humani-

tarian work of the Red Cross are more urgently needed this year than ever

before, and the campaign merits the support of every individual who is

earning. Solicitations for funds began March 1, 1943.

IThe policy of the General Board with respect to Relief Society parti-

cipation in Red Cross work remains the same as stated in Blue Bulletin No.

24, as follows:

"The policy of the General Board, approved by the First Presidency,

with respect to Red Cross calls for funds is to give publicity to them and to

encourage members of the Relief Society to respond to such calls, as indi-

viduals. This means that Relief Society would not be used as an agency for

the actual collection of funds.

"Contributions to the Red Cross should not be made by Relief Society

organizations as such, from the funds of the organization. It is not ex-
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pected that one relief organization should contribute to another from the

funds collected for its own particular work."

The letter sent to ward bishoprics by the First Presidency, recognizing

the lofty ideals and compassionate services of the American Red Cross,

and endorsing the 1943 Red Cross War Fund Campaign is reproduced

herewith:
February 15, 1943

TO THE BISHOPRICS OF THE CHURCH:
The mission of the Red Cross is to serve humanity; it fosters kindliness of spirit;

it radiates Christian brotherhood. Wherever there is a wounded soldier, wherever there

is pain or suffering on the field of battle or at the home front there may be found the

tender mercies of the ameliorating services of this beneficent organization.

It is one banner under which all humankind may enlist in a common cause of

mercy and compassion.

Millions of men in armed forces are marching, sailing, and flying to kill and to

conquer. Millions of men and women under the international banner of the Red Cross

are marching to administer relief, to give succor, and to save.

To make effective and successful this humanitarian work, funds are indispensable

—

this year more than ever before. The campaign for "The 1943 Red Cross War Fund"
is already under way. This is not the annual roll call, nor a drive for membership, but

it is an appeal to every person earning a dollar to contribute to a great and worthy cause.

The Church, recognizing the services of the American National Red Cross as con-

forming to the lofty ideals and divine principles proclaimed by the Savior of mankind,

now urges all its members to contribute funds more liberally than ever before to succor

the wounded, to aid the sick, and to comfort the distressed.

Red Cross Sunday is February 28, 1943. Solicitations will begin March 1, 1943.

Now is the time for every man, woman, and child to heed the Nation's clarion call

to service.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Heber
J.

Grant

J.
Reuben Clark, Jr.

David O. McKay
The First Presidency

raduate /curses Llrged to uieturn ^Inventory C^ards

HE General Board is pleased to co- lieved that there may be many registered

operate with the National Nursing nurses not now employed in nursing workT
Council for War Service by requesting who might be available in a national em-
stake and mission Relief Society presidents ergency. The states and the nation must
in the United States to announce through j^^ow the strength of its nurse power in
their local Societies the inventory of the

^^^^ ^^ j^^^j ^^ ^^^^^^j emergency. Each
nursing forces or the country which is now

. . .^ .. 1 -^

underlay. This inventory is being con-
'^^^^ [" ^^^ ""^°" ^^' '^' 7" '^^''^'^

ducted by means of a schedule to be filled
^^^^ ^"^^^"' ^"^ ^^^^ graduate nurse

in by all registered nurses, irrespective of should contact the bureau m her state and

age, including those actively employed and obtain a schedule to be filled in and re-

those who are married or retired. It is be- turned to the bureau.



The Abuse of Hate in Wartime
Mark K. Alien

Psychologist, Utah State Training School

JESUS, Teacher of peace, uttered our daily papers of the past few

thought provoking words when years, or numerous passages in Hit-

He said "Love thine enemies, ler's Mein Kampf, to learn what these

bless them that curse you, do good teachings have meant to the Jewish

to them that hate you, and pray for people or other non-German nations

them which despitefuUy use you, under their domination. General

and persecute you." Now that war Haushofer once said that "Not one

has become our principal occupation, of these smaller nations has a right

we wonder how the doctrine of love to independent existence."

and forgiveness might be interpreted We in America today are sharply

today. challenged by this question of race

Our enemies have scoffed at our prejudice. In other lands, the prob-

Christian ideals as the babble of lem of racial intolerance is distinctly

weaklings. Their leaders believe that different from ours. Shall we for-

our greatest weakness is that we are ^^^^ ^"^ Christian and democratic

Christian. Their greatest hope in ideals for fear there is something in-

defeat will be that we Christians herently weak in them which might

will be generous at the peace table. ^^^^^Y g^^e the victory to our oppon-

Friedrich Nietzsche, German phil- ^nts? Or should we rally the strength

osopher of the nineteenth century, ^hat is latent m Christian principles

spoke derisively of humility, and his ^o bring peace again to the world?

words have been flaunted at us re-
The problem is not a remote one

peatedly by modern dictators. ^^^ "S, but one that affects the daily

Nietzsche argued that the Christian adjustments of most of us.

virtues of service to others, humili- ^^ ^ democracy, we are committed

ty, kindness, and sympathy are in- ^o the doctrine that all people are

compatible with strength. Asso- created more or less equal, and Amer-

ciated with scorn of gentle virtues is ica has become the great melting

an overbearing militarism and lust pot for all peoples of the worid. Our

for power. Our opponents believe opponents hope that the racial groups

only the strong and ruthless will ^^ which our nation is made up will

survive. With this philosophy goes hate each other; they work by every

an utter lack of toleration of the device for internal strife and dis-

rights of others. Thus Hitler teaches unity as part of their "divide and

that "The nationalization of the conquer" plan. The ideal of the

great masses can never take place by brotherhood of man is a lofty one,

way of half measures, by weak em- and perhaps only approximately at-

phasis upon a so-called objective tainable by finite man; but it is an

viewpoint, but by a ruthless and fan- ideal without which there can be no
atically one-sided orientation as to strength born of unity in America,

the goal to be aimed at." The problem of how to treat ene-

We need search no further than my nationals in our midst is no
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easy one. 'Tifth column" dangers

have made us doubly suspicious. We
should' be cautious, but no good will

come from blindly hating those of

enemy nationality.

'pHE role of hatred in war is an

interesting one. Perhaps in ac-

tual physical combat it has a func-

tion. The emotions of hate and fear

bring about certain bodily changes

which make one fight better. Sub-

stances are poured into the blood

which release stored up energy facili-

tating flight or strenuous combat.

The blood rushes to the large

muscles, the blood vessels in the skin

constrict and the blood clots more
easily reducing the loss of blood in

case of injury. In severe hatred the

intellectual processes are dulled to

some extent and the individual be-

comes more fearless of death.

However, short of actual combat,

violent hatred may waste energy and
actually interfere with efficiency.

Most of us civilians can be of more
assistance by directing our energies

into concrete tasks to help win the

war. Hatred is contagious and may
interfere with the work of others.

Enemy nationals among us may be

good citizens and just as anxious for

us to win the war as we are. A lack

of tolerance on our part may inter-

fere with their doing their bit and
may even turn them into enemy
agents.

One reason we cannot recommend
hatred without qualification as a

weapon of war is that it is so un-

governable, so difficult to direct.

Emotional reactions are much less

specific than most responses to stim-

ulation. A person who is angry has

a ''chip on his shoulder" and may be

gruff with everyone. When we ex-

perience a prejudice or hatred, our

stream of thought is given a certain

''set" or direction which makes it

impossible for us to be objective or

to see all sides of a question. This

tendency to respond to "reduced

cues" or only part of the situation

is found in almost all kinds of be-

havior, although especially in emo-

tional behavior. Thus, we read this

sentence by seeing only the outlines

of the words. Test this by covering

with another piece of paper the lower

half of the line of print you are now
reading. Notice how well you can

still follow the meaning. When we
hear certain footsteps approach, we
know that children are home from

school, and these sounds are not

often mistaken for the mail man at

the door.

Emotional responses are frequent-

ly made to reduced symbols or frag-

ments of previous experiences. A bit

of ribbon, an old letter, a pair of littie

shoes bring back a whole train of

pleasant experiences. On a more
complex scale, we make many of our

judgments about people and many
of our important decisions and form-

ulations of opinion on the basis of

how we feel about only certain as-

pects of the situation. Thus, we may
have been cheated by a tall blond

salesman and thereafter we react

negatively to all tall blond people.

Racial prejudices partake of this

same sort of process. We are likely

to think of all foreigners as being

more or less alike. Very often we
are likely to think of all of a given

nationality as falling into a rather

definite mold both as to physical

appearance and mental characteris-

tics. Negroes are mostly black, the
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Japanese yellow in complexion; but part again. Newspaper headlines

experiments have demonstrated how about crime and divorce also help to

difficult it is for most of us to even promote this kind of error, simply

identify persons of various national- because headlines are usually about

ities by their appearance alone. Our the unusual, not the commonplace,

caricatures of the comic sections and happenings.

cartoons are attempts to use the "out- Stereotypes are the warp and woof
hues" of people by which we are

of race prejudice and hatred. When
most likely to identify them. Can- ^^ £^|| acquaint ourselves with any
catures in turn define outstanding

nationality, we are less likely to con-
characteristics for us, sometimes giv- ^^^^ -^ ^^^ prejudices. Wars would
mg us a false impression of the defin- ^^ considerably less likely if we knew
iteness of the characteristics. Thus, ^^^^ ^^^^^ each other and could
the college professor is made to ap-

^^^^iy understand one another's point
pear a dry, prosy person with spec-

^f ^j^w in world affairs. Familiarity
tacles and a stiff neck. The Japan- ^^^^ ^^1^^^.^ ^^^5 ^^^ ^i ^^^^
ese are made to look heinous beasts,

friendliness, but friendliness is not
the Germans like very stern, heart-

possible without some familiarity.
less mihtarists-all with much more

stereotypes are the molds into which
striking characteristics than, in real- ^^ force individuals-they are not
ity are ordinarily seen.

^^^^1^ ^^^ -etures based on a thor-
The moral and mental character- ^^^ knowledge of other people.

istics of individuals and races are fxr • j. -n j tjc i.

11 1 i. T, • J J 1. 1 War intensifies and solidifies ster-
likely to be ludged by a more or less ^ .^ i .1.

UT, • i. J i-v -1. • eotvpes; it makes them more emo-
abbreviated outline or picture in our .. -^S .'

i
• . • i j-

• J £ u 1. i-T, tional m tone, less impartial and m-
mmds of what they are. , ,, ^ , .' .. ^ j v^

tellectual. Atrocity propaganda is

T^HESE preconceived patterns in- aimed at making the enemy appear

to which we place people or traits inhumane and brutal. Unfortun-

of character arq known in social psy- ately, the by-product of necessary

chology as stereotypes. They are very war propaganda is that such vivid

common to all of us. A well-known stereotypes are built up that we see

error of reasoning known as the all enemy nationals in terms of these

"whole-part fallacy" is quite similar stereotypes. Our emotional reac-

to stereotypes. According to reports tions to the enemy define the stereo-

of a few years ago, the Russian peo- types, and the stereotypes in turn

pie had a stereotyped opinion of us determine our conduct toward ene-

which saw us as a nation of "money- my nationals among us. Little do

grabbing capitalists," "playboys," we stop to think that these people

gangsters, bootleggers, or divorcees, may, and often do, have very little

Investigation revealed that they sympathy with the aims of the ene-

formed this opinion of us largely my. Certainly, in a democracy, these

through knowing us only through people should be judged to some ex-

our moving pictures circulated in tent on their own merits, and not

Russia in which these types of per- entirely in terms of what the enemy

sons were played up too much—the of similar nationality has done or is

fallacy of judging the whole by the doing to us.
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If we were to view the available

evidence dispassionately, we would

see that the differences between indi-

viduals of a given nationality are

probably greater on the average than

are the differences between one na-

tionality and another. There are

all kinds of people in every nation,

good, bad, and indifferent. We need

not judge the whole by the bad part

we may have known.
For the sake of perpetuating the

Christian democratic ideal of the

brotherhood of man, we should be

excused for taking some justifiable

risks in being tolerant toward other

nationalities among us. We should

be cautious, of course, but we should

guard against destroying unwittingly

the very ideals we are fighting for.

The challenge to make democracy

function is a serious one, since our

enemies abuse all of our democratic

freedoms in an effort to destroy us,

or to make us destroy those freedoms

ourselves.

"IITHAT shall we conclude, then,

about hatred in war? Is it

evil, should we love our enemies and

do only good to them? Perhaps the

best answer is for us to learn who our

true enemies are, and do everything

possible in righteousness to render

them powerless, for two important

reasons : (
i

) because if we do not

disarm them, they will destroy us,

our children, and other innocent peo-

ple; and (2) because the ideal of the

brotherhood of man demands that

we unite to preserve the rights of all

peoples to live in peace and good
will. Our procedure will be actu-

ated by a cool intelligence, it will

lead to positive contributions to the

war effort; but it will not be diverted

into personal crusades against pos-

sibly innocent enemy nationals

among us. We will be cautious, not

hateful toward enemy nationals

among us; and when there are reason-

able grounds for suspecting enemies

among us, we will report to proper

governmental authorities, otherwise

we shall keep our counsel.

As a concrete formula^ then, for

civilian guidance in the emotion-

clouded atmosphere of racial preju-

dice, we propose the following:—

1. Learn to analyze the bases of

our prejudices, and beware of "stere-

otypes."

2. Remember the wide range of

individual differences in all national-

ities. Try to judge people on their

individual merits, not by their racial

labels.

3. Don't emulate the racial philos-

ophy of dictators, its delusions of a

master race, the wickedness of its

fanatical oppression of minority

groups.

4. Remember our responsibility to

make the Christian ideal of the

brotherhood of man work and sur-

vive this great struggle of conflicting

ideologies.

5. In upholding democratic ideals,

let us not be blind to enemy abuses

of democratic principles to bring

about our destruction or to force us

to destroy our principles.

6. Be cautious, not hateful. Don't

burn up your energy in aimless ha-

tred. Don't take up personal cru-

sades against enemy nationals, but

report to governmental authorities

individuals you have reasonable

grounds to think should be investi-

gated.



Fruits of The Good Earth
Hazel D. MoyJe

Garden Editor, The Deseret News

AMONG the sweetest of my
childhood memories are those

times when we children were

allowed to intrude into my grand-

mother's sanctum sanctorum, her

own private refuge and pride, her

neat and well-tended kitchen garden

where she spent so many long and

happy hours.

I still recall with a thrill, the de-

light of entering through that stout

and forbidding ^ gate which could

close with such 'finality to keep out

flocks of marauding hens and their

numerous families, occasionally wan-

dering and curious cows, and yes,

squads of assorted sized, eager young-

sters of the neighborhood.

How exciting to be turned loose

among such delectable goodness,

what marvels of neatness and fresh

smells abounded on all sides to in-

vite healthy young appetites! Even
the humble turnips were tender and

sweet as we pulled them from the

rich soil and ate them on the spot!

Incredulously delicious were the tiny

ripe strawberries we culled, and how
enticing were the long, dangling,

jeweled pennants of fruit which hung
so invitingly on the rows of currant

bushes, both the ruby-red and the

translucent white varieties. While
as for a certain precious grapevine-

one of the few growing in the entire

high mountain community—how we
loved to reach up its ancient stems

which coiled to the top of the wall

to pluck the juicy clusters, eventu-

ally emerging with mouths gory with

purple stain. Truly we reveled in the

stored up sweetness of those care-

fully tended fruits and vegetables as

we crammed them into hungry small

mouths.

Both young and old were privi-

leged to enjoy the full flavor of such

home-grown fruits in those days, for

almost every home had its rows of

berry bushes. Then came the im-

proved methods of transportation

and market gardens to supply the

family needs, and the growing of

these small fruits gradually became

less and less usual until now, we sel-

dom see berry patches in any but

the commercial gardens.

The sad ending to the story is that

in choosing the easier way of acquir-

ing our home fruits, we have re-

nounced their greatest charm, their

full and natural flavor. No market

can bring these delicate fruits to our

doors retaining the natural, delicious

aroma intact, even in this age of

miracles. Most berries are picked

for the market before they are en-

tirely ripe in order that they may
''stand up" under the journey from

grower to consumer; or if they are

left on the bushes until they are ripe,

they become a wilted and faded mass

ere they have arrived at their destin-

ation. There are actually many of

our own generation who have never

tasted the true delights of these flav-

orsome but perishable fruits because

they have eaten only those sold in

the markets.

It is only when we eat these tender

fruits soon after they are picked,

with all their luscious goodness dew-
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fresh, that we know all their true planted, whereas the ordinary straw-

sweetness. Then indeed are they berry does not produce a good crop

"food for the gods,'' real nectar and until the second year after planting,

ambrosia. Some growers advocate that the ever-

bearers should be planted afresh

DUT with the coming of war with every year, and the first crop of blos-

its many demands upon the fa- soms removed to store up strength

cilities of our own country, our Gov- for a full later crop, thus producing

ernment is urging, yes even is de- the finest berries in one short season,

manding, that home owners again a new variety of raspberry is also
work the soil and make every bit of making history and giving home
ground produce food. We are urged gardeners the benefit of a most lusci-

to include berried and other small ous, seedless, and delicious of rasp-
fruits in our Victory Gardens to pro- berries, far finer than any of the old
vide our own families with these common everbearing kinds. Imagine
necessities, and thus leave our market having these delightful fruits from
crops for our vast armies as well as mid-July on almost until snow flies!

our less fortunate Allies. Last year, This is actually true of the new "Co-
many home gardeners found how lossus." The first crop is produced
profitable such an undertaking was, on the canes which grew last year,

even in the small city backyard. Soon, and a later developing cane grows
we may again be enjoying all the joys up and gives a long season during
of growing our own berries, and thus the fall months. The size, flavor,

become acquainted v^th the newest and color of this fine new variety of
types, some of which are vastly su- fruit are exceptional,
perior to the old varieties grown in at i. j r j

grandmother's day. , ^'ff* f^ f^*^^"T t T""^
-^ . for at least a few raspberry bushes.

In the case of strawberries, which f^, ^^ey will do well in a little shade,
are perhaps the easiest of all berries while the bushes should have some
for the small city gardener to man- ^^^^ they will also welcome coolness
age one may now have not only ^^d protection from hot drying con-
early mid-season, and late varieties, ditions. Provide rich, well fertilized
but high quality everbearing strains

goil and plenty of moisture if you
which will begin to produce soon ^^uld grow berries of which you can
after the June berries are over, and boast to your neighbor. Two or
continue to provide berries of fine three plants for each member of your
flavor and texture until late October, f^niily will supply you with berries
Such new varieties as "New Mam- enough for your table use. Do not
moth" are to be recommended for plant too many bushes but give those
their fine quality. you do plant good care and attention.

By planting these everbearers as Currants and gooseberries are also

soon as the ground is workable, and excellent subjects for any backyard
by removing all runners as they ap- garden, for these, too, thrive well in

pear as well as the first crop of bios- some partially shady spot. Rich soil,

soms, these everbearers will bear a plenty of moisture, and attention to

full crop the same year that they are pruning when the bushes have been
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PIONEER GARDEN
Apricot, plum, and pear trees; raspberry, gooseberry, and currant bushes; and grapevine

at extreme right are all found in this early day backyard.

growing a few years, will give good
returns.

rj^OR the home gardener who has a

little more room in which to

grow fruit, we have those richly flav-

ored berries that are almost classed as

aristocrats, the zestful loganberry,

the luscious and nectar filled boysen-

berry and the jolly plump black-

berry. These fruits are fit subjects

for some poet's rhyme when fully

ripened and eaten dew-fresh from
the bush. The tart and flavorless

specimens often sold are but poor
and tasteless shadows of these berries

when picked in their prime—sweet
and fragrant with the sun.

These berries should be trained on
some support, and a pleasant little

garden could surely be made by com-
bining all of these fine subjects to

make a small berry garden. Utility

could combine with beauty, for the

blackberries, dewberries, and others

could be trained on any fence or

trellis, while annual flowers could

easily be planted between the bushes

grown in rows, and thus they could

receive moisture with no extra effort.

Warning should be given that only

enough bushes for the family needs

be planted. The picking of fruit be-

comes a task if large plantings are

grown, and thus the fruit garden be-

comes a problem in upkeep. A few

well-cared for plants will give far

greater and better returns than a

larger planting which is indifferently

cultivated. Do not put out bushes

enough to become burdensome.

Join the ranks of the city gardeners

and bring to your table all the delici-

ous fruits of the good and bounteous

earth!



Winter Clothes in Summertime

Piiscilh L. Evans

Member of Relief Society General Board

THE lengthening days and balmy used garments. Some special atten-

air remind us that spring is here, tion given now will insure the pro-

and before we realize it, we shall tection of scarce and valuable mate-

be ''stepping smartly into summer'' rials.

with a wardrobe of cool, comfortable In storing woolens, our chief con-

dresses. But this year it is wartime cern is to protect them from moth
as well -as summertime. Added re- injury. Moths do not eat cotton,

sponsibilities have come to home- linen, rayon, or other fabrics of vege-

makers and to those who must pro- table fiber, or silk. Moths never

vide the family wardrobe. New col- cause injury in bureau drawers or

ors, new dyes, and new fabrics have trunks filled only with vegetable fab-

made their appearance and require rics. Our only concern in storing

study both in their selection and these fabrics is that they shall be

their care. But equally important is kept clean, and that our choice,

the fact that old fabrics, especially white linens shall be laundered and
woolen materials, are disappearing sunned occasionally to insure their

from the market, and it is therefore original whiteness,

imperative that our fall and winter By the intelligent use of certain

clothing, our draperies, rugs, and preparations, moths in every stage

other articles made of wool or part- of development may be killed. There

wool should be stored for the sum- are liquids, used as sprays, and also

mer with special care. crystals which are effective. While

It may be a long time before we some of these preparations are harm-

shall again be able to purchase the less and safe, others are inflammable,

broadcloth, tweeds, serges, and other and some are explosive. Any of them

excellent materials which this spring should be used with caution and used

we shall store as overcoats, suits, only after thoroughly acquainting

and dresses we have worn without oneself with their dangers. We do

fully appreciating the value of the not wish to imply, either, that the

fabrics. Synthetic soybean wool, a use of any of these preparations is

wool fiber made from the soybean, necessary in order to avoid injury

is already a reality, but its utility is caused by moths. Many careful

yet to be demonstrated. housekeepers who have never used

Homemakers this year are working moth preventives in any form can

longer hours than usual, many divid- say with confidence, ''I do not worry

ing their time between their homes about moths, for I never have any."

and outside employments, and it We are warned by students of this

may not be possible for them to give subject that ''there is no season for

the customary attention to their moths" nor do moths ever take a

shelves and closets, with a fortnightly vacation. All stages of the moth
brushing, airing, and sunning of un- cycle are dangerous : the egg, because
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it hatches into the greedy larva; the doubtful if moths can affect it seri-

larva, because it is the feeder which ously. The old-time custom of sun-

actually cuts the holes; and the fly- ning clothing as an insurance against

ing moth, because it distributes its moth injury is based upon successful

eggs and starts the cycle all over experience. Carpets and rugs cleaned

again. by strong vacuum cleaners and thor-

The 'actual villain/' however, is oughly brushed on both sides, and

the larva. He likes the soft, silky clothing dry-cleaned or laundered

fibers of wool because they supply with soap and water are freed from

him with the food he needs to enter infestation. Once freed, clothes may
the pupa stage. All clothes-moth be protected, if not to be used dur-

larvae eat and eat until they become ing the warm season, by being

pupae, then shed their skins and be- wrapped in paper with the ends se-

come flying moths. In this state, curely sealed, or placed in tight,

the moth goes about and lays eggs in sealed boxes.

the places where she thinks her off- The "moth-proof" bags, made of

spring will do well, in dark places heavy paper impregnated with tar

because the pupae do not thrive in ^^ q^Yici substances, if not torn, are

light, and in wool because it will excellent for keeping moths from
furnish food. •

reaching clothing. Obviously, they

are of no value in killing larvae that
^LL articles to be stored should ^^y ^^ in the clothing when it is

be put away absolutely clean, placed in the bag. Any bag made
This is not only an insurance against of plain paper is just as good as bags
damage, but it is a comfortable feel- containing tar or cedar and pine oils,

ing to know that when the article in fact, clothes moths will not eat

will be needed, it will be ready for i^j^o paper to reach clothing, so that

immediate use. Moths are much moth-free articles wrapped in ordi-

more likely to concentrate upon nary firm wrapping paper or several

soiled spots; and dust and grit work thicknesses of newspapers will be
into the threads and shorten the life safe, provided the ends of the wrap-

of the fabric. pings are securely sealed so that the

We are told that ''brushing and moth cannot enter the edges,

beating usually kill the larvae. The The bulletins issued by the United
soft eggs are easily crushed or dis- States Department of Agriculture
lodged by thorough brushing. Par- emphasize the fact that persever-
ticular attention should be given to ance is the keynote of moth charac-
cuffs, hems, seams, and pockets, ter. It is said that the moth's capac-
Moths cannot stand bright sun. ity to search out and enter the most
Larvae drop to the ground from secluded hiding places is almost be-

clothing left hanging in the sun on yond belief. The flying moth, for

the clothesline, especially if no folds instance^ "merely closes its wings
are present in which they can find and crawls through the trunk key-

protection from the sun's rays." hole or other tiny apertures through

If clothing is thoroughly brushed which issue enticing odors of wool."

and sunned every two weeks, it is Frequently, clothing on coat hangers
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is placed in bags with the hooks of

the hangers protruding from the bag
so that the bag containing the cloth-

ing may be hung in the closet. Un-
less special attention is given to the

careful sealing of the aperture about

the hooks, moths will have no diffi-

culty in crawling into it, and once
they enter, the bags are useless.

TN storing your winter clothes make
the cleaning and arranging of your

clothes closets a special feature. The
clothes closet can be one of the most
attractive rooms in your home. Only
cleanliness and orderliness, however,

will make it so. Thought and plan-

ning for this little room will repay

you abundantly in time and energy

saved. The convenient and spacious

closets of the modern home are in

themselves attractive, yet they can

be marred by disorder. On the other

hand, a small and crowded closet

may, by an orderly and wise arrange-

ment of its contents, be made so at-

tractive that, upon entering it, you
have a sense of restfulness and well-

being.

The clothes closet must be spot-

lessly clean. Paint closets often.

There is nothing that gives more en-

couragement to orderliness than
fresh, clean paint.

If you are to arrange a crowded
closet, make a definite plan before

you begin your arrangement. Store

as many things as possible in covered

boxes. Select uniform containers,

their size dependent upon the size

of the shelves upon which they are

to be placed. These may be stacked

one upon another, even up to the

ceiling of the room. Gummed labels

should be attached to the front of the

boxes listing the contents of each

box, so that any article may be easily

accessible when needed. This will

relieve the congestion in the remain-

ing storage space and make the daily

use of the closet more pleasant and
comfortable.

As homemakers, let us open the

doors of our attractive and orderly

closets this summer, with pride in

the thought that this year we have

not just ''put away our old clothes

for the summer," but that we have

safely stored fabrics which cannot

be replaced, clothes of excellent ma-
terial which can be worn another

season with that satisfaction which
comes from the practice of true

thrift.

Rehrences

Care of Clothing. Clothing Bulletin No.
1 , issued by General Church Welfare Com-
mittee, June 1942

Advice to Earnest Mothers, by Henri-

etta Murdock
Clothes Moths and Their Control,

United States Department of Agriculture.

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1353
Clothes Moths, Leaflet No. 145, United

States Department of Agriculture
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There's Always A Way
Olive W. Burt

Our readers will be interested in this further adventure in the lives of the orphans,

sweet, motherly Janet and her small brother Stevie. Other stories in this series include:

"You Know How Boys Are," April 1941; "Pink Lemonade for The Boys," September

1941; and "It's Gotta Be Cash/' June 1942.

IT
was like a small cyclone in the ''Goodnight, Stevie/' she said in

quiet room. Paste bottle, scis- her gentlest voice,

sors, and paper went flying in His small arms came out of the

every direction as Stevie, bursting covers, up around his sister's neck,

into a fit of sudden anger, flung his He held her close to him, as if he
tools away from him. would never let her go. Janet could

'They're mean!" he cried vehem- feel his heart pounding, and she

ently. 'They won't stick!" wondered whether he had been

Janet shocked at such unusual be- frightened someway. Then sudden-

havior spoke more sharply than she ly he let her go and turned his face

was accustomed to, "For shame, to the wall without a word. Janet

Stevie!" stood still a moment or two longer,

Mr. and Mrs. Allen looked up then slipped quietly out of the room,

from their own work, startled, too. She went back to the table, where

at the sudden little tempest. she was making a scrapbook on
"Bedtime, son?" Mr. Allen sug- transportation for her fourth grade

gested. social studies class, and sat down to

"I don't want to go to bed, her work. She was embarrassed that

either!" cried Stevie. "I don't want Stevie should act so. Not once be-

to do anything!" fore in the year since the Aliens

Janet laid aside her own work and had adopted them had he ever acted

came around the table to her brother, like that. She thought she'd better

She smiled apologetically at their explain.

foster parents. "I'll put him to bed. "When we were at the Home,"
I guess he's sort of tired," she ex- she began doubtfully, "sometimes,

plained. if the bigger boys had been scaring

In the bedroom she undressed him Stevie, he acted that way. I know
silently. She had learned long ago he didn't do it because he's naughty
that scolding did no good with —

"

Stevie. He wasn't a bad little boy, Mr. Allen got up and came and
really. When he was naughty, it was sat down beside her. He was smil-

generally something inside him; and ing, and his blue eyes were twinkling,

if she gave him enough time he would "Now, Miss Worry," he teased,

tell her what it was. "you don't need to tell us that. We've
But tonight Stevie didn't intend had Stevie long enough to know he's

to tell her anything, she could see just the best little fellow ever. Any
that. So she washed his hands and boy has to be cross sometimes. Can't
face, combed his curly dark red hair, I help you with that scrapbook, hon-
a task she adored, and tucked him ey?"

into bed. Then she bent over him. He began to clip pictures of trains
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and automobiles and airplanes, show-

ing a surprising deftness. Janet

looked at him and laughed.

"You kids have all the fun!" he

said, ''When I was your age, cutting

out pictures was somewhat on the

forbidden side. We certainly never

got credit in school for it, did we.

Mother?"

Mommy looked up from her sew-

ing and smiled.

''That's the fun of having chil-

dren," she said, "we get to enjoy all

the new things!"

npHE clock struck the hour of Jan-

et's bedtime, so she stood up and

gathered up her materials to put

away for the night. When she came
to kiss her parents goodnight, they

were sitting very still, looking at each

other.

"Don't you think we ought to tell

Janet our big secret, dear?" Mommy
asked.

Mr. Allen drew Janet to his knee.

"It's about time," he smiled, "I've

been bursting with it for days. Janet,

honey, how would you like a new
brother or sister?"

At first the words didn't mean
much to Janet. She smiled.

"From the Home?" she asked, her

mind flying back to the different

children there, a vague little feeling

that things were quite all right with-

out changing them ruffling her

mind's surface.

"Oh, no! A real brother or sister;

one of our very own!"

Janet grew very still; even her

heart seemed to stop beating, wait-

ing what would come next.

The arm about her tightened; her

father's lips were against her hair.

"We're so excited about it we

couldn't wait to share the good news
with you. You've been so wonder-

ful with Stevie. But he's getting to

be such a big boy now, nearly seven.

This will be a tiny baby that you can

tend and love."

Janet wanted to tell them she

was thrilled and happy, but she

couldn't make any words come. She

was happy, if they were; but she'd

thought, oh she had thought that

she and Stevie were all they wanted.

A baby of their very own, her daddy

had said. A real brother or sister.

What was Stevie, then? What was

she? Her throat ached.

Her mother came over and knelt

beside them.

"I know Janet understands just

how I feel about this, don't you, darl-

ing? You love babies, too, and some
day you'll grow up and have a cud-

dly little baby of your very own to

hold in your arms and love. Then
you'll know what it's like. Then
you'll understand how you can love

Stevie so much, and me and daddy

and still love your own little baby,

too. It takes so many kinds of love

to make a family, doesn't it? And
I'm so glad I have a big daughter

to share this new love with me."

Janet reached her arms up and

put them around her mother's neck.

"I am glad!" she whispered.

"Babies smell so sweet in the back of

the neck, don't they? May I help

you make the clothes for it?"

Her parents smiled at her. They
were all happy, all excited, making

plans.

But when Janet went into her bed-

room she thought of Stevie, and went

to look at him as he slept in his little

bed in the next room. She won-
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dered if he knew; if that was what

had troubled him.

He stirred in his sleep, then opened

his eyes and seeing Janet he began

to whimper. Janet knelt down beside

his bed, and put her arms around

him.

"Oh, Janet!" he cried, 'will we
have to go? Won't they want us

any more? I heard Mommy and

Daddy say they were going to get a

new baby of their own. And they

didn't tell me, and Fm scared!"

''Of course we don't have to go,"

Janet reassured him. "We're their

very own, too. It will just mean one

more to play with. Think what fun

you can have."

Then she talked of games and

pleasures Stevie particularly liked

until he was quieted, and at last fell

asleep.

TN her own bed Janet lay very still,

thinking things out. She under-

stood just how Stevie felt; she'd been

a little bit afraid, herself, at first.

But that was silly. Of course Mom-
my was glad she was going to have

a baby. If they'd had their own
mother, their very own—tears stung

Janet's eyes though she loved this

new mother so dearly—there might

have been other babies in time, and
she and Stevie would have been de-

lighted. So they should be delighted

now. And she was! She told her-

self determinedly. She'd have to

make Stevie see it, too.

But Stevie didn't want to see it,

evidently. He awoke the next morn-

ing in the same stubborn, resentful

mood he had shown the day before,

and nothing Mrs. Allen nor Janet

could say or do pleased him. They
told him about the coming baby,

just as carefully as they could.

Stevie glared at them and then,

without a word, turned and banged

out of the door, stamping his feet

down to make all the angry noise he

could.

Janet looked up at Mrs. Allen in

silent apology for her brother. If he

doesn't stop, she told herself, he's

going to spoil everything.

Mommy was worried, Janet could

see. She looked at the little girl and

said, "I wouldn't have him feel like

this for anything. Doesn't he under-

stand that we love him dearly? No
one can take Stevie's place with us!"

Janet knew this was true, now,

but she knew it was going to be hard

to make Stevie absolutely sure of it.

"It's just because he's scared," she

explained. "He's not very old, yet,

and he hasn't forgotten living in the

Home. It was nice there," she hur-

ried to add, "but neither of us would

care to go back."

"You darlings!" Mommy gathered

Janet close, "You'll never have to go

back."

"But three's quite a big family for

Daddy, isn't it?"

Mommy laughed.

"Not nearly big enough!" she

cried. "I hope we have a lot of chil-

dren so we can have a lot of fun!"

"Stevie will be all right afterwhile,

I'm sure!" Janet went on. "But you

know how boys are. It takes them
quite a while to get used to a new
idea."

Janet was surprised at herself, the

way she was planning for the new
baby, the joy with which she was

looking forward to it. She had al-

wavs loved the babies in the Home,
had always been called on to help

with them. Now she would have

one right here, day after day, night
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after night, to bathe, to dress—

And Mommy was so generous in

sharing her plans for the new baby.

She took Janet shopping with her

to buy httle bootees and sacques,

and Janet was learning to knit a

shawl of the most beautiful soft pink

yarn. Everything would be perfect,

Janet told herself, if it weren't for

Stevie.

A FTER that one night he hadn't

mentioned the coming baby to

his sister. He had scarcely talked

to her at all. His gay, continuous

chatter was stilled into a surly aloof-

ness that made Janet's heart ache.

He banged and kicked at things. He
sat for long spells alone on the back

porch, looking across the yard at

nothing.

His goodnight kiss for his father

and mother were quick, sullen pecks,

and when he sat on daddy's lap for

the evening story he didn't snuggle

down as he ought to do, but sat stiff

and withdrawn and unhappy.

''What are we going to do with

that fellow?" Daddy asked one night,

running his hand up through his

hair till he looked as worried and un-

happy and almost as little boyish as

Stevie himself.

''We're doing everything we can,

aren't we Janet?" Mommy answered.

"I think we'd better just ignore his

attitude. Just go along as if nothing

were wrong with him, talk about the

baby, treat him as if he were as

happy as we all are. I guess that is

about all we can do." Then she

smiled at Janet, "We couldn't man-
age at all without Janet," she said

tenderly, and Janet was glad that she

was being such a help, and sorry that

Stevie felt so badly.

"It's just that I hate to have him

unhappy," Daddy went on, still

worrying over Stevie. "It could be

so much fun for all of us. But you
can't tell what a little fellow like

Stevie will do when he is so unhappy.

I can remember things like that when
I was a kid—oh, not just the same,

but things that worried me so that I

was going around all the time trying

to figure a way out. Vm worried."

Janet couldn't bear to see Daddy
worried like that. She went over

and put her arms around him.

"It's going to be all right," she

promised, "I'll find something to take

his mind off it."

"You're a honey!" Daddy squeezed

her, then sat up straight. "Say,

Sweetheart, maybe you have some-

thing there. Something to take his

mind off it—Hasn't he been wanting

a puppy? Why can't we get him
one? Then he'll have something

to think about besides himself and

his 'broken nose.'

"

Janet clapped her hands.

"I believe that would do it!" she

cried.

So the next morning at breakfast

Daddy said with an air of great ex-

citement, "Queenie's going to have

pups very soon now, Stevie. Shall I

speak to Mr. Wilson for one? Would
you like one of Queenie's pups?"

Stevie nodded his head, "Uh-huh,"

he answered without enthusiasm.

Janet exclaimed, "Won't that be

fun, a baby puppy! When do you

think they will come. Daddy?"
But Stevie wasn't interested at all,

and later that morning when Queenie

came over to Stevie as he sat on the

back step, he pushed her away.

"Go on home, Queenie!" he said.

"Nobody wants you hanging round

Tiere!"
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Janet, standing just within the

kitchen, shook her head. Stevie cer-

tainly did feel badly when he'd treat

Queenie that way, for Queenie,

whose home was next door with the

Wilsons, had been one of Stevie's

best friends. Janet went out and

sat down beside her brother.

'I'll bet you made Queenie feel

bad when you treated her like that!"

she said. But Stevie kicked at the

gravel and didn't answer.

"Aren't you excited about having

one of her puppies?" Janet went on.

''It'll probably be a lot like Queenie.

Daddy said her pups are extra fine.

They're registered and everything!"

"What's registered?" Stevie asked

listlessly.

"Oh," Janet explained, "when peo-

ple have extra nice dogs they keep

records about them that tell who
their mammas and papas are, their

grandparents and everyone else, so

the people know all about the dogs

and all about their puppies. It makes
them worth a lot more money. And
it's interesting, too!"

Stevie shook his head, "Who cares

about a dog's father and mother?
It's the dog that counts!" he replied,

ready to pick a quarrel over any little

thing.

Janet sat there, her chin in her

hands, thinking. Stevie was right,

maybe more truly right than he knew.
Maybe this was getting down to his

real trouble. The new baby would
have its own mother and father,

while he, Stevie, felt like an outcast.

Maybe he had a real grudge against

Queenie, after all.

npHAT evening after Stevie was in

bed, Janet perched herself on the

arm of her daddy's chair.

"Daddy," she began, cautiously,

"are you very anxious to have us have

one of Queenie's pups?"

"Now, what's behind that ques-

tion. Sweetheart?" her father asked,

pulling a lock of her red hair play-

fully.

"Well I just wondered, do you
care what kind of dog Stevie has?"

"Why, of course not!" her father

answered, "Has he set his heart on
some particular dog? We'll get it

for him, if he has."

"No," Janet was finding it hard,

now, to explain the shadowy feeling

she'd had that afternoon. "It's just

that Queenie's pups would be so-
so—well, so much a part of hei fam-

ily, you know, with cousins and
brothers and sisters and a mother—"
Her words came tumbling, now they

had got started, "and right now
Stevie is feeling, oh, as if he didn't

have any real family at all. And I

just thought if he could have a dog
like him, you know, one that was

sort of lonely, he might feel that it

was more his very own, you know. I

was wondering, do they have Homes
for dogs?"

Her father, looking at her quizzi-

cally, was beginning to get the mean-
ing.

"There's the dog pound," he sug-

gested.

"Dog pound?" Janet repeated,

doubtfully.

"Yes. Lost and strayed dogs are

taken there and kept till some one
calls for them. Sometimes their

owners come; sometimes they are

given to other people. Lots of times

when people want dogs they go to

the dog pound to find one."

Janet's eyes were shining.

"That's just the thing. Don't you
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see! If we could get Stevie out to

the dog pound and he could find a

puppy there that needed a home, and
that sort of took to him/' she looked

shyly, eagerly at him, ''Sort of the

way we needed you and took to you,

you see, then, if Stevie could have

that dog, why he'd love it more than

anything else and he would know
how you feel about us. See?"

Janet wondered if those were really

tears in her daddy's eyes, and why?
as he drew her very, very close in his

arms and whispered, ''A woman of

understanding is more precious than

fine jewels. Sweetheart, your daddy

takes his hat off to you." Then he

laughed, gaily, "We'll do it!"

''But he mustn't know what we're

doing, Daddy! We've got to let

him think it is all his very own idea!"

f\^ Saturday afternoon when Dad-

dy backed the car out of the

garage, Janet shouted, "Where you

going. Daddy?"
"To see a man on business," her

father answered, and then added,

"Do you kids want to go along for

the ride? We don't get so many
rides as we used to, do we?"

"Sure!" cried Janet. "Come on,

Stevie!"

Even Stevie's resentment couldn't

withstand the thought of a car ride

on a lovely afternoon, they were so

few, now, these joyous trips, so he
came over and climbed into the

front seat. But he wasn't going to

enjoy it, any one could see that. He
sat staring out, saying nothing.

They drove along, pretending not

to notice Stevie's attitude, talking

and laughing, Janet and her father,

bringing Stevie into the conversa-

tion when they could, but making
no point of it.

At last they were outside the city

and Daddy was parking the car in

front of a low cement building.

"Where are we?" Stevie asked,

and when his father said, "This is

the dog pound!" Stevie questioned,

without interest, "What's a dog
pound?" but paid little attention to

his father's brief explanation.

They went inside, and Daddy be-

gan to talk to the man there, leaving

the children to their own devices.

There was a sound of barking

somewhere within the building and

Janet went nearer to the two men,

as if she would ask a question. Her
father said, "There are some dogs

in the back. Just go through that

door if you want to look at them
while I'm talking."

"Come on, Stevie!" cried Janet,

taking her brother's hand and open-

ing the door for him.

The opening of the door seemed

to be a signal of some sort, for sud-

denly there was a great uproar of

barking, scratching, jumping, and

tail wagging. Big dogs barked in

big, deep voices; little dogs barked in

sharp, quick tones; and puppies gave

their own glad sounds as every dog

in the place tried to leap through the

wires and come toward the children.

For just an instant Stevie stood

still, his back against the door, grip-

ping Janet's hand tightly. Before

them stretched two long rows of wire

cages with clean floors and running

water. There was a strong dog

smell in the room and the noise kept

increasing. Stevie blinked, then

went slowly ahead, letting go of Jan-

et's hand.

He peered into the first cage,

where a big black dog was trying to
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make the children notice him above

all others.

"Hey, big boy!" Stevie said, "Don't

make so much noise!"

The dog danced and pressed close

to the wire.

In the next cage was a collie, se-

rene and cool in spite of its attempts

to attract attention, and Stevie looked

at it and said, "Hi ya. Beauty?" and

moved on.

AT each cage the litte boy stopped

and spoke to the inmate, and

the dog within, with that canny

sense that dogs possess of knowing

a friend, leaped and greeted him,

and as he passed, barked helplessly

to call him back.

Then halfway down the long line

of dogs, Stevie stopped for a brief

moment and then sank to his knees.

"Hello, Fellow!" he said, "Hi,

Spot! Here, Spot! Come here, Boy!"

and he put his face against the wire

while the puppy within went nearly

crazy with excitement and joy.

Janet, watching, thought what a

funny puppy it was. It was mostly

white, with a few black spots scat-

tered over its shaggy fur. One spot,

circling his left eye, gave the puppy
a solemn appearance; but one ear

was longer than the other, and this

gave him a comical look, too. So you

really didn't know whether to laugh

or not when you looked at him.

But Stevie knew. With his face

pressed against the wire, he was down
on his knees, laughing and talking

to the puppy. Stevie was saying

things that only boys and dogs know
about and understand, and when
Janet called, "Stevie, come see this

one!" her brother rose and moved
slowly, reluctantly, away from the

funny puppy as it threw itself against

the wire in a crazy effort to follow.

The door opened and Daddy and

the man came in. Stevie ran to -the

man, "Whose puppy is that?" he

asked.

The man looked down at him and

smiled.

"It's nobody's puppy right now,"

he said. "It was brought in the other

night during the big rainstorm, shiv-

ering, and hungry, and lost. Nobody
has called for it, and nobody seems

to want it. But he's cute, isn't he?"

Stevie went back to the puppy and

knelt down by it again.

"Time to go, children!" Daddy
called, and turned to leave the room.

Janet followed, and, more slowly,

came Stevie. But at the door he

turned and flew back down the aisle

to tell his new friend goodby.

Janet and her father didn't dare

look at each other for fear they'd

laugh out loud. They climbed into

the car and sat waiting patiently for

the little boy.

He came out at last and stood

there on the ground beside the car

looking up at his father. His face

was dirty where the puppy's paws

had reached through the wide mesh
of the wire and caressed it; but it

was clean where tears had run down
in narrow crooked channels.

"Daddy!" said Stevie, "You said

I could have a puppy? Can I? Can
I have a puppy, Daddy?"
"Why, of course," smiled his

father. "Queenie will be having

pups in a few days now and I'm sure

Mr. Wilson will give us one."

Stevie shook his head.

"I don't want Queenie's pups!" he

said, "And it won't want me. It won't

want to leave its mother."

(Continued on page 224)
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Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Accounts of local Relief Society centennial celebrations occurring on or near March
17, 1942 have appeared in several recent issues of the Magazine. These accounts are

concluded in this issue and no further contributions relating principally to the centennial

will be published in this department of the Magazine.

RELIEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCES

Reno Stake (Reno, Nevada)

lyfARGUERITA ESSEX, present

president of Alturas (Califor-

nia) Branch Relief Society, recently

sent us this interesting report of cen-

tennial activities.

''We honored the centennial of

Relief Society by planting a weeping

willow tree. Inasmuch as we do not

own property here, we planted the

tree on the grounds near the Boy
Scout Hall, the building in which

we hold our services. We therefore

not only commemorated the centen-

nial, but also beautified the grounds

belonging to the scouts. We now
are planning to set a bronze marker

in a cement block on March 17,

1943. Mabel Schick, secretary of

our Relief Society organization, do-

nated the tree, for which we are very

grateful. The tree was very small

when we planted it, but it is growing

rapidly in size and beauty. Although

we have only ten members in our

organization, we also hope to grow.

CENTENNIAL TREE-PLANTING, ALTURAS BRANCH, RENO STAKE
Left to right: Marguerita Essex, president; Elsie Fischer, first counselor; Nellie Boyd;

Mabel Schick, organist-secretary-treasurer; Bertha Smith, second counselor; and Loraine

Smith

Page 208
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CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCE, CHARLESTON BRANCH RELIEF SOCIETY,
EAST CENTRAL STATES MISSION

Edna Barrett, president, is in center, middle row. loo people were in attendance.

Following is the program presented

at the tree-planting:

Singing
—
"America"

Planting of tree—Former Relief So-

ciety president Rava Barker and
Elder Charles William Fischer,

superintendent of the Sunday
School

Dedication—Elder Fischer

''In the evening a social was held

and refreshments were served.

''In the accompanying picture,

Elder Fischer is using the shovel, and

President Rava Barker is holding the

tree/'

CENTENNIAL BANQUET, SANTA MONICA WARD RELIEF SOCIETY,
INGLEWOOD STAKE
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South Sanpete Stake

(Ephraim, Utah)

A SUMMARY of centennial activi-

ties in the Ephraim North,

South, and West Wards appeared in

the January issue of the Magazine
along with a report of the Manti
ward observances. The accompany-
ing picture shows the three-foot

birthday cake being lighted by the

Relief Society presidents of the three

wards—Esther Thomson (South

Ward), Susannah Olson (West
Ward), and Eva G. Jenson (North
Ward). These presidents appeared

in the final scene of the play "Cen-
tury of Progress" presented the even-

ing of March 17, 1942.

Big Horn Stake

(Lovell, Wyoming)
'TTHE following report, submitted

bv the Worland Branch Relief

Society, of which Sylvia Neilsen is

president, tells of another centennial

celebration

:

'Tor our centennial party, Mrs.

Wilber Wortham, Mrs. Ralph Crow-
ton and Mrs. Louis Gibbons pre-

sented the playlet 'Is It Possible?'

as the feature attraction on the pro-

gram for the evening. The dinner

table, which was set for sixty mem-
bers and their husbands, as guests,

was centered with a five-tier birth-

day cake decorated with 100 blue

candles in gold rosebuds. When
these candles were lighted, they were

reflected in the large mirror upon
which the cake stood. The greetings

sent through recordings from Presi-

dent Grant and President Lyman
were played for the enjoyment of the

members. The Singing Mothers, a

newly-organized unit, sang several

beautiful songs."

THREE-FOOT BIRTHDAY CAKE AND RELIEF SOCIETY PRESIDENTS OF
EPHRAIM NORTH, SOUTH AND WEST WARDS, SOUTH SANPETE STAKE
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Cast of Centennial Playlet, "Is It Pos-

sible?" Worland Branch Relief Society,

Big Horn Stake

San Fernando Stake

(Glendale, California)

OERTHA BERGSTROM, secre-

tary of the North Hollywood

Ward Relief Society, wrote concern-

ing this ward's celebration:

''Approximately 140 were present

to celebrate this anniversary. Each

woman present was given a corsage

made of a giant jonquil tied with

royal blue ribbon. Members of the

Priesthood present were given bou-

tonnieres of bachelor's-buttons. The
members of the bishopric presented

the Society with a gorgeous basket of

pink tulips and pink and white

stocks. The program included sev-

eral talks about Relief Society, the

reading of minutes, and musical num-
bers, some of which were rendered

by the Singing Mothers. The phono-

graph record bringing greetings from

President Grant and President Ly-

man was played and greatly enjoyed.

A special presentation, a box of

candy, was made to Helen Lofstrom,

seventy-seven years old, who has been

a member of Relief Society for

fifty-five years. Although she is now
inactive because of her age, she is

one of the Society's most generous

contributors when called upon by the

visiting teachers. The accompany-

ing picture shows our centennial

birthday cake. Rose Broderson Whit-

aker, portraying Emma Smith, and

Thelda Richardson, ward Relief So-

ciety president, prepare to cut the

cake. The emblem and slogan of

Relief Society appearing in the cen-

ter of the cake were removed to be

framed as a memento of the centen-

nial."

Centennial Birthday Cake, North Holly-

wood Ward Relief Society, San Fernando

Stake. Rose Broderson Whitaker, portray-

ing Emma Smith, left, and Thelda Rich-

ardson, president, right.
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Cache Stake (Logan, Utah)

jyjARTHA H. DAINES, president

of the Logan Fourth Ward Re-
hef Society, sent this brief account
of its ward observance on March 17,

1942:

/The accompanying photograph is

of Logan Fourth Ward Rehef So-

ciety officers in costume, and mem-
bers of our ward bishopric, who rep-

resented the brethren who organized
Rehef Society—all of whom took part
in a dramatization of the first Re-
lief Society in Nauvoo. This drama-
tization was written and directed by
Linda Benson. About three hun-
dred members of the ward attended
the celebration, and all seemed to

feel the spirit of the occasion."

Shelley Stake (Shelley, Idaho)

gARAH KIRKHAM, work-and-

business leader of the Shelley

Second Ward Relief Society, re-

ported that although Shelley Stake
was very disappointed in not being
able to complete its elaborate plans

for the centennial, the wards made a

special effort to make their programs
successful. The program held March
17 in the Second Ward was splendid.

It included the playing of the re-

corded greetings from President

Grant and President Lyman, a pag-

eant, 'Tong-Remembered Words,"
a talk, "One Hundred Years of Re-
lief Society," by Sarah Kirkham,
musical selections, a humorous remi-

niscence, and a retold story. The
observance also included a luncheon
at which a beautiful birthday cake

was cut by Sarah Young and Maiy
E. Thomas, oldest members in this

ward. To conclude the entertain-

ment, members of both the Shelley

First and Second Wards attended
a dance held in the tabernacle. Lula

Bowler is president of the Second
Ward Relief Society.

PARTICIPANTS IN CENTENNIAL DRAMATIZATION, LOGAN FOURTH
WARD RELIEF SOCIETY, CACHE STAKE
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PARTICIPANTS IN CENTENNIAL PAGEANT—"LONG REMEMBERED
WORDS'—SHELLEY SECOND WARD, SHELLEY STAKE

GROUP AT CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCE, KANSAS CITY (MISSOURI)
BRANCH, CENTRAL STATES MISSION

The observance included presentation of the cantata, "Resurrection Morning," directed

by Hazel Stiles. Estella Barker is Rehef Society president of this branch.
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CENTENNIAL BIRTHDAY CAKE
Wilmington (North Carolina) Branch
Relief Society, East Central States Mission.

Counselor Lorna Laine, left, and Branch
Relief Society President Lillian Lelondis,

right.

Ilighhnd Stake

(Salt Lake City, Utah)

DUIH H. WEIDNER, secretary

of Stratford Ward Relief Society,

sent us the following account of its

ward centennial observance:

"As a memorial to the centennial

of the Relief Society, the Stratford

Ward of Highland Stake presented

a pageant entitled 'Immortal Moth-
ers,' written and directed by Erma
B. Steffensen. Thirty-five adults

and twenty-three children partici-

pated. It depicted the glorious Hves

of the general presidents of Relief

Society. Two women, beautifully

dressed in white, read the pageant,

which told of the devotion and un-

ceasing service of these great women.
The opening paragraph was as fol-

lows:

Behold, and it shall come to pass that

in the last Dispensation of the Fullness

of Times, God shall touch the souls of the

w omen and make them scribes to His holy

word in this kingdom on earth.

''A short history of Reief Society

followed, and a tableau showed the

outstanding accomplishments of each

president. In brief, the order and

content of the tableaux were as fol-

lows:

First—Joseph Smith.

Second—Joseph and Emma Smith.

Third—Ehza R. Snow. She crossed the

plains, carrying the precious records of

the first Rehef Society.

Fourth—Zina D. H. Young. She teaches

her own and four of Brigham Young's

children to make soap, candles, and to

card wool for material for their clothes.

Fifth—Bathsheba W. Smith. She is shown
bowed m grief, saddened by the death

of her mother and infant son at Winter

Quarters and her son George, who was

killed by the Indians.

Sixth—Emmeline B. Wells, noted for her

gift of writing, is shown unveiling the

Sea Gull Monument on Temple Square.

Seventh—Clarissa Wilhams is shown car-

ing for sick and crippled children.

Eighth—Louise Y. Robison, noted for her

temple work, starts the Singing Mothers'

organization and the campaign for loo,-

000 members in Relief Society.

Ninth—Amy Brown Lyman, present gen-

eral president, was represented in the

tableau in person. She sat in the center

of the stage, dressed in a beautiful black

velvet dress. She was presented with a

bouquet of red roses. A poem, 'The

Glory of God,' was read during this

tableau.

"For the finale, two R.O.T.C.

students in uniform wheeled a

model of the campanile onto the

stage as the seven presidents (other
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SCENE FROM TABLEAU FOUR, PAGEANT—"IMMORTAL MOl HERS"
Stratford Ward Relief Society, Highland Stake

SCENE FROM TABLEAU NINE, PAGEANT—"IMMORTAL MOTHERS"
Stratford Ward Relief Society, Highland Stake. President Amy Brown Lyman in center.
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than President Lyman) came and
stood back of President Lyman and
sang The Spirit of God Like a Fire

Is Burning/ The closing paragraph

of the pageant was:

Behold, and it came to pass, that so

great was their diligence, so deep was their

love, so broad their charity, that angels

traced on gold records the names of each

of these "The Immortal Mothers" in the

mansions on high, and yea, in the hearts of

these 'The Immortal Mothers" in thy king-

dom on earth, God shall dwell forever, and
forever.

''Music for the pageant was fur-

nished by the Singing Mothers and
a string ensemble. It included 'A

Song of Triumph/ by Beatrice F.

Stevens, 'In Thy Form' by Florence

Jepperson Madsen, *0 My Father/

'Our Mountain Home So Dear/ and
'Though Deepening Trials.' " Susan

Inkley is president of this ward Re-

lief Society.

Idaho Falls Stake

(Idaho Falls, Idaho)

^LICE ANDERSON, secretary of

the Ammon Ward Relief Soci-

ety, reports that this ward presented

a pageant, "The Relief Society

Wheel of Progress," on March 17,

1942. The women shown in the ac-

companying picture represent the

spokes in the Wheel of Progress.

These spokes were Inspiration, Spir-

ituality, Charity, Visiting Teachers,

World Peace, Education, Welfare,

and Singing Mothers. Sister Ander-

son says: "We were proud of the

program and of the large crowd in

attendance. The evening concluded

with dancing." Vera Lee is presi-

dent of this ward Relief Society.

Teton Stake (Driggs, Idaho)

npHE centennial was very success-

fully celebrated in the Driggs

Ward of the Teton Stake, accord-

ing to Maude Jeppson, first counselor

in the Relief Society presidency. The
observance included a pageant, "The
Glory of Womanhood," a poem
about the general presidents of Re-

lief Society read by Bessie Kimball,

musical numbers including selec-

CENTENNIAL "WHEEL OF PROGRESS," AMMON WARD RELIEF SOCIETY,
IDAHO FALLS STAKE
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DRIGGS WARD RELIEF SOCIETY MEMBERS HONORED AT SPECIAL
CENTENNIAL PARTY, MARCH 18, 1942

Left to right: Mary Anderson Henrie, Hannah Bowerraan Price, and Manette

Robison Hillman

tions by the Relief Society chorus,

remarks by the ward bishop and Re-

hef Society stake president, and the

playing of the transcribed recording

from President Grant and President

Lyman. Also, a banquet was served

for all married women of the ward

and their partners. Tables were dec-

orated in blue and gold, using blue

vases filled with daffodils. There was

also a large birthday cake. Past

ward presidents were served first and
honored with blue and gold ban-

ners, which they wore.

On March 18 another party was
held honoring six older members
who could not attend the Tuesday
celebration due to the severe weather

conditions. Three of these sisters

are shown in the accompanying pic-

ture. They are: Mary Anderson
Henrie, over eighty years of age, who
served for many years as president of

the Driggs Ward Relief Society;

Hannah Bowerman Price, first presi-

dent of the Driggs Ward Rehef So-

ciety; and Manette Robison Hillman,

who has done a wonderful service

as a midwife. According to Sister

Jeppson: 'The top layer of the birth-

day cake was served to these sisters,

and they were presented with flowers,

programs, and typewritten copies of

the song 'A Hundred Thousand
Strong.' A recording of this song,

made in the ward, was played for

them, and the record received from

the General Board was also played.

They were thrilled beyond expres-

sion." Ruley Moss is president of

this ward Relief Society.

St. Johns Stake

(St. Johns. Arizona)

A NEWSPAPER clipping sent to

us from St. Johns, Arizona, gives

a detailed account of the centennial

celebration held jointly by the St.

Johns Stake and the St. Johns Ward
on March ly, 1942. Two hundred
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CENTENNIAL DINNER, AFTON NORTH AND SOUTH WARDS, STAR
VALLEY STAKE

guests were in attendance. Accord-

ing to the report, the activities in-

cluded the following: presentation

of the cantata ''Resurrection Morn-
ing/' written by the late B. Cecil

Gates; music by a string trio; a pag-

eant portra.ying the organization of

Relief Society and depicting services

rendered by the Society; the honor-

ing of women noted for Relief

Society service; and an antique and
heirloom display. Old-time danc-

ing concluded the festivities of the

evening. Adding greatly to the color

and atmosphere of the occasion were

the old-time costumes worn by those

in attendance. The recreation hall

and chapel were decorated for the

event with bowls and baskets of love-

ly spring flowers. Mrs. H. L. Allen

of the stake board served as general

chairman for the centennial.

Clara R. Sherwood is president of

the St. Johns Stake Relief Society,

and Maud B. Jarvis is president of

the St. Johns Ward.

Star VaUey Stake ( Afton, Wyoming)
nPHE Afton North and Afton South

Ward Relief Societies met joint-

ly to observe the centennial on

March 17, 1942. From an attrac-

tively printed souvenir program

which was sent to us, we note that

the activities consisted of a dinner

(see accompanying picture) at which

toasts and responses were given,

music by Singing Mothers, a play,

"Memories and Reality," written

and directed by Martha Kennington,

and a "television" broadcast featur-

ing the presidents of the Afton Ward
Relief Societies since the first or-

ganization in 1887. The printed

souvenir gave a brief history of the

fifty-five years of Relief Society in

Star Valley, listed the names of all

ward Relief Society presidents, and

all Relief Society officers and mem-
bers of the centennial year. The
present presidents of these wards are

Kathleen P. Burton (Afton North)

and Leora C. Barrus (Afton South).
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CENTENNIAL TREE-PLANTING, MAY lo, 1942
Burley Stake Relief Society

Builey Stake (Burley, Idaho

j

pROM Agnes C. Hoggan, presi-

dent of Burley Stake Relief So-

ciety, conies this brief report of this

stake's centennial tree-planting cere-

mony.
"On May 10, 1942, our Stake Re-

lief Society Board planted an arbor-

vitae on our stake tabernacle

grounds. Our stake president, R. O.

Hatch, participated, taking a moving

picture of the ceremony. Members
from each of our nine wards were

present."

HOYTSVILLE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, MARCH 17, 1942

Hoytsville Wcirc] Relief Society, Suminit Stake
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Suiumit Stake (Coalville, Utah)

P^DNA M. TREMELLING sub-

mitted this account of the Hoyts-

ville Ward centennial program:

''On the evening of March 17, 1942,

we presented an original pageant in

two parts, entitled Trom Out of the

Past/ The first part, In My Gar-

den of Memories/ portrayed the his-

tory of the ward organization in

dialogue form out of our 'Book of

Memories/
'The second part depicted the

first organization of Relief Society

by the Prophet Joseph Smith. A
lighted candle in a lovely setting

represented the blessings and privi-

leges women attain through Relief

Society. As appropriate verses were

read, candles were lighted consecu-

tively by members representing the

Relief Society general presidency,

stake and ward officers, class lead-

ers, visiting teachers, and Singing

Mothers, after which a candle-light-

ing song was sung. A large cake

which was later cut and served, was

brought on the stage. 'A Song of

Triumph,' and a closing song and
prayer concluded the program."

Nellie R. Crittenden is president

of this ward Relief Society.

Crossing The River
(Continued horn page 178) real friends. Always believing, fin-

velop, they now began to establish ally they knew that Arizona was also

the comfortable pattern of life which Zion. An Arizona Temple had been
they had left in Utah. These pio- promised, and was built. Human in-

neers were coming to realize that genuity and close spiritual ties built

their ideals had not changed because a bridge across the Colorado and a

of privations, and that even when new and easier road to beloved Utah.
they were living in shanties and dirt-

roofed houses, the finer things of

life were treasured and cultivated.

Flowers were planted which

Todav one feels no terror in look-

ing down that almost perpendicular

canyon to the ribbon-like river far

below. Its roar is faint, like an echo
bloomed. Throughout all the tragic from the past.

troubles over water, the tea kettles

in Arizona bubbled as blithely as

ever they did in Utah. The friends

who were bound into a oneness that

day of the "crossing," were ever the

The Arizona of the pioneers is to

its children and its children's chil-

dren the "land of heart's desire."

Happily, lustily they sing her state

song "O Arizona, Sun-Kissed Land!"

LPrayier for uielief Society

"We would hold up before thee, O Lord, the Relief Societies, \Mth
all their members; and all those who preside in their midst according to

their callings and appointments, general or local. Bless the Teachers in their

labors of mercy and charity, who, as ministering angels, visit the homes of

the sick and the needy, bearing succor, consolation and comfort to the

unfortunate and sorrowful."

—From Dedicatory Prayer by Pres. WiUord Woodruff at Dedication of Salt Lake Temple
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New-fashioned Thrift

Lesson 8

Preservation of Victory Garden Products

(For optional use on Tuesday, May ii, 1943)

'pHE thought of harvest and pres- sidered. Underripe products shrivel

ervation of food is usually linked and do not keep well, while over-

with autumn—the time when all the ripe ones are usually inferior in qual-

luscious, varicolored fruits and vege- ity. Vegetables and root crops when
tables, brimful of vitamins and min- stored do not all require the same
erals, make such a definite appeal to temperature nor humidity, and the

the appetite. However, harvest time storage periods differ. Beets, car-

is not any one season in this country; rots, turnips, and similar- vegetables

our food crops are gathered the year keep best when stored at 32-36° F.

round. But in spite of the continu- with relative humidity of 85-95 P^^
ous production, most small fruits cent, and will keep four to five

and quick-ripening vegetables, such months. Squash and pumpkins re-

as strawberries, raspberries, peas, and quire 40° F. with relative humidity

asparagus are short lived and are of 50-70 per cent. Potatoes should

seasonally found on the market. Be- be stored in a dark place with a rela-

cause of this, and in order to have tive humidity of 85-90 per cent, and
such foods in the daily diet, it is im- keep best at 35-40° F. Higher temp-

portant to preserve them in such a eratures cause them to sprout soon,

way as to retain their natural flavor, and sometimes cause a decay in the

form, and food value. Although center known as ''black heart." Ap-

many Victory Gardens were grown pies like a cool, moist atmosphere

last year, there are indications that and will keep crisp and firm many
many more, on a much larger scale, months if properly stored. In pre-

will be grown during the coming sea- paring fruits and vegetables for stor-

son. In order that time, energ}^, and age, those with any kind of bruise,

manpower will not be lost, every bit crack, or injury shoud be separated

of the food produced should be util- from the more perfect ones; defec-

ized. That which is not used im- tive ones should be used first and
mediately, when fresh, should be only firm ones stored permanently.
jDreserved by storing, canning, dry- There are several types of storage,
ing, or treezmg. r^^^

|-j^g ]^^^^ ^^^^ suited to your
btonng

circumstances and needs should be
Some kinds of crops are better used. Parsnips, carrots, and horse-

suited to storage than others. This radish can be left in the ground all

should be kept in mind at the time winter with a covering of straw, and
of planting; but whatever kind is dug or pulled as needed. Next to
grown, its proper stage of maturity this type, the mound is the simplest
for successful storage must be con- form of storage. A layer of straw is

Page 221
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put on the area of ground needed, sterile glass jars and sealed quickly

then the vegetables are piled on it and completely. Care must be tak-

in mound shape and covered with a en with this method to prevent bac-

layer of straw and then a layer of soil, teria-laden air from getting into the

The thickness of the covering will jars when filled. The water bath

depend upon the severity of the method is used for fruits and toma-

weather in a given locality. A stor- toes. With this method a kettle or

age pit is made by digging a hole wash boiler is used which has a tight-

one to one and one-half feet deep ly fitting lid and which is deep

and three to four feet wide. The pit enough to permit covering the jars

is lined with straw, and the vege- with two inches of water. A wooden
tables are piled into it in pyramid or wire rack is fitted into the bottom
shape and covered with straw and of the kettle to keep the jars from

soil. Freezing weather requires a breaking. The water is kept boiling

thick layer of soil. Indoor cellars, during the entire process, otherwise,

if cool and' ventilated, are good, but water from the boiler may replace

the modern, heated home with a some juice from the jars. The cook-

cement basement is not so good for ing period is counted from the time

the storage of raw fruits and vege- the water begins to boil vigorously,

tables. Outdoor cellars are built on The steamer method is used for the

a more elaborate scale, and are used same kind of products as the water

when it is planned to store large bath. There must be a good circula-

amounts of food products. tion of steam to insure efficient ster-

ilization of the products to be pro-

Canning cessed. A steamer may be made for

^ ... f f 1 the purpose, or the same equipment
Canning is a type of food preserva-

^^ ^jj^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ bath meth-
tion used more extensively by house-

^^ ^ ^^^ Directions for op-
wives than any other type All kinds

grating the type of steamer used
of fruits, vegetables, meat, poultry,

should be carefully followed. Oven
and fish can be preserved in this way.

^^^^j^^^ -^ ^commended for berries
The methods which may be used are

^^^ ^^^jj ^^^^^
. ^^^^ ^^^^j^ ^^

known as: operi kettle, pressure ^^^^ . ^^^^ j^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^_
cooker, water bath, steamer, and

^^^jj^^ ^p^^^j^^ ^^^ 0^^^^
oven. To be perfectly safe, how- We fruits do not get sufficient steril-
ever, in canning non-acid vegetables -^^^^^ ^-^-^ ^-^-^ ^^^^^^ ^ brownish
and meats of all kinds, a pressure

discoloration often develops which
cooker should be used. In using a

^^^^ ^^^ ^j ^j^^^ ^^^^j, ^^^^

pressure cooker, instructions for its ^^^ /^
proper use and care should be studied ' ^

carefully to prevent accidents and .

waste of food. A pressure cooker is
-L^rying

as safe as any other piece of equip- Vegetables and fruits may be dried

nient and is easy to handle if a few to remove sufficient moisture to pre-

precautions are taken. With the vent spoiling. Drying can be done

open kettle method, fruits are cooked at home in a dehydrator. Because

in syrup until just tender, packed in fruit turns dark when cut or peeled,
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better results are obtained if this

change can be brought about before

the drying is done. Sulphuring or

the use of a salt solution will help

to accomplish this. The latter is

easier when the drying is done at

home, but it does not result in as

good a finished product. In using

this method the fruit is peeled, and

then immersed in the solution (6

level tbs. salt to i gal. water). Fruit

may also be dried without peeling.

Non-acid vegetables and those which

cannot be preserved by storing can

be dried when a pressure cooker is

not available.

Freezing

Like drying, freezing as a method
of food preservation, especially for

meats, was used in early days when
no other method was available. But
only within the last ten or twelve

years has this method developed so

that all the food values are retained

and the products are like perfectly

fresh ones. Quick freezing is not

cold storage. In quick freezing the

temperature is lowered so fast that

the ice crystals do not enlarge and
cut the delicate cell walls. When the

products are defrosted, the original

flavor and juices are still there. Not
all foods, however, yield to this pro-

cess in the same way, but as time

goes on more foods are being success-

fully preserved by this method. So
far, this is not a practical home pro-

cess, but many housewives have ac-

cess to community lockers and are

learning to prepare their own pro-

ducts for freezing, or they pay a small

amount to have them prepared by a

plant. Locker plants are mostly op-

erated as a community project or

by ice companies and meat dealers

who rent space to their customers.

Whichever process of preservation

is used, the same care in the selection

and preparation of the foods is neces-

sary as though the foods were to be

used immediately. Firm, well-

matured products should be carefully

and quickly handled and thoroughly

cleaned. All utensils, jars, caps, rub-

bers, and other containers must be

perfectly sterilized. The time of the

processing should be carefully calcu-

lated so the product will not be un-

derdone or overdone.

The careful storing of canned and

dried foods is important. A cool,

dark, dry atmosphere is best for food

in glass containers. It is advisable to

give foods dried in the sun a final

heating in the oven to kill any micro-

organisms that might be present.

Foods dried in a dehydrator will be

free of any of these, but should be

stored as soon as they are cool, in

airtight cans, jars, or small paper

bags. If dehydrated foods are put

in cartons which hold only an amount
sufficient for use at one time, then

large amounts will not be disturbed

nor exposed to the air unnecessarily.

Note: Space will not permit detailed

instructions on all the methods and pro-

cedures of preservation, but help and in-

structions may be obtained from the ex-

tension personnel of the various agricultur-

al colleges. Every housewife should pre-

serve all the food that she can use.
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There's Always A Way
(Continued horn page 207)

He stood there, beseeching his

father with his wide, blue eyes, and

Mr. Allen and Janet could hardly

bear it when two tears welled up and
spilled down the cheeks they loved

so dearly.

"Daddy! Can't I have Spot? He's

all alone, and he doesn't want me to

leave him!"

"Spot?" Mr. Allen pretended not

to understand.

Stevie nodded. "He knew me as

soon as I came into the room/' he
explained, "And I knew him. He
wants to be my dog, and I want him.

The man said nobody else wants

him. Please, Daddy?"
Mr. Allen climbed down from the

car.

"Let's see about this," he said, and

Janet hurried to follow them into the

office again.

"Why, of course Stevie can have

the puppy if he wants him," the

man smiled. "I think it would be

fine. He's the kind of puppy that

needs a boy like Stevie, and I'm sure

Stevie is the kind of boy that needs

a puppy like Spot."

When the door to Spot's cage was
opened, there was no doubt about

this. Spot gave one leap and was

in Stevie's arms, and he cuddled

there, licking Stevie's face, and wig-

gling with joy all the way home.

As soon as the car was stopped,

Stevie leaped out and went running

to the house, Spot scrambling about

in his arms.

"Mommy! Mommy!" Stevie was

yelling at the top of his voice, gay

and noisy as he used to be, "Come
here. Come see Spot! Mommy!"

Janet looked at her father and he

looked at her.

"Sometimes you wonder just what

to do about things," she said, "but

if you think hard enough, there's

always a way."

Her father bent and kissed her.

"Do you know what. Sweetheart?"

he said softly, "If they lined up all

the little girls in the world, and all

that ever will be in the world, and
marched them past me, I know which

one I'd pick. She's got freckles on

her nose and her hair is the color

of ripe sunshine—"

Janet was so happy she could al-

most cry. Stevie was happy again,

her daddy was happy again, and
now she and Mommy could settle

down to the serious business of get-

ting things ready for the new baby.

SLEEPING PUPPY
Courtney E. Cottani

You look so innocent;

And yet, those slippers scattered on the floor!

You look so innocent;

(The inner-soles are by the door,)

'Fhe cloth is pulled from the table top,

Excuse me, while I get the mop!
You look so innocent.
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cJnbute to a 1 1 Lother

•npHE following excerpt is from a letter written by a son in

the Navy to his mother.

'Tour letters are always welcome indeed. I appreciate
them even if I am slow in answering them. Even though 1

do not always write to you I think of you every day, yes,

several times a day. You have always been so good and
kind and understanding with me and Albert, 1 want you to

know how much I appreciate what you have done for us.

Both you and Dad have taught by example much better than
anyone else has by words.

''It is not easy for me to speak of my innermost feelings

but now I am old enough to know that to tell one who is near
and dear to you that you love her very much is nothing to be
ashamed of. I do love you very much and it i§ this love for

you that has kept me from many temptations. It is a love that

grows in a son when he can see in his mother what he would
like to see in other women. A beauty of character and per-

sonality; a great deal of courage and patience in times of

hardship; a wealth of understanding for the sufferings of others,

and most of all a deep and abiding faith in God. These are
all the things that I want to find in the girl that I take as my
companion in this life.

"You taught me to love honesty because you love honesty.

You taught me to love God because you loved God. Your love

of clean living made me love clean living. Your faith in me
has given me faith in myself. I cannot help feeling your great

love for me and I hope that you may feel the love I have for

you. My love cannot be as great because through service to

me your love has grown and become greater. In a like manner
the more I do for you the more deep is my affection for you. , . .

"Herbert Dickson."

^SiS^TD
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Rachel Ridgway Ivins Grant

Mary Grant Judd

Member of Relief Society General Board

ONE who knew her well once

said of Rachel Ridgway Ivins

Grant: 'In her presence one

seems to feel the meaning of the

word highbied in its truest sense.

The fact seems perfectly clear that

she came of a people that were re-

fined and -cultured." Her Ivins pro-

genitors, of English descent, came

to the new world in 1690, and were

among the earliest settlers of Long
Island. It was in 1760 that they

settled in New Jersey where they, as

well as the Shreves from whom she

was also descended, figured conspic-

uously in the history of New Jersey.

It was in Hornerstown, New
Jersey, that Rachel was born March

7, 1821. She was the sixth child and

third daughter in the family of Caleb

Ivins, Jr. (whose grandmother was a

Shreve), and Edith Ridgway. Her
grandfather, Caleb Ivins, had lived

in Hornerstown all his life. History

states: ''He was loved by all who
knew him, many having christened

him 'the good Samaritan.' He owned
a substantial brick and frame house

and had a nice farm with a beautiful

orchard in which chestnut, hickory,

and walnut trees grew. He also

owned a store, gristmill and saw-

mill."

Rachel's father was a merchant.

He died when she was but six years

old; the lovely spirited mother fol-

lowing him in three short years. The
children now became separated.

Rachel living first with her grand-

father on her mother's side (a kind-

ly old gentleman who allowed her to

do about as she pleased), and later

with her cousin Joshua Wright and

his wife, Theodosia.

Theodosia, Joshua's wife, prided

herself upon her immaculate house-

keeping. No speck of dust was ever

allowed to enter the sacred precincts

of her home. The training received

by the young girl unaccustomed to

such rigidity must have been severe.

"Come back," the grandfather in-

vited; and the children said, "Such

work belongs to the servants." But

to them all Rachel answered, "No."

Young as she was, she realized that
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the training she was receiving was

for her good. She was naturally or-

derly, and now scrupulous cleanli-

ness became second nature to her.

At Theodosia's, Rachel's regular

routine consisted of the bedroom
work, and caring for the silver and
glassware. These latter were never

allowed to leave the dining room.
To have taken these aristocrats of

the table into the kitchen would
have been a sacrilege.

Rachel really enjoyed life at the

home of her cousin Joshua, and
though there were no other children

there, she was not lonesome. Her
naturally buoyant and happy dis-

position, which characterized her

whole life no matter what her dif-

ficulties, stood her in good stead at

this time. After the day's work was

over she would go to a little grove of

trees nearby and there sit and sew
for her dolls, singing contentedly all

the while. It is easy to imagine her

thus if one knew her in after life,

for she always made the best of any

situation.

COME of Rachel's early history,

including the incidents which

led to her joining the Church and

her fervent testimony of the gospel,

have come down to us in her own
words

:

My grandparents on both sides were

Quakers, consequently I was brought up
under that influence. But the silent wor-

ship of the Friends did not satisfy the

cravings of my soul. I longed to hear the

beautiful hymns that my mother taught

to her little children even in our tender

years, and the spirit often moved me to

burst out in songs of praise, and it was
with difficulty that I could refrain from
doing so.

At the age of sixteen years with the con-

sent of my relatives, I joined the Baptist

Church. The singing pleased me and the

prayers were somewhat inspiring, but the
sermons were not much more satisfactory

than the none-at-all of the Quakers. I was
religiously inchned but not of the long-

faced variety. I thought religion ought to

make people 'happier and that was the kind
of religion I was looking for.

About this time we heard of some strange

preachers called "Mormons" who had
come to our neighborhood. I concluded
they were some of the false prophets that

the Bible speaks of and I had no desire to

see or hear them.

Her older sister Anna (mother of

Anthony W. Ivins), had become
converted to the new faith and per-

suaded Rachel, almost against her

will, to go and hear them speak.

I went to the meeting on Saturday but

when she asked me to go on Sunday I

did not know whether I ought to break the

Sabbath day by going to hear them or

not. But I finally went. Upon returning

home I went to my room, knelt down and

asked the Lord to forgive me for thus

breaking the Sabbath day.

I attended some more meetings and

commenced reading the ''Book of Mor-

mon," "Voice of Warning" and other

works, and was soon convinced that they

were true. A new hght seemed to break

upon me. The scriptures were plainer to

my mind, and the light of the everlasting

gospel began to illumine my soul. While
thus investigating, a little child died whose

mother had joined the Latter-day Saints.

The Baptist minister took occasion to re-

fer to the death of the little one, regretting

that its parents had neglected to have it

baptized, and that thereby it was lost and

could not have . salvation. I afterwards

heard Elder Orson Hyde preach the funeral

sermon. He portrayed the glories of our

Father's kingdom and the saved condition

of the httle innocent ones who died before

they came to years of accountability
—

"For

of such is the Kingdom of Heaven."

The contrast was very great, showing

one to be false and the other true. I was
steadily being drawn to the gospel net.

One day while attending the Baptist

prayer meeting our pastor admonished me
for the course I was taking and said if I
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did not stop going to the Mormon meetings

I could not hold my seat in the Baptist

Church, and they would be obliged to dis-

fellowship me for listening to false doc-

trines.

This seemed to settle the question with

me. One wanted to hold me against my
convictions, and the other was free salva-

tion, without money and without price.

I soon handed in my name for baptism

and rendered willing obedience to the first

four requirements of the gospel of Jesus

Christ as revealed through the Prophet

Joseph in the last dispensation of the ful-

p'iss of times. And oh, what joy filled my
being! I could sing all the day long and
rejoice in the glorious promises of the

gospel.

I
T was at this time that Rachel met

the Prophet Joseph Smith for the

first time, as well as Jedediah M.
Grant, her future husband. The
''spirit of gathering ' took possession

of her, and in 1842 she went with

her cousins, the Ivins, to Nauvoo.

In this beautiful city Rachel made
many friends. One of them, Em-
meline B. Wells, who afterward be-

came the fifth general president of

Relief Society, gives this description

of Rachel at this time:

The writer has a faint remembrance of

Miss Ivins as she first saw her in Nauvoo.
She was dressed in silk with a handsome
lace collar, or fichu, and an elegant shawl

over her shoulders, and a long white lace

veil thrown back over her simple straw

bonnet. She carried an elaborate feather

fan and now in thinking of fans, I recall

the fascination of that fan. One could
easily discern the subdued Quaker pride

in her method of using it, for Sister Rachel
had the air, the tone, and mannerisms of

the Quakers.

Rachel herself would never admit

that she had been good looking.

''No, I was not a pretty girl,'' she told

her granddaughters in later life. But
they knew better. Such a handsome

old lady must have been a beautiful

girl. It is probably true that she did

not possess the doll-faced type of

beauty. But in place of mere pret-

tiness she had breeding, a fine car-

riage. She held her head high, not

in false pride, but because she had

been well-born and possessed a de-

termined character. It is reported

that when she became the wife of

Jedediah M. Grant, one of the

neighbors remarked, "Brother Grant

has married a queen."

When she went to Nauvoo in

1842, it was natural that she should

mingle in the social life of the city.

She became well acquainted with

the Prophet Joseph and has left us

this interesting description of him:

I was many times at the Prophet's home.

We used to have parties there. But not

so many times when I saw him. He was

a fine noble looking man. Always so neat.

When he was preaching you could feel

the influence and power. He was not at

home very much. There were so few that

he could trust or put confidence in. His

life was so often sought that he had to

be hid up. After he had been in hiding and

had come out he was always so jolly and

happy. He was different in that respect

from Brother Hyrum, who was more
sedate, more serious.

Rachel tells us that her first year

in Nauvoo was a very happy one, but

that the second was not so peaceful.

"There were troublous times for the

Saints, much persecution and tur-

moil." The turmoil grew more and

more pronounced until it culmi-

nated in the terrible tragedy of the

martyrdom of the Prophet and

Patriarch, Joseph and Hyrum Smith.

Rachel was ill with a long siege of

fever which left her in a weakened

condition. This was a crucial period

in her life. She felt very much alone
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and seems at this time to have had bit. She hesitated at the thought of

no definite idea as to just what becoming an added burden on Israel

course to pursue. She finally decided who would have his hands full in

to go back to New Jersey. caring for his wife, little daughter

Caroline, and baby son Anthony.

TN New Jersey she lived with her In addition, Rachel had been suffer-

brother's people. They treated hig from a severe cold which seemed

her with indifferent kindness for they to have fastened itself upon her

felt that in joining the Mormons she permanently. Her doctor hinted at

had disgraced the family name. tuberculosis, several of the family

Through this period of uncertain- being consumptive, and he now

tv, Rachel did not lose her testi-
earned her that the trip across the

mony, she had been present in
plams might mean her life. To add

Nauvoo after the martyrdom when to her uncertainty, her brothers did

the mantle of Joseph Smith had everything in their power to per-

fallen upon Brigham Young. She ^^^^^ ^^' *« remain in the East,

gives us this account of the incident: ^^^^ offering to settle upon her an

annual income for life if she would

After the Prophet's death when Sidney renounce the hated religion of Mor-
Rigdon came to Nauvoo and spoke, he monism.
thought it was his right and privilege to n u r -ut i.T_

be president of the Church^ Briiham ^
^^^^el S problem was the same

Young jumped right up on the seat and that has confronted thousands of

spoke. If you had had your eyes shut you converts to the faith of the Latter-

would have thought it was the Prophet day Saints, and, like those others, she
Joseph. In fact, he looked like him-his

^^j^^^ -^ ^. ^^^^^ prayerful con-
very countenance seemed to change

—

., ,. i-t -^
^ i.

and he spoke like him. sideration, deciding to cast her lot

with the pioneers in the West. Once
At this time an indelible impres- she had made up her mind she was

sion was made upon Rachel's mind as firm as the rock of Gibraltar,

which nothing could quite efface. Nothing could make her turn back.

And yet it is not improbable that, She was to know sorrow and pover-

had she remained with her brother's ty, but the day never came when she

family, their antagonistic attitude regretted her choice. How momen-
might have dimmed her faith, sep- tons to her posterity this decision

arated as she was from the Church turned out to be!

leaders. Rachel did not embark upon her

new enterprise unprepared. With
OER sister Anna had married the hundred dollars she had saved

Israel Ivins, and in 1853 they she bought such cloth as calico,

decided to go to Utah. Rachel was bleach, linsey-woolsey, and material

invited to accompany them. What for both cotton and woolen dresses,

to do? To cast her lot with Anna with thread to make them up. She

meant a pioneer life to which she purchased some ready-made clothing

was entirely unaccustomed. Her together with bedding, pillowcases,

financial resources consisted of only sheets, etc., and what she termed

$100.00, which she had saved bit by ''store things"—necessary articles
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which it was unHkely she could pro- well-balanced meal, served with that

cure in Salt Lake. best of sauces, a perfect appetite.

Rachel found herself enjoying life

npHE trip across the plains was sur- to the full. Sometimes she read, but

prisingly pleasant. It was seven not for long on account of the sway-

years since the first pioneer com- ing of the wagon. She kept her

panics had blazed the trail, and by knitting in her pocket and spent a

1853 when Israel Ivins took his fam- great deal of her time in this useful

ily West, the journey had lost many occupation. She enjoyed the two
of its hardships and hazards. Those children, who were very good, and
who came later could profit by the would spend hours amusing baby
experiences of their predecessors and Anthony or telling stories to little

besides, Israel was a man of sound ''Caddie.''

judgment who did not risk the jour-

ney without thorough preparation. QFTEN the company would travel

His equipment consisted of two till rather late. Then tired and

well-stocked wagons, two yoke of hungry, they would camp when they

oxen and a cow. One of the wagons came to some spot where water was

was furnished almost like a room, available. While the women pre-

having chairs and a bed. This made pared the meal, Israel would unyoke
it very pleasant for the travelers, for, his oxen and go to look for feed for

besides providing comfortable quar- them. Never would he eat until they

ters at night, it permitted them to were provided for. Often he would

lie or sit down during the day if they work until midnight getting every-

chose. The wagon was equipped with thing in readiness for the start on

steps at the back, and the deliberate the morrow and being sure that

pace of the oxen permitted the oc- every comfort which this outdoor
cupants, when tired of riding, to life could afford was provided for

slip out and walk for a while. There his family. True, Rachel was often
was plenty of good, wholesome food weary, but untroubled sleep came to

for all. The faithful cow furnished her at the end of the day. And while

whatever milk was needed by the the exposure burned her face in

grownups as well as the children, gpjte of her faithful sunbonnet, and
Cornmeal mush and milk was the the hot winds dried and bleached
usual supper, supplemented with her hair, she did not mind, for she
cooked, dried fruit. These pioneers felt herself growing stronger daily,

had never heard of carbohydrates, until, at the end of the three
proteins, or minerals, yet here was a {Continued on page 297)

ERRATUM
The committee on preparation of A Centenary of ReJid Society takes this op-

portunity to correct a mistake found on page 3 5 of A Centenary of Relief Society. The
picture on that page attributed to be one of Rebecca E. Standring, former general

board member, is in reality a picture of Rachel Ridgway Ivins Grant, the same picture

that appears as the frontispiece to this Magazine. The committee apologizes to the

members of the families concerned for this error.



The Resurrection
Oscar W. McConkie

^^OE is not here, but is risen"

(Luke 24:6), were words spok-

en by angels to ''the women . . .

which came with him from Gahlee/'

for they had ''followed after, and
beheld the sepulchre, and how his

body was laid. And they returned,

and prepared spices and ointments;

and rested the sabbath day accord-

ing to the commandment." (Luke

23:55, 56) "Now upon the first day

of the week, very early in the morn-
ing, they came unto the sepulchre,

bringing the spices which they had
prepared, and certain others with
them. And they found the stone

rolled away from the sepulchre. And
they entered in, and found not the

body of the Lord Jesus. And it came
to pass, as they were much perplexed

thereabout, behold, two men stood

by them in shining garments: And
as they were afraid, and bowed down
their faces to the earth, they said

unto them, Why seek ye the living

among the dead?" (Luke 24: 1-5)

Then the heavenly messengers testi-

fied that Jesus had come forth from
the dead. And they saw "the place

where the Lord lay."

The interrogatory: "If a man die,

shall he live again?" was answered.

"For as Jonas was three days and

three nights in the whale's belly; so"

was "the Son of Man" "three days

and three nights in the heart of the

earth." (Matt. 12:40) He was

"raised again the third day." "And
the graves were opened; and many
bodies of the saints which slept

arose, And came out of the graves

after his resurrection, and went into
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the holy city, and appeared unto

many." (Matt. 27:52, 53)

lOB knew that Jesus would come
^ forth from the dead, and that he

would see him face to face. Isaiah

said that all the dead would arise

with their bodies, and Daniel fore-

told a classification of them into

everlasting happiness or contempt.

And all of the prophets witnessed

it. Jesus himself said that he would
conquer death. Paul wrote: "Now
if Christ be preached that he rose

from the dead, how say some among
you that there is no resurrection of

the dead? But if there be no resur-

rection of the dead, then is Christ

not risen: And if Christ be not risen,

then is our preaching vain, and your

faith is also vain. Yea, and we are

found false witnesses of God; because

we have testified of God that he

raised up Christ: whom he raised

not up, if so be that the dead rise

not. For if the dead rise not, then is

not Christ raised: And if Christ be

not raised, your faith is vain; ye are

yet in your sins. Then they also

which are fallen asleep in Christ are

perished. If in this life only we have

hope in Christ, we are of all men
most miserable. But now is Christ

risen from the dead, and become the

firstfruits of them that slept. For

since by man came death, by man
came also the resurrection of the

dead. For as in Adam all die, even so

in Christ shall all be made alive.

But every man in his own order:

Christ the firstfruits; afterward they

that are Christ's at his coming. Then
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Cometh the end, when he shall have things reach the ears of adminis-

delivered up the kingdom of God, trators of earthly affairs, and emo-

even the Father; when he shall have tions that are shaped and controlled

put down all rule and all authority by many forces and prejudices enter

and power. For he must reign, till he into judgments here. But perfection

hath put all enemies under his feet, will reign supreme in the resurrec-

The last enemy that shall be de- tion. Many who rule here will be

stroyed is death." (I Cor. 15:12-26) ruled over, there. Some lords will

be abased. The meek will possess the

'pHE doctrine of the resurrection earth. There is great cause for the

was plainly understood in the righteous to look forward with hope.

Meridian of Time. Jesus said: and to rejoice. But the wicked will

"But after that I am risen, I have reason to mourn,

will go before you into Galilee."

(Mark 14:28) To the Sadducees, y^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ through

who did not believe in the resurrec- Christ. His death and resurrec-

tion, he affirmed the correctness of tion make life a profitable enterprise,

the doctrine, and said that after the Without them, death would be per-

resurrection men could die no more, manent, but the atoning plan re-

for they would be ''the children of moves the sting of death. It robs the

the resurrection." grave of permanency. It leaves death

The doctrine gives hope to all who and hell empty of all who serve the

love the Lord, for all men, whether Lord with whole hearts. That it

good or bad, will be ''recompensed might be so, God raised up Jesus, to

at the resurrection." But "Blessed turn the children of men from their

is he that shall eat bread in the iniquities. But they were grieved at

Kingdomof God." (Luke 14:15) Foi His doctrines, and demanded that

Jesus said that all - "shall come He be killed. However, God raised

forth; they that have done good. Him from the dead, and extended

unto' the resurrection of life; and through Him His mercy to all men.

they that have done evil, unto the And assurance thereof is given to

resurrection of damnation." (John all who listen to the truth. So "Why

5:29) Therefore, all good men have should it be thought a thing incred-

just cause to hope. But exact justice ible with you, that God should raise

cannot be administered independent the dead?" (Acts 26:8)

of God, for perfection is not found Many have suffered torture, and

amongst men. In the resurrection all manner of sorrow, and have

it is different. All will have a true denied themselves of every carnal

reward. God will administer justice pleasure, that they might have deliv-

there, and His judgment and His erance through a better resurrection,

laws are perfect. His execution of And they have blessed God, because

penalties, and His rewards and of His abundant mercy, and have

punishments are perfect. Because witnessed of Jesus, and have wor-

He is perfect, all men may hope for shipped according to their highest

perfect rewards, whether good or knowledge, that they might have

evil, in the resurrection. Strange part in the first resurrection. Upon
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such the second death shall have no

power, and their names will be

found written in the book of life.

*'
. . . and I saw the souls of them

that were beheaded for the witness

of Jesus, and for the word of God,

and which had not worshipped the

beast, neither his image, neither had

received his mark upon their fore-

heads, or in their hands; and they

lived and reigned with Christ a

thousand years. But the rest of the

dead lived not again until the thou-

sand years were finished. This is the

first resurrection. Blessed and holy

is he that hath part in the first resur-

rection: on such the second death

hath no power, but they shall be

priests of God and of Christ, and

shall reign with him a thousand

years." (Rev. 20:4-6)

''And I saw the dead, small and

great, stand before God; and the

books were opened: and another

book was opened, which is the book

of life: and the dead were judged

out of those things which were writ-

ten in the books, according to their

works. And the sea gave up the dead

which were in it; and death and hell

delivered up the dead which were in

them: and they were judged every

man according to their works."

(Rev. 20:12-13)

Now, the books that were opened

were the Scriptures, as well as the

records of the Church. The Scrip-

tures contain the law that will judge

the whole earth. And all facts and

records of the Church will be meas-

ured and judged by them. They con-

tain the law pertaining to the whole

plan of salvation. The peoples of the

earth must answer to them in the

day of judgment. And the people

of all dispensations will be judged

out of whatever Scriptures were

available to their respective genera-

tions. And the book of life is God's

record of all life. The names of all

men whom He created were in it.

But the names of many will be blot-

ted out, because of sin. ''And who-

soever was not found written in the

book of life was cast into the lake of

fire." (Rev. 20:15) ^s to death and

hell, the prophets speak of the grave

as death, and the place of the con-

signed spirit as hell. The grave

( death ) will deliver up the body, and
hell will deliver up the spirit, and

the two will be joined in the resur-

rection, never more to be separated.

"I^HEN Jesus was born into the

world, it was a mighty peace

proclamation. The angels heralded

His coming with songs and joy. A
new star appeared, and good will

went out from the presence of God.
But the resurrection was of a differ-

ent nature. It is true that it was a

necessary event precedent to the

peace of the soul, but in another

sense, it was a pronouncement of

the world's greatest victory. It was

the most spectacular thing that ever

happened in the world. It was

greater than the creation of the

earth, and of the bringing of its ele-

ments together.

Jewish priests, teachers, and rabbis

represented the priestly order of

that day. They interpreted and ad-

ministered the ecclesiastical law.

The priesthood of the whole earth

was in their hands. Therefore, they

represented the ecclesiastical law of

the earth. And the seat of civil law

and authority was at Rome. Rome's

arms stretched far, and dominated

many people. Both ecclesiastical and
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civil authority of the Meridian of Chirst has estabHshed life. He is

Time united in judgment against ''the resurrection, and the life" and

Jesus, and determined that He ''he that believeth" in Him, "though

should die. They judged and pro- he were dead, yet shall he live." And
nounced sentence upon Him. And this probationary state is a time fixed

the w^hole force of w^ickedness for men to prepare to meet God, and

v^as arrayed against Him. All to choose between the resurrections

evil opposed Him. Lucifer, who provided for them. It is the time

represented every evil force in the to forsake all carnality, and to shake

whole earth, concentrated all of his off the chains of sin. And all men
powers against Jesus. Thus, all ought to rejoice in Christ, without

wickedness, and all wicked men, whom "there could have been no

were arrayed against Him. redemption," nor any resurrection,

These united to destroy His life, therefore, no victory. But blessed

They succeeded because He allowed are the dead who sleep in peace, for

it to be so. And He suffered death their redemption is sure, because of

in the manner devised by them, be- the merciful plan of our Creator,

ing judged of men. The law could who prepared a way for our deliver-

not restore Him alive, for death ance. Our hope is renewed, because

reigned supreme. But He triumphed of the power of the resurrection, and
over the ecclesiastical law; over all things will be restored, but "Do
their civil law; over Lucifer, and not suppose, because it has been
over all his powers; and over wicked spoken concerning restoration, that

men; and over death and hell; and ye shall be restored from sin to hap-

over all things. He came forth trium- piness. Behold, I say unto you,

phantly. It was a victory greater wickedness never was happiness."

than all victories. It was a victory (Alma 41:10) "For that which ye do
worthy of God. None but Jesus send out shall return unto you again,

Christ could do it. and be restored; therefore, the word
restoration more fully condemneth

npHEREFORE, "Why are ye the sinner, and justifieth him not at

troubled?" and "Why do all." (Alma 41:15) But all will come
thoughts arise in your hearts?" Jesus forth. "If they be good, to the resur-

Christ has atoned for all men, and rection of everlasting life; and if they

for all life, and the vital fact of the be evil, to the resurrection of damna-
resurrection is proved. The mercy of tion." (Ill Nephi 26:5)



Women and the Home Today
Amy Brown Lyman

General President of Relief Society

The following talk was delivered by President Lyman over Radio Station KSL on
Sunday evening March 14, 1943 during the Sunday Evening Church Broadcast, 9:15-

9:45 p. m. Sister Lyman was invited to deliver this talk by courtesy of the Church Radio
Committee in recognition of the 101st birthday of Relief Society, March 17, 1043.

ONE hundred and one years making for the good of humanity in

ago, March 17, 1943, the these troubled and anxious times,

women's Rehef Society of the contributions not only to their own
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day organization, but to their Church,
Saints was organized. Today its to their communities, and to the

members may be found in every various nations in which they are

state of the United States, in six con- citizens. They are concerned both
tinents, and in the islands of the sea as individuals and as organized

—in many nations, some of which are groups m the health and welfare oi

now opposed to one another in war. their communities, both in programs

Nevertheless, these women are initiated by the Society itself, and by

bound together by their common co-operating with other agencies,

acceptance of the Gospel of Jesus particularly in the fields of relief,

Christ and their membership in the food conservation (including can-

Relief Society. Truly did Madame ning and drying of fruits and vege-

Chiang Kai-shek say in her recent tables), salvage, recreation for serv-

historic speech to the Congress of ice men, sewing, and nursing services

the United States that ''devotion to —giving countless hours in volunteer

common principles eliminates dif- work. And all this service they are

ferences in race, and identity of rendering in addition to performing

ideals is the strongest possible sol- their home duties; for Relief Society

vent of racial dissimilarities." women are first of all homemakers

^ ,1 . , r 1 • .
^nd mothers. The noble spirits of

As the president of this interna-
^hese good women, their courage,

tional organization with its 1
1
5,000

3,,^ ^^^^^ ^^^y. j^^^^ j.^ ^^jjed favor-
members, regard it as a great privi-

^^ly, I am sure, all who know of the
lege as well as an outstanding honor ^^^^ ^^ ^3^,^ jorie. What they
to have this opportunity of speaking

,^3,,^ accomplished is truly amazing,
over the radio to our Relief Society ^^j i a„, ^nve our Heavenly Father
workers officers and members, and ^^^ ^^j sanctions and approves
also to the multitude others who

^1,^;, gff^^js^ ^ut for these unselfish
listen to the messages of this regular ^^0,^3 ^e will reward them richly.
Sunday evenmg broadcast of our ^

npHE responsibilities and duties of

To our Relief Society members I women, always important and
extend greetings, and to them ex- always great, seem greater today
press appreciation for the great and than they have ever been before,

unselfish contributions they are With the wodd involved in war and

Page 236
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our customary manner of living dis-

turbed and interfered with, new
calls are constantly being made upon
them. Women are expected to bear

and bring up children, to care for the

homes, to serve and to sacrifice, to

help to keep up the morale of their

families, of their communities, and

of their country, and to help safe-

guard the emotional stability of the

nation. They thoroughly sense the

unusual needs and demands which

have come in connection with this

great struggle which has as its slated

objective the obtaining of freedom

for all mankind, and the establish-

ment of peace—of a peace which can

function and thus be more than a

mere temporary truce. They there-

fore stand ready and willing to work

and serve wherever duty calls. They
strive under even the most trying

conditions to help to keep up the

general morale, to be calm, patient,

and serene; and, as a group, to be a

source of quiet fortitude and encour-

agement. They try to rise above then

own personal anxieties and trials,

and they do their utmost to sustain

the courage of others—of husbands,

brothers, sons, and even youths and

children. Women are also willing to

make sacrifices, all those sacrifices

which a nation may ask of its citizens

in a time of common peril.

In times of war the great sacrifice

for women is sending forth their sons

to the battle front. Those who
create, always suffer greatly when
the fruits of their creation are en-

dangered or are in peril. The artist

or the sculptor would be filled with

anguish if, after months or years of

continued painstaking effort, his

masterpiece, in the form of a paint-

ing, a statue, or a marble carving,

should be mutilated or destroyed.

The artist knows as no one else can

know what each work of art has cost.

He knows what long years of strug-

gle and study it takes to actually

produce, to create.

Then what of the mother who
produces life, who bears and brings

up a son and then is called upon to

have him, for his country, make the

supreme sacrifice? She only, who
has produced human life, knows the

cost and the value of human life,

and therefore she has unparalleled

and profound reverence and regard

for it. And what, too, of those other

mothers, young wives who are left

to rear their children singlehanded

and alone? Other sacrifices, how-

ever great, whatever they are, such as

the loss of property or other material

things, or the loss of personal com-
forts, or the giving up of a life of

comparative ease for one of hard

labor—all these are as nothing in

comparison. And yet the love of

country, the love of freedom and
liberty, and the dedication to what
they regard as duty, are causes for

which women, the human child-

bearers, are willing to pay, even at

the greatest of all costs. If things

could be as women would have

them, however, war as a means of

arranging human differences would
be abolished. They would settle such

difficulties by arbitration and com-
pensation.

pROM among the multiplicity of

tasks which come to women to-

day, we should choose wisely. It is

extremely difficult and of some con-

cern to know how to proceed, how to

know which work is the most im-

portant, the most constructive^
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which will really be most helpful,

which will bring the most needed
results. It is also difficult to know
how much we can safely undertake

and try to complete satisfactorily

without detriment to our health, to

our home life, and to the health and
welfare of our children.

We all desire to do our very best

with the time at our disposal. We
want to make the most of it. Each
day comes but once, and each and
every hour of every day we would
like to use to the best advantage. We
stand ready to do this with all the

energies and powers at our com-
mand. The question, however, often

arises, what shall we undertake to do
and what may we profitably let re-

main undone? I am persuaded that

we may let go many things which
are of small consequence, many pass-

ing pleasures which have no perma-

nent or eternal value. As new duties

and responsibilities present them-

selves, these should be considered in

the light of their relative importance

one to another, and in the light

of their relative importance when
compared with the values of that

regular routine work which must be

done, and which many are now nor-

mally pursuing. Some women, such

as mothers with little children, may
be doing work both in the home and

in the community, more prosaic but

more important, helpful, and far-

reaching, in the long run, and more

necessary even to the progress of the

war and the peace to follow, than

any kind of new work. Many are

able, therefore, to add but little to

their present burdens. Then on the

other hand, there are many other

women who are free to give practi

cally full time to war efforts.

All will agree that the first and
most important duty of women is to

keep the homes intact and the fam-

ilies together. The home, the basic

institution of society, must be pre-

served. Not only should homes be

kept intact for the sake of those left

in the home, but also for the sake of

the boys and men who are at the

front. We are reminded constantly

by military leaders that, from the

military standpoint, homes should

be properly maintained; that they

are and will remain the greatest in-

spiration to the men in the service.

Home is their chief topic of conver-

sation.

Then, as the givers and the guardi-

ans of life, it is the task of women
in the midst of any and all exigencies

and emergencies to bring up the gen-

eration of tomorrow. This is always

a great responsibility for women, and

especially so when they have to carry

this burden alone. To the woman
with young children, children of the

ages requiring continual care and

supervision, surely her first duty is

toward them. This is her most im-

portant work, and the greatest con-

tribution any mother can make to

the world, either in time of peace or

in time of war. It is especially im-

portant today that children be

brought up in well-regulated homes,

homes that run smoothly, homes

where good standards are main-

tained. System and regularity are

the best preventives of emotional

difficulties which often result, later

on, in behavior problems, and juve-

nile delinquency. In all homes, and

in all the adjustments which every

home and family will have to make,

children should receive full consid-

eration.
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From the viewpoint of the Latter-

day Saints, the family is a sacred and

'holy institution and family life is the

most important of all human rela-

tionships. This conclusion is based

upon their belief in the pre-existence

of man, in a life beyond the grave,

in the immortality of the spirit, and

in the eternal and everlasting union

of husbands and wives and of par-

ents and children.

Latter-day Saints • believe that

"marriage is ordained of God . . . that

the earth might answer the end of its

creation; And that it might be filled

with the measure of man, according

to his creation before the world was

made" (Doc. and Gov. 49:15-17);

we believe and teach that marriage is

a holy sacrament as well as a legal

union, and that when marriage is

consummated by proper authority

in the House of the Lord it is *'for

time and for all eternity.''

In the standards and plans for the

Latter-day Saint home and for home
life, children should be given the

first consideration. Their health is

to be guarded and careful provision

is to be made for their schooling,

their leisure, and their spiritual wel-

fare. Rarely can a family be found

in the Ghurch in which the parents

are not willing to make real sacrifices

to educate their children, provide

suitable recreation for them, and
build up in them faith and such a

love for the Gospel of the Master

that these children, without finan-

cial remuneration, serve gladly as

missionaries to spread the ''glad tid-

ings.''

Belief in the immortality of the

spirit affects all reactions in the Lat-

ter-day Saint home. When parents

look into the faces of their little

children, believing that their spirits

are immortal, that they will go on

and progress eternally, there comes

into the souls of parents a feeling of

reverence for the life and personality

of these little ones whom God has

entrusted to their care; and parents

are willing to forego personal pleas-

ure, even endure severe trials, rather

than to deprive these children of

normal home life, or of whatever

else may be necessary for their prop-

er growth and development.

Ghurch members were greatly

impressed by the message of the

First Presidency of the Ghurch given

last October, in which they called at-

tention to the duties and responsibil-

ities of parents regarding their chil-

dren. It has caused us all to pause

and to review again our standards

and ideals, our manner of living, and

our obligations as parents and

Ghurch auxiliary workers. I will

close these remarks with some quota-

tions from this great message:

By bringing these choice spirits to earth,

each father and each mother assumes to-

wards the tabernacled spirit and towards

the Lord Himself ... an obhgation of the

most sacred kind, because the fate of that

spirit in the eternities to come, the bless-

ings or punishments which shall await it

in the hereafter, depend, in great part,

upon the care, the teachings, the training

which the parents shall give to that spirit.

No parent can escape that obligation

and that responsiblility, and for the proper

meeting thereof, the Lord will hold us to

a strict accountability. No loftier duty

than this can be assumed by mortals.

Motherhood thus becomes a holy call-

ing, a sacred dedication for carrying out

the Lord's plans, a consecration of devo-

tion to the uprearing and fostering, the

nurturing in body, mind, and spirit, of

(Concluded on page 297)



Keep Close to the Church
Dr. Edgar B. Bwssaid

Member United States Tariff Commission

KEEP close to the Church and shall know whether they are of

its teachings, is God's com- God; the race is not to the swift nor

mand. Obedience to this to the strong but to them who en-

admonition will establish proper dure to the end; keep close to the

values and objectives for life's work, Church and the Lord will bless you

and will contribute to man's greatest with the strength of ten.

joy and satisfaction. Keeping this -The Gospel is God's plan of life

counsel and demonstrating its fruits and salvation for His family, the

will aid others to obtain for them- human family. The Church is His

selves the same consequent bless- organization providing opportun-

ings. Abiding by it will thus ities for its fulfillment. In the love

strengthen us and the Church and and wisdom of an all-seeing Father,

make for better living standards the He has marked our course through

world over. Compliance with it will life and back to our eternal home,
provide salvation and exaltation in His plan is so unlimited in scope

the life hereafter. and so marvelous in comprehension

The authorities, ancient and pre- that it inspires mankind to hope,

sent, have stressed the necessity of even for perfection. And His Church
our active affiliation with the Church through the Priesthood, wards,

and of the practical application of stakes, missions, the Relief Society,

its doctrine in our lives. We are Sunday School, Primary, Mutuals,

taught to ''remember the Sabbath scouting, choirs. Genealogical So-

day to keep it holy," to "go to the cieties, and temple work, offers the

house of prayer and offer up thy means of achieving this glorious ob-

sacraments upon my holy day"; that jective.

it is good to meet together often to

renew our covenants and to study 'T^HE past twenty years in Church,
the Gospel; that we should bear our ^ Government, and other work in

testimonies to each other often be- Washington dealing with represen-

cause that will strengthen our faith tatives of domestic and foreign in-

and make it easier to keep it, and to dustries, agriculture, labor, and gov-

live as we should. ernments of many nations has

The exhortations of the Old and shown anew the great present value

New Testaments, the Book of Mor- of the Church and has emphasized
mon and the Doctrine and Cove- the mission it has to perform
nants, the teachings of the Prophet throughout the world. That mis-

Joseph Smith and of all the leaders sion, if possible, is even more vital

of the Church since then, resound now than heretofore. Present condi-

in one chorus—seek and you shall tions would be quite different if just

find; knock and it shall be opened; the homely and simple virtue of ab-

keep the commandments and you solute and forthright honesty were

Page 240
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MEMBERS OF WASHINGTON STAKE IN MILITARY SERVICE HONORED
Washington Stake Conference, September 1942. Center, left to right: President Oscar

A. Kirkham, President Ezra T. Benson, and President Hugh B, Brown.

practiced among men. Open hon-

esty that declared ''the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the

truth," would make negotiating

treaties, trade agreements, and all

other international dealings easier

and the results more enduring.

What a heaven on earth it would be

if all the high standards of the

Church were adhered to by man-
kind generally in all their relations

with each other, and if men acted

knowing that what they did, had
not only a fleeting, but an eternal

effect.

Nearly ten years ago when Presi-

dent Heber
J.

Grant, both his coun-

selors, and five members of the

Quorum of the Twelve came to

Washington to dedicate the new

chapel they told us over and over

again that they hoped we would
make full use of it. ''Take good care

of it, yes. It is new, bright, and love-

ly, and is beautifully furnished, but

it was built and equipped to be

used."

Ever since the day of its opening,

it has been used effectively in preach-

ing the Gospel and keeping mem-
bers active in the Church. Besides

the full program of regular Church
services as a ward and stake house,

180,000 visitors have come to the

chapel to enjoy a restful hour of

music and a conducted tour of the

building, and have sent back word
to their families and friends in all

parts of the country. With the capi-

tal city mobilized for war, the a 600
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SERVICE MEN ENTERTAINED, 1942
Home of Bishop and Sister Harold G.

Clark

tourists per month have given way

to as many defense workers and

temporary residents who turn to the

''Mormon Chapel" for respite and

new inspiration. A third of these

guests remain for an hour or more in

gospel conversation with the stake

missionaries, while uncounted others

come to Sunday services and M. I. A.

to see ''Mormons-in-action." The
fifty service men who find a restful

night's lodging in the clean, airy

gymnasium each Saturday night can

attest to the building being used and

its conventions respected. Elder D.

Sterling Wheelwright, as organist,

chapel director, and in charge of the

Bureau of Information is, with his

talented wife, doing a magnificent

missionary service. Excepting the

Salt Lake Tabernacle, organ, choir.

and Temple grounds, this is the

greatest center of missionary activ-

ities in the Church. Its influence is

world-wide because of its character,

and because it emanates from the

Capital of the United States of

America where are located diplo-

matic representatives of every im-

portant nation on earth.

TN recent years there has been a

vast movement of members of the

Church from the former center

stakes in the valleys of the Rockies

to hunt new opportunities in all

parts of the United States, east, west,

north and south, and to many for-

eign countries. Hundreds have come
to Washington, D. C. to work in

the Government, attend the univer-

sities, establish business, practice

law, medicine, dentistry, teach

school, be with their children, or

other loved ones, and for various

other purposes. The membership in

the Washington Ward is a regular

moving cavalcade. It changes so

rapidly that it is an exacting job to

keep ward records up to date under

such conditions. The genius of the

Church is shown in the way it in-

spires members to give their time

and do the necessary work to meet

such problems. Because so many
of those who come to the Nation's

Capital have continued active in the

Church, this group has grown from

a mere handful, meeting in Senator

Reed Smoofs home, to a good size

stake of 3,000 members. That whole

period of change and growth is re-

plete with evidence of the blessings

that have come to those who have

kept close to the Church.

And now, during the past two

years, thousands of our young men
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and women have joined the armed prayer and study alone, but also by

and auxiliary forces of our nation, the warm friendliness which radiates

and are to be found in all parts of through our churches and personal

the world where those forces are on associations. A young marine paid

duty, or training for activity in the great tribute to his brother's fidelity

various services. Hundreds of them to the Church. He said in coming to

have come to Washington and near- Washington he was eager to find

by areas. These young people are his brother, also in the service, who
away from home, many of them for had expected to be here about that

the first time. They are away from time. He had no means of knowing

family and friends and from their fa- where to locate him, but he knew it

miliar and stabilized Church and he were here, when Sunday came he

home-town social and economic con- would find him at Sunday School,

ditions. They are often engaged in And so he did. These fine young

strange and unloved, and sometimes men are all enlisted in teaching and

difficult and dangerous tasks that are appreciating the Restored Gospel

necessary for the protection of our as well as in the service of their

country and our way of life. These country, and through prayer and

men and women especially should right living they can keep close to

contact the Church at every pos- the Lord wherever their service may

sible point in their travels to par- take them,

take of the sacrament and renew

their covenants with the Lord. They A COMMENDABLE practice of

will learn more of the Gospel, the families of the various wards

strengthen their faith, draw nearer of Washington, by arrangement of

to God, obtain courage to resist the stake military committee, is to

temptation, and become stronger in invite all service men visiting the

character and endurance to carry on Washington Chapel Sunday School

under any and all conditions the to have dinner in the homes. Many
vicissitudes of their tasks and living of these men find relatives and
conditions. friends at Church; however, from

Many of the testimonies now six to twenty others each Sunday

borne in our Washington fast meet- have dinner with families who have

ings are those of such visiting service especially prepared for them. The

men and women from nearby bases, men enjoy this respite from camp

Their thrilling, faith-promoting ex- life and the host families enjoy hav-

periences, and their expressed need ing them, as is shown by this report

and love for keeping close to the of Sister Leah Ivins Cardon:

Church is a tribute to the homes
and wards all over the Church from It was a never-to-be-forgotten experi-

which they come. A lieutenant ?"^^; f°"^ ^),^ ^'"^l
^^'^

^f''f Z
, 1 • . r A A /->,

front door and our son burst into the
colonel m the Army Air Corps, a ],itchen exclaiming, "Mom, let's do this

member of the Church whose wife every Sunday/' until the last one left in

had been baptized during their few the evening, it was a thrill. There were

months stay in Washington, said
twenty of them, soldiers, sailors, and

^
. r . 1 1 marmes. To see them greet each other

conversions were not made through ^^d us, to meet other Westerners, other
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Mormons, people who knew their home
country and perhaps knew some of their

friends, brought a hght to their faces

which I shall never forget. And I agreed

with my young son when he said, on one
of his many trips to the kitchen to replen-

ish the hot rolls' plate, "Mom, a religion

that can produce a bunch of men like this

has got something." I am looking for-

ward to having them again, only next time
I shall make ten dozen rolls instead of

five.

Each family entertaining also

writes a note of greeting and appre-

ciation to the parents of the men.
The replies received from these anx-

ious parents, happy in their sons be-

ing able to attend church and find

home friends, would warm the heart

of anyone. In this spirit of loving

fellowship the work of God goes

forward and men and women in all

wards and branches are thus keeping

close to the Church.

"pVEN in places where there are

no Church organizations, we may
enjoy religious blessings of a sub-

stantial character. Through secret

prayer everyone may enjoy close and
intimate communion with God and
obtain the unrivalled fruits thereof.

Members may send tithing to their

bishops each pay day and keep the

Word of Wisdom, and thus keep a

very tangible association with the

Church through compliance with

these important commandments of

the Lord. Think of our radio, tele-

phone, telegraph, and mailing facil-

ities for keeping close to the Church.
In the days of our Savior, only those

in the vicinity where He ministered

even heard His name. Today, the ser-

mons of His servants and our great

Tabernacle organ and choir may be

heard around the world. Church
literature and the timely and in-

spired current messages of the First

Presidency are readily available to

even the remotest parts.

Finally, there is no substitute nor

alternative for keeping close to the

Church and its teachings. It encom-

passes the real joys and satisfactions

of life. May God help us to ever

keep the Gospel standards before us

in all our transactions with Him and

with our fellowmen, and help each

to do his small part in building up
His Church and Kingdom here upon
the earth.

9. And that thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted from the

world, thou shalt go to the house of prayer and offer lip thy sacraments upon
my holy day;

10. For verily this is a day appointed unto you to rest from your labors,

and to pay thy devotions unto the Most High;

11. Nevertheless thy vows shall be offered up in righteousness on all

days and at all times;

12. But remember that on this, the Lord's day, thou shalt offer thine

oblations and thy sacraments unto the Most High, confessing thy sins unto
thy brethren, and before the Lord.—Doctrine and Covenants, Section 59.



He Lives!

"The Darkness Proclaims the

Glory of Light"
Genet Bingham Dee

tN these dark days, days of terror ance and glory and other 'great

I
and anguish, should we not ask lights and many signs and wonders

* as did the Lamanites of old on in the heavens" proclaimed the birth

one occasion, ''What shall we do that of the Christ in Bethlehem,

this cloud of darkness may be re- And now the elements in chaos

moved from overshadowing us?" proclaimed that man had slain Him,

Will we not find the answer in the "Christ, the Son of God, the Father

reply of a wise man among them: of Heaven and of earth, the Creator

"You must repent even until ye shall of all things from the beginning."

have faith in Christ; and when ye The signs of His death had been

shall do this, the cloud of darkness predicted by Samuel the Lamanite

shall be removed from overshadow- Prophet. But sin was rampant in the

ingyou." land. The prophets were scorned.

There is no book in all the world, many of them slain. And, lo, sud-

it seems to me, that offers such sol- denly, "in the thirty and fourth year,

ace for this our time, that teaches in the first month, on the fourth day

so eloquently the power and com- of the month," into their confusion

fort" of prayer, that teaches so defin- and doubt the signs came, all of them

itely the love of God for all His as the prophets had foretold, the

children, that pleads so earnestly signs of the death of the Savior of

with those who stray to return to the world in faraway Jerusalem,

faith in Christ, as does the Book of A storm broke, "such an one as

Mormon. Yes, repentance is made never had been known in all the

almost joyful in this sacred book, land." Thunderings, lightnings.

In fact, this history of ancient Amer- tempests! The very earth shook and

icans is largely a story of contrasts: trembled. Rocks were "rent in

pictures of the glory and joy of light, twain" both above and beneath the

and the darkness and sorrow of sin. earth. Mountains were "laid low

Two of the greatest stories of such like unto valleys." Valleys became

vivid contrast are the accounts of the mountains.

impenetrable darkness which pro- The great city of Zarahemla and

claimed Christ's crucifixion at Jeru- many other great and notable cities

salem, and the sublime narrative of were burned. The City of Moroni

His visit to the Nephites. Both sank into the depths of the sea; "the

stories are simple, brief, dramatic. earth was carried up upon the city

of Moronihah that in the place of

The Witness of the Elements in the city there became a great moun-
Chaos tain."

np^HIRTY-THREE years had passed There was devastation unfathom-

away since a new star of brilli- able throughout the land, "great and

Page 245
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terrible destruction/' The face of the

whole land was changed because of

the tempest and the whirlwinds and
the thunderings and the lightnings

and the exceeding great quaking of

the whole earth.

Many cities were levelled by earth-

quake, "the inhabitants thereof were

slain and the places were left deso-

late . . . some were carried away in

the whirlwind: and whither thev

went no man knoweth. . .
."

Finally ''the thunderings, and the

lightnings and the storm, and the

tempest, and the quakings of the

earth did cease—for behold ... all

these great and terrible things were
done in about the space of three

hours." It was said by some that

the time was greater.

Small wonder that the time seemed
greater. A few seconds of such ter-

rifying chaos might well seem like

an eternity to those who lived

through it. It is difficult even to

imagine the tumult and the noise.

Not only were the buildings, high

towers, and walls of the cities being

crashed to the ground by the angry

elements; but the earth itself was
creaking and trembling in its very

foundations.

What an implacable foe those ele-

ments became, as God vented the

wrath of His judgment upon those

disobedient ones, according to the

decrees which He had made!

The Testimony of Utter Darkness

pERHAPS only once in the history

of the world has there been such

complete and impenetrable darkness

as enveloped the American Conti-

nent following the storm's devasta-

tion. That time would be in the

beginning when ''darkness was up-

on the face of the deep" before God

said, "Let there be light," before He
"placed the lights in the firmament

of the heaven to give light upon the

earth."

"... then behold, there was dark-

ness upon the face of the land. . . .

there was thick darkness upon all the

face of the land, insomuch that the

inhabitants thereof who had not fall-

en could feel the vapor of darkness;

And there could be no light, because

of the darkness, neither candles,

neither torches; neither could there

be fire kindled with their fine and

exceedingly dry wood, so that there

could not be any light at all.

"And there was not any light seen,

neither fire, nor glimmer, neither the

sun, nor the moon, nor the stars, for

so great were the mists of darkness

which were upon the face of the

land. And it . . . did last for the

space of THREE DAYS that there

was no light seen; and there was

great mourning and howling and

weeping among all the people con-

tinually; yea, great were the groan-

ings of the people, because of the

darkness and the great destruction

which had come upon them."

Jerusalem was enveloped in dark-

ness for but three hours at the time

of the crucifixion. Why three days

of darkness upon this continent?

Was it not a special blessing, a way
of compelling the Nephites to re-

pent? And they did repent.

"And in one place they were heard

to cry, saying: O that we had repent-

ed before this great and terrible day."

"And in another place they were

heard to cry and mourn, saying: O
that we had repented before this great

and terrible day, and had not killed

and stoned the prophets, and cast

them out; then would our mothers
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and our fair daughters and our chil-

dren have been spared, and not have

been buried up in that great city,

Moronihah!"

The Warning Voice

^^ AND it came to pass that there

was a voice heard among all

the inhabitants of the earth, upon

all the face of this land, crying: Wo,
wo, wo unto this people; Wo unto

the inhabitants oi the whole earth

except they shall repent; for the devil

Jaugheth, and his angels re/ofce, be-

cause oi the slain oi the fair sons

and daughters oi my people; and it

is because oi their iniquity and abom-

inations that they are iallenf

The Voice from heaven recounted

some of the great cities which had
been destroyed as punishment for

sin, naming sixteen in all. And they

were destroyed in the space of three

hours!

Then the Warning Voice became
one of mercy and of pleading: ''O

all ye that are spared ..." came the

gentle message, "will ye not now re-

turn unto me, . . . that J may heaJ

you.^ . . . Beholdy mine arm oi mercy

is extended towards you, and who-
soever will come, him will I receive;

and blessed are those who come unto

me.

''Behold, I am Jesus Christ, the

Son oi God. I created the heavens

and the earth, and all things that in

them are. I was with the Father

from the beginning. I am in the

Father, and the Father in me; And
in me hath the Father gloriEed his

name."

The Silence

AFTER the people heard the

words of Jesus there was silence

in the land for the space of many

hours, so great was their astonish-

ment.

But the darkness continued, the

great blanket of darkness, so dense

that the people could feel the vapor

of darkness until three days had

passed away.

Light After Darkness
^^ A ND it was in the morning, and

the darkness dispersed from

off the face of the land, and the earth

did cease to tremble, and the rocks

did cease to rend, and the dreadful

groanings did cease, and all the tu-

multuous noises did pass away." The
mourning of the people 'Vas turned

into joy, and their lamentations in-

to the praise and thanksgiving unto

the Lord Jesus Christ, their Redeem-
er/'

The Risen Lord Appears

A GREAT multitude of Nephites

had gathered about the temple

in the Land Bountiful. No doubt

they had come for comfort to this

House of the Lord.

They were marvelling about "the

great and marvelous change which

had taken place. And they were

also conversing about this Jesus

Christ, of whom the sign had been
given concerning his death. . . .

they heard a voice as if it came out

of heaven; and they cast their eyes

round about, for they understood

not the voice which they heard; and
it was not a harsh voice, neither was

it a loud voice; nevertheless ... it

did pierce them that did hear to

the center, insomuch that there was

no part of their frame that it did

not cause to quake; yea, it did pierce

them to the very soul, and did cause

their hearts to burn.

"And . . . again they heard the

voice, and they understood it not.
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''And again the third time they

did hear the voice, and did open

their ears to hear it; and their eyes

were towards the sound thereof; and

they did look steadfastly toward

heaven, from whence the sound

came. And behold the third time

they did understand the voice which

they heard; and it said unto them:

''Behold my Beloved Son, in whom
I am well pleased^ in whom I have

gloiiEed my name—hear ye him.

"And it came to pass, as they un-

derstood they cast their eyes up again

towards heaven; and behold, they

saw a Man descending out of heaven;

and he was clothed in a white robe;

and he came down and stood in the

midst of them; and the eyes of the

whole multitude were turned upon
him, and they durst not open their

mouths, even one to another, and
wist not what it meant, for they

thought it was an angel that had ap-

peared unto them.

''And he stretched forth his hand
and spake unto the people, saying:

''Beholdy I am Jesus Christ, whom
the prophets testiEed shall come in-

to the world.

"And behold, I am the light and
the Hie of the world; and I have

drunk out of that hitter cup which
the Father hath given me, and have

gloriEed the Father in taking upon
me the sins of the world, in the

which I have suffered the will of the

Father in all things from the begin-

ning.

"And . . . when Jesus had spoken

these words the whole multitude fell

to the earth; for they remembered
that it had been prophesied among
them that Christ should show him-
self unto them after his ascension

into heaven."

To Dispel Ml Doubt

AND "the Lord spake unto them

saying:

"Arise and come forth unto me,

that ye may thrust your hands into

my side, and also that ye may feel

the prints of the nails in my hands

and in my feet, that ye may know
that I am the God of Israel, and the

God of the whole earth, and have

been slain for the sins of the world.

"And . . . the multitude went
forth, and thrust their hands into

his side, and did feel the prints of

the nails in his hands and in his

feet; and this they did do, going

forth one by one until they had all

gone forth, and did see with their

eyes and did feel with their hands,

and did know of a surety and did

bear record, that it was he, of whom
it was written by the prophets, that

should come.

"And when they had all gone forth

and had witnessed for themselves,

they did cry out with one accord,

saying:

"Hosanna/ Blessed be the name
of the Most High Godl And they

did fall down at the feet of Jesus,

and did worship him."

AT this Easter Season we do

worship at His feet. Now when
the unrighteous have plunged the

world into war, and our land and
our loved ones are in danger, we
look to Him, the source of peace

and light, with the assurance that

He will bear us up "upon the wings

of His Spirit."

God grant that our burdens may
be light through the joy of His Son.

Then even from the sadness of our

hearts we shall find peace through

the love of Him who said:

"I am the light and the life of the

worldr



The Lion House
Rachel G. Taylor

FAMILY tradition says that

Brigham Youngs remem-

brance of the many-gabled

windows of a white house in Ver-

mont was the inspiration for the

Lion House. His brother-in-law,

Truman O. Angell, was the archi-

tect, but Brigham Young s training

as a cabinetmaker and builder were

definitely shown in many details of

his new home.

The exact date of the completion

of the Lion House was not recorded.

The pioneers were so busy doing

things, that slight attention was

given to writing about them.

From Truman O. Angell's journal

it would appear that the work was

commenced in 1854. (Apparently

the Bee Hive House was being fin-

ished at this time.) He writes:

July 10, 1854—I have been very busy

with the various duties obligatory on me as

an architect what time my health permits.

My present work is on the details of

President Young's Jarge new house but I

have to be posted upon many other jobs

such as the sugar factory, President Young's
old house that was carried up last fall, etc.

August 10th, 1854—Since my last

sketching I have been busy on various

plans, one for the President's big house . . .

August 27th, 1854—I have just made
out details for finishing the president's big

house.

April 2, 1855—Since March 16th fin-

ished East elevation of Temple, designed

front elevation of President Young's big

house, which was drawn by Wilham W.
Ward.
May 8, 1855—^I am now preparing to

go south with the President on his annual

trip to the settlements. While I am gone

Brother Wilham W. Ward will keep a

journal and insert it here of the proceed-

ings with the business of the office. I have

EARLY VIEW OF LION HOUSE

charged him with the finishing of the

flagging of the President's porch, also

setting the steps and also making the hand-

rail.

December 29th, 1855—I made out sev-

eral parts of finish to be erected in the

President's big house that will show for

itself in a few days.

npHE style followed the pattern of

early English mansions. The first

of the three stories was built of large

sandstone blocks. The other two of

sun-baked Mormon adobe. The roof

was shingled and had six towering

double chimneys to take care of the

stoves and many open fireplaces

throughout the interior of the build-

ing.

Page 249
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The home received its name from

the Hon on its vestibule roof. Of
this Hon there is the following item

in the Millennial Star of January 26,

1856:

A stone lion of the size of life, most

beautifully and correctly sculptured by

Brother William Ward, has been elevated

to its position on the battlement porch

at the south end of President Young's

large family dwelling.

The walls, inside as well as out,

were made twenty-three inches

thick. The joists for the basement

floors were straight pine poles about

six inches in diameter. Twenty dor-

mer windows, ten on each side, were

among its most distinctive features.

The face of the adobe walls was

plastered smoothly and given a coat

of light whitewash, adding dignity

to the building.

There were small panes of glass

in all the windows. An observant

visitor may still distinguish pioneer

made 'Vavy panes," which have

survived the years. When the ori-

ginal green shutters, so distinctive

of colonial houses, wore out, they

were discarded, but recently they

have been restored. The crumbling

plaster on adobe walls was later re-

placed with a veneer of cement

blocks, adding to the stability, but

materially detracting from the

beauty of the house.

The plan on the inside had a char-

acter all its own. On each floor there

was a long hall running the entire

length of the building. The main

and upper halls each had two glass-

paned partitions with a door in the

center. This conserved heat and al-

so was pleasing to the eye. Before

the days of gas and electricity, two

rows of brackets with oil lamps ran

down the hall and lighted its shad-

owy length.

npHERE were forty rooms in the

home. On the upper floor lead-

ing from the hall were twenty rooms,

four with two windows, the other

sixteen each with a side dormer win-

dow. Many of the rooms had fire-

places. Later some of the rooms had
Franklin stoves. Bedrooms with-

out stoves were heated with a stove-

pipe crossing its width near the ceil-

ing. On the main floor the parlor and

nine private living rooms branched

from the hall. The lower floor hall

had doors leading to the family

dining room, the pantry, kitchen,

laundry, school room, bathroom,

milk room, weaving room, and two

large stone-tiled rooms, used for cel-

lar and vegetable storage. A hall to

the east led out into the court, where
first the well, and later the pump,
furnished the water for family use.

Through many passing years,

widely varied activities have been

carried on in this outstanding edifice.

First it served the purpose for which

it was erected, it was a beloved home
for Brigham Young and many of his

wives and children. An item in the

Journal Histoiy, Dec. 24, 1856, tells

of a party in December of the year

the Lion House was completed

President Brigham Young gave an en

tertainment in his new residence the

''Lion House" on Christmas evening to

the large number of the missionaries re

turned from foreign missions and a few

other brethren with their wives. Soon

after the company assembled the Presi-

dent expressed gratitude at being able to

comfortably entertain so goodly a party,

most cordially greeted all with a fatherly

welcome and invited them to enjoy them-
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VIEW OF PARLOR OF LION HOUSE
Showing original cupboards and table made for Brigham Young

selves with singing and conversation, or

with praying and preaching as might seem
to them good and remarked as he often

does, in inviting guests to a party, the only

limitation to number, in his feelings, was

the extent of room for their accommoda-
tion, hence had he a suitable room, he
would never wish to stop until he had
invited every Latter-day Saint in all the

world.

Later some of the east rooms on
the main floor were used for Church
office purposes. In 1900 the build-

ing was purchased by the Church
and became a part of the L. D. S.

University. In 1931, when all depart-

ments of the school, except the Busi-

ness College, were discontinued, the

Presidency of the Y. W. M. I. A.

made a request that they be allowed

to use it as a social center for girls

and women. And in Dec. 1931^ the

request was granted. The last ten

years have seen this outstanding

product of pioneer building once

more invested with the spirit and
charm of a hospitable community
home. The late Harrison R. Merrill

sensed the new mission of the home
when he wrote:

As the visitor walks up the few steps and
pushes open the beautiful handmade door
and stands in the dimly lighted hall, if he
is one who is prone to honor and reverence

the past as being prophetic of the future,

he cannot help feel that he is in a building

which was once home to a very great

man. In fact he is likely to call it the Mt.
Vernon of the West, for here the father

of the Wilderness, also a home lover, a

believer in the soil and in the common
man, lived and died.
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As he tiptoes into the famous parlor

which has served as reception room for

many of the greatest men of the world,

and stands there in the presence of the

spirit of Brigham Young, the colonizer,

the statesman, the empire builder, he can

be excused for dreaming fine dreams of

what the Lion House Social Center is to

mean to thousands and thousands of girls

and women. He can there feel the very

spirit of the place which breathes warmly

though softly the words, ''Welcome, come'

in and make yourself at home."

This old parlor with its deep-set

windows and expertly finished wall

cabinets is a homey room. It is the

place where the family gathered for

prayers, where social gatherings were

held, and where young men courted

their sweethearts.

The skillfully grained cherry-

painted woodwork, with its gold

band trim, is the same as when the

house was finished in 1856. Around

the room are comfortable wooden
chairs, exact copies of the ones made
for this spot by the 'Tublic Work
Shops-Great Salt Lake City.'' A
Harwood painting of the family

farm, now Liberty Park, a duplicate

of one of Brigham Young s couches,

and his beautifully carved mahogany
center table lends the atmosphere

of his day to this interesting parlor.

The JournaJ History, Jan. 6, 1859 re-

lates :

.

He (President Young) then took the

brethren into the Lion House parlor, 32
feet long and 16 feet wide, showed them
two center tables made of solid mahog-
any, made in this city. When Thomas S.

Williams was cutting his great wall, he
brought from the states a log of mahogany
about 14 inches through. Williams and
Hooper insisted that Governor Young
should take it; the tables were made by
William Bell and they are superb speci-

mens of workmanship. He also showed
them a looking glass which he said Wil-

liams and Hooper had sold him with its

mate. They bought them for their own
use, and when they smashed up they pre-

vailed on the President to buy them, their

cost in the states were $100 each. The
President gave a wild breeding mare for

them. He also showed them a piano and
said eight of his girls under eleven years

of age had learned to play on it. He said

he had another in the Bee Hive Mansion.

The Pesident remarked that last year when
the army was coming up the Platte the

officers fully expected to make their head-

quarters in the Lion House and that now
he had forty children in it under 13 years

of age and altogether seventy-five persons.

Nearly a dozen little cherubs were in the

parlor studying their lessons when the

brethren entered.

The room through the doorway to

the north also has the original

painted woodwork representing oak,

with the graining so typical of the

best buildings of that period. Here

is found an old-fashioned fireplace,

one of the many that was originally

built in the house.

In the Pioneer room at the far

end of the hall, one feels the atmos-

phere of bygone days. Two layers of

modern hardwood flooring that

covered the original floor have been

removed, and varied widths of pine

flooring, their color mellowed by age,

form an appropriate background

for the circular ivory and rose braided

rugs. The blue tinted walls and
matching paint on woodwork, the

wax fruit under a towering crystal

dome, duplicates of Brigham
Young's couches and chairs, and his

gold muffler, with gay rose and blue

tulips framed on the wall, make this

room a joy to lovers of pioneer

handicraft.

There are two memorial rooms
on the main floor. It is appropriate

that these rooms should contain

many interesting relics belonging to
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Brigham Young and his immediate

family.

It was in the larger of these two

rooms that President Young died.

His daughter Zina wrote of his

passing, ''the canopy bed he oc-

cupied . . . was placed before the

window where he could get the air

and his loved ones be around him."

History tells us that a throng of

anxious saints waited night as well

as day in the court outside his bed-

room window. When they heard

the words ''He is gone/' slowly and

reverently, with grief-stricken hearts,

they ended their long vigil.

In this room are his clothes, his

cape and shawl, dishes from the

Governor's dinner set, a table,

couch, and chairs originally used in

the house. Here is an exquisite che-

nille shawl, and also dresses, shoes,

and fans belonging to his wives and

daughters. Of children's toys there

is a set of three little rocking chairs,

and a charming wax doll.

On the top floor there still re-

mains a room the size of the twenty

original ones, two of the old fire-

places, and the inside detail of the

many-gabled windows. A south door

leads out onto the battlement porch

where the famed stone lion has

rested for nearly a century.

A visit to the house is not com-
plete unless one goes to the lower

floor where kitchens, laundry, weav-

ing, provision, and the large dining

room were located. All this space is

now occupied by the Center cafe-

teria, with its six dining rooms. The
most interesting of these are the ones

converted from the old provision

cellars. Taking up a worn-out, musty
wooden floor disclosed the original

flagstones. The walls show the size

ONE OF THE TWENTY DORMER
WINDOWS

and type of stone and adobe used in

the construction of the building.

Copies of pioneer tables and rush

bottom chairs complete this un-

usual setting.

The building adjoining the Lion

House on the east housed the offices

of the presidents of the Church and

served as territorial headquarters

when Brigham Young was governer.

This building is now a part of the

Social Center. These rooms are

among the most interesting to the

thousands of tourists who are con-

ducted through the center each

year by volunteer guides.

The balcony room with its cup-

board staircase, oil painted facsimile
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VIEW OF TWO MEMORIAL ROOMS
Showing one corner of the room in which Brigham Young died, and on into farther

room where dresses worn by members of his family are on display.

of office documents tucked in tiny

pigeonholes, its golden-toned desks

with scroll saw decorations makes a

most interesting spot.
* * *

Time has been kind to the Lion

House. Its quaint touches of an-

other century's beauty blend har-

moniously with the happy activities

it houses.

Brigham Young was a man of vi-

sion, building for the future. It is

fitting that the Retrenchment As-

sociation, organized by him in the

Lion House parlor, should grow into

the Young Woman's Mutual Im-

provement Association with a mem-
bership of over 82,000, whose exe-

cutives seek to carry the spirit of his

hospitality and high standards to all

who enter the doors of his home, the

Lion House.

Study order and cleanliness in your various occupations. Adorn your

city and neighborhood. Make your homes lovely, and adorn your hearts

with the grace of God. 8:297.—Discourses oi Biigham Young, page 310.



The Gardener's Best and Oldest

Friend
Haze] D. Moyle

Garden Editor, The Deseiet News

WHEN Adam, the world's first garden rows prosper and thrive with

gardener, was driven out of Httle or no effort on the gardener's

that first perfect garden, he part,

was told that henceforth the earth Cultivation of the soil is vitally

should bring forth thorns and this- important if we wish to realize all

ties, and that his part forever after those pleasant expectations of bump-
should be to till the soil. er crops, of luscious tomatoes that

Few modern gardeners connect rival those pictured on the first page

those ancient and beautiful words of the catalogues, of tender, sweet

with their own 1943 Victory Gar- peas and carrots, beets, and other

dens. Surely, exclaims the amateur, succulent eatables. We must learn

we have now progressed, with all our to use this old and trusty weapon
modern tools and gadgets, our bal- with a will and with persistence if

anced fertilizers and high-class varie- we would have a garden of which we
ties, beyond such primitive methods can be proud,

of making plants grow! We must cultivate early and late.

Yet that ancient command to till often, and then repeat the process,

the soil is as important today as it in fact, we cannot overdo this age-

was in the days of Adam, and espe- old practice of stirring and tilling

cially is it important in raising a Vic- the soil about our plants if we
tory Garden of vegetables. Call it wish them to prosper and flourish,

tilling, or cultivating, or stirring, or Few indeed are the plants that do

just plain hoeing . . . here is the open not welcome and appreciate good

sesame and the royal road to achiev- cultivation. The queen of all flow-

ing a successful and abundant gar- ers, the rose, must have it in order to

den. produce her best. The trees show
How strange that it usually re- their appreciation of an occasional

quires experience plus a few failures good cultivation by bearing better

to teach the amateur gardenmaker foliage or fruit. Even the tiniest

that the hoe (or its twin-tool, the seedling will hold up its head, and

three-pronged cultivator), is truly take heart, and set to work to grow
the gardener's best friend. up, if it is encouraged by having the

"The more we hoe, the more we surrounding soil stirred gently to let

grow," runs an old adage quoted for in air and to stimulate its growth,

years and years by both farmers and
gardeners, yet the beginner is in- "V/fAKE plans to cultivate your

clined to pin his faith on some high- vegetables as soon as the seeds

power nostrum or pill, some magical pop up and can be seen in a row.

vitamin wand, claimed to make the Use a small hoe, often called a War-

Page 255
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ren Heart-shaped hoe, or the effi- fer badly, even though it has been

cient three-pronged cultivator, or fertilized more heavily,

if your vegetable garden is large

enough to justify the expense, pur- 'HPHE ground which is constantly

chase the ingenious v^heelhoe, a watered soon becomes packed
small contraption mounted on a and hard, unless the surface receives

wheel and pushed along like a plow, tilling or cultivating. And when it

You can even use the common reg- reaches this forbidding state then

ular garden hoe. The important neither moisture nor air can reach

thing is to stir and till the soil, just down to the feeding roots,

as gardeners have done since the ''Frequent cultivation is of more
beginning of time. importance than either moisture or

This first early cultivation of the fertilization," says one of the finest

soil is of greatest importance, not growers of prize roses in our state,

only for the stimulation it gives the and she proves her point by the fresh,

plants, but also the millions, of abundant, and sparkling flower beds,

weeds it will destroy. The earth is and the wonderful flowers, fruits,

full of weed seeds, all waiting and and vegetables her garden produces,

ready to begin to grow, and these This talented gardener cultivates

interlopers often sprout even before after every watering and rainfall,

the vegetable seeds, for they are Her vegetable rows are cultivated

moist and ready to burst. We must often and frequently, until the

catch them as soon as possible with- leaves are so large that they shade

out disturbing the legitimate seeds, and protect the surface from the

So this first stirring of the soil should sun's rays, and thus the earth is kept

be made just as soon as the row of from packing and becoming hard,

seeds can be discerned, even though Tomatoes especially need plenty

there are no weeds. Kill the pirate of stirring of the soil, in fact one

weeds even before they germinate can scarcely overdo tilling all vege-

by keeping the surface loose and well table crops. And by beginning early,

worked, and you will be saving your- and keeping the surface well-worked,

self hours and hours of future hard the weeds can be almost completely

weeding. conquered before they have a chance

Hoeing makes the ground sweet to grow. Only the few that lodge di-

and lets in air, so that roots are stim- rectly in the vegetable rows them-

ulated and crops are thus much selves, need be actually pulled up.

sooner brought to maturity and per Save yourself hours and hours of

fection. And strange as it may seem, hard grueling weeding by keeping

by keeping the surface open, loose, the surface in good tilth,

and porous, we prevent the parching Yes, we must still observe that an-

efFects of drought. We can do much cient command, given to Father

to allay the effects of lack of mois- Adam the first gardener, if we would

ture by constant cultivation. A well- have a garden of which we can be

tilled garden will show little effects proud, and strange to say, when once

of lack of moisture, while one which we learn that this personal effort is

does not have cultivation will suf- required of us, we too respond to
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this intimate contact with the good roses or cabbages, the gardenmaker

earth. And as our gardens put out who tends and ministers to his

rich growth and show signs of abun- plants in this age-old fashion, re-

dant, maturing crops, we achieve a ceives a certain deep and abiding re-

peace, a serenity, and a sure con- ward, a gain which is physical,

tentment. spiritual, and mental, such as the

No matter what the crop, be it casual gardener seldom knows.

^

SONG OF SPRING

Mabel /ones Gabhott

Today it's spring, and in my soul

I know God lives. Today I know,

I did not doubt when autumn winds

Swept bare my trees.

When sleeping winter's frost

Lay atjny door, I kept my faith.

But when, today, spring's greening figures

Touched my heart and beckoned me
To frolic in the pale new sun,

I longed to shout: 'Tie lives,

I know He lives. I know. I know."

His smile has touched the tiny shoots

That struggle through the cool rich earth,

To stretch their yellow heads towards the sun.

And drink of green ambrosial strength.

His love has summoned every bluebird's song,

And turned the robin's merrv note

To happiness and joy.

His tenderness has lingered in my apple tree

And wakened dormant buds to fragrant life.

His understanding cheer, has called

The little children forth in happy glee

To drink the fresh spring air,

And toss their ropes, and play their games.

His goodness fills my soul.

I stand in silence, worshipfully still.

In spring, God seems so near.

And all within my little world is right.



ioirthday Lyongratulations

npHE members of the Relief Society extend their love and congratulations

to Sister Lula Greene Richards who will celebrate her ninety-fourth

birthday on April eighth. Sister Richards is unusually well and active for

her years, and her remarkable memory recalls important events in the life

of Utah for many decades.

She was called to assume the editorship of the Woman's Exponent
when in her early twenties, and she faithfully performed this work until

home ties prevented the continuance of her editorial duties in 1877, after

serving for five years. Very recently the accomplishments of Sister Rich-

ards were recognized when she was selected by the Salt Lake City Council

of Women to be one of the seven women elected to their Hall of Fame.

The Magazine is pleased to publish 'Tor the Elect's Sake/' one of her

later poems.

A

"FOR THE ELECT'S SAKE"
Matthew, 24th Chapter, 22nd Verse

Lula Greene Richards

Oh hasten! ye hours and days yet to be

Ere from dark sin and sorrow our world shall be free.

The time seems now on by the Christ's words engraved,

When ''Except days were shortened no flesh should be saved!"

We sense the time speeding, while near and afar

All the world seems convulsed with the spirit of war.

Bombardment lays cities aand nations all waste.

The Designer of Evil works surely in haste.

Death, famine, disaster, exulting reign,

With air, lands, and seas all surcharged with the slain.

''But for the Elect's sake"—the Savior spake on,

That the minds of His friends from despair might be drawn—
"Those days shall be shortened." Oh, promise divine!

Friends—friends, does ''Elect'' touch your conduct and mine?

If not, let's be steadfast that standard to reach

By constant improvement in actions and speech;

If we've possibly gained it, let's work none the less

Our part of the great world to brighten and bless.

That more of His children the Lord may protect

By "shortening days" for His blessed "Elect."
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Womarfs Sphere
Raniona W. Cannon

\ VERY commendable movement

has been started in Perron,

Emery Co., Utah, which might well

spread to other parts of the country.

So many of the inhabitants of Per-

ron have moved away to engage in

war industries that sixty homes and

orchards have been left vacant. Mrs.

Amy Greenhalgh, a public-spirited

citizen of that town, organized a

club, ''The Vacant Home Van-

guard," among the boys. The city

was divided into four sections, and

each section placed under the charge

of a group of boys to look after the

vacant property and try to care for

and protect the fruit trees. Mrs.

Greenhalgh herself has now moved
away, but is striving to interest other

people in this very worthwhile move-

ment, and is especially anxious for

the mothers of the boys to encourage

them in this fine undertaking. Don
Hansen, 14, is the leader of the boys.

Louise Anderson, a WAAC, at-

tended the famed Casablanca con-

ference.

Princess Elizabeth of England,

heir apparent to the throne, will be

seventeen years old April 21.

The third daughter of Princess

Juliana, heir apparent to the Dutch
throne, is the first royal child to be

born in North America. Canada
welcomed the little princess.

So There, the book of charming

children's poems by Mrs. Vilate

Raile of Salt Lake City, is winning

much acclaim. Children themselves

suggested many of the subjects—

a

spider, duck, a bee folded in a holly-

hock. The illustrations by Mildred

Dickeman are also delightful.

T ORD CHESTERFIELD, famous

for conventional politeness,

wrote to his son in 1748:

Women are to be regarded only as chil-

dren of a larger growth; they have an en-

tertaining tattle and sometimes wit; but for

solid reasoning good sense, I never in my
life knew one that possessed it. A man
of sense humors and flatters them, but he
neither consults about, nor trusts them
with serious matters. . . . They love to be
dabbling in business, which, by the way,

they always spoil.

That was in the day when all-

powerful man patterned woman's
design for living. We hope that

Chesterfield's shade looked down
upon Madame Chiang Kai-shek ad-

dressing Congress in Washington,

and was duly apologetic. Flower of

modern womanhood that has de-

veloped in a more liberal age, Ma-
dame Chiang displayed a logical and
exquisitely cultivated mind, a states-

manlike attitude, and moving elo-

quence. After Japan's inhuman
cruelty to China for five and one-

half years it was magnificently Chris-

tian of Madame Chiang to plead

that future peace be without pun-

ishment for the conquered peoples.
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EDITORIAL
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oLove Kyne x/Lnoth

No. 4

q^ODAY when the hearts of so

many of the inhabitants of the

earth are filled with hatred for their

fellow men, and Satan is going to

and fro seeking whom he may de-

stroy, it is a time when we, as Latter-

day Saints, should study and con-

sider the sacrifice of the Savior, and

through reading of Him and pray-

ing to the Father in His name,

should fill our souls with love of

Christ and thus continue and in-

crease in our love for one another.

We are filled with wonder as we
contemplate the words of the

Savior during His last hours. It is a

merciful part of the great eternal

plan that the events of the future

lie hidden from man, however in the

case of the Savior, we know that

while on this earth He was aware of

the eternal plan and of His major

role in it: first as it was formed in the

pre-existence; then as to the part He
was to fulfill in mor'tality as the

Savior of the world; and last as to

His reunion with the Father after

passing from this earth and the glory

and work that would be His with

the Father. Yet His thoughts,

words, and actions at the Last

Supper and thereafter were all for

the fulfilling of His mission, of

glorifying the Father, and of

strengthening and instructing His

faithful disciples that the Gospel

might be established after His death.

His soul was filled with love for these

faithful few.
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In the introduction of John to the

events of the Last Supper we read:

Now before the feast of the passover,

when Jesus knew that liis hour was come
that he should depart out of this wodd
unto the Father, having loved his own
which were in the wodd, he loved them
unto the end.

What feelings Christ must have

experienced at the Last Supper as

He looked around the table! He was

about to leave these most beloved

apostles whom the Father had given

Him out of the world. ... He said

unto them, ''With desire I have de-

sired to eat this passover with you

before I suffer." He washed the feet

of the disciples, and after indicating

that Judas would be the one to be-

tray Him, He said to him, 'That
thou doest, do quickly. He (Judas)

then . . . went immediately out: and
it was night."

After Judas left, Jesus said:

Now is the Son of man glorified, and

God is glorified in him ... A new
commandment I give unto you. That ye

love one another; as I have loved you, that

ye also love one another. By this shall all

men know that ye are my disciples, if ye

have love one to another.

In His final beautiful discourses

and in the prayer of Christ unto His

F ather, again and again are two state-

ments repeated: "That ye love one

another," and "If ye love me, keep

my commandments."
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As Jesus, in His divinity, suffered in

the Garden of Gethsemane for the

sins of the world beyond the power

of human endurance: ''being in

agony he prayed more earnestly: and

his sweat was as it were great drops

ofblood fallingdown to the ground,"

so he loved beyond human power.

Although facing ''an excruciating

death upon the cross" and knowing

that the time was fast approaching,

still His final discourses to His faith-

ful followers were solely concerned

with their welfare following His

death. He poured out His soul to

the Father in their behalf and He
warned and exhorted them as to

their future course when He would
be with them no more.

"He loved them unto the end."

He knew that He would be betrayed;

He knew Peter would thrice deny
Him; He knew His disciples would
sleep through His agony; He knew
He would be deserted by some of

them at the cross; He knew they

would not accept the fact of His

resurrection until it was proved to

them; He knew all their failings and

weaknesses—but "He loved them
unto the end."

He loves all His disciples unto the

end, in whatever dispensation they

have lived. He loves us in this day

who have embraced the fullness of

the Gospel, in spite of our failings

and weaknesses; but we must heed

his "new commandment," as did the

disciples of old, the commandment
which has come down to us of this

day, "This is my commandment,
that ye love one another, as I have

loved you."

There is no place in the heart of a

true Latter-day Saint for hatred. It

is our duty, our responsibility, and
our salvation, "to love one another

as I have loved you."

-M. C. S.

>

ile\s? (general Supenntenaency of tni

^JUeseret (bunaaif Scnooi LLmonlay

TyflLTGN BENNION has been

named by the First Presidency

to succeed the late George D. Pyper

as general superintendent of the

Deseret Sunday School Union. He
has chosen as his assistants: George
R. Hill, first assistant general super-

intendent; A. Hamer Reiser, second

assistant general superintendent;

Wallace F. Bennett, treasurer; and
Wendell }. Ashton, secretary. The
membership of the new general

board has not been announced as

this Magazine goes to press.

All of the brethren in the new
general superintendency have de-

voted years of faithful service to the

Church, particularly serving in the

Sunday School, and are especially

qualified to carry forward the great

work of this auxiliary which teaches

the principles of the Gospel to both

the young and old.

The Relief Society General Board
extends its congratulations and best

wishes to the new general officers of

the Deseret Sunday School Union.



The Felt Recreation Centen
Marie Fox Fdt

BETWEEN State and Main
Streets on East First South

Street in Salt Lake City, Utah,

especially when days are pleasant,

one may see little children playing

on the sidewalk or perhaps sitting

on the steps of the entrance to a

cheap hotel which is their home.
There are other such places in down-

town Salt Lake and many other such

children, but to the hurrying crowds

on the busy streets, that means little

or nothing. But there is a story here,

a challenging story, and these chil-

dren need our interest, our attention

and our love. For a moment let us

go behind the front door of this

hotel and meet some of the children

and their parents. Such a chance

came to the writer one day in the

following way:

The large door of the
J.

H. Felt

Motor Supply Company at 60 Re-

gent Street in Salt Lake City was

pushed open wide. The truck rolled

out on its way to serve the garage

men and service station operators

with auto supplies and accessories.

The door remained open. It was the

spring of 1938.

As I stood at the door, enjoying

the first breath of spring air, two
little boys walked up this narrow

street. As they neared the door,

David spoke.

''Hello."

''Hello" I said, returning the greet-

ing. "And where do you boys live?"

They told me, and as the conversa-

tion continued I learned from these

boys that they belonged to a gang
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to which only children up to ten

might belong. And they had a hut.

There men tacked wall paper up to

make rooms, they hid their money
in tin cans, and the girls cooked their

dinner.

"Just where is this hut?" I asked.

"Oh, we can't tell. Only kids in

our gang can know," they said.

The next day they were back again.

"Fm just as sorry as I can be that

I am not ten years old," I said.

"Why?" they asked.

"Because if I were, perhaps you

would let me belong to your gang."

"Oh, you can," said David. "Each
year we make it higher. Next year

kids up to twelve can belong."

"How many years before I may be-

long?" I asked.

"Oh, we will let you belong right

now," they said.

Next day they agreed to let my
husband and also our stockman join,

and the gang headquarters were im-

mediately transferred to the loading

platform of the }. H. Felt Motor
Supply Company. Each day, all

summer long, whenever the trucks

were not loading, the children

played. In ages they ranged from

two to twelve, in numbers from ten

to fifteen at a time. Pencils, cray-

ons, the backs of discarded letter

papers, newspapers, crepe paper,

sewing sets, games and packing box-

es, together with healthy, active im-

aginations were combined to make
pleasant and happy hours for these

children. Puppet shows, vaudeville

shows, reproductions of movies, in-
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ORIGINAL GROUP OF CHILDREN WHO PLAYED AT }. H. FELT MOTOR
SUPPLY COMPANY, 1938

Mrs. Marie Fox Felt standing at back

eluding their version of ''Romeo and

Juliet" were presented. Under guid-

ance they were safe and the ugly

side of life, too often the lot of such

children to know, was partially re-

placed by happier things.

A S time went on, many people be-

came interested in this little

group. Each day for many months

Miss Merle Corey brought two gal-

lons of milk to our store for these

children. It was dispensed to them
in quart bottles, divided according

to the number in a family. Milk,

vegetables, and apples were also sup-

plied to this group by Mr. Joseph

Kirkwood and Miss Mary Kirkwood

of American Fork, and brought to

Salt Lake by Miss Corey. Games,

clothing, etc., were furnished from

time to time by Mr. and Mrs. C.

Lamont Felt, Miss Rose Jones, Mrs.

George H. Wallace and others.

When traveling salesmen would call

to sell merchandise to my husband,

Joseph H. Felt, they also would make
contributions to the happiness of

this little group. Chief among these

were Mr. Paul
J.

Buss of the Burrell

Belting Company of Chicago. Upon
one visit to Salt Lake he and his

good wife bought quite a number of

games and presented them to us for

the children.

One Saturday afternoon early in

the summer the group was taken to

Hogle Zoo for an outing. None of

these children had ever been to the

Zoo before. Each child was sup-
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plied with a bag of popcorn to feed ''Why not invite Bob to come to

the animals. Such a wonderful after- our club?" I asked. 'If we keep him

noon it was! After a ride to Fort busy doing good things and having

Douglas and the State Capitol, the a good time, he won't have time to

outing was concluded by a trip to an be mean to you and tease you."

ice cream parlor as guests of Mr. C. The children just gasped. They
Lamont Felt. knew if they did they wouldn't be
Throughout the hot summer days able to come themselves,

these children played in the space
j ^^^^ ^^^^^ *'Wdl talk it over

where the trucks were parked when
^j^]^ y^ur parents. Ask them if they

not in use. The numbers grew con- ^Q^'t think it best to have Bob come
stantly. Each new little child who

y^^^^ ^^g^e ^e can keep him busy
moved into this hotel was immedi-

(joj^g good things rather than to
ately brought to meet me and be in-

j^^^p ^lim outside ready to do mean
troduced to the playthings available, things to you when you come out."
A workbench provided the table

j^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ .^^^

upon which to draw and wooden
^^ j ^^^^ ^^^^/^^ home from

packing boxes were the chairs upon
^^^^ j^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^,

which the children sat. In order to ^ ^^^^- .^^^ p^|^^ ^^^ p^l^^
avoid controversy each child had a

^^^^ what?
box of his own upon which his name Qf ^^^^^^ j ^Q^dered what on
was printed. That was his^ chair

^^^^^ ^^^ happened. They said that
whenever he wished to claim it. We

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^out
all enjoyed that summer

^j^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^1^ g^^
I thought that when school started

^^^^ ^hey belonged to one.
our summer play school would end, "Which one do you belong to"
but not so. The children came to g^^ j^^^ asked
see me on their way to school; they «j,^ ^^^ Pel^^g gg^g/' replied
called in at noon as they went home

j^qyi

for lunch; and a?:ain as they went -^hy don't you let me belong?"
back to school after lunch. From "Because" answered Don, "If you
about y.4^ until ^130 our store was ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^s. Felt's gang you will
filled with children : drawing, put-

j^^^g ^q -^^ ^qq^ "

ting on shows and programs, play- ^^11^ ^^^ promised to be good,
mg with plasticine and printing ^^d the next day he came to play
presses, etc. We had more children

^jti, ^^^^ ^^^^^ children. He was
than at any previous time.

j^gt ^^ pleasant and grand as a little

nNE day someone announced that boy could be, and proved to be quite

^ Bob had moved into the hotel ^ ^^^^^^' ^ne day I asked him if he

and that he was so mean that every- ^^^^ ^^ belong to our club and he

bodv hated him. He was sort of a ^^P^i^^^ "I^^^" tootin'."

bullv, teasing at every turn.

"If you let him come over here g^ this time the group of children

to plav, we can't come any more,'' had grown to such numbers that

the children confided to mc. I decided I must either assume a full-
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CHILDREN AT SAND TABLE
Felt Recreation Center, 1940

time job with them and resign as the

bookkeeper of the
J.

H. Felt Motor
Supply Company, or make arrange-

ments with some one to care for

them. Their homes or hotel rooms

were so small, so poorly furnished,

and so unattractive, that I felt I

could not send them back there.

There must be a way out, I decided.

One day representatives of the

W.P.A. Nursery School and Parent

Education movement called at the

store to see me. I spoke to them
about this opportunity for the

W.P.A. to perform a marvelous bit

of service. Right in the heart of

town, according to statistics, was the

hot spot for juvenile crime and de-

linquency. Too much leisure time

in a poor environment with poor

surroundings encouraged children to

engage in the first acts which lead to

trouble. My callers were greatly im-

pressed with the urgent need for ac-

tion. They talked with the leaders

in charge of the W.P.A. recreation

program. One of their number was

sent to investigate the matter. After

a thorough investigation he consid-

ered the project one of great merit.

He conferred with Miss Jessie Scho-

field, at that time superintendent of

Salt Lake City's recreation program,

with whom the W.P.A. co-operated

on all projects within the confines

of Salt Lake City. She likewise made
an investigation and voiced her

hearty approval.

The next problem was to find a

place in which to meet. Funds were

low and no one seemed to be able

to obtain sufficient money with
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which to rent a building. After some

time, permission was granted by

Mayor John M. Wallace and Wal-

lace F. Bennett, representing their

corporation, to use the rear of the

building upstairs at 68 Regent

Street, rent free, if the city would

pay for the light and heat. In addi-

tion to this, these men provided

$ioo.oo for the buying ot necessities

to fix up the building. With tliis

money and some provided by the

Salt Lake City Recreation Depart-

ment, W.P.A. labor cleaned, calci-

mined, and painted the interior of

the building.

r\N March 9, 1939 the Center was

opened and officially christened

the Pelt Recreation Center.

A few days previous to this time,

when the invitations were being sent

out to the parents and children. Bob
asked if he might take one to Judge

Rulon Clark of the Juvenile Court,

Mr. Clegg, and others. (Bob was

a ward ot the Juvenile Court.) As

a result of these invitations the j udge

and four of the men who worked in

that department came.

On the opening night at 7:30
crowds filled the hall. Miss Jessie

Schofield was master of ceremonies.

A very interesting and varied pro-

gram was presented. There were

about 200 who attended on that

opening night. Representatives from

the City, the Kiwanis Club, the W.
P.A., the Women's Clubs, Church
groups and Mr. Wallace Bennett as

landlord of the building, were pres-

ent. Refreshments were served

through the courtesy of the Kiwanis

Club.

During the next year the crowds

increased. The age of the children

attending went gradually upward.

The activities became many and var-

ied to interest those of all ages. There

was also a play school for the little

children under school age. After

school, activities were provided for

children from six to eighteen. A
handcraft department was added for

the benefit and interest of the moth-

ers.

/^NE year later, March 1940, it be-

came necessary for the Center

to move a second time. There were

far too many children attending reg-

ularly to accommodate them ade-

quately. Through the courtesy of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints we moved into the building at

60 South 2nd East. This was pro-

vided to use rent free, with the City

paying the light, heat, and janitorial

service. Gymnasium facilities were

provided in addition to all of the ac-

tivities that had been a regular part

of the program previously. A dance

was held for the teen-age boys and

girls each Friday evening. Often as

many as two hundred and fifty young

people between the ages of fourteen

and eighteen attended. There was

no admission charge. Good behavior

was the only requirement. While
at this location our enrollment

reached the seven hundredth mark.

In May 1941, it was necessary for

us to move again. The Government
needed more room for regional of-

fices and wanted our quarters in ad-

dition to those they were occupying

next door to us. We all felt that we
must now find permanent quarters.

The project had grown to the point

where we felt that it was worthy of

consideration by the City. Conse-
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quently the efforts of the City Recre- school age can be accommodated. In

ation Department, the Kiwanis Club, these war times we are glad to have

and the Felt Advisory Council were such a beautiful and comfortable

pooled to accomplish this. After place, even though it is too small for

much work on the part of this group, our needs. Another thing for which

the City Commission voted to pur- we are very glad is the quality of

chase the old Masonic Temple lo- leadership provided here for the boys

cated on the corner of First South and girls by the Salt Lake City Cor-

and Second East in Salt Lake City, poration. Under their leadership.

With it came property 165 feet by the boys and girls enrolled at the Cen-

165 feet, thus providing space for ter have set up self-governing organ-

an outdoor playground, a luxury izations. They have their own offi-

which had not been ours up to this cers and councils. They set up their

time. own standards of behavior and plan

We were just beginning to get their own activities. Each month

settled in this new home of ours they pay dues of 5c each. For those

when World War II broke out. Our who may not have the money, pro-

boys in the service had to be taken vision is made whereby they may per-

care of, and quarters for the U.S.O. form a service in lieu of it. Limited

became a vital necessity. Because our gymnasium facilities are provided,

building was so large and so well- also table tennis, quiet games, hand-

fitted for the program needed for our craft, woodwork, books and maga-

soldier boys, we were asked once zincs for reading, art instruction, sew-

more to step aside and to find other ^^g. vocal and instrumental music

quarters for the duration of the war. opportunities, dancing, golf instruc-

This we did after being assured by tion, archery, clay modeling, and as-

the City Commission that this build- sistance with the hobbies of those

ing and property would be returned who attend. All in all it is a busy

to the City Recreation Department and an interesting place. Those who

for the use and benefit of these down- come are made most welcome,

town children after the war was over. As to whether or not the Center
An order to this effect appears on has accomplished the good for which
the City's books in the Recorder's it was organized, we can only say thai

Office. according to Judge Rulon Clark of

the Juvenile Court, this Center has

AT present, the Felt Recreation done more to assist his department in

Center is located at 151 South the overcoming and prevention ol

State Street in Salt Lake City. This crime than any other single endeavor

place has been leased for the Center that has come to his notice. Our

by the City Commission for its use goal is far from reached, but we be-

during the war, until such a time lieve that with the generous interest

as it may return to the building or- and support of all those who are

iginally purchased for it. Due to working for the welfare of youth,

the size of the building, the program there will come a time when juvenile

is a curtailed one. Only children of delinquency will be a rarity.



Mother Takes A Holiday
(AS EVERY MOTHER SHOULD)

Virginia Drew

<<pLEASE, Heavenly Father, help

Mother not to be so tired to-

morrow/' prayed eight-year-old Jon.

How did this little son of mine

know that I was tired? Because I

was cross so much of the time?

I decided that I needed a vaca-

tion . . . alone . . . away from my
family. But how could I think of -a

vacation now, with the children in

school? The thought bothered me
all evening. Why r> A now? This

would be the best time to leave the

family, . while the children were in

school all day and would have little

time to get into mischief. Why of

course I could go!
* * *

At first it was glorious to lie in

bed until I really wanted to get up.

An uninterrupted bath was some-

thing I had dreamed about, but I

found it really could happen. Now
I had time for all the little personal

luxuries every woman loves. I spent

hours window shopping, something

I never had time for at home. It was

all like a dream and I thoroughly

enjoyed every moment of it.

ly/fOST mothers are foolish enough

to believe that their children

cannot get along without them.

They can, if they have been taught

to do a few things for themselves;

and if they haven't, it is time moth-
er took a vacation to find out where
she has made her mistakes. Chil-

dren will soon learn to do many
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things for themselves when mother

is not there to do the work.

Mothers occasionally need new
vistas ... a new outlook on life.

Without it they become like an old

shoe, all run-down at the heel and
a little sloppy. It is surprising how
bright and new the comfortable old

shoe can be made with just a little

rest, and with new paths to tread for

a few days.

A week after I had left home a

letter came from ten-year-old Jean.

''I hope you will be home soon,

Mother Dear. There are so many
problems and I need your advice

about them," read the letter in her

careful handwriting.

I longed to rush out and take the

first plane home, but I realized that

this little daughter of mine had
learned a lesson many children never

learn. If I stayed a little longer, per-

haps it would prove to be a lesson

she would never forget. That one
expression of trust from one of my
children made the trip more than

worth while.

The old saying about not missing

the water till the well is dry, fits the

case perfectly. Since our job as

mothers is such a constant one, it

sometimes becomes monotonous

and trying. We are there so con-

stantly that both the mother and

the family fail to appreciate each

other until they are separated for

a short time.
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pERHAPS the greatest good that

we mothers can gain from a

hohday is the discovery that with-

out all these tasks, our lives are quite

empty. Our need for a vacation

does not mean that we are tired of

our job, but that the monotony of

it has dulled the romance of wife-

hood and motherhood. All we need

is a restful change. We have stayed

so close to the lovely picture that we
have failed to see all its beauty. We
need occasionally to move a short

distance away to appreciate its full

significance.

While walking one day, I passed a

prim white cottage that reminded

me of my own home. I paused as

I heard the sweet, deep voice of a

happy woman si-nging as she worked.

The melody and the words made me
stop short . . . ''Goin' home, Goin'

home, I'm a-goin' home."

I wanted to go home. I had seen

the ocean, twinkling night-skylines,

beauty and splendor, enough to last

me for quite a while. My hands had

become soft and white, such hands

as the advertisements suggest are

necessary for enduring romance. I

was rested through and through.

My mind and body ached for physi-

cal work. I longed to slip my hand
down in a sock with a not-too-large

hole that needed darning. I wanted
to wash and iron, and scrub a kitch-

en floor while I sang. I realized that

for nine whole days I had not raised

my voice to sing. I had had my holi-

day and it had been fun while it

lasted. It was over now, and I

wanted to go home.

The family- did not expect me
home for several days. I realized

that perhaps I was foolish to drop in

on them without warning. There

would be things they would want to

do to make my homecoming all that

they had planned. But I wanted

to go home and surprise them.

It was I who was surprised!

npHE whole family was busily pre-

paring dinner. Inside and out

the house was as clean and tidy as

the proverbial pin. There was no

need to warn them of my coming.

I knew without being told that they

had taken pride in keeping home like

this all the time I had been gone.

There were braids where I had left

curls, but braids are neater anyway.

These children of mine were self-

reliant. All they needed was a chance

to demonstrate it.

After joyous greetings were over,

one of the first things said was, ''Oh,

Mother, we had no idea how much
fun Daddy is. He knows more funny

stories, and he did so many interest-

ing things with us."

My holiday had given these chil-

dren a new father, one they scarcely

knew before. He hadn't liked the

idea of the vacation alone, but it

had proved to be a great experience

in his life also. It had given him a

real opportunity to get acquainted

with his children.

That night as I lay in my own
comfortable bed, I fully realized for

the first time what John Howard
Payne meant when he wrote,

'There's no place like home." I

knew then that every mother needs

to get away by herself once in a

while to fully appreciate the signifi-

cance of those immortal lines.



Unemployed Clothing Called

Into Service

Leda T. Jensen

Member of Relief Society General Board

REMODELING means to mod-
el again or to rearrange.

To the woman trained to

''waste not want not/' who is skill-

ful with her fingers and the tools of

sewing, the word remodeling is a

fascinating one, setting up in her

mind all sorts of ideas for the creat-

ing of useful and lovely articles of

wearing apparel from used material

which would otherwise be often

wasted.

To all too many women the word
has little or no meaning, and only

calls to mind an undesirable prob-

lem in which she has and wants no
part.

The whole world is at war. No
one can say when peace will be es-

tablished again, nor what the condi-

tions will be when the clouds of war

have cleared away. We are, however,

becoming increasingly mindful of

the fact that the problems of the

present conflict are touching our

lives more and more, disrupting our

living routine, and our method of

doing things. We hear on all

sides the words conservation, salvag-

ing, saving. The home is called the

second front, and women in the

home are urged to accept the chal-

lenge to do their part in various ways

to help win the war.

Because commodities of all kinds

are flowing into army camps and be-
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ing sent to battlefronts and the Unit-

ed Nations in all part of he world,

consumers are finding their purchas-

ing of goods of all kinds greatly lim-

ited.

Clothing the family is a problem

vital to the war effort. Textiles are

weapons of war. The requirements

of our armed forces for textiles and

clothing affects every family in the

United States.

Even before Pearl Harbor, national

production managers and economists

of our country foresaw what might

happen to the things we buy, and the

Government began a National War
on Waste. The highlight of Civilian

Defense Week November nth to

i6th, 1941, was the signing of the

Consumer's Pledge by millions of

Americans. Mrs. Roosevelt and the

White House housekeeper signed

the first pledge which read:

As a consumer in the total defense of

democracy, I will do my part to make my
home, my community, my country, ready,

efficient, and strong.

I will buy carefully.

I will take good care of the things I have.

I will waste nothing.

The Consumer's Pledge as it re-

lates to clothing means to waste

nothing, to take care of every bit of

fabric iii the home, and to buv care-

fully.
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"liT'OMEN all over the country have

accepted this challenge as a

patriotic duty. There is more money
in circulation today, but the patriotic

citizen spends his money first for

taxes, debts, and bonds, and almost

last for extra clothing in order to

release more textiles and clothing

for direct war needs.

'To release materials, machines,

men, and money for war operations,

civilians must cut their clothing re-

quirements to the core, basing them
on needs, not wants. It is important

to civilian morale that this situation

be met intelligently and cheerfully."

If we do not meet the problem vol-

untarily, rationing will force us to

do so. 'This year of 1943 should be

a year of conservation—stain removal,

moth control, mending, alteration of

patterns, fitting, remodeling old

clothes, and making new ones."

War, with its extra calls for sew-

ing and mending, always gives im-

petus to needlework. Sewing for the

Red Cross to help care for the

wounded on the battlefield and in

the hospitals, as well as to clothe re-

fugees in Europe and China, started

a revival of home sewing through-

out the country even before the

United States declared war on the

Axis. Since Pearl Harbor the need

has come closer home, and women
are meeting the challenge to con-

serve for the war effort. The sale of

yardage goods throughout the na-

tion has increased from 40 to 50
per cent over the sales during the

same period in former years, and the

sale of patterns has almost kept

pace.

There is a growing desire on the

part of many women to acquire the

ability to wield a needle. Higher

living costs are making many women
who have been accustomed to buy
their clothing ready-made, turn to

home sewing as a means of getting

the quality they want for the price

they can pay.

The rationing of tires and gasoline,

the extreme difficulty in procuring

maid service for the home, and the

ever-growing list of rationed foods

and household articles will result in

many women, particularly women
with dependent young children, re-

maining in their homes more than

they did before the war.

Art and needlework instructors in

department stores report that more
women are interested in handwork
at the present time than for many
years. This is probably due to one
or both of two reasons : ( 1

) the de-

sire to assist the war effort by knitting

and sewing for the Red Cross; and

(2) the desire to find an outlet for

emotional and mental strain. Since

women are turning to the satisfac-

tions derived from working with their

hands, it is well for those women with
children or small friends and rela-

tives, to turn part of their desire for

handwork into utilizing outmoded
wearing apparel for their clothing

needs.

TT is sometimes difficult to find

time for sewing, mending, and

renovating, but time should be taken

for all of these. Attics and storage

places should be searched for all ''un-

employed" garments that may be put

into service. It is wise to bring out-

moded garments into use to conserve

clothing, to save money, and to util-

ize materials which are better than

those to be purchased now.
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The present regulations for price lyfOST remodeling has to do with

control are not tied to specific stand- the making of children's cloth-

ards of quality. A ceiling price as of ing from adults'. The reason for

a certain date carries with it no sure this is obvious. Often it isn't pos-

guarantee that the quality is the same sible to change the style of a gar-

as that of a former date. Reduction of ment for an adult by making over a

serviceability without a consequent used one, unless the older material

reduction in price is contrary to the is combined with new material in

spirit of the regulation, but enforce- some way. Worn spots are difficult

ment of such a principle in the com- to manage, and it isn't wise to spend

plex field of clothing is exceedingly time on something that won't look

difficult. Numerous complaints are smart when it is finished; so the ma-
coming from consumers to the effect jority of remodeling problems has

that though they pay higher prices to do with making smaller garments

for wearing apparel, they have no out of larger ones so as to avoid

assurance as to its wearing qualities, using worn edges, the thin places on

laundering, or cleaning possibilities, the elbows of sleeves, the seats of

Because of this, it may be wise for trousers, etc.

a consumer to use material she has The possibilities of this process

on hand that has proved to be good are many and varied: children's coats

and wait for something more to be
. from adults' coats; boys' trousers

done in the way of labeling to reveal from men's; snowsuits and sport

the fiber content, method, and kind coats from overcoats; young girls' and
of dye used, cleaning possibilities, misses' suits from older brother's

etc., of any new materials she buys, and fathers' suits; small girls' slips,

"Ready-made articles of clothing bloomers, aprons, and pinafores from

will rise more in price than yard the backs, upper sleeves, and tails of

goods. Increasing clothing costs can men's shirts; and little boys' shirts

be met by home sewing, particularly from fathers'. Men's shirts are made

in the field of remodeling." of much better material than boys'

When one sets out to remodel an ready-made shirts or the yardage that

article, the material or fabric is al- ^^" ^^e purchased for them and often

ready at hand. Often the onlv out-
^he buttonholes and buttons on a

lay of money will be for a spool of
^^irt can be utilized as they are.

thread and a pattern. Some findings At no time in the hfe of a girl is it

for remodeled garments need cost as important for her to be well-

no money. It takes only a little while ^'^''^^ ^' ^"^^"§ adolescence Good
. 1 Hi.- fT. ^n^o 1^,4- looking accessories for the adolescent
to make a collection ot buckles, but- . , & , . „ . ^

r ^ J girl such as belts, collars, suit tronts,
ons zippers, snap fasteners, and

^ests, and jerkins may be made from
hooks and eyes from worn-out gar-

^^^^,^^i already on hand, and will do
ments. If these are sorted and kept

^^^^^j^ ^^ ^^^isfy her desire for frequent

in separate cans or boxes, they will changes in her apparel.

be readily accessible when needed Most small children have no aver-

for use on remodeled garments or sion to remodeled clothing. Often

even on new ones. a mother's ability to use outmoded or
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partially worn garments means the Journal oi Home Economics, 'Indi-

difference between her child looking ana homemakers, who had almost

neat and well-clothed, or poor and forgotten the pleasure and satisfac-

shabby. It is when a seam has been tion of sewing for the family, have

taken in, the sleeves or skirt short- brought out their sewing machines,

ened, or some other alteration made and dusted and oiled them ready for

to make a too large garment fit a work. Those who have never sewed
smaller child without regard for line before are enthusiastic over their first

or correct proportions, that a gar- attempts,

ment looks made-over and dowdy. '^A swing back to home sewing is.

If one plans to make over old gar- to be sure, a wartime necessity, but

ments, in order to obtain the best it is a perennial satisfaction to those

results, the garments should first be who have really mastered the art."

entirely picked apart, and thoroughly If a person is interested in any pro-

cleaned by washing or dry cleaning, gram, she can learn, with conscien-

Then one should cut and sew as if tious effort, to take part in the pro-

new material were being used and the gram, and reversely, if a person wish-

results will then be satisfactory. es to build up interest in any prob-

Often one finds that more prob- lem she must enter into the solving

lems present themselves when cut- of the problem. One is never too

ting small articles from pieces of old to gain new knowledge nor ac-

fabric than when cutting them from quire new skills,

a continuous length, especially when
a commercial pattern with an illus- jy/fANY methods may be worked
trated layout is used. A few devices ^ ^ out to enable one to learn to

will help to overcome such difficul- sew, if this important ability hasn't
ties. Frequently a yoke across the been developed. Of course the
back, or front of the waist, a patch easiest method is to enroll in high
pocket to cover a worn spot or the school, college, or special sewing
place where a slit pocket has been, school classes, or in a civic organiza-

cuffs where no cuffs are designed in tion that has set up a sewing class,

the pattern, a seam not called for at If it is not possible to do this, a

the waist which can be hidden by a group of women might obtain the
belt, or a pleat to hide a piecing in a services, over a given period of time,

skirt will help. of a high school or college teacher.

If enough mothers became in'ter-

jyjANY mothers will agree that ested, the Relief Society would be
these suggestions sound fine but happy to provide instruction as part

will confess that they don't know of its work-and-business day program,
how to sew. To many women today An individual plan might be worked
needlework or sewing of any kind is out to help a neighbor or friend with
a lost art, something that passed problems in her home for the help
into oblivion with Ihe coming of the she might give in problems of sew-

industrial age and mass production; ing. Sewing clubs could be organ-

but an extension clothing specialist ized to meet in one another's homes,
in Indiana wrote in an article in the or in some public room. Almost
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anyone who is adept at sewing will

be willing to help others if the time

and place can be arranged. ''Where

there's a will there's a way/' and peo-

ple who really wish assistance, can

find some way to obtain help from

those who can give it.

Don't agree with the defeatist who
says that women won't do anything

about conservation, that there is too

much money on hand, and that too

many clothes are available. Rather

stop and consider—Have I given my-

self a real chance to know what needs

to be done, why it needs to be done,

and how it can be done?

''It has been said many times by

those who take the long view and

who are seeing beyond the present

emergency, that in these United

States of America we face today a

new way of life. It is a way of life in

which we shall have to be useful

both to ourselves and to our com-
munity, if we are to gain real satis-

faction."

Who knows but that our efforts

to do our part in conservation for the

war effort will equip us to live more

satisfactorily and efficiently no mat-

ter what conditions prevail when

peace is again established? Let us

see to it that whatever our part may
be in the fight for democracy, we do

it well.
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MY MOTHER'S HANDS

Ethel VanHook Hopper

You call your hands 'an awful sight,"

"So hard and brown; they're never white.'

But mother, dear, you are not right.

For to my eyes your hands are fair

And beautiful beyond compare,

They show your love, your tender care.

Oh, may my hands give back to you •

Some service that I know is due

To show my gratitude is true!



MAKING OVER
DeJIa Adams Leitnei

Fve been busy making over

For my little son today

An old suit, and in the making

Joy has come to bless my way.

Turned and cut and stitched I view it,

Glad that I could make it so,

And these thoughts it brings to cheer me,

As creative power I know.

God is always making over

All that's worn and cast away,

All that's seeming base and useless.

All that men pronounce decay.

Making over by His sunshine.

Making over by His rain,

Making over in the darkness

Where His eye can see so plain.

Making over into brightness.

Making over into grace.

Into loveliness and beauty

That transform the meanest place.

Soul of mine, thy sins so many.

Thy mistakes so full of pain,

God can take them. He can use them.

Make them over into gain.

By Thy sorrow, by Thy counsel.

Thou canst humbly point the way.

Show the tender youth the pitfalls.

Point them to the better way.

Trust to God the unknown future.

Leave to Him the darkened past.

By His power of making over

You shall rise, transformed at last.
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AMERICAN HUSBAND
Eva Willes Wangsgaard

Now he was back, and she could have her say;

Too many times he'd treated her that way.

Man-hke, he'd gone to see a softball game,

Though there were twenty chores that she could name
That needed doing round the house and yard.

The earth about the shrubs was packed too hard

For woman hands to loosen, and the grass

On all three lawns was just a tangled mass.

No use to try to tell him, for he read

The news and didn't hear a word she said.

Or else he listened to the radio.

How he could stand the noise, she didn't know;
But if she went to tell him what she thought.

She'd find him soundly sleeping, like as not.

She'd turn that racket off. This time he'd hear.

So she went rushing in—^but a quick fear

Caught at her hair and twisted in a chill

All down her back. He sat there, slumped and still,

With no more movement in him than a rock;

And she stood, racked and empty with the shock,

And all her angry words congealed in her.

Quickly she reached out for his wrist. A stir,

A rasping snore, and breathing was resumed.

Blessed life! It was not what she'd assumed.

And with returning rhythm, calm and deep.

Her fear thinned, and she stood and watched him sleep.

In every sagging muscle, pale but sure.

Fatigue had stamped a lasting signature.

It struck her with the suddenness of breath,

Some day she might stand face to face with death.

Then she could see, like stones upon him there,

'The separate weights of all he had to bear

—

Not only money cares that daily drew

A wall around him as the children grew.

But fine intangibles she could not name
Like loyalty and faith, which stayed the same

Whether their lives ran smooth as grass or rough

As shag. His side of life showed plain enough

So she felt shamed and knew her grumbling mean.

A man must have some letup from routine.

What canon gave her right to criticize?

She dabbed an apron corner at her eyes.

Affection rose and smothered out her fear.

And even his faults seemed rare and strangely dear.
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Home Entertainment
Ndlie O. Parker

Member of Relief Society General Board

/^NE day a kindergarten teacher

took her children for a walk.

When the children's enthusiasm be-

gan to wane they complained of be-

ing tired, too tired to walk any more.

She was confronted with the prob-

lem of getting them back to their

schoolroom, so she purchased a box

of animal crackers from a nearby

grocery store and gave each child an

animal to ride on. Instantly there

was a rejuvenation of spirits and the

children went galloping back in high

glee.

The teacher wisely harnessed their

play instinct and their love for make-

believe. She changed their attitude,

making it fun to ride home on their

imaginary steeds.

The play way of teaching or lead-

ing children is an effective, easy way
to get results. When the cultivation

of the play spirit is neglected or

ignored in home or family life, some
of the most vital forces are lost that

would cement the family circle and
bring about a joyous, enriched liv-

ing.

Everyone needs recreation. Presi-

dent Brigham Young said, ''Recrea-

tion and diversion are as necessary

to our well-being as the more serious

pursuits of life."

Youth seeks self-expression for his

store of energy, and from his activ-

ities his character is built. Following

natural urges in his play, the child

gains ability to do things—to express

himself, to master himself, and to

adjust socially. If his play is wisely

directed he learns to co-operate, to

be unselfish, to be honest and fair,

to lose graciously as well as win. He
gets training in being alert, obser-

vant, and resourceful. He gets op-

portunity to use his initiative, to tr^'

his wings. And best of all, he has fun

while doing it.

ADULTS need relaxation and

change so that a recharging of

powers, a regeneration of spirit may
take place. A playful attitude of

mind must be acquired to gain this

relaxation. ''As long as a man can

retain his play incentive he will re-

tain his sense of humor, and happi-

ness will prevail more easily iii^ his

heart."

With war restrictions keeping

people home, a new interest is being

awakened in home entertainment.

We are finding that much can be

gained by playing together at home.
Parents can learn a great deal about

their children by playing with them.

They should set a good pattern of

unselfish leadership and allow chil-

dren opportunity for leadership.

Many books and magazines are

giving helpful suggestions for plan-

ning fun for the family, fun without

money, giving lists of games and

other activities which can be adapted

to any home and its different age

groups.

The Latter-day Saints have always

emphasized the importance of the

home and the potency of its influ-

ence in building capable, upright

men and women. The leaders, from

the Prophet Joseph Smith on, have
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stressed the value gained from the

family working and playing together.

A ''home night" has long been

recommended and has become an

institution in many families. A little

book Recreation in the Home recent-

ly published by the auxiliary organi-

zations of the Church (which sells

for the very nominal sum of 25
cents ) , will be found very helpful in

assisting parents to plan for the var-

ious occasions that arise: birthdays,

weddings, holidays, neighborly get-

to-gethers, honor days (when some
member of the family has achieved

success or recognition,) etc.

PARENTS should take advantage

of every opportunity to celebrate

these occasions. It will add a zest

and a buoyancy to living that all

members will enjoy and always re-

member. It need not add a strain on
the family budget, and will repay

bounteously for the trouble taken.

A festive atmosphere can be added
to the regular dinner by putting

candles and some unique decoration

on the table, by preparing the usual

food in fancy ways, and by serving

it in the family's prettiest dishes. The
party attitude is the important thing.

Let the imagination come to the

fore and plan original things, allow-

ing the children to participate in the

planning and preparation. Dress up
and glorify common things, tint or

whiten weeds, put faces on cookies,

make turtles out of large raisins using

cloves for the head and feet, make
funny men out of apples, potatoes,

prunes, etc. (see pages 60-63, ^oine
Recreation). Plan surprises often.

Make mealtime a happy time, espe-

cially when all the family are togeth-

er and have time to relax. Play games

at the table. One could pretend that

he is a distinguished guest or some-

one well-known to all. He might be

President Roosevelt, Eddie Ricken-

backer, Madame Chiang Kai-shek,

Aunt Grace, or Cousin Stan, who is

an ensign in the navy. By his actions

and conversation the family guesses

who each one is representing. All

enter into the play of entertaining

the guest. Another game in which

smaller children can participate is

guessing the object in the room of

which the leader is thinking. Ques-

tions are asked and the one who
guesses correctly first, then becomes

the leader.

Bible characters may be used for a

guessing game. One persons says, '1

am thinking of a man in the Bible

whose name begins with y ". The
others ask questions until they find

out who he is. New games may be

invented and old ones adapted.

The family who will play like this

while eating will have little trouble

getting Michael to eat his vegetables

or Jane to drink her milk. A timid

child will unconsciously enter into

the game.

'INHERE are numerous games suit-

able for different occasions, and
for the places in which they are to

be played whether it be the living

room, amusement room, or out of

doors.

For adults and older children who
read and write, there are pencil and

paper games which may be played at

the table after the meal is finished,

or in the living room, such as Conse-

quences: One player writes on a

piece of paper a man's name and
then folds the paper so as to hide

what has been written; the next
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writes a woman's name; the next

what he did; another, what she did;

then what he said; and then what

she said; and finally the conse-

quences; each phrase is written by a

different player. A reading of the

entire list affords much amusement.

Another game is titled Diction-

ary: A long word is written at the

top of paper, such as ''metropoli-

tan/' then each player tries to com-

pile the longest list of words using

only the letters contained in the

word, ''metropolitan." Words con-

taining many of the vowels are the

most successful ones to use for this

game.

Bible and other quizzes will be in-

teresting as well as instructive.

(Page 73, Home Recreation)

Some games not too strenuous to

be played in the living room and

which people of all ages can enjoy

are: Stake Coach, Magic Music,

How Do You Like Your Neighbor,

Fruit Basket, etc. Young children

love to play such games with their

elders.

For children's parties the old

standbys: Blind Man's Buff, Drop
the Handkerchief, Musical Chairs,

Poison, etc., are always enjoyed.

Games suitable for the out of

doors (or rumpus room) include:

Last Couple Out, and Hide and

Seek. Croquet is an excellent lawn

game for the family. It combines

skill with courtesy and fair play. A
horseshoe-pitching court may util-

ize the space between cement strips

of driveway if no other space is avail-

able. A backyard fireplace can be

the center for family or children

groups to gather for weiner roasts,

games, and story-telling.

From the time the baby starts to

coo, mother can begin little singing

and action games such as "This Lit-

tle Pig Goes To Market," played

with his toes, and finger games, such

as "Here's A Ball For Baby," and

"Thumbkin Says I'll Dance." She

can tell the toddler the story of "The
Little Red Hen and The Kernel of

Wheat" while she is making bread;

the story of "The Gingerbread Boy"

when making cookies, or "Little

Tom Thumb" while she is stirring

up a cake or pudding. You remem-

ber Tom was sitting on the edge of

the bowl while his mother was mak-

ing a pudding. He fell in when his

mother wasn't looking and she stir-

red him into the batter and put the

pudding on to boil, and that was

the beginning of his adventures.

Children love these and similar

stories and will ask for them again

and again.

npHERE are many stories which

will help parents to teach les-

sons in unselfishness, forgiveness,

fortitude, etc. Care should be taken,

though, not to spoil a story by moral-

izing, as children will grasp the mes-

sage if it is well told.

Reading, as well as storytelling is

delightful entertainment for all

members of the family. Each of

the older ones can take a turn in

being the reader. Bible stories

should be included among the

"musts."

It is well to cater to the family's

interests in the type of entertain-

ment planned, but a balanced diver-

sified program should be offered.

Dramatizing stories and events,

playing charades and pantomimes

and doing some dancing to the radio
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or phonograph, if home musicians

are not available, will all be enjoyed

for a change.

If the family is musical, much real

satisfaction will be gained in singing

or playing together. All families

should sing even though they are not

naturally endowed with fine voices.

A singing family is a happy one.

There is no better way to keep the

home fires burning. Singing refuels

the morale of the family or a nation.

Handicraft of various types suited

to individual inclinations should be

encouraged, such as woodwork,
metal work, scissor pictures, whit-

tling, modeling, painting, weaving.

needle work, etc. Each child should

be lead to find the activity in which
he receives greatest satisfaction.

Everyone should be able to do some-

thing well, to create with his hands.

There can be projects in woodwork,
gardening, quilting, and rugmaking,

etc., which, if carried on in the spirit

of play, will not only make additions

to the resources of the home, and in-

crease the skill of family fingers, but

also deepen and enrich a happy pur-

poseful living.

At least once each week the fam-

ily should have a date to have fun

together.

JLetterfrom a Service ifian

The following excerpts taken from

a letter written to his parents by a

member of the Church serving in

the Navy is typical of the letters

coming from our Latter-day Saint

boys serving throughout the world

in the armed forces of our nation:

I am a Latter-day Saint. I have made
that statement many times before in many
different ways. Sometimes I have said it

defiantly, expecting in return some smart

crack or piece of vulgar wit; sometimes

proudly, as when reading of the courage

and faith of the great men of the Church;

and sometimes casually, as when answering

questions for statistical purposes. But never

have I made that statement with the same
feeling as I do today.

Today I have a testimony of the powci

of the Lord, a testimony of the authority

of the Church and its restoration. . . .

Today, when I say I am a Latter-day

Saint, it is with the feeling of pride, a

feeling of defiance, and a feeling of humble-

ness. A feeling of thankfulness that the

Lord has favored me by allowing me to be

born to parents who are members of the

Church. Dad, this isn't the conventional

way to start a letter, but I was fired with

the necessity of getting the above discourse

off my chest, and you are the victim. It is

rather poorly told, a masterpiece of under-

statement, for on the surface it is rather

simple; but I am afraid there are no words

to describe what I have in mind, and this

is the best I can do.—WendeW Call



Halfway is not Enough
Vaunee T. Larson

THIS is our street, Betty," and finding that out," Betty said

Glen Williams informed impudently,

his wife as he turned their ''Y\\ wager you'll soon be ac-

car from Main onto Vine Maple, quainted with all of them," Glen

''And our house for the next few said, "and then you can tell me all

months, or at least as long as Fm a the news."

special agent for Uncle Sam, is the Before Glen turned off the motor

last one down." Betty was out of the car and bound-

The car crept along that Betty ing up the walk as happy as a young-

might see the surroundings of their ster. Inside she observed instantly

new home. '*A little white cottage that with the addition of the few

covered with roses," Betty said vases and pictures which she had

dreamily. 'What a dear little place." thoughtfully packed, this "furn-

She glanced eagerly about her. "And ished" house would be as livable and

how friendly all the houses look on lovable a home as any they could

this street." She and Glen had been desire.

married only a few months and to ^^^ whisked an apron from her

move into a distant strange com-
traveling bag and began to prepare

munity was an exciting experience
^ ^^^^ dinner for her husband, sing-

for her. "I don't think I'll mmd
^^^ merrily the whole time. Maybe

being so far from Utah after aH.
^^le neighbor ladies had slighted her

Now tell me who lives in each one." husband by not offering him a fresh

That I don't know. Dear." p-^^^ ^f pi^^ ^^ ^ piece of cake, or

"Glen Williams, you mean you've ^^^^ cookies, but she would soon
lived here two whole weeks and

^ej^edy that she mused, as she
don't know the names of any of our thought of all his favorite dishes,

neighbors?" Betty demanded incred-
^^le was a "born" cook just like her

ulously. mother. As she prepared a fruit

"Well, Honey, I spent the first day salad, she thought of the delicacies

finding this place, and after that my she had seen her mother make and

time's been taken up with my work distribute to the sick, or needy, or

and writing letters to my lovely to strangers. On the few occasions

wife telling her how much I missed when there had been sickness in her

her," Glen replied easily. "Besides, family always some of the good sis-

who am I that the neighborhood ters had brought in food, or come in

ladies should be trooping over to to do the work. These same women
call on me?" had been the first to welcome the

"You're just about the nicest hus- strangers moving in, so that they had

band in the whole wodd and I think invariably exclaimed. "Why this is

the neighborhood ladies made a great the friendliest place we've ever

mistake in not visiting you firsthand lived."

Page 281
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BETTY was a fast worker and

within a few days the Httle house

was wearing freshly laundered cur-

tains over its sparkling glass panes.

She had scrubbed it from the base-

ment to the tiny attic. Glen had

protested all her work on it, but she

had said, ''Oh, there's nothing like

cleaning a house to really make it

one's own. Besides, when the

neighborhood ladies come to call I

want to have everything spick and

span. Seems as if they should be

coming to see me soon," she added

thoughtfully.

''I wouldn't worry about it, Betty.

Don't you imagine they've seen you

cleaning and wished to wait until

you were all through?"

"Yes, of course, that's why," Betty

said.

However, the days lengthened into

a week and the weeks into almost a

month and still no callers came.

Betty's spirit drooped and she lost

some of her zest for her new home.

Not in the evenings. With Glen at

home they were perfect. They
worked in their Victory Garden, or

they sat and talked or read, or lis-

tened to an especially nice musical

program on the radio. It was the

daytime hours that were so inter-

minably long with Glen gone from

eight in the morning until six at

night. Sometimes in the daytime she

was so overcome with loneliness and

homesickness it was difficult to re-

strain her tears. She doubted if Glen

would understand her feeling as he

had been a missionary in a foreign

land and had early developed a self-

sustaining spirit which she had al-

ways admired, so she said nothing

to him. After she gave way to such

feelings of loneliness, she mentally

lashed herself for seeming to

lack a pioneer spirit. Goodness,

what if she really had hardships to

bear such as countless women in

this war were facing with fortitude.

After such thoughts she would dry

her tears and go outside and putter

with the flowers.

Whenever she saw Mrs. Beemer,

her elderly neighbor, in her yard or

garden she went to the fence and

tried to engage her in conversation.

Mrs. Beemer answered pleasantly

enough but if Betty only smiled and

said nothing, Mrs. Beemer nodded
and retired to her own house.

Then there was Mrs. Boyden in

the next house down the street. Betty

often saw her pass by but she only

called a brisk greeting or waved her

hand. In the house across the street

lived the young Kelleys and their

first baby. Laverne Kelley had

seemed friendly enough the few

times they had talked across the

street. She had told Betty she was

so busy with Baby Bobby she didn't

know when she'd have time to call,

but for Betty to come to see her.

/^NE bright afternoon that seemed

just right for a friendly chat,

Betty donned a fresh linen dress

and crossed the street to Laverne's.

As she went up the walk she saw

Laverne peep out of the window;
then, unmistakably, she heard her

pattering hurriedly to and fro, prob-

ably whisking her room in order.

Betty paused and admired the flow-

ers blooming along the walk in order

that Laverne wouldn't be too flus-

tered when she arrived.

Just as Betty lightly knocked on

the door, Bobby started to cry. Betty

had timed her visit at the hour when
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she thought he was normally nap-

ping. Laverne did not answer her

knock, and Betty was debating

whether to open the door and bold-

ly call, or go home, when Laverne

appeared with the screaming baby

in her arms. ''Oh, dear, I think he

must be cutting a tooth. He seldom

ever cries like this. Come in, won't

you? You'll have to excuse the way

my house looks. Fve been so busy

with washing and ironing for Bobby.

A baby is an awful lot of work some-

times." Betty felt sorry for her. She

looked so hot and tired.

''Here, let me take the baby," she

offered. "I'd love to hold him."

"No, he might muss you up. Be-

sides he's crying so."

Betty's visit wasn't much of a suc-

cess. In a short while she left with

the feeling that it was a relief to

Laverne to be alone with her baby.

When she got home she, could no
longer keep back her bitter tears.

Well, there was only one thing left

to do and that was to get a job. She
could type or clerk in a store. Any-
thing to alleviate her utter loneli-

ness would be welcomed.

npHAT night at dinner while eat-

ing fluffy biscuits and new peas,

she told Glen of her intention.

"But, Honey, you know Dr.

Knowlton said distinctly you were

to get lots of rest, and fresh air, and

sunshine for at least a year, in order

for you to be a mother to some
healthy youngsters of ours."

"Yes, I realize that Glen, and I

know I'm being just awfully selfish

but I guess I'm just homesick and
longing to have some feminine com-
panionship. I've tried so hard to get

to know our neighbors and I just

can't."

Glen tried to comfort her in his

clumsy masculine way. He loved her

so dearly it was a grief to him to

know she was unhappy.

"Maybe we could arrange a trip

home for you, Betty. How would
you like that?"

"Well, of course I would like it.

Dear, but absolutely not without

you. We don't know how much
longer we can be together anyway,

and I'm staying with you. Besides

everything's perfect when you're

here." She managed a shaky smile.

"There, I was a big baby and let's

forget all about it."

She got up quickly and made a

great to-do clearing the table and
washing the dishes. But Glen didn't

forget about it. He pretended to

read the evening paper while he was

pondering the situation.

"I have it, Honey," he declared

suddenly. Betty looked up from the

socks she was darning. "Why not

have a little party?"

"A party?'" Betty looked at him
blankly. "Pray tell me whom would
I invite, Mr. Williams?"

"Why Mrs. Beemer, and Mrs.

Boyden, and Mrs. Kelley, and Bob-
by;"

"Glen, you're teasing me. Why
I've already gone halfway with those

people."

"I'm serious, Betty, honest," and
as she still looked doubtful he con-

tinued, "Where do you think our

Church would be now if our mis-

sionaries just went halfway? Plenty

of times the missionaries have had to

go all the way alone and it's been a

tough fight, too. They've met re-

buffs and abuse, but by persistence
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they've been amply rewarded with

investigators and even converts."

'Tes, Glen, but what has that to

do with me? I'm not a missionar}^

Fm just a housewife who would like

to get acquainted with her neigh-

bors."

''Betty, I believe we're all mission-

aries. And any friend you can win

for yourself can eventually be a

friend of our Church."

Betty was thoughtful for a mo-
ment. ''How true that sounds,

Glen." With determination she

added, "I will invite them."

She finished her mending, then

she busied herself with her note-

paper. "Fll make it Thursday after-

noon at 2:30. Fve noticed Mrs.

Boyden is always home on that day."

She wrote informal notes inviting

them to bring their sewing.

Glen walked to the post office with

her. They strolled arm-in-arm and
Betty thought she had never seen

the stars look brighter, "If things

don't work out for the best, maybe
you can take on a job of some kind."

Glen said, then added quickly,

"That's just to show you how cer-

tain I am your party will be a suc-

cess."

Betty looked forward eagerly to

the afternoon of the party. There
was fruit punch in the refrigerator

and dainty cookies on her silver

plate. At twenty to three no one
had come. She heard steps on the

porch and quickly went to the door,

but it was only the postman with a

new magazine. She took it and sat

in the easy chair to wait, when the

doorbell rang and there was Mrs.

Beemer. Laverne and Mrs. Boyden
were coming up the walk together.

T^HAT night when Glen arrived

home, Betty met him at the

door and lifted her face for his kiss.

"Well, how was the party?" he

asked confidently, seeing her shining

face.

"Darling, it worked out just as

you said." Betty kept up her chatter

as Glen hung up his coat and hat,

and stretched out on the divan for a

few minutes' relaxation. "You know
why Mrs. Beemer hasn't ever visited

over the fence with me? Well,

she said once there'd been an

awfully 'refined' teacher who lived

here, they only hired her for a year,

but she made some remark about

Mrs. Beemer's atrocious English and

Mrs. Beemer said she was afraid I'd

think her terrible if she got 'was' and

'were' mixed up, and words like that.

When I told her how my grand-

father only got through the third

grade because he had to help out at

home, and that it wasn't a person's

English that counted with me, she

timidly asked me if I'd mind helping

her study a grammar book she has."

"Why, that's wonderful, Betty,"

Glen interrupted his wife.

"But you've only heard part of it.

Mrs. Boyden wanted to know who
knitted the dress Fm wearing, and
when I said I did she just about hug-

ged me, and asked me to help her

with some sweaters she's knitting for

the Red Gross. She's in charge of

it, and it's hard to find expert knit-

ters who have the time. Then she's

going to take me with her once a

week to make bandages and dressings

down at the Center. Why, Glen

she's just doing so much war work it

makes me ashamed of myself. They
have two sons overseas, too."

Betty continued enthusiastically.
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''And Laverne had such a big basket accompHsh a great part of her work

of mending with her. She said she then."

hadn't intended to bring it all but As an afterthought Betty added,

didn't have time to sort out her 'They liked my cookies, too, and

thread and so on. Well, we all wanted the recipe."

pitched in and did it for her, and "Which all goes to prove, Mrs.

she was so grateful she almost cried. Williams?" Glen suggested with a

She said she just couldn't get all smile. ...
her work done and Bobby taken "That from now on I'll always rely

care of too. I asked her if she would on the wisdom and judgment of my
let me care for him at least an hour missionary husband."

every nice day and wheel him to the "So how about some . . .
?"

park, Fm going to do it tomorrow "Dinner." Betty laughingly fin-

morning. She was so pleased -with ished the sentence as she tripped

the suggestion, and thinks she can off to the kitchen with a light sicD.

AFTER SPRINGTIME RAIN

Beatrice E. Linfoid

Bright jewels clinging trembling to the eaves

Shimmering on the edge of emerald leaves,

Aglow in purple mist of lilac spray,

And pinkish cloud of blooming almonds gay.

All colors of the garden are renewed,

Washed bright and clean, refreshed, with life imbued.

Soft drip drop of the jewels upon the ground

Scarce audible because of sweet, sweet sound

Of robins singing gladly after rain,

The bluebird's happy musical refrain.

How lovely is the shining springtime rain

Causing the earth to glow with life again.



An Adequate Daily Diet

and Wartime Menus
Edna K. Ward

The importance of food and its

proper preparation is brought to the

attention of every homemaker by the

exigencies of total war which have

been forced upon us. We want to

''make America strong/' but a na-

tion is made strong only as its people

are strong and healthy.

Each mother and homemaker is

largely responsible for the health of

her family; she must plan healthful

meals, she must buy the food which

is to constitute those meals, and now
when help is scarce, she has the

added responsibility of preparing

that food to save important food

values.

To plan and prepare ''wartime

menus" is a challenge to every home-
maker. It is her contribution to the

war effort, and it is an important

contribution. Well-planned, well-

cooked meals, served in pleasant sur-

roundings, with thankfulness in our

hearts, will build strong families and
a strong nation.

Nutritionists have set up daily

food needs, and an adequate daily

diet should include the food listed

in the opposite chart.

In planning meals, particular at-

tention should be given to what are

termed protective ioods, protective

because they contain elements
known to be essential to good health.

These are:

1—fruits

2—^vegetables
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3—eggs

4—meat

5—^whole grains

6—milk and milk products

To include these important foods

into the three meals each and every

day 'is the homemaker's responsibil-

ity, and now with wartime restric-

tions and increasing shortages, the

difficulties are increased. The fol-

lowing menus and recipes are sug-

gested in the hope that they may be

helpful in meeting this problem.

BREAKFAST

This is an important meal because

it can include several of the protec-

tive foods. A suggestive pattern may
be:

Orange Juice

Oatmeal with Milk
Soft Cooked Egg
Toast

Jam
Milk

The varieties and amounts will

vary v^th the ages and activities of

each member of the family.

Breakfast fruits may be:

Oranges

Grapefruit

Strawberries (in season)

Prunes (raw or cooked)

Apples (raw, baked, or sauce)

Fruit juices:

Orange
Grapefruit

Lemon •

Tomato
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fe^
~ti

—Courtesy National Dairy Council

TO GOOD EATING

2 OR MORI 61A$S!S QMIY . . r08 ADUITS
3 *« 4 OR mOU GUSSB DAILY, . fOI? CHIIDRIN

To d<'/nJ«r art</ coml>me-«f with t>{h^r foods

2 OR MORI SIRVIKGS OAllf 8BIBB
POTATO . , ) raw; gt^&n and y&llow itften

OR MORI SlftVfflGS SAIIY
? <ifri)i fru'ti -or foswafo

3 TO S A WEEK; I DAIIT PRIflRRiS

OR I^ORf SERVINGS OAIIY

MOST OF IT WHOiC QMIU OR "rHEICHIB'

2 08 MORI TAIiESPOOIIS DAIIY

LUNCH

J

Many variations in choice and
preparation of fruits and juices, in

choice and preparation of cereals, ^ good pattern for the midday

and in preparation of eggs can make ^^^^ ^^ somethmg hke this:

breakfast interesting. It should be

eaten at home rather than at the cor-
Vegetable Soup

J , T ... , loasted Cheese Sandwich
ner drug counter where often only a ^^^-^ Q^i^^in Salad
meagre breakfast is eaten in a hurry. Milk
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It usually consists of a light pro-

tein dish, a salad or simple dessert,

milk, bread and butter.

For protein requirements a choice

of:

Split Pea or Bean Soup
Vegetable Beef Soup
Ham and Macaroni Salad

Cheese Sauce on Vegetables or Toast

Cheese and Meat Sandwiches

Fish, Chicken, or Meat Salads

Suggestive salads

:

Mixed fresh or canned Fruit

Prunes stuffed with Cheese, Carrots, Nuts

Grapefruit, Orange Sections

Date, Apple, Lettuce

Apple, Celery, Nut -

Pear, Cheese

Mixed Vegetables

Cranberry, Celery, Nut
Cabbage
Grated Carrot, Raisin

Molded raw Vegetables

Tomato, sliced

Tomatoes, stuffed

Radish, Onion, hard-cooked Eggs

Asparagus

Desserts for lunch if required: Of-

fice workers should eat only light

lunches.

Fruits—fresh, dried, or canned

Fruit Cobblers

Fruit Pies

Puddings

Baked Custards

Bread Puddings

Fruit Whips, dried or fresh Fruit

Gelatines, plain, fruited, or whipped

Ice Cream
Steamed Fruit Puddings

Rice Pudding

Cookies

Oatmeal
Date Bars

Peanut Butter

Molasses

Raisin

Lunch Boxes

Lunch boxes, whether for an adult

or a child, need to contain about

one-third of his daily rations. If the

midday meal is his main one, then

the lunch box should contain more
than a third of the food needed for

the whole day. If the evening meal
is the most ample and breakfast has

contributed its share, then the con-

tents of the lunch box may supply

less than a third of the food needed.

Lunch box meals should include:

Sandwiches (containing meat, fish, egg,

cheese, or vegetable)

or a

Salad (containing meat, fish, eggs, cheese,

with bread and butter)

r'ruit (may be Tomato)
Cake or Cookies

Mot Soup, Beverage, or Milk

Suggestive sandwich fillings:

Several fillings can be made and

stored in covered containers in the

refrigerator. This gives variety for a

week's supply and helps in facilitat-

ing sandwich preparation.

Meat SaJad Filling

Yi pound bologna or minced ham
(put through fine knife of food chop-

per)

3 hard-cooked eggs (chopped)

Yi cup finely cut sweet pickle

4 tablespoons salad dressing or mayon-
naise

4 tablespoons fresh or canned milk

34 tablespoon salt

Mix thoroughly and chill.

Fish Salad Filling

2 cups cooked or canned fish

14 cup finely cut sweet pickle or olives

^ cup finely cut celery (use green tops

also)

34 tablespoon salt

Y cup salad dressing or mayonnaise

4 tablespoons milk
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Peanut-Prune Filling

6 prunes cut in small pieces

1 cup seedless raisins

}/2 cup peanut butter

4 tablespoons milk *

1 tablespoon lemon juice

Mix well.

Egg Sahd Filling

6 hard cooked eggs (chopped)

6 tablespoons chopped sweet pickles or

olives

5 tablespoons salad dressing

}/^ tablespoon salt

34 tablespoon dry mustard

Mix thoroughly.

Cheese Filling

2 cups grated American cheese

4 tablespoons chopped pickles or relish

1 tablespoon mustard (dry or prepared)

4 tablespoons salad dressing

1 tablespoon finely chopped onion

Raw carrot strips, celery sticks cut

in small pieces, and raw tender tur-

nip slices cleaned carefully and

wrapped in wax paper add extra

fresh vegetables to the lunch box.

Often include peanuts or any

other kind of nut.

Cream soups and milk can be in-

cluded in the modern lunch box

that has a thermos bottle. These

increase the use of those protective

foods so essential to good nutrition.

DINNER

Whether dinner is eaten at noon

or in the evening, it should furnish

the main protein dish of the day,

usually meat. With it are served

vegetables and salads to give the

needed additional vitamins and min-

erals, dessert and a beverage.

A pattern for dinner is usually

something like this:

Broiled Ground Beef Patties

Baked Potatoes

Buttered Carrots

Mixed Vegetable Salad

Muffins Butter

Fruit Pudding

Milk (for children)

With the rationing of meat, we
shall have to use meat substitutes

more. If possible, plan to serve fish

once a week, liver or kidney or some
glandular meat once a week, and one

of the legumes, such as dried beans

or peas, once a week.

Old-fashioned baked beans and

soups, lima beans plain or with a

ham hock, or a hearty dish of chili

will help conserve meat. Although

beans are an ''incomplete protein"

they are a good meat substitute and

contain valuable vitamins. Cook
beans once a week.

Fish loaves served with parsley,

white sauce, or lemon slices, creamed

fish served on crispy hot toast or with

hot baked potatoes, or fresh fish

when it is available, can be served

once a week also.

Make it a rule to serve liver or

some other type of glandular meat

once a week. Beef, lamb, or pork

liver are good and are less expensive

than calf's liver, but are a little

stronger in flavor.

Some of the most nutritious meats

are found at the bottom of the price

list, because we Americans have not

learned to cook them. Beef or lamb
heart is such a meat, and is good

either stuffed with a dressing or pot

roasted. With meat rationing, we
shall have to cook more stews, meat
pies, and pot roasts with delicious
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gravies, instead of chops and steaks

that will call for many more points

from our ration book.

Recipes for Dinner:

Stewed Heart with Rice Border

1 beef heart (about 3 lbs.)

2 tablespoons cubed onion

3 tablespoons flour

2 tablespoons butter

Salt

Pepper

Whole or half carrots

1 tablespoon vinegar

Wash heart and remove veins and tough
fibres. Cut into pieces and brown slowly

in butter. Add water to just cover and
simmer 3-4 hours. Add cubed onion and
carrots about the last 45 minutes. Before

serving, thicken with flour and add the vine-

gar. Serve with a border of steamed rice.

Sprinkle with chopped parsley. Serves six.

Cunied Lamb Shanks with Rice

4 lamb shanks

1 onion

2 tablespoons butter

2 tablespoons flour

2 tablespoons salt

3^2 tablespoon curry powder

3/2 cup rice (uncooked)

Roll lamb shanks in flour and brown
slowly in butter. Add 2 cups water, salt,

pepper and simmer slowly for 2 hours.

When tender add curry powder and thick-

en gravy. Serve with boiled rice. Serves

four.

Liver Loai

4
1

2M
1

2

2

pounds beef or lamb liver

slices bacon

onion

cup chopped parsley

cups soft bread crumbs

tablespoon vinegar

eggs

tablespoons salt

}/8 tablespoon pepper

Put just enough water in pan to cover

the bottom. Bring to a boil and drop in

the liver, let stand five minutes, then grind

with the onion and bacon. Add eggs,

crumbs, and seasonings and pack firmly

into a loaf pan. Bake 1 hour at 350°. Serve

with creamed potatoes. May be sliced cold.

Livei Roulade

Lay slices of calf's, beef or pork liver on
slices of bacon. Put a small onion in the

center of each and roll up and fasten with

tooth picks. Season with salt and pepper.

Bake uncovered at 350' for 30 minutes.

Add 2 tablespoons catsup mixed with 3^
cup water. Cover and continue baking.

Peel and dice 4 small potatoes. Season

with salt and peper. Put in with liver.

Cover and cook till all is tender.

Cheese Pudding

5 slices whole wheat bread

2 tablespoons butter

1 cup grated cheese

}/2 tablespoon mustard

2 tablespoons chopped onion

}/2 cup parsley (chopped)

3 eggs (beaten)

2 cups milk

Spread bread with butter and cut in

cubes. Place in baking dish, add cheese,

mustard, onion and parsley. Add warmed
milk to eggs and pour over bread mixture.

Bake 350° for 30-40 minutes.

This is a good meat substitute and con-

tains a long list of protective foods such

as milk, eggs, cheese, parsley and whole

wheat bread.

Salads

For good health serve salads once

a day. Salad bov^ls or individual

salad servings make for variety.

There are many combinations for

vegetables and fruit salads, and if

served crisp and fresh, seasoned w^ith

a favorite dressing, they are most

delicious.

Beet Salad

2 cups diced beets—If they have not been

bottled in vinegar add 1 tablespoon vine-

gar
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1 cup diced celery

2, tablespoons diced green pepper

1 tablespoon onion juice

1 package lemon jello

2 cups water

Mold individually or in large mold on

shredded lettuce. Serve with asparagus

tips, whole string beans or with shredded

cabbage.

Desserts

Dried fruits ''as is" are good, but
can be used many other ways. They
are always a favorite in pies and
cookies. Raisin pie or your favorite

oatmeal cookies with raisins never

go begging.

Chd Sahd in Tomato Cheese Ring Orange Raisin Pudding

2 packages lemon jello

3 cups tomato juice

2 packages cream cheese

1 cup mayonnaise

Dissolve gelatin in i^ cups hot tomato

juice, when thoroughly dissolved add re-

maining i3^ cups. Mix the cream cheese

with mayonnaise and add to the cooled

tomato gelatin. Mix well and place in

ring mold. Chill in refrigerator until firm.

When ready to serve unmold and fill center

of ring with the following Chef Salad:

Chei Salad

l/^ small head lettuce, broken in pieces

3^ bunch watercress

34 cucumber sliced thin

8-10 radishes sliced thin

^ cup diced celery

2 sliced hard cooked eggs

few strips thinly sliced Swiss or

American cheese

garlic

French dressing

Rub the salad bowl with garlic. Put all

ingredients into bowl. Pour over just

enough French dressing to coat salad

Toss lightly and serve at once.

Vegetables

Properly cooked and seasoned

vegetables should be a daily "must"
in our wartime menus. They should

be cooked as short a time as possible,

in as Httle water as possible, and

should be served as soon as possible

after they are cooked. The water

left from the cooking of vegetables

or from canned vegetables should

be used in gravies, soups, or served

hot or cold as a drink. Use the green

leafy and yellow vegetables often.

2 cups flour

1 tablespoon salt

1 tablespoon soda

3^ tablespoon ginger

3/2 cup suet

}/2 cup molasses

2 eggs

1 cup applesauce

1 cup seedless raisins

^ cup orange or citron peel

1 cup fine dry bread crumbs

Steam 2 hours, makes 10-12 servings.

Serve with orange flavored sauce.

Walnut Apricot Pudding

1 cup enriched flour

1 tablespoon baking powder

3/2 tablespoon soda

34 tablespoon salt

^ cup graham or whole wheat flour

34 cup butter

}/2 cup honey

1 egg beaten

3^ cup orange juice

1 cup chopped dried apricots

(or dates, figs, or prunes)

3/2 cup chopped walnuts

}/2 tablespoon grated orange rind

Sift together first four ingredients. Add
graham flour. Melt butter in large sauce-

pan, remove from heat and stir in all other

ingredients. Steam 2-3 hours in greased

mold. 10-12 servings. Serve with favorite

sauce.

Desserts are usually easy to pre-

pare. Whenever possible, use more

of the protective foods in their prep-

aration such as fruits, milk, and eggs.

Fresh or canned fruit should be

served frequently for dinner or

lunch dessert.

{Concluded on page 297)



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Piince Redd

Chapter II

JANET stood irresolute, anger

shaking her. Why had Paul

done such a thing? It couldn't

be so wrong, the way she had packed

the panniers. And it was not like

Paul to deliberately offend or humi-

liate anyone. Yet there didn't seem

to be a single reason for his actions.

She tried to quit shaking, to con-

trol the wild impulses that were tak-

ing possession of her. She wanted to

run and run and never stop running.

Her face burned with shame at her

own reaction to such a simple of-

fense. What if Paul had thrown

things around? What if he had
acted childishly? Was it important?

Perhaps she hadnt packed the pan-

niers correctly.

She dipped the gourds into the

water barrel and dashed a spray over

her face. If only he had explained!

If there were anything really wrong
he could have told her so, even have

laughed at her, and she wouldn't

have cared. The way it was he had
shut her out. There could be only

one answer. Paul was tired of trying

to initiate her into his world. And if

so, what then? Wouldn't it make
her own decision easier? Certainly

she could leave with more grace.

Yet, now strangely, she didn't

want to leave. Her fighting spirit

was up. She'd sworn never to yield

an inch to her surroundings. Then
why mind if Paul, or anyone else,

thought she couldn't fit?

Page 292

^^OEADY, Janet?" Paul called,

blissfully unconscious of the

turmoil he had stirred up.

Janet forced a smile and came
back to the porch. Paul picked up

the panniers. He weighed them
judicially, balancing them in either

hand, then, satisfied, carried them
around the house to the cliff. Janet

followed without a word. Paul tied

the bundle of bedding and the pan-

niers to the rope that still dangled

from the cliff, gave Taos instructions

for guarding the place, and assured

Janet that Juanee and Joe would

be back by night. Then he took a

crowbar from a nearby shed, pried

up a large flat stone from the rear

patio and motioned Janet to precede

him down the steps that were con-

cealed beneath the stone. He fol-

lowed, and juggled the stone into

place again by balancing it on the

flat of his hands above his head.

Janet went on through the dim
smelly corridor without waiting for

Paul.

'Tley! This is a honeymoon! You
act like you're trying to give me the

air," Paul shouted after her.

''A little air might not be a bad

idea in here," Janet answered, paus-

ing evasively.

''Say, you know this is not a bad

idea, this corridor. I made it for fun

to begin with. Something to do the

long winter evenings here alone.

Since all the cattle and sheep steal-

ings of the Indians have gone un-

punished for so long, the Utes and
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Piutes think they are above the law. occasionally, letting in the sun.

If one of them should ever try to get There was nothing frightening to

funny with you, Janet, you just stretch away forever and forever.

remember this crack. You can get to Here was the warmth of his body,

it from the kitchen, too, do you re- his arms to keep her safe, to dissolve

member? There's a trap door under her anger.

that big cupboard in the corner be- ''Better, Jan? You had me stumped

hind the middle door . . . And don't for a minute. You looked scared, or

ever get the bottom of the cupboard something."

so full that you can't crawl into it!" 'Tm fit as a juniper tree." Janet

Paul was delighted with the pic- tried to be convincing,

ture he was conjuring up. He Paul scrambled up the ledge,

couldn't know what terror he had reached down for her hand and

added to Janet's fears, and she would helped her up beside him, holding

not tell him she was afraid. He didn't her there awhile to rest. And so,

know she hated Indians, didn't climbing and resting, they came out

know that every mummy in his col- on top of beautiful Douglas Mesa,

lection haunted her. During the At any other time it would have

nights when he was gone and she been a breath-taking experience for

was alone, those shriveled, dusty Janet; now she felt nothing but relief

.

bones walked the patio. They lent The sun setting on the buttes across

their voices to the wind. They the mesa, blazing against the red

stalked behind her on a path at rocks, the green junipers, and the

night. But Paul didn't know. Paul blue of an incredulously near sky,

would never know. was lost to her. There was a sharp

pain around her heart and her

/^NCE well into the cliff, the as- breath was hot in her throat. All of

cent was marked, the air dusty which Paul was too excited to no-

and dry. Janet climbed up the pas- tice.

sage with reckless speed, her heart "Look at it! See why I swear by
pounding, a wave of blindness this country? No place like it on
threatening to topple her over in her earth! Look at the elephants march-
angry defiance. ing along the face of the cliffs over

''Steady, girl," Paul warned, there! Headed for their burial

"You're climbing too fast. Here, let grounds, marching, marching,

me get in the lead." Paul crowded They've been marching thousands of

past her in the narrow passage. years. And see that break over there

His nearness drove fear from to the south? If we could walk over

Janet's mind. She'd have given any- there and look down, there would
thing to laugh and say she didn't be the San Juan moving along her

need any help, but she was too dizzy green banks to the Colorado. Colo-

to go on. Perhaps she shouldn't have rado's her bridegroom. I've seen 'em

come. But she was glad she had. meet many a time. She eddies around

Here in this dim, man-enlarged cor- and coquettes a bit and then goes

ridor there was nothing but Paul straight to his bosom. Nice gal, the

and two close walls, which broke San Juan, Unpredictable, treacher-
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ous, but a bride to love, once you

get her tamed!"

Seeing him standing there, his

sombrero held reverently at his side,

Janet knew the strength of her rival.

Paul would never be hers as she

wanted her husband to be. This

country would claim him body and

soul, alive and dead. She'd be a

precious part of it, oh, a very pre-

cious part, but always secondary.

And there was nothing she could do

about it. She had never seen a face

so lighted up, so passionately proud.

Mere grandeur could not account

for it. For the first time she realized

that Paul's emotion was spiritual.

Her fear had been against a physical

rival. Now she needed to know
more; to understand this new Paul.

Perhaps if she tried as determinedly

to like his country as she had fos-

tered her hate for it, it might come
to be her country, too. For the mo-
ment at least, it didn't crowd and

push.

"QUESS I'd better get those

things pulled up over the cliff

and stop orating,"^ Paul said apolo-

getically. 'Tou're shivering!" So-

licitously he wrapped his own warm
leather jacket around her shoulders.

He said 'The days are warm but the

nights are still to be reckoned with."

A bell tinkled in the distance. Paul

put his fingers to his lips and blew a

long shrill whistle. A pinto mare
neighed answer and came loping

from a distant clump of cedars,

straight for Paul's outstretched

hand. "Hello there!" Paul chuckled.

''Smart as a whip, aren't you!" He
patted her nose and let her nuzzle

against him.

"I've work for you to do, Lady,"

he confided. "Pull my bed and board

up the cliff. Will you?"

The mare stamped and threw her

head nervously. "She's as smart as

they come," Paul told Janet.

"Watch her."

He took a short rope from her

saddle. "I don't often leave a horse

saddled up like this (I'd fire a cow
hand that did it), but I knew we'd

be back soon and the saddle would
be safer on her back than on the

ground for a thieving Indian." He
tied the piece of rope to the lasso

that hung over the cliff, moved the

pinto out a few paces and then gave

her the word to stop. She obeyed
instantly, one foot still poised. Paul

untied the long rope from the pro-

jection that had held it; the pack

was now in her care.

"Pull 'er up Lady Bird!" The
pinto paced carefully forward, pull-

ing the dangling pack up the cliff

behind her.

"Hold!" The mare stopped in-

stantly, not a muscle moving. Paul

pulled the pack over the side of the

cliff and away from the edge. The
minute she felt the slack rope be-

hind her, the mare trotted back to

Paul. He patted her nose and looked

to Janet for approval.

"She's a beauty, Paul, I've never

seen her in action before." The ad-

mission was embarrassing. Other

women, she knew, rode range with

their husbands, knew as much about

cattle as the best of them. Some
women even managed their own
outfits. She'd been so occupied with

her rebellion and her personal

schemes that she had missed what
might have made this country en-

durable. But it was all so foreign to
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her! Those women were born to the

range just as their men were!

'1 wish Fd been born here, Paul/'

she said. This morning she'd hated

the place; now she almost loved it.

If only she could be with Paul all

the time she might conquer her fear.

'Tou don't have to be born in a

place to love it. You and I have al-

ways been together here in spirit.

I recognized that instantly." He
;miled a whimsical, endearing smile.

''Sometime you'll recognize it too."

npHEY camped that night in a big

cave clinging to the mesa.

''Hotel Collins!" Paul announced.

They had come down to the cave on
foot, along a trail that wound down
from the top, and now stood looking

out over the canyon to the other

side, their eyes tracing the trail to

the canyon floor. Green against red,

red deepening to purple where the

shadows fell, fading to pink and then

to white in the path of the sun.

Janet took a long shivering breath.

"Steady, girl!" Paul urged her

back from the edge. "The sight

makes me heady at times. You're

tired. A good bacon and eggs supper

will set you up."

In the center of the cave under an

opening in the roof, he built a small

fire; he carried the bags down from
the top, and while he waited for the

fire to burn to coals he made a bed
of boughs, topped by a heavy sheep-

skin robe that he found hanging

from a point of rock in the cave; on
that he spread the blankets from
their pack.

He patted the bed. "You'll sleep

like a dead Injun till I call you to

breakfast," he laughed.

Janet was startled at the sudden
recurrence of fear. Just when you

had the thing licked it sprang out at

you again. In the form of a word-
Indian, a rattlesnake in a bush, the

howl of a wolf at night, or just in

no form at all. She shivered. A bat

flew from the cave into a darker

crevice. Paul stirred the fire.

"The robe is hotel property," he

said to make conversation. "It's

been here for years. It's worth fifty

dollars. If it had been a salt and
pepper shaker it'd have disappeared

the first night." He settled the fry-

ing pan over the coals. "Funny
about people!"

JANET had never tasted such good

food. They sat in the door after

supper and watched the stars. Paul

talked earnestly, reassuringly, and

again Janet's fears slipped away. An
owl greeted the dark night, leaving a

velvet silence. Janet slipped her

hand into Paul's.

"Afraid?" he teased, putting his

arms around her.

"Of course not, silly. I'm just

shiveringly happy."

"I hoped you'd say that. It's we
two together for always, isn't it?"

"We three," Janet corrected in-

voluntarily.

Paul caught his breath and Janet

could hear his heart. "You mean—

a

baby? Oh, Janet, girl, don't speak.

Not yet for a minute. I 've got to

see heaven a bit at a time!"

Wholly possessive of him, the

world shut out, Janet was happier

than she had ever been in her life.

"Are you—all right?" Paul asked

after a time. "You seemed -faint back
there in the corridor. I thought it

was from climbing too fast. Perhaps

I should'nt have brought you here?"
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''Nonsense, Paul. Fm as well

as anything."

''How long have you known,

Janet?"

"Only a short time."

"Were you . . . glad?"

"Of course. Only I felt for a while

the way I felt the first time I looked

at the San Juan Goosenecks, 1200

feet below me, I wanted to clutch

something solid and hang on for dear

life!"

"I wish Fd been there. Janet

you're wonderful!"

npHEY went to bed then, talking

little. The cave, the silence, the

closeness of the stars made Janet

feel that she and Paul were primi-

tively alone, beginning a world to-

gether.

"What a country!" Paul said

softly. "A little new cow hand. A

pardner all my own!" And he went
to sleep.

Janet's mind sprang to attention.

Cow hand! Yes. She'd forgotten.

Her baby would grow up to be a

cow hand. He'd fight and die for

this all-forsaken country just as Paul

was doing. There'd be no Harvard,

no football, no cultural existence.

Indians and cowboys and cows!

She sat up, struggling for breath.

"Not if I can help it!" she stated

audibly. "Fll fight you, Paul. You
and your country. Fight you till the

day I die. Fll not bring my child

up in this place!"

Paul sighed contentedly in his

sleep. The night owl communed
with himself in the darkness outside.

Janet slid terrified down into the

warm bed.

(To be continued)

THINKING OF YOU
Bertha A. Kleinman

To the mother whose arms have never pressed

A baby's head to her lonely breast,

To the mother whose lips have never sung

A lullaby in a baby's tongue,

To the mother whose prayers through time and space

Have seemed to fail at the Throne of Grace

—

No plea, no prayer, no tears of thine

Are ever wasted in God's design,

For He who counteth the sparrow's fall

Eternal increase shall yield to all.

And the motherhood that is here denied

Shall yet be given and glorified!
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RACHEL RIDGWAY IVINS GRANT
(Continued from page 231)

months' journey, the persistent

cough which troubled her had en-

tirely disappeared. Though she had
minor colds at later intervals, she

was never again bothered with any

serious lung trouble up to the time

of her death.

It was the tenth day of August,

1853, when Israel Ivins, tired but

happy, drove into Salt Lake and

stopped before the comfortable

home of his friend, Jedediah M.
Grant, on Main Street. Brother

Grant immediately set about to

make the little family comfortable,

and lost no time in bringing them

into the house where they were in-

vited to stay for a short time while

planning for the immediate future.

So Rachel slept comfortably that

night, sheltered by the first roof that

had covered her head for several

months, and little dreaming it was

the roof of her future home.

(To be concluded)

WOMEN AND THE HOME TODAY
(Continued from page 239)

those who kept their first estate and who
come to this earth, for their second estate.

Motherhood is near to Divinity. It is

the highest, holiest service to be assumed

by mankind. It places her who honors its

holy calling and service next to the angels.

To you mothers in Israel we say God bless

and protect you, and give you the strength

and courage, the faith and knowledge, the

holy love and consecration to duty, that

shall enable you to fill to the fullest meas-

ure the sacred calling which is yours.

My prayer tonight is that the Lord

will bless us and help us always to

understand where our duty lies, and

aid us to do that duty and to do it

well.

AN ADEQUATE DAILY DIET
(Continued from page 291)

Planning meals is interesting or

boresome exactly in proportion to

the amount of thought and effort

you put into it. Careless cooking,

indifferent seasoning, and unattrac-

tive service will do much to discour-

age the ''fussy eater"; while a pleas-

ing color plan, having green, yellow,

red, and white in the meal; contrast-

ing textures, a crispy crunchy food

to balance the soft creamy one;

contrasting temperatures such as

hot soup, cold salad; and variation

in shape, a square of meat loaf and

a mound of mashed potatoes, will

help to make the family like and eat

the great variety of fine food we
Americans have.
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SPRING

Julina B. Green

The throaty song of the meadow lark,

The blackbird's trill in the rush,

The purple violet hiding low

In the damp of the grasses lush.

Sends a throbbing thrill intense as pain

To my heart, and memories bring

Of days long dead; but their spirits sweet

Linger yet in the breath of spring.

The saucy gray chipmunk chattering,

The trout in the mountain brook.

The pussy willow soft and shy

In a shadowy, sheltered nook,

With a magic spell my youth restores

And I long 'mong the hills to roam

As once in that sweet lost long ago

Where rocks teased the water to foam.

The bees abuzz in the lazy warmth

On the surmy side of a bank.

The musty smell of the rotting leaves

At the roots of new grasses rank,

Fan embers of fires that burned long ago

And struck a responsive string

On the harp of my heart, asleep so long.

With recurrence of lovely spring.
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113th Annual Conference
Eider Bryant S. Hinckley

THERE is no other gathering in

the world just like a general con-

ference of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Laymen
and leaders come from all the vast

territory covered by the stakes of

Zion.

These conferences have a social

and economic, as well as a spiritual

value. The local leaders from wards

and branches gather in Salt Lake
City, the headquarters of the Church,

for instruction, inspiration, and to

transact the necessary business of the

Church. They hear the annual re-

ports, financial and otherwise, sus-

tain with their vote the General Au-
thorities of the Church, and go home
refreshed in spirit and renewed in

faith.

These gatherings give solidarity to

the whole body of the Church, unify

and harmonize its plans and pur-

poses, stimulate the faith of the mem-
bers, and encourage the leaders to

greater endeavor.

Owing to the war, the attendance

at the 113th annual conference was
restricted to the Priesthood leaders

and admission to the conference ses-

sions was by card. The meetings

were held on April 4th, 5th, and 6th,

in the Salt Lake Tabernacle. A new
feature was the holding of regional

conferences on the two Sundays fol-

lowing, at which representatives of

the General Authorities were in at-

tendance to carry over the spirit and
message of the general conference.

President Grant was present at all

of the sessions of this conference

except one. Yielding to the advice

of his physician he did not speak, but

dictated an address which was read

by President David O. McKay. From
the opening sentence, *To the Latter-

day Saints all over the world, I send

my love and greetings," to the final

paragraph of this inspired message,

the vast audience listened with rapt

attention and were thrilled by what
the venerable leader had to say.

Among other things, the President

said, ''My heart goes out in the deep-

est sympathy and in the most sincere

and earnest prayer that I have ever

offered for the comforting influence

of the Lord to be given to the breth-

ren and sisters who have sons in the

war at the present time. I pray that
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the Lord will bless each and every that commandment. If we fail, we,

boy who has been called or who has and we alone, are responsible for the

gone into the service, and that He failure, because God endows His

will help each of them to live in ac- servants from the President of the

cordance with the principles of the Church down to the humblest mem-
Gospel, so that each may have a claim ber, with all the ability, all the knowl-

to the blessings of the Lord. ... I edge, all the power that is necessary,

pray that, so far as it accords with the faithfully, diligently, and properly

providence of the Lord, each of them to discharge every duty and every ob-

may be preserved from accident, sick- ligation that rests upon them, and

ness, and death, to return in due we, and we alone, will have to an-

course to his loved ones. I pray God swer if we fail in this regard.' " These

to help them to stand up under the words were uttered forty years ago.

terrible strain which they must meet. They were true then and they are

I appeal to the Lord to bring the true now. Continuing he said, "I

war to an end at the earliest possible am grateful to our Heavenly Father

date. My heart goes out to all of for the faith and faithfulness of this

you. ... I want to thank the people great people, for their devotion to

for their prayers in my behalf. I have His service, for their effort and de-

not been well now for a period of termination to live in accordance

more than three years, and yet dur- with His laws and commandments,

ing all that time I have never suffered I thank our Heavenly Father that

any pain. My days have been full He has given them the strength

of joy. I have seen the Church grow and courage to resist evils as well as

... as I have never seen it grow be- they have been able to do so. I pray

fore. . . . Years ago I made a short that He will bless the youth of the

speech that lasted a minute and a half Church and give them strength to

to the effect that we were architects overcome temptation. I pray that

of our own lives, and that we and we He will bring into the heart of every

alone are responsible for not making boy, and of every girl a knowledge

a success of life. What I said was as that cleanliness is next to godliness,

follows: 'If you want to know how that they must live clean both in

to be saved, I can tell you; it is mind and in body, that they will un-

by keeping the commandments of derstand that the sin of unchastity

God. No power on earth, no pow- is to the Lord next to the sin of mur-

er beneath the earth, will ever pre- der. I pray that the Lord will give

vent you or me or any Latter-day to the parents of the youth an un-

Saint from being saved, except our- derstanding and appreciation of the

selves. We are the architects of our dangers and temptations to which

own lives, not only of the lives here, their children are subjected, that they

but the lives to come in the eternity, may be led and guided to encourage

We ourselves are able to perform their children, to direct them, to

every duty and obligation that God teach them how to live as the Lord

has required of men. No command- would have them live. The Lord

ment was ever given to us but that has said He would sift His people,

God has given us the power to keep and I pray that when that sifting
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comes no parent may have failed to for their famihes. 'The Church," he
do his duty, and no child shall have declared, "is prepared, with your help

failed to obey the commandments and assistance, to take care of those

of the Lord." ^who need such assistance, and if any

of the Saints have cast their parents

PRESIDENT J.
Reuben Clark, Jr.

off see if you can not get them to

gave the concluding address of take them back ... if they need help

the Priesthood meeting Monday in this let them go to the Bishops

night. His manner v^^as modest and and get it in the right vi^ay if we

impressive. His words clear, con- assume the obligations which God
vincing, and authoritative, finding has given to us, we will care for our

lodging in the minds of all who heard own. ... Do not be lulled to sleep

them. His appeal had a spiritual by any . . . slogan as that the State

force and an effectiveness altogether
'

owes to every man a subsistence."

uncommon. He pointed out the re- President Clark gave a new defini-

sponsibility of the leaders of the tion for needy in the Church Wel-

Church with reference to the Latter- fare Program. He said the Church

day Saint boys in the armed service has always regarded those in need

of the country. He began his re- as those being without food or the

marks by asking how many had them- necessities of life. Today there is a

selves served in the armed forces of new group in need of help. This

the nation during the World War I group includes any man or woman
then he asked who of those present who, in this emergency, is in need

had sons now serving in the army, of help to harvest his crops or to keep

and then he added those who his business going. He advocated

had grandsons, and then those this as a new approach for quorum

who had sons and grandsons subject activities and urged the men of the

to service in the war. Approximately Priesthood to organize and take over

half of the congregation of Priest- this responsibility,

hood officers in the Church were on He declared that marriage should
their feet. This, he said, was an in- be one of the holiest ordinances in-

dication of the far reaching effects to which members of the Church
of the war. He told of the publica- can enter. He discouraged marriage
tions of literature for these service by our young people with those who
men in the form of a pocket edition are not members of the Church for
of the Book of Mormon, a book on frequently such marriages end in
the principles of the Gospel, and a tragedy. He said, '^Every considera-
small Church Directory. "Our tion of faith, principles of right liv-

young men in the armed forces will ing, Church doctrine, and Church
need all of our faith and prayers and standards, requires that we should
all that they can get from these books guard, as we would guard our lives,

to help them live righteously." He the chasrity of our girls. There are

referred to the commandment, all kinds of influences at work to

"Honor thy father and thy mother" break down these standards. I was
and then stressed the responsibility told the other day that we have a

of Latter-day Saints to care properly new phrase, that young girls who
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smoke and drink and may be doing

other things talk about ''new Mor-

mons" as distinguished from the

''old Mormons." I wish to say to

them that those who abandon the

standards and principles of the

Church are not Mormons at all/'

and, "I urge you young women and

girls to remember that in the sched-

ule of crimes, unchastity comes next

to murder. Do not subject your-

selves to its penalty." He said the

members of the Church are called

upon now to sacrifice their sons but

because they have to sacrifice their

sons is no reason why they should

sacrifice their daughters.

President Clark, concluded with

this impressive observation : "What
a tragic spectacle man is showing to

his God today. We have rightly

boasted for nearly a hundred years

that in this, the Last Dispensation

of the Fulness of Times, the Lord

was pouring out His inspiration and

His blessings upon all the world, un-

locking to His children secrets that

never were dreamed of by the an-

cients, giving them powers and do-

minions over the forces of nature,

bringing under subjection almost the

universe. Look at what the last cen-

tury has given us in art, literature,

science, discoveries, for our blessing

and advancement. God gave all this

to us to bless us. And then consider

that now, in this terrible hour, every

device, every invention, every dis-

covery God gave us to bless us is

being used to destroy one another

in one of the most barbarous wars

of all time. God will not hold guilt-

less those responsible for this holo-

caust."

PRESIDENT David O. McKay's
address was a clear and eloquent

declaration of the ideals of Mormon-
ism as they should be lived today

by every Latter-day Saint. To the

people of the nation and to the

Latter-day Saints, President McKay
voiced this vital admonition: "While
our sons, sweethearts, and husbands
are offering their lives in defense of

the God-given gift of Free Agency
and for the right to live without the

domination of tyranny, let us in the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints as citizens of our beloved

country, use our influence to see that

men and women of upright character,

of unimpeachable honor are elected

to office, that our homes are kept

unpolluted and unbroken by infidel-

ity, that children therein will be

trained to keep the commandments
of the Lord, 'to be honest, true,

chaste, benevolent and virtuous, and

to do good to all men.' " He held

the home as the second essential ele-

ment in the building and perpetuity

of a great people. He said, "If, and

when the time comes that parents

shift to the State the responsibility

of rearing their children, the stability

of the Nation will be undermined,

and its impairment and disintegra-

tion will have begun." He scored

the increasing divorce rate in the

United States as a threatening men-
ace to this nation's greatness. Race

suicide and tandem polygamous re-

lationships made possible by lax di-

vorce laws are enemies of ideal na-

tional life. The increase throughout

the United States in the percentage

of divorces is alarming. And this

insidious evil is increasing in the

Church. There are too many couples

in the Church, who when trouble
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arises, seek solution in the divorce The Church of the Air Address
courts. on Sunday morning, April 4th, which

In discussing the home as the most was a part of the general conference
important factor in building a great was given by Elder Joseph Fielding
nation. President McKay declared Smith, "Blessed Is the Nation Whose
that the most vicious enemy to home Qo^ Is the Lord

"

life is immorality. "This corroding

evir^ he said, "is just as demoralizing Although the attendance at the

to the young man as to the young conference was restricted to the

woman." Priesthood leadership, its spirit and

More than thirty discourses were influence will reach to the remotest

delivered at the conference, every corner and branch of the Church.
one of which was permeated with Frequent reference was made to
hope, encouragement, and the spirit

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ r^^^

of eternal truth. 1 here were fervent , ^ , i ^i . .i t^

testimonies borne and many mes- ^^Tl ^.^P^^^J^^^ed that the Re-

sages of real eloquence given that will
^'^^

^""f'^^
^^^ disbursed to the

enrich the literature of the Church. ^^^^Y ?37i442- This large sum does

The contribution which religion not represent a tithe of the contribu-

should make to the home, to the na- tion of this great and benevolent so-

tion, and to society were clearly and ciety to the welfare of the people of

forcefully presented. the Church.

LORD, LET MY PRAYERS FOR

OTHERS BE

Irene R. Davis

My soul, oppressed, sought Thee to tell

My secret needs and woes. And still

I groped and strove in dark; to find

That I was lost, and hope was blind.

In vain I prayed, my heart outpoured!

I somehow failed to reach Thee, Lord.

I prayed for wisdom. Now I see.

My prayers were always prayers for me.

My woes and needs and cares came first;

No thought to slake my brother's thirst;

Lord, let my prayers for others be;

Perhaps someone will pray for me.



PRESIDENT AND MRS. HEBER
J.
GRANT

PRESIDENT AND MRS. HEBER J. GRANT OBSERVE

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

'pHIS, the latest picture taken together of President and
Sister Grant, is a hitherto unpublished one. With its

publication, the General Board, on behalf of the entire

membership of the Relief Society, congratulates this

distinguished and revered couple upon arriving, on
May twenty-sixth, at the fifty-ninth milestone of their mar-
ried life. This photograph, taken in the out-of-doors in

which they both delight, reflects an alert expression on
both of their faces, showing that at the age of eighty-six

they still enjoy life to the fullest. It is our heartfelt desire

that they may continue throughout their lives to enjoy

health and happiness.
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Teach Tithing In the Home
Presiding Bishop LeGrand Pdchaids

IN
the quorums of the Aaronic brings them under the Lord's sting-

Priesthood there is considerable ing indictment *\
. . ye have robbed

attention given to the teaching me." Innocently they inquire,

of the law of tithing. Young men "Wherein have we robbed thee?||

are taught that one-tenth of their The reply, Tn tithes and offermgs

increase belongs to the Lord. They will prompt their plea of innocence

are taught that this divine command t>ut their guilt is none the less real,

from our Heavenly Father applies, And all of this they suffer largely

with equal force, to each member of because parents failed them during

the Church, whether young or old. ^^e tender and impressionable years

They are taught that income, not of youth.

age, determines the obligation. Too It is a safe conclusion that parents

frequently our youth grow up under generally fail to teach their children

the impression that the payment of the law of tithing because they them-

tithing may, or even should be, de- selves have not been obedient there-

ferred until maturity. to. A father or a mother who pays

Inquiry and observation reveal that an honest tithe is always proud to

in a great many cases our young peo- have sons and daughters know that

pie become acquainted with the law this obligation has been discharged,

of tithing for the first time in the and to have them do likewise. But

quorums of the Aaronic Priesthood the parent who pays little or no at-

or in the classes of the various aux- tention to this commandment fre-

iliary organizations of the Church, quentiy seeks to justify his disobedi-

In such instances this means that ence by attempting to discredit the

they have never been taught tithing validity of this law of the Lord. He
by their parents in the home. If may even go so far as to discourage

they become acquainted with this his children's obedience in order that

law of the Lord, they must receive he may experience the sinful com-

this information and training outside fort of companionship in disobedi-

the parental home. ence.

This is not as the Lord would have From various sections of the

it. The obligation for teaching Church there are numerous examples

young people rests first upon father coming to light which attest the ef-

and mother in the home. The quo- fectiveness of the teachings of the

rums of the Priesthood and the aux- Aaronic Priesthood quorums and
iliary organizations of the Church other Church organizations relative

serve as supplements and aids to the to the law of tithing. Young men
home, but in no way relieve parents and young women whose parents

of their responsibility to teach their have never paid tithing are faithful

children to obey the commandments in returning one-tenth to the Lord,

of the Lord. Still other parents have become con-

Failure to teach our sons and verted to the payment of tithing

daughters to pay an honest tithe when their sons and daughters have
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set the example dn iMt taithful dis- trained in the home to be obedient

charge o^f Ms 'obligation. to the commandments of the Lord,

This is commendable but it does
and then receive the supplementaiy

not justify the shift of this respon-
teachmgs m the Priesthood quoruins

sibihty from the parental home to
™d the auxiliary organizations of the

the Church organizations. It may Church. The home and the Church

some day be embarrassing for chil-
working unitedly together will ac-

dren to be obliged to give to the
complish a marvelous work and per-

Church, instead of their parents, the
f°™ ^ ''°^}^ ™ss'°" '" *e training

credit for teaching them the law of °* ^^^ ^ ?' , •

tithing. It will be still more embar- ,
^ne instance of this cooperation

rassing when our Heavenly Father
between the home and the Church

inquires of parents as to why they ":^^^^^ ^^^^
^'""^yf^ y^^^

""^^ 7^'

neglected this parental duty. '"^'"S '" ^^ ^^^'^l'"
*^ '^""^ '^^^^'

came up through the quorums or the
Many children today, some young Aaronic Priesthood where the law

and some now grown to maturity, of tithing received its proper empha-
are bemg denied the great blessings sis, and during their first year as or-

attendant upon the payment of tith- dained elders paid an average tithe
mg because their parents did not of $77.12 each. These young men
teach them while in the home to had faithfully paid their tithing dur-
obey this law. It is in this way that ing the years they served as deacons,
the Lord visits ".

. . the iniquity of teachers, and priests, with the re-

the fathers upon the children unto suit that when they were ordained
the third and fourth generation. . .

."
to the Melchizedek Priesthood the

Surely, no parent can feel happy teachings of the home and the
about his neglect when it means that Church together had become an in-

his children are not entitled to the tegral part of their lives,

blessings they otherwise would have This is as the Lord would have it.

received had they been taught to pay This is the way we may bind Him
an honest tithe. to His promised blessings which He
The ideal situation is for our young anxiously waits to pour out upon the

people to be properly taught and faithful everywhere.

--

May is here!

The air is fresh and sunny;

And the miser-bees are busy

Hoarding golden honey.

—Thomas Bailey Aldrich.



She Let Her Light So Shine
Edith Smith Elliott

Member of Relief Society General Board

THE Salt Lake City Council of

Women chose 1943 to be a ban-

ner year in the lives of women,

the year to select new members for

their Hall of Fame. Twice before

they have made an occasion to honor

women who have been outstanding

in the community. This year the

nominations were made by organiza-

tions affiliated with the Council, and

later the voting by club presidents

or delegates resulted in the choice

of seven women who have given serv-

ice unsolicited to their community
in various fields of progress.

The members of the Relief So-

ciety were delighted to have their

President, Amy Brown Lyman, rec-

ognized. Her life has been one of

continual contribution to the wel-

fare of her fellow men. Other women
selected for the same honor were:

Dr. Maud May Babcock, Judge Reva
Beck Bosone, Mrs. W. F. Core, Mrs.

Arthur E. Graham, Mrs. R. W. Fish-

er, and Mrs. Lula Greene Richards.

The Council employed various

means to acquaint the public with

the wonderful contributions made
by those they honored.

Beginning March 11, 1943, a

unique series of radio programs was
presented. Each day for seven days,

a fifteen-minute program was broad-

cast over radio station KSL which
gave interesting glimpses into the

lives of the new members of the Hall

of Fame. The series was capably di-

rected by Louise Hill Howe of KSL.
Priscilla L. Evans, member of the

General Board, had charge of gath-

ering the material to be presented

PRESIDENT AMY BROWN LYMAN
AND MASTER CANDLE SYMBOLIC
OF ACHIEVEMENTS RECOGNIZED
IN HER ELECTION TO THE HALL

OF FAME

for Mrs. Lyman. Mrs. Lyman's bio-

graphical sketch was given March 18,

1943. An interesting account of the

achievements of our beloved Presi-

dent clearly indicated why she was

selected for this award.

The evening of March 20, 1943,
the Salt Lake City Council of Wom-
en further honored their selectees at

a large public reception in the Junior

Ballroom of the Hotel Utah. In the

receiving line were Mrs. Ed F. Shep-

herd, president of the Council, Mrs.

Emily S. Stewart, reception chair-
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man, Mrs. Grant Gregerson and Mrs.

Junius Fisher, assistants to Mrs. Stew-

art, and the honored women. The
reception lasted for one hour, during

which hundreds of friends took ad-

vantage of the privilege to congratu-

late the guests of honor. Many state

and civic officials were among those

who called. President and Mrs.

Heber
J.

Grant paid honor to the

occasion by attending the reception,

as did other Latter-day Saint Church
officials.

A large banquet in the Lafayette

Ballroom followed .the reception.

Approximately 300 dinner guests

greeted the famous women as they

entered and took their places at the

speaker's table. A program followed

the dinner. Mrs. Stewart welcomed
those assembled. She introduced

the program chairman, Mrs. Irma
Felt Bitner, who outlined the events

to follow. The introduction to the

program was made by Council Presi-

dent Mrs. Ed F. Shepherd. She
briefly and graciously outlined the

outstanding characteristics of each
of the seven elect ladies. At the

completion of her talk, playlets or

skits were presented from the stage

in the ballrooom, depicting phases
of interest from the lives of those

honored.

The General Board of the Relief

Society took charge of the skits for

President Amy Brown Lyman and
Mrs. Lula Greene Richards, the first

editor of the Woman's Exponent
and an active participator in Relief

Society endeavor. The literary com-
mittee of the General Board, under
the chairmanship of Mrs. Rae B.

Barker, arranged the skit for Mrs.
Richards. Mary Grant Judd wrote
and directed it, emphasizing her lit-

erary gifts, spirituality, and charm.

Edith Smith Elliott was chairman

of the committee to arrange the play-

let narrating Mrs. Lyman's gifts and
attainments. The skit, a collabora-

tion by Mrs. Elliott, Mrs. Vilate

Raile, and Mr. Francis Urry of KSL,
was built around the following para-

graph taken from Mrs. Lyman's auto-

biography, *ln Retrospect":

Our home, a one and one-half story

adobe house, was lighted with kerosene

lamps and candles—lamps for downstairs

and candles for upstairs. The candles were

molded by my Mother's own hands. As
we ascended the stairs each evening, a mark
on the candle indicated how long we could

study or visit or play before we retired.

Can't we all picture little Amy
Brown eager to crowd as much de-

velopment as possible into the time

that the flame of the candle could

shed its warmth and light?

The miniature drama opened with

the stage very simply set. On the

stage left front was a microphone.

At the right front was a small old-

fashioned table and armchair. On
the table was a lighted candle in a

candlestick. In the center at the

back of the stage were some rag-

carpeted stairs, and on each side of

the stairs were tall seven-branch

candelabra holding eighteen-inch

white tapers.

After a brief introduction by the

narrator, Helen Ann Young of KSL,
the spotlight was throvm off the left

of the stage. While a string trio

played 'Tead Kindly Light," Amy
Kathryn Lyman, a granddaughter of

President Lyman, appeared carrying

a large book representing her grand-

mother's autobiography. She was

dressed in pale pink chiffon which

emphasized the beauty of her blonde
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hair and fair skin. She stood before

the microphone and said: "Reading

from the autobiography of my grand-

mother, Amy Brown Lyman, I came
upon this paragraph." She then read

the paragraph referred to above.

While she read, Mrs. Lyman's

daughter, Mrs. Margaret Lyman
Schreiner, came onto the stage

dressed as Mrs. Lyman's mother.

She sat in the chair by the old-

fashioned table. Four children came
in next and gathered around Mother
Brown who went through the mo-
tions of lighting the candle. In

pantomime she explained the mark
on the candle, kissed each child good-

night and sent them up the rag-

carpeted stairs, and then went off the

stage. Three of the children were

Richard, John, and Gretchen

Schreiner, grandchildren of Presi-

dent Lyman. The fourth, Shauna

Stewart, played the part of little Amy
Brown at about the age of twelve

years.

Following this episode, Amy Kath-

ryn mused:

The idea intrigued me. I visualized my
grandmother as a little girl, in a gray linsey-

wool dress, her dark hair combed smoothly

from her face. In my mind I could see

her eyes fastened on the mark her mother
had made on the candle she carried, and
I know she was hoping it would burn
slowly that she might get as much reading

done as possible. Again and again I thought

of her letting a brother or a sister light a

candle from hers, and of the uncountable

times she has let others hght theirs also.

I thought of the dark corners into which
she carried her lighted candle. Then sud-

denly I knew it was because she carried a

"candle," because she shared her "light"

with thousands of others that she is a great

and noble woman.

In fancy through the years I seem to

see her as she goes about lighting many

candles to increase the ever-glowing bril-

liance of the light—the torch first placed

in her hands by Deity and kindly parents.

At this point, little Amy Brown
appeared coming back down the

stairs with a lighted candle in her

hand and began to light the tapers

in the tall candelabra, each repre-

senting the light that Mrs. Lyman
has shared in different fields of prog-

ress. As each candle was lighted,

Amy Kathryn recited the accom-

plishment which the candle repre-

sented:

1. As a homesteader she shed her light

in the desert, helping to make it

blossom as the rose.

2. She did volunteer service at Hull

House with Jane Addams.

3. She shared her knowledge with others

in the field of teaching.

4. Her home is a place of gentleness,

culture, refinement, and hospitality.

5. As a legislator she used rare judgment.

6. She fosters fine arts in her family and
community.

7. She has programmed intelligently for

the underprivileged at American Fork.

8. She served nine years as an officer in

the National Council of Women.
9. Grandmother was a delegate six times

to the conventions of the Internation-

al Council of Women.
10. A pioneer in social welfare, nationally

and internationally.

1 1

.

She has given generously of her means,
time, and talents in patriotic en-

deavor.

12. As a missionary in Europe she spread

the light of Christianity.

13. Established the "Amy Brown Lyman
Loan Fund" to help girls with their

education at the Brigham Young Uni-

versity.

14. Crowning the activities of her life's

work of service, she presides today

over the National Woman's Relief

Society of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints—membership
115,000 members.

(Continued on page 347)



A Tribute to May Green Hinckley
Adele C. Howells, LaVerne W. Parmley

The Counselors to Mrs. Hinckley in General Presidency of Primary

v^>j!lBSSW"5\v;

MAY GREEN HINCKLEY

MAY Green Hinckley was born

in Brampton, Derbyshire,

England. She came to Utah

with her mother when she was six

years old. Her life has been one of

faith and service. She has been ac-

tive in the Ghurch since her early

girlhood. She served as a teacher

in the Sunday School and in the

Young Women's Mutual Improve-

'ment Association. From 1907-

1909 she served as a missionary in

the Gentral States Mission. Upon
returning home, she served as pres-

ident of the Granite Stake

Y.W.M.I.A. for twelve years. In

January of 1936, she was called

with her husband, Bryant S. Hinck-
ley, to preside over the Northern
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States Mission. Soon after their re-

lease from the mission field, the

First Presidency appointed her gen-

eral president of the Primary As-

sociation, which position she held

until her death on May 2, 1943.

May Hinckley was an able execu-

tive and leader in her many and

varied positions. She was a tireless

worker and had unlimited energy.

She knew how to work a little long-

er, a little harder, and a little better

than most people. She had vision,

understanding, good judgment, and

enthusiasm. In her love and de-

votion for the work of the Lord she

forgot self. As president of the Pri-

mary organization, the only desire

of her heart has been to help the

officers and teachers in the field

that they might better teach the

children to pray and to walk up-

rightly before the Lord. She served

in humility and love. May Hinckley

was endowed with the attributes of

true success. She had a grateful heart,

a thoughtful mind, a friendly smile,

a kindly word, a helpful hand, and a

loyal and courageous spirit.

The beautiful floral tributes

banked high on the stand in the

Salt Lake Assembly Hall where her

funeral services were held on Wed-
nesday, May 5, and the large at-

tendance attested to the great love

and esteem in which May Hinckley

was held. In her death, hundreds
of people have lost a true friend;

the Primary organization has lost a

devoted leader; the Church has lost

a loyal, faithful member; and the

community has lost a great woman.



Rachel Ridgway Ivins Grant
Mary Grant Judd

Member of Relief Society General Board

(Part I of this two-part article appeared in the April issue.)

RACHEL RIDGWAY IVINS GRANT AND HER SON HEBER
This picture was taken on President Grant's ninth birthday.

ON a December morning of the fashioned cradle beside her. On No-

year 1856, it was bitingly cold vember twenty-second, the baby had

in Salt Lake City. Dark and been born and his life had almost

sombre it appeared to Rachel Ivins cost her own.

Grant, a pioneer wife who lay ill with It was but a few days before the

her first-born, a son, in an old- birth of the son, that the father.

Page 313
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Jedediah M. Grant, a vigorous man design, there are thousands to attest
in the prime of life, had collapsed, today.
The strain of his responsibilities and i}„„i,„i i cl ..1-1- 1.

the unusual efforts he had put forth . ^'^'f
^"' ''^* ^* ''"*

"l^^!=
as leader in the religious movement IZTl ^"T'-^? t™ V'"! ",'

of that time known as the Reforma-
Joo^for herself and her boy she did

tion, had caused his health to break.
^''^^^''^ t'^^S- ,.^"* '"'lu^''

"^

A brief and severe illness attacked
work brought in so little for the long-

him, and when the baby Heber was ^P^"* ^ours, that she found ,t ,m-

nine days old, Rachel's husband died. P°'ft *° ^^^ "*''"''' '"^ ? *™!
went by, it became increasingly hard

On this morning when her hus- for her to live on at the Grant home-
band was to be buried, she lay in her stead,

room on the second floor of the com- T,n- t> i. 1.

fortable adobe dwelling which had ,
}^^" ^f^^j '/°" *^'

.f
y^"^^

been her home during the three short ?A 'L"!;''!, m r 'T.^ n\'r
years of her married life. Later she l^Jff'^^ .^•. ^'f* *°, 'f

^^''

heard the funeral throngs coming P^'^ °" ^^'^
f
t^^^* (^I'f^,^Z.

and going below and wishid that shI
C.M.I, now stands ) ,

and divide the

might have been able to attend the C^^^''
,^*^1

' i'''',,^ ^f
services for her husband which were t^^'f ,^°"f

^* ^'^'^ ^^^^

to be held in the Salt Lake Taber-
bought ^ tiny home 011 Second East

nacle; for Jedediah M. Grant had
^*''^* '"'* ^"'°^ ^°"* ^^'"P'^'

been a man of prominence in the Here, in hard circumstances, the

community, being not only mayor young Heber was given "the advan-

of the City, but also second coun- tages of poverty" and learned to ap-

selor to President Brigham Young, preciate his mother's independence

T^ ., , , , . , .
of spirit as she uncomplainingly as-

It was three o clock m the after- su^^ed the entire financial burden of
noon before Rachel heard the last her home,
strains of a funeral march die away
and knew that this seemingly end-

Thirty years later, speaking of these

less day would soon come to a close.
^^^^ ^™^^ ^" ^ ^^^^^^ *o ^^^ son,

How alone she felt only those can ^^^^^^ ^^^ *^^^s *^ say: "I never

realize who, like herself, have for-
^^^^ humiliated at having to work

saken friends and home for an un- ^"^ support myself and you, and I

popular religion. With the excep-
t^^nked my Heavenly Father for giv-

tion of an older sister Anna, her only ^"S ^^ the strength and ability to do

kin was the small bundle of human- ^^' ^^^^" *^^^^"g t^ President Young

ity beside her. This baby was all ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^"^^ give me
that she had to live and work for.

^^^^^^ ^"^ strength, it was all I asked.

And when thinking of many things
She must have thought that here I have passed through, hard and un-

was her task; to teach her son of the pleasant, how happy it makes me
father he had never known, and make now that I never complained, not
of him the sort of man that father even to my sister. I knew she would
would have wished his son to be. feel bad. I can talk about them now
How well she accomplished her high without caring."
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Denying themselves all but the

bare necessities of life, Rachel and

Heber decided that they must save

for one of the wonderful new sewing

machines that were newly on the

market. And when it was hers, the

ambitious mother, after sewing all

day in some other woman's house,

would often return home, prepare

supper, and when she and Heber had

cleared away the meal and washed

and wiped the dishes, she would go

at her sewing again, working far into

the night. The touching picture of

her litfle boy sitting on the floor and,

with his hands, working the treadles

of the machine so that her tired limbs

could rest, is one that has misted the

eyes of many listeners of President

Heber
J.

Grant's sermons as he eulo-

gized his mother.

''Being Mother's only child," he

once said, ''we have been very dear

to each other. I doubt if a mother
and son were ever any nearer for she

was both father and mother to me.

Her tender love bound me to her

with cords of steel."

Rachel's was a very hospitable na-

ture and she did not let her limited

financial resources deter herself and
her son from entertaining their

friends. The little home saw fre-

quent gatherings.

"Yes," she said later in speaking

of those times, "they loved to come
and I loved to have them. Ofttimes

Heber and I would live on very scanty

fare that we might have the greater

pleasure of sharing with our friends.

'Sister Grant,' the boys would say,

'we have such good times here.'

"

TN spite of her hardships, Rachel

was happy in Utah, happier than

she had been at an earlier date in

New Jersey, since physical hardships

are always easier to bear than mental

anxieties. So when her brother wrote

from the East begging her to return

and offering to settle upon her a sub-

stantial annuity for life, she declined

to accept his offer; for there was a

condition attached—she must re-

nounce Mormonism for good and all

—and this she could not do. It was
dearer to her than life itself.

Rachel developed for herself, and
taught her son, a philosophy of life

that was simple and satisfying. She

accepted her religion with childlike

faith and left the mysteries for others

to solve. She believed in the innate

goodness of man springing from the

actuality of God as his Father; that

a Divine Providence makes and
shapes our lives and that no matter

what happens, all will come right in

the end. Her motto was, "It is all

for the best."

Her son says of her: "So near to

the Lord would she get in her pray-

ers that they were a wonderful source

of inspiration to me from childhood

to manhood. When success came
she was thankful; when a child was
born she thanked the Lord; and when
a loved one died she always felt to

acknowledge the hand of the Lord."

While Rachel was still a young
woman and Heber a lad, she had op-

portunity of putting her philosophy

to the test. Could she say of the

fresh trial that came, "It is all for

the best?"

Yes, she could and did.

Following a severe attack of

quinsy, she commenced losing her

hearing and eventually was almost

totally deaf. This tragic handicap

she patiently bore to the close of her

long life. Never again could she
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hear or join in the congregational

singing which she loved. Neither

could she listen to the sermons of

the brethren. Heber learned to

throw his voice in a sharp staccato

and could make her hear him when
he was across the room, but all oth-

ers had to place their mouths close

against her ear to be understood.

But though she could not hear

what was going on, Rachel still at-

tended her meetings to partake of

the sacrament and enjoy the spirit

of the occasion. And, in some in-

explicable way, her thoughts were

directed in the same channels as

those of the speakers. This was es-

pecially true in the regular monthly
fast meetings. She was a beautiful

speaker and loved to bear her testi-

mony. Often she would arise and
speak right along the same line of

thought which had been developed

by the others.

She continued the custom in her

home of having family prayers night

and morning. She would take her

turn, even though she could not hear

her own voice, and when it became
Heber's turn he would kneel beside

her and pray into her ear.

With characteristic optimism

Rachel discovered, among the many
trying features of her deafness, some
phases to be grateful for. She was
spared much of the noise and con-

fusion with which others were

troubled, and it was so difficult for

people to make her hear that they

didn't bother to relay her gossip or

anything of the kind. She expressed

her attitude in these words: '1 grieve

that I cannot hear, but while I can-

not hear much of the good that is

spoken, my peace is not marred by

the evil that is spoken."

Her son says of her: ''My mother
was one of the most even-tempered

and best dispositioned women that

I have ever known. I have often

wished that I could have such a calm,

peaceful temperament as she had. I

do not recall ever seeing her angry

or hearing her speak an unkind

word."

Rachel's natural friendliness, un-

derstanding, and sympathy, offset

her handicap of deafness. People

loved to be in her society and she

loved people. She was made presi-

dent of the Thirteenth Ward Relief

Society and served in this charitable

organization in this capacity for over

thirty years. In season and out she

visited the sick, went to the house of

mourning, even caring for the dead,

and, in every way, relieved suffering

and distress.

Her son says: "Her absolute con-

fidence in the hereafter was a great

source of comfort and blessing in the

hour of death to all with whom she

came in contact."

In early days there were no formal

organizations centrally directing the

several ward Relief Societies, the

general board being a later develop-

ment. There was, however, a group

known as ''the leading women of the

church" and of this group Rachel

formed a part. Here she was inti-

mately associated with such outstand-

ing characters as Eliza R. Snow,

Bathsheba Smith, Emmeline B.

Wells and others. As the widow of

Jedediah M. Grant and an individual

well-born in her own right, she re-

tained the association and interest of

the leaders of the Church, particu-

larly President Brigham Young.

As a boy, Heber had been playing

on the floor at home when kindly
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Bishop Woolley, father of the Thir-

teenth Ward, had called upon his

mother and proffered the help of the

ward to fix the leaky roof of her

home. He had heard her reply: ''I

do not wish to be supported by the

Church, I am too independent for

that. The roof can wait until my
son is older and can earn money
enough to have it fixed."

The young boy was greatly im-

pressed by his mother's confidence

in him. Then and there the finan-

cial aspect of life took on great im-

portance as he resolved to repay

her at the earliest possible time for

her sacrifices in his behalf. This ac-

counts for the fact that he left school

at an early age and went into busi-

ness for himself where he was signally

successful. He lived to see the day

when he was able to give his mother
all the comforts of life.

The religious teachings of his

mother, however, and her fervent de-

sire for him to emulate the example

of his father and give his chief alle-

giance, not to business, but to his

Church, were the determining fac-

tors in helping him to shape his life

into what it has become.

He learned that there are other

things in life far more important than

wealth. ''It is a glorious thing," he
says, ''to be, like Nephi of old, 'born

of goodly parents,' it is of more
worth than wealth or precious stones.

No boy on earth could have had a

better mother, and if I succeed in

the battle of life, I will owe it all to

her."

Herein lay, not only Rachel's

greatest joy, but a power above all

unsought by her, which has perpetu-

ated her name and made it shine out

as one of the brightest among the

women of the Church.

When Rachel was eighty-one years

old (seven years before her death),

the following poem by Paul Shivell

as being applicable to herself was

sent her:

"Thou art the chosen mother of a son,

Sent to thy care from heaven, as thou wert

sent,

To carry on the work by Christ begun.

Who came from heaven to show us what
God meant.

As Mary was exalted by the event

Which gave us Christ, so if thou give us

one
To do God's will, thou, too, shall rise

content

Above thy days, thy cup shall overrun

With very joyance; and the grateful tears

Of happy motherhood shall lift thy soul

Like some fair cloud above the sea of

. years.

Thou, by thy loving precepts, shalt

control

Men and affairs, and thyself glorify

—

Our noble mothers were not born to die."

Happy he,

With such a mother! Faith in womankind

Beats with his blood, and trust in all things high

Comes easy to him . . .—Tennyson.



Concerning Antique Furniture

Dear Helen:

Your letter from New York reached

me early this morning. If it is true

that you have really become afflicted

with "antique fever," it is quite cer-

tain you will never fully recover.

However, be cheered by the knowl-

edge that in spite of your affliction

you will experience delights that

other people, not so affected, will

never know.

You say, "What shall I do?" "How
can I learn about antiques?" "Please

tell me where to begin."

You are wise to start to furnish

your house gradually, and work to

a plan, as it takes a long time to

make a home. The true home de-

pends upon the heart and the spirit

of those trying to make it. Some
people can make a home with scarce-

ly a stick of furniture in it. Fm glad

you have that gift.

You are also wise to do something

as a rest from your strenuous war

work. Did you know that in Eng-

land Walt Disney was considered to

have made one of the most valuable

contributions during the last war by

producing his funny cartoons and

furnishing relief from war strain?

That is interesting, isn't it?

Fm afraid I can't help you much,

but since you have requested it, I

will tell you how we went about

furnishing our home. Naturally,

gathering our furniture was tied up

with our travels, but one does not

necessarily have to travel to find

beautiful furniture. There is beauty

everywhere, even in the remotest vil-

lages if we but have eyes to discover

it. My notes will be hodgepodge,

as we traveled to so many places at

such irregular intervals.

It would be impossible to go into

detail about all "furniture periods,"

as there are more than fifty since

prehistoric man. Egypt, Persia,

China, Greece, Rome, Florence,

Venice, and France all influenced

later designs of furniture in other

countries. A lotus design or any

other particular pattern means that

the makers of the original furniture

on which it appeared were reproduc-

ing objects of nature about them. A
wide seat in a chair usually indicates

that the clothing of that particular

period required more space than

clothing of other times. The study

of furniture will give you a most
stimulating review of the history of

the world with an intimate look at

the home life of its people.

When I began to furnish our

home, I searched through magazines

and books for suggestions. Then I

visited all the big shops on the ave-

nues in New York. The quantity of

furniture I found there brought

nothing but confusion to my mind.

One day I was sure I liked Chippen-

dale best; the next day I knew I pre-

ferred Sheratoii; the next day it

seemed as if the Queen Anne style

was the only thing that would make
our house right. Finally at John

Wanamaker's, one of the most fa-

mous shops in the world, I found

beautiful new furniture and lovely

old pieces on the same floor, ar-

ranged with all the artistry of the

great decorators. I looked at the

shiny new pieces and then at the

old. The new ones were spick and

span; the old ones were more mellow

with a lustre to the wood, aged and

tried like an old friend. The more

I looked at old pieces th^ more I
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liked them, so I then tried to eHmin-

ate the styles I liked least. From that

time my search for furniture was

confined to places where old furni-

ture was to be found. Fifth Avenue
and Park Avenue had charming an-

tique shops. Stepping into them I

left the hustling, bustling atmos-

phere of New York behind and was

transported to quiet salons filled with

old-world commodes, tables, chairs,

mirrors, and porcelains. From there

I went to decorators' shops and auc-

tioneers' sales, always trying to find

what I really liked.

During this time, I met Gertrude

Gheen, an interior decorator, who
was an artist with refined and dis-

criminating taste. She was a great

lover of homes, and thought all

homes should be beautiful, as chil-

dren were entitled to be brought up
in beautiful surroundings. By this

she did not mean expensive sur-

roundings, but those which con-

formed to the test of true beauty,

simplicity, and a grace in line and
form, which distinguishes it from the

commonplace. Miss Gheen opened
my eyes to the beauties of various

styles of furniture. She also showed
me pictures of lovely homes she had
decorated.

Looking at these pictures, I be-

came aware that the rooms were not

always done in matched sets, that

the comfort and convenience of the

people had been considered first, and
the furniture suited to that purpose.

Sometimes a lovely piece from one

period was combined with other

furniture of harmonizing styles. I

realized that no one need be a slave

of fashion.

Gradually as I continued to ob-

serve and study the various periods,

The Sheraton clock has ticked for more than

one hundred years. It now stands on a hand-

made Spanish rug, flanked by a walnut chair

of a harmonizing period, and a walnut flow-

er stand over which hangs an Italian mirror

of the Renaissance influence.

I found myself turning more and
more to the period of Louis XVI,
which held so much grace and charm
without being pompous. My second

choice was Sheraton because of the

wonderful proportions used in his

designs and the perfection of his

structure. Sheraton, by the way, is

credited with having made the first

twin beds, and roll-top desk. He
was also the first to make secret com-

partments in secretaries, desks, cab-

inets, and sideboards. My third

choice was Golonial, as it is so home-
like and refined. Fortunately, my
husband liked the same styles, and

told me to go ahead and choose the

furniture for our apartment.

Our living room was difficult to

arrange. It was long and somewhat
narrow, finishing off in a triangular

end on Riverside Drive, overlooking

the Hudson. The west wall was the

long wall, so Miss Gheen suggested
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The carved mahogany posts of the Shera-

ton bed are very effective against the chintz

draperies. The side tables are also mahog-
any. The lamps are made from old bronze
urns. The filet lace spread has been used

on this bed for twenty-five years.

for the center a long walnut Louis

XVI sofa, which we found in a

cabinetmaker's shop downtown.
Then we found a pair of small mahog-
any two-shelf bookcases with white
marble tops finished with a decora-

tive brass gallery about one inch

high. In addition a love seat, a

kidney-shaped table, and a pair of

carved bergere chairs, similar in feel-

ing to the sofa, which we secured

after considerable searching, made
a good foundation for the room.

Just at this time we were invited

to take a motor trip with friends

through New England. Such a trip

is one of the most delightful in the

world, up through Boston, visiting

all the historic spots. The dignified

New England houses reminded us

of what the Puritans had done. The
magnificent trees made us feel as if

we had no need for houses. Maples,

chestnuts, elms, and beeches arched

over the highway in the villages and-

towns, and covered the hills out in

the country in the distance. And
yet when night came, with its crisp

autumn air, the sheltering roof of

the inn was appreciated and the

crackling logs in the fireplace drew
our thoughts toward home. The
inns were usually furnished with

Early American or Colonial furni-

ture. The walls were often of fine

boards with little or no decoration.

The windows were curtained with

cretonnes and fish nets. Interesting

old Bible boxes and pewter pieces

gave the atmosphere of olden days.

The floors were made of wide pine

boards often covered with hooked
rugs. Sitting comfortably in these

inns we could get the effect of the

furniture and were able to make up
our minds as to whether or not we
liked it. As we drove to the various

towns, we became very fond of it.

We stopped to shop in the quaint

stores.

Our business soon took us to Lon-

don. There we were introduced into

many pleasant English homes. We
shopped in Picadilly Circus where
everything was so different from the

skyscrapers of New York. Old things

were on every side of us, offices,

shops, and churches. The people

were cheery and industrious, going

about their business in fog and cold

and acting as if it were a pleasant

summer day. It was exciting to wan-

der about in the streets, thinking of

the history of the great city. We
visited St. Paul's Cathedral which

was rebuilt by Sir Christopher Wren
after the great fire in London. He
was a great lover of furniture as well

as an architect and did much to

make living conditions better for the
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A Louis XVI commode is the center of attraction in this group, although the painting,

bergere chair (at right) and occasional chair (at left) all have appeal.

people generally. By this time we
had decided to use furniture in the

Sheraton style for our bedroom and
other English pieces in the dining

room. One day while shopping in

a little side street, we found a shop

which had a grandfather's clock

which had been made by Thomas
Fletcher of Leeds. The dealer also

had a Sheraton four poster bed with

a canopy which we liked very much.
Both pieces were accepted by the

custom officials as being over loo

years old so they could enter the

United States duty free as works of

art. We bought the pieces and
asked to have them sent to New
York. It was interesting to watch
the dealer pack them. First, he took

off the pendulum of the clock, then

lifted off the old iron weights that

worked the hands of the clock and

the striker. Next his men wrapped
the case in paper and heavy packing

straw and crated it, with the weights

and pendulum also carefully

wrapped. Then the men unhooked
the draperies from the bed, un-

screwed the canopy, and laid them in

a neat pile, lifted off the box springs

and mattress (which we did not

buy), unscrewed the beautiful ma-
hogany front posts carved in a laurel-

leaf pattern, and unbolted the heavy

back posts and backboard. The
carved posts were wrapped like the

clock, then were crated with all the

other pieces. Both clock and bed
went down without complaint, and
undismayed by the long journey to

a strange land seemed to say:

''Cheerio, old dears, we'll see you in

New York."

We went to Paris in April. The
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The inlaid walnut dressing table is lighted

by old-fashioned china lamps made from a

pair of vases. The mirrors on the wall are

green Venetian glass with etched figures.

sycamores were just putting forth

their pale green leaves; there was sun-

shine and rain; and the whole world
seemed enchanted. Paris was a hap-

py place in those days. The poilus

were back from the war and nothing

else mattered. The museums were

open and afforded us endless delight.

The shops too were among the most
beautiful we had ever seen. Along
the boulevards near the opera house

was displayed furniture of nearly all

French types; but we still preferred

Louis XVI for its quiet grace. There

were several pieces that suited us ex-

actly, so we purchased them. One
was a simple commode beautifully

inlaid with various designs,^ com-

pleted by a marble top. Another

was an attractive mirror mounted
in a carved and painted wooden
frame, which looked lovely with a

pair of brass candelabra decorated

with rock-crystal flowers. Another

piece that we found was a little in-

Liid walnut dressing table, with fold-

ing leaves on each side of a small

attached mirror. It had to be re-

conditioned. The dealer agreed to

do this before we bought it. It was
astonishing what a miracle he worked
with a little glue, fine sandpaper,

wood filler, stain, and furniture pol-

ish. This little table was shipped to

New York with the rest of the things

and has since traveled thousands of

miles. It now reposes quietly in

my room still doing its duty. Mod-
ern furniture makers say it's ''Good-

bye, Mr. Chippendale," but I can-

not agree. Somehow there grows up
an irreplaceable affection and respect

for an antique that has weathered

the buffetings of family life for fifty

years or more.

Before you begin your search for

furniture, check over everything at

your mother's, your grandmother's

and your uncles' and aunts*. Often

they have lovely old pieces that they

have finished with. One of my most
treasured possessions is a small rec-

tangular mirror in a lustre plaster

frame. It crossed the plains with my
grandmother nearly a hundred years

ago and although somewhat mottled

still gives back our reflections today.

I prize also the rag rugs made twenty-

five years ago by the Relief Society

of which my mother was president.

Used and washed these many years,

they have taken on the soft colorings

of great paintings and are still giving

remarkable service as did the loving

hands that made them.

Well, here's wishing you luck with

your furniture and ''Happy Landing"

or shall I say "Happy Finding?"

As ever yours,

Adele Cannon Howells



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

H L. MENCKEN writes of wom-
an's accurate perception of real-

ity, of how she sees through the ex-

ternals and comes to grips at once

with the essentials of a problem. If

this is true, today's world offers

plenty of problems to challenge her

deepest powers. In America, for in-

stance, the delinquency of girls un-

der twenty-one increased in 1942

fifty-five per cent over the 1941 rec-

ord.

13EFORE Pearl Harbor, one out of

every hundred wage earners in

America was a woman. Now the

proportion is higher than one in ten.

lyfEMBERS of the Women's Para-

chute First Aid Emergency

Corps are now making leaps from

their planes, after a year's prelimin-

ary training.

'PHROUGH a group of senators,

American women are asking for

a constitutional amendment grant-

ing them equal rights with men. So

far, Russia is the only country in the

world where women have full equal-

ity with men. In America there are

still more than a thousand common
law discriminations against women.
Individual states, too, make and un-

make laws. Women are asking for

equal pay with men for equal work,

and for equal control with men over

property, children, and inheritance.

TN the worst days of the London

raids, Myra Hess, humanitarian

and noted pianist, organized lunch-

time concerts for workers in the Na-

tional Gallery. The effect was so

heartening that now string orches-

tras play week days in churches and

cathedrals, chamber music is heard

in school auditoriums, and many
clubs for the advancement of music

and the other arts are being founded

throughout England.

lyfILKA TERNINA, famous Cro-

atian soprano, died recently in

Zagreb, Jugoslavia. In the Metro-

politan, she introduced the role of

Tosca to America. Many say no one

else has ever sung that role as well.

She was also famous for her Wag-
nerian roles.

pAUL Revere and the World He
Lived In by Esther Forbes is one

of the Book-of-the-Month Club's

choice of the ten best nonfiction

books of 1942.

A NOTHER field has been opened

to women students at Cornell

University with the inauguration of

a map-making course for them. The
course includes both lecture and lab-

oratory work.
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n3th Kytnnuai (conference

Behold, thus saith the Lord unto you my servants, it is expedient in me that the

elders of my Church should be called together, from the east and from the west, and
from the north and from the south, by letter or some other way.

And it shall come, to pass, that inasmuch as they are faithful, and exercise faith in

me, I will pour out my Spirit upon them in the day that they assemble themselves

together.

And it shall come to pass that they shall go forth into the regions round about,

and preach repentance unto the people.

—Doctrine and Covenants, Section 44.

npHE 113th annual conference of and those made by President }. Reu-

the Church of Jesus Christ of ben Clark, Jr. and President David

Latter-day Saints was held on April O. McKay are printed in this issue

4, 5, and 6, 1943. Once again, as at of the Magazine in the article by

the two previous conferences be- Elder Bryant S. Hinckley. The first

cause of the war, attendance was re- and last sessions of the conference

stricted to men holding certain call- were broadcast over radio station

ings in the Church, including some KSL. Inspiring addresses were de-

who formerly held them. Latter-day livered and counsel given which will

Saint soldiers holding the Melchize- be heeded by all true Latter-day

dek Priesthood who were free to at- Saints. Church members were urged

tend were also invited to be present to obey the commandments of the

at the sessions, two of which were Lord, to live lives of purity, to be

held on Sunday, three on Monday, loyal to Church leadership, and to

and the final one on Tuesday morn- render unselfish service to one an-

ing. At the Sunday morning session, other.

in addition to the usual Sunday As at the conference last October,

morning Tabernacle Choir broad- saints residing in Salt Lake City

cast, the Church of the Air Address opened their homes to house the

was delivered by Elder Joseph Field- conference brethren visitors. This

ing Smith of the Council of the condition was reminiscent of earlier

Twelve on the subject, ''Blessed is days in the valley, when conference

the Nation Whose God is the Lord." visitors were welcomed into Salt Lake

The hearts of all those present in homes and their visits were eagerly

the tabernacle as well as the thou- anticipated for many months. Such
sands of listeners over radio station hospitality tends to strengthen the

KSL were touched and made to re- bond of fellowship in the Church,

joice by the moving and beautiful Conferences have ever been an in-

statement of President Grant which tegral part of Church procedure. On
was read by President David O. Mc- June 9, 1830, little more than two
Kay at the opening of the conference months after the Church was organ-

sessions, Excerpts from this sermon ized, the first conference as an organ-
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ized Church was held at Fayette,

New York. The Prophet Joseph

wrote of this conference:

Our members were about thirty, besides

whom many assembled with us who were

either behevers or anxious to learn. . . .

Much exhortation and instruction was giv-

en, and the Holy Ghost was poured out

upon us in a miraculous manner. . . . Such

scenes as these were calculated to inspire

our hearts with joy unspeakable, and fill

us with awe and reverence for that Al-

mighty Being, by whose grace we had been

called to be instrumental in bringing about,

for the children of men, the enjoyment of

such glorious blessings that were now at

this time poured out upon us.

From that June day of 1830 until

the present, conferences of the

Church have been held, usually open

to the general membership but at

times restricted to the Priesthood.

A review of the places where confer-

ences have been held would recall

the scenes made memorable in

Church history.

As at the first, so at the 113th con-

ference, ''glorious blessings were now
at this time poured out upon us.''

Present at the last conference were

the most powerful men now living

upon the earth. At the head sat the

Prophet of the Lord who holds the

keys to powers pertaining to this

earth and the heavens. When all

earthly powers and principalities will

have passed away, the power of the

Priesthood will remain throughout

the eternities.

Church members have ever re-

joiced at the privilege of attending

general conferences and longingly

look forward to the day when condi-

tions will once more permit general

gatherings of the saints at general

conferences, there to be fed the bread

of life.-M. C. S.

Iliemorial cJemple to Jefferson

\ GREAT marble shrine to Thom-
as Jefferson was dedicated by

President Roosevelt on April 13,

1943, the 200th anniversary of the

birth of Jefferson. The memorial is

situated on the south bank of the

Tidal Basin in Washington, D.C. It

is fitting that at this time the

freedom-loving patriot, Thomas Jef-

ferson, should be honored—Thomas
Jefferson who wrote in 1800, ''I have

sworn upon the altar of God eternal

hostility against every form of tyran-

ny over the mind of man.''

Jefferson was one of the great mod-
ern liberals; he was the first Ameri-

can statesman to make education by

the State a fundamental article of

democratic faith; he wrote the first

statute of religious freedom; he re-

fused to be elected as president for

the third time although requested

by the legislatures of five States to be
a candidate, and thus helped to estabr

lish a precedent which he believed

to be of great importance under a

democratic government; and he was
the writer of the immortal Declara-

tion of Independence. Abraham
Lincoln said, 'The principles of Jef-

ferson are the axioms of a free So-

ciety."

"The range of his interests—in

geography, geology, botany, zoology,

ethnology, agriculture, plantation,

medicine and surgery, mathematics.
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aeronautics, invention, government, ence, of the statute of Virginia for

education [music], languages and religious freedom, and father of the

literature, religion—is astounding." University of Virginia."

He compiled from the New Testa- The memorial temple, 176 feet in

ment a book of Jesus' teachings height, is circular and built in a modi-

known as JeSeisons Bihle. He never fied form of the Roman Pantheon,

used tobacco, never gambled, never with twenty-six Ionic columns

played cards, nor was party to a per- topped by a white dome. A nineteen-

sonal quarrel. He was only truly hap- ^^^t plaster statue of Jefferson to be

py in the country and was buried on ^^^^.^^ .^^^".^^ ^^^^' ^^^ ^^^' f^^^.^

his country estate-Monticello, in
^^ %^ '''^^'^' ^^^^^^^ |^^ ^^f

^-

,.. . . ; , ,. , , . can tiags. 1 he memorial completes
Virgmia, where he lies under a plain

^^^ ^^^^^^ .^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^J^^^^
stone monument for which he chose by ^he Capitol, White House, and
the epitaph: ''Here was buried Lincoln Memorial, with the Wash-
Thomas Jefferson, author of the Dec- ington Monument in the center and
laration of the American Independ- the axis formed by the Mall.

J/ignes I It. ioolto jLppointed to [/ielief Society

(general {Board

A PPOINTMENT by the First er with her native endowments and

Presidency of Agnes M. Bolto as specialized training, will qualify her

a member of the Relief Society Gen- for her new position as a member of

eral Board was announced Wednes- the General Board,

day, May 5, 1943, by President Amy Her many friends will be pleased

Brown Lyman. to learn of this appointment, and
At the time of her appointment her new associates on the General

to the General Board, Mrs. Bolto Board welcome her as a valued fel-

was president of the Granite Stake low Board member.
Relief Society. Her testimony of A short biographical sketch of

the Gospel, her long years of excel- Mrs. Bolto will appear in the June
lenii service in Relief Society togeth- issue of the Magazine.

A FREE PEOPLE

Rose Adeana Openshzw

Oh may that span and scope be reached

Where captives cease to be!

Oh may we conquer weakness and

Indeed be people free!
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l^ijidu TO THE FIELD

visiting cJeaching

npHE month of May concludes the Amy Brown Lyman, April 1943, page

1942-43 Relief Society educa- 236.

tional season. During the four sum- Visits of visiting teachers should
mer months, June through Septem- be friendly and short, and timed as

ber, no regular classwork is conduct- opportunely for the women in the

ed, but the monthly work-and- home as possible. If a woman is very

business meeting and monthly visits busy, it is recommended that visit-

by the visiting teachers should be ing teachers merely inquire as to the

continued as usual. well-being of the family, extend an
As was indicated at the Relief invitation to Relief Society meetings

Society general conference in Octo- or other functions to be held during

ber 1940, and included in Blue Bui- the month, deliver very briefly any
letin No. 26, June 24, 1942, arrange- necessary message, and then leave,

ments may be made for each visiting stating that they will spend more
teacher to have one month free dur- time on their next visit when she

ing the summer, if desired, by using may not be so busy,

substitute teachers or by having Visiting teachers are cautioned
teachers go singly one or two months, about repeating startling statements
as necessary.

l-}ja|- cannot be verified, or discussing
During the summer, visiting teach- sensational subjects based on rumor,

ers may visit without discussing a All topics discussed in the home
uniform topic, or may take into the should be based on authentic infor-
homes any special messages provided mation, and should be helpful and
by the stake or ward. Where the encouraging. This not only makes
stake or ward has no special message the visit more profitable, but makes
to present, visiting teachers desiring the visiting teachers more welcome
subjects suitable for discussion in the f^ the home
home are referred to ThcRsUd So- ^^^ recommendations of the Gen-
ciety Magazine^ Such articles as the

^^^j g^^^^ regarding visiting teach-
tollowing might appropriatelv be- ^ • - ^ .

°.. .° .

, ,& & '^crx r< 1 mg requirine; automotive transporta-
used: The Promise of the Gospel i.- • ^j i • j a
in HelDing Us To Meet Present Dav *'°"' '^^""^^ ^^'^^ '" '94^ and effec-
in neipmg us 1 ivieet rresent-uay ^- ^y^^i^a the period while there is
Crises " President David O. McKay, h^hSVXltive tm^^^^^^^^
March 1942, page 162; Family

repeated here-
Prayer, Ray R. McKay, April 1942,

'^

?fP
^ 54; ,"P^fer^,>.ng 0"r Homes In , ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^j^^g ^ continued

Wartime, Mark K. Allen, July 1942, as usual where districts are within walking

page 453; "Mental Health Through distance;

Recreation," Mark K. Allen, Novem- ^- That where districts are scattered such

ber 1942, page 770; "Brotherhood," ^J"^^^, ^/ sub-divided, wherever prac-

Tpi J Vt 1 1 r> T T-i -L ticable to do so, so that a smaller number of
Elder Harold B. Lee, February 1943, f^j^nies may be visited by perhaps only one
page 84; "Radio Address," President visiting teacher who lives in the neighbor-
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hood and is within walking distance of the newcomers and in enlisting them as
famihes in such smaller districts; active members. Relief Society

7. That where distances make it imprac- • j . j . r

ticable for visits to be made, the unvisited
P/esidents are urged to procure from

members take their contributions to the their blshops the names of new
regular Relief Society meetings; Latter-day Saint families to be added

4. That those stakes which print leaflets to the regular visiting-teacher list,
for visiting teachers to distribute in the ^j^^^ ^-^-^ ^^^^^ f^^.j.^
homes might send such leaflets by mail to • i n- i i j -l j

unvisited families, or that such families Special effort should be made to ac-

might be called by telephone where this quaint them with various Relief So-
service is avaflable, but that such communi- ciety and other ward activities and
cations should- not be counted as actual

^^ ^^-^^ ^j^^j^ f^^j welcome. It is also

^'irections for keeping track of com- suggested that visiting teachers notify

munications which are made in lieu of the ward president, who in turn

regular visits are given in the instructions would notify the bishop, of any new
in the back of the new visiting teachers' Latter-day Saint families coming to

^^in'^^i^'"'
"'"'"'-

their attention when making their

regular visits. The opportunity Re-

One of the important duties of hef Society has for contacting the

visiting teachers is to acquaint Latter- wives in the new households in every

day Saint women with the Relief ward constitutes one of the most im-

Society program and to encourage portant points of beginning in the

participation in Relief Society activi- entire Church program in the inter-

ties. This is particularly important est of new families moving into vari-

this year in areas where defense and ous communities because of defense

war work have caused an influx of work.

workers into the community, many Relief Society visiting teachers

of whom are Latter-day Saints and hold an important position in the

need to be brought actively into the Relief Society organization. The ef-

work of the Society. fectiveness of their work is depend-

Recent surveys have been made ent upon their understanding of

under the direction of ward bishops their duties and responsibilities, and
to identify new families living in their the spirit and diligence with which

respective wards. The General Board they meet these responsibilities. The
recommends that Relief Society offi- General Board sincerely appreciates

cers cooperate fully with their bishops the splendid efforts of Relief Society

in identifying and welcoming the visiting teachers.

Salvage ^Program

p^VERY woman is anxious to do metals of any kind, silk and nylon

all in her power to help win the hose, unusable clean cloth of all

war and bring about peace. One ef- kinds, fur, and old and broken phono-

fective way in which women may graph records,

contribute to the war effort is to sal- Depots have been arranged at

vage materials that are so critically stores for collection of fats, hosiery,

needed—household fats, tin cans and and phonograph records. Local sal-
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vage committees arrange for periodic

collection of other items. A small

payment is made for fats and phono-

graph records which are turned in.

It is suggested that some local Relief

Societies may wish to handle collec-

tion of old or broken phonograph

records from their members or others

in the community, as a means of add-

ing funds to their treasury while at

the same time making available for

use the valuable shellac for which

the records are salvaged. Infor-

mation as to the collection of these

various items may be obtained

from your local salvage committee.

The demand for these materials

is becoming greater each day the war

goes on, and to meet the demand the

aid of every individual on the home
front is solicited.

The Relief Society desires its mem-
bers throughout the United States

to cooperate fully with their respec-

tive salvage committees by announc-

ing in Relief Society meetings the

collections which are conducted from

time to time by their local salvage

committees, and by individually sup-

porting the various salvage collec-

tions as they are conducted.

(bummer [Program, of Lrnm^ary J/issociation

nnHE Relief Society General Board

commends the Primary Associa-

tion upon the splendid program it

is conducting for children, particu-

larly during the summer months
when children are not in school and

have time on their hands, and when
they are working in fields and or-

chards and need the relaxation that

comes from directed play or other

activities. The program for the cur-

rent summer quarter features profit-

able activities of many types, each

ward being allowed to select the ac-

tivies best suited to its needs.

Children as well as adults are af-

fected by war conditions. During

war periods it is particularly impor-

tant that they be given opportunity

to participate in interesting, profit-

able, well-directed activities such as

the Primary Association provides.

The General Board recommends
that Relief Society women whole-

heartedly support the Primary pro-

gram, and that they use their influ-

ence to have children attend reg-

ularly.

y^amphlet Jxvaiiaole, cHow to \S/in on the

chtome QJront

THE General Board has on hand^

through arrangements made by

the National Council of Wom-
en, a quantity of pamphlets entitled

"How to Win on the Home Front,"

issued in 1942 by the Public Affairs

Committee, Incorporated. The
pamphlet contains valuable informa-

tion for the homemaker during war-

time on such important subjects as:

Scarcity, Higher Prices, Poorer Qual-

ity; The Rules of War—Rationing,

Quality and Standards, Credit Con-

trol, Taxes and War Bonds; Home
Front Strategy—A Plan of Action,

Budgeting for Health, Stretching the
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Food Dollar, Clothing and Miscel-

laneous Items, Housing Upkeep, and

Going Places and Doing Things. Re-

lief Societies desiring to do so may
use this pamphlet as the basis for

discussions in summer work-and-bus-

iness meetings.

The information contained in this

pamphlet has been obtained largely

from the publications of the Bureau

of Home Economics of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, the Consumers'

Guide, and Consumer Tips of the

Consumers' Counsel of the De-
partment of Agriculture, and of-

ficial releases of the Office of Price

Administration. Information on

taxes and savings came from the

United States Treasury. Due to

the necessity of changes in ration-

ing and the government price con-

trol program, some of the informa-

tion on these subjects is not now
current. Nevertheless, the pamph-

let contains much valuable infor-

mation.

Although first made available at

ten cents each, a limited supply of

these pamphlets has been made
available to Relief Society without

charge. As long as the supply lasts,

the General Board will meet re-

quests for copies from Relief So-

ciety officers or members.

Address requests to the General

Board of Relief Society, 28 Bishop's

Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.

IPetitions on Qnformative JLaheling

TN Blue Bulletin No. 29, issued De-

cember 29, 1942, the General

Board suggested that all Relief So-

cieties in the United States cooperate

with the National Council of Wom-
en in petitioning the Office of Price

Administration to require that goods

bear informative labels clearly stat-

ing what an article is, of what it is

made, what service it will give, and

how it should be cared for. Signed

petitions were to be sent to the Na-

tional Council.

The Relief Society is highly com-

mended for its efforts in this impor-

tant matter in a letter recently re-

ceived by the General Board from

Charlotte Payne, Executive Secre-

tary of the National Council. The
following quotations are from Miss

Payne's letter:

You should have had a dozen letters in

the past month because each mail has

brought such enthusiastic response to the

request for signatures on the petitions that

we just beam at the very mention of the

Rehef Society! I think that a fair estimate

of the number of signatures which we have

had from your wards would be about 9,000

covering 33 states with almost 5,000 from

Utah alone.

We cannot tell you how proud and

pleased we are with this evidence of your

interest and cooperation. You know that

we plan to present the petitions to Mr.

Prentiss Brown. Meanwhile, our efforts

along this line have already produced re-

sults. The recent stocking regulation is

the first one in which informative labeling

is a part of the requirement.

Miss Payne further states that

when a meeting is arranged with Mr.

Brown, a Relief Society representa-

tive will accompany the group.

''This," she states, "seems only fair

since Relief Socie(ty has taken so ac-

tive a part."



Informative Labeling of Hosiery

This article, obtained from Justin C. Stewart, is of special interest to Relief Society

women since it deals with the regulation on stockings—the first regulation of goods in

which informative labeling is a part of the requirement. Relief Society women, in co-

operation with the National Council of Women, recently petitioned the Office of Price

Administration to require that goods bear informative labels.

npHE new OPA "dollars and cents"

ceiling price regulation for rayon

hose, effective April 15, reduces the

amount American women will have

to pay for their stockings from 5 to

40 cents per pair. The total amount
women will save on their hosiery pur-

chases during 1943 is about 15 per

cent and will amount to an estimated

50 million dollars on their hosiery

bill in a single year.

A feature of the new regulation of

particular interest to Relief Society

members and others familiar with

grades and standards for consumer

goods is the provision which requires

manufacturers to make their hose ac-

cording to grade specifications and to

label the hose accordingly if they

wish to receive the maximum price.

Grade ''A" hosiery will contain

features designed to lengthen the life

and improve service, such as rein-

forcements in the foot and top and

a minimum number of inches of

stitches in the leg to prevent ''skim-

py'' construction. All stockings

which fail to meet the OPA stand-

ards for Grade ''A" will be classified

and must be labeled as Grade ''B,"

irregulars, seconds, or thirds, and will

be sold at proportionately lower

prices. The ceiling prices vary from

12 cents for the cheapest construc-

tion of seamless "thirds" to as high

as $1.43 for the most expensive con-

tinuous filament full-fashioned rayon.

After the present stocks of hose in

the hands of merchants are exhaust-

ed, stockings will appear on mer-

chants' shelves with the grade labels

marked on the hose at the factory.

The new regulation recognizes

that the methods of operation and

wholesale costs vary between stores,

and that, consequently, the operat-

ing costs are different. Accordingly,

two ceiling prices are established for

each hose, depending on the "class"

of store in which the sale is made.

Following are typical ceiling prices

:

51 gauge full-fashioned ceiling price either

93 cents or $1.05

45 gauge full-fashioned ceiling price either

81 cents or 92 cents

42 gauge full-fashioned ceiling price either

75 cents or 84 cents

340 Needle Bare-leg ceiHng price either

47 cents or 53 cents

In announcing the price ceilings,

OPA has emphasized that full-

fashioned hosiery is still in its infancy

and that rayon as material for full-

fashioned hose was largely experi-

mental as recently as 1941. Studies

are continuing to determine if the

standards of rayon hose can be fur-

ther improved and prices will be ad-

justed either upward or downward
whenever experience proves this to

be necessary.

In establishing the standards and

prices, OPA held extensive meetings

with representatives of the hosiery

industry, labor, retailers, consumer

groups, and technical experts of the

OPA and War Production Board as

well as other standardization agencies

in order to secure the best advice

available in the country.
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Care of Children In Wartime

THE General Board, aware of merit the full support of mothers or

the many problems confront- the Church. However, the task of

mg mothers today, particular- properly caring for and directing

ly that of safeguarding children, pub- children cannot be left to Church

lishes the following letter from Kath- auxiliaries; it devolves primarily up-

arine F. Lenroot, Chief, Children's on parents. The General Board

Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor, urges mothers throughout the

We, along with other churches. Church to place every possible safe-

law-enforcement agencies, and pub- guard about their children. An evil

lie and private welfare agencies, are influence is abroad which threatens

greatly concerned over the alarming even the best homes. Social prob-

increase of juvenile delinquemsy ^^ms, greatly aggravated by the war,

throughout the country. We are demand vigilance on the part of

particularly concerned because many niotners.

L.D.S. youths are among the juve- There is no substitute for mothers

nile offenders. Church auxiliary or- in the home, and they should not

ganizations have announced special leave the home to earn money un-

programs designed to interest our less real necessity demands it and

children and youth and profitably unless proper provision is made for

direct their activities. The Primary children while the mother is away.

Association will conduct an excel- Parents should also make sure

lent summer program, including that both boys and girls who leave

both work and play activities. The home to take employment are satis-

Y.W.M.I.A. plans to conduct a factorily located in homes with in-

summer program for 20,000 Bee- terested relatives or other respon-

Hive girls, directed toward effective sible adults, where they may be

war service work. These programs properly supervised.

May 1, 1943
Dear Mothers and Fathers:

Have you been wondering whether you are doing everything you can

for your children during this war period? . . .

If ever children needed mothering and fathering, they need it now. . . .

Your Johnny and Jane know lots of things are different at home today.

There will be more changes tomorrow. Both for you and for them many
of these changes are hard to take. But with you there, throwing your con-

fidence and pluck and affection around Johnny and Jane, they'll not be hurt.

These are the foods your children grow on, just as much as the bread

they eat. They need such food every day of their growing lives.

A child's spirit can be undernourished as well as his body. Your faith,

and your courage, and your love are Grade A foods for your child's spirit.

There are no others as good.

Of course it takes time to give children that quality of care. Just as

you willingly give the time it takes to provide the carrots, milk, and other
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foods you give your child, you'll be glad later for the extra time you spend

now in giving him affectionate guidance. Behind many a youngster in

trouble is a parent overburdened with work, who thought he or she was

too busy for children.

Because the job you are doing is so tremendously vital to the Nation,

a Children's Bureau Commission on Children in Wartime is helping our

Bureau to help you in every way we can.

Millions of you parents, during war, will have no choice but to yield

to someone else some part of the place you have in your children's lives.

Some fathers must go to war. Some mothers must leave home to work.

To those of you who must, the doctors say: Keep the channels of affec-

tion and the lines of communication to your children as wide open as you
can.

If Dad must be away from home altogether, try to put your children

in touch with some other male relative who will keep an affectionate eye

on your charges. Group activities, directed by men in the neighborhood

or in school or church, will help your young ones without changing their

loyalty and affection for their fathers. And when Dad leaves be sure that,

if possible, the letters keep coming back home.
Fathers who are at home can help mightily, too, if they will take time

to spread their companionship to neighbors' children who must wait until

war is over to welcome home their own fathers.

And you, Mother. If you are one of the millions of mothers who do
your war job of caring for your children at home, maybe you can give some
of yourself to the children of other mothers, too. Perhaps you can help at

the baby clinic, or with school lunches, or on playgrounds. ...

If you are a mother who must earn money away from home, get the

best possible substitutes you can for the care you would otherwise provide.

If you can't find or can't afford someone to come into your home, use every

help your community provides for children. If you don't know what they

are, your local defense council will be glad to give you suggestions.

Last but not least, especially watch over your older boys and girls, who
are having to grow up so fast. They may need to be guarded against over-

taxing their strength. They may want your aid in finding ways of helping

that will make them feel important in your grownup world. Above all,

they deserve the kind of advice that understanding friends give to each other.

You see how big a job you fathers and mothers have in your hands

right now. It's a war job of the highest priority rating. There are no uni-

forms to wear to distinguish this public service. No medals will come to

you if you do well. But the bearing and grace of your child as he lives his

days bravely and with fine spirit will be the match of any medal.

Sincerely yours,

Katharine F. Lenroot,

Chief, Children's Bureau,

U.S. Department of Labor



Planned Strategy for the

Garden Pests

Hazel D. Moyle

Garden Editor, The Deseiet News

AFTER the spring planting has lytOST of these common garden

all been done and the garden pests come under one of three

has begun to put out fresh types: there are the chewing in-

new growth, then trouble usually sects, the sucking kinds, and the

creeps in like the proverbial villain fungous spores and other plant dis-

in the play, to try the heart and spirit eases. If you suddenly discover some

of the home gardener. plant is being eaten, either the foli-

. ,, , . , , f 1 . age, buds, or tender stems, then you
AH durmg the hopeful spring

can be sure that you are entertaining
plannmg and plantmg season the ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^3 (^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
garden pests have lam in wait un il -^ ^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^
some choice favorite pjant would

fo^^is). The cure for this type of
be spreading its beautiful green

pest is poison spread over the entire
leaves, perhaps even showing a few .^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^
promismg buds. Only then do the

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ B ^^^^
exasperatmg insects attack like some

^y^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^i^ g^^ ^ ^^3^
vile thief m the night and they often

sufficient to stop his career of crime,
do great damage before the unsus-

.j^^^ ^^^ ^^ .^^ . ^^^^3 ^f
pecting gardenmaker discovers their

^^^^^ ^ j.^^i^ ^p^^^ ^^ i^ p^^^^^
presence.

form, spreading the powder with a

Every home gardener must antici- dusting gun. Arsenate of lead is the

pate this annual invasion, for seldom chemical usually employed in most

do gardens escape being attacked by spray preparations for control of the

one or another of the common garden chewers, although pyrethrum and

pests. There is no use to wring Paris green are also used,

one's hands and lament the matter, The sucking insects present a dif-

we must meet such a common emer- ferent problem for they do not eat

gency with a fighting spirit. We the foliage, but thrust a long pro-

must be prepared vdth a planned boscis or beak into the tender juicy

program of defense by having mod- new growth and suck out the very
ern spray equipment ready and wait- iffg blood of the plant, its sap, caus-

ing to drive the invaders out as soon fng it to wither and often even die.

as they appear. r^-^e suckers are usually very small,

We must arm ourselves with the the commonest being the plant aphis,

wherewithall for making a fighting stealthy creatures of great ingenuity

stand, for preparedness and perse- who congregate on the underside of

verance are two-thirds of the battle the leaves, the stems, and in the

in fighting these troublemakers. crevices. These mild-appearing but

Page 334
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murderous small insects increase at

such an alarming rate that unless

something is done to control them,

they often completely ruin an entire

year's crop. But the poison spray

which is so effective against the chew-

ing insects is useless in fighting this

type. Instead of poisoning them,

we must apply a product which will

kill them by suffocating them with

poison fumes. Nicotine is the usual

cure, and it too is available in either

liquid or powder form and under

many different trade names.

The fungous diseases require dust-

ing with sulphur or copper to con-

trol bacteria or fungous growth such

as mildew, the plant disease which
so often attacks roses, and other

plants, spreading its gray powdery
mass over foliage and stems, causing

disfigurement.

Fortunately for the home garden-

er, there are now several preparations

which contain all three of these

different types of insecticides so that

one can use one spray for the control

of all garden pests. This is the most
practical method for the amateur,

and the one which gives best results.

Reliable nurserymen can supply such

all-purpose sprays that will do the

trick if they are used early in the

season, and even before the pests

have made their appearance. It is the

same old story of an ounce of pre-

vention being worth a pound of cure.

If a spraying or dusting program is

carried out at regular intervals dur-

ing the year, it is quite possible to

keep any garden free from insect

damage. But the gardener must ap-

ply the remedy thoroughly and early,

followed by other applications, es-

pecially in the case of the sucking

types.

The dusting gun is most popular

with many gardeners because this is

so easily used, and this should be

equipped with a long extension rod

so that the dust may be applied from

the ground upward to reach the un-

derside as well as the upper leaves.

The dust spreads out in a cloud,

reaching more surface than the liquid

spray. Such a dusting gun can be

purchased for the sum of one dollar.

Here are a few rules to help the

gardener to have a pest-free garden:

1. Keep the garden well raked and tidy;

many pests live and hide underneath

old trash, boards, or wood left lying

about.

2. Purchase rust-proof and wilt-proof

seeds of many annuals and vegetables

as offered in catalogues.

3. Do not crowd the plantings, but al-

low plenty of air between plants.

4. Rotate the different crops each sea-

son; certain pests attack only certain

crops, and by moving crops about

the diseases or insects that live over

in the soil will be avoided.

5. Do not water roses in late afternoon

or night, this encourages mildew.

6. Keep out of the garden when plants

are wet, for mildew and other fungi

will cling to clothing and be spread

when wet.

7. Cultivate the surface regularly, this

destroys many pests.

T^HERE are a few other common
plant and garden pests which re-

quire other methods, the commonest
being the grasshopper which has been

so troublesome of recent years. This

pest is best handled by spreading a

poisoned bait, a new product called

Bug-Geta being easily used to fight

not only grasshoppers, but cutworms,

sowbugs—the small flat creeper

which rolls itself up into a round ball

when disturbed—snails, slugs, and
weevils.
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The lover of gladioli should also grow pleasant and delicious vege-

be well prepared with a spray to use tables? We admit that it is not the

in the control of thrips, the insect most enjoyable of the many garden

which causes such havoc in this beau- jobs, but our complex modern life has

tiful flower. One can do much to brought pests from countries far and
fight this pest by soaking the bulbs wide into our gardens, and only by
for eight to ten hours in a solution taking a sensible attitude and by
of one quart warm water to one tea- equipping ourselves to cope with

spoonful of lysol, just before plant- them can we hope to escape pest

ing. But in addition, one must spray troubles.

with a solution made by mixing one
^et us cheerfully include these few

heapmg tablespoon of Pans green, ^. ,^ ^^^y.^ ^^ ^ ^ .^^ ^j 3^^.
two pounds of brown sugar or any

^^^^^^ gardening, just as weeding
sweet syrup, and three gallons of

and watering are a necessary part of
water. This spray should be used -^ upkeep. We can proinise that
as soon as the leaves are about six

^j^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^.jl ^ Jy -^ ^^^
mcnes ni2h, and rollowed by two i n- ^ • n -r i n i

.1 ° . 1 . THT . such errorts, especially it she will be-
other sprayings a week apart. Ihis . , r i •

will rid any planting of this pest §^" ^^^ P^^g^^"^ ^^ ^^^^^"g ^^ ^P^^y-

which so often ruins whole crops of "^g ^^'^Y ^^efore the pests have estab-

flowers. lished themselves. We can well ap-

Does all this seem a melancholy ply that old axiom—an ounce of pre-

and distasteful business to one who vention is worth a pound of cure-

starts out to make beauty, and to and the rewards are great.

BOUND VOLUMES

npHOSE desiring to have their 1942 issues of the Rdid Society Magazine

bound, may do so through the office of the General Board. If Maga-

zines are furnished with the order, the cost of cloth binding, including index,

is $1.50, and the cost of leather binding, including index, is $2. There

will be an additional charge of $1 if Magazines are furnished by this office.

Those desiring to bind Magazines themselves may purchase materials

through this office. A package containing enough material to bind 12 books

sells for $3.50; these packages will not be broken in order to sell smaller

amounts. Indexes will be furnished free of charge upon request.

Address all orders to Relief Society General Board, 28 Bishop's Building,

Spit Lake Citv Utah.



^<$v^ FROM THE FIELD

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appear

in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

Centennial reports from wards, stakes, and missions were concluded in the March
issue of the Magazine which carried the announcement that no further centennial reports

would be printed in "Notes from the Field." However, those centennial reports which

featured Relief Society choruses were held for this issue of "Notes" relating to Singing

Mothers. Included at the end of this month's "Notes" is one general report of a cen-

tennial observance which arrived too late for inclusion in the March issue, but before

announcement was off the press that no further entries would be published.

LKeuef Society Singing U iothers

Salt Lake Stake (Utah) "O Morn of Beauty" Chorale from

AT the sacrament service on Sun- 'Tinlandia" SibeHus-Matthews

day evening, May 24, 1942, in 'The Lord's Prayer"....Forsyth-Dews

the Seventeenth Ward, the Rehef "Forget Me Not" Bach-Kraft

Society Singing Mothers' chorus, un- ''My Heart Is A Silent Violin"

der the direction of Ethelv^ynne Dal- Fox-Andrews

by, with Eva May Bettridge as ac- "Spirit of God" Baines

companist, presented the following "One Sweetly Solemn Thought"

musical numbers: .*. Raff-Moore

RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS, SEVENTEENTH WARD,
SALT LAKE STAKE
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ROOSEVELT STAKE CHORUS OF SINGING MOTHERS

"Peace I Leave With You"
Roberts-Spicker

Quartet—"The Lord is My Shep-

herd" Franz Schubert

by four members of the chorus:

Lanie Kate Henderson, Lela Gush-

ing, Harriet Hollingshead, and

Geraldine Smith

Ileen Bagley, another member, sang

a contralto solo—"I Come to

Thee"
At this meeting a new Relief So-

ciety presidency was sustained in the

ward, the former president, Hannah
Sessions Burningham, having passed

away March 27, 1942. Marjorie

Mathews Ward is the new president.

The Honorable Elbert D. Thomas,
Utah's senior United States Senator,

who is a member of the Seventeenth

Ward, was in attendance at the meet-

ing and bore a fervent testimony.

Roosevelt Stake (Utah)

'pHE Rehef Society Singing Moth-

ers of Roosevelt Stake presented

the following concert, April 17, 1942,

as a hospital benefit:

"Forget Me Not" Bach

"23rd Psalm" Schubert

"Love's Dream" Liszt

"The Kerry Dance" Mollay

"O Winds Blow Ye Softly"..Mozart

"My Heart is a Silent Violin" Fox
"Will You Remember" Romberg

This concert was directed by Gen-
eva E. Wright and accompanied by

La Verne Heiner. This chorus has

also sung at special chapel dedica-

tory services and at stake quarterly

conference sessions. The accom-

panying picture was taken at the time

of the quarterly conference held at

Roosevelt, Utah, April 25-26.

Twin Falls Stake (Idaho)

OERTHA BROWN, chorister ot

the Twin Falls Second Ward
Relief Society, sent the following re-

port of the Singing Mothers' chorus

of this ward, which she directs, with

Vera Bates and Myrtle Debbie as

organists.

"During Easter week, 1942, our

chorus gave a fine presentation of B.
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RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS OF TWIN FALLS SECOND WARD
(Four members were absent when picture was taken)

Erma Evans, standing at left, gave the scriptural readings in connection with the cantata,

"Resurrection Morning," presented during Easter Week, 1942, and Edith Corless, stand-

ing right, was soloist.

Cecil Gates' cantata, "Resurrection 'Tlease note from the accompany-

Morning." The chorus has also ap- ing picture the many young women
peared on various other programs. in this group, all of whom are deeply

YELLOWSTONE STAKE CHORUS OF RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS
Submitted by Ruby Johnson, stake chorister. Seated with the chorus are members of

the Relief Society stake board, including President Mary B. Blanchard and th^ stake

presidency. Elders Horace Hess, E. Gleen Cameron, and A. E. Archibald.
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CACHE STAKE CHORUS OF RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS

interested in Relief Society work. We
feel the chorus has done much to

increase our attendance at Relief So-

ciety meetings and has provided a

contact with the Church for several

of our members. We meet twice

a month during the summer and have

our socials in connection with our

practices.

''We feel that every ward without

a mothers' chorus is missing a privi-

lege to do missionary work."

M
Cache Stake (Utah)

[ARY M. WEST, president of

Cache Stake Relief Society,

submitted the following report and
accompanying picture of the stake

Singing Mothers' chorus:

''The Cache Stake is justly proud

of its Singing Mothers' chorus. It

was one of the first to be organized

and from its beginning has been very

active under the able leadership of

stake chorister Mae McMurrin, who
has the love and support of the

seventy-five or more members. It is

surprising to note the progress made
by these fine women. Maturity of

voice and unity of spirit are largely

responsible for the success of this

group.

"This chorus has presented several

sacred cantatas in our stake taber-

nacle, and has also sung beautiful

hymns and anthems at our stake

quarterly conferences.

"It would be impossible to esti-

mate the amount of good this fine

organization has done, not only in

the homes of those who take part, but

also in the inspiration and joy they

have given to the community. This

service is a wonderful experience for

our Singing Mothers."
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SINGING MOTHERS OF MARICOPA
MARCH

Kanab Stake (Utah)

OELENA B. WATSON, chorister

of Kanab Stake Rehef Society,

submitted the following report of the

Kanab stake chorus of Relief Society

Singing Mothers:

''Our group has presented B. Cecil

Gates' cantata, ''Resurrection Morn-
ing." We have given the music at

STAKE, CENTENNIAL PROGRAM,
15, 1942

several of our stake and ward confer-

ences beside being active in special

programs and funerals.

"Our mothers enjoy this part of

our Relief Society program a great

deal and will be happy when the tire

situation will permit us to once again

join as a large group instead of being

Hmited to ward choruses.''

CHORUS OF RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS, KANAB STAKE
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IDAHO FALLS STAKE CHORUS OF RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS
Shown with the chorus are Director Sue Christensen, Organist Emily Heileson, Pianist

Eileen Weaver, and Stake Relief Society President Cora Christensen.

Idaho Falls Stake (Idaho)

PORA M. CHRISTENSEN, presi-

dent of the Idaho Falls Stake

Relief Society, submitted the accom-

panying picture of the Relief Society

Singing Mothers of this stake. This

chorus presented B. Cecil Gates' can-

tata ''Resurrection Morning" to

March 15 and 16, 1942, in commem-
oration of the one hundredth anni-

versary of the organization of Relief

Society, with Sue Christensen as di-

rector, Emily Heileson as organist,

and Eileen Weaver as pianist. This

cantata was later repeated by request

as a feature of the local celebration

of National Music Week which was

large audiences, on the evenings of observed in May.

RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS OF KIRTLAND WARD,
YOUNG 3TAK^
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RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS, MERCED BRANCH, FRESNO
DISTRICT, OF THE CALIFORNIA MISSION

With Mabel de St. Jeor as director, and Opal Young as accompanist, were organized

about 1935 with a membership of 12. They have entertained over the radio and at

several social functions.

Young Stake (New Mexico)

OERGETTA A. COVINGTON,
president of the Young Stake Re-

lief Society submitted, in July 1942,

the accompanying picture of the Re-

lief Society Singing Mothers of the

Kirtland Ward. This group of Sing-

ing Mothers, directed by chorister

Dora P. Hatch, under the sponsor-

ship of ward president Hattie D.
Foutz, furnished the music during

the evening program which com-
pleted the observance of the Relief

Society centennial in this ward on
March 17, 1942. This chorus has

furnished the music at a baccalaure-

ate service and has appeared on other

programs in the community. The
following excerpts from Sister Cov-

ington's letter give other features of

the celebration of the Relief Society

centennial in the Kirtland Ward,
typical of similar celebrations carried

out in other wards of the Young
Stake:

''We began at 8 a.m. by tuning in

on KSL for the inspirational talks of

our beloved leaders. President Heber

J.
Grant and President Amy Brown

Lyman.

''At 5 p.m. we witnessed an im-

pressive tree-planting ceremony. The
tree, a beautiful blue spruce, had

been donated and transported to us

by a florist friend from Durango,

Colorado, not a member of our

Church. At 8 p.m. 1 50 persons, con-

sisting of Relief Society members,

their partners, and ten or twelve

guests not of our Church, were seated

around candle-lighted tables, decor-

ated in blue and gold. Artistic hand-

painted booklets entitled "Rays of

Living Light" served as place cards

at each plate, which beautifully por-

trayed the menu, program, and ap-

propriate scriptural quotations. One
page was dedicated to our presidency,

displaying a snapshot of each ac-

companied by a loving tribute,
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Kii,i.iEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS, GREENVILLE BRANCH, WEST
SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT, SOUTHERN STATES MISSION

'Tntermingled with the toasts

came the recorded voices of our be-

loved Presidents Heber
J.
Grant and

Amy Brown Lyman falhng like a

benediction upon our heads.

''After the banquet a two-act play

'Is It Possible?" was presented, fol-

lowed by social dancing."

Southern States Mission

(Headquarters at Atlanta, Georgia)

Mary H. Whitaker, Relief Society

president of the Southern States

Mission, sent the accompanying pic-

ture of the Singing Mothers of the

Greenville branch of the West South

Carolina District of this mission. At
a quarterly conference held May 24
at Greenville, South Carolina, this

chorus sang a song written by Fern

Parris. Many other local Relief So-

cieties in this mission including sev-

eral of the larger branches have simi-

lar choruses. Relief Society work in

this mission is reported to be pro-

gressing rapidly.

Mexican Mission (Mexico)

yERA P. ANDERSON, recently

released Relief Society president

of the Mexican Mission, sent the

following report and accompanying

picture, September 2, 1942:

''The enclosed photographs are of

the Singing Mothers of our Relief

Society groups in Monterrey, State

of Nuevo Leon, and in San Pedro

Martir, D.F. In this mission we have

twenty-six Relief Society organiza-

tions and each of them has a Singing

Mothers' chorus.

"The one hundredth anniversary

of the organization of the Relief So-

ciety was fittingly observed by each

of the organizations in the mission

with "fiestas," "Kermeses/' lunches,

and plays. In each branch a centen-

nial tree was planted with very im-

pressive and appropriate ceremonies.

"The mission Relief Societies have

had a very rapid growth both in num-
ber of organizations and members
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RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS OF MONTERREY, MEXICO, MEXI-
CAN MISSION, AT FIESTA HELD MARCH 19, 1942, COMMEMORATING THE

RELIEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL

enrolled during the past two years.

The sisters are fast learning the re-

lationship of the Society to the

Church and they are taking their

place in caring for the sick and needy.

Recently in San Pedro one of the

Church members died suddenly and

when we arrived at her home three

hours after her death, we found the

sisters of the Relief Society already

there, making the burial clothes and

preparing the body for burial/'

RELIEF SOCIETY SINGING MOTHERS OF SAN PEDRO MARTIR, D.F.,

MEXICAN MISSION, AT THE TREE PLANTING, MARCH 17, 1942, IN
COMMEMORATION OF THE RELIEF SOCIETY CENTJENNIAL
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SETTING OF PLAY "IS IT POSSIBLE?"

Presented at the Gridley Ward Centennial Observance, Gridley Stake. Cast members:
Lavern Ferrin, Eulalia Jensen, Pearl ToUey, Beulah Hepworth, Donna Brink,

Eva May Gerber.

Gridley Stake (California)

npHE Gridley Ward centennial ob-

servance on March 17, 1942 be-

gan at 7 p.m. when the Relief Society

members were the guests of the

Priesthood at a delicious supper

planned, cooked, and served under

the direction of the Bishopric. Re-

lief Society colors, blue and gold,

were used in the decorations. The
supper was served cafeteria style

from a long table centered by the

birthday cake which consisted of two

layers each thirty inches by fifty

inches with the Relief Society em-

blem in the center surrounded by

candles. Also decorating the table

was a large bouquet of carnations,

one of which was presented to each

member of the Relief Society. The

people ate at small tables and the

supper was bountiful and delightful.

The program which followed in-

cluded songs by the Singing Mothers,

led by Lillian Nielson, and an ad-

dress by the ward Relief Society presi-

dent, Mabel Jensen, honoring past

Relief Society officers, and a patriotic

talk by Marvis Fife. The play, ''Is

It Possible?" was staged in a very

beautiful garden setting under di-

rection of Dorothy Fife, with appro-

priate music played softly through-

out by Alice Carlin. Six young ladies

in old-fashioned costumes sang and

danced "Old Fashioned Garden,"

with. Robert Fife as accompanist.

The remainder of the evening was

spent in dancing, and pieces of the

birthday cake were served.
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SHE LET HER LIGHT SO SHINE
{Continued iwm page 311)

When the fourteenth candle was giver, that you may go on sharing it with

flaming, Amy Kathryn continued: others!

These are but a few of her outstanding ^my Kathryn then gracefully

contributions to the upHfting progress of picked up the huge candle m itS

her fellow men. And now the summation colorful, petal-fresh holder, and
of the Hght that she has shed in her various carrying it the full length of the ball-

fields of achievement entitles her to add ^^^^ ^^^ presented it to her grand-
a brilliancy to the Hall or Fame.

. i . V r j j. > j. -ui^ mother at the honored guests table.

With this last statement, the little rr^ . . . ^ , ^ ,

character, Amy Brown, came down P'^
impressive finale was greeted

the stage into the spotlight and ^'^
Sf^^*

applause. Mrs Stewart

lighted the candle representing the ^°°^
ll^VT °1 l^'I. l^'

Hall of Fame. This candle was a
man that she m turn might add her

large white one set in an old-
name to the list of famous women,

fashioned candlestick made entirely ^"^'^ ^^.^
welcomed her into

of gorgeous fresh pastel-colored
the Hall of Fame and pinned a serv-

n ^ ° ice medallion over her heart.

In a clear steady voice filled with
jyj^^ Lyman's reply was full of ap-

love. Amy Kathryn continued:
preciation for the honor accorded

, , , ^ her. She was particularly happy that
She is my grandmother and I should be

-^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^,
modest, but she lighted my candle too, . , , j i r

and I am grateful. So-^now dear grand- munity who selected her for mem-
mother, I return the light to you, the bership in their Hall of Fame.

Articles lieeded for IlLormon uiandtcraft (^ift Shop

AT present the Mormon Handicraft Gift Shop is in need of beautiful

cotton quilts, sizes 84"x9o", and 84^x104". Rugs, sizes 20"

X36", 24"x36", and 36"x48" are also in demand. Rugs made on a loom in

light or dark colors are very popular and sell readily. Braided, hand-

loomed, or hooked rugs should be made to sell for $4 to $10 each. The

shop also needs knitting bags, which may be sold for $2 to $5, and fine

netted doilies without linen centers, as well as other useful, unique, and

attractive articles.

For more complete information write to or call at Mormon Handi-

craft Gift Shop, 21 West South Temple Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter III

SYNOPSIS happy I could ride a rail and not know
Janet, protectingly reared in Washing- it!"

ton, D.C., lives in constant dread of the ''How can I tell him?'' Janet
San Juan country of Utah where her hus- ^^^ .^ remorsefully. 'What right
band, raul Morgan, has an Indian trading , ^^ n i • i i i ^

post on the mesa. She plans on their ^ave I to tell him where he ought

moving to Washington before the birth to live?

of her baby, but does not disclose this in- ''But you're not telling him/' her
tention to her husband during the happy brain argued. "You're just saying
week they spend together camping on the ^^^^^ .^^ ^^ ^-^^ ,,

mesa. •', o o
"Which is one and the same

N spite of Janet's fears, the week thing!" she reminded herself hon-

was a happy one. Paul was so
^^^^ly.

elated at the prospect of the "This week is something to re-

baby's coming that he could talk of member, Janet. Something we may

little else. When they were packed ^o^h wish for in the days to come."

and ready to leave the mesa, he said ^^^ the lilt had gone from Paul's

regretfully: "I hate to get back to
^^ice, and it seemed to Janet that

civilization
!

"

^^^ thoughts had betrayed her. There

Janet smiled above his head as he was so much she wanted to say, so

fitted his own long stirrups to her "^^ch that had to be said between

feet. How would he feel if he knew t^^"^^ that she couldn't say any of

they were going to Washington, ^t. And before she could think of a

D.C. soon! But that revelation was safe approach Paul began to smg.

something that could wait. The He had a grand voice, Janet noted

worid was a wonderful place in spite in surprise. She had heard him hum
of places you didn't like. It was snatches of cowboy airs, but never

brimming with loveliness today. And really sing as he was doing now. For

happiness, too. One needed only to the first few miles he sang college

dip one's cup and be filled. Tomor- and operatic songs, but as the mood
row she would have less to blind her deepened between them his voice

to realities. Back at El Toro there'd softened to tender melodies she had

be no firelight in caves to hold her not heard in years. When he sang

under a spell. In the clear light of ''Sweet and Low," the lump that was

day, things would be seen as they in Janet's throat tightened into tears,

were. Tomorrow would be soon After that Paul talked or was silent

enough. as her mood changed; but nothing

"How's that?" Paul patted her could dampen the ardor in his eyes

boot into the stirrup. when he looked at her.

"Fine. But you have to ride bare- By the time they were in sight of

back all the way." El Toro, Janet was wearied bv her

'Tm one cowboy that can ride own thoughts. Paul was as big and
without a saddle. I'm so darned mysterious as his country. They'd
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been married three years, and this

week alone with him had shown her

how Httle she had known of the real

person he was. The man behind the

westerner. She'd known so little of

him; had taken the path her heart

suggested, the path she'd known
always in spirit. Only a week ago

she had thought there'd be no Har-

vard, no football for her son—only
cowboys and cows. And she'd tripped

herself with her own thinking. Paul,

with amazing foresight, had taken

the reins.

'Tou know, Janet," he said, un-

cannily baring her thoughts, ''people

are just people, fine and good, or

coarse and bad, wherever they are,

and very, very often a little of both.

And here we are, just two people,

home again."

"Paul—" There was apolog}^ in

Janet's voice, 'Tve been happy up
there on the mesa, Paul. And—
And now we're back to civilization."

''And where we started from?"

"No. Not quite."

"You've gone a little way along my
road, Jan. Let me tell you that,

gratefully, will you?"

Now. Now was the time, Janet's

mind urged. Not now, her heart

pleaded. Not ever, please not ever.

She knew that she had only to say

to Paul that she could not go all the

way along his road and her fight

would be won. Triumphantly she

knew that he was hers, against the

country he loved as his life, against

the world. She had only to say, "I'm
afraid here, Paul," and her cup would
be full. Tomorrow's cup would
brim with all the joys she'd dreamed
the world could hold. Instead she

said: "Quite an elegant long blue

car has taken possession in our ab-

sence, Paul."

She would have pointed toward

El Toro but could not trust her

hand; its shaking would betray her.

Somehow, without hurting Paul, her

fight must be won. She could not,

would not give up.

"So I see," Paul said, and his eyes

never left the car in question. "It's

parked almost in the front door!

You'll—You'll be glad to have com-

pany."

"Something we may both wish for

in the days to come." Paul's words

ringing in her ears. Paul refusing to

look at her.

"Maybe it's just cattle buyers," she

said hopefully.

"It's too racy. It's company all

right," Paul said, and there was a

pained edge to his voice.

"Paul, could—could we slip in the

back way?"

A JOYOUS bark from Taos turned

their attention to the door. Jan-

et took one look at the beautiful

woman standing there and flew into

her arms.

"Rhae! What a blessed surprise!"

"Janet!" There was barely time

for the embrace before the woman
continued, "Janet, it's good to see

you. But in such a place! I never

dreamed it would be quite this bad!"

Paul took in her words and the ele-

gant male that stood behind her on

the porch, and disliked them both

cordially.

The man spoke: "I say, summer
comes down in one fell swoop in this

country!"

"Just as some people," Paul

thought, but—"The women seem to

know each other!" is what he said.
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''Oh, Vm sorry, Paul," Janet cried.

"This is my sister, Rhae, and her

husband, Warren Newsbaum. Fm
so excited I forget you have never

seen them. Get acquainted, you
two, I can't see anyone except Rhae."

"She's decidedly worth looking

at," Paul remarked gallantly; then

belied his words by turning immedi-

ately to Warren Newsbaum.
"I begin to see, Janet." Rhae

Newsbaum sized Paul up frankly.

"If you can't have cake with icing,

then, you just take cake."

There were sparks in Paul's eyes.

»Janet hurried the Newsbaum's into

the house. "Welcome to El Toro,"

she cried, including everything in

the sweep of her arms. "I'll bet

you're starved. Dinner, Juanee. I'll

not even stop to dress."

"Do we ever?" Paul's frankness

sent a hot flush over Janet's face,

and Paul was instantly sony for his

remark. He could see he was un-

doing all that the week had built up
between them, but he didn't like

airs, and the sooner these people

found it out the better.

"This is a cattle country," he said

in scant apology. He couldn't be-

lieve that Janet had known her folks

were coming, but the timing was
too perfect to be comfortable. And
long before dinner was finished he
had formed a pretty clear idea of

why they had come. First one
Newsbaum and then the other made
things very plain. It was, "poor Jan-

et this, and poor Janet that" through

three courses. The dessert was served

to: "This is so foreign to all you've

been accustomed, Janet, dear. I

wonder how you endure it. I'm sure

Fd die of boredom!"
That was Rhae's contribution. Her

husband added the indigestible:

"Whatever do you do for amuse-

ment?"

His remark was addressed to Janet

but his eyes looked to Paul for reply.

It was nothing short of a challenge.

"We poke fun at tenderfeet for

amusement," Paul told him pleas-

antly. "Their antics are a source of

never-ending enjoyment."

Janet covered Warren's confusion

with questions of home. The real

thunderbolt struck when Rhae point-

edly remarked: "Poor father is quite

frail; it will prolong his life to know
that you are coming home, Janet."

Paul's heart skipped a beat. "To
stay indefinitely?" his eyes inquired

of Janet. Then he settled the ques-

tion coolly. "As I remember it, Jan-

et, your father loved this country.

When your visit is up will you send

him back to us here, Rhae?"

Completely baffled by Paul's in-

nocentiy engaging smile, Rhae had
no retort.

"And it serves her right," Janet

Ithought. "Announcing her plans

as if they were fully considered and

accepted by everyone."

Warren Newsbaum took up the

uncomfortable slack. "I say," he

said, "you haven't a broncho horse

I could ride have you?"

"Plenty of them, and they're no

trick at all to ride! You'd have the

time of your life on Caesar."

Janet looked at Paul in consterna-

tion. Caesar was the wickedest

horse that ever came off a range.

Tractable as a kitten in Paul's hands,

but a devil at heart. Not a man on

the desert would throw a leg across

his back.

"But if you're not used to riding"

Paul began.
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"Oh, I ride frequently!" News- "He should be warmed up by

baum assured him. Rhae looked at twelve/' Warren countered, "Fll

her husband in surprise; she started book him for twelve." And Paul be-

to speak and decided not to. Which gan to like the fellow,

in itself should have warned both of '1 hope youll be worth salvaging,

them. Warren," Rhae said sweetly. She
"Shouldn't we decide on the en- kissed Janet and without a glance

tertainment of our guests after in Paul's direction, took herself and
they've had a good night's sleep, her husband off to bed.

Paul?" Janet's eyes implored, but she

managed to keep her voice light, T3Y eleven o'clock the pole fence

even through a hint of tears. ^ around the corral was lined with
Paul looked at her anxiously. How boot heels and stetsons. Janet could

could he have forgotten that Janet not figure it out. Paul had not left

was tired and excited by the day's the ranch, yet every cowboy for miles
crowded events? around knew there was a tenderfoot
He summoned Juanee. "Are the spree on. Warren, dressed to the

guest rooms ready?" he asked. minute in purple shirt, red silk ker-

Juanee nodded. Rhae and War- chief, spurs and chaps, had gone nat-

ren rose from the table; the plurals tily to the slaughter. Rhae sat read-

had escaped neither of them. "Well, ing in the west patio, pointedly ob-
upon my word, are we to have a hvious to what was going on. Janet
suite, then? Not so rural after all, questioned Juanee. Had Joe spread
is it Warren?" the word? Had he been gone in the

Janet knew Rhae was deliberately night?
baiting Paul "You'll find us very j^^'^^^ ^^^^^^ ^H ^ ^^^ ^^_

comfortable here she defended.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ j^^^^ ^^3^.^ .^^Hy

Decidedly, Warren said. I
^^^^-^^.^ p^^^ wouldn't let Warren

shall not rest, however, till I ve had
^^ ^^^^ g^t she didn't see how

a chance at your horse. Caesar you ^^^^ ^^^j^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^3 -^ nothing
call liim.

^gjg going on. Curiosity, if nothing
"Goodnight, Rhae and Warren," else, should be strong enough to pull

Janet interposed hurriedly. "Sleep her to the door. Paul ought to be
late. We're Mexicans enough to like ashamed, letting a member of his

drowsy hours. Here at El Toro it's own family make horseplay for a
an affront to stir out of bed before bunch of crude punchers! Caesar
the sun is well up." was brutal and Warren would get

The sun had never found Paul thrown. He'd come limping to the

Morgan in bed in twenty years, house apologetically and Rhae would
"But," he thought, "if it'll keep these be superior. Well, whatever hap-

strangers out of sight for a few hours pened, she hoped it would soon be
I'll see what I can do." over. And it was. Almost before

"Caesar never bucks before eleven it had begun,

o'clock, Newsbaum," he said geni- From the first gleeful shout that

ally. "HQw'd you like to ride him at announced the opening of the chute,

ten?" there had been an ominous silence.
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Janet went to the porch and saw

them coming, a slow procession.

Warren was hurt! Dead, perhaps.

Nothing less could make desert men
act like that. . . . No. . . . Warren
was leading. The cowboys were

carrying someone else. Someone al-

most as tall as Paul!

Where was Paul? Of course! Paul

had raced for a doctor. Caesar would
take him to Mexican Hat in no time.

Hosea Potsworth, the doctor was

there. ... They were nearer now.

She could see the—The man's nice

. . . long . . . frame. . . .

"Miss Janet, Juanee take you

away!''

"No! No!" Janet threw off the

Indian woman's protecting hands.

"It isn't Paul! Be quiet. Go to

your twins, Juanee. I hear them cry-

mg."

"Paul." Janet said it softly as they

carried him in. "Paul," she said

again.

Warren Newsbaum came and

stood beside her, "They have gone

for a doctor, Janet. He isn't dead."

It was the assurance Janet needed.

"Juanee! Juanee, come quickly."

If Paul were not dead, then life

could go on for her, too. "We must
keep him warm! Yes. . . . Thank
you Warren."

Hours later Janet's body woke
from a drugged sleep. Her mind
had never left Paul; yet she was un-

able to get up and go to him. On
the porch men were talking. She

heard Paul's name. "Just like Paul

Morgan," a voice was saying. "He
had that black-hearted Caesar by

the bit before the rest of us knew the

tenderfoot was dragging. If I've ever

seen a killer that stallion is one!"

Yes. Janet had always known that.

Caesar was one of the things she

was afraid of. He had tried to stomp

her once. Paul had almost killed

him then. Paul wouldn't admit that

Caesar was a killer because Paul was

master. But she knew. . . . Others

were talking: "The tenderfoot's a

right guy. . . . Feels to blame. . . .

Mrs. Morgan ought to know. . .
."

Ought to know what? Janet sat

up. She must go to Paul. But she

must go quietly. There was the baby

to think of, Paul's baby.

{To be continued)

PURPLE SAGE

By Lydia Hall

Roses for the lovers,

Star-bright skies overhead,

LiHes, white and lovely,

For someone who is dead.

Daisies for the children,

Happy in their play,

And the sweet carnations

For the mother gray.

But I love the sage brush

More than all the rest:

Rain-wet plumes of fragrance

Purpling the west.
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RELIEF SOCIETY MAGAZINE
representatives in stakes, wards,

and missions have again achieved a

notable record as indicated by the

Magazine subscription report for the

calendar year 1942. Largely through

their efforts, the regular paid circula-

tion of the Magazine was raised from

55,000 in 1941 to 57,000 in 1942. The
General Board of Relief Society is

deeply grateful to the Rehei Society

Magazine representatives throughout

the Church, to the local, stake, and
mission Relief Society officers who
have supported them in their efforts,

and to the members of Relief Society

who have recognized the worth of

this periodical by subscribing for it.

Again this year the General Board

is awarding a one-year free Magazine
subscription to all local representa-

tives who procured subscriptions

equal to 75% of the ward or branch

enrollment in Relief Society as of

the end of 1942. A total of 382

Magazine representatives earned this

award during 1942. This number of

award winners is greater by 84 or 28

percent than the 298 winners in

1941. There were 52 more award
winners in wards, and 32 more in

mission branches. The award win-

ners are listed in the honor roll on
the following pages together with the

numerical and percentage . record of

their achievement. The list is ar-

ranged in alphabetical order accord-

ing to stakes and missions. In those

instances where the entire stake, mis-

sion district, or mission also achieved

a record of 75% subscriptions in re-

lation to Relief Society membership,

the names of the supervisory Maga-
zine representatives are also listed in

the honor roll. Much credit is due

these supervisory Magazine repre-

sentatives for their work in directing

and stimulating the local representa-

tives and in collecting and compiling

the annual Magazine subscription

reports.

Following are a few excerpts from

letters received from stake and ward
Magazine representatives expressing

their pleasure in fulfilling this assign-

ment:

From a Stake "Magazine"

Representative in Utah—
Our Magazine drive is now over and it

would do you good to feel the fine spirit

of the sisters who participated. They ex-

pressed themselves to me that they were
very happy in meeting the women in their

homes, as the women they had solicited

had received them graciously and made
them welcome. In checking up with them
I think they have done a very good work
especially considering war times.

From a Ward "Magazine"
Representative in Idaho—

It has been an overwhelming joy and
pleasure to me to place your wonderful

Magazine in the homes of my friends and
neighbors whom I love. I have taken the

Magazine for a number of years and cannot
even imagine what I could do without it.

When I was asked to be your Magazine
representative, I readily consented as I well

knew what great value the subscribers

would receive for only $1.00. ... I am
very much thrilled with my success as I

desired to place a Magazine in every home
in the ward and have done so with the

exception of two and am still going to try

and get them as they think they can take

it later. . . . Some of these subscriptions are
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for young married women who will be un-

able to attend Relief Society meetings but
are anxious to receive in their homes the

wonderful messages the Magazine con-

tains.

From a Ward "Magazine
Representative in California

—

At present our enrollment is 83 and I

have succeeded in getting 83 subscrip-

tions, and hope to procure a few more. I

have enjoyed the work immensely and the

women have been so wonderful and co-

operative that it has been a joy to do the

work.

Relief Society Magazine represen-

tatives and subscribers throughout

the Church will be pleased to know
that the General Board recently de-

cided to maintain the yearly sub-

scription price at $1.00 despite great-

ly increased costs of labor and ma-

terials due to the war. In order not

to raise the subscription price, it will

be necessary for the subscription lists

to be maintained at the present new
high circulation figure and increased

if possible. The General Board feels

that Relief Society members, offi-

cers, and Magazine representatives

will give every possible support to

the Magazine in order that its pres-

ent high quality may be maintained

without increasing the subscription

price.

The General Board also acknowl-

edges with great appreciation the

extra service given by Magazine rep-

resentatives during 1942 in securing

advance orders for A Centenary of

Relief Society issued during 1942 as

a special feature of the centennial

year of Relief Society. The thou-

sands of advance paid orders ob-

tained by Magazine representatives

throughout the Church made it pos-

sible for this valuable, historical, and
pictorial book to be issued at the low
price of 50c per copy and to assure

procurement of fine quality paper

and other supplies for it prior to in-

volvement of the United States in

war and the resulting restrictions and

advance in prices for materials and

labor.
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Mission Branch ment No. Pet Representative

Kimberly 19 18 95 Kathirene Johnson
McGiU 140 117 84 Louisa Johnson

New England
Massachusetts-

Rhode Island Dist. New Bedford 13 10 77
Providence 9 10 111

New York Bay Ridge 9 7 78 Elizabeth Scharrier

Manhattan 28 24 86 Louise Hucke
Oceanside 18 M 78 Katherine Lermer
Westchester 13 13 100 Konda Atkinson

North Central States

Tower 4 5 125 Rosmyn A. Bruneau
Milk River Dist. Glasgow 16 17 106 Mrs. F.

J.
Rushton

South Dakota Dist. Sioux Falls 4 8 200 Geneva Runebery
North Davis Layton First 142 124 87 Ella Weaver
Northern States

Illinois North and

South Districts 78 72 92 Rena P. Custer

Illinois North Dist. Bloomington 4 10 250 Ida W. Chambers
Galesburg 8 7 88 Rena P. Custer

Peoria 12 12 100 Clara V. Baer

Illinois South Dist. Champaign 8 7 88 Reva Y. Hoskisson

Chnton 8 7 88 Lettie Crews
Decatur M 12 86 Marguerite

Farnsworth

Springfield 16 13 81 Francis Canady
South Indiana Dist. Linton 16 12 75 Nellie Centers

Terre Haute 19 17 89 Barbara Grafton

West Iowa Dist. Boone 12 9 75 Olive Chambers
West Michigan Dist. Gary 12 9 75 Avera Homer

Wisconsin Dist. 52 40 76 Hazel M. Branham
Eau Claire 15 13 87 Luella Schroeder

Lyndhurst 10 10 100 Selma Hoffman
North Idaho Falls 701 537 77 Margaret Sayer

Coltman 46 46 100 Marion Judd
' Hamer 29 29 100 Ida F. Nielson

Idaho Falls Fourth 153 119 78 Mrs. E.J. Wadsworth
Milo 40 47 118 Emily Palmer

Spencer 10 10 100 Cecile McCurdy
Terreton 36 31 86 Ruby Lott

Ucon 94 85 90 Sibyl Phillips

North Sanpete Mountainville 14 11 79 Birdella Burnside

North Weber Ogden Third 168 129 77 Martha M. Burnett

Northwestern States
C/

,

Independent Branches

Gresham 25 20 80 Ruth E. Jones

Kirkland 5 5 100 Opal Glines

McMinnville 13 12 92 LaPreal Johnson

Oregon City 13 11 85 Ada Dietson

Puyallup 11 10 91 Adele Sreeves

Raymond 13 11 85 Winona Hammond
The Dalles 13 13 100 Maude M. May
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Stake or
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Butte District

Great Falls Dist.
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Ward or
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New Harmony
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Capitol

Phoenix Second

Phoenix Third

Pocatello Second

Pocatello Fourth

Pocatello Fifth

Pocatello Sixth

Grant

McCammon
Swan Lake
Virginia

Manavu
Moulton
Sublett

Yost

Hawthorne

Portola

Reno
Sparks

Lyman
Rexburg Second
Rexburg Third

Clark

Grant
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Mission Branch ment No. Pet. Representative

Menan 113 113 100 Roberta Keller

Palisade 29 26 90 Helma Oakden
Rigby Fourth 73 56 77 Armeda Bailey

Ririe 87 88 101 Ines E. Laughlin

Riverside Fifteenth 175 151 86 Anna Schoenhals

Roosevelt Ballard 30 25 83 Ellen Bracken

Leota 11 10 91 Leona Jorgenson

Sacramento Tracy 13 20 154 Sarah Dana
Woodland 20 17 85 Vendha Gordon

St. George Mt. Trumbull 9 7 78 Maurine Bundy
Ivins 14 11 79 Myrtle L. Gubler

Santa Clara 54 42 78 Selina Hafen
Veyo 18 17 94 Mildred Bowler

St. Joseph Miami 80 60 75 Ella Sims

Pima 146 120 82 Lydia B. Zufelt

San Bernardino Redlands 13 13 100 LaVerne Porter

San Diego 309 267 86 Carohne Westover
College 29 29 100 Ruth Damron
Fairmont 57 60 105 Ruth Budvarsen

Hillcrest 60 52 87 Verna Johanson

Logan Heights 49 42 86 Nancy Bird

North Park 78 63 81 Abbie Kimball

San Francisco 542 442/2 82 Louise B. Arntsen

Burlingame 75 58 77 Ruth Bentley

Mission 83 73 /z 89 Mary Young
Palo Alto 34 30 88 Myra Thulin

Redwood City 34 28 82 Aileen Weaver
San Jose 69 60 87 Eliza Horsfield

Sunset 85 88 104 Josephine Danford

San Juan Blanding ' 185 151 82 Nellie Harvey
Bluff 13 11 86 Eva Johnson

Seattle Bellingham 25 23 92 Ella M. Petrie

Lincoln 44 44 100 Estella Green
West Seattle 60 49 82 Hazel B. Doble

Snowflake Heber 24 25 104 Ruth Crandell

Joseph City 61 58 95 Maurine Porter

Lakeside 59 49 83 Louella Burke
Linden 11 9 82 May W. Thomas
Shumway 11 9 82 Irene Black

Woodruff 32 26 81 Hortense Bowler

South Davis Centerville First 110 111 101 Norma Coles

Southern States

Florida District Gainesville 4 4 100 Virginia McQuarrie

San Mateo 14 14 100 Evelyn Tilton

Georgia District Augusta 16 14 88 Iva Mae C. Palmer

Mississippi Dist. Columbia 19 15 79 Otilla Griner

So. Alabama Dist. 56 43 77 Areola DeWitt
Azalea City 19 21 111 Mary E. Mcintosh

So. Georgia Dist. Savannah 25 23/2 94 Alberta Clifton

South Los Angeles 851 872 102 Rosine Bauer

Downey 42 42 100 Florence Heath

Firestone 42 47 112 Anna Struks

Grant 45 52 116 Alice L. Taylor
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Huntington Park 120 153 128 Dora Wagstaff

Manchester no no 100 Nancy Rupp
Matthews 96 96 100 EHzabeth Bowen
Maywood 102 102 100 Vera Jean Petersen

South Gate 128 96 75 Delila Hamman
Vermont 71 73 103 Claire D. Selander

Walnut Park 95 101 106 Geneva Jones

South Salt Lake Burton 102 85 83 Ahce Anderson
Columbus 148 140 95 Hannah Dietrich

South Sanpete Ephraim North 68 61 90 Thurza Draper

South Summit Marion 28 21 75 Zella Johnston

Southern Arizona Binghampton 53 50 94 Louisa Done
Nogales 8 7 88 Pearl Lillywhite

St. David 62 49 79 Edna Judd
Star Valley Fairview 56 57 102 Maud Ranzenberg

Freedom 96 74 77 Martha Brog

Osmond 25 19 76 Mabel Allred

Thayne 48 36 75 Leta CoflFman

Turnerville 10 8 80 Myrtle Turner
Taylor Raymond Second 112 92 82 Elene Paxman

Tyrell's Lake 9 8 89 Clara E. Selk

Warner 9 10 111 Bertha Shields

Teton Bates 28 30 107 Mary Buxton
Cedron 23 22 96 Leatha Kunz
Jackson 24 23 96 Emma Thompson

Texas

Houston District Houston 23 18 78 Pluma Turk
Timpanogos Lindon 69 58 84 Cosby Rogers
Tooele Vernon 22 17 77 Winnie Gunderson
Twin Falls Kimberly 39 40 103 Melvina McEwen

Twin Falls First no 111 101 Lenora Carroll

Uintah Maeser 75 57 76 Tillie Bascom
Vernal Second 114 119 104 Sarah H. Hatch

Union 299 238 80 Delia Rees

Baker 36 39 108 Sadie E, Shelton

Imbler 31 25 81 Bernice Sanders

LaGrande First 79 68 86 Hazel Sinine

LaGrande Second 59 47 80 Geneva Westenskow
Union 43 34 79 Clarice Kohler

Uvada Caliente 83 76 92 Mrs. Alma Williams

Ursine 9 10 111 Emma M. Lytic

Washington Washington 52 45 87 Beulah Riley

Weber Ogden Second 189 151 80 Clara Runchel

Weiser Fruitvale 13 10 77 Pearl Allen

Letha -36 31 86 Katie Sims

Wells Wells 129 111 86 Helen E. Bennett

Western States 730 548 75 Luceal R. Curtis

Albuquerque 46 43 93 Anna Davis

Allison 15 15 100 Verna Behrman
Belle Fourche 12 10 83 Winnona Mulliner

Canon City 6 6 100 Mary F. Foster

Carlsbad 16 16 100 Blanche Gale

Carson 4 4 100 Essie S. Pope
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Stake or

Mission

Ward or

Branch

Enioll-

ment
Subscriptions

No. Pet.

Magazine

Representative

Casper

Delta
24
8

19
8

79
100

Gene Drollinger

Marie Snider

Fort Washakie 4 4 100 Hazel Stewart

Fremont 8 7 88 Mildred Powell

Fruita 14 21 150 Alice Long
Gallup

Glenwood Springs
24

9

23
11

96
122

Elsie B. Chapman
Luella Dunsdon

Grand Island 20 17 85 Maude O. West
Greeley

Hanna
6

17
7

13

117

76

Emma Lou Bibbey

Eva Penman
Lead 3 5 167 Veda C. Richards

Montrose 9 9 100 Olive Bradshaw
North Platte 11 11 100 Artella Poulsen

Rawlins 22 21 95 Viola Anderson
Riverton 9 11 122 Vera K. Ross
Roswell 5 5 100 Ethel Nelson
Salida 13 11 85 Ida Mae

Silver City 10 10 100

Zampparelli

Elva M. Wright
Torrington 9 9 100 Winnie Mae Wold
Trinidad 3 3 100 Rose CupelH

West Jordan Bluffdale ^

Copperton
Herriman

53

47

42
53'/^

51/2

79

75
110

Alice Kidd
Gwen C. Knudsen
Agnes Dansie

Lark 26 37 142 Lillis Sandstrom

Yellowstone Egin 33 33 100 Eva Dexter

Farnum 14 16 114 Geneva Peterson

Green Timber 5 ' 5 100 Dora Stegelmeier

Heman
Twin Groves

15

38

20

45

133
118

Fanny F. Hunter
Pearl Rigby

Zion Park Hurricane North 64 55 86 Annabell Hall

LaVerkin 47 49 104 Sarah A. Sanders

Rockville 28 23 82 Nora Lester

Springdale 39 35 90, Nora C. Jolley

Note: Reports were not received from Duchesne, Lehi, Minidoka, Oahu, Pan-

guitch, Pioneer, Smithfield, Wasatch, and Young stakes.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS

URING the past several months each issue of The ReUei Society Maga-

zine has been late, due principally to conditions incident to the war.

Every effort has been made, both by the General Board and the press, to

get the Magazine back on schedule. It has now been decided, after careful

consideration of all aspects of the problerh, that the only sure means of

accomplishing this is to combine two issues of the Magazine. For this

reason, the June and July numbers have been combined in one larger issue

which is only slightly smaller than the two separate issues would have been.

We are sure our subscribers will feel that the advantages of receiving the

Magazine near the first of the month for which it is issued will more than

offset the loss of the few pages occasioned by the combination of the June

and July numbers. Unless new complications arise, subscribers may be

assured of receiving all future numbers of the Magazine near the beginning

of the month for which it is dated.

»

cJne C(over

SEA CULLS ATOP THE SEA CULL MONUMENT
npHE cover on the June-July Magazine is used to honor the Mormon pio-

neers, the first company of whom, under the leadership of President

Brigham Young, entered Salt Lake Valley, July 24, 1847. The cover is a

reproduction of the ball and two sea gulls atop the Sea Gull Monument
by Mahonri Young, which stands on Temple Square in Salt Lake City.

This monument was erected in 1913 and ''stands as a reminder and lesson

to all of the children of the State of the preservation at God's hand of the

grain which was to insure food for the pioneers of 1847." The ball on the

monument is made of granite and the sea gulls are of bronze covered with

gold leaf.

It is interesting to note the part which sea gulls have played during

recent months in providing food for members of our armed forces adrift

at sea, notably in the Rickenbacker incident.

Photo by H. Perry Driggs; cover arrangements are by Evan Jensen. *
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Messages from the Wives of the General

Authorities of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter Day Saints

piGHTY-SIX years is a long time to live in this world, but I still have

much to enjoy and much to profit by. I give my Heavenly Father all

praise and all thanks for what He has given to me. When I sit and meditate

and look into the future I know what I hope for will come from Him.

My constant prayer is that my sisters, both in and out of the Church,

may be sustained in these trying times and given the assurance that the

schemes of men will never overcome the will of God. In His own due time

all will come right.—Augusta Winters Grant (Mrs. Heber /. Grant)

r^UR Gospel offers such a wealth of blessings to its members, that to ask

oneself the question which blessing has proved the most helpful would

be a difficult one to answer. Looking back over my life, I feel I can sincerely

say that the training I received in Relief Society work has proved the most

useful to me. This embraces every phase of woman's life so necessary for

the home and motherhood. The charity work gives spiritual uplift; each

weekly lesson broadens her intellectually; the work day offers its members

useful hints for the home.

Thank God for this great organization.—Luacine Savage Clark (Mrs. /.

Reuben Clark, Jr.)

TV/fY experience has taught me that a mother's control over a child is lost or

gained during the first few years of its life. Many a young mother with

a smattering of psychology, who thinks correction will ruin her children's

will power, lets them follow their own desires whether wise or unwise.

Proper guidance in youth will prevent undesirable tendencies and en-

courage confidences in later life. Wise direction is not arbitrary, but kind

and firm. Children should follow their own desires so long as these desires

do not prompt them to be destructive, do not impose upon others, or do

not injure the children's characters.—Ray Riggs McKay (Mrs. David O.

McKay)

Page 365
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COME of the blessings for which I desire to be

duly grateful are: good and faithful parents,

a kind and affectionate husband, a comfortable

and happy home, and a large family who are a

credit to their forebears and to the Church. These
I regard as some of the most choice fruits of the

Gospel, more than compensation for a life of

sacrifice and service to the Church and to man-
kind.—Alice Rohinson Richards {Mis. Geoige F.

Richards)

AT the time of the organization of the Relief

Society in March 1842, the Prophet Joseph

Smith said if the sisters would live up to their

privileges, ''the angels cannot be restrained from

being your associates." While the angels in heaven

may not be seen, yet we may be sure they are

associated with the sisters in the great work as-

signed to them by revelation, which is the work
of angels of mercy to the afflicted and oppressed.

—Jessie Evans Smith {Mis. Joseph Fielding

Smith)

^^1 ET us do our work as well.

Both the unseen and the seen:

Make the house where Gods may dwell,

Beautiful, entire, and clean."

—'The Builders," Longfellow

—Irene Merrill Richards (Mrs. Stephen L Rich-

ards)

pORTUNATE is the individual who has learned

to seek the Lord in secret prayer, when hearts

may be freely unburdened and solace and strength

received. This is a precious privilege denied to no
one.

The Savior says: "Enter into thy closet, and

when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father

which is in secret, and thy Father which seeth in

secret shall reward thee openly." (Matthew 6:6)

—Amy Brown Lyman (Mrs. Richard R. Lyman)
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'INHERE is one thought I am sure that gives joy

to all who work actively in Relief Society:

through this organization we are helping fulfill the

righteous purposes of our Father regarding the

welfare of His children on earth. It is not enough

to love Him, for love may be passive; to make it

real we must try to uplift our neighbors as well as

ourselves. Relief Society gives us that opportunity.

—Leah Dunioid Widtsoe {Mis. John A. Widtsoe)

^^1 AM come that they might have life and that

they might have it more abundantly."

The Relief Society work adds a broad, deep un-

derstanding of these wonderful words of the Savior.

This organization gives service which finds sweet

expression in ministering to the sick, and provid-

ing means to clothe the poor, aid the sightless, and

straighten the limbs of the crippled.

Truly because of Christ's teachings life more
abundantly has come to many souls.—Grace Pack

Callis (Mrs. Charles A. Calh's)

T HAVE enjoyed my musical career as only one

who really loves music could. But, if I were

asked to exchange for fame my happy home life

with my parents and later my beloved husband

and our fine sons, I would not.

There are only three worth-while things in life—

the Gospel and all it offers us here and hereafter,

children, and our loved ones. To me, the so-called

''fine things of life" are secondary.—Lucy Gates

Bowen (Mrs. Albert E. Bowen)

OOW glorious to be born a woman, although

it is not an easy task to fill all the requirements

of wife and mother! A woman must learn to take

the bitter with the sweet and keep on smiling.

To be blessed with children who are perfect in

body and mind, to have them desirous of an edu-

cation, to see them grow up to be good Latter-day

Saints, and finally good American citizens is a di-

rect answer to a mother's prayer.—Winnifred
Saville Cannon {Mis. Sylvestei Q. Cannon)
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'T^O realize our greatest blessings as Church mem-
bers, we must ever strive, with an eye single to

the glory of God, for the goal of eternal life.

The Master has shown us, by His example in

overcoming all things, the way to this eternal goal.

So likewise may we, if we are obedient to the laws

of the Gospel, overcome all things and be granted

a place in our Father's Kingdom.—Fern Tanner
Lee (Mrs. Haiold B. Lee)

A SSOCIATION with women in Relief Society

strengthens and stimulates one to do and be

her best. Perhaps this is because we all think of

it as a unique society established by a prophet,

and only our best thoughts and loftiest ideas are

worthy of such a divinely inspired organization.

I truly appreciate the opportunity of belonging

to and working in the Relief Society.—Ida Jensen

Romney (Mrs. Marion G. Romney)

¥N 1939, I saw the women of Europe accept war

without enthusiasm, but with resolution and

fortitude. Now American women face the same

grim tragedy with equal courage. Women have

always shared in war's heartache and sacrifice, but

not in the great responsibility of keeping the peace.

Surely we can contribute by educating our children

to safeguard liberty and justice.—Fawn Biimhall

McKay (Mrs. Thomas E. McKay)

TN these perilous times it is a source of comfort

to all Latter-day Saint women to feel the power

of the Church, and to share in its blessings.—Edith

Grant Young (Mrs. Cliftoid E. Young)
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lyiY life has been made full by the opportunities

our Church has given me to serve my fellow

man. I knov^ that through obedience to the Gos-

pel, happiness and success may be enjoyed by all.

I am grateful for our Church and its leadership.

—Florence Gay Smith (Mrs. Nichohs G. Smith)

A LL my life I have been greatly blessed. My
parents were ever watchful to make sure I

was safe and in good places. They provided me
with opportunities for education and self- improve-

ment. I have many dear friends who fill my life

with joy. My husband and children make my life

rich and full, far beyond what I deserve. I pray

that I may live to be worthy of my blessings.

—Ruth Pingree Smith {Wife of Patriarch Joseph

F. Smith)

^^lyfEN pass away, but people abide. See that ye

hold fast the heritage we leave you. Yea,

and teach your children its value, that never in the

coming centuries their hearts may fail them, or

their hands grow weak. Hitherto, we have been

too much afraid. Henceforth, we will fear only

God."—Sir Francis Drake.

—Valeria Brinton Young (Mrs. Levi Edgar Young)

DELIEF SOCIETY is a very necessary part of

my life. My testimony is that it has made the

lives of the Maoris, Hawaiian, Samoans, and Mexi-

cans among whom I have lived, better. No woman
can devote herself to Relief Society work without

becoming more friendly, getting a better knowledge

of the Gospel, learning how to be a better wife,

mother, and citizen, and enriching her life in the

world of literature.—Vilate Romney Ivins (Mrs.;

AntoineR. Ivins)
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T AM very happy to have this opportunity to ex-

press my appreciation of the ReHef Society

work as carried on by the women of our Church.

My many years of intimate association with the

good sisters of the Central States Mission has

brought this organization close to my heart, and
I say to all workers, "God bless you in your en-

deavors to alleviate distress and to make happier

and richer the lives of women everywhere."

—ChTLiloiiQ Tomits Bennion {Mis. Samuel O.
Bennion)

jyrEMBERSHIP in the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints is a precious privilege. In

these days of fluctuating values, the way of life

outlined by the principles and ordinances of the

Gospel rises to new heights. When the weaknesses

of man-made systems are so apparent, the strength

and majesty of God's plan are more clearly revealed.

To humbly and faithfully assist in forwarding

that plan is the supreme desire of every true Latter-

day Saint woman.—Rachel Grant Taylor (Mrs.

John H. Taylor)

TT is wonderful to be alive today!

Truly there is much to harass the heart and
mind of one, but the glory of God is evidenced

everywhere.

In my early childhood mother taught me the

word of God. I still cherish the following from
Deuteronomy: ''Be strong and of good courage,

fear not nor be afraid; for the Lord thy God, He
it is that doth go with thee; He will not fail thee,

nor forsake thee."—Addfe Eldiedge Hardy (Mrs.

Rufus K. Hardy)

'TTHE women of this Church have always lived

courageously in times of trouble. Their

achievements, in face of unspeakable hardships,

have become a symbol of heroic womanhood.
Whether, in this present hour, we are mothers

sorrowing in the absence of loved ones, or young
mothers guiding our children in the early years of

life, we must be, as were those before us, women
of high character, abiding faith, and undeviating

principle.—Alice Thorn!ey Evans (Mrs. Richard

L. Evans)
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^^npHE visions and blessings of old are returning

And angels are coming to visit the earth."

The charter members of the Relief Society sang

this hymn at their first meeting. Truly our sisters

are angels of mercy, sharing, comforting, feeding

the hungry, and caring for the sick and helpless.

Their service has disseminated culture and made
the world happier and better. It's a high privilege

to be a member of the Relief Society. May the

Lord continue to bless all members.—Ida Muidock
Kiikham (Mrs. Oscai A. Kirkham)

ly/fY dear sisters: In your deep spirituality we see

mirrored the beauty of Sarah, the strength

of Hannah, and the purity of *'Mary of Old."

''Strength and honor are your clothing" and
your children "rise up and call you blessed."

You are finding peace and comfort in the prom-
ise of an angel, ''Nothing is impossible with the

Lord"; and you are replying in love and faith, "My
soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath

rejoiced in Jesus my Savior."—Ina Ashton Richards

(Mrs. LeGiand Richards)

lyfY Recipe for Happiness:

Cupfuls of thoughtfulness, a good measure of

humility,

A sprinkling of sunshine, a pinch of good humor.
Stir well with self-forgetfulness; season with intelli-

gence and understanding;

Warm thoroughly with the spirit of the Gospel;

share with generous portions to all.—Rae
Jeiemy Ashton {Mis. Marvin O. Ashton)

QPPORTUNITIES that come from the privi-

lege of being a member of this Church bring

happiness and development. Everyone can work,

regardless of time, ability, or inclinations. I always

want to remember that our real objective in this

life is to so progress and develop that we may win
eternal life in the Celestial Kingdom of our Heav-
enly Father. Sincere activity in the Church will

help us accomplish this to our blessing and satis-

faction.—Madeline Bitner Wiithhn (Mrs. Joseph
L. Wirthlfn)



The ''Mormon'' Woman
Elder John A. Widtsoe

Member of the Council of the Twelve

4 4 \\ J ITHOUT the wonderful aside the age-old controversy over

Y^ work of the women, I woman's rights. It has refused to

realize that the Church fetter woman and make her, as in the

would have been a failure." So past, little more than man's goods

President Heber
J.

Grant has de- and chattels. It has given her full

dared. (Qos^^l Standards, p. 150.) rights of suffrage and property own-
And, Paul the Apostle, speaking in ership. It recognizes her equal
an earlier day said that 'neither is cental powers with those of man;
the man without the woman, neither ^^d her right to use her inborn tal-

the woman without the man, in the ents to the full. It has placed her
Lord." ( I Corinthians 11:11.) by the side of man, not behind him,
This notable statement imphes nor in front of him, thus certifying

that woman has done her work well; to her complete emancipation, with-

that she bears joint responsibility out limitation, from unlawful sub-

with the man in establishing the jection. She has been made to un-

Kingdom of God; and, that the work derstand that the Lord loves His
will fail unless both do their duty. daughters as completely as His sons.

In conformity with this doctrine, and the promised blessings are the

full equality has been provided in same for both,

the Church between man and worn- ^his equality does not ignore the
an. They are equal in opportunity,

^^^^^^j differences between man and
privilege, and rights. They have a ^^^^^ ^y^^^^j^ -^ the child bearer
common destiny, which as free agents ^^^ ^^ild rearer. To this glorious
they may attain or lose through their

function she gives a large part of her
own actions. |-£g j'^^ ^^^ -^ ^^e provider of the

This makes individuals of man necessities and comforts of the fam-
and woman—persons with the right fly. This does not reduce woman
of free agency, with the power of to a dependent. Freed from family
individual decision, with individ- and household cares, she could as

ual opportunity of everlasting joy— well probably earn the living for the
for whom all the ordinances of the family. It is rather a cooperative

Gospel are available alike, and whose enterprise based upon a divinely or-

own actions throughout the eterni- dained division of labor for forming,
ties, with the loving aid of the Father, maintaining, and protecting the unit

will determine individual achieve- of society, known as the family. Hus-
ment. There can be no question in band and wife who conform to na-

the Church about man's rights ver- tural law and beget and rear children

sus woman's rights. They have the are performing labors of equal im-

same rights. portance. Each gains both freedom

The restored Gospel has brushed and power from such family life. One
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cannot look down upon the other, are bhnded by ancient traditions are

Both have the right as time and few in number. In the Mormon corn-

strength permit to exercise their tal- ^^^•. ^^^^^ -^ f^^^ ^^^ honored,
ents as they may desire. Whenever ic y. i. i rll fV> 1

"

these natural functions are set aside, P & X &

frustration and defeat in life follow, gi^t of motherhood, she may use

The wise recognition of the func- whatever time and strength remain

tional differences between husband in the exercise of her talents as she

and wife appears in the use of the ^lay desire. She is placed under no

Priesthood. The family must have limitations. Instead she is encour-

organization. The man with his aged to use her available time m use-

larger freedom to move about, is by f^l pursuits comporting with her na-

divine decree the head or presiding tural gifts, her native endowment,

officer or spokesman of the family. The privilege of self-expression be-

To him is committed the Priesthood, longs to her as to all. She may enter

of fundamental need in Gospel life,
industry, education, the professions,

But the benefits and blessings of the ^^ery worth-while pursuit, with the

Priesthood thus conferred are shared good will of all. And, because of her

by the wife and, as needed, by every responsibilities as a rearer of the com-

member of the family. Indeed, i^g race, she should be carefully.

Priesthood is first for the family, then widely, and wisely trained for this

for others if the man be called into important part of her mission m life,

official service. There is no lack of •

equality there; it is a manner of or- T^HE women of Mormonism have

ganization. The possession of the shown themselves worthy of this

Priesthood does not indicate in any equality. They have accepted the

sense that man is superior to woman, responsibilities as well as the joys of

but that he has a specific calling in individual freedom. Side by side

Church government of which wom- with their husbands they have built

an is relieved. In the ordinances of the Kingdom of God. It has been

the Priesthood man and woman a joint, a cooperative effort. Presi-

share alike. The temple doors are dent Grant spoke truly in his praise

open to every faithful member of the of woman's work in behalf of the re-

Church. And, it is to be noted that stored Gospel,

the highest blessings therein avail- in the toilsome building of the
able are only conferred upon a man Church, in the face of unspeakable
and a woman, husband and wife, persecution and hardship, woman
jointly. Neither can receive them did not flinch. She met the required
alone. In the Church of Christ, sacrifices with a courage born of sub-
woman is not an adjunct to, but an li^e faith. She looked heavenward
equal partner with man. when the husband was bowed down
The men of the Church have un- in apparent defeat. She brought

derstood and respected the appointed heaven down to earth, and the family

place of woman in the plan of hu- went on with renewed assurance of

man salvation. That is much to their victory. This she did though con-

credit. They who have been and fined with children and household
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cares, without the exhilaration of could not, or would not see the

man's battle in the open field. truth. But, in the midst of tribula-

The story of the sacrifices of the tion there was a singing within her

Church is yet to be told. Perhaps heart, for she had found the truth,

it beggars the pen But one thing
^j^^ Mormon woman has not been

may be said: Woman taced the . . . i .i r j r>
^ ./ 1 ^. M i. 1, i. i.- J content to keep the new-found Gos-
tribulations without hesitation: and i ^ i ir oi i . i i

perhaps she accepted the heavier
pel to herself. She has wanted and

part. She met with high-flung dis-
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^1^ ^^ Possess it.

dain the horrors of the Missouri per- ^he has gone out by the thousands

secutions. She crossed the frozen as a bearer of the good tidings. Or

Missouri towards the unknown wil- she has remained to care for home

derness without looking back at her and family, often to provide the ac-

happy Nauvoo home from which she tual support, while her husband and

had been driven. On the westward sons were abroad, perhaps in foreign

trail, sheltered thinly in a wagon box lands, as unpaid ambassadors of the

from the raging blizzard, she bore her Lord Jesus Christ. She toiled, she

children. She toiled undismayed went without, she loved truth so well

across the dreary desert to find a that she was not afraid. The heroic

hoped-for safe Iraven in distant story of the Mormon woman, when

mountain valleys. With tearful eyes, told, will be an epic of human de-

but with an unquenchable faith in votion.

the unfolding of God's eternal plan. Such service has not ended. Men
she saw her child or husband laid go on missions today, leaving their

away in a soon-to-be obliterated grave families for years. Nearly all the
by the desert trail. With uncom- Priesthood bearers give liberally of
plaining fortitude she shouldered her their time in Church service. While
part of the burden of conquering the they do so, their wives not only carry

wilderness, of making the desert on the work of the households, but
blossom as the rose. It was she are deprived of the companionship
who planted flowers around the log of their husbands. The wives of the
or adobe hut, which as they bios- General Authorities, who are hon-
somed, lifted the souls of a driven ored in this issue of the Magazine,
but unconquered people, to whom are excellent examples of this type
beauty was a part of their faith. of sacrifice. Almost every week end.

Nor was the pioneer woman the and often for weeks at a time, their

only one who sacrificed. Many a husbands are away on Church serv-

woman elsewhere recognized the ice, while the wives maintain lonely

sweet voice of the Gospel, and be- vigil in their homes. The same may
cause of her faith was driven from be said of the wives of stake presi-

homes and loved ones. With a long- dencies, high councilors, bishoprics,

ing akin to agony in her faraway in fact of all officials of the Church,

mountain home to which she had And, let it not be forgotten that the

gathered, she awaited the word of Mormon woman, by the tens of

love, which never came, from father thousands, while bearing children

and mother, brother and sister, who and caring for their households, help
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carry forward the various auxiliar)' household. Divinely commissioned,

organizations of the Church. in her keeping are the choice spirits

The Mormon woman has not for- who have come to earth to win an

gotten the dead. For them she does earthly body. .In her hands lies the

vicarious work in the temples. She future of the race. The mother's

has there set an example to the man. teachings outlast the storms of life.

The available names of dead females Her testimony is never forgotten. The
are few, while hundreds of thousands current of faith and devotion and

of names of dead males are awaiting readiness to serve flows from her lov-

help from the bearers of the Priest- ing, courageous, unfaltering soul,

hood. Such service is not forgotten ''Motherhood is near to divinity. It

on the other side; but appears in is the highest, holiest service to be

blessings among the living. assumed by mankind.'' (Message of

Thus, wherever we touch the life the First Presidency, October 1942.)

of the Mormon woman, she is found Certainly, woman shall walk by the

in service, giving unselfishly of her- side of the man, for they two to-

self for the establishment of the gether shall solve the problems of

Kingdom of God. Above all, how- eternity; they shall carry forward,

ever, is her service in keeping alive endlessly, the purposes of the Al-

the flame of faith in the souls of her mighty Father.

-»-^^»»-

PIONEER DAY-1847

MaryhaJe Woolsey

"This is the place," the visioned Leader said.

Their weary trek was ended. Summer sun

Poured down upon their empire-to-be-won—

The parched and sage-cloaked valley land ahead.

On sunflower-hearts the droning wild bees fed.

The redmen's cricket harvest had begun.

As if to mock the Leader's benison.

The salt lake laughed in its imprisoned bed.

They made their final camp, with prayer and song;

Soon fragrant brush-smoke rose in spirals high

Like signal-fires of faith, to call the strong.

Before that night's first stars shone in the sky.

Their plows had challenged the reluctant loam.

Their furrows marked this virgin land as ''home."



Relationship of the Y.W.M.I.A.

to the Rehef Society

Lucy Grant Cannon

President of the Young Women's Mutual Improvement Association

THE mention of the name Re- ing its 74th milestone, for it was on

lief Society immediately calls up November 28, 1869, that President

in the mind of the Mutual Im- Brigham Young, in his home in the

provement officer or girl a band of Lion House, called together his

motherly, intelligent women-wom- Y^ung daughters and told them of

en who think of their personal wel- then great responsibility as daugh-

fare and comfort as secondary to the t^rs of Zion. They were to set the

call of their duty in caring for the example among the young m correct

poor, the sick, the lonely, the un- ^ress, simplicity m speech, and prop-

fortunate, the sad, the discouraged, ^r conduct.

Unselfish service is the keynote to He laid special stress on the neces-

their success. Truly they exemplify sity of the study of the Gospel, tell-

in life those meaningful words spok- ing his daughters to obtain a testi-

en of our Lord and recorded in the mony of the same, as had their par-

New Testament, ''He went about do- ents, directing them to active partici-

ing good." pation in the work of the Church,

It is not possible to express ade- giving them that memorable instruc-

quately the admiration and love tion that 'more testimonies of the

which is felt by us as members of Gospel are gained on the feet than

the Y.W.M.I.A., we who are inti- on the knees."

mately acquainted with the marvel- From this small and unique begin-

ous accomplishments of the Relief ning Mutuals were organized in prac-

Society throughout the world. We tically all wards and branches until

salute you, our mother organization, now the membership is around

and wish in every way to help you in 78,000.

the spreading of the gospel of love As the years have passed, many
and service. new features have been added to this

When the Prophet Joseph Smith great movement. In 1923, an addi-

organized the sisters in 1842, he tional assignment of the supervision

opened the way for all women in this of the leisure-time activities for the

last dispensation to make rapid ad- entire Church was made by the First

vancement educationally and spirit- Presidency to the Mutual,

ually. Your one hundred years of These new assignments, these new
noble achievement testify of the in- features have but strengthened the

spiration of the Prophet and of the original purpose and opened avenues

magnitude of your calling. of expression that have more firmly

The Young Women's Mutual Im- convinced the young that this work

provement Association is approach- (Continued on page 457)
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The Relationship of the Rehef

Society to the Primary
By the hte May Green Hinckley

President of the Primary Association

THE relationship of the two or- the everlasting Gospel to the chil-

ganizations, the Relief Society dren during their most impression-

and the Primary, is an intimate able years. Every Latter-day Saint

and mutual one. Their objectives mother may look to the Primary or-

are almost identical, for each centers ganization for specific help with the

in the home. No other organization religious attitude of her children,

is so helpful to the Primary Associa- The four and five-year-old chil-

tion as the organization whose mem- dren are taught how to pray, and are

bership is made up of the mothers helped in their understanding of

of the Church. The Relief Society God. Those who are six years old

organization has a program for help- are given opportunities to show

ing the home builders of the Church, thankfulness and appreciation for

those whose responsibility it is to God's blessings. For the seven-year-

create the atmosphere and surround- old boys and girls, a course is planned

ings which mold the characters and to help them to receive worthily the

fashion the lives of the boys and girls, greatest of all treasures—membership

the men and women of tomorrow, in the Church of Jesus Christ of

The moral progress of the world rests Latter-day Saints. As a natural se-

in a large measure in their hands. quence, the eight-year-old children

To assist the mothers in the tran- are taught the importance of their

scendent task of training the chil- membership m the Church and are

dren is the assignment of the Primary given the precious lessons from the

Association. The declared objective Master as guideposts for them to

of this association is to ''teach the follow.

children to pray and to walk up- The nine, ten, and eleven-year-old

rightly before the Lord." To estab- children are taught lessons based on

lish faith in God in their hearts, to the Articles of Faith and are given

teach them respect for the laws of opportunities to evaluate the prin-

God and of the nation, to teach ciples in their everyday lives. In ad-

them obedience to parents and to dition to the basic religious teachings,

teachers, to turn their faces to the the giris are given specific training in

light of Heaven, and establish their home building, a religious character-

feet in the paths of righteousness are forming, leisure-time activity pro-

all objectives found in the great work gram which ties directly with the

of the Primary Association. The pro- principles for home life as taught in

gram of this organizati(3n brightens the Relief Society. The boys of the

the home, strengthens the hands of same ages are given a similar program

the parents, and makes a vital contri- in trail building. In each group a

bution to the Church by teaching cooperatiA'C plan of training intro-
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duces the children to arts and crafts, the mothers are active in the Rehef

music, drama, games and play, na- Society their children are active in

ture lore and woodcraft, and many the Primary and faithful in their

other allied arts. Every child who Church duties. The Primary Asso-

is helped to finish his course in Prim- ciation will return with compound

ary is well equipped with the tools interest all the support and encour-

for home, state, and Church citizen- agement the parents can give to it.

sj^ip^ The Primary Association, with its

r^ 1 . Ti 1 . r o •
.

20,000 devoted teachers and officers,
Thus, what Relief Society mem-

^^^^^^ ^^^ , ^^ j^^, ^^ ^o teach
bers work for in the adult program

^j^^ ^j^^j^^^^ ^f ^1^^ Church lessons
the Primary works for m the child

^j^^^ ^jj ^^^^^ ^1^^^^^ throughout their
P'og^^^-

lives.

Most Primary teachers are mem- Every effort should be made to

bers of the Relief Society. They have the Primary program fortify the

understand and appreciate what the home and reinforce the lessons which

Primary is doing for children. We Relief Society mothers are teaching

have not words to express our grati- in all Latter-day Saint homes. Every

tude to the Relief Society for its co- effort should be made to strengthen

operation and support. The records the ties that bind the Primary to the

of the Primary will show that where Relief Society.

GRANDMA '

TheJma hehnd

Grandma rocking on the porch.

Hands folded in her lap.

Her eyes are closed, could it be that

She takes a noonday nap?

She doesn't sleep, but she does dream

Of active years gone by

When every minute of each day

She worked. How time did fly!

There were a lot of rooms to clean

And many mouths to feed.

It took a lot ot energy

To tend to every need.

Now Grandma takes her "needed" rest-

A rest she dreads each day,

The time drags so, it makes her feel

As though she were in the way.

No wonder Grandma sits and dreams

Of busy yester years;

It helps to pass the time away,

It helps to dry her tears.



Elder Sylvester Q. Cannon
Elder Joseph Fielding Smith

Member oi the Council of the Twelve

npHE ancient Psalmist said most

truly: ''Blessed is the man that

walketh not in the counsel of the

ungodly, nor standeth in the way of

sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the

scornful.

'Tor his delight is in the law of the

Lord; and in his law doth he medi-

tate day and night.

"And he shall be like a tree planted

by the rivers of water, that bringeth

forth his fruit in his season; his leaf

also shall not wither; and whatsoever

he doeth shall prosper."

I became acquainted with Elder

Sylvester Q. Cannon in the days of

our youth when we were students

together, first in the Salt Lake Stake

Academy, and then in the Latter-day

Saints College which was the con-

tinuation of the former school. He
was always sober-minded, thoughtful,

and studious, giving attention to

every detail of the lessons before him,

a most excellent student. In all of

his training the outstanding thing

was his integrity and loyalty to the

Church. Even in those early days

his faith in the Gospel was manifest,

and his willingness to give service for

the Church and for his fellows was

his keen delight.

In his early youth he filled his first

mission and through his faithfulness,

ability, and sober-mindedness was
called to take the presidency of the

mission where he labored. From
that day until the time of his passing

his time was faithfully given to serv-

ELDER SYLVESTER Q. CANNON

ice in the Church. Besides serving

in the mission field he served as a

stake president, then in the office of

Presiding Bishop of the Church, and
in his later years as a member of the

Council of the Twelve Apostles. He
was loved by all of his associates be-

cause of his faithfulness and his kind-

ly spirit. He was calm and deliberate

in his judgment, accurate in his de-

ductions, and humble in every duty

assigned to him. His passing on
Saturday, May 29, 1943, is keenly felt

by all of his associates and friends,

but they have cause to rejoice in the

purity of his life and his worthy ex-

ample.
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On Enlarging the Soul With Music
Eldei Alexander Schreiner

Salt Lake Tabernacle Organist

IF
I were rich I would surround my- Among musicians, there were at

self with the works of great men, least two men who expressed them-

the geniuses in literature, in mu- selves in words as to the mysterious

sic, and in art. I would pamper my- source of their creations. When
self with books in bright bindings, Handel had finished writmg his ora-

with music in its richest splendor, torio. The Messiah, in the feverish

and with paintings, architecture, and ^^ste of twenty-four days, he thought

sculptures in their most exalted that the angels of heaven must have

forms. I would marvel not only at whispered the music into his ears,

the great works in nature, the bril- because he felt he could not of him-

liant sun and the mysterious stars self alone have written music of such

in the firmament, creations of God, P^wer and grandeur. Those of us

the Father of all, but I would won- whose souls vibrate with the strains

der also, and feel humble, before the of HandeFs music can well sympa-

ennobling treasures of beauty which thize with the feelings m the heart

inspired sons of God, geniuses among ^^ ^"^^ great composer,

men, have left for all mankind to Richard Wagner also felt that he

enjoy. was a privileged soul to be able to

Through the eyes and ears of these write masterpieces of supreme dra-

rare composers of beauty, I would matic power. He, too, felt that he

see and hear at this very moment must have some unknown access to

some small inkling of the beauties the harmonies of the spheres, be-

of a heaven which is to come. I cause his works seemed to be of a

would have some real reason for feel- greater stature, and of more splendor

ing that the works of God are mar- than of a mere man.

velous and beyond human under- However, it is my personal feeling

standing, because even the works of that men of genius have greater pow-

some of His earthly sons are of no ers within themselves than they may
small glory and magnificence. realize. I believe that God largely

No doubt many a great man has allows His earth children to follow

been at a loss to account for the their own divinely inherited intelli-

source of inspiration which empow- gence in the working out of their

ered him to accomplish wonderful problems and the creation of the

things; and many, if they were God- beauties of their environments. The
fearing men, have fallen upon their fact that Handel and Wagner were

knees in prayers of thanks to Di- able to produce heretofore unheard of

vine Providence for their natural en- beauties is merely evidence that mor-

dowments enabling them to bring tal man is of the spiritual lineage of

knowledge and beauty into the world Divine royalty. In other words, a

through their scholarship, art, or child of God inherits some of the

other useful endeavors. great creative powers of the Creator
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Himself. The amazing genius of a

human mind thus explains itself.

What a privilege it is to become
acquainted with the creations of the

masters. It strengthens the tie be-

tween man and God. The immor-

tality of the fruits of great minds is

one of the choicest blessings be-

stowed upon mankind. Goethe, who
was literally a fountain of genius,

buried himself with the works of

great minds, not only book literature

and music literature, but paintings

as well.

"If I were rich I would surround

myself with the works of great men.''

We are living in an era when this

statement may be changed to read

as follows: 'Though I am poor, I

can surround myself with the works

of great men/' Present-day adver-

tising has made material goods so at-

tractive that there has been a tend-

ency to crowd out the enjoyment of

the creations of great souls, the cher-

ished treasures of all time. At this

moment we are facing new circum-

stances. With world war devouring

economic wealth, it would seem wise

for us to seek the acquisition of non-

material riches and beauties which

cannot be taken away from us.

pOOR people today can own a

larger library of books than did

wealthy readers of a century or more
ago. What about music? Here we
come to an entirely new development

in our civilization, something rather

startling and wonderful to experi-

ence. The modern phonograph with

its recorded treasures offers an ac-

quaintanceship with the symphonies

of the greatest music creators of every

period, performed by the skilled mu-
sic interpreters of our day, and

brought into our homes by one of

the miracles of modern science. The
phonograph is a tri-combination of

phenomenal magnitude.

Two centuries ago the royalty of

Europe entertained itself with an

abundance of good music. Prominent

musicians of that day were engaged

to perform, to compose, and to di-

rect court orchestras, because music

was as much a part of the daily rou-

tine as was the evening repast that

preceded it. Crowned heads were

as proud of the music offered in their

courts as they were of any of their

tangible possessions. This demand
for music was a great stimulus to the

musicians of that day and resulted

in a flowering of the art of composi-

tion. It fanned the creative genius

of Bach and Handel, of Haydn,

Mozart and Beethoven. These men
brought the art of music to a climax

under the lavish patronage of Euro-

pean court life. This splendid herit-

age is no longer the exclusive prop-

erty of an aristocracy, for it is now
conveniently available to anyone who
cares to accept it.

With the whole world in a most
trying condition, music is like the

north star, something we can trust

and have faith in, something which

has dropped to us as out of the blue

of heaven to console and delight our

hearts.

But the reader may object that he

is not inclined toward music which

is of the grand manner. I believe

with Shakespeare that every good

child of God really has music in him,

though it may not have been awak-

ened. Several years ago a friend of

mine was persuaded to attend his

first symphony concert. He was not

greatly interested, but a spark in him
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was aroused so that today he is one carols, the negro melodies. When
of the most ardent enthusiasts on we become equally well acquainted

music that I know. He has discov- with the works of the masters of

ered that real music is not composed music, our ceiling of appreciation

of trivial tunes, but is something of will rise and expand to heights that

genuine grandeur. Music has opened bring undreamed of joy.

a new avenue of joy in his life. The Apostle Paul said, ''When I

The phrase ''get acquainted with was a child, I spake as a child."

music, you might like it" is an ex- Adults who have neglected the beau-

periment that is almost certain to ties of music literature are as chil-

have a happy ending. We enjoy dren musically. Aristotle uttered a

things and people and places that wise recommendation when he said,

we know. The more we expand our "Let the young pursue their studies

interests, the more fully we partake in music until they are able to feel

of the God-given treasures that are delight in noble melodies and

a part of the design of our personal rhythms, and not merely in that

destiny and fulfillment. common part of music in which

The first step in the understanding every slave or child and even some
of music is exposure to it. We must animals find pleasure." After more
hear it, we must become acquainted than two thousand years, Aristotle's

with it, we must learn to recognize advice is still pertinent. If we seek

it, then we will admire it, appreciate after the ways of strong men, we par-

it, love it. The phonograph offers take of their virtues and nobleness,

a most convenient and sure method May music, the universal language,

for carrying out this formula. It open up a new chapter of joy in our

makes possible frequent repetitions lives.

that will lead to the same familiarity Families who in former years were

with the classics that exists with the avid collectors of sets of books are

folk songs and popular melodies of now collecting albums of recorded

childhood. We all love the tunes music. Great music has quite as

that are sung in community gather- much aesthetic significance as vol-

ings, the lullabys, the Ghristmas umes of "belles-lettres."

Suggested List of Recordings for Beginners

1. Dvorak: New World Symphony 7. Tschaikowsky: Fifth Symphony

2. Beethoven: Fifth Symphony 8. Wagner: Wagnerian Excerpts

3. Johann Strauss: Tales of the Vienna 9. Debussy: Afternoon of a Faun
Woods ^, _ - . ^ ,,.

10. Mozart: Symphony m G Minor

4. Tschaikowsky: Nutcracker Suite

5. Prokofieff : Peter and the Wolf

6. Schubert: UnEnished Symphony 12. Rimsky-KorsakoflF: Scheherazade Suite

11. Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in E
5. Prokofieff: Peter and the Wolf Minor



Agnes McMillan Bolto

Edna /. Gardiner

THE recent appointment of

Agnes McMillan Bolto to the

General Board brings to this

group a member well qualified to fill

her new assignment. Many years of

continuous activity and service in the

Relief Society of the Ghurch have

broadened the scope of her endeav-

ors and endeared her to the people

among whom she has served.

Her life and character reflect her

Scotch-English parentage. Her fa-

ther, William McMillan, was of

Scotch extraction, although he was

born in England of Latter-day Saint

parentage.

Faith in God and His people in-

spired the McMillans to come to

Utah. They made their home in the

Twenty-second Ward of Salt Lake
Gity and when the Twenty-second

Ward was divided and the Twenty-
eighth Ward created. Brother Mc-
Millan became the first bishop of the

Twenty-eighth Ward, presiding over

it for twenty-three years. His wise

counsel endeared him to his people

and was a source of inspiration and
guidance to his children. He was
politically active and served three

terms in the state legislature, hold-

ing positions of importance and au-

thority for many years.

Sister Bolto's mother, the daugh-

ter of Benjamin Smith Newton, of

Newcastle, England, was a home-
maker, presiding with dignity and
justice in the affairs of home life.

She was a devoted wife and mother,

sustaining her husband in his public

duties. She gave diligent and faith-

AGNES M. BOLTO

ful service in the Relief Society, par-

ticularly in welfare work. She was
known and loved for acts of kindness

among the sick and needy, serving for

days at a time during epidemics.

Agnes McMillan Bolto, the fourth

child, was born in Salt Lake Gity,

September 27th, 1887. Her early

training in a home influenced strong-

ly by religious precept and example,

has greatly augmented her naturally

spiritual temperament. Her activity

in the Ghurch began at the age of

fourteen, as secretary of the ward Pri-

mary. When only seventeen, she

was set apart as an ordinance worker

in the Salt Lake Temple, acting in

this capacity for ten years.
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She was a member of the Taber-

nacle choir, under both Evan Ste-

phens and Anthony C. Lund, con-

tributing freely of her musical talent

in solo work as well as group singing.

Professor Stephens accorded her the

distinction of being the foremost

contralto in Utah. She accompanied
the choir on its northwest tour in

1909, and later, with her husband,

George F. Bolto, went with the choir

to New York. Being called to sing

in the Temple choir by Prof.
J. C.

Thomas, she was often selected to

sing duets with President Heber }.

Grant. Those were happy years, en-

dowing her richly with spirituality

and contributing to her training. She
was united in marriage to George F.

Bolto in 1910, and they made their

home in the Third Ward in Salt Lake
City, where Sister Bolto faithfully

participated in ward activities. She
presided over the Junior Sunday
School, was president of the Primary

Association for three years, and was
assistant choir leader. During this

time she also organized, under the

presidency of Lotta Paul Baxter, the

first Relief Society chorus in Liberty

Stake.

In 1917, the Boltos moved to

Richards Ward, Granite Stake, in

Salt Lake City, where she continued

to participate actively in Church

work, serving first as secretary of the

Relief Society and later as stake chor-

ister, under Sister Leonora T. Har-

rington. She attended the first

course in family welfare work con-

ducted by the General Board at the

Brigham Young University in 1920

under the leadership of Amy Brown
Lyman. Later she served for six

months as a field worker of the social

welfare department of the Relief So-

ciety General Board.

Sister Bolto was later called to the

Granite Stake Relief Society Board,

where she served as second and, sub-

sequently, as first counselor to Sister

Emmaretta G. Brown, giving untir-

ing and valuable service for about

eight years, when home duties

claimed her entire attention. After

a short respite she was again called

to active service outside her home,

being elected president of the Forest

School Parent-Teacher Association.

Her work here was of pronounced

value to the school and the commun-
ity. During this time she was also

chorister of the ward Relief Society.

Sister Bolto was appointed second

counselor to Myrtle B. Latimer in

the Ganite Stake Relief Society,

and in 1938 succeeded her as presi-

dent, which position she held at the

time of her call to the General

Board.

The home life of Brother and Sis-

ter Bolto was ideal. Brother Bolto

died January 25, 1943. Their two

children, Milan and Frances, are

now married; Milan is in the military

service of his country.

Agnes Bolto's appointment to the

Relief Society General Board, May
5, 1943, brings to this Board a

woman of dignity and poise, en-

dowed with spirituality, with a loyal

trust in the Priesthood and its salu-

tary influence on the lives of the

women of the Church. Wise in the

choice of friends and associates, she

has presided with dignity, justice, and

understanding, and approaches her

new position with humility and trust

in the Lord.



Steps in the Development

of Our Flag
The first flag of the United States

,

known as the Cambridge flag, was raised

by George Washington at Camhiidge,

Massachusetts, January 2, 1776. The
union was the combined crosses of St.

George and St. Andrew.

In August 1777, this flag was raised

by Captain Abraham Swaithwout at

Fort Schuyler.

President Washington approved, Jan-

uary 13, 1794, this flag consisting oi

fifteen stars and stripes, Vermont and

Kentucky having been admitted to the

Union,

In 1818, Congress enacted that the

thirteen stripes, denoting the thirteen

original colonies, be restored, and a

star added to the blue canton for each

state after its admission to the Union.

The present flag consists of thirteen

stripes with a blue canton bearing forty-

eight stars, one for each state in the

Union,
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The Story of Old Glory
Mabel Harmer

BECAUSE it is the symbol of

home, country, liberty, and all

else that we hold most dear,

''Old Glory" commands our sincer-

est reverence, claims our deepest love,

and inspires our greatest acts of cour-

age. Nations have unfurled their

flags since the beginnings of record-

ed history, and legions have followed

their ensigns to greater deeds of cour-

age and valor. "Terrible as an army

with banners," said King Solomon
over three thousand years ago.

The Star-spangled Banner has a

diversified and fascinating history

and it is particularly fitting at this

time, when the flag is so prominent

in our national spotlight, that we
learn more of its history.

Many flags, both of this and other

nations, flew over this land before

the stars and stripes, as we know it

today, was finally adopted. Colum-
bus unfurled the colorful banner of

Spain when he landed on the island

of San Salvador in 1492. The or-

ange, white, and blue flag of the

Dutch Republic flew over the colony

of New Netherland for fifty years,

until an English fleet replaced it in

1664 with the cross of St. George and

gave the colony the name of New
York. In 1535, Jacques Cartier sailed

up the St. Lawrence and formally

claimed its entire valley in the name
of the King of France.

When James of Scotland succeed-

ed Queen Elizabeth on the English

throne, he created the Union flag by

uniting the red cross of St. George

on its field of white with the white

cross of Scotland's St. Andrew on
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its field of blue, and it was this flag

that waved over the struggling col-

onies of Jamestown and Plymouth.

Not only was it the first flag to fly

over the homes of English-speaking

people in America, but its colors of

red, white, and blue lived on to be-

come the permanent colors of the

flag of the United States. It was the

Union flag that led Washington's

struggling army of Virginians to bat-

tle at Fort Necessity in 1754, it waved
above the successful colonists in the

defeat of Braddock, and it replaced

the flag of France at Detroit in 1760.

Although the Union flag was the

chief standard of the American col-

onists for a great many years, they

soon began to create individual flags

expressive of their particular locali-

ties and interests. Among the best

known of these was the pine tree

flag of Massachusetts, which towards

the close of the colonial period be-

came known as the ''Liberty Tree"

and bore the legend "An Appeal to

Heaven." Another symbol which

was employed in a variety of design

in New England was the rattlesnake

flag with the warning words, "Don't

Tread On Me." New York fashioned

a flag with a black beaver on a white

background, and Rhode Island's

white flag had the word "Hope"
above a blue anchor.

There was no common standard

furled over the heads of the fighting

colonists when the fires of the Revo-

lutionary War flared into full blaze.

As one historian says, "The only

common flag the Colonists had was

the one they were fighting against,"
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but among the many banners that or ostentation the stars and stripes

floated over the various companies was born.

were a number that could easily have just as the Great Union flag had
been forerunners in design for our been created by the simple procedure
present stars and stripes. Among of adding six white stripes to the field

these was the flag of the Philadelphia of England's flag, the new national

Light Horse Troop which escorted banner was made by substituting the
General Washington to New York thirteen white stars on a field of blue
to assume command of the army for the crosses of St. George and St.

and which bore in its center a knot Andrew. In this manner the union
tied with thirteen cords flanked by of the thirteen colonies was doubly
thirteen blue and silver stripes. portrayed, both by the stars and the

The first flag to be generally stripes. There was no definite de-

adopted by the united colonists was sign provided at this time, and the

known as the Grand Union flag and matter of what proportions the field

was flown from a seventy-six-foot should be, or how the stars should be

flagstaff on Prospect Hill in Somer- arranged was left entirely up to the

ville, Massachusetts, on January i, fancy of the seamstresses who fash-

1776. It is not known who designed ioned the various flags,

the flag but, oddly enough, it con- Dr. M. M. Quaife in his book

tained the Union Jack of the mother The Flag of the United States says,

country in the canton together with "We seek in vain for any recorded

the thirteen red and white stripes explanation of this cavalier procedure

still used in our national banner. It but it seems obvious that the rever-

continued in use until nearly a year ence which all Americans today pay

after the signing of the Declaration to their flag was foreign to the minds
of Independence when it was super- of the men of 1777. A flag was es-

seded by the stars and stripes. sential to the conduct of warfare

between ships at sea, and the Con-

\\riTH the signing of the Declara- gress met the need by prescribing in

^^
tion of Independence, all al- general terms the new design. It is

legiance to Britain was broken and obvious that their actions were ani-

the symbolic crosses of the Grand mated by the practical need and but

Union flag became obsolete. Never- slightly, if at all, by sentiment for

theless, Congress was painstakingly the new banner; nor need we wonder

slow in proceeding to create a new at this, for in the beginning it was

flag. It was not until June 14, 1777
"ot hallowed by the associations and

that Congress, convened at Philadel- the sacrifices of more than a century

phia, in the midst of numerous items ^^d a half which all present-day

of petty business passed the simple Americans instinctively associate

resolution, "..
. . that the flag of the with it."

United States be thirteen stripes, Congress in adopting the emblem
alternate red and white; that the had assumed that there would be

Union be thirteen stars, white in a only thirteen permanent states. Rap-

blue field, representing a new con- id expansion to the west and south

stellation.'' Thus without fanfare soon brought about a national change
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of mind in this regard, however, and watched through the rockets* red

in 1781 Congress adopted a resolu- glare to learn the fate of the Star-

tion pledging that new states would spangled Banner,

be admitted to the Union enjoying This lack of regard for or even
equal privileges with the original interest in the flag can be understood
ones. Vermont and Kentucky were vvhen it is remembered that as yet we
already well settled and when they ^ere not a strong nation bound by
became the 14th and 15th states of ties of loyalty and tradition. We
the Union, it was soon apparent that ^ere but a group of struggling and
something had to be done about the loosely-bound states far more con-
fl^g- cerned about individual governments

In 1793 a resolution was pre- than about the nation as a whole,

sented to Cotigress suggesting that in the same manner our national
the flag be changed to contain fif- anthem attracted but little interest

teen stars and fifteen stripes and when it first appeared in print, and it

the Senate nonchalantly passed the ^as not until the time of the Civil

bill; but the House arose in in- War that it began to attain its pres-

dignant debate and one member ent place in the affection of the
"thought it a trifling business which American people,
ought not to engross the attention

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^g^^ ^^^^^ ^3,
of the House when it was their duty

^ considerable improvement in the
to discuss matters of infinitely greater ^^^ ^f ^^^^- ^^^^ between the
importance. He said, If we are

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ tremendous upsurge in
to alter the flag from thirteen to

our sense of national pride. By 1816
fifteen stripes with two additionel

^^^^^ ^^^^ g^^ additional states in
stars because Vermont and Kentucky

^^^ ^nion but no provisions had
have been added, we may go on add-

^^^^ ^^^^ f^^ displaying this in-
mg and altering at this rate for one

^^^^^^ -^ ^^le commonwealth upon
hundred years to come. It is likely ^^^^ The matter was brought up
that before fifteen years shall elapse -^ Congress by Peter H. Wendover
we shall consist of 20 states. The flag ^^^ -^ ^^^ ^ . ^^^ ^^ ^^^3 ^^^^-^^^

ought to be permanent.
^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ p^^i^^ ^f two years,

After considerable bickering that a permanent design for the flag

wherein the members of the House was finally adopted,

freely expressed themselves that the Members of Congress argued that

bill was not worth all the trouble ft was impractical to add additional

and waste of time it was causing, they stripes for each new state and that

passed the bill, in order to get rid of the number should be reverted back
it; and thus the second flag of the to the original thirteen stars and
United States became one of fifteen stripes. As everyone knows, a com-
red and white stripes. It was our promise was finally effected, in 1818,

national banner for nearly a quarter whereby the number of stripes was
of a century, led our soldiers through placed at thirteen for the original

three wars, and flew over Fort Mc- colonies while a new star was added
Henry on the night of September for each new state until forty-eight

13-14, 1814 when Francis Scott Key (Continued on page 392)



Short-story Writing
PearJ Spencer

Department of English, Logan Senior High School

WHEN is a short story not a

short story, but a sketch, a

tale, or an incident? This is

the question which many an aspiring

author ruefully asks herself as her

lovingly-wrought manuscript comes

back with a kindly note praising the

spirit, perhaps the style, but pointing

out that it doesn't quite qualify as a

short story.

The question is particularly diffi-

cult to answer in view of the fact that

many modern writers, inspired by

Chekhov and moved by an increas-

ing interest in social conditions rath-

er than the individual, have written

memorable stories which have cer-

tainly not followed the rules laid

down by Poe, and which seem to

some readers not to be short stories

at all. But re-examination of the

great pieces of short fiction in the

modern manner will show that they

possess the central purpose and dis-

cernment that provide the one es-

sential feature of the short story-

unity.

Assuming unity to be the necessary

element of the short story, it can be

seen that the followers of the Rus-

sian writers are not so much at vari-

ance with Foe's standards as many
readers have thought. The differ-

ence, after all, seems chiefly one of

technique, not of intent. For Foe's

great purpose, you will remember,

was to create a single, strong, emo-
tional expression on his readers. He
laid down the rules by which, it

seemed to him, such an impression

might best be made. If other meth-
ods can do the same, he would prob-

ably be the last to object. He would
also agree that too many of his fol-

lowers had become mechanics rather

than artists, and that new ways of

writing might give new life to the

craft. Just as these literary mechan-
ics, turning out vast numbers of

short stories with ''interchangeable

parts," as one critic phrased it, dis-

credited Foe's formula among some
writers, so it is the second-rate writ-

ers, without genuine purpose or liter-

ary discipline, who have given the

modern short story the reputation of

being formless. As a result, many
of us have the idea that we may
describe our eccentric neighbor's

vagaries or the desolate family

camped beside the highway, and call

the result a short story.

The essential unity of the short

story is achieved by the selection of

,a struggle in which the characters of

the story are engaged, and in pictur-

ing or predicting the outcome of this

struggle. The struggle may be man
(or woman) against the perils of in-

trigue, the elements, war, or enemies

—and we have the adventure story;

against his rivals—the love story;

against his material handicaps—the
success story; his weaknesses—the
moral story; the universe—the relig-

ious story; his personality—the psy-

chological story; his environment—
the story of social consciousness. This

last, especially, has widely extended
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the conception of what constitutes

a dramatic struggle.

Whatever the theme and method
a writer chooses, it is his treatment

of this struggle that determines the

unity of his story. Its significance

must be shown. It must be followed

to an inevitable, clear-eyed conclu-

sion. Accident and coincidence may
hasten or precipitate the conclusion,

we are told, but they must not de-

termine it. That must be inherent

in the characters and circumstances.

And it is well to remember that it is

not the unique situation or the dra-

matic denouement that brings a

reader- back to certain stories time
and time again. It is the way in

which the struggle unfolds that

makes some stories immortal; that

magic by which they still keep us

tingling with suspense even after we
know them almost by heart.

This matter of resolving the con-

flict and getting everything ended
neatly and satisfactorily is not so

difficult if one chooses a struggle

where the outcome is a matter of a

lifetime of happiness or unhappiness,

and the issues are clearly defined and
capable of solution. Writing then

becomes chiefly a matter of working

tremendously hard to carry the read-

er along, in rapt attention, toward the

end of the struggle, the solution of

the plot.

But what of the minor dramas that

the sensitive participants in life see

about them every day? What of

those struggles whose very poig-

nancy lies in their being unending?

What of the heroism that is all the

greater for being unheralded and un-

sung? What of those daily choices

we make, no one of which is in itself

of decisive importance, but which

add up inevitably to our destinies?

Are these not the stuff of literature

also?

They are indeed, and they are a

rich source of material for the begin-

ning writer, not only because we can

interpret best the things we know
and love, but for the very practical

reason that there is a great interest

in such material at the present time.

If the interest is waning, as it may be,

the only ones to blame are the writers

who have surfeited us with form-

less uninterpreted, usually gloomy

sketches in the name of the ''new"

short story.

For, first of all, such material must

be given form. If the nature of a

man's life is to be revealed, and his

never-ending, but brave struggle with

poverty is to be shown, then certain

incidents, complete in themselves,

must be carefully chosen and high-

lighted. Second, the significance of

these events must be made clear. It

has been pointed out that the writer

of a short story can't develop his

characters as completely as a novel-

ist does, but that he has to know
them just as well in order to reveal

them by lightning flashes, as it were.

Too many writers of the ''slice of

life" school don't know their char-

acters any better than any casual

observer might, and reveal no more

of the significance of their lives.

Somerset Maugham warns us that

whenever a story has no more signifi-

cance than a recital of facts, the

danger point has been reached.

Third, the occurrences which one

chooses must illumine the past and

predict the future inexorably. This

requirement is imposed upon the

writer of this kind of story even more

sternly than upon the author who
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creates a more formal plot within trek everytime we write of pioneer

whose outline the story has its being, life as so many have seemed to feel.

The choice of incident must, in a But we are obligated, whenever we
brief space, add up in effect to a life- write a short story of pioneer days,

time. Read Dorothy Parker's ''Clothe to produce a firm narrative with an

the Naked" as an example of this honestly defined struggle. It should

kind of story. be a story that will stand on its own

The writer of the story which does feet and create a response in the

not rely upon a decisive climax and reader, rather than depending upon

outcome, usually imposes a fourth his already established responses to

obligation upon himself. Very often make it effective. This rather lazy

such a story becomes compelling only dependence upon the sympathetic at-

as it is felt to be somehow typical titude of the reader has made too

of large numbers of the same sort of many of our pioneer stories lack ap-

people. Much of the reader's pleas- peal for "outsiders" or our own mem-

ure comes from his sense of recogni- bers to whom the sight of a handcart,

tion. Every writer, as Miss Edith ^Qr example, does not bring the

Ronald Mirrielees points out, needs strong emotional response that it

the capacity for "making the story's does in most of us. No greater serv-

figures stand clear as individuals and ice could be done our young people

yet cast shadows larger than the in- than to provide them with stirring,

dividual." This capacity is particu- genuinely moving fiction which

larly essential in the story whose char- would help create an understanding

acters interest and appeal because attitude toward the pioneers. In-

they are typical rather than individ- stead, much of our fiction assumes

ual. that such an admiring, understand-

ing, and reverent attitude already

JpROBABLY nothing could do the exists, and the symbols of pioneer

cause of the pioneer story* more life—the handcart, the trail-side

good than for numerous writers to grave—will in themselves give a story

turn with determination to strongly emotional power. They are genu-

plotted stories with gripping situa- inely meaningful symbols, and our

tions, authentic personal struggles, grandfathers' diaries are full of

and dramatic, triumphant climaxes, enough characters and situations, col-

Such stories would be fit vehicles to or and meaning, to provide grist for

reveal the noble, dignified, yet in- our mills for as long as Daniel Boone
tensely human pioneer men and has done, but it's our task to give

women (particularly the women), them new form, new life, and new
who so seldom have been adequately meaning for a new generation,

dealt with in the short story. Because such a wealth of source

We are not obligated to show the material on pioneer days exists, many

epic significance of the entire pioneer people have assumed that pioneer

* Special instruction is given in this article on the writing of pioneer stories because

a need is recognized for direction in this type of short-story writing. The General Board

does not, in any way, desire to encourage the writing of pioneer stories more than other

types of fiction.
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stories should be easy to write. Writ-

ers know that they are not. A satis-

factory, clearly defined struggle is

hard to set up in a pioneer story,

save in matters of hardships and pri-

vation; for the united struggle of the

pioneers against their common pro-

tagonists always seems more char-

acteristic than their individual strug-

gles and problems. It is hard not to

blur the unity with too much ex-

planation. It is difficult not to in-

trude a moral instead of letting the

characters convey their own message.

We are not allowed the same

range in satisfactory endings; there-

fore we must often work much harder

to create suspense and charm in the

way in which the story progresses

to its conclusion. Because we are

truly "a peculiar people/' we are

even more false in our premises than

most historical writers if we assume

the plausible untruth that "people

have always been the same" and in-

terpret the pioneer sense of values

accordingly. The premises upon

which their sense of values were built

are difficult to explain and difficult

to take for granted as motivations.

We have to be especially careful,

as we try to appeal to the present

generation, not to lose contact with

the real spirit and real thinking of

the pioneers. This requires constant,

intimate, understanding contact with

original source material. How im-

possible it is to interpret the pioneers

without having imbibed deeply of

their spirit and convictions is illus-

trated by the many scholarly and fact-

ually accurate studies which are still

entirely false and valueless as inter-

pretations of their lives.

For any story of plot, Poe's form-

ula is still the best in the world,

and every writer, of course, knows
his analysis by heart. Certainly no
one can safely diverge from it until

his sense of form is sure. Somerset

Maugham sums Poe up thus: ''It

[the short story] is a piece of fiction,

dealing with a single incident, mate-

rial or spiritual, that can be read at

a sitting; it is original, it must sparkle,

excite, or impress, and it must have

unity of effect or impression. It

should move in an even line from its

exposition to its close."

THE STORY OF OLD GLORY
(Continued iiom page 388)

in all blazed forth upon the blue

field.

In December 1942 by Act of Con-

gress, a slight change was made in

the manner of presenting the pledge

to the flag. In place of extending

the arm, as formerly, the hand now
remains over the heart during the

entire time that the pledge is re-

peated, and is not dropped until

after the final word "all."

Quaife, M.
United States

Bibliogiaphy

Dr., The Flag of theM.

Warner, H. C, Our Destiny

Garrison, Stars and Stripes



Contest Announcements

(bliza [Koxen Q>now iHoxey emonai [Prize [Poem (contest

npHE Eliza Roxey Snow Relief So-

ciety Memorial Prize Poem Con-

test is conducted annually by the

Relief Society General Board. The
contest for 1943 opens with this an-

nouncement and closes September

15, 1943. The contest is open for a

longer period this year than hereto-

fore, and closes one month earlier.

Each of the three prizes for the con-

test has been increased five dollars.

Awards for 1943 will be as follows:

First prize $20

Second prize $15
Third prize $10

Prize poems will be published in

the January 1944 issue of The Re-

liei Society Magazine.

The object of the contest is to

stimulate poetry writing among
Latter-day Saint women, to encour-

age high standards of work, and to

deepen appreciation for this form of

creative writing.

Prize-winning poems are the prop-

erty of the Relief Society General

Board and may not be used for pub-

lication by others except upon writ-

ten permission from the General

Board. The General Board reserves

the right to publish any of the other

poems submitted, paying for them
at the time of publication at the

regular Magazine rates.

No definite subject is recom-

mended for the poems submitted in

this year's contest.

Rules governing the contest are

published herewith:

1. This contest is open to all

Latter-day Saint women.

2. Only one poem may be sub-

mitted by each contestant.

3. The poem should not exceed

fifty lines and should be type-

written, if possible; where this

cannot be done, it should be

legibly written.

4. The sheet on which the poem
is written should be without

signature or other identifying

marks, and without attached

explanatory material, pictures,

et cetera.

5. Only one side of the paper

should be used.

6. Each poem must be accom-

panied by a stamped envelope

on which should be written the

contestant's name and address.

Nom de plumes should not be

used.

7. A statement should accompany

the poem submitted certifying

that it is the contestant's orig-

inal work, that it has never been

published, that it is not now in

the hands of an editor, or other

person, with a view of publica-

tion, and that it will not be pub-

lished nor submitted for pub-

lication until the contest is de-

cided.

8. Members of the General Board

and persons connected with the

Relief Society office force are

not eligible to enter this con-

test.
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9. A writer who has received the

first prize for two consecutive

years must wait two years be-

fore she is again eligible to enter

the contest.

10. The judges shall consist of one

member of the General Board,

one person selected from the

English department of a reput-

able educational institution,

and one from among the group

of persons who are recognized

as writers.

1 1

.

The poems must be submitted

not later than September 15.

12. All entries should be addressed

to Eliza R. Snow Memorial
Prize Poem Contest Commit-
tee, 28 Bishop's Building, Salt

Lake City, Utah.

^yinnual uielief Society (bhort-storif L^ontest

THE Relief Society General who have had at least one literar}'

Board announces the 1943 short- composition published or accepted

story contest. The contest opens for publication by a publication of

with this announcement and closes recognized merit, new writers need

September 15, 1943. Three prizes not be discouraged. Knowing the

will be awarded, as follows: contest to be an annual affair they

. may submit stories to The Relief ^o-
^irst prize $35.00 ^^^^^ Magazine, or other recognized

^^^ P"^^ 525.00 pubhcations, in advance of the con-
Third prize $15.00

^^3^.^ ^i^yg clearing the way for par-

The three prize-winning stories ticipation.

will be published consecutively in An article **Short-story Writing"

the first three issues of the Rdiei by Pearl Spencer, department of

Society Magazine for 1944. Prize- English, Logan Senior High School,

winning stories will become the published on page 389 of this issue

property of the General Board, and of the Magazine should prove help-

may not be published by others ex- ful to persons planning to enter the

cept by written permission from the short-story contest. A second ar-

General Board. The General Board tide on fiction writing by Miss Spen-

reserves the right to publish any of cer will appear in the August issue,

the other stories entered in the con-

test, paying for them at the regular Rules for the Contest

Magazine rates at the time of publi- 1. This contest is open to Latter-

cation, day Saint women who have had
The purpose of the contest is to at least one literary composi-

stimulate fiction writing among tion published or accepted for

L. D. S. women, to encourage high publication by a publication of

standards of work, and to develop recognized merit. Members
greater appreciation for this type of of the General Board of Re-

creative writing. Although rules of lief Society and persons con-

the contest restrict entries to those nected with the Relief Societv
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office staff are not eligible to

enter this contest.

2. Only one story may be submit-

ted by one contestant.

3. All stories must be submitted

before September 15, 1943.

4. The story shall not exceed

3,000 words and shall be type-

written.

5. The author's name shall not

appear anywhere on the manu-
script, but a stamped envelope

on which is written the author's

name and address, shall be en-

closed with the story. Nom de

plumes should not be used.

6. A statement is to accompany
each story submitted certifying:

a. That the author has had at

least one literary composi-

tion published or accepted

for publication. (This state-

ment must give name and

date of publication in which

the contestant's work has ap-

peared, or, if not yet pub-

lished, evidence of accept-

ance for publication.)

b. That the story submitted is

the contestant's original

work.

c. That it has never been pub-

lished, that it is not now in

the hands of an editor or

other persons with a view to

publication, and that it will

not be published or submit-

ted elsewhere for publica-

tion until the contest is de-

cided.

A writer who has received the

first prize for two successive

years must wait two years before

'she is again eligible to enter the

contest.

There shall be three judges con-

sisting of one member of the

General Board, one person con-

nected with the English De-

partment of a reputable edu-

cational institution, and a writer

of recognized merit.

All entries are to be addressed

to: Relief Society Short-story

Contest Committee, 28 Bish-

op's Building, Salt Lake City,

Utah.

FAT SALVAGE PROGRAM
OESULTS to date of the Fat Salvage program to obtain glycerine for

wartime purposes, confirm that the methods originally set up were

sound and that the plan has been functioning on an effective basis. The
present problem is one of impressing a larger percentage of American house-

wives with the importance of saving and turning in their waste household

fats and greases. A consumer study made by the Office of War Information

in January 1943, shows that while 92 per cent of housewives are familiar

with the program and 74 per cent understand the procedures, to be followed,

only 59 per cent were saving kitchen fats and only 31 per cent had actually

turned them into their meat dealers.

Are you one of the 31 per cent?

Save Waste Fats—Rush them to your meat dealer.



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

M''OST of the world's inhabitants

hate war. Man's cupidity

causes it. Man's stupidity permits

it. All suffer its tragic consequences.

Fortunately, however, some good

comes of war. Like a refiner's fire,

frequently it burns out the dross of

human selfishness, leaving gold in-

gots of devotion, nobility, heroism.

A task worthy of every woman's con-

secration is to carry into the post-war

world virtues learned through to-

day's vicissitudes, such as: the joy

of having children (last year's birth-

rate in America doubled that of 1941,

and this year's will be higher); the

value of marriage and a home (half

the girls in one war production plant

admit they are hoping and saving

for a home ) ; the steadying power of

physical work; the experiences of

budgeting; the gratifications of prac-

ticing thrift; and the immense econ-

omy of cooperation, in home, com-

munity, national, and international

life. War teaches us the comfort of

faith in God; the necessity of human
brotherhood; the fact that suffering

can make us a little more God-like

in comprehension. These are les-

sons to remember.

ISS SHARLOT HALL, 72, Ari-

zona poet of distinction, whose

verse interprets western life, died

April 9.

QRY HAVOC, Allan Kenward's

moving stage drama of Ameri-

can girl volunteer nurses buddled in

a shelter in Bataan, carrying on the
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humor and heroism to their tragic

doom is to be filmed. The cast is

composed entirely of women.

jyilDWIFERY was one of the im-

portant and interesting phases

of early Mormon colonization. Mrs.

Claire W. Noall, by request, did ex-

haustive research and wrote a 30,000

word article, ''Mormon Midwives,"

for the Utah State Historical Quar-

terly, 1942 volume. It has elicited

favorable comment from physicians,

psychologists, lawyers, historians, and

authors—principally men—in vari-

ous parts of America. Incidentally,

the mother of Socrates, great Greek

philosopher, was a midwife almost

500 B.C.

OCTORS R. A. Hingson and W.
B. Edwards (Americans) have

devised a new technique for painless

childbirth, entirely successful, ap-

parently, and without .the dangers

of the former methods.

npHE Woman's Safety Council of

Salt Lake City, only all-woman

organization affiliated with the Na-

tional Safety Council, in 1942 dis-

tributed 100 awards to careful wom-
en drivers, the first going to Miss Jean

Home, one of Salt Lake's first wom-
en motorists, who has driven

1,000,000 miles without accident.

Under Mrs. Laura M. Clark, presi-

dent, and Mrs. W. T. Runzler, head

of service department, the Council

cooperates with civic and educational

agencies in promoting public and

traffic safety programs.

D
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qJo (^ur dfathers

''Father!—to God Himself we cannot give a holier name."

—Wordsworth.

^WO of the most hallowed words

in any language are ''father" and

"mother/' and around these names

are associated memories among the

most precious of this life. Of late

years it has become customary to

pay special honor to our mothers on

the second Sunday in May, and to

our fathers on the third Sunday in

June.

Happy the child, the youth, and

the man or woman to whom the

word "father" recalls a series of recol-

lections brimming with the loving

care and kindness bestowed upon

him by his father. To such a person,

memory reaches back to earliest

years and treasured childhood ex-

periences. These will vary, but how
often, perchance, will one of these

incidents be centered about the bed-

side of the sick, as the family kneels

in prayer and the father, exercising

one of his greatest prerogatives as the

bearer of the Holy Priesthood, in-

vokes the healing power upon the

sick. Mingled with such important

and sacred memories will be ones of

a lighter nature, ones in which the

father figures as a veritable mine
crammed full of pennies and nickels,

a haven of last resort in crucial times

of need.

A trip taken with a father always

remains a bright and cherished mem-

ory. It may have been to a large

city where it seemed that all the al-

luring and enchanting sights and
sounds in the world were spread out

before one's wondering gaze. One
such trip to New York is recalled.

Each morning one was awakened by

father standing in the doorway of

the hotel bedroom and quoting, "The
bird of time has but a little way to

fly—and lo, the bird is on the wing."

This reminder of the fast fleeting

magic days worked as a charm! As-

sociated with that special trip are

recollections of a visit to the lower

east side in order that a wholesome
home might the better be appreci-

ated; the wonders of the Hippodrome
where the horses disappeared under

the water; the magic of the Automat
where one put in a nickel and food

appeared in as wonderful a manner as

any fairy tale; luncheon at the Astor

with Hazel Dawn; and two trips to

the Metropolitan to watch with fas-

cinated eyes the dancing of Nijinski

and the Russian Ballet. Golden
pages from the book of memory of a

father's kindness and generosity! An-
other happy recollection of a holiday

spent with father is of a mountain
camping trip which remains a vivid

picture for two reasons: first, for the

discovery that father was a good
cook; and second, a not-so-pleasant
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remembrance of flesh gained from

eating his skillet-bread.

As one grows older, one more and

more becomes conscious of the

watchful and constant care evidenced

by a father as the guardian of his

children. Pitfalls and dangers are

pointed out and all one's friends and

associates are closely scrutinized.

One feels at times that his premoni-

tions and insight are too acute to be

comfortable, but gradually as one's

outlook broadens, his wisdom is rec-

ognized and his advice is followed

with a better grace. His justice and

fairness stand out as prominent

traits, and his encouragement and

understanding are ever sources of

strength. One comes to turn to him
more and more for counsel and in

following it, one's life takes on a

righteous pattern.

After marriage, when one's hus-

band becomes the father of one's

children, then the cycle is completed.

In noting the tender, constant, and

great love manifested by a young

father toward his babies and young
children, one's appreciation for fa-

therhood is increased, and thanksgiv-

ing to the Lord wells up in one's

heart for fathers such as these—fa-

thers who will be our fathers not

only here but throughout time and

all eternity as well.—M. C. S.

^Personal JLetters [Protest Lrictunzation of

Q^fnoking ana Snaking

npHE following letter is an example of the excellent personal letters sent

by Relief Society women to Mr. Will H. Hays of the nation's film in-

dustry, protesting the picturization of smoking and drinking. Such letters

from individuals and Relief Societies were suggested by the General Board

of Relief Society in The Relief: Society Magazine, January 1943, page 45,

as a follow up of the letter sent by the general presidencies and superintend-

encies of Church auxiliaries.

Dear Mr. Hays:

As a young mother and an American citizen interested in the welfare of our youth,

I protest the great and unnecessary use of alcohol and tobacco in motion pictures. In

addition to holding up before young people false standards and ideals, so much drinking

and smoking by their heroes and heroines, I beheve, represents the characters falsely.

I refer specifically to such pictures as The Thin Man series wherein Nick Charles drinks

incessantly, and continually puffs on a cigarette and yet always is up to solving the crime

brilliantly. People I have known who drink and smoke to an extreme are not lovable

individuals and are not worth two cents in an emergency.

It is my sincere hope in writing you that action can be taken to eliminate an evil

which has a far-reaching effect upon the lives of our young people.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Mrs. Helen A. Perkes



Teh! Teh! Grandma!
Olive W. Burt

TO all outward appearances, this

summer morning was just like

all the others. The family sat

crouched behind wide-spread news-

papers, reaching out groping hands
for buttered toast and orange slices.

Grandma, alone in her little news-

paper-walled world, found plenty to

do, keeping food within reach of

those bodiless hands.

Yes, it did seem just like all other

mornings. Breakfast over, the girls

rose and stretched and moved into

the living room. Judith turned on
the radio and curled up in a big chair

with a mystery story; Patty sat down
and began to do her nails; their moth-
er puttered about with the house
plants, and their father dashed out

of the house, in his usual rush to get

to work.

"It's a lovely day, isn't it?" Jessica

asked without looking up from the

geranium from which she was pluck-

ing dried leaves. ''I think I'll try

to get a few moments to knit on that

afghan I've been doing for the Red
Cross for the past six months."

Grandma began to clear the table.

In the wrinkled old face the blue

eyes were alive and young with re-

sentment. She had thought maybe
today would be different. She had
done what she could to change it, but
apparently it was of no use to try.

She scraped the dishes and piled

them high in the sink. Dishes!

Grandma's stomach contracted with

distaste. How many millions of

dishes had she done in her lifetime?

She had begun wrong, she guessed.

being born the youngest girl in a

big family. Her first job had been

to wash dishes while her older sis-

ters did all the exciting things like

making cakes and cookies and ginger-

bread, unrestrained in their efforts,

because they knew Mary would have

to do the dishes they stacked up.

Then she had married, and there

were dishes three times a day. Dishes

and babies. There had been a half

respite in the years after the children

were grown and married, when Frank

liad been there to help her after

every meal. Then he had gone on

and she had come to live with Jessica,

and do dishes.

This was all they thought she was

good for, all of them. Let her go

for a visit to John's or to Joseph's

or Agatha's, and the dishwasher took

a vacation.

The telephone rang.

Book, nail polish, flowers scattered

to the four winds as the family made
a dash for the phone. Patty got there

first. The inviting smile was wiped

from her face as she dropped the re-

ceiver and said listlessly, ''It's for

you. Grandma."

Patty returned to her nails.

Grandma came slowly to the tele-

phone. She hoped the family

wouldn't notice her eagerness. She

picked her answers carefully, mostly

monosyllables; 'Tes. Yes? Tomor-
row? Yes. All right."

She went back to the kitchen. The
dishes, were still distasteful, but

Grandma wasn't thinking about

them now. She turned on the water
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and sprinkled the soap powder into

it. It fluffed up. The phone rang

again.

"It's for you again, Grandma!"
called Patty.

The family wasn't curious yet, but

if they had been they wouldn't have

heard a great deal. The third time

they had to call to her, though, they

did listen, and when the fourth voice

asked for Mrs. Sheldon there was
frank impatience and curiosity in

their faces.

"What is it, Mother?" Jessica

asked, but Grandma just said breez-

ily, "A little war work I'm trying to

do."

There was no use to try to pry

further. If Grandma wanted to talk,

nothing could stop her; but if she

didn't want to talk, well, nothing

could start her.

Jessica was pretty sure it was some
doubtful project, but she'd hear

about it sooner or later.

Grandma went into the kitchen,

took off her apron and hung it up.

Then, with pencil and notebook she

sat down near the telephone.

"You aren't going to keep the

phone all day, are you?" asked Judith.

"I'm expecting a call."

"So am I!" answered Grandma
tartly. "Your friends will have to

take the same chance mine do."

TT must have been an hour later

that Patty went into the kitchen

for something.

"Why, Grandma!" she cried, "The
dishes aren't done!"

"Aren't they?" asked Grandma
sweetly.

"You know they're not!" Patty

was accusing.

"I didn't know anything about it.

I know I didn't do them," Grandma
went out of the room and up the

stairs.

Jessica looked at her daughters.

"Something must be wrong with

Grandma," she said. "You girls bet-

ter do the dishes this morning."

It wasn't as simple as that, but

the dishes were finally done. About
that time Grandma came downstairs,

hatted and coated, and stepping spry-

ly along.

"WTiere are you going, Grand-

ma?" asked Jessica sharply.

"To work," said Grandma, and

opened the door. Then she turned

back.

"I am willing to pay for my board

and room, Jessica, now that I've got

a job that pays me," she said. "Or
I can go somewhere else to live if

you'd rather. I've had two offers of

a home this morning—with pay/ I

didn't take them, but I can. I am
going to work now, everyone else is

working but you and the girls, and as

your part of the war effort, you can

do your own dishes!"

She shut the door sharply and

walked briskly down the street.

Jessica looked bewildered.

"Grandma, of all people!" said

Judith. "And what kind of job can

she get, an old woman like that!"

"Oh," said Patty slowly, "One of

the women this morning said some-

thing—" she grabbed the morning

paper and rifled the pages, stopping

to study one intently. "Yes, here it

is!"

She read aloud: "Elderly woman in

excellent health and fond of children

would like to care for babies of de-

fense workers. Day work preferred.

Dial 6-4220. Mrs. Sheldon,"



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter IV

Synopsis: Janet, protectingly reared in

Washington, D.C., lives in constant dread

of the San Juan country of Utah where her

husband, Paul Morgan, has an Indian trad-

ing post on the mesa. She plans on their

moving to Washington before the birth of

her baby, but does not disclose this inten-

tion to her husband. Upon returning home
with Paul after a happy week spent on

the mesa, they find that Janet's sister, Rhae,

and her husband Warren Newsbaum, have

arrived for a short visit with the announced
intention of taking Janet back to Washing-
ton with them. The next morning Paul is

hurt when he saves Warren from being

dragged by a broncho.

JANET was alone at El Toro.

Except for Juanee, there wasn't

a soul within fifteen miles of the

trading post. Paul^ Indian Joe,

Juanee's husband, and the rest of

the ranch outfit were out on the

winter range getting ready for the

spring roundup. An open winter

and months of warm rains had kept

the range in good shape; cattle were

rolling fat; steers would be ready for

the market weeks ahead of time.

Paul had little time for anything

else.

But being alone had long since

ceased being a terror to Janet. There

was so much to be done before the

coming of the baby that she had
no time for worry or unpleasant

thoughts. Even the country seemed
less appalling. Since the day, months
ago, when Caesar had almost killed

Paul, she had known she could never

leave El Toro unless Paul came, too.

ITiere would never again be any

doubt of that, but she still clung to

the thought that someday she would

win him away.

But now, after the long slow

months of his recovery, Paul seemed

more entrenched than ever. As soon

as he was well enough to be out on

the range again, he had plunged into

an orgy of buying and selling that

frightened her. If he became too in-

volved, he would be less easily up-

rooted; less inclined to turn things

over to an overseer as she meant him
to do. Seeing him lying there with

broken bones and helpless, idle

hands, she had said over and over,

again that only his life mattered.

Where she lived or what she did was

unimportant. She smiled, now, at

the thought of how Rhae and War-
ren—even the nurse and the special-

ist that Warren had imported to care

for Paul—had conspired to get her

to terminate what they called her

self-inspired martyrdom, using her

condition as the hatchet over her

head.

'T'll go to a hospital if Paul is

well enough to go with me," she had

promised them, and nothing they

could say had changed her mind.
'1 could have a specialist come here,

couldn't I? Just as you came to

Paul, Dr. Meade."

''Having a baby out of a hospital

is impossible!" Rhae cried indig-

nantly. ''Father would not hear of

such a thing. Mother always had

the best hospitals."

Page 40]
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'Tet mother died/' Janet re-

plied softly. ''And Juanee was con-

fined right here in her hogan back
of El Toro and nothing happened at

all." Then brightly: ''Except that

she presented the reservation with

its first twins in fifty years!"

"You make me sick!" Rhae
scorned. "How can you talk like

that? You'd think you were a com-
mon—common—"

"Squaw? Or one of the dozens of

fine women I know here in the des-

ert?" Janet was positively delighted

at the strength of her own argu-

ments. She had almost believed them
herself!

Thinking of it now it didn't seem
so funny. She'd go to a hospital of

course. Paul wouldn't hear of any-

thing else, they'd planned that as

soon as they were alone, and he was
well enough to sit out in the patio

and talk. But, though Paul was
coming home to go to Washington
with her, she didn't want to go at all.

She sighed. El Toro was so lazy

and comfortable. Facing the old

life again after nearly four years of

isolation, was a bit terrifying. She'd

probably shy from a train as range

horses did from an automobile! And
she didn't even have fashionable

clothes. But that, too, was easily

remedied. With money to burn if

she wanted it, she could buy to her

heart's content.

Juanee came in with a log for the

fire. Janet held up the tiny dress

she was embroidering. "How does

that look, Juanee? Isn't it adorable?"

"It is too white. It is too small.

My twin boys would spoil that in

one minute. Mister Paul will be

home tonight. He will say you
should buy Levis for a boy!"

"Yes, he would. He has named
the child already. It's to be Jerry.

I call him Paul."

"You better start thinking up
names in case a girl comes."

"Juanee, don't you go predicting

a girl. Paul would be devastated."

"But you love what comes. Huh?
Mister Paul, too."

"You're a great comfort, Juanee.

You have better sense than most
women."

Juanee smiled broadly. "Miss

Janet nice woman, too!"

Janet laughed. "Thanks Juanee.

How are the twins? Do they like

being at the school?"

"Not now. Soon they will, just

like their papa and mama did. Are

we not warm and comfortable here

with you because of the school? My
begays will learn to like the school."

"It must be grand to have twins!"

"Oh, yes! You like to have twins?"

Janet laughed in surprise. "Oh,

no, Juanee. One is all I could man-

age. Fd be scared to death of two!"

"You have two big loves or one

big love. You give me two dollars

or one dollar, I take two dollars!"

Juanee brushed the last spark from

the hearth and went back to her

work.

A CAR wheezed into the yard and

Janet knew Dr. Potsworth had

come to make his weekly call. He
was a lovable, shrewd old man, and

a valuable doctor. She knew he'd

like to officiate at her child's birth,

here at El Toro, just as he'd brought

hundreds of other babies into other

homes, without fuss or bother. She'd

a notion to take him along to Wash-
ington with her when she went to

the hospital.
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The thought conjured up such a

picture of Rhae's horror at sight of

the fat, bewhiskered Httle man, that

Janet laughed aloud.

"Fine, Janet, fine!" Dr. Pots-

worth exclaimed, coming in at the

door. '1 wish I had a strong, healthy

girl like you to be mother to the one

that's coming in the trapper's hut

down on the river. She's a puny lit-

tle thing. No spirit. No spirit at

all!"

When the doctor had gone, Janet

sat thinking of what he had said. She

knew that 'puny little thing down
on the river." A slip of a girl who
had never known hardship until she

married a man of her family's choos-

ing, a Frenchman of many promises

and good looks. They had finally,

after years and years of poverty and

hardship, come to this. The trap-

per's wife was the one that should be

going to the big hospital, the good

food, and the white-clad nurses! This

country had broken her spirit as it

had her lovely little body. Just as it

broke others, stronger than herself!

Janet's peace was gone. The flood-

gates were raised, letting her emo-

tions tumble pell-mell over each

other. All the fears she had accum-

ulated crowded in with renewed

force, stronger for their enforced

idleness.

''Spirit!" Janet stood up angrily.

'Toor little trapper's wife. She hasn't

a chance! Oh, if Paul only knew
how I hate, how I—"

Taos woke abruptly. Not, Janet

could see, from anything she had
done, but from uneasy intuition. He
sniffed the air and went toward the

door. Janet followed and opened it,

letting him out. For a minute she

could see nothing to be excited

about, and was about to draw the dog

inside and close the door, when a

horseman came up over a ridge to

the east.

Janet hugged herself against the

damp wind, debating whether to go

in or wait. Long before she could

see the rider clearly, she knew it was

an Indian. Only lithe, bareback rid-

ers have that motionless grace. No
flapping of arms or legs, no body mo-
tion except the rhythm of balanced

posture.

"See, Taos, it's only an Indian

begay—a boy." Janet was as calm

as if it had been one of Juanee's

twins. Taos continued to growl.

Juanee came to the door and stood

by Janet. 'That's Mike's begay,"

she said. "He's a no good boy!"

"What does Mike's begay want?"

Janet demanded the minute the boy

slid from his horse.

"I come herJ' He pointed to

Juanee, and after that he talked rap-

idly in Navajo, ignoring Janet en-

tirely. Janet was more piqued than

she cared to admit. Why hadn't

she taken the trouble to learn Nava-

jo. Mike's begay had shifty eyes,

and she didn't like the way he peered

into the rooms behind her. She gave

Taos a tug on his collar and drew
him reluctantly, inside, closing the

door after him.

The minute they were left alone,

Juanee's voice became suspicious,

low-pitched; the Indian boy's more
persuasive. Janet listened nervously.

It was silly to imagine things every

time anyone came on the place. Yet

why was it that as soon as Paul went
away, even for a day, every renegade

on the reservation seemed to know it,

and to take advantage of his absence.

Nowhere was there a more craftv In-
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dian than Mike, and his boy looked

equal to his breed. Perhaps she had

cause to feel nervous.

Juanee came in. "My mother is

very sick/' she said. ''Mike's begay

says she will die. She wants me to

come." Her voice was so filled with

a mixture of doubt and anguish that

she could hardly speak the words.

*'But you just came home from

your father's hogan, Juanee/' Janet

protested. 'Tour mother was not

sick then!"

"That is what I cannot under-

stand. But the begay brings this to

make me know." Juanee held up an

exquisite silver cross, set with tur-

quoise. "My mother say she keep

this until she die, then it is for me.

That is how I know that Mike's

begay does not lie."

"You must go at once, Juanee,"

Janet said, sorry for even a moment's

doubt of the Indian woman's faith-

fulness.

"But I cannot leave you, Miss

Janet!"

"Of course you can. I'm perfect-

ly well, and Mr. Paul will be home
tonight."

Juanee shook her head mourn-

fully, looking first at the Indian boy,

waiting, astride his horse, then at her

mistress. Janet noted her uneasiness

and it increased her own. But there

was no help for it. Juanee must go

to her people.

"You must go, Juanee," she urged.

"Send your cousin Myrrup back to

stay with me if it will make you feel

easier. Now hurry!"

Juanee hesitated, clutching the sil-

ver cross. She went to a desk, took

out a small pistol, held it up signifi-

cantly, and placing it on the mantel

abo\'e the glowing fire, said: "Mr.

Paul taught you to use this. Miss Jan-

et; he know someday you mav need

to shoot very straight!"

Janet laughed nervously. 'Til

scare the daylight out of anyone who
bothers me," she boasted, "so please

hurry!" Under her breath she added,

"Before I weaken."

"May the Father of my people

remember to walk by this house/'

Juanee said, and, turning, went out.

A few minutes later she rode around

the corner of the house on her own
horse, and was gone, one twin in

her arms, the other blanketed to her

back. The Indian boy rode after

them across the flats. Taos strained

at his collar, but Janet held him in.

"It's all right, Taos," she assured him.

Come and lie down by the fire."

CHE sewed for an hour, watching

Taos between times. "Why don't

you go to sleep?" she said finally.

''You make me nervous with your

watching/' Taos thumped his tail

but remained attentively awake. In

the warm silence Janet dozed, only

to be suddenly awake again. Why,
she didn't know. Taos had not even

raised his head, but his hair bristled

and his eyes searched her face. She

reached over and patted his head,

thinking she'd be better off alone, he

was such an old fuss-budget. The
clock ticked. The fire crackled. A
log fell apart and rolled out on the

hearth. Janet took the tongs and

put the log back on the fire. Taos

whined to get out and she opened

the door for him, leaving it ajar so he

could come in again.

Five minutes passed. Ten. "Taos!"

she called sharply. "Come in!"

"He no come in. He dead."

Janet whirled toward the gutteral
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voice behind her. ''Mike!" she

gasped. ''How did you get in this

room? What are you doing here?"

The Indian smiled insolently.

"White squaw very nice/' he said.

"Me want whiskey! You come store."

Janet was trying desperately to hide

her fear. "You know there is no

whiskey in the store. Paul Morgaii

knows whiskey is bad medicine. He
will whip you if he finds you here/'

"You come store/' the Indian said

savagely.

"Me no key/' Janet said. Her first

panic was over. She'd show this

filthy savage she wasn't afraid of him
or his country either.

"You heap key. Me no fool.

White squaw get key or me shoot!"

"You haven't a gun, Mike, or

you'd have used it before this. Now
get out!" She whirled to the man-
tel. "I have a gun, see?"

Mike backed away from the gun
she whipped into his face, but his

eyes lost none of their insolent as-

surance. "Me knife!" he said, and
drew a long hunting knife from in-

side his shirt. "Me kill dog. Me
kill you/'

A dozen guns could not have held

the terror for Janet of that long sharp

knife. "I'll-ril get the key," she

gasped. She backed toward the

kitchen door, barely managing to

keep the pistol leveled at Mike's

head. If only she could get through

the door and bolt it there might be

time for Paul to come. She turned

the knob behind her with her free

hand and stepped backward through

the door. A shrill laugh stopped

her and a small, incredibly strong

hand twisted the gun from her fin-

gers. Mike's begay shoved her tri-

umphantly aside and took the gun

to his father.

Janet staggered, threw her desper-

ate weight against the door, bolting

it with the strong oak latch.

"Taos! Where are you?" She

shuddered. Taos was dead or he'd

be tearing Mike to shreds. She could

hear Mike swearing, searching for

the store key. She backed along the

wall. "Paul! Oh, please come now,

Paul!" She prayed. "Father in

Heaven, what shall I do?"

Suddenly the answer came. In her

backing along the wall she had
bumped into the big cupboard that

hid the trap door to the Devil's Cor-

ridor. She remembered her hus-

band's laughing words as they had
climbed up the corridor, that never-

to-be-forgotten day, and out onto the

mesa: "If any Indians ever try to

get funny with you, Janet, just you

remember this crack. You can get

to it from the kitchen . . . trap door

under the big cupboard. . .
." She

dropped to her knees, shoved a stack

of magazines aside from the floor of

the cupboard, and crawled in, closing

the door carefully behind her.

To breathe in such a cramped
position was nearly impossible. . She

tugged at the back panel; it slid to

one side, revealing a flight of steep

steps that led to a small cave at the

mouth of the corridor. Once down
these steps and into the corridor

she'd be safe. Mike would never

find her there. She descended the

steps and stood listening. A splin-

tering sound over her head told her

that the door she had bolted between

herself and Mike had given way.

Now, he'd know she was gone.

There was a puzzled silence. Then:

"Chinde Clish!" in Mike's surprised
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voice. ''Chinde Clish!" his boy re-

peated, and banged his boots against

the cupboard door.

Janet's heart stopped. She had
not taken time to close the back pan-

el of the cupboard. If the hont door

came open they would find the corri-

dor. Mike grunted and overturned

the table in his disgust. That told

Janet she was still safe. She ran

along the floor of the rear cave, to

where the real corridor began. There

the air was better. She'd climb part

way up and wait for Paul to come.

Sounds from the house grew fainter,

going toward the store. A shot

echoed along the corridor as if it had

been fired into. Shouts from the di-

rection of the store told Janet that

Mike was headed that way, that for

the time at least, he had forgotten

about her. If he hadn't found the

store key he would probably shoot

out the windows. When he failed

to find whiskey, he would set fire to

the store and ride sullenly away. He
might even set fire to the house.

A sob shook her. They couldn't

burn her home. Not El Toro! Paul

loved El Toro. He must not come
home and find it gone. She ran

back along the corridor, stumbling

blindly, tears drenching her face.

Those renegades would find what

she could do if they dared touch El

Toro!

The passage narrowed until she

was crouching again, fighting for

breath with every step. A sharp

pain made her cry out. She had for-

gotten her condition. The baby was

more important than life. She must
not go back until Paul came. And
she prayed it might be soon.

'That was a labor pain!" her mind

stated, waiting for a second pain as

one strains to catch a faint disturb-

ing noise in the night. It came and

Janet sat down heavily. 'Tm going

to have a baby!" she said, ''here

alone!"

Her words echoed hollowly along

the corridor. Restraint snapped.

"That's what's happening to me,"

she cried. "That's what your coun-

try is doing to me, Paul Morgan. And
I just sit here babbling like an idiot!"

A longer pain choked her voice.

When it was over, she became sud-

denly calm. She was being utterly

foolish; she had to stop this non-

sense. It might be hours before her

husband came. Squaws often had
their babies alone, and—and so could

she!

She found a sand-covered ledge

and curled up on it, determined to

relax. Mike must be gone for she

hadn't heard a sound for ages. And
she couldn't smell smoke. Maybe
he wouldnt burn El Toro. A drowsy

numbness enveloped her. "It must

be sleep," she thought. But her re-

lief was short lived. Pains came in

quick succession.

"Paul!" His name brought no an-

swer. If only she could get back to

the fire; it was cold and damp in the

corridor. Paul would never find her

here. She slid from the bank, drag-

ging her feet painfully, walking was

so hard. If she sat down—just for

a minute—then she could get to the

trap door. It was hot and close in

the corridor now. What she needed

was air—fresh—air!

"Paul—" The word died away in

the empty distance. Janet sighed

and sank quietly in the dark.

(To he continued)
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MESSAGES FROM THE MISSIONS

New Zealand Mission

•pLVA T. COWLEY, president of

Relief Societies in the New Zea-

land Mission, wrote as follows in a

letter dated March 28, 1943: ''Since

we started the welfare and beautifica-

tion program in this mission, the re-

sponse and results have been most
gratifying. Many homes have been

beautified and gardens planted.

Nearly every home has its welfare

cupboard and some of the Relief So-

cieties have their Society cupboards.

'*Non-members of the Church
comment on the great improvement
in the homes and yards of the Maoris
and ask what has been the incentive

behind such improvement. When
told about our Church-wide plan

they are very interested.

''Since this country became en-

gaged in the war, many of our sisters

have devoted their time and energy

to doing patriotic work. This has

weakened some of our branch organi-

zations, especially in localities where
families have moved into town to be

near essential industries. However,
large sums of money and hiaterials

have been turned over to the govern-

ment through the efforts of our

women.

"Letters of appreciation from the

Red Cross have been received by
some of our Societies for their gen-

erous contributions of knitted ar-

ticles and made-over clothing. Also

some of the sisters have contributed

to and served in patriotic stores in

the towns.

"Last March, throughout the mis-

sion, the various branches observed

the centennial of the Relief Society.

Every program was a credit to the

sisters and the Church. Several of

the banquets, with the many vari-

eties of delicious food and beautifullv

decorated cakes, could not have been

excelled by any organization.

"Memorial trees were planted

throughout the mission with special

ceremonies conducted. One touch-

ing incident was related to me by a

sister whose branch postponed its

tree planting for more favorable cli-

matic conditions. She said she

couldn't let the eventful day pass

without planting a tree so she went

to the bush and dug up a young tree

and planted it in her own garden,

and conducted a simple ceremony

by herself."

Tahitian Mission

yENUS R. ROSSITER, president

of Relief Societies in the Tahi-

tian Mission, wrote the following in-

teresting letter February 6, 1943:
"Our sisters are enjoying the lessons

on the Articles of Faith very much,
frequently expressing themselves to

that effect.

Page 407
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'The handwork of the societies in

the Tuamuto (or low coral reef)

islands is chiefly shell work, while

the societies in Tubuai weave very

fine Panama hats and mats. At Pa-

peete we have been crocheting, also

weaving baskets and various types of

hats and hat braids. We do not real-

ize a great deal for our work, how-

ever, since the rate of exchange is so

low (44 francs to the dollar). The
sisters in all of the branches clean

the meeting houses and care for the

grounds surrounding them.

''It might be interesting to you to

know a little about their shell work

and hat weaving, both of which are

long tedious procedures. First of

all, many days are spent hunting for

the shells on the sandy beaches or

prying them loose from the rocks of

the reefs. Then follow days of

washing, cooking, and drying in the

sun to clean and cure them, after

which the shells are sorted as to type,

size, and color. Then they are fin-

ally made up into portieres, hand-

bags, collars, hatbands, belts, neck-

laces, bracelets, and simple strands,

and brought to Papeete to sell to the

exporters. Making hats, too, means

a great deal more work than the weav-

mg. First the leaves, barks, or palm

fronds must be cut and carefully

selected, then cooked until they are

soft and pliable, bleached for days

in the sun, and finally scraped and

cut to the proper width and thick-

ness before finally starting the weav-

ing. When dyes can be procured,

the lustrous bamboo barks are dyed

in different colors. The hats are then

finished by starching and blocking.

When we were here twenty-five

years ago practically all hats were the

same style for young and old, but

now the native women copy hats

from most any picture they see.

"We have been very much iso-

lated during the past year, having

received mail from home only twice.

But notwithstanding the isolation

and the fact that President Rossiter

and I are here alone in the mission,

we are very happy and enjoying our

work to the fullest."

Canadian Mission

PMILY
J.
SMITH, Relief Society

president of the Canadian Mis-

sion reports: "Every month one of

the Relief Societies of the mission

makes up a twenty-pound box of

clothing, quilts^ and many other use-

ful and needed articles. This is then

sent to the British Mission under a

special license to import which has

been granted them by the British

Government. There the articles are

distributed to members of the

Church who are in need.

"The sisters in the Canadian Mis-

sion are giving splendid cooperation,

and we all feel that the gratitude of

our brethren and sisters in England

is more than sufficient reward for

our efforts."

New England Mission

OERTHA S. REEDER, Relief So-

ciety president of the New Eng-

land Mission, and Elder Kenneth W.
Porter, mission auxiliary supervisor,

submitted the following report

March ^24, 1943: "You may be in-

terested to learn of some of the ac-

tivities of the Relief Society of the

New England Mission. Although

nothing spectacular has been

achieved, we feel that steady progress

is being made in this very important

line of work.
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Relief Society Conference of the Zurich District, Switzerland

Held in 1942, with a number of visitors from Basel including (1) Anna Stoecklin, the

acting Relief Society mission president; (2) Anna Baumann, first counselor from Zurich;

Sister Schellenberg of Bern, the second counselor, was unable to be present on account

of transportation difficulties. The gathering is known as the "Herbst Tagung" (Fall

Conference )

.

;

For this picture The Relief Society Magazine is indebted to Elder Thomas E. McKay,

one of the assistants to the Council of the Twelve and President of the European Mis-

The photograph was recently received in Salt Lake City by Karl and Matildesions.

Scheuermarin Senhauser from their daughter, Hilde Senhauser Ringger of Zurich,

Switzerland.

''On March 14, throughout the

mission, programs commemorating
Anniversary Day were held in almost

all branches. From St. John, Can-

ada, to Bridgeport, Connecticut, our

members, investigators, and friends

met together to pay tribute to the

Society that has done so much. The
program suggestions printed in the

Januarv issue of the Magazine were

quite generally followed, and those

attending the various meetings had
an enjoyable and profitable time.

The following report is from one of

our elders at St. John:
" 'Last Sunday, March 14, the sis-

ters presented a very fine program in

sacrament meeting. They presented

the entire program including the

singing except for the sacramental

hymn. It was outlined and supervised

by Sister Cora Truswell. Each of

the seven members of the Relief So-

ciety participated in one capacity or

another. They were all dressed in

white blouses and black skirts which

added to the effectiveness.

" 'A March 17th social was also

prepared by the Relief Society, under

the direction of Sister Mildred Lowe.

The evening's entertainment con-

sisted of an excellent program of sev-

eral individual numbers, a short play

followed by very good refreshments,

and a group of games. Forty-four

people, half of them non-members,

were present on this occasion. Tlie

members of this Relief Society de-

serve a great deal of praise for the

work they are doing and the fine
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progress they are making in their Then, too, they grow faster as they
many hnes of work under the direc- carry responsibihty. You will enjoy
tion of President Jessie Frye/ reading the accomplishments of our

''Other programs worthy of spe- Phoenix Relief Society in the follow-

cial mention were held at Portland, ing letter from Elders Christiansen

Maine; Buriington, Vermont; Provi- and Mann:
dence, Rhode Island; and other cities.

*' 'This past Friday evening we held

"The organization of new societies ^."^ "Cena Mexicana" which was con-

is being undertaken as soon as can sidered quite a success in the true

wisely be done. Yesterday, March meaning of the word. Our Relief

24, a few ladies at Hyde Park, Massa- Society sisters donated the food and

chusetts, were officially organized Prepared a Mexican dinner for 215

and grouped into a home Relief So- "^^^^^ ^as considered one of the best

ciety. Within a very short time, *^^ P^^^i^ ^^^^ ^^^r enjoyed. We
another home Relief Society will be ^^^ ^ ^^^^ extraordinary program of

effected, this one at Newport, Rhode Spanish dances, songs, religious songs

Island. With the help of the mis- ^" Spanish, and other special num-

sionaries (they are gradually becom- ^^^^- "^he people, including some

ing Relief Society conscious), we are ^^ ^"^ ^^^^, investigators, were really

attempting to see that as many worn- gratified with the fine evening's en-

en as possible are given the privilege tertainment. The net proceeds of

of seeing and having the benefits of ^^^ program proved to be $100. We
this work." have been asked to give a similar pro-

gram every two or three months. This

Spanish-American Mission P^^" ^^^ proved so successful that

XHE followmg excerpts are from a ^"f Aff ^^^^'^^
'ff''

^^^^^ ^^-

^ letter dated December 30, 1942,
^^^ed that they would like to use it

from Emma G. Haymore forme;
^^ ^ Project for raising money for the

president of Relief Societies of the P"^?'^ ^.^
^f^''!^

" ^^^?lf^ "^^P^^

Spanish-American Mission who was
^" ^^^'"^^ ^^^^' *^" ^"'-

succeeded in March 1943, by Ivie H.
Jones: "I marvel at the power of Hawaiian Mission

Relief Society in the mission field. 'pHE following excerpts are from
While I admit I have reared my nine *•

letters of December 10, 1942 and
boys and girls on Rehef Society, I March 25, 1943, from Inez Waldron,
had not realized how much women president of Relief Societies of the
need this organization, and how Hawaiian Mission: "Enclosed are
much women need women to lead voluntary donations from the Hoole-
them. At Fresno, we put the Relief hua, Molokai Branch Relief Society
Society on a firmer foundation by toward the Relief Society centennial
calling and setting apart officers from campanile. It was sent to me with
among the local sisters. We wish the report that the members of that
to get our capable sisters working that branch felt that they couldn't let

they may be able to help themselves the one-hundredth birthday year
should our missionary force be re- close without sending in a birthday
diiced tog much to reach them all. gift to the General Board.
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Ojai Branch Relief Society, California Mission, Organized May 28, 1943
The President, Marguerette Harris, is fourth from the left, first row standing. Fourth

from left on the second row standing is Mignon Snyder, assistant district aid. In front

are Elders Ward F. Jarman, and A. Woodrow Peterson, who submitted this picture.

"If you could only know these

people you would understand why
they felt this way. They are among
the poorest people in the Church
as far as temporal and worldly pos-

sessions are concerned, and yet they

are among the richest, spiritually.

They make very little money from

their homestead lands, and that they

give to the Church. They gather

as one family in their chapel every

week and worship in love and har-

mony. Twenty Relief Society wom-
en and ten Priesthood members
came over to Honolulu by airplane,

which is the only inter-island trans-

portation now, for their annual ex-

cursion to the Temple. This is the

tenth consecutive year that they have

made this excursion during the

Thanksgiving week, but the first time

they have ever come by air. This

was a great added expanse, but they

were able to make it because of their

determination and the cooperation

of the Saints who remained behind.

'This kind of spirit exists through-

out the Hawaiian Mission. Several

of the Relief Societies have discon-

tinued, perhaps for the duration of

the war, for all of the women are en-

gaged seven days a week in various

phases of the war effort. On the

whole, however, the Societies of the

mission are progressing very nicely.

The sisters and missionaries report

that they are thoroughly enjoying

the project work* that we have out-

lined for them this year. These in-

clude the canning and storing of

fruits and vegetables in season, stor-

ing of blankets, making and storing

of quilts, baby layettes, and other

things which may become scarce here

in case shipping is cut off. They are

also reconditioning and storing all
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old clothing. There have been wel- sisters are going to make and outfit

fare committees organized in each first-aid kits to be kept in the Relief

branch and district to have charge Society rooms, and smaller individ-

of this work. The Relief Society ual ones for their automobiles,

is cooperating with the Priesthood Throughout the summer months

also in helping on the welfare farms during lesson vacation they will can

and in the Victory Gardens. They and preserve mangoes, pineapples,

have learned the art of canning and and papaias that are in such abund-

storing fruits and vegetables from ance during those months. Fortu-

the women in the University of nately, the islands at present are well

Hawaii Extension Service in each stocked with canning supplies and

district. equipment.

"Every Society that was large ''Many of our Relief Society sis-

enough, completed, by December 31, ters are giving fine service to the

its quota of three quilts and the pur- country at this time in holding re-

chasing of five blankets, all of which sponsible positions in the Red Cross

were to be stored in the various dis- and other war units in their commun-
trict storehouses. By March 31, they ities. Vm sure that one of the con-

will have completed three baby lay- tributing factors to their success and

ettes in each branch. The remaining interest in these things is the splen-

spring months are to be spent in re- did training along so many lines that

conditioning the clothing that has they have received in the Relief So-

been gathered by the welfare com- ciety and other organizations in our

mittees in each district. Also, the Church."

ERRATA

Cost of Leather Binding for Relief Society Magazine

A TTENTION is called to an error made in the May 1943, issue of the
'^ Magazine, page 336, in quoting the price of leather binding for the

1942 volume of The Relief Society Magazine. The price of leather binding,

including index, where Magazines are furnished with the order is $2.50 per

volume, instead of $2 as therein stated.

- - Magazine Honor Roll

Inadvertently omitted from the Magazine subscription honor roll for

1942, as published in the May issue, 1943, was the following:

Oklahoma City Branch Relief Society of the Central States Mission,

Pearl Anderson, Magazine representative; Relief Society membership 19,

subscriptions 15, percentage 78.



Annual Report-1942

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

OBSERVANCE of the Relief

Society centennial and in-

creased participation in war

services in addition to regular activi-

ties, characterized the work of the

Relief Society during the year 1942.

Adding new interest to the report

and further means of more fully

gauging the extent of Relief Society

'.services are several new items of

data collected for the first time in

1942, such as number of quilts made
and number of funerals at which

comfort and assistance was given,

services which have characterized the

work of the Society from its begin-

ning, but which have never before

been counted on a Church-wide

basis. Unfortunately, complete rec-

ords were not kept in all local Relief

Societies of the newly required data,

resulting in what is believed to be a

considerable understatement of Re-

lief Society services. Furthermore,

because of limitations in shipping

facilities incident to the war, current

reports were not received from some
of the distant missions in time for

inclusion in the 1942 compilations.

Therefore, figures in the annual re-

port with respect to some of the

long-time services and to all of the

more recently instituted services re-

lating to the Church Welfare Plan

and to the war do not represent the

full measure of the accomplishments.

Nevertheless, the following statisti-

cal data give impressive evidence of

the magnitude of the work accom-

plished. These facts are presented

with full realization that they do not

attempt to measure all the varied

services of the Society to others, or

the inestimable and intangible values

to the members themselves which

come from participation in Relief

Society's two-fold program of edu-

cation and service.

RELIEF SOCIETY CENTENNIAL

Constituting a part of this annual

report is the comprehensive sum-
mary of the Church-wide celebration

of the one-hundredth anniversary of

the founding of the Society which
was published in The Reliei Society

Magazine for April 1942. This was
followed by detailed reports of many
of the local observances held in

wards, stakes, branches, and missions

which have since appeared in the

Magazine as ''Notes From the Field"

in the issues of July, October, No-
vember, and December of 1942, and

January, February, and March of

1943. The ''Notes" in the issues for

June 1942, and May 1943, relating

to Relief Society choruses of Singing

Mothers, should also be considered

as a part of this series of centennial

reports, as these choruses were ex-

tensively featured in centennial pro-

grams, concerts, pageants, tree plant-

ings, and other services. The con-

cluding memento of the centennial

year was the publication in the fall

of 1942 of "A Centenary of Relief

Society," commemorating in picture

and story the history and achieve-

ments of the Society during its first

Page 413
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one* hundred years. In the brief pe-

riod between its pubhcation and the

end of the year, 10,298 copies of this

handsome book had been purchased.

Other personal centennial souvenirs,

all of lasting value, had been bought
in the following quantities: Relief

Society membership pin, 6,677; P^^te

depicting organization meeting,

1,452; and ''A Legacy—Relief So-

ciety Centennial Anthology of

Verse,'' 972. In addition, the offi-

cial centennial insignia in the forift

of seals or stickers had been ordered

in the amount of 172,800 for attach-

ing to programs of centennial ob-

servances, place cards, invitations,

correspondence, et cetera. The an-

nual reports showed a total of 874
centennial trees planted, of which

779 were permanently designated

by means of a uniform bronze tree

marker made available by the Gen-
eral Board.

WAR SERVICES

Relief Society organizations in the

United States, constituting the ma-

jority of the 2,273 local Societies,

undertook various activities related

to the war effort during 1942, im-

mediately after the United States

became involved in war near the end
of the preceding year. Most of the

other countries where Relief Soci-

eties are located were already engaged

in war, and the local Societies in those

countries continued their efforts for

the relief of war sufferers which were

started as soon as their countries be-

came involved.

Curtailment of Travel

The first important change in Re-

lief Society work in the United States

due to the war was made with re-

spect to curtailment of travel and re-

duction of attendant personal ex-

penses, in conformity with recom-

mendations of the First Presidency

issued January 17, 1942, months prior

to the rationing of gasoline and the

restriction of automobile tires for

civilian use. In applying the recom-

mendations of the First Presidency

to the Relief Society, the General

Board on February 19, 1942, an-

nounced curtailment of supervisory

functions involving travel as follows:

1. Discontinued regular monthly

stake and ward officers' union

meetings;

2. Discontinued the annual stake

Relief Society conferences to

which representatives of the

General Board are sent;

3. Curtailed to instances of spe-

cial need visits by General

Board members to stakes, and

by stake board members to

local Relief Societies;

4. Cancelled the semi-annual gen-

eral conferences of Relief So-

ciety in Salt Lake City, attend-

ed by delegates from all stakes

of the organization.

In addition, it also postponed the

elaborate central celebration planned

for the observance of the centennial

of Relief Society into which many
months of planning and preparation

had gone.

In order to help compensate for

the curtailment of these supervisory

activities, various suggestions and

recommendations were made to help

maintain and improve the standard

of work despite these restrictions.

The effect of these changes is re-

flected in the annual report by a
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decrease of 70 per cent or nearly

1,000 stake and ward officers' union

meetings, from 1,397 ^^ ^94^ ^^ 4^9
in 1942, and by a reduction in visits

to wards by stake board members of

1,196 or 16 per cent, from 7,454 in

1941 to 6,258 in 1942. The spirit

in which these restrictions were ac-

cepted and the adjustments made by

stakes to help maintain efficiency in

the local Relief Societies with these

two principal mediums curtailed are

demonstrated in the following ex-

cerpts, typical of many, from narra-

tive statements which accompanied

the annual reports:

From Cottonwood Stake in Utah—Al-

though we have held only one union meet-

ing during 1942, we feel that the Relief

Society work in our stake has grown and

that we have had a successful year. We
have missed our union meetings but find

that the ward officers and class leaders

have developed more initiative and are bet-

ter able to shoulder responsibility.

From Long Beach Stake in California

—

Our stake board members contact the ward

board members in their departments by

mail every month. Outlines are sent by

class leaders and general instructions by

officers. A copy of these letters are sub-

mitted to our president and we discuss

them in our regular monthly board meet-

ing. The ward members Hkewise take their

letters to their respective ward preparation

meetings and in this way we try to have a

unity of our work.

From Highland Stake in Salt Lake City

—We greatly appreciate the splendid co-

operation of our board members in con-

tacting the wards since the discontinuance

of union meetings. Both the board mem-
bers and the ward class leaders and officers

feel the loss of the contact made possible

by those meetings, but all have cooperated

in a very commendable manner in work-

ing out plans for their departments. We
feel that our lessons this year have been

most successful. Our board members have

contacted the wards by telephone, by per-

sonal visits both to homes of class leaders

and to the wards, and by sending through

the mail written outlines and aids. We are

very well pleased with the result of their

efforts.

From Snowflake Stake in Arizona—Our
annual fall visit to each ward was discourag-

ing to undertake in 1942 as there were no
private cars available due to war conditions.

It looked like they must be discontinued.

However, because of the reorganization of

many wards, the stake board saw the need

of the visits and met the emergency, though

not in so comfortable a style as theretofore.

The board members traveled on school

busses, milk trucks, commercial busses,

poultry trucks and whatnot, to reach the

small Societies, sometimes staying overnight

until transportation home could be found.

But with the inconvenience they likely re-

ceived more spirituality from the women
than ever before, besides enjoying their

home life and hospitality. It was a new
experience and the sacrifice did good to all

concerned.

Survey of Registered and Practi-

cal Nurses

In February 1942, the General

Board of Relief Society instituted a

survey of registered and practical

nurses in all local units in the United

States and Canada, which ascer-

tained not only the number of nurses

but the number employed and un-

employed, and the number available

for additional service. Lists of these

nurses are maintained in all local

units and kept continually up-to-date,

and copies are in the files of the stake

officers. Tabulation of the returns

for the Society as a whole revealed,

among other interesting data, that

several hundred women, in addition

to those already employed, could give

some nursing service, either full-

time or part-time. It was found that

the number of trained nurses, then

unemployed, who could give full-

time service could be increased but

slightly, possibly due to age, health,

or family responsibilities, that the
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number of trained nurses who could

give part-time service could be more
than doubled, that the number of

practical nurses who could give full-

time service could be doubled, and

that practical nurses who could give

part-time service could be trebled.

Relief Society Nurse Loan Funds

Because of the greatly increased

demand for trained nurses due to the

war, the General Board of Relief

Society during 1942 again directed

attention to its two nurse loan funds

—one for students at standard three-

year hospital nurse training courses,

and one to assist graduate nurses to

take university public health nursing

courses. These loan funds have been

in constant use for twenty years.

Furthermore, the General Board in-

creased the maximum amount which

could be borrowed for hospital nurse

training from $75.00 to $300.00 per

student in order to more nearly meet
present costs of training.

Relief Societies Serving as Red

Cross Sewing Units

In February 1942, the General

Board of Relief Society released a

plan specifying steps to be taken by

local Relief Societies desiring to

function as Red Cross units for sew-

ing and knitting, and recommended
that Red Cross sewing be done in the

regular monthly work meeting of

the Relief Society in addition to the

sewing ordinarily done for charitable

purposes of the Society. Annual re-

ports for 1942 indicate that this

recommendation was followed gen-

erally throughout the Relief Society,

but data as to amount of sewing and
knitting accomplished in Relief So-

ciety meetings appear to be greatly

understated because many local So-

cieties failed to keep a full account

of the work which was done. Never-

theless, the reports indicate that an

average of nearly 8,000 women did

Red Cross sewing or knitting in each

of the monthly Relief Society work

meetings, giving more than 100,000

hours to this volunteer service and

completing for the Red Cross 38,-

381 articles. These figures relate only

to Red Cross service in connection

wdth Relief Society meetings. They
do not include the service of thou-

sands of Relief Society women who
have also assisted at Red Cross sew-

ing and surgical dressings centers,

nor those who have assisted as Red
Cross nurse aids, canteen workers,

et cetera. In addition, the Relief

Society continued its own sewing

program and gave other extra sewing

services incident to the war as men-

tioned below under ''Sewing Serv-

ice."

Red Cross Courses Sponsored

Also in February 1942, the Relief

Society recommended to its mem-
bers everywhere other Red Cross

classes and services, such as home
nursing, first aid, nutrition, nurse

aids, canteen service, et cetera. Sup-

plementing this recommendation,

the Relief Society has circularized

local units in certain areas, as for ex-

ample, in Salt Lake City, announc-

ing and highly recommending spe-

cific Red Cross classes with the result

that these classes have been immedi-

ately filled. In a bulletin released

at the end of 1942, the General

Board gave new emphasis to this

recommendation, urging that as

many women as possible take Red
Cross first-aid and home-nursing

classes so that they would be better
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prepared to care for their families eral care, and recommended that all

and others in ordinary instances of families provide themselves with a

illness and also in case of disaster or family first-aid kit for use in case of
epidemic. This recommendation disaster, accident, or household
recognized the increasing curtailment emergencies. At the same time all

of hospital and nursing service for ward Relief Societies were asked to
civilians, and the necessity of de- establish home-nursing supply chests,
pending to greater extent on home containing articles ordinarily needed
nursing. Local Relief Societies were for home nursing in case of sickness
advised, wherever feasible, to provide or disability, such articles to be either
themselves with the necessary beds rented or loaned according to cir-

and other equipment for demonstra- cumstances of families using the sup-
tion at such home-nursing classes in plies. In this connection it is inter-
order to make classes available in esting to note from narrative reports
immediate vicinities thus reaching a from the stakes that the stake board
larger number of Relief Society mem- and wards of at least one stake (Rex-
bers. It was also recommended that burg) had jointly purchased a second-
in war risk areas one woman in each hand hospital bed for home nursing
stake be called to become a first-aid purposes.
instructor in order to help make pos- The plan for home-nursing supply
sible an increased number of local chests was an extension of the reconi-
classes in Red Cross first-aid training, mendations issued twenty years eadi-
The 1942 reports show that at least er that Relief Societies maintain ma-
10,222 Relief Society women com- ternity bundles for renting or loan-
pleted Red Cross courses during the ing for home deliveries, a service
year, 4,062 in first aid, 3,839 in home which is still in effect in some com-
nursing, 1,701 in nutrition, and 620 munities without hospital facilities,

in other subjects. Because of the In addition, all Relief Societies con-
recommendations issued at the end sidering themselves to be in war risk
of 1942, the year 1943 should show areas were asked to provide them-
that an even greater number of worn- selves with a ward first-aid kit, in-
en have completed Red Cross eluding quilts and blankets, and to
courses, particularly in first aid and make a house-to-house survey among
home nursing. Church families to list articles which
Other Provisions for First Aid could be made available upon call

AND Home Nursing *° *^^ ward Relief Society president

Continuing the century-long in- !" ^^'^ ^^ '" emergency entailing

terest and activity of the Relief So- f
^P^^^^ housing other than in

ciety in health and nursing, the Gen-
"^"^^•

eral Board, at the end of 1942, issued Other War Services
printed circulars for distribution to During 1942, stake and ward Re-
every family in the Church, urging lief Society funds were invested in
that every possible precaution be war bonds to the extent of $22,-
taken to preserve health through 451.71. Representatives of the Gen-
such means as proper nutrition, ade- eral Board of Relief Society and of
quate clothing and bedding, and gen- stake and local Societies are serving
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on various state and local committees

related to the war effort, including

various Red Cross committees, Ci-

vilian Defense committees, state and

local w^omen's salvage committees,

U.S.O. committees, state and local

nutrition and food conservation com-

mittees, state and community health

organizations, committees on war re-

lief, and committees relating to day

care for children of working mothers.

In some areas direly needed assist-

ance has been given in recruiting

workers for harvesting and processing

agricultural products.

Early in 1942, the Relief Societies

in Salt Lake City conducted a house-

to-house survey among members of

the Society leaving registration cards

for those able to make accommoda-
tions available for women and girls

coming into the area for defense

work. Hundreds of suitable homes
were registered by this means; the

service of personally inspecting the

quarters offered and of making place-

ments has been conducted by the

Young Women's Mutual Improve-

ment Association. The Relief So-

ciety has also cooperated with the

Young Women's Mutual Improve-

ment Association in other activities

for the welfare of girls who leave

home to take employment. In this

connection, in December 1942, Re-

lief Society visiting teachers left in

every home with girls of M.I.A. age

a printed ''Message of Friendliness

and Solicitation to the Mothers of

the Church" containing timely ad-

vice, and encouraging girls away from

home to affiliate with the M.I.A. in

their new places of residence.

The Relief Society Magazine^

monthly publication of Relief Society

with a circulation of 57,000, carries

frequent announcements relating to

the salvage program, to the need for

nurses, and articles interpreting the

government's price control and ra-

tioning program. In addition, The
Relief Society Magazine has carried

a series of special articles by psy-

chologists, social workers, and other

specialists relating to wartime prob-

lems of both youths and adults. Two
lesson courses in the 1942-43 series

for Relief Societies throughout the

United States were pertinent to the

present situation—one course, pre-

sented on the fourth Tuesday of each

month and entitled ''What 'America'

Means" related the history, de-

velopment, and values of American

democracy, using The American

Citizens Handbook as a reference;

another course for monthly consid-

eration on the second Tuesday of the

month was entitled "New Fashioned

Thrift" and related to current up-to-

the-minute news and suggestions for

homemakers, particularly from the

standpoint of conservation and con-

sumer buying under present condi-

tions, with special reference to ar-

ticles curtailed by war needs.

RELIEF SOCIETY SERVICE UNDER CHURCH WELFARE PLAN

As part of their routine organiza- wholeheartedly in the collection and

tion work. Relief Society women conditioning of great quantities of

have, during the past five years, sup- used clothing, in the making of hun-

ported the Church Welfare Plan in dreds of quilts and other articles of

extensive conservation and produc- bedding, the weaving of rugs, the pro-

tion work with respect to both food duction of thousands of pieces of new
and clothing. They have cooperated clothing for men, women and chil-
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dren, the canning and drying of a tre- Welfare Plan, Relief Society women
mendous amount of fruits and vege- gave a total of 210,346 hours on other

tables, and have helped to raise funds projects operated under the Church

to meet Church welfare assignments Welfare Plan, principally on pro-

in the form of cash. This service duction projects, either locally or at

is being continued and is now recog- stake or regional sewing and can-

nized as a direct aid to the war effort, ning centers. Of this total, 38,945

In addition to the sewing service hours were reported as given by wom-

given in Relief Society meetings en whose families were receiving aid

where 19,446 pieces of clothing were from the storehouses and 171,401

reported to have been made during hours were given in volunteer serv-

1942 for distribution through bish- ice by women not receiving this aid.

ops' storehouses under the Church

USUAL RELIEF SOCIETY SERVICES CONTINUED

Sewing Service sewing service for other community

In addition to sewing done in Re- purposes. Altogether, an average of

lief Society meetings for the Red 21,000 women gave sewing service at

Cross as already mentioned, the Re- the monthly work meetings for these

lief Society continued its own sew- various purposes, not including the

ing service, making quilts and articles work for the Red Cross, giving a

of clothing for distribution to the total of nearly 282,000 hours to these

needy, both direct and through the activities. When combined with

bishops' storehouses, making quilts to figures relating to Red Cross sewing

order as an accommodation to fami- service, it is found that an average

lies desiring this service and as a of neariy 29,000 women gave sewing

means of building up Relief Society service at each monthly work meet-

funds. Many Relief Societies ex- ing to the total extent of approxi-

tended their usual sewing service dur- mately 382,000 hours, during which

ing 1942 in order to encourage fami- 116,882 articles were completed. Of

lies to provide themselves with ade- this total number of articles, the

quate bedding, and carried forward greatest number (38,381 or approxi-

plans for assisting families to da so. mately one-third of the total) was

These plans included quilting by the made for the Red Cross, with 29,048

Society without charge of one or beingmadefor Relief Society, 19,446

more quilts for each member, and for bishops' storehouses, and 30,007

assistance with materials for those for hospitals and all other agencies,

families who could not provide their As to kind of articles made, clothing

own. In addition, many local Relief for children constituted the largest

Societies arranged to relieve condi- single group, numbering 25,323 ar-

tions incident to labor shortages at tides. Next in importance were quilts

nearby hospitals by making paper numbering 13,034, followed by 10,-

bedside bags, hospital gowns, and 141 pieces of women's clothing,

other supplies. Some Relief Societies 7,908 pieces of men's clothing, 4,610

also made thousands of drapes for pieces of other bedding, and 55,866

soldiers' club rooms and gave some pieces of other articles including
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hospital supplies, drapes for soldiers'

club rooms, and other miscellaneous

articles.

Compassionate Services

It is not possible to measure fully

the extent of compassionate service

given by Relief Society women in

their communities. Only a few of

the many ways in which they min-

ister to those in sorrow and distress

can be satisfactorily counted, but

these few items serve to give some
idea of the kind and extent of these

services.

Special visits made to the sick and
homebound by women representing

the Relief Society were reported to

be 116,006 in 1942. This count rep-

resented a decline of 74,000 visits or

39 per cent from the year 1941 which
may be attributed to several factors

including the possibility of less sick-

ness. However, it is quite likely that

the major part of this decline was
due to renewed emphasis on count-

ing only visits made in the name of

Relief Society, with strict exclusion

of visits made by Relief Society

women to relatives or personal

friends.

In addition to these visits to the

sick, the Relief Society provided

15,083 full days' care of the sick.

This item also declined from the

previous year by 17,000 days or 54 per

cent, reflecting either less sickness or

greater unavailability of women to

give this service because of increased

employment and new war work. In

1942, for the first time, the count of

days' care of the sick was segregated

between volunteer and paid service.

It was found that by far the greater

proportion of days' care of the sick

was volunteer service by Relief So-

ciety women, which accounted for

95 per cent or more than 14,000 of

the 15,000 days' care given, whereas

only 687 days or 5 per cent repre-

sented days' care of the sick by nurses

or others to whom the Relief Society

made payment for the service.

The total number of bodies pre-

pared for burial by Relief Society

women was 882, a decrease of 311 or

26 per cent from the count of 1,193

in 1941. In 1942, for the first time,

the count of this service was segre-

gated between bodies completely

prepared for burial where services of

morticians were unavailable, and

bodies to which Relief Society

women gave only the service of dress-

ing. Complete preparation for bur-

ial was made by Relief Society wom-
en with respect to more than one-

fourth of the bodies (252) whereas

the service of clothing the body was

provided in 630 instances. The 1942

count of number of funerals at which

Relief Society women assisted was

the first count of a service which Re-

lief Society women have given from

the beginning of the organization.

This assistance was reported in con-

nection with 4,315 funerals and con-

sisted of service such as decorating

the chapel, arranging floral offerings,

and giving any needed service to be-

reaved families.

Visiting Teaching

The number of monthly visits to

families by Relief Society visiting

teachers during 1942 totaled 1,196,-

168, a decrease of 75,235 or 6 per

cent from the previous year. This

decline is attributed principally to

war transportation conditions. Early

in 1942, the General Board released

plans for dividing visiting teachers'

districts into smaller sub-districts so

that more homes would be within
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walking distance in those areas where ber considerably, as some families

homes are scattered and transporta- may have contributed one month

tion is ordinarily required for visit- and not another. The annual re-

ing. Even so, lack of transportation ports indicate that contributions re-

facilities has made it impossible for ceived by the visiting teachers aggre-

many visits to be made. Realizing gated $117,706.72 for the year, of

that this would be the case, provi- which $66,909.68 went into the Re-

sions were made for recording and lief Society charity fund, and $50,-

counting communications in lieu of 797.04 into the general fund,

visits, such as messages sent by mail

and telephone calls. These com- Relief Society Meetings Held

munications in lieu of visits amount- ^^ ^^^^^^1 g^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
ed to 17,518 offsetting only partially

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^-^^ ^^^-^^ Societies
the decline m actual visits made. In

^^^^^^^^^ ^ total of 74,657 meetings
1942, for the first time, the count of ^^ • ^ ^^^^^^g ^^ ^6 ^^ ,
visits was segregated between families

cent from 1941, despite the or-
found to be at home when visited,

^^^^^^^^^ during the year of 5 new
and those not home^ According to

^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^.e
these data, Relief Society teachers

^^^^ ^^^-^^ S^^i^^ies and 57 more
found families at home m 69 per ]^^^^ch Relief Societies in missions.
cent of the visits made, and in 31 l^^^j R^iigf Society meetings of all

per cent of the visits no one was ^ypes held declined but slightly,

home. Lacking comparative data for whereas stake meetings were fewer
previous years, it is assumed that the by ^^^21, or 34 per cent, dropping
proportion of families not home from 3,889 in 1941 to 2,568 in 1942.
when visited was high in 1942 due xhe decrease in stake meetings was
to war conditions such as increased ^ue principally to the curtailments
industrial employment of women required incident to the war—discon-
and greater absence from home oc- tinuanee of union meetings except

casioned by volunteer service in war as especially authorized, and limita-

work. Although careful account has tion of stake board meetings to not

always been kept in the wards of the more than one a month. Stake and
individuals making voluntary contri- ward officers' union meetings de-

butions to the Society through the clined 70 per cent from 1,397 ^^ 4^9^
visiting teachers, some idea of the but this loss was partly offset by
total number of families contributing ^^^ modified stake meetings, held in

was compiled for the first time in connection with other gatherings,

1942. These data show that the or as opportunity afforded. Stake

average number of families making board meetings dropped 35 percent,

contributions each month was ap- from 2,492 to 1,621. A decline of

proximately 38,879, 22 per cent of 85 or 5
per cent was recorded in the

the reported total of 177,000 Latter- number of annual ward Relief Soci-

day Saint families. It is realized ety conferences held, which num-

however, that the total number of bered 1,611 in 1942 as compared with

different families making contribu- 1,696 in 1941. Preliminary officers'

tions doubtless exceeded this num- meetings were held in connection
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with 1,172 of the 1,611 ward confer- ship. This was a decline in average

ences, in accordance with a new attendance of approximately 10,000

recommendation to this effect by members per meeting from 1941,

the General Board. In 1942, the when the average attendance repre-

General Board recommended the sented nearly 36 per cent of the total

holding of regular monthly officers' membership. This drop in attend-

preparation meetings in wards. Alto- ance of 24 per cent from the previous

gether, these ward preparation meet- year is attributed largely to increased

ings totaled 7,024 during the year, employment of women during this

Monthly training meetings for visit- war period. The count in 1942 by

ing teachers totaled 8,005. Oppor- types of meetings makes it possible

tunity for the Relief Society to par- to analyze for the first time the at-

ticipate in the program of one session tendance in relation to the different

of the stake quarterly conference lesson courses presented in rotation

once during the year was provided in at the four weekly meetings during

89 of the 143 stakes. the educational season, October

The regular ward Relief Society through May. The first meeting of

meetings for members (weekly dur- the month, devoted to theology and
ing eight-month period October testimony-bearing, is the best at-

through May, and monthly during tended in both the stakes and mis-

four-month period May through Sep- sions, with each succeeding meeting

tember), totaled 54,244. Each of .of the month declining slightly in

these meetings was attended by an popularity at about the same rate in

average of 31,270 members represent- both stakes and missions, as shown
ing 29 per cent of the total member- in the following summary table:

Average Attendance at Local Rdiei Society Meetings

Theology and
Testimony

Work-and-

Business

Literature Social

Science

All Meetings

Wards in Stakes 29,100 27^297 26,447 26,034 27,219

Branches in Missions 3^943 3.897 3.827 3,706 4^051*

All Relief Societies 33>043 31,194 30,274

in relation to attendance

ission branches.

29740

by type of n

31,270

*Total average attendance high

type of meeting not reported by all m
leeting because

A topic in homemaking is provid- of the total of 17,157 work-and-

ed by the General Board for optional business meetings held. These topics

use for discussion in the monthly were more widely used in the stakes

work-and-business meeting, which is than in the missions, being discussed

devoted principally to sewing. The in 7,746 or 60 per cent of the 12,824

1942 report indicates for the first work meetings held in the wards, and

time the extent of the use of this in 1,316 or 30 per cent of the 4,333
optional topic. This home topic work meetings held in the missions,

was discussed at 9,062 or 53 per cent These topics are not provided for the
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four summer work meetings, reduc- of them because they themselves

ing to 67 per cent the maximum per- have taken full-time employment. In

centage attainable if the topics were view of these conditions, the num-
used in all work meetings. ber of members on record as of the

Tuesday is the traditional Relief end of 1942 is considered to be a

Society meeting day, but because of wholesome indication of the genuine

transportation problems incident to and continued interest of the women
the war, many local Societies have of the Church in their organization,

found it expedient to meet prior to Although a great many of them are

or in connection with Sunday School, unable to participate fully in the

The 1942 annual report indicates work of the Society under present

that approximately half of the local conditions, they value and retain

Societies still meet on Tuesdays, and their membership. An analysis of

that the rest meet on other days, the total members according to as-

Some stakes have reported an in- signments in the Society indicates

creased attendance at the Sunday that as of the end of 1942, 10,851 or

meetings but the need of careful 10 per cent were in executive and su-

planning in order to make the most pervisory positions in wards, stakes,

of the more limited time available missions, and on the General Board,
for Relief Society business and class Class leaders in local Relief Societies

work. Relief Society work meetings numbered 7,732; visiting teachers

are of course held on a week day. totaled 29,371, a shght decline of

^ _ _ c8i or 2 per cent from the number
Relief Society Membership

of visiting teachers in the previous

The number of Relief Society year. Because of its size, this group

members declined during 1942 from of visiting teachers is one which

115,015 to 107,282, a loss of 7,733
would be expected to reflect to great-

or nearly 7 per cent. Two principal est extent the effect of increased em-

factors contributed to this decrease: ployment of women, and it is en-

First, in the preceding four-year couraging to find that it has been

campaign for 100,000 members, some possible to maintain this large corps

women joined the organization who of workers with so small a decline,

were not genuinely interested. Many Other workers with special assign-

of these have since become deeply- ments were reported at 4,514, leav-

interested and ardent workers but ing a total of 55,814 other members

others have withdrawn their member-
(
52 per cent) without special assign-

ship. The major factor in the mem- ment as of the end of the year,

bership decrease, however, is doubt- Among those with special assign-

less the changed conditions incident ments are the stake and local ReJiei

to the war. Thousands of families Society Magazine representatives

have moved from their home com- who during 1942 increased the paid

munities to areas adjacent to war in- subscription list to a new high circu-

dustries. In many instances the wom- lation of 56,500 as compared with

en in these families have failed to 55,000 in the previous year. A total

identify themselves with the Relief of 383 of these Magazine representa-

Society in their new location, many tives earned a free award subscription
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by procuring subscriptions equal to modities with an estimated value of

or exceeding 75 per cent of the Relief $5,930.89 contributed to the Relief

Society membership in their respec- Society, including donations in kind

tive local Relief Societies. Even so, received by visiting teachers were
only slightly more than half (53 per distributed to the needy bringing

cent) of Relief Society members sub- total charity disbursements to $93,
scribe for the Magazine. However, 813.21 and total expenditures to

17,207 or 74.5 per cent of the 23,097 $468,273.00. In health work, the
officers and class leaders are sub- Cottonwood Stake Relief Society

scribers. continued operation of its modern
Funds Expended maternity hospital in Salt Lake

Total disbursements of local, stake, County and this and several other

and mission Relief Societies and the stakes continued to cooperate with

General Board during 1942 aggre- local public health workers in the

gated $462,342.11. Of this amount, conduct of clinics for pre-school

$87,882.32 or 19 per cent was spent children, immunization programs,

for charitable purposes, and $374,- special health education work, and

459.79 for general operating expenses health work of other types. Total

and the Society's educational work, net assets of the Society, including

Included in charitable disbursements cash on hand, wheat trust funds,

were amounts issued as direct relief other invested funds, value of real

to needy families, payments for estate and buildings, furniture and

health work, and other Relief Society other properties were reported to be

welfare projects. In addition, com- $1,348,603.41.

WAR WORK AND RELIEF SOCIETY
In Oakland Stake, California

WITH war conditions changing the habits and ways of living for so many of us, we
of the Relief Society are attempting to tie much of our time in with this vital

work, thus not only doing some of the necessary volunteer tasks of today, but also keeping

women who wish to do war work happy at Relief Society. For instance, we gave forty-

eight woolen patchwork quilts to the Red Cross just recently. These quilts were made
after our welfare assignment for 1942 had been completed and before we received our

1943 budget. We produced these quilts from scrap pieces left from our reconditioned

articles at the stake welfare plant. The batts are of repossessed wool obtained from

moth-eaten scraps and hopelessly worn sweaters and swim suits. The scraps were carded

for us by a local factory until it was forced into war work. Now we send them to Logan,

Utah, to be made into batts.

We were able to give the Red Cross six huge boxes of fur scraps to be fashioned

into seamen's vests. These scraps were a by-product of our reconditioned clothing project.

We urge blood donors and surgical dressing workers to go in groups as Relief Society

women rather than as individuals. This procedure actually gets more war work accom-

plished and at the same time stimulates Relief Society attendance and work.

In connection with the drive to put a family first-aid kit in every home, we are

advising that each kit contain one or more units of homemade heat. Each unit is about

one cubic inch in volume and will produce twenty to thirty minutes of heat equal to

five candlepower, giving ample opportunity to boil instruments for sterilization or anv

other emergency activity. They cost only a fraction of a cent, each being made of old

newspaper and paraffin. We have demonstrated the making and use of this heat in our

various wards.—Ruth S. Hilton, President Oakland Stake Relief Society.
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RELIEF SOCIETY

of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

SELECTED DATA

from the

ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND STATISTICAL REPORT

Calendar year, 1942

Compiled in the office of the General Board from reports submitted by local wards and

branches, by stakes and missions, and from the accounts of the General Board

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

DISBURSEMENTS

Wards and Stakes and General
Disbursements Branches Missions Board Total

Cash Disbursements
Charitable Pvirposes $ 62,463.29 $13,172.69 $ 12,246.34 $ 87.882.32

All Other Purposes 169.904.03 47,030.84 157,524.92 374,459.79

Total Cash .$232,367.32 $60,203.53 $169,771.26 $462,342.11

IVIercliandise

Value of Merchandise
Distributed for Chari-

table Purposes $ 5,930.89 $ 5,930.89

Total Disbursements $238,298.21 $60,203.53 .$169,771.26 .$468,273.00

MEMBERS
lUembers, January 1, 1942 ...115,015

Increase—Admitted to Membership During- Year 11,941

Decrease 19,674

Removed or Resigned 18,543

Died 1,131

Net Decrease During: Year 7,733

Members, December .31, 1942 107,282

Distribution of Members According to Assignment and "Relief Society
Magazine" Subscriptions as of December 31, 1942

Members
Totals 107,282

General Officers and Board Members.. 23

Stake Officers and Board Members 1,537

Mission Presidents and Officers 166

Ward and Branch Executive Officers.. 9,125

Other Officers 4,514

Class Leaders 7,732

Visiting- Teachers 29,371 [

All Other Members 54,814 j

Magazine Subscriptions
Number Percent
56,500 52.66

23 100.00

1,490 96.94

88 53.01

5,924 64.92

3.442 76.25

6,240 80.70

39,293 46.67
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Geographic Distribution of Relief Society Organizations and Members,
December 31, 1942

Stakes Missions Totals

Location Organi- Mem- Organi- Mem- Organi- Mem-
zations bers zations bers zations bers

United States 1,234 89,175 543 8,824 1,777 97,999
Alabama 9 136 9 136
Alaska 2 19 2 19
Arizona 71 3,795 9 201 80 3,996
Arkansas 2 28 2 28
California 106 7,413 62 928 168 8,341

Colorado 16 830 26 355 42 1,185
Connecticut 2 36 2 36
Delaware 1 8 1 8
District of Columbia 2 98 2 98
Florida 33 547 33 547

Georgia 15 . 250 15 250
Hawaii 11 517 36 475 47 992
Idaho 273 15,130 7 104 280 15,234
Illinois 6 261 10 136 16 397
Indiana 13 308 13 308

Iowa 6 73 6 73
Kansas 5 56 5 56
Kentucky 2 52 2 52
Louisiana 14 175 14 175
Maine 5 43 5 43

Maryland 4 152 4 152
Massachusetts 7 81 7 81
Michigan • 11 222 11 222
Minnesota 5 189 5 189
Mississippi 14 149 14 149

Missouri 9 250 9 250
Montana 1 15 28 703 29 718
Nebraska 6 132 6 132
Nevada 33 1,627 33 1,627
New Jersey 1 27 3 26 4 53

New Mexico 10 215 16 198 26 413
New York 6 149 13 133 19 282
North Carolina 13 206 13 206
North Dakota 1 8 1 8
Ohio 10 204 10 204

Oklahoma 6 95 6 95
Oregon 16 1,079 17 325 33 1,404
Pennsylvania 1 36 14 182 15 218
Rhode Island 1 9 1 9

South Carolina 18 375 18 375

South Dakota 3 19 3 19
Tennessee 4 26 4 26
Texas 2 85 42 591 44 676
Utah 614 54,617 614 54,617
Vermont 1 12 1 12

Virg-inia 1 105 7 127 8 232
Washington 14 505 15 356 29 861
West Virginia 5 80 5 80
Wisconsin 3 90 6 52 9 142
Wyoming 43 2,429 9 144 52 2.573

Other Countries 42 1,916 454 7,367 496 94S83

Argentina 15 180 15 180
Australia 10 215 10 215
Austria 1 47 1 47
Brazil 6 85 6 85
Canada 35 1,749 22 270 57 2,019

Czechoslovakia 2 51 2 61
Denmark 7 241 7 241
France 10 120 10 120
Germany #

107 2,230 107 2,230
Great Britain 52 594 52 594

Mexico 7 167 24 405 31 572
Netherlands 15 267 15 267
New Zealand 51 619 51 619
Norway 13 360 13 360
Palestine 2 27 2 27

Samoa • 49 497 49 497
South Africa 8 110 8 110
Sweden 11 275 11 275
Switzerland 12 271 12 271
Tahiti 15 257 15 257
Tonga 22 246 22 246

Totals 1,276 91,091 1 997 16,191 2,273 107,282



LESSON DEPARTMENT

cJheoiogyi

Articles of Faith

Preview of Lessons for 1943-44

npHE third and final year of the

study of the Aitides oi Faith by

James E. Talmage will be completed

during the Relief Society education-

al year 1943-44. There will be eight

lessons, the first to be presented the

first Tuesday of October 1943, and
the final lesson to be presented the

first Tuesday of May 1944.
The lessons follow the chapters in

the book in consecutive order begin-

ning with Chapter 17. The first five

lessons deal with the Tenth Article

of Faith, the sixth lesson with Ar-

ticle Eleven, the seventh with Ar-

ticle Twelve, and the eighth with

Article Thirteen. The subjects by
months are as follows:

October—The Dispersion of Israel

November—The Gathering of Israel

December—Zion
January—Christ's Reign on Earth
February—Regeneration and Resur-

rection

March—Religious Liberty and Toler-

ation

April—Submission to Secular Au-
thority

May—Practical Religion

The material to be printed each
month in the Magazine will consist

of three divisions: first, a condensa-

tion of each chapter; second, sug-

gested class procedure for the teach-

er's use; and third, supplementary

material quoted from statements of

our latter-day prophets, the Presi-

dents of the Church.
While it is believed that most

Latter-day Saint families own copies

of the Articles of Faith by Talmage,
still in order that every class member
may familiarize herself with the les-

son, a condensation of each chapter

with scriptural references will be
printed in the Magazine each month
as was done for the year 1942-43,

Reports frequently come to the

General Board of the enjoyable theo-

logical lessons which are presented

in the wards. It is the desire of the

General Board, however, that not

only should the lessons be enjoyable,

but also that class members should
actively participate in the lessons.

One of the best ways to grow is by
activity, and through class members
participating in a lesson they will

grow in knowledge.

In order to suggest to the teacher

various ways of procuring more ac-

tive participation in her lesson, the

second division of the Magazine ma-
terial is provided. Under ''Sugges-

tions for Class Procedure," each

Page 429
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month a different method will be zine material, the ''Supplementary

suggested which is suited to the sub- Material/' containing quotations

ject matter under discussion. These from the writings and statements of

suggestions will be simple and any the Presidents of our Church, will

teacher who carefully chooses the enrich the lessons. No supplemen-

class members to participate, with a tary material is presented for the first

view to their individual qualifica- lesson in October on 'The Disper-

tions and needs, will find the sugges- sion of Israel."

tions helpful. Class leaders are advised against

When class members are given as- controversial discussions on matters

signments, it is desirable to allot them which have not been revealed; for

a definite length of time in which to example, the whereabouts of The
present these assignments, impress- Lost Tribes of Israel. Such discus-

ing upon them the importance of sions waste time and are fruitless,

staying within the time limit. Any- This three-year study of what the

one who goes over her allotted time Church believes—our Thirteen Ar-

not only takes time away from some- tides of Faith—should be of great

one else, but may interfere with the benefit to the women of the Church,

complete development of the lesson It should increase their knowledge

as planned by the class leader. of the Gospel, enrich their lives, and

Class leaders are requested to urge strengthen their testimonies,

class members to bring with them We are thankful for the theologi-

each theology day the standard works cal teachers in the Relief Society

of the Church, and opportunity who realize that they can teach noth-

should be given class members to ing except they live what they teach;

use these books. This will better who appreciate the great responsibil-

familiarize them with the Scriptures, ity which is theirs to lead their sisters

and will encourage home study and along the path of life and salvation;

class participation. If desired, the and who by prayer, by study, and

class leader might check on the num- the inspiration of the Lord teach

ber of Church books brought to class their sisters and encourage them, by

each month by a show of hands, a participation, to grow in the knowl-

checking list, or some other simple edge of the Gospel. May the Lord

device. bless such teachers in their work,

The third division of the Maga- and may they magnify their callings.

Lesson 17—The Dispersion of Israe

(Tuesday, October 5, 1943)

(This is the first of five chapters which deal with Article 10)

Article 10—"We believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the restora-

tion of the Ten Tribes; * * *"
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Lesson Aim: To show how Israel lost its identity as a nation and its free-

dom as a people for rejecting God, and how the Lord overruled its great

losses for the good of the whole world.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 17, ARTICLES OF FAITH

(This condensation is placed in the Magazine in the hope that it will result in

more class members familiarizing themselves with the lesson.)

Lsrael oi Judah. For about 250 years the

The combined name and title, two kingdoms maintained a separate

Israel, in the original sense of the existence; after which, about 721

word, expressed the thought of one .B.C., the independent status of the

who had succeeded in his supplica- kingdom of Israel was destroyed, and

tion before the Lord: "soldier of the people were brought into captiv-

God," "one who contends with ity by the Assyrians. The Kingdom

God," "a prince of God," are among oi Judah was recognized for over a

the common English equivalents, century longer, and then was brought

The name first appears in sacred writ to an end by the Babylonian cap-

as a title conferred upon Jacob, when tivity. For seventy years the people

he prevailed in his determination to remained in subjection in accordance

secure a blessing from his heavenly with the prophecy of Jeremiah. (Jer.

visitor in the wilderness, receiving 25:11-12; 29:10) Then the Lord

the promise; "Thy name shall be softened the hearts of the ruling

called no more Jacob, but Israel: for kings, and Gyrus, the Persian, per-

as a prince hast thou power with mitted the Hebrew people to return

God and with men, and hast pre- to Judea and rebuild the Temple at

vailed." (Gen. 32:28) Jerusalem.

But the name of the individual The people then commonly
patriarch grew into the designation known as Hebrews or Jews, retained

of a people, including the twelve ^5 the name of their nation the ap-

tribes, who delighted in the title Is- pellation "Israel," though they
raelites, or children of Israel. scarcely comprised two complete
At the death of Solomon, prob- tribes out of the twelve. Used in a

ably about 975 B.G., the kingdom figurative manner to designate the
was divided. The tribe of Judah and covenant people who constituted
part of the tribe of Benjamin ac- the Church of Ghrist, (Rom. 9:6;
cepted Rehoboam, son and successor Qal. 6:16) it is still employed in that
of Solomon, as their king; while the sense. The Israelites, as first we meet
rest of the people, usually spoken of them in history, were a united peo-
as the Ten Tribes, revolted against pjg
Rehoboam, choosing Jeroboam as

their king. The Ten Tribes under _. _ . . , _ , _ ,

,

Jeroboamretained the title Kingdom ^^^ Dispersion of Israel Foretold

of Jsrae], while Rehoboam and his The dispersion of Israel was

subjects were known as the Kingdom brought about by many stages, and
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extended through millenniums. It

was foreseen by the early prophets

and the spiritual leaders of every

generation.

Biblical Piophecies

Biblical prophecies predict bless-

ings beyond the power of the un-

aided mind of man to conceive, con-

ditioned only upon obedience to the

laws of righteousness; and terrible,

soul-harrowing, abject misfortune,

including the scattering of the peo-

ple among those who knew not God,

if they departed from the path of

rectitude. (Lev. 26:14-33; Deut. 28:

25-64; I Kings 14:15; Isa. 5:1-7, 13;

10:3; 42:24-25; Jer. 7:12, 15; 9:11;

10:22; 34:17; Ezek. 20:23; 22:15; 34:

6; 36:19; Amos 7:17; 9:9; Micah 3:

12; Amos 9:9; Zech. 10:9)

Book of Mormon Predictions

The Book of Mormon contains

many references to the dispersions

that had already taken place, and to

the continuation of the scattering.

(I Nephi 10:11-13; 13:11-14; 14:14;

15:12-13; 19:12-14; 22:1-4, 7; II Ne-

phi 6:8; 25:14-15; Jacob 5; 6; and

many more.) Jesus Himself, after

His resurrection, while ministering

to the division of His flock on the

western hemisphere, refers solemnly

to the remnant who were to be ''scat-

tered forth upon the face of the earth

because of their unbelief." (Ill Ne-

phi 16:4)

The Fulfillment of These Prophecies

The sacred scriptures, as well as

other writings for which the claim of

direct inspiration is not asserted, re-

cord the literal fulfillment.of proph-

ecy in the desolation of the house

of Israel. The dividing of the nation

into separate kingdoms of Judah and

Israel led to the downfall of both.

As the people grew in their disre-

gard for the laws of their fathers,

their enemies were permitted to tri-

umph over them.

The sad fate of the kingdom of

Israel had some effect in partially

awakening among the people of

Judah a sense of their own impend-

ing doom. Since the destruction of

Jerusalem and the final disruption

of the Jewish autonomy, the Jews

have been wanderers upon the face

of the earth, a people without a coun-

try, a nation without a home.

The Lost Tribes

The resurrected Christ, while

ministering among the Nephites on
this hemisphere, specifically men-
tioned ''the other tribes of the house

of Israel, whom the Father hath led

away out of the land" (III Nephi

15:15); and again He referred to

them as "other sheep which are not

of this land, neither of the land of

Jerusalem; neither in any parts of

that land round about whither I have

been to minister" (III Nephi 16:1).

Christ announced a commandment
of the Father that He should reveal

Himself to them. The present loca-

tion of the Lost Tribes has not been

revealed.

Note: Since the present location

of the Lost Tribes has not been re-

vealed, and since there is a wealth of

knowledge that has been revealed,

it is advisable that no discussions nor

speculations be entered into concern-

ing the present location of the Lost

Tribes.
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Suggested Songs

Note: The class leader might con-

fer with the ward president and the

ward chorister and suggest that the

following songs be used:

'Israel, Israel, God is Calling/'

Latter-day Saint Hymns, page 213.

''God Moves in a Mysterious

Way," Relief Society Songs, page 21,

Deseiet Sunday School Songs, page

292, Latter-day Saint Hymns, No. 49.

"Scripture-finding" Committee

Select a few women to sit around

a table in the front of the room, with

Bibles, Books of Mormon, and Doc-

trine and Covenants. Let them find

scriptural passages that may be called

for in the development of the lesson

and have them read these to the class

as needed. Of course, everv class

member should be encouraged to

bring her Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants and as

the passages of scripture are read, she

might turn to her own books and

follow the reading. Time allotted

for the lesson will not allow for too

much scriptural reading; therefore,

passages must be carefully selected.

Geography Report

Appoint one member to give a very

short report of the geography em-

braced in the kingdoms of Judah and
Israel, and of Assyria, Babylonia, and

adjacent countries, to illustrate the

captivities of Judah and Israel.

Note: Many Bibles have small

maps. Some of the Seminaries, Sun-

day Schools, etc., have larger maps
of the kingdoms referred to. A large

map might be made of wrapping

paper and colored crayons.

History Report

Appoint one member to give a 10-

minute historical report covering the

period from the division of the king-

dom at the death of Solomon to the

final dispersion of the children of

Israel. (For this information see

any good Bible dictionary.)

Chronological Table

Charts and tables are short cuts,

and if used effectively they readily

clarify facts, events, or historical hap-

penings covering long periods of

time.

The chronological table of the

Kings of Judah and Israel taken from

A Concise Biblical Encyclopedia

based on the Cambridge Companion
to the Bible, will be helpful in the

preparation of this lesson and is

found in the back of the Bible used

by most Latter-day Saint mission-

aries.

Pronunciation Guide
Ahijah a-hi'ja

Cyrus si'rus

Ephraim e fra-im

Euphrates u-fra'tez

Hezekiah hez'e ki'ah

Israel is'ra-el

Jeroboam jer-o-bo'am

Josephus jo-se 'fiis

Josiah jo-si'a

Messianic mes'i-an'ik

Nebuchadnezzar neb'u-kad-nez'ar

Rehoboam reho-bo'am

Sargon sar'gon

Sennacherib se-nak'er-ib

Shalmanezer shal'man-e^'zer

Titus trtus

Vespasian ves-pa'zhi-an

Zedekiah zed-e ki'-a

Zenos ze'nos
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y/iSiting cJeachers 1

1

Lessages to the utome

Sources of Strength

Preview of Lessons for \9A'5-AA

#^NE phase of the Rehef Society a longer presentation. However, the

teaching program is the individ- needs of each home differ, and if

ual teaching done in the homes by the visiting teacher offers something

the visiting teachers. This type of that meets a need in the hfe of an

teaching can be one of the most ef- individual, that person will usually

fective and impressive ways of teach- listen. The fact that the visiting

ing, and when properly done, brings teacher recognizes the need in a home
excellent results. It follows the pat- should not be obvious. If the visit-

tern of the Master Teacher of all. ing teacher is sincere, earnest, and

Jesus talked with individuals; ''he prayerful in planning the delivery of

sat with little groups of people en- the message, she will influence for

gaged in quiet conversation, listen- good the lives of those she visits,

ing to their remarks, answering their At the regular monthly teacher-

questions, putting them perfectly at training meeting the class leader

their ease, but at the right moment should keep in mind the great ob-

crystalizing the whole discussion in- jective of the message; and applying

to some great guiding truth." her knowledge of the underlying

The visiting teacher has the op- principles of good teaching, she

portunity of reaching some individ- should aid the visiting teachers in

uals who do not come under the in- their presentation of these spiritual

fluence of the class leader who pre- truths in the homes they will visit

sents a formal lesson in a Relief So- by a well-prepared discussion of the
ciety meeting. Her teaching is very subject, and by suggestions on how to

informal: she establishes a friendly present this material when making
relationship, finds a common meet- their visits.

ing ground by telling a little story, ^Sources of Strength" has been
relatmg an mterestmg mcident, ask- ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^i^l^ f^^ ^1^^ messages
mg a pertment question or even by

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^it two years,
requestmg a favor that one would be ^^^ ^h^^^ ^3 ^1.

pleased to grant. After this friendly ^^^^ ^ universal call during this time
relationship is established, she

of disillusionment, sacrifice, and loss
launches into a discussion ot her mes- ,- , , c c -^r, j r i.-!. j

,1 1, £ • ji T, r of loved ones, for faith and fortitude
sas^e through a tnendly exchange ot 1. . ^, .

ideas or opinions. The hostess is en-
to carry on valiantly. There is a con-

couraged to talk, and due consider- ^tant seeking for sources of courage

ation is given to her ideas. If, for ^nd strength.

some reason, the hostess is not re- This course has been planned to

ceptive to a discussion of the subject, supply this need and should be very

a concise and well-formed statement acceptable in all Latter-day Saint

of the message is more effective than homes.
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For the ensuing Relief Society edu-

cational year 1943-44 the following

topics are planned:

1. A Firm Belief in God As a

Source of Strength.

Nothing can give the feehng of peace

and security and behef in the ultimate tri-

umph of good as does imphcit trust in our

Heavenly Father. A firm belief in God
gives one the courage to live a normal and

happy life.

2. Ordered Living as a Source of

Strength.

A well-planned life avoids waste of time,

inefficiency, and worry. It insures doing

the essential things and aids one in main-

taining high standards. It is a source of

strength.

3. Freedom of Choice as a Source

of Strength.

Free agency is a basic principle in man's

development. One grows strong by mak-

ing right decisions for oneself.

4. The Development of Strength

Through Work.
Work contributes to health, wealth, and

happiness. It is a panacea for many of the

ills of life, a release from mental or emo-
tional strain. There is joy in work well

done and in the creations of one's own
hands and brain.

5. Cooperation as a Source of

Strength.

An individual may accomplish very lit-

tle by himself, but by combining his ef-

forts with others he may become power-

ful and effective. He must learn to get

along with others, to be unselfish, loyal,

and considerate, and willing to work for

the common good rather than for person-

al interest alone.

6. Companionship as a Source of

Strength.

Everyone needs companions who call

forth the best in him, who impart hope,

courage, and confidence. Good books

may also be inspiring and strength-giving

companions.

7. Loyalty as a Source of Strength.

Loyalty is being true to one's best self,

to one's ideals, to friends, to country, and

to God. It is a primary element in every

great and noble character.

8. Love as a Source of Strength.

Love is a divine quality. It enriches and

ennobles the individual. Love has great

power. The Master asked that man love

his enemies and do good to those who
despitefully use him.

Lesson I—A Firm Belief in Cod
(Tuesday, October 5, 1943)

INDIVIDUALS are made strong

to endure and to overcome

through a firm belief in God. This

belief is an unfailing source of com-

fort and encouragement, a quality

much needed in these times. This

torn and troubled world needs the

assurance that God lives and reigns

On High, that He holds in His hands

the destiny of men and nations, and
in His own time and in His own way

He will see that justice is meted out

and that righteousness is rewarded.

The world needs the assurance that

He can hear and answer the appeals

of His children; it needs that simple

and beautiful faith which enables

people to walk with perfect confi-

dence through the mist and shadows

of doubt and despair, trusting in the

wisdom and goodness of God to lead

where the light of reason does not
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always penetrate; the faith which sees

a divine purpose running through

the stern and often bitter experi-

ences of Hfe; that sublime faith which

sustained Job in the hour of his great

affliction and enabled him to say:

'Though He slay me, yet will I trust

in Him/'
This faith fortifies and strength-

ens one in the hour of need. It fills

the heart with hope and the will

with resolution. Through this faith

people have achieved almost super-

human things. The Scriptures

abound with examples of it, and his-

tory is full of proofs of its powers.

A Latter-day Saint boy in the

United States Navy was asked a ques-

tion of this import: ''Isn't the Navy
the most dangerous field of service?"

He replied that he did not know, and
said : 'Tve been taught by my moth-
er that the Lord could hear my
prayers as well on the water as He
could on the land. If I lose my life,

it will be in a good cause; and I've

always been taught that the next

world is a better one than this. So
why should I worry?"

How to build up this confidence

in the Creator is an important ques-

tion which has a clear and definite

answer. The Lord has declared

through His prophets that "Those

who do the will of the Father shall

know of the doctrines." This ap-

plies to the humblest as well as the

mightiest. The only way one can

have a perfect knowledge that God
lives is through keeping His com-
mandments.

The good and great men of the

past, the men who have achieved

nobly for mankind, have been men
with a firm faith in God. Such men
were Washington, Lincoln, Joseph

Smith and others, leaders of the

Latter-day Saints.

Questions and Suggestions for

Discussion

It is suggested that consideration be given

to the best ways of presenting this message

in the various homes.

1. How does a firm belief in God give

strength to the individual?

2. Name activities that build faith.

3. Give examples from the Scriptures

of the power of faith; from present-

day experiences.

References

Smith, President Joseph F., Gospel Doc-
trine, p. 636-643

Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith,

compiled by Joseph Fielding Smith, edi-

tion 1938, pp. 56, 148
Romans 5:1-2; John 14:12, 15, 21;

James 1:22-24; 2:14-26; Hebrews 11:6

^<ome cJopics
For optional use on Work-and-Business Day

Modern Housekeeping Methods

Preview of Lessons for 1943-44

npHE home topics for optional use the general heading ''Modern House-

on work-and-business day during keeping Methods."

1943-44 have been prepared under The objective of the course is to
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bring to the attention of homemak-
ers new and approved methods of

housekeeping which will enable them
to perform the tasks of housekeeping

efficiently with minimum effort^

thereby releasing as much time as

possible for other activities demand-

ed of homemakers in these abnormal

times.

Women have been housekeepers

since the days of the most primitive

homes, but with the changes in the

types of homes and improvements in

their fittings and furnishings, house-

keeping methods have changed and
are changing. With homemakers, as

with everyone else, it is a healthful

attitude to keep an open mind and

to appreciate the fact that even

though one has followed a certain

method of procedure for a long pe-

riod of time, this does not necessarily

indicate it is the best or the only

successful method. It is true that

there are some fundamentals in every

line of endeavor that stand the test

of time, but newer and better ways

of housekeeping, which conform to

changing conditions, are being de-

vised. One should weigh the values

of new and different methods, and if

they are better than old methods, it is

wise to adopt them.

The course ^'Modern Housekeep-
ing Methods" is designed as a one-

year course. Lessons prepared for

the eight months, October 1943,
through May 1944, will appear un-

der the following titles:

1 . Budgeting Time

Objective: To gain a greater apprecia-

tion of the fact that system and order in

the home will bring about efficiency with

a minimum expenditure of time and

energy.

2. Tools for Housekeeping Tasks

Objective: To show the relationship of

good tools, conveniently placed for use,

and properly used, to efficiency in per-

forming household tasks.

3. Floors and Floor Coverings

Objective: To show that it is a mark of

good housekeeping to preserve the appear-

ance and prolong the usefulness of floors

and floor coverings by giving each type

the special care best suited to it.

4. Walls, Ceilings, and Woodwork
Objective: To show that materials and

finishes for walls, ceilings, and woodwork

should be selected with an eye to ease of

cleaning as well as to beauty, and to sug-

gest special methods for cleaning various

types of each.

5. Seasonal Housecleaning
Objective: To show through a discus-

sion of modern methods of housecleaning

how this important task can be accom-

plished efficiently with a minimum of con-

fusion and upset to normal Hving condi-

tions in the home.

6. Windows and Window Fit-

tings

Objective: To determine the best meth-

ods of keeping windows and their fittings,

blinds, curtains, screens, and awnings, clean

and attractive.

7. Care of Furniture — Finished

Wood and Upholstered
Objective: To learn the best methods

of preserving the beauty and usefulness of

furniture, since furniture "strikes the key-

note of the home."

8. Dishwashing
Objective: To discuss methods of wash-

ing dishes with a view to discovering how
this monotonous household task can be

done in a sanitary way with rapidity and

thoroughness.

A perusal of the titles and objec-

tives of these eight lessons will in-

dicate the great interest which they
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hold for women. They are all sub- stitute, 1941. This book was recom-

jects dealing with the everyday ex- mended for use in connection with

periences of a homemaker and will Home Topics for 1942-43. Copies

readily provoke worth-while discus- are still available at the Deseret Book
sion in the class. The formal pres- Store, 44 East South Temple, Salt

entation of the lesson should be Lake City; regular price $2.50; price

short, followed by the discussion. The to Relief Society workers $2 postpaid,

recommendations of the General Helpful bulletins and pamphlets may
Board stated in blue bulletin No. 21, be obtained by writing to state agri-

issued November 11, 1941, is restated cultural colleges, county home dem-
herewith: 'It is suggested that the onstration agents, or to the Supt. of

time for formal presentation of the Documents, Washington, D.C. For

topic not exceed 1 5 minutes, during example, the Utah State Agricultural

which time sewing be suspended, and College Extension Service has a bul-

that presentation be followed by in- letin entitled 'Tractical and Speedy

formal discussion and demonstration Cleaning Methods" by Effie S. Bar-

where desirable, simultaneously with rows, which is very helpful. The Re-

the sewing or other handwork." liei Society Magazine, other periodi-

One of the best available sources cals, and the daily press frequently

of reference material is America's have worth-while suggestions. Ad-

Housekeeping Book, compiled by vertisements in national magazines

New York Herald Tribune Home In- sometimes contain good suggestions.

^ II

Lesson I—Home Management

For optional use on Tuesday, October 12, 1943

npHESE lessons are written for in the American home and the fam-

homemakers. If some sugges- ily.

tions can be made which will in- President Roosevelt said when we

crease the interest of homemakers entered the war that we would have

in the management of their homes, to work harder and longer than we

helping them to understand their had ever done before. This has cer-

housekeeping problems more clearly tainly proved true,

and meet them more effectively, the Today we have before us such seri-

lessons will have served their purpose, ous problems as a war to win, an

It has often been stated that the army to feed, and a peace to plan,

greatness of America lies not in the In view of these problems each one

granaries filled with corn and wheat, of us wants to do the best possible

nor in the railroads stretching across job in adjusting her work to meet

the continent, nor in the mighty wartime conditions. Can women

armies now growing stronger every plan for more efficiency in their

day. The greatness of America lies homework in order to make time for
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added duties? Through better man-

agement and cooperation this is pos-

sible. If we use the head more and

the feet less—that is, if we better

organize our work and time—we will

make the time for other things.

Let's use the Army as an example.

Every member of a company has his

own housekeeping responsibilities. A
schedule is made and followed pre-

cisely. The time element is impor-

tant in each job: making beds on

time, cleaning up the rooms, putting

away clothing, everything in ship-

shape order and on time. No time

nor motion is wasted in performing

these everyday routine duties. If we
would follow this example, our homes
would be more efficient and restful,

and we would have more time for

activities outside the home and more
leisure time.

In planning om housework we
should arrange for each member of

the family to have a job and some
definite responsibility in the home,
whether it be planning the meals or

washing the dishes. We should also

make a work schedule and assign each

household task to a particular day

and even the hour of the day when
it could be done most quickly and
conveniently. The benefits of such

a schedule are many:

1

.

It relieves the uncertainty and nervous

strain of never knowing when you'll

get things done.

2. It allows more things to be done in a

given length of time.

3. It allows planning for leisure pleasures

with the comfortable feeling that your

housework need not be neglected.

4. It allows planning the work of a part-

time helper so that endless repetition

of orders is avoided and better help

for the money spent is obtained.

When a schedule has been followed

until it becomes second nature, you

run your house—it does not run you.

How shall we go about making a

schedule?

First wiite down the jobs that need

to be done every day. Next write

down the tasks that need to be done

on a particular day of the week. Then
make a simple weekly chart and as-

sign each job to the day and hour

when it can be done most conven-

iently. (See America's Housekeep-

ing Bookj pp. 10, 12.)

No two homes are exactly alike,

and different conditions affect the

work schedule. If there is a small

baby, the household schedule must

be built around the baby's schedule.

Very often little time is left for the

countless household tasks, especially

if no help is employed; but after all,

baby's well-being is of far more im-

portance than any phase of house-

keeping, and if some housework has

to be neglected or done less thor-

oughly, this state of affairs should be

accepted philosophically. Young
children, children of school age, also

make it necessary for special adjust-

ments in work schedules.

After trying to follow a schedule

for a week or more, it is time to check

up. If a day seems crowded so that

it is difficult to do all the work sched-

uled for that day, there may be a

remedy. Here are a few questions

that may get to the root of the

trouble

:

1

.

Have you tried to do too much in one

day? If so, move one or two tasks

to less crowded days.

2. Do you know the one best way to ac-

complish a given task?

3. Do you collect all the material, in-

gredients, or pieces of equipment that

you need for a specific job before you

begin? (Example: baking bread,
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making a cake.) This always saves

time and steps.

Are your housekeeping tools and ma-

terials efficient, easy to use, and in

good condition? Poor tools slow down
work. For example:

(a) Is your sink too high or too low

for comfort?

(b) Is your cleaning equipment right

for the jobs to be done?

(c) Is your vacuum cleaner or carpet

sweeper kept emptied and ready

for use?

(d) Are your knives sharp? (This is

very important.)

(e) Is the place where the job is to

be done, arranged conveniently?

(f) Is your kitchen equipment stored

at the place where it is used?

(g) Is the lighting adequate for the

work? (This is very important.)

(h) Are beds set away from the wall

so you can make them easily?

(i) Is your cleaning closet orderly

and well arranged? Can you
get things in and out easily?

(j) Do you take too long to do a

specific job? (Keep a record of

the time it takes to do ordinary

jobs like dishwashing and mak-
ing beds.)

(k) Are your standards of house-

keeping too high?

Questions and Suggestions ioi

Discussion

1. Enumerate the values accruing to the

housewife from following a work
schedule.

2. Relate ways of performing some spe-

cific everyday household task that will

save time and energy. (Perhaps a

demonstration might be arranged.)

3. When would you consider house-

keeping standards too high?

4. How may kitchen equipment, such

as tables, stoves, sink, refrigerator,

etc., be best grouped to save the time

and energy of the housewife? (See

Relief Society Magazine, October

1940, "Highlights In Kitchen Plan-

ning," Lalene H. Hart, p. 676.)

5. What devices may be employed to

adjust working surfaces that are too

high? Too low? (See Relief Society

Magazine, October 1940, "Highlights

In Kitchen Planning," Lalene H.
Hart, p. 679.)

6. Suggest different ways of procuring

family cooperation in doing house-

hold tasks.

Reference

America's Housekeeping Book, Chapter

II, p. 9.

cXiiterature

The Bible as Literature

Preview of Lessons for \9A'5-AA

\ PRIME purpose of this course

is to give those who follow it

an encouraging opportunity to get

closer to the Bible. Most folk look

upon this Book of Books—and rightly

so—as a sacred volume. ''So far as

it is translated correctly/' it is the

word of God. It presents His word,

however, in varied impressive forms.

Sometimes the divine message is

given through straight historical rec-

ord; at times it comes with directness

through commandments; again its

spirit is radiated through a beautiful

lyric, an ode, a rhapsody; often it is

portrayed through an intriguing story
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or drama or ballad; at other times given to us by the translators. Our
sublime truths are presented through King James Translation, for example,

essays and philosophical discussion; is cast into a series of chapters,

or they may flame forth in divine which in turn are broken up into so-

prophecy. called verses. These bits of the sacred

All these forms of literature are to writ were intended, we are told, as

be found in the Bible. First, we "texts for comment" or for sermons,

shall discover them deftly inwoven Not until years after these first

in the historical books that portray translations were made did students

the story of the chosen people. Liter- of the Bible become concerned with

ature here is used to illuminate and the literary forms of the rare poems,

humanize history. Second, included stories, dramas, orations, etc., in the

in the great Book of Books are various succession of chapters. More recent-

books, each devoted to a distinctive ly, under the inspirational leadership

type of literature. Thus we have of such leaders as the great English

wise sayings in the Proverbs; the scholar. Dr. Richard Green Moulton,

songs of Israel in the Psalms; a chal- who gave us the Modern Reader's

lenging drama of righteousness in BibJe, this Biblical literature has been

Job; the vision of Zion redeemed in lifted into the clear by being recast

Isaiah. Yet wdth all this variety of into forms that reveal its artistry and
expression, the widely different books enhance its living messages of truth,

and selections that make our Bible Studied in the light of the Gospel,
are each and all m consonance and

^j^^g literature will clarify and enrich
harmony with the spirit of the whole. ^^^ knowledge of the Scriptures. It

This remarkable unity that mag- will bring us closer to the inner spirit

netizes the varied parts is due to and true meaning of the Bible. Such

the source of its inspiration. Through is the intent of the lessons of this

all the centuries that this sacred vol- course.

ume was being assembled, taught. Plainly, it is not possible in a three-

and finally translated into the tongues year course of study of Bible liter-

of the common folk for their guid- ature, such as is being taught in Relief

ance and uplift, one thought was Society, to do much more than open
dominant — scribes, rabbis, early ^p this rich field of literature. Our
Christian fathers and translators purpose, however, will be well served,

alike were intent on preserving the if those who participate in this work
word of God. And preserve it they are lured into reading the Bible with
did with remarkable fidelity. That new interest and appreciation, valu-

was their master service for mankind, i^g it more fully as a literary master-

In this devotion to a great central piece and as the sacred record of the

ideal, they would seem to have given word of God to mankind. An even

little heed to literary forms in which richer result will come if our mothers

the sacred writ was expressed. God's respond to the course by sharing its

word and will—Gospel truth—with gems of literature through reading

these inspired leaders was of first them aloud to their children. Here-

concern. Evidence of this truth in is a means of sweet companionship

comes in the form of the Bible as with things divine.
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The outline of the eight study

units planned for the educational

year 1943-44 follows:

1. The Bible Story

Concrete study of typical stories from

the Bible from a literary viewpoint; their

artistry as revealed in plot, characters, local

color, language, music and other qualities

that mark great literature. Application

through story-reading and story-telhng

activities.

2. The Bible Epic
Bible stories may be studied individually

or in sequence. Frequently, several of

these stories, taken together, portray some
period of history, such as the stories of

the Creation, the Deluge, the Patriarchs,

the Exodus. A central purpose of this study

is to present such an epic—that centering

in David the Warrior, King of Israel. In-

dividual stories woven into this epic will

be given added interest in light of the whole.

3. The Bible Lyric

Study of Bible songs in their story-

settings. An inlook into the characteristics

of Biblical lyric verse. Its use in expressing

heart-throbs of history and rare spiritual

emotion. Application through finding and

reciting or singing Biblical lyrics.

4. The Bible Ballad

Comparative study of prose narrative and

poetic story-telling as illustrated in Judges,

Chapters IV and V depicting the story and

the song of Deborah and her leadership

against the enemies of Israel. Application

through reading of other Bible narratives

enhanced with poetic expression.

5. Bible Wisdom
Study of wise sayings to be found in

Proverbs and other bits of Biblical wisdom.

Some of the brief Biblical essays may be

added here as well as excerpts from Ec-

clesiastes. Application to be made through

the choosing and reciting of favorite pro-

verbs and other quotations.

6. A Bible Drama
Story of the Book of Job briefly sketched.

Its basic message examined. Study of the

struggle of Job through testing to the di-

vinely approved outcome. Application

through finding some of the literary gems
of wisdom voiced by Job in the drama.

7. Bible Oratory

Study of the Farewell of Moses as de-

picted in Deuteronomy, with special atten-

tion to the master oration on The Blessing

and the Curse—its historical and spiritual

implications. Application through finding

the choice expressions of literature por-

traying the spirit and message of a great

leader to a people delivered from bondage.

8. Bible Prophecy

Study of some of the choice parts of

Isaiah, with especial attention to the Mes-
sianic Hope, and his Rhapsody of Zion

Redeemed. Application through reading

selections from this "sunburst of literature,"

and through finding echoes of the Master

Book in our own songs and anthems in-

spired by Isaiah.

Lesson Helps

Text:

King James Translation of the Bihle.

Each member should possess a copy of

this translation of convenient size and read-

able print, for home and class use.

Special References:

Moulton, Dr. R. G., Modern Reader's

Bible

Bates, Ernest S., The Bible Designed to

Be Read as Living Literature

These books are suitable for special help

on the various lessons. One or the other

of these volumes is already in the class li-

brary of many Relief Societies. These

books will be found useful particularly in

presenting stories, poems, and other forms

of Bible literature in their varied literary

forms. Both of these books are available

at the Deseret Book Company, 44 East

South Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. The
regular price of The Modern Reader's
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Bible is $2.75; price to Relief Society

workers, $2.25 postpaid. Regular price of

The Bible Designed to Be Read as Living

Literature, by Bates, is $3.75; price to Re-

lief Society workers is $2.75 postpaid.

Moulton, Dr. R. G., Introduction to the

Literature of the Bible.

For illuminat'ng sidelights on Bible Lit-

erature this little book will add further in-

terest to the work. It is now out of print,

but may be found in public, home, or

school libraries.

General Reference:

Smith, Alphonso, What Literature Can
Do for Me

Another small and inexpensive book

which will be found inspirational to stu-

dents of literature—just for general read-

ing. It is also now out of print but may
be found in public, home, or school

hbraries.

Note: Other books may be suggested as

the course is developed, and as they are

found of especial help in forwarding the

central purpose of bringing those who take

the course closer to the Bible.

• «

EXCERPTS FROM LETTER OF FIRST PRESIDENCY

The following excerpts from a let-

ter written by the First Presidency

of the Church, December 29, 1942,

in reply to a question regarding some
of the headnotes which appear in

books in which Bible content is ar-

ranged in literary form, are published

herewith, as it is believed they will

prove helpful to literature class lead-

ers in the presentation of their les-

sons:

"It may, in the first place, be ob-

served that quite obviously these

headnotes are not a part of the Bible

itself, and are merely the views of

Mr. Moulton, [Mr. Bates] or others,

regarding the books of the Bible.

These headnotes are not part of the

Bible and, of course, our people

should understand that such is the

fact.

''With reference to the attitude of

the Church toward the Bible, we call

your attention to the Eighth Article

of Faith which reads:

We believe the Bible to be the word of

God as far as it is translated correctly; we
also believe the Book of Mormon to be
the word of God. ...

".
. . the Church itself accepts the

Bible, King James version, as the

word of God to men, 'as far as it is

translated correctly.' In some places

it records history and in other cases

it records revelations and the teach-

ings of the Lord to men In some

places the history may be told in the

form of drama or of a highly artistic

story; in other places the revelations

of the Lord are given in poetic ex-

pressions of the very highest excel-

lence. But the Bible is, as the Proph-

et declared when he wrote the Ar-

ticles of Faith, the word of God.

'Terhaps no other book ever writ-

ten has been subjected to the fierce

criticism under which the Bible has

been brought. This is quite natural

because it stands to the world as the

word of God. . . .

"We feel that . . . sisters of the

Relief Society should not be at all

disturbed by these Moulton [or

Bates] headnotes which seem to be

giving them concern.''
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Lesson I—The Bible Story

(Tuesday, October 19, 1943)

TN the opening chapter of Genesis

will be found the "Story of Crea-

tion/' Recast slightly from the chap-

ter and verse arrangement in which

it commonly appears, part of this

rare story reads:

In the beginning God created the heav-

en and the earth. And the earth was with-

out form and void; and darkness was upon
the face of the deep. And the Spirit of

God moved upon the face of the waters.

And God said, Let there be hght: and

there was light.

And God saw the light, that it was

good: and God divided the hght from the

darkness. And God called the light Day,

and the darkness he called Night. And
the evening and the morning were the first

day.

And God said, Let there be a firmament
in the midst of the waters, and let it di-

vide the waters from the waters. And
God made the firmament, and divided the

waters which were under the firmament
from the waters which were above the

firmament: and it was so. And God called

the firmament Heaven. And the evening

and morning were the second day.

And God said, Let the waters under the

heavens be gathered together in one place,

and let the dry land appear; and it was
so. And God called the dry land earth;

and the gathering together of the waters

he called seas: and God saw that it was
good.

And God said. Let the earth bring forth

grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit

tree yielding seed which was in itself, after

its kind: and God saw that it was good.

And the evening and the morning were
the third day.

i

Step by step the "Story of Crea-

tion'' goes forward in natural se-

quence—the placing of lights in the

heavens to divide the day from the

night, to set the seasons and the

years, and "to give light upon the

earth"—the creating of fish and fowl

and animal life; then-

God said, Let us make man in our

image, after our likeness. ... So God
created man in his own image, in the

image of God created he him; male and

female created he them. And God
blessed them, and God said unto them.

Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the

earth and subdue it; and have dominion

over the fish of the sea and the fowl of

the air and over every living thing that

moveth upon the earth. . . . and the

evening and the morning were the sixth

day.

Thus the heavens and the earth were

finished, and all the host of them, and

on the seventh day God ended the work

which he had made; and he rested on the

seventh day from all the work he had

made. And God blessed the seventh day

and hallowed it. . . .

Certain literary qualities which

mark this beginning story of the

Bible are characteristic of Biblical

stories. First, it moves with simple

directness, step by step in an upclimb

to the conclusion. Setond, it is clear

and concrete in language, with vivid

words and phrases at times to light

the story. Observe, for instance,

"The earth was without form and

void"—"darkness was upon the face

of the deep"—"and God blessed the

seventh day and hallowed it." Third,

its sentences are musical. Read them
aloud thoughtfully; they move with

natural cadence. "Echo lines," such

as "And the evening and the morn-

ing were the first day," help not only

to bind the parts of the story to-

gether, but add a rhythmic charm.
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Fourth, spiritual life-lessons are im-

pressed with such stirring, never-to-

be-forgotten expressions as: ''God

said, Let there be light: and there

was light"—''God created man in his

own image, and in the image of God
created he him; male and female cre-

ated he them/' Fifth, Bible stories

do not yield all their riches with one

reading. Like other great classic

stories, they must be reread. While
they are so simple in language and
form that even a little child can gain

something from hearing them, still

one must grow up with these stories

to catch their inner meaning, their

full spiritual significance.

One caution here : Do not expect

every Bible story to bring the glow

of interest that may come from the

"Story of Creation," or from some
other that you have learned to love.

Certain of these stories are difficult

even for grownups to understand and
appreciate. President Joseph F.

Smith once voiced the thought that

our Gospel unfolds itself to the seek-

ing soul gradually; let us enjoy those

things in it we can appreciate, and
God will open further truth for us.

This fine advice applies helpfully to

our study of the stories of the Bible.

Now shall we turn to another of

these stories, one which has brought

delight to young and old for ages—
the "Story of Joseph and His Breth-

ren?" Here is a classic tale from the

Bible that has won the highest of

praise from eminent writers. Mark
Twain once expressed his apprecia-

tion with words that said in effect

that the story of Joseph is one of the

greatest short stories ever written.

By reading carefully this master-

piece in story writing, we shall dis-

cover in it other classic qualities. Like

the "Story of Creation," it moves
forward step by step with rising in-

terest. Observe, for example, how
each sentence carries on the story

from its beginning (Genesis 37:3)
—

Now Israel loved Joseph more than all

his children, because he was the son of his

old age: and he made him a coat of many
colors. And when his brethren saw that

their father loved him more than all his

brethren, they hated him and could not

speak peaceably unto him.

And Joseph dreamed a dream, and he

told it to his brethren: and they hated him
yet the more. And he said unto them,

Hear, I pray you, this dream which I have

dreamed: For, behold, we were binding

sheaves in a field, and, lo, my sheaf arose,

and also stood upright; and, behold, your

sheaves stood round about, and made
obeisance to my sheaf.

And his brethren said to him, Shalt

thou indeed reign over us? or shalt thou

indeed have dominion over us? And they

hated him yet the more for his dreams and
for his words.

Here, with a few swift strokes we
have the basis of the plot round

which the story is developed. Jeal-

ousy and envy, provoked by an old

man's devotion to a son sent to cheer

his declining years, bring the selling

of the boy into slavery, and the de-

ception that follows to explain away
the lad's disappearance. Jacob's grief

is assuaged somewhat by his devo-

tion to an even younger son, Benja-

min—all of which later adds to the

developing drama of family life in

Old Canaan.

Note, as you read the story, the

local color: shepherds tending their

flocks in the hills; the dangers from

wild beasts; a wandering band of

Ishmaelites following the old trail

that still leads through Canaan into

Egypt; a coat of many colors, sug-

gestive of the rich clothing of the
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orient; "camels bearing spicery and
balm and myrrh."

Note, too, as you did in the ''Story

of Creation/' the choice words and
other life-giving expressions that add

vividness; for example, ''conspired

against him"; "cast him into this

pit"; "stript Joesph out of his coat";

"And Jacob rent his clothes."

Omitting Chapter 38, which is not

part of the story of Joseph, continue

with Chapter 39, which portrays his

testing experiences in the home of

Potipher. Lessons of spiritual im-

port are concretely impressed in the

youth's resistance to temptation, his

clean and prayerful living. Finally

comes his triumphal rise from prison

to high office in the kingdom. Here
is the beginning of the fulfillment

of his boyhood dream. From the

story-telling viewpoint, it is one of

the "literary surprises" that adds in-

terest.

Within these recent testing years,

many folk have turned instinctively

to the story of Joseph for an example

of inspired statesmanship in provid-

ing for the welfare of a nation. Our
own people will find in it something

to brace their own faith in our leaders

today.

To turn again to the story: One
further point to remember is the up-

climb of interest in the developing

tale. This climatic effect is clearly

illustrated in the treatment by Jo-

seph of his brethren. They are given

the grain for which they came; and
strangely, on returning home, they

find the money they paid in their

sacks. One admonition also is giv-

en: They must not return for more
unless they bring with them their

youngest brother Benjamin. After-

wards, when famine again threatens.

they persuade their father to let Ben-

jamin go with them. Joseph, though

deeply affected at the meeting with

his own young brother, still with-

holds revealing himself. And while

he entertains his brethren, he com-

mands the steward of his house, say-

ing (Genesis 44 : 1-13)—

Fill the men's sacks with food, as much
as they can carry, and put every man's

money in his sack's mouth. And put my
cup, the silver cup, in the sack's mouth of

the youngest, and his corn money. And
he did according to the word Joseph had

spoken.

As soon as the morning was light, the

men were sent away, they and their asses.

And when they were gone out of the city,

and not yet far off, Joseph said unto his

steward, Up, follow after the men; and
when thou dost overtake them, say unto

them, Wherefore have ye rewarded evil

for good? Is not this it in which my lord

drinketh, and whereby indeed he divineth?

ye have done evil in so doing.

And he overtook them, and he spake

unto them these same words. And they

said unto him. Wherefore saith my lord

these words? God forbid that thy serv-

ants should do according to this thing:

Behold, the money, which we found in

our sacks' mouths, we brought again unto

thee out of the land of Canaan: how then

should we steal out of thy lord's house sil-

ver or gold? With whomsoever of thy

servants it be found, both let him die, and
we also will be my lord's bondmen.

And he said. Now also let it be accord-

ing unto your words: he with whom it is

found shall be my servant; and ye shall be
blameless.

Then they speedily took down every

man his sack to the ground, and opened
every man his sack.

And he searched, and began at the eld-

est, and left at the youngest: and the cup
was found in Benjamin's sack.

Then they rent their clothes, and laded

every man his ass, and returned to the

city.

Following this dramatic incident,

related with such simple yet telling
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effect, comes the revealing of Joseph

to his brethren. It is a fulfillment

of the dreams God gave him as vi-

sions in his boyhood. There are tears

of joy and forgiveness at this revela-

tion of God's working in mysterious

ways his wonders to perform. Later

comes the "happy ending'' of a great

story when the father is reunited with

nis long-lost son, and Israel is estab-

lished in a land of peace and plenty

until another crisis arises.

Suggestions ioi Discussion and
Activities

1. Give in their order (without referring

to your text) the six steps of creation

as revealed in the first chapter of Gen-
esis. What is the "echo line" that

helps to impress these steps and which

gives them unity?

2. Read aloud thoughtfully the first

chapter and first three verses of the

second chapter of Genesis, listening

to the smoothly flowing language with

which the "Story of Creation" is un-

folded. What composer caught the

spirit of this story and its music, and
created a great oratorio based on it?

3. What eminent English poet took

from the "Story of Creation" in

Genesis the theme for one of the

greatest of epics? Name the epic.

4. Review briefly the "Story of Joseph"
from these literary viewpoints: (a)

its central plot; (b) outstanding char-

acters; (c) story movement; (d) lan-

guage vividness; (e) local color (deal

here with the people and customs

and life activities portrayed). What
is one impressive life lesson you find

concretely presented in the "Story of

Joseph"? What eminent author has

in recent years paid rare tribute to

this Bible story by using rich mate-

rials suggested by it in a novel of

challenging interest?

5. What are some of the characteristics

of the Bible story? Name two or

more, and be prepared to illustrate

the characteristics named with refer-

ences from any one of the toUowmg
stories, or from some other Bible

story which is a favorite with you:

"Story of the Offering of Isaac"

(Genesis 22); "Story of the Wooing
of Rebekah" (Genesis 24); "Story of

the Birth and Saving of Moses" i£xo

dus, Chapters 1 and 2 ; "Story of the

Spies and Woman of Jericho" (Joshua

2); "Story of the Birth of Samuel"

(I Samuel, Chapter 1); "Story of

Solomon and the Two Mothers" (I

Kings 3:16-28); "Story of Elijah and

the Widow's Son" (I Kings, Chapter

17); "Story of Daniel and the King's

Meat" (Daniel, Chapter 1).

In reading the Bible, let its stories tell

themselves. If you share them with your

children or others, through voicing their

musical language, do it simply, thought-

fully, without affectation. Let the story

and the life lessons sing themselves into

your soul. Such reading will bring not

mere entertainment, but recreation.

Note: "The Creation" was considered

in Lesson 5 of the 1942-43 literature course,

and is considered once more to emphasize

its narrative values.

Social Science

What "America" Means

Preview of Lessons for 1943-44

'T^HE lessons in Social Science for

1943-44, w^^^ ^^ ^ continuation

of the subject studied during 1942-

43; namely, ''What 'America'
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Means." Seven lessons have been

given, and seven more are to follow.

With the completion of these les-

sons, the subject will be brought to a

conclusion.

There has never been a time in the

history of our nation when it was

more important to understand Amer-
ica and the development of the

American way of life based upon
Christian principles, and to recog-

nize our duties and responsibilities

as citizens, than it is today. These
are the primary purposes of this

course.

Deep religious ideals permeated

the people who first settled America.

Generally, they were people who had
been persecuted in the Old World.
When they came together to form
this government, they agreed that

religious liberty, the right to wor-

ship God according to one's own
conscience, should be a fundamental

right of every citizen. This right

was one of the noblest gifts to man-
kind in history.

Another great conception of the

founders of our nation was that uni-

versal education should be encour-

aged. Whereas, in old countries, the

common people had been kept in a

state of subjection, in America all

should be free to work and earn and
learn. All had a right to take part

in government. Freedom of oppor-

tunity was for all.

But now, in the great war that is

sweeping over the earth, all our ideals,

our free way of life, and our national

existence are at stake. Our task is

to fight against and overcome the

evil influences which imperil us.

Light must dispel darkness.

No lesson is scheduled for the

month of December as the General

Board does not require that a meet-

ing be held on Tuesday, December
28, 1943. The titles of the seven

social science lessons for 1943-44, to-

gether with objectives and a brief

summary of each lesson, follows:

Lessons 8 and 9. American States-

men
The objectives of lessons 8 and 9 are

the same; namely, to show the place that

statesmen hold in our national life and

the part they play in preserving American

ideals and advancing civilization in this

country.

Lesson 8 deals with the following

statesmen: George Washington, Benja-

min Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Alex-

ander Hamilton.

Lesson 9 gives a brief account of the

activities of John Marshall, Henry Clay,

John C. Calhoun, Daniel Webster, Abra-

ham Lincoln.

Summary: America has produced many
outstanding and noble statesmen, men who
have devoted their lives to the preservation

of our government and the principles upon
which it is based. These men accepted

Christian ideals and tried to put them into

practice.

Lesson 10. The Sacredness of Amer-

ican Citizenship

Objective: To show that the rights we
enjoy as American citizens should be re-

garded as sacred opportunities and as a

power, and that right should be the guide

to all Americans in the exercise of their

citizenship.

Summary: The rights conferred upon our

citizens by the government should be re-

garded as sacred. We have freedom of

worship, freedom of education, and freedom

to work. These are all privileges that have

been won in the past, and should be pre-

served.

Lesson 11. Our American Culture

Objective: To show that although

America is a young nation, as compared

with the countries of the Old World, she
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is already one of the leading nations in

culture.

Summary: The forces that have made
America a land of culture have been care-

fully worked out. Culture is a result of a

richness of spiritual life, and is shown in the

music, sculpture, architecture, and litera-

ture, and in the homelife of a people. Like

the true spirit of religion, culture is ex-

pressed in fine manners and customs, and

kindliness toward one's fellow man. It is

a reflection of the inner life of man—^his

mind and spirit.

Lesson 12. Standards of Success

Objective: To show that America is a

religious nation, and that in America stand-

ards of success are measured by Christian

principles.

Summary: The American people have

accomplished great and lasting things for

the development and upbuilding of their

country. They hold spiritual life above

the material, and they are moved by high

purposes; man must know his ideal worth

and lift himself to it.

Lesson 13.

to Me
What America Means

Objective: To show the material and
spiritual forces that have made America
the great nation that it is today.

Summary: To survey this country is to

come to the conclusion that it is a land

"choice above all other lands." It has all

the requirements to make human life hap-

py and prosperous.

Lesson 14. The Need of the Hour
Objective: To show that the need of

the hour is to strengthen the spiritual forces

in America and to increase faith in God.

Summary: At the present time all the

evil forces in the world seem to be com-

bined to destroy the freedom and oppor-

tunity which America has made great.

But we should be strong and full of cour-

age; we are fighting for a righteous cause.

The textbook recommended by the

General Board for the course 'What
'America' Means'' is the American

Citizens Handbook, compiled by }.

E. Morgan. This book is obtainable

at the Deseret Book Company, 44
East South Temple Street, Salt Lake

City, Utah. The price is $1 postpaid.

The following reference books,

which may be found in city and

school libraries, will be found helpful

in the preparation of particular sub-

jects.

Adams, James Truslow, The March oi

Democracy
Becker, C. L., Beginnings of the Ameri-

can People

Earle, A. M., Home Liie in Colonial

Days
Fisher, S. C, Struggle for American In-

dependence
Green, E. B., Foundation of American

Nationality

Sparks, E. D., Expansion of the American
People

Van Metre, T. W., Economic Histoiy of

the United States

Wertenbaker, T.
J.,

The First Americans

Wilder, Canfield, The United States in

the Making
Wilson, Woodrow, Division and

Reunion

Lesson 8—American Statesmen

(Tuesday, October 26, 1943)

JPROM the earliest times to the tory. Every one of the thirteen orig-

present, the United States has inal colonies had its leaders in politi-

had a rich and varied political his- cal and civic life, and in reading about
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them one recalls the words of Car-

lyle that ''history is recorded in the

lives of great men." From the ad-

vent of the English settlers to the

formation of our Government, men
of highest integrity and noble motives

gave the people fipe concepts of

democratic government. It was a

group of statesmen of the most valor-

ous character who signed the Decla-

ration of Independence. Fifty-five

men in all represented the thirteen

colonies, most of whom were highly

educated and well qualified to per-

form the work of their day. They
were men who foresaw the beginning

of a new nation, ''conceived in lib-

erty and dedicated to the proposition

that all men are created equal." It

has been well said by one of the first

historians of the men who drafted

the noble document:

No nation can dwell with more just satis-

faction upon its annals, than the American

people. The emigrants who settled this

country were illustrious men; distinguished

for their piety, wisdom, energy, and forti-

tude. No less illustrious were their descend-

ants who served as the guides and counselors

of the colonies, or who fought their battles

during the Revolutionary struggle. No one

who admits the intervention of a special

providence in the affairs of nations, can

hesitate to believe that the statesmen of

the Revolution were raised up by the God
of Heaven for the important and definite

purpose of achieving the independence of

America.

Among the group who signed the

Declaration of Independence were

Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jeffer-

son, Samuel Adams, Robert Morris,

Roger Sherman, and Edward Rut-

ledge, all of whom were representa-

tive of the rich political thought of

their day. They were the product

and the highest promise of Ameri-

can life and American opportunity.

There is one character whom we
wish to consider brieflv, who was not

or tlie group of which we have been

speaking, but he caught the spirit of

the colonial cause. We refer to the

venerable William Pitt, Earl of Chat-

ham. From the beginning of the op-

position of America, Pitt had sensed

the justice of the cause of the Col-

onists, and on many occasions he

voiced his opposition to the laws

passed by Parliament to govern the

commerce and trade with America;

and when troops were sent to Ameri-

ca to enforce what the Colonists de-

clared unjust laws, Pitt arose in the

House of Parliament and said:

What foundation have we for our claims

over America? What is our right to per-

sist in such cruel and vindictive measures

against that loyal and respectable people?

My lords, deeply impressed with the im-

portance of taking some healing measures

at this most alarming, distracted state of our

affairs, though bowed down with a cruel

disease, I have crawled to this House to give

you my best counsel and experience; and

my advice is to beseech His Majesty to

withdraw his troops from America. It will

convince America that you mean to try her

cause in the spirit, and by the laws of free-

dom and free inquiry, and not by codes of

blood.

To such a policy, the ministry of

England was not prepared to listen,

but Pitt's plea shows that England

was divided in her attitude toward

the American Colonists, something

that not all Americans know.

It was also a most extraordinary

body of men that gathered together

in 1787 to frame the Constitution

of the United States. Never did

such a group of powerful and brilli-

ant intellects, men trained by experi-

ence, assemble for so great an under-

taking as the framing of a constitu-
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tion for a nation. And the best proof

of the success which attended their

efforts is to be found in the fact that

the constitution which they framed

for a nation of three milhon people

has been found now fit for a hun-

dred and fifty milhons. Both major

parties have vied in their admiration

of the Constitution of the United

States, for both have insisted that

the venerable instrument, if correct-

ly interpreted, supported their own
tenets.

S

OENJAMIN FRANKLIN was one

of the committee of five appoint-

ed by the Second Continental Con-
gress to draft the Declaration of In-

dependence. His great work was to

create in America a feeling of unity.

Going to France as a representative

of the colonial government, he was
instrumental in making a treaty with

that country which was favorable to

our Government. Although over

seventy years of age, he was popular

in French society, and his simple

ways and quaint manners won for

him many friends. Oxford Uni-

versity made him a Doctor of Laws,

and he was soon a favorite all over

Europe for his learning, statesman-

ship, discoveries of science, and prac-

tical inventions. A member of the

Convention which formed the Con-
stitution of the United States, it was
Franklin who made the motion that

the meetings of the Convention be

opened every day with prayer. ''I

have lived a long time,'' said he, "and
the longer I live, the more convinc-

ing proofs I see of this truth, that

God governs in the affairs of men."

Franklin published one of the first

newspapers in America as well as the

famous 'Toor Richard's Almanack."

He founded the American Philo-

sophical Society and the Philadelphia

Public Library. His autobiograpliy

is one of the most noted classics of

American literature.

QEORGE WASHINGTON was

not only a soldier, the greatest

of his day, but he was one of the out-

standing statesmen of all time. He
was in Boston at the head of the

colonial army when the Declaration

of Independence was drafted. In

1787 the Constitutional Convention

met at Philadelphia, and Washing-

ton was made chairman of the as-

sembly. With the adoption of the

Constitution, he was chosen our first

President. His cabinet was made up

of the best men of the country-, and

in all the work of planning and form-

ing the new government, of settling

the policies of the Republic both at

home and abroad, Washington was

always equal to his problems. Dur-

ing his administration, a flood of

infidelity swept over the United

States. Keenly alive to its dangers,

he dwelt in his Farewell Address on

the fact that it was on religion and

morality that our Government was

founded. Whether at home or

abroad, he was always careful of his

personal appearance, and his man-

ners were gracious and gentle. ''His

faith in God was his greatest ar-

mour," says one historian, "and this

was the salvation of his country."

Washington's record as one of the

greatest military leaders of the world

made him "first in war." His unique

position as the one man above all

others who aided our country to

frame and adopt the Constitution,

and his great service as the first Presi-

dent of the United States, made him
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''first in peace." It was his supreme

faith in God—for he was known as

the ''Christian Statesman"—which

made him "first in the hearts of his

countrymen." John Marshall, Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States wrote in his biography

of Washington, these words: "With-
out making ostentatious professions

of religion, he (Washington) was a

sincere believer in the Christian

faith and a truly devout man." In

Washington's First Inaugural Ad-
dress, he said: "No people can be

bound to acknowledge and adore the

Invisible Hand which conducts the

affairs of men more than the people

of the United States. Every step by
which they have advanced to the

character of an independent nation

seems to have been distinguished by

some token of providential agency."

"ITERY few men have left a deeper

impression upon our nation and
its government than Thomas Jeffer-

son. One of the foremost men in

American politics, he was responsible

for writing the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, and during two terms he
was President of the United States.

Although he never made a formal

speech in his life, Jefferson was
ranked as the greatest political leader

of his day. A large part of his public

work was done with the pen. Dur-
ing the American Revolution, he was
busy at the head of civil affairs in

his native state, Virginia. He fol-

lowed Patrick Henry as governor of

his state and succeeded Benjamin
Franklin as American minister to

Paris. During his first administration

as President of the United States,

he made the famous Louisiana Pur-

chase, which extended the United

States from the Mississippi River to

the Rocky Mountains. Jefferson's

political life closed in 1809, and in

his quiet home at Monticello, Vir-

ginia, he spent his days in establish-

ing the University of Virginia, at

Charlottesville.

Jefferson was Secretary of State in

the cabinet of President Washing-
ton, and Alexander Hamilton was

the Secretary of the Treasury. Both
of these men held extremely oppo-

site views as to government. Hamil-

ton was a Federalist and held to the

idea of a strong central government;

while Jefferson was opposed to slav-

ery and was an ardent advocate of

State Rights. His party was called

the Republican, which afterward be-

came the Democratic Party. He held

that the federal power should be lim-

ited as much as possible. He placed

his confidence in the voice of the

people. Monticello, now preserved

as a national memorial, was Jeffer-

son's home for over fifty years. Here
on a part of his large estate, he built

his unusual and fascinating house

from his own design. Jefferson died

on July 4, 1826, just fifty years after

the signing of the Declaration of

American Independence.

It is interesting to note that at this

writing, the beautiful memorial to

Jefferson's memory, located on the

banks of the Potomac River, has been

fittingly dedicated in the city of

Washington.

A NOTHER great statesman of the

Revolutionary period was Alex-

ander Hamilton, who was Secretary

of the Treasury in Washington's

cabinet. "Next to George Wash-
ington," said Chief Justice Marshall,

"there has been no one to whom our
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Republic owes more." Born in the

West Indies, his father was a Scotch-

man and his mother a beautiful

French Huguenot. He came to New
York in 1772, which was ever after

his home. He was a great reader

of Plutarch and Pope and many
other great authors. A graduate of

King's College, now Columbia Uni-

versity, he fought in the American
Revolution, and took part in drafting

the Constitution of the United

States. His most important work
was in the country's finances, and he
was instrumental in the establish-

ment of the Bank of the United

States. He was the leader of the

Federal Party, which stood for a

strong central government over and
above the states. More than any

other statesman, Hamilton's plans

for the money matters of the country

restored the public credit, and trade

and prosperity grew fast. He stood

for a high protective tariff and en-

couraged home manufacture. He
withdrew from the service of his

country when only thirty years of

age, and was killed in a duel with

Aaron Burr on July 12, 1804.

TN thinking of the great men who
founded this Republic and gave

it the Constitution of the United
States, we sense deeply the words of

Sir Francis Drake, when he said

:

Men pass away, but people abide. See

that ye hold fast the heritage we leave you.

Yea and teach your children its value, that

never in the coming centuries their hearts

may fail them or their hands grow weak.

Hitherto, we have been too much afraid.

Henceforth, we will fear only God.

Any one-volume history of the

United States will be helpful as a

reference.

Questions and Study Suggestions

1. Why did the American colonists go

to war with England in 1775?

2. Who were some of the men who took

part in that struggle?

3. What was the Declaration of Inde-

pendence? Who were some of the men
who took part in drafting it?

4. Who were some of the great states-

men of that period? By referring to any

good American history, prepare something

about the lives of: Washington, Hamilton,

Jefferson, Samuel Adams, John Adams,
Benjamin Franklin.

5. Give more extensive study to one

character, and enumerate characteristics he
possessed which you would desire to emu-
late.

(btones from the [Book of lliormon
For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries other

than the United States, in lieu of social science lessons.

Preview of Lessons for 1943-44

'pHIS is the first year of a probable The objectives of the course are

two-year course of lessons en- threefold:

titled, "Stories from the Book of First, to stimulate interest in the

Mormon." Book of Mormon;
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Second, to teach the Gospel as

taught in the Book of Mormon;
Third, to famiharize members

with characters and events of the

Book of Mormon.
There are only seven lessons for

this first year of the course as no les-

son is prepared for the month of

December as the General Board does

not require that a meeting be held on
Tuesday, December 21, 1943. The
lesson titles and objectives are as

follows:

Lesson 1—What is the Book of

Mormon?
Objective: To become acquainted with

the historical background of the Book of

Mormon.

Lesson 2—Lehi's Travels to the New
World
Objective: To show that behef in God

is best evidenced by a wilhngness to serve

and obey him.

Lesson 3—Nephi, a Leader in the

Land of Promise

Objective: To show the rewards of right-

eousness.

Lesson 4—Rebellion of the Laman-
ites

Objective: To show that wrongdoing
and disobedience to God's will bring evil

results.

Lesson 5—Deliverance of Alma and
Amulek from Prison

Objective: To show that "the Lord
gives us strength according to our faith

which is in Christ, even unto deliver-

ance."

Lesson 6—Conversion of Lamanites
by Ammon and his Brethren

Objective: To show that the arm of the

Lord is extended to all people who will

repent and believe on His name.

Lesson 7—Christ's Visit to the Ne-
phites

Objective: To develop an added ap-

preciation for the meaning and purpose of

baptism.

The references to be used in this

course are limited to the four stand-

ard works of the Church plus the

Articles oi Faith by James E. Tal-

mage, inasmuch as these are the only

references many foreign-speaking

missions have translated into their

own languages.

The following excerpts from a let-

ter of the author of these lessons in-

dicating the factors that guided him
in writing the lessons, will be help-

ful to the teacher in preparing the

lessons for the coming year:

First, I believe that the greatest thing

about the Book of Mormon is the Book
of Mormon. I have felt at times in the

lessons I have seen planned for the study

of this book, that too much "writer" and
not enough "Book" is present. It seems

to me that the most important thing in

planning a lesson for a book is to find ways
of letting the author speak. In this case

the author is the Lord and for this reason

there is a great need to get people to

reading His word, both in groups and
alone.

Second, most of the lessons I see taught

in the mission field start from scratch with

the lesson outline—often the teacher is the

only one with a copy of this—and a pos-

sible volume of the standard works of the

Church. I have kept this thought in mind
in planning the lessons.

Third, the questions given are simple.

They will get a rather thin discussion I

feel, but after a reading of the Book of

Mormon text the discussion should pick

up. Both the questions and the reading

activity provide immediate and simple

tasks for the class to do. There ought not
to be so many "dead spots" following a

teacher's request for answers to difficult

questions. Get a class into the actual

scripture and the desire for discussion

grows.
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Lesson I—What Is the Book of Mormon?

(Tuesday, October 26, 1943)

Note: For the full effect of the lesson it is imperative that one or more
copies of the Book of Mormon be at hand during the class discussion.

I

A DIRECT answer to the question,
"^ "What is the Book of Mor-
mon?'' may be found by a careful

reading of the pages which precede

the actual Book of Mormon itself.

These, in the 1920 edition, are bound
with the main text. They contain

three highly significant statements

which demand serious thought:

1. The title page

This comes from the hand of Mor-
oni, the last mortal man to possess

the record. He lists there these im-

portant facts concerning the book:
It is . . . the record of the people of

Nephi, and also the Lamanites—^Written

to the Lamanites, who are a remnant of the

House of Israel; and also to Jew and Gen-
tile ....

Sealed by the hand of Moroni, and hid

up unto the Lord, to come forth in due
time by way of the Gentile—^The in-

terpretation thereof by the gift of God

To show unto the remnant of the House
of Israel what great things the Lord hath
done for their fathers ....
And also to the convincing of the Jew

and Gentile that Jesus is the Ghrist, the
Eternal God, manifesting himself unto all

nations ....

2. The pages describing the origin

The coming forth to earth again

of this record was by means of an
angelic visitation from no other than
the same risen Moroni to Joseph
Smith. This stirring account is told

in the language of simple truth by
Joseph Smith himself.

3. The page bearing the testimony

of witnesses

The sober testimony of three wit-

nesses, Oliver Cowdery, David Whit-
mer, and Martin Harris, who also

saw the angel as he lay before their

marveling eyes the golden plates from
which the Book of Mormon was
translated, will be found as the last

of these significant statements. As
if for good measure the Lord pro-

vided eight other witnesses whose
testimony is also found on the last

page; eight other men who also

"saw/' and "handled," and "hefted"

the plates of gold with engravings

thereon which Joseph Smith showed
them.

It is suggested that at this point

the teacher or some members of the

class read aloud the full account of

these pages here briefly described

which precede the actual text of the

Book of Mormon. No more soul-

stirring account of the true meaning
and purpose of this wonderful record

has ever been written. After reading

these things proceed with the lesson

which follows.

To establish His word in the last

days God promised another witness

to go hand in hand with the Bible.

(Ezekiel 37:15-20) There was to

be the Stick of Judah, the Bible,

which came by way of the Jews; and
the Stick of Joseph, the Book of

Mormon, which came by way of an-

other tribe of Israel, that of Joseph.
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This latter record was to come "out but to the convincing them oi my
of the dust/' which it Hterally did, word, which shall have already gone

having been hid in the Hill Cumorah. foith among them." (II Nephi 3:

(Isaiah 29:4) 11)

That God could and would bear The Bible exists today. Has it

witness of His great plan of life to brought men to an absolute and un-

all nations is apparent in all His shaken faith in their Redeemer?

statements recorded in the Bible. Would the many, many sects and

Suffice it to say that those who came creeds of religious worship now with

to inhabit the Americas did so by us, seemingly based upon the Bible,

His command—the first people soon be an answer to this question?

after the confusion of tongues at the "Christ, the example," they say.

Tower of Babel; the second in 600 "Christ, the leader," they teach. But

B.C. fleeing the destruction of Jeru- Christ, the literal Son of God who
salem. From this latter exodus two lived and died for man, and who
great nations of people sprang up, lives now, resurrected and glorified,

known as the Nephites and the Lam- to return again—what definite an-

anites. swer has the world for these great

The truth of these facts can and questions? God knew even His

will be established as time goes on. chosen people would need more con-

Men may be certain of that. Of vincing word in the days when men

greater importance to us who have would heap to themselves teachers

come to know the power of God's who should turn the truth to fables,

word as recorded in the Book of Mor- (H Timothy 4:3-4) And this word,

mon is this-that much oi the Gos- in wisdom. He kept hid up until its

peJ, plain and precious, lost through power would strike like a two-edged

translations of the Bible is given in sword.

the Book of Mormon. Herein lies a If you have not been touched with

most powerful means of reaching the the simplicity and power of the Cos-

human heart. The word of God pel, made plain through the words of

clearly understood is quickly em- the Book of Mormon, seek this ex-

braced by one who would know the perience now. The following read-

truth. Joseph Smith's story of the ing activities may help you. For

coming forth of the Book of Mor- example, let us carry through the

mon becomes more convincing once plan for one such reading exercise,

the words of the book itself are read Think first of some phase of the

with an open mind. Note the sim- Gospel which may need more ex-

plicity of this passage which clearly planation for a clearer understanding

states the need there will be in the than is found in the Bible; for ex-

latter days for another witness of ample, the closing verse of the sixth

Christ and His mission: "But a seer chapter of Matthew: "Take there-

will I raise up out of the fruit of thy fore no thought for the morrow: for

loins; and unto him will I give power the morrow shall take thought for

to bring forth my word unto the seed the things of itself. Sufficient unto

of thy loins—and not to the bringing the day is the evil thereof." This

forth my word only, saith the Lord, comes as part of the Sermon on the
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Mount following the suggestion that

one forsake the worldly care of pro-

viding food and drink and raiment

for the body in order to serve God
rather than Mammon. But has not

God condemned the idler, and him
who refuses to work? What kind of

a world would this be if all of us took

no thought of the morrow? And yet

the Lord has given us these words.

Have not you with other thinking

Christians often wondered at the in-

consistency of this verse? If you fol-

low through the complete text of

the Sermon on the Mount there is

no suggestion as to whether the Lord
meant these words for all the multi-

tude, and hence all men, or for His

chosen disciples who were to spend

their lives in the service of God.
Somehow through the many trans-

lations of the Bible this fact was
omitted.

When Christ appeared to the Ne-
phites upon the American continent,

what was recorded of His visit is

more completely given. In III Ne-
phi 13:25 we read: "And now it

came to pass that when Jesus had
spoken these words He looked upon
the twelve whom He had chosen^

and said unto them : Remember the

words which I have spoken. For be-

hold, ye are they whom I have chosen
to minister unto this people. There-

fore I say unto you take no thought

for your life, what ye shall eat, or

what ye shall drink; nor yet for your

body, what ye shall put on." Read
on from this point to the end of the

chapter and note how this verse

makes plain and logical the meaning
of the words of Christ in the New
Testament.

Questions and Readings ioi

Discussion

With the help of other suggested read-

ings given below have the class carry on the

discussion as follows: first, answer the

questions; second, read the passages given

to discover other plain and precious truths

of the Gospel brought to light through the

Book of Mormon. If time permits each

class member could add one found by him-
self from the Book of Mormon that has

brought new hght to a truth of the Gospel.

1. What evidence is there in the Bible

as to the proper mode of baptism? Name
the various ways you know of in which
this ordinance has been performed.

For reading, 3 Nephi 11: 16-28.

2. Is infant baptism necessary?

For reading, Moroni, chapter 8.

The following is an additional exercise

if needed for the class, but one which
could preferably be used for home reading:

3. How does the true doctrine of repent-

ance and restoration work in the lives of

men?
For reading. Alma chapters 39-42.

References: James E. Talmage, Aiticles

of Faith, Chapters 14, 15.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE Y.W.M.I.A

TO THE RELIEF SOCIETY
(Continued from page 376)

is indeed the work of God. Thou- to the activities of the Mutual Im-
sands of the youth owe their interest provement Associations. Thousands,
in the Church and their testimony too, of young women have received
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a training which has prepared them are facing at the present period. Our
to enter the ReHef Society and give young people are surrounded by

intelhgent service there. temptations and dangers far beyond
The Young Women's Mutual Im- those of normal times. The powers

provement Association desires to co- of evil, it would seem, are deter-

operate fully with the Relief Society, mined to overthrow righteousness

Cooperation has always been the in- and in no way can this be accom-

signia of success in all Church activi- plished so surely as by bringing about

ties. The L.D.S. ward is like one the downfall of youth. The moral

large family, with all the auxiliaries and spiritual ^yelfare of our girls rests

giving help in rounding out the lives heavily upon us as their leaders, but

of the individual members. The we are cheered and heartened to

women's organizations are an inte- know that we have the faith and as-

gral part of this ward group, each sistance of the mothers in Israel and

providing for the different ages the of all Relief Society workers through-

programs and activities that help out the Church. Only through our

them build into ideal womanhood, united effort and the blessings of the

Never has there been greater need Lord can we hope to influence and
for these organizations, never has hold our young people,

there been wider scope for their tal- It is an honor to be included m
ents, and never has there been a more this special woman's number of your

urgent call for them to work hand in Magazine. May this issue prove to

hand to meet the problems which be one more shining link in your

the girls and women of the Church historic chain of accomplishments.

CPEAKING on Maternity and the Changing Family Scene, Hazel Corbin

of the Maternity Center Association, said:

We've got to get over this idea that being a housewife and mother is not an important

task in hfe. . . .

These mothers hold up the glorious traditions of America. They are striving against

. . . difficult odds to make home an attractive place for their children, to make it a safe

place, a place of security and happiness in which their children are growing up and to

which they will want to bring their friends. There is no task more important than that

today.

You see it is financial pressure as well as the pressure of public opinion that forces

many a mother with young children into industry, and when that occurs the very founda-

tions of her family, the very foundations of her children's security—the things her husband

is fighting for—are destroyed. Does anyone think that a mother can hold a full-time

job in a war factory, under the pressure of more, more, more, faster, faster, faster, and

properly care for her family at the same time?—From The Child, May 1943 p. 165,

monthly bulletin of the Children's Bureau, U, S Department of Labor.
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Last year sugar beet growers produced the biggest beet crop
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DIURNAL ENSEMBLE
CeJia A. Van Cott

DAWN
White aspens drip quicksilver dew below

Each leaf-fringed bough where lupins nod and blow;

From purple sage gray-mottled grouse arise

On whirring wings into metallic skies.

The white swans lift from blue lagoons and wing

Through platinum mists; gay purple martins swing

Up greensward slopes and foaming white cascades,

Atilting wings in daring escapades.

Across the dawn, pale pistillated green

Lies fused in crescent waves of rosy sheen;

Through pink-flanged clouds a scintillating ray

Of golden light bursts through to pattern day.

DAY
A linnet trills his morning melody

Beside a nest couched in a willow tree;

The mother lifts her palpitating breast

Where young stretch yellow mouths in hungry quest.

High noon lies hushed and still; no soothing breeze

Stirs lagging leaves on dusty roadside trees;

Birds seek relief from waves of heat that come
Like molten metal from the copper sun.

The cattle browse upon the shadowed hill

Through blue-eyed grass; wild pungent odors spill

Their fragrance on the slowly cooling air

And dusk descends like wordless lips at prayer.

DUSK
The soothing peace of dusk is shattered by

The nightbird's scream and loon's wild shrieking cry.

Through lily pads green speckled bullfrogs slide

Into black lacquer from each marshbound side;

A heron skims across the lake, and flies

To grass-lined nest below gray charcoal skies.

A twangy breeze sweeps down the sage-clad hill;

A ripple laps the shore, then all is still.

Below a thin white moon gray storm clouds swing

And darkness holds close every living thing;

One paling amber star alone gives light

For all the prowling creatures of the night.

No human hand can pattern life, or birth

Of light, the heaven's pageantry, or earth;

Nor can it mold one atomistic part

Of mortal man or his emotive heart.
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The Latter-day Saint Family

Its Ideals and Responsibilities

Elder Milton Bennion

General Superintendent of the Deseret Sunday School Union

THE perpetuation of the race is

a major social purpose of the

family. This is universally rec-

ognized by thinking people every-

where. The Latter-day Saints ac-

cept this but in a much more impres-

sive and far-reaching way than do

any other people; this because of

their belief in the eternity of the fam-

ily relationship and the eternal prog-

ress of man. Sexual purity, while

long and widely recognized as an

ideal, and even among some primi-

tive tribes enforced by severe penal-

ties for its violation, receives a new
and much more sacred sanction in

the teachings of the Latter-day

Saints. Parents are, of course, strict-

ly bound, themselves, to practice

chastity in the proper meaning of

that term. With this as a founda-

tion, they are religiously obligated to

develop in their children the highest

ideals of family life and sex relations.

This calls for understanding not only

of the nature of children and youths

in general, but also for careful study

of the nature of each child for whose

moral and religious education the

parents are primarily responsible.

This responsibility cannot be shifted

to any other agency. The Church

and the school should, of course,

supplement the educational efforts

of the family, and the civic com-

munity should do its best to build

favorable and eliminate unfavorable

influences for the proper moral de-

velopment of children and youths.

It is a great mistake, however, to

assume that they, individually or col-

lectively, can relieve the family of its

responsibility. One of the tragedies

of the war situation is that some

mothers, either for what they con-

ceive to be patriotic reasons or for

The Cover—Lake McDonald, Glacier National Park. Photo by Hileman.
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financial gain, will leave their chil-

dren without proper guardianship

while they are employed outside the

home. A mother's duty to her chil-

dren is her first duty also to her coun-

try. One of the greatest dangers to

our country, viewed through the

generations, is the character demoral-

ization of her future citizens. With-

out strength, purity, and integrity

of character on the part of citizens

generally, there can be no national

security or achievement worth sav-

ing.

In the training of children, em-

phasis should always be on the posi-

tive side. Wholesome pleasures

and stimulation of ambition for serv-

ice and high achievement may be

supplemented at opportune times

and circumstances by warnings

against temptations to take a down-

ward course, but even this may be

done with youth in such a way as to

lead them to picture in imagination

the dire consequence of evil practices.

When a youth pictures vividly to

himself the consequence of indulg-

ing his appetites or passions contrary

to the teachings of the Church, it will

have far more weight with him than

will mere dogmatic teaching or pa-

rental commands, although under

some circumstances this method
nuay be necessary, especially with

children. Even they, however, are

generally more able to think and to

understand more than most adults

give them credit for. They should

be given a chance to think and to

make some decisions for themselves.

Parents should, of course, see that

the children are led to revise wrong
decisions and never to act upon judg-

ments that may be morally or reli-

giously detrimental either to them-

selves or to others.

Arbitrary commands on the part

of parents sometimes have the re-

verse effect of that anticipated. This

may be true of attendance at reli-

gious gatherings. Sometimes, at-

tempts to force youth in these mat-

ters may lead to deception or rebel-

lion and sometimes to hatred of the

obligations that parents attempt to

force upon them. Even when, out of

respect for parents, they yield to the

parental admonition, they sometimes

cease the activity as soon as parental

authority is outgrown. A teacher

in Ancient Greece is credited with

saying that it was his business to

teach boys to love the right. That

is a primary obligation of parents

toward their children. Until they

acquire a love of the right and the

habit of acting upon that love as a

motive, their characters will be im-

perfectly formed.

SINCERITY
Alice Money Bailey

Never sing to me, I beg, the songs I want to hear

Lest they, unwilling, forced, may come discordant to my ear.

Vd rather have you, trusting that their joyous truthful ring

May touch in me an echo, sing—the songs you like to sing.



President Rudger Clawson
Elder George Albert Smith

President of the Council of the Twelve

THE following quotation is taken

from Some Impressions oi My
Father by Samuel G. Clawson,

son of President Rudger Clawson:

''Life left no residue of bitterness

in him; impression and memories left

no scar. He never indulged in self-

pity; never tolerated self-esteem.

There was no elation when he won.

He either won and turned victory

into wisdom for the next encounter,

else he endured and waited. He
never lost because he saw time as part

of endless eternity."

Brother Clawson, who passed

away Monday, June 21, 1943, pre-

sided over the Quorum of the Twelve

Apostles for eighteen years and has

been a member of the Council for

forty-five years. I have been privi-

leged to be intimately associated with

him for forty years. To know him
was to love him. His kindly, gentle

ways have endeared him to all who
knew him. His quiet, thoughtful

mien gave his co-workers confidence

in him, his judgment, and purposes.

He was a friend to everyone. His

kindliness made him the confidant

of the heartbroken and weary. He
visited and cheered the sick, inspired

and gave hope to the discouraged.

Undeviating loyalty to the Presi-

dency of the Church was an outstand-

ing characteristic of the life of Presi-

dent Rudger Clawson.

He was a consistent and industri-

ous, hard-working executive. He pre-

sided with dignity over the Council
of the Twelve Aposties making the

stake and mission visiting appoint-

ments both for this Quorum, the

PRESIDENT RUDGER CLAWSON

First Council of Seventy, and the

Presiding Bishopric. He was careful

and considerate in his budgeting of

assignments, endeavoring to divide

the burdens equally. He took his full

share of the work and utilized every

ounce of his energy to take care of

the responsibilities placed upon him
as long as his strength permitted.

All his public utterances were
marked with toleration. His dis-

courses were full of substance and
deserving of careful study. A pro-

verbial patience, a flawless faith, a

fidelity to the truth coupled with a

devotion to the Church and all that

it stands for, have made achieve-

ments possible which will remain
eternally to the credit of Rudger
Clawson.
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A Pioneer Homemaker
Julia A. Caine

ANEW world was opened in

1803 to the expanding Ameri-

cans who were pushing beyond

the western hills. All life seemed to

revolve around new ideas and dreams

of homes to the west of the broad

Mississippi. Word of the great pur-

chase was carried into the isolated

hamlets of New Hampshire by post-

rider, and here men gathered on

street corners and talked of moving

to the new country, Louisiana, the

land beyond the Mississippi.

While excitement was at its height

in the town of Hillsborough, New
Hampshire, a baby girl was born who
was to traverse that great territory

far into the west and was to estab-

lish the first home in the Great

Basin. The tiny baby, Harriet Page

Wheeler, cared little for her father's

talk of the great Napoleon, Indians,

and Lewis and Clarke, but these ideas

were everyday conversation in the

little home, and the West held a

promise of adventure as she grew up
in New England.

Her own home was the typical

frontier house of the small settle-

ments where the family was taught

to do all things needed for its com-
fort. She learned to weave her own
clothes, trim her own hats, and cook

for the family. At the age of sixteen,

she was ready for a real adventure

in the fabulous West.
School teachers were scarce in

those days, and a seventeen-year-old

girl who could teach reading, writ-

ing, and arithmetic might easily get

a position in the familiar little

schoolhouse. Harriet packed her
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trunk and set forth for western New
York where friends had secured her

the job of schoolmarm at Phelps.

The young teacher had a school at-

tended by children of all ages. She

was very dignified as she listened to

the primer class sing their alphabet

and as she helped the older students

with their fractions. Indian stories

in the old readers were her special

delight and she must have dreamed

often of a land even farther west

then frontier New York.

The schoolmarm boarded around

in the village, went sleigh riding, and

made friends with everyone. One
of the town's young men soon be-

came her constant companion and

eventually, upon becoming the wife

of Isaac Decker, Phelps became her

home.
But America was moving west,

and any move to a new frontier held

out golden promise. The Deckers

joined this moving throng, and fin-

ally came to settle in the Ohio coun-

try where land was cheap. At New
Portage, their home was the typical

frontier dwelling. Each morning the

family was up at 5 o'clock and break-

fast was eaten by lamp light. The
boys aided their father in the barn-

yard, the girls helped with the house-

hold tasks, and soon learned to weave,

bake bread, and sew. The brown-

eyed Harriet was building her fron-

tier home as her people before her

had builded in New England.

nPRAVELERS were few in this

land of little hamlets, and the

family welcomed a preacher who
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talked of wonderful things that had

happened in New York State. How
the tired housewife must have en-

joyed hearing of rivers and hills so

near to her old home in Phelps. The
wandering preacher was asked to re-

turn and the family began to read

the books he discussed. They had

attended many revival meetings in

the past, but this man talked of a

new religion that followed the old

teaching of the Bible—a religion of

joy and promise. Here happiness

was the keynote. He spoke of a

gathering of his people to the West.

Soon the Decker family gathered

their belongings, joined the Latter-

day Saint Church, and moved west

to Franklin, Ohio, near Kirtland, the

home of many Latter-day Saint peo-

ple.

They joined wholeheartedly with

their new companions, and, when
the Church was in need of funds, the

father of this httle family gave his

entire savings to help his people.

Like all Latter-day Saint families,

this family was looked upon with dis-

trust by non-Mormon neighbors,

who soon began to avoid them.

What courage it must have taken

to join with other Latter-day Saints

and leave for the far Missouri! The
turbulent Westerners in Missouri

hated the quiet industry of this peo-

ple who built towns so quickly on

the best river lands. Many of the

early settlers had come to the fron-

tier either to procure large slave hold-

ings or because they did not fit into

the orderly society of the East. Mor-
mon homes grew too rapidly into

settlements. Frontier Missouri fin-

ally succeeded in driving the Mor-
mons out.

So back across Missouri moved the

tired little band, and in 1841 they

settled on land at a bend of the

Mississippi River, later to be known
as Nauvoo the Beautiful. Here the

well-built houses and shaded streets

brought memories of New England.

The Decker family now hoped that

they had found a permanent home.

Yet, even now, the little dwelling was

not secure. Isaac Decker had tired

of the continual moving and no

longer felt enthusiastic for the society

that shut him apart from other com-

panions, and so he and his wife,

whose whole soul was dominated by

religious fervor, parted. Later, she

married Lorenzo D. Young and made
a pleasant home on the bank of the

Mississippi. When the terrible

months of persecution came and the

Prophet-leader was killed, mobs
threatened the beautiful Nauvoo,

and Harriet was one of the first to

make preparations to move to the

West.

npHE broad Mississippi was frozen

as the wagons waited in front of

the little home on that cold Febru-

ary day in 1846. The children

climbed inside; Lorenzo Young
helped his wife into the wagon, and

they turned toward the river. Across

the ice and on to the Missouri moved
the people, trusting in their leaders,

who were men of God, to lead them

to a new home.

When the early spring of 1847

came. Winter Quarters, the tempor-

ary resting place of the Saints, was

a bustle of activity. Songs of the

West rang out and there was talk of

California. There was also talk of

missions to the Indians and how
even now the elders of the Church
were preaching to the Lamanites.
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Definite plans were made for a small

company to go farther west and to

find a home for the people. Harriet's

husband was chosen a member of

this party. Harriet, suffering from
maleria, begged to be taken with

them. Brigham Young yielded to

Lorenzo and Harriet's desire and
agreed to let her go. Two other

women also went with this band of

scouts over the mountains to find a

refuge and a home. They were

Clara Decker Young, wife of Brig-

ham Young and daughter of Harriet,

and Ellen S. Kimball, wife of Heber
C. Kimball. Two children accom-
panied Harriet.

On April 7, the heavily loaded wag-

ons started the long trek west. Seeds,

plows, chickens, pigs, and cows made
the caravan a picturesque sight.

Each night the wagons formed a

circle with interlocking wheels into

which the cattle were driven. Each
evening the women cooked over the

campfire. Songs were sung around
the fires which awakened echoes on
the Platte River that had previously

known only the whoop of Indian

braves or the more riotous songs of

the fortune seeker. Each morning
this band of pioneers was up at five

o'clock and by seven the train was
moving on toward the Rockies.

Rafts were built to ford the streams

as the band pushed west.

In late July the pioneers crossed

the South Pass where eleven years

earlier Narcissa Whitman had
kneeled in thanksgiving for the right

to carry the white man's Book to the

Indians; but the path of these pio-

neers lay to the south. The Ore-

gon had become the destination for

too many traders and homeseekers.

Soon the wagons crossed the rug-

ged Uintahs and wound down nar-

row Echo Canyon, where boulders

and brush made it hard going for the

wagons. The men had to cut a trail;

rocks had to be moved. When the

turn was made into East Canyon, the

way seemed almost impassable. The
canyon itself was steep; wolves lurked

in the underbrush, and rattlesnakes

lay in wait for the unwary. The
crooked stream was willow-fringed,

and rocks made the frequent cross-

ings very slow and precarious. Every-

where huge peaks towered, and the

July sun beat upon the toiling men
as they tried to clear a way. At last

Big Mountain was reached, and from

its summit they glimpsed a broad

valley which lay over yet another

mountain. This must be the place

Bridger had told of! This was the

valley Goodyear had described. They
hoped it was better than the traders

had pictured.

Now the little band rallied its

strength, and by midday, Brigham

Young and his brother Lorenzo and

their wives were on the benchland

east of the Great Salt Lake Valley.

The broad stretches of treeless coun-

try shimmered in the heat. The wom-
en looked over their new home; a

lizard ran across the foot of Harriet.

She was tired. No house, grass or

trees rested her weary eyes. She

heard Brigham Young say, 'This is

the place," and she burst into tears.

'T^HE journey had been hard and

now this! The sage brush, the

sunflowers, nothing looked like home
to her as she cried, "Lorenzo, we have

traveled fifteen hundred miles over

prairies, deserts, and mountains, but

feeble as I am, I would rather journey
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a thousand miles farther than stay

in this desolate place."

But this was to be home. Lorenzo

immediately plowed a small tract of

land, onto which the water from

City Creek was diverted, and he

planted the first potatoes in the val-

ley.

The day following the entrance

into the valley, a strange little as-

sembly gathered, and a little band of

worshippers thanked God for their

new home. They were advised to

make a fort for protection, and the

next day the work of planting and
home building began.

At first Harriet's house was in the

log and adobe fort, but this was so

different from her usual home that

she was very unhappy. Her new
baby, who had been born in Septem-

ber, fretted in the mud-roofed cabin,

and all the houses were so close to-

gether that Harriet lacked the priv-

acy she craved. She was a home
builder, and stockade life was dis-

agreeable to her.

In December, therefore, Lorenzo

completed a log cabin of his own
outside the fort some distance away.

The other members protested at this

move because of the danger of In-

dians, but Harriet thought only of

homemaking. Even after an un-

friendly Indian did invade her cabin

one day, she still refused to leave.

It was in January, as she rocked
her baby, that the rude savage in-

vaded the little house and demanded
''biscuit." Through a ruse, she

loosed her watchdog, a powerful
mastiff tied in the next room, and
took the bow and arrows away from
the Indian who had been wounded
by the dog. Then, binding up the

shoulder of the sullen native, she

sent him on his way, and continued
her life outside the fort.

Spring had hardly arrived before

the beauty-loving Harriet was hard
at work making her house a home.
She had brought the first children

into the little settlement. Her son

was the first white boy to be born
in the Valley. Now she began to

plan her home. Lorenzo brought
a small locust tree from the moun-
tains, and Harriet planted it in

the front of her house. This was
the first tree planted in the Valley.

Her yard was the present yard of the

Bee Hive House.

This intrepid woman had dreamed
of the great West, but always as a

place of homes. She realized that

dream as she planted trees and gar-

dens. Men may plan cities, but wom-
en build homes. Salt Lake City is a

city of homes and trees, and Harriet

Wheeler Young was its original

homemaker.

MY WANTS
Roberta Bates

I only want a little house,

A lilac tree beside the door.

A house with windows clean and bright.

And sunlight dancing on the floor

To the hlting music of childish laughter;

A hearth whereon a kettle sings;

Some birds to nest in the lilac tree,

And a patch of sky to try their wings.



Food Preservation
Edna K. Ward

THERE are several methods of

''preserving" the home food

supply of fresh fruits and vege-

tables during the summer growing

season. To know that no fruits nor

vegetables have been wasted, and to

have an adequate winter supply of

these important foods will be a great

satisfaction to all homemakers.
Latter-day Saint housewives have al-

ways been interested in preserving

the summer supply of fruits and
vegetables for winter use, and have

practiced the adage of
'

'waste not,

want not."

Vegetables and fruits may be pre-

served by canning, drying, freezing,

and storing. It is the purpose of the

following discussion to explain brief-

ly the last three methods.

DRYING

Drying or dehydration of fruits

and vegetables means that enough
water is removed to stop the growth
of molds and other organisms. If

done properly, it will also preserve

much of the flavor, color, and food

value. Dried products occupy less

space for storing.

Drying Vegetables

1. Select vegetables that have reached

the table-use stage.

2. Clean thoroughly, remove all blem-

ishes.

3. Precook or steam. This prevents ex-

cessive Toss of food value, sets the

color, and hastens drying. Steaming

is preferable to boiling in water. Any
large kettle in which a rack arrange-

ment can be placed to keep the vege-

table up out of the water niay be used
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for steaming, provided the kettle has

a tightly-fitting lid.

Snap Beans

Cut in one inch lengths

Steam 15 to 20 minutes

Dry 4 to 7 hours

Peas

Steam 10 minutes

Dry 3 to 5 hours

Corn

Split each row of kernels lengthwise be-

fore cutting and scrape cob with a knife

to get all the milk from the cob.

To 4 quarts of corn add:

1 cup cream or rich milk

V4 cup sugar

2 tablespoons salt

Mix and boil for 20 minutes stirring

constantly to prevent scorching. Spread

in shallow pans and dry in the oven or

dryer, stirring often.

Dry until the kernels will break with

clean glass-like fracture.

Spinach Leaves or Other Greens

Strip out heavy midribs from chard or

other large leaves.

Steam 1 to 3 minutes

Spread on trays covered with cheesecloth,

dry 2 to 4 hours in the oven.

Oven Drying

For most families the oven is large

enough to dry all necessary foods.

It is convenient and inexpensive.

Cover the racks with cheesecloth

or other thin material. Set the

temperature control at 150°. Open
the oven door about every hour and
change the position of the trays to

give uniform drying. The tempera-

ture may be increased to 250° and
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the oven door left slightly open all

the time if desired.

boil, add the dried product and cook

until tender. Do not overcook.

Drying Fruit

Practically all commercially dried

fruit is treated with sulphur. This

is to improve the appearance, keep-

ing qualities, and food values. After

sulphuring, the fruits are sun-dried.

They should be covered with cheese-

cloth or screens to prevent flies or

insects from contaminating them.

Apples

Apples are the most commonly dried

fruit. They are sliced in quarter-inch

slices and may or may not be sulphur

treated and dried in full sun. Fruit that is

sufficiently dried has an elastic springy feel.

Most fruits such as cherries, peaches,

apricots, and pears are canned for home
use. These fruits may also be dried, how-
ever. The Utah State Agricultural College

Extension Service in Logan will supply de-

tailed methods of sulphur treatment and
drying these fruits.

Drying Herbs

Parsley, mint or sage may be easily dried

for winter use. Hang them inside with

the leaves down, and when dry, remove the

leaves and store them in glass jars.

Storing Dried Products

Be sure that foods are thoroughly

dry.

Sun-dried fruits should be heated

in the oven at 200° before storing.

Store in paper bags, covered jars,

or airtight tins.

Preparation for the Table

Soak overnight or for several

hours (about one pound of vege-

tables per pound of water). Drain
the water into a kettle, bring it to a

FREEZING

This method of food preservation

is comparatively new, and is becom-
ing increasingly popular. The natur-

al fresh flavor, appearance, and food

values are satisfactorily maintained.

Present research indicates that quick

freezing does not destroy vitamins

A, thiamin (Bi), riboflavin (B2), or

ascorbic acid (C). Vitamin losses

increase if the preparation for freez-

ing is delayed.

Following are some rules to insure

high-quality frozen products:

1. Select high-quality fresh products

ready for immediate use.

2. Clean and prepare to preserve natur-

al color, flavor, and food values.

3. Pack or wrap in reasonably airtight

containers.

4. Freeze in quick freeze room where
temperature is 10 or 15 degrees be-

low zero.

5. Store in lockers where temperature

is kept at zero.

6. Keep products frozen until ready for

use.

7. Cook products requiring cooking in

such a way as to retain the most food

values.

Freezing Fruits

Fruits that freeze satisfactorily in-

clude all kinds of berries, cherries,

apricots, peaches, figs, plums, and
prunes.

1. Select friiits ready for table use.

2. Wash carefully, discard underripe,

overripe, or bruised sections.

3. Cut large fruit (apricots, peaches,

prunes) in halves or slices.

4. Pack in waxed containers, fruit jars

or enameled tins. (Do not use rub-

ber rings on fruit jars.)
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5. Use sugar, (1/2 cup to 1 quart of fruit)

or cold syrup (3V2 cups sugar to 1

quart water).

6. Keep fruit as cool as possible and get

to the locker at once.

7. Freeze at 10 to 15 degrees below zero.

8. Store where temperature is kept at

zero with no more than 5 degrees

variation.

Freezing Vegetables

Vegetables that freeze satisfactor-

ily include asparagus, green beans,

lima beans, broccoli, chard, corn,

peas, spinach, and cauliflower.

To Prepare Vegetables for Freezing

1. Select as for table use (get products

to locker as quickly as possible; no
more than two hours should elapse

between time of harvesting and freez-

ing)-

2. Clean and wash thoroughly. Cut,

shell or slice according to type of

vegetable.

3. Scald vegetables in boiling water.

Use a wire basket or mosquito net-

ting bag.

Be sure water is boiling.

Scald small amounts, 5 to 6 pounds.

Do not overscald.

Time:
Asparagus—2-3 minutes

Beans (Lima)—2-3 minutes

Beans (Snap)—2-3 minutes

Broccoli—3-5 minutes

Cauliflower—2-3 minutes

Corn (cut)—2-5 minutes

Peas—1-172 minutes

4. After scalding, place at once under

cold running water and leave until

the vegetable is as cold as the water.

Remove from water as soon as the

vegetables are cooled.

5. Place products in waxed containers,

fruit jars with rubber 'rings or all seal-

ing lids, or enameled cans that are

airtight.

6. Pack vegetables dry or in a 2% brine

solution. In the brine pack method,

vegetables are packed dry in con-

tainers, and then V2 cup of brine is

poured over each pint, leaving 1/2 inch

head space in pint containers, and ^
inch in quart containers.

Brine Solution

4 teaspoons tablesalt dissolved in 1 quart

warm water

or

53^ tablespoons tablesalt dissolved in 1

gallon warm water

Chill brine before pouring over, vege-

tables. (The brine solution should be used

as the cooking water when vegetables are

used.)

7. Keep the vegetables as cold as possible

until they reach the locker.

8. Quick freeze and store in locker.

HOME STORAGE

Several vegetables lend themselves

to storage better than to any other

method of preservation. Carrots,

beets, celery, onions, late cabbage,

parsnips, sweet potatoes, potatoes,

and turnips may be stored as they

come from the garden.

Cabbage

Vitamin C is one of the important food

nutrients in cabbage. Raw cabbage is one

of the cheapest year-round vitamin C foods.

It also contributes calcium, phosphorus,

and iron.

Cabbage may be stored and used fresh.

It may also be made into sauerkraut and

packed in jars.

Sauerkraut
«

Use fully matured heads.

Shred and place in stone jars.

Use alternate layers of cabbage and salt in

proportion of one pound of salt to forty

pounds of cabbage.

Pack firmly in stone jar, cover with a

clean cloth and a board or plate on which

is placed a weight heavy enough to cause

the brine to come up to the cover.

Keep at about 86° F. for about 10 days

to allow it to ferment.

Remove skum as it forms.

Pack in glass jars and add enough brine

to fill jar.

(Continued on page 478)



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

BERNARD SHAW has stated that

woman's emancipation, with the

growth of feminism, has not tended

to discourage mascuHnity in men, but

has tended to discourage boorish-

ness, a trait of the weak who are try-

ing to conceal their weakness.

npHERE have always been men
who believe that women like

to be dominated by the ''stronger

sex/' Ralph A. Habas, in the April

issue of FactSy discusses this ques-

tion thoughtfully in an article, "Do
Women Want Domination?". He
takes the negative viewpoint, and
says that an attitude of voluntary

cooperation should be the keynote

of a happy marriage; neither domi-

nance nor submissiveness, but a

deep-seated regard for each other's

personality.

npHE magnitude of America's Red
Cross movement may be gauged

by activities in its Brooklyn, New
York, headquarters, reported by
Louis Markey in "Twenty-four

Hours a Day," (Red Book, April

1943.) Most of the 43,000 workers

are women, generally unpaid volun-

teers. In the Home Service Divi-

sion, contacts are established, when
necessary, between American fami-

lies and their sons overseas (about

8,000 cases monthly) . In the Blood
Donors' Division, twenty cots are

occupied nearly all the time. Sta-

tionary canteens are operated by

2,000 women. There are 1,000

nurses' aids, 200 Gray Ladies, 300

staff assistants, 500 stenographers

and clerks, and 100 F.B.I, assistants.

In the Public Education Division,

250,000 women have taken courses

in first aid, home nursing, nutrition,

and diet. The workers deliver

5,500,000 surgical dressings monthly.

POURAGE in Women: The
mother of the five Sullivan broth-

ers killed on a torpedoed boat says

she would "do it again" for America,

and carries on the heavy work of the

farm with her husband. Her last

surviving child, Genevieve Marie,

joined the WAVES.

A MERICAN factory girls, packing

chemical supplies for an urgent-

ly needed overseas shipment, were

severely burned by the fumes, but

continued at their posts until the

task was completed. British factory

girls, rendered sightless by explo-

sions, are preparing for a continu-

ance of useful life in a new school

for the blind, where they learn

braille and housework.

jyrRS. N. L. JENSEN of Murray,

Utah, has contributed six fine

sons to the war effort. All hold the

Melchizedek Priesthood, and have

been active Church workers. Mrs.

Jensen has been active for many
years in Relief Society work, and her

husband was a ward bishop for seven

years.
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LPresiaent iKuager L^tawson

\ TRUE and trusted friend of the annual financial, statistical, and nar-

General Board of the Relief So- rative reports sent in annually by

ciety was the late President Rudger these organizations to be audited and
Clawson. He was appointed by the compiled by the General Secretary

First Presidency of the Church, in for presentation to the General Board

September 1919, ''to audit the books and to the women of the whole or-

of the General Board, examine the ganization. Few Relief Society wom-
methods of accounting employed en were more familiar with the in-

and to make recommendations re- ner workings of the organization, and

garding the bookkeeping and ac- no one was more proud of the sys-

counting as conditions might re- tematic and painstaking efforts and
quire/' He thus became special ad- accomplishments of stake and ward

visor and supervisor of the business officers and workers in carrying on

and financial affairs of the Board, these practical affairs of the organi-

which duty he faithfully and effi- zation than was President Rudger

ciently performed. This able and Clawson.

experienced accountant consoli- Hardly a week in the year passed

dated the accounts of the Board; set without a visit to Relief Society

up a modern system of bookkeeping, headquarters by this good and faith-

and then for years supervised the op- ful man. Keenly did he sense his

eration of that system; with pains- responsibility, and greatly interested

taking care he reviewed the accounts was he in the affairs of the organi-

and regularly examined the receipts zation. This close association over

and disbursements; guarded the ex- a period of more than twenty years,

penditures; and annually audited the together with his kindness, friendli-

books and at all times gave sound ness, courtesy, and good humor en-

financial advice. He thus set up for deared him not only to the executive

Relief Society a safe and wise pat- officers, but to every member of the

tern of procedure which has been staff. President Clawson was con-

easy to follow. suited regarding many of the varied

As a professional bookkeeper and problems of the Society as a whole,

auditor of long experience, President and his wise and fatherly counsel and

Clawson's contribution to the Gen- advice were always very helpful,

eral Board has a value so great that President Clawson was a living

it can hardly be measured. example of loyalty and devotion to

With painstaking care President the Church. No sacrifice was too

Clawson also examined and became great for him to make for the Gospel

familiar with the Relief Society stake of the Master. He was a great de-

and ward record books, and with the fender of the faith. While he had
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always a mild-appearing manner, yet

for the right he was always aggres-

sive. He always manifested that

same courage which he exhibited

when, as a young missionary in

Georgia, he bravely faced the firing

squad of that threatening and in-

furiated mob which had brutally tak-

en the life of his missionary compan-

ion; and as he stood beside the dead

body of his associate and listened to

the continued threats of the mob,

he even bared his breast and told

them to shoot. This surprising atti-

tude on his part so startled the mob
that they turned away, leaving him

alone with the body of his friend

and companion in the dense woods

of Georgia.—Amy Brown Lyman.

ofraia IXp a (^kild cln the SX/a^

(jle Snouia (^o

^^pEMEMBER, the worth of souls service she may have performed as

is great in the sight of God." being more vital and important than

Thus did the Lord speak to the

Prophet Joseph Smith in 1829. In

view of this general declaration, how
great a responsibility rests upon par-

ents who take upon themselves the

sacred obligation of bringing certain

spirits into this world through their

lineage, clothing them with tempor-

the proper rearing of her children?

In accepting any type of employ-

ment, the prime concern of a mother

should be the question as to whether

or not her children vdll be properly

and adequately cared for during her

absence.

What are some of the activities of

al bodies, and passing on to those a Latter-day Saint family which serve

spirits much of their physical and as loops of steel to bind the family

mental characteristics. What a strict together and strengthen it to live,

accounting will be required of par- as a unit, a righteous life? One of

ents as to the manner in which they the strongest bonds, certainly, is

guarded and protected, trained up family prayer, the uniting of a family

and set in the path of righteousness in a spiritual oneness. Seldom is a

those immortal souls specifically en- family drawn more closely together

trusted to their care! There is no than at such times. Any righteous

duty more obligatory upon this earth activity or observance of a law of the

than the duty resting upon parents Lord entered into by an entire fam-

to rear their children properly. When ily will guide that family along the

parents are called upon to account straight path. Among such activities

for the manner in which they have may be mentioned the proper observ-

trained their children, what excuse ance of the Sabbath, the keeping of

will be accepted for laxness or neg- the Word of Wisdom, refraining

lect in the training? Will any moth- from any criticism of Church au-

er be able to point to any other (Continued on page 522)



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter V

Synopsis: Janet, protectingly reared in

Washington, D.C., lives in constant dread

of the San Juan country of Utah where her

husband, Paul Morgan, has an Indian trad-

ing post on the mesa. She plans on their

moving to Washington before the birth of

her baby, but does not disclose this inten-

tion to her husband. Upon returning home
with Paul after a happy week spent on

the mesa, they find that Janet's sister, Rhae,

and her husband, Warren Newsbaum, have

arrived for a short visit with the announced

intention of taking Janet back to Washing-

ton with them. The next morning Paul is

hurt when he saves Warren from being

dragged by a broncho. A few months later,

while Paul, restored to health, is absent on

a roundup, an Indian, Mike, threatens to

kill Janet. She seeks refuge in the Devil's

Corridor where she becomes unconscious.

THE minute Dr. Potsworth's old

Ford rattled into the yard at El

Toro he was out of it, his short

legs pushing through the sand and

up the flagstone path to the house.

Pie panted to a stop as Paul threw

open the door, flung his hat aside

and grumbled nervously: ''Can't a

respectable doctor turn his back on

a patient but there's mischief to pay?

Janet was laughing and well only a

few hours ago!"

'Tou saw her? You were here?"

"Of course. I come as often as

the weather and roads will let me.

Why, the place looks like the leav-

ings of a tornado! What's been

going on here?"

''I wish I knew," Paul gritted.

''Hurry, doctor, please!"

'What a mess." Dr. Potsworth

examined the rQom professionally.
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"Quite an operation. An amputa-

tion or two; a few broken joints—"

"Never mind the room," Paul

begged. "J^^^t's in here. Doc. Hur-

ry!" He threw open the bedroom
door. "I found her unconscious in

the Devil's Corridor."

"Hurt?"

"I can't tell. Something pretty

bad must have happened. I came
home to find Taos knifed in the

throat, Juanee gone, and the place

smashed to bits."

One look at Janet, lying inert,

beads of perspiration along her hair-

line, and Dr. Potsworth became ab-

sorbed. At the sound of their voices,

Janet stirred restlessly. Paul took

her hand and began to chafe her

fingers gently.

"Will you be able to handle this,

Doc? You'll know a specialist—It

was all my fault. I—"
"Take it easy, Paul. Of course I

can handle it. We'll get help when
we need it."

"Then do something. Don't just

stand there looking at her!"

"There isn't anything to do. Not
now. Tomorrow, maybe."

"I can't stand it till tomorrow. It's

all my fault, I tell you; I left her

alone. I don't even know what hap-

pened!"

"Whatever is was, it happened aft-

er I left here. Evidently it had some-

thing to do with Janet's collapse.

But I'm inclined to think this might

have happened anyway, Janet's

lived with fear too long."
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'Tear. Janet afraid? Doc, you're ter. He's the latest authority on-
all wrong. Janet isn't afraid of any- this sort of thing."

thing! Why, she stands up to this Paul noted the break in Pots-
country like a veteran! This was worth's sentence, and his heart sank,
no ordinary fear." He wanted to ask, "Authority on

"No. It's evident that Janet had what?" but shrank from the clarity

cause to hide in the Corridor. But of professional terms. If he could
that's not what I mean. YouVe sold believe that Janet was all right, that
yourself on the idea that this coun- she was going to be all right, then he
try belonged to the gods before they could keep sane, and wait. But did
turned i,t over to you. Well,, it Potsworth know? After all, he was
didn't. It's cold and hard and ex- getting on in years—
acting; only you're too absorbed to .^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ telegram to Grone-
see It Janet s been afraid since the ^^^„ p^^j 33^^ .^^^^,3 ^^ ^^^
day she came to ElToro to live!

gj^^ ^^ ^^^ ^1,^ hone is wrecked."
Paul groaned. Then let s get her t^ ^ ., 'l^^^.^

out of here'"
rotsworth scribbled the message.

"Her only chance lies in rest and f^"^
'°°'^^/ '°"g ^^ 1^"^

'
*^" ^^

quiet. She must not be moved."
*""^'^ ^""^ ^^^^ hurriedly out.

"But what is it? What causes

such things? If it wasn't fear, then fjE was back before Potsworth ex-

what was it?" pected him, even in his state

"We don't know. Such cases are o^ mind. "Possibly a dead horse on

not uncommon, however." the ranch tonight, as well as a dead

Dr. Potsworth turned from his ^og," he reproved. "There's no use

long contemplation of Janet and going off the deep end, Paul. I've

went to the window. told you that, for the present at least,

"Why don't you do something?" Janet is all right."

Paul implored. "Take her pulse; do Paul nodded miserably. "I'd like

anything except just stand there!" a clue—There's something unhealthy

"Her pulse is all right. I counted in store for someone. I wish Joe

the one in her throat. She's tired; would come. And what do yOu sup-

she wants to rest." pose happened to that measly

"And I thought mustangs couldn't squaw?"

break her spirit. "Juanee is probably on her way
"She may sleep this off." here now. I fancy her leaving, and

"But Janet isn't asleep. Even J the fracas here, originated from the

can tell that!" same source. Juanee's faithful as

"No. She isn't asleep, now, but ^'"'^Y ^ ^^^^^ can be. I'll warrant

she soon will be. She may sleep ^^^ ^ ^" trouble, too."

for days." Potsworth turned from Janet sighed deeply, but not a

the window. "Don't worry too muscle of her body moved,

much, Paul. I have the feeling that "We're talking too much. Sup-

w!hat might happen in this case, pose you go out and straighten up a

won't happen. I'll send for Mark bit; pick up the pieces. I'll hold
Groneman if it'll make you feel bet- clinic in here."
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'Tou'll stay all night?"

'Tes. But don't you go stirring

up trouble. Janet needs you here."

Potsworth followed Paul out.

"Fll be here, Doc, but that's no

insurance for the Indian that started

this."

Potsworth looked at him shrewd-

ly. 'TouVe got a posse out?"

"Within an hour every man in

Grayson will be out after the In-

dians."

''It's an Indian, all right. Mike.

And possibly that brat of his."

"Mike! How do you know?"

"Mike's blind in one eye, and

can't shoot straight. See that bullet

hole above your head?"

Paul glanced at the casing of the

door against which he leaned. Pots-

worth indicated a gouge in the wood.

"It glanced off. I'll bet every bullet

that was fired took the same angle."

Paul picked up the empty shell.

"That came out of my own gun!"

"There'll be a straight bullet for

Mike, and it won't glance off!"

"Now, look here, Paul. The whole

Indian nation isn't responsible for

this. I'll hold you accountable if

there's a feud stirred up. Those hot-

heads will grab the first Indian they

meet. You've got to stop them.

Now get out and fix that telephone

wire so we can call off the dogs!"

"Why didn't I have you do that

instead of sending you to town, any-

way?" he grumbled as Paul went.

"For a bright man, I haven't much
sense!"

* * *

^^qPHERE'S the plane!" Paul raced

from the patio toward the des-

ert pasture.

"That's Groneman, all right!"

"That's a soft landing field."

"He'll make it! He doesn't like

things too regular!"

"That's a perfect landing if I ever

saw one!" Paul cried. "Look at the

cowboys scatter; they expected the

plane to bounce all over the country

and end up in a bed of prickly pears."

Paul was already halfway to the

pasture; Dr. Potsworth hurried after

him as fast as his shorter legs would

take him, puffing and wheezing like

his old car in a sand rut. Fifteen

minutes later the two doctors were

in Janet's room, holding a consulta-

tion.

"Why did you send for me, Pots-

worth? You had this catalogued."

Dr. Groneman had been watching

Janet intently for several minutes.

Exactly the same expression was on

his face that Potsworth's had worn

when he first saw her.

"I'm gettin' old and seedy, Mark.

Been out here so long I can't tell

mumps from whooping cough."

"You're as good an authority as

we have on this sort of thing, Pots-

worth, I may as well go back, for

any good I'll be. But I'd like to

stick around and watch you work.

How could anybody get nerve ex-

haustion in a place like this? It's

the top of the world!"

"Let's turn the patient over to

your nurse and take a little of it in,"

Potsworth said. "I've been glued to

this spot for two days. I'm mighty

thankful to have a nurse on the

scene. Even our Indian woman was

gone when I got here."

There followed days of waiting.

Paul worked tirelessly at insignifi-

cant things, saying little. Janet

roused occasionally to a state that

bordered consciousness, but most of

the time she slept a detached,
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feather-like sleep. The household

lived on tiptoe.

On the fifth morning, Paul fol-

lowed Dr. Potsworth into the yard.

Dawn was breaking, rose-hued over

the desert. Wind brushed against

his face with sympathetic coolness.

Paul neither saw nor heard.

"I can't stand this any longer,

Doc," he said. "I thought Fd feel

better if I didn't know the worst,

but I don't. Nothing could be

worse than the things I conjure up.

What is it both you and Groneman
imply, yet do not say, even between

yourselves? What is it you fear?"

"Paralysis."

The word cut the air like hawk
wings. Paul felt the pressure of

blood in every vein of his body. Pots-

worth took his arm and they went
back to the house. At the door

Paul said doggedly: ''If we could

get her to a hospital—"

''We've discussed that endlessly,

Groneman and I. We both agree

that her chance is still in perfect

quiet. If labor will hold off a few

more days, the odds will be on her

side. The shock of childbirth now
might be too much."

"And the baby?" Paul asked it,

dreading the answer.

"Several days overdue. That's the

chance we have to take. Nature's

pretty sensible, we can but help her

out."

Paul pressed the doctor's hand and
went slowly toward the store. "It's

awful—this waiting—this useJess-

ness," he muttered. "My fingers itch

to clutch the hair of a redskin, any

one of them, just so I'll feel like a

man again!" But he'd given Doc his

word not to go gunning for Mike,

and he'd keep it. To the disgust of

the cowboys, he'd called off the

posse. Only Indian Joe was left to

dog Mike's trail. And Joe would
do it. If only Juanee would talk!

But until Joe came back she would
not do that. She had been to her

father's hogan and found them gone,

hide and baggage, that's all Juanee

would say. She cried silently by day

and chanted from her hogan by

night.

pAUL awoke to a gray day. By
noon a storm broke over the

desert. Trees turned somersaults.

Rocks shivered and broke loose from

the cliffs as thunder rocked the clouds

into a downpour of rain. Burnt-

eyed, Paul watched it come; watched

Janet, too.

Groneman stood looking out of

the window. "Will this be a shock?"

he asked Dr. Potsworth, indicating

Janet.

"On the contrary. This is some-

thing she can understand. She's

heard the roar of surf against rocks;

rain dripping from the roof; rivers

on the rampage. This will be home
to Janet."

"There's never been a rain like

this since Janet came here," Paul

said. "I— I hope you're right."

At the height of the storm Janet's

baby came, living barely an hour,

then Janet fell into a restful, natural

sleep.

"She'll be all right now, Paul,"

Groneman said. "She'll remember
little of this."

Grief overshadowed Paul's eyes.

"Then—then Janet will never sense

her loss—nor know the glory of

motherhood?"

Potsworth sighed. "She may or

may not have another child."
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Paul dug the tiny grave on a knoll in her arms; then they had taken it

overlooking El Toro, where it would away. . . .

catch the first and last rays of every When she was able to go out into

sun. Alone, he carried the tiny cask- the living room again it was May.
et to the little cemetery he had made. The spring was full of golden days,

Janet knew that in the dim hours the desert sweet wdth them,

of the dawn she had held her baby {To be continued)

Food Preservation
(Continued from page 470)

Many homes have good storage onions were put in boxes and bushel

facilities. A cool, ventilated cellar baskets, a lid placed over these con-

under the house offers good condi- tainers, and holes dug in the garden

tions for storage of vegetables. Cel- soil to a little below the depth of each

lars with heating furnaces are usually container, then leaves and a very

too warm and dry, but often a room small amount of soil were heaped

may be partitioned off where the over the containers. When we need-

temperature may be controlled by ed the products the leaves were re-

outside windows. Natural earth moved, but replaced again after get-

makes a better floor than concrete or ting the desired amount. These vege-

brick because a certain amount of tables kept very well until they were

moisture is necessary. all used, sometime in January. This

Outdoor storage cellars or caves was a very simple method for the

are excellent for storing vegetables, small amount of excess vegetables we
Many farms have this type of cellar, had grown during the summer.
It is built partly underground and
offers protection from freezing, and Bibliography

keeps vegetables and apples in excel- n ^ k r t^ r^ .. j ^r
1 f J-.- \\T 'X. \. xx. M Q Stark, A. L., Drying Fruits and Vege-
lent condition. Write to the U. S.

t^bjes for Home Use
Department of Agriculture, Farmer's Farmer's Bulletin No. 879, U. S. Depart-

Bulletin No. 879, for the construe- ment of Agriculture, Home Storage of

tion details of many types of cellars. Vegetables

We found a very simple method ,,^^!"^^' ,^^"'' .V-J^
Extension Div.

f , .^ .•£.!. U.S.A.C, Logan, Utah, Frozen Foods from
of Storage quite satisfactory last year

j7j.eezer Lockers
for keeping our Victory Garden pro- Hygeia Ice Co., Salt Lake City, Locker

ducts. Carrots, beets, turnips, and Logic

New Radio Series

THE General Board of Relief Society wishes to call the attention of Relief Society

members living within the radius served by radio station KSL, to two series of talks

which will deal with present-day problems centering around the home and family.

On Monday, July 12, at 6:30 to 6:45 p.m., Elder Bryant S. Hinckley will begin his

weekly series of addresses, 'The Home, The Workshop of the World"; and Thursday

night, July 15, at 9:45 to 10:00 p.m.. Elder Adam S. Bennion will begin a series entided

"When Two Generations Meet."



The Princess

Ruby Scranton Jones

LOIS SINCLAIRE, first grade

teacher at the West Side

School, waited impatiently for

the children to remove their galoshes.

''Sit straight/' she said sharply and,

giving the pitch, began the morning

song.

Some minutes after the tardy bell

had rung, Robin Marshall hurried in

and slipped into his seat.

''Late again," Lois announced.

"This will never do, Robin. You
bring down our record."

Robin hung his head.

"He's always clean, at least," Lois

thought as she noticed his nicely

ironed blue coveralls with the folded

handlcerchief peeping from the

breast pocket, and his blond curls

brushed smooth. She couldn't say

as much for most of her pupils. There
was no excuse for letting children

come to school dirty with their shoes

untied and their hair not combed.
She could hardly bear to look at some
of them and nothing could have in-

duced her to touch them.

"Readers—page 6," she command-
ed. Then began the monotonous
repetition, "I see the dog. The dog
can run. I see the cat. The cat

can jump."

"Next, Robin."

When he did not begin, Lois

looked at him in surprise. He never

lost the place and he was a good
reader.

"Robin," she repeated.

"The cat," he began, "c— can —

"

She looked more closely. Big tears

were falling on his book.

"Carl," she said out loud, but she

thought, "The big baby. Oh, why
did I ever accept this job? I don't

know anything about children of

this age. \Vhy didn't they put me in

high school where I belong?"

Lois got through the day some-

how. Everything seemed to go

wrong. Again and again Robin failed

to recite. "The child must be sick,"

she thought. Usually he was all en-

thusiasm and smiles.

When she came back from escort-

ing the children to the door that

afternoon, Lois sat down wearily, her

head in her hands. This school had

the reputation of being the least de-

sirable school in town and it seemed

to Lois that it was living up to its

reputation.

Miss Thomas, the second grade

teacher, a woman past thirty-five,

came in to borrow some colored

chalk.

"How do you stand it?" Lois

stormed. "You've been here ten

years."

"Oh, it's a job," Miss Thomas
answered listlessly. "Not much is

expected here." She helped herself

from the box on the desk.

"Well, I don't intend to waste my
life on such children," Lois went on,

"I'll make such a record that the su-

pervisor will notice and transfer me."

She took up some pictures she had
brought that morning and began to

tack them to the wall. One was of a

rosy-cheeked boy sliding downhill

on his sled. His happy smile made
her think of Robin again.

What was the matter with the

child, anyway? He was the one

Page 479
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bright spot in her day, usually, but

lately he had failed her. If she was

going to make a record, she had bet-

ter begin with him.

Lois put on her new squirrel coat

and pulled her scarlet tam over her

dark curls. Going back to the desk,

she turned through her roll book and
found Robin's address—318 Sherman
Street—not too far to walk. She
would go and have a talk with his

mother.

Lois walked rapidly, for the wind
was cold. As she approached the

railroad tracks, she noticed that the

snow got dirtier and dirtier and
scraps of paper blew about. A shrill

whistle sounded, and gates appeared

from nowhere across her path. A
long freight train moved by.

Could a train have delayed Robin,

she wondered? She must remember
to caution the children. She had
better not urge them to hurry.

By the time the street was clear

again, Lois was cold. She walked

rapidly and soon found the number
she sought. The porch was covered

with muddy dog tracks. An old

woman opened the door a few inches.

"Fm looking for Mrs. Marshall,"

Lois explained.

''She lives at the back," the woman
snapped, and closed the door.

Lois went round the house. The
snow had been cleared away but

there was no pavement. Seeing a

door at the side, she knocked.

The door was opened by a young
woman scarcely older than Lois. She
smiled and Lois said confidently,

"You are Robin's mother."

''And you are his teacher." The
woman stepped back courteously.

"He has told me about your lovely

coat. Come in—won't you?"

Lois stepped in and was immedi-

ately sorry she had not taken off her

galoshes for the bare floor was spot-

less.

Mrs. Marshall drew a plain wooden
rocker towards the range.

"Sit here," she said, "you must be

cold."

Lois noticed that the room, though
small, served as kitchen, dining room
and living room. There was very

little furniture. Some clothes hung
on a line over the stove.

"Won't you take off your coat?"

Mrs. Marshall asked as she put a

shovel of coal on the fire.

"No," Lois answered. "I can't

stay. I just came to ask why Robin
has been tardy so often lately."

Just then a wail came from the

clothesbasket on the table. Mrs.

Marshall took out a tiny baby and
held it to her shoulder. Then she

began.

"Well—you see—. I'm very sorry.

It's my fault, I suppose—not manag-
ing." She stopped and fussed with

the baby's blanket.

"It must be hard to get small chil-

dren up in the morning," Lois of-

fered.

"Oh, that isn't it." Again a pause

followed. "It's just that it's so hard

to dry his coveralls."

"I don't understand," Lois said.

"Well, you see, I can't wash them
till he goes to bed. It was all right

when I could hang them out but

now they don't get dry."

The baby cried again so the young
mother walked back and forth. Lois

waited because she did not know
what to say.

Hesitatingly Mrs. Marshall con-

tinued, "We've been short of coal

(Continued on page 521)



Can Your Stake Increase Magazine

Subscriptions?

General Secretary-Treasurer Vera White Pohlman

IN 1921, when The ReUei Society and the great opportunity for extend-

Magazine was in its eighth year, ing the circulation, Magazine sub-

the General Board was faced with scriptions in relation to Relief So-

the necessity of increasing the sub- ciety members are listed in the ac-

scription price because of higher costs companying table and pictographs

of printing during and after World for all stakes and English-speaking

War I. Relief Society women missions of the Church which sub-

throughout the Church, eager to mitted the official annual Relief So-

maintain the subscription price at ciety report to the General Board,

one dollar per year, pledged them- The chart lists all stakes in alphabeti-

selves to increase the circulation so cal order, followed by the English-

that the price need not be raised, speaking missions. Opposite the

They fulfilled this pledge and the name of each stake and mission is a

price has been maintained at one dol- row of 20 symbols—some dark and

lar per year ever since. Furthermore, some light—each representing 5
per

a steadily increasing circulation has cent of the Relief Society members

made it possible to offer a bigger and in the stake or mission. The dark

better Magazine during the past few symbols represent the proportion of

years, still at the dollar rate. Now, in members who subscribed for the

its thirtieth year, the Magazine is Magazine in 1942; the light symbols

again threatened with a higher sub- represent the proportion of members

scription price—again because of in- who did not subscribe for the Maga-

creased costs due to war conditions, zine in 1942.

And again the circulation must be xhe General Board has never re-

greatly increased in order to avoid quired a specified quota of Magazine
raising the subscription price. The subscriptions from the various stakes,

General Board believes that Relief wards, and missions, but it has recog-

Society members, officers, and Maga- nized, in the honor roll and by award

zine representatives will give every subscriptions, those Societies whose
possible support to the Magazine in subscriptions equalled or exceeded 75
order that its present high quality per cent of their members. Accord-

may be maintained without increas- ingly, the charts show an achieve-

ing the subscription price, just as did ment line at the 75 per cent point,

the Relief Society women of nearly From this line, stakes and missions

a quarter century ago. may observe the extent to which their

In order that the various stakes 1942 Magazine subscriptions ap-

and missions may fully realize their proached or exceeded this point. If

present Magazine subscription rates every stake and English-speaking

Page 481
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mission whose subscription rate is

less than 75 per cent of the member-
ship will make an effort to increase

subscriptions toward this point, it

should be possible to keep the Maga-
zine subscription price at one dollar

per year.

At the end of each row of symbols

is a rank number by means of which
the corresponding stake or mission

may be found in the preceding table,

listed in order according to percent-

age of Magazine subscriptions in re-

lation to members. This table shows,

as of 1942, the number of members,
number of Magazine subscriptions,

and the percentage of subscriptions

to members. It also shows the num-
ber of subscriptions to be procured
during the calendar year 1943 in or-

der for the stake or mission to have a

subscription rate equal to 75 per

cent of its members, together with

the approximate number of Latter-

day Saint women in the stake or mis-

sion—from all of whom Magazine
subscriptions may be solicited. For
example, for the 161 stakes and mis-

sions included in the table and chart,

a total subscription list of 75,157
would be required to represent 75
per cent of the 100,320 members of

Relief Society in these stakes and
missions, but there are approximately

165,813 Latter-day Saint women in

these same stakes and missions from
whom to procure the 75,157 sub-

scriptions. Similar computations

may be made in the stakes and mis-

sions with respect to their local Re-

lief Societies.

Attention is especially directed to

the annual report in the June-July
issue of the Magazine, to the table

at the bottom of page 425 showing
the extent to which Relief Society

officers and class leaders subscribe

for the Magazine. This table shows
that nearly all (97 per cent) of stake

officers and board members sub-

scribe for the Magazine, that nearly

two-thirds (65 per cent) of the ex-

ecutive officers in wards and branch-

es are Magazine subscribers, and that

81 per cent of the class leaders take

the Magazine. Figures are available

in every stake, ward, and mission Re-

lief Society annual report for 1942
from which local rates may be com-
puted.

All subscriptions procured by the

local Magazine representatives may
be included in the count of sub-

scriptions, whether or not the sub-

scribers are members of Relief So-

ciety, and also those subscriptions

procured within the boundaries of

each local ward or branch which are

mailed elsewhere, such as gift sub-

scriptions. It should be borne in

mind that as the number of members
increases or decreases during 1943,
the subscription percentage will also

fluctuate. For example, if a stake

procures the number of subscrip-

tions listed in the table as represent-

ing 75 per cent of the members, the

subscription rate for this stake at the

end of 1943 would be less than 75
per cent if the number of members
has increased, or more than 75 per

cent if the number of members has

decreased. Magazine representatives

should therefore check frequently

with their Relief Society secretaries

to ascertain the current membership
count.

T^HE high-ranking stakes and mis-

sions which procured Magazine

subscriptions equal to or exceeding

75 per cent of their members for
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1942 head the table. These are the

AustraHan and the Western States

Missions, and South Los Angeles,

San Diego, Big Horn, San Francisco,

Union, Cassia, Phoenix, and Bear

Lake Stakes. These stakes and mis-

sions are also represented in the

Notes from the Field of this issue

where they tell of methods used in

achieving these rates. Of the total

of 161 stakes and English-speaking

missions listed in the table and charts,

only these 10 report subscriptions

equaling or exceeding 75 per cent of

their members. It is especially note-

worthy that the Australian Mission

and the South Los Angeles Stake

each procured subscriptions in excess

of their membership. Also worthy

of special mention are two districts

of the Northern States Mission-
Illinois North and South with a per-

centage of 92, and Wisconsin with

a percentage of 76, and the South

Alabama district of the Southern

States Mission with a percentage of

77. Mission districts are not listed

separately in the table and chart be-

cause not all missions are organized

into districts with respect to Relief

Society work. These three rating

mission districts were recognized,

however, in the Magazine subscrip-

tion honor roll in the May issue of

the Magazine.

Each year, local Relief Societies,

as well as stakes and missions, whose
subscriptions to the Rdiei Society

Magazine equal or exceed 75 per cent

of the Relief Society membership,

are compiled into an honor roll and

published in the Magazine. Each
local Magazine representative achiev-

ing this goal is awarded a one-year

gift subscription to the Magazine.

This honor roll is based on the annual

Magazine subscription reports sub-

mitted by local, stake, and mission

Magazine representatives. A total

of 383 local Relief Society Magazine

representatives achieved a place on

the honor roll for 1942 and were

awarded gift subscriptions, as shown
on the honor roll in the Magazine

for May 1943, supplemented by the

June-July issue, page 412.

But these 383 local Relief Societies

(284 of them in stakes and 99 in

missions), represented only 17 per

cent of the total of 2,273 local Relief

Societies throughout the Church.

Only 8 or 6 per cent of the 144 stakes

achieved a rating of 75 per cent, and

only 2 of the missions. The missions,

however, cannot all be compared in

this respect, inasmuch as several of

them are in non-English-speaking

countries, and reports from some of

the English-speaking missions in far-

away places could not reach us un-

der wartime shipping conditions.

Many of the local Relief Societies

failed to submit subscription reports

to their stake or mission officers, and

the General Board received no com-

piled reports from 9 of the stakes nor

from some of the missions from

which reports could have reached

the office. It is unfortunate that

in some of these non-reporting stakes

and missions there were local Maga-
zine representatives who had

achieved excellent Magazine sub-

scription rates but whose records did

not reach the General Board for in-

clusion in the honor roll either be-

cause the local Relief Society failed

to submit its report or because the

stake or mission failed to send in the

compilation.

The rates shown are based on

members and subscriptions as shown
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in the regular annual report. These
figures should have been exactly the

same as those submitted on the sub-

scription reports from Relief Society

Magazine representatives, but these

figures were in agreement in only

about one-fourth of the stakes and

missions. In all remaining stakes and
missions either the count of members
or count of subscriptions was in con-

flict in the two reports. This is sur-

prising inasmuch as there was only

one source of information for each

figure — Magazine representatives

were instructed to procure the count

of members as of December i, 1942
from their respective Relief Society

secretaries, and secretaries were in-

structed to procure the count of sub-

scriptions from their respective Mag-
azine representatives. The regular an-

nual Relief Society report must neces-

sarily be considered as the official re-

port and therefore the figures as

printed may not agree in all instances

with figures submitted by Magazine
representatives, including those

printed in the honor roll. It is con-

ceded that in many instances the

number of subscriptions as reported

by Magazine representatives may
have been more accurate than the

number shown by the secretary on

the annual report, but without evi-

dence to this effect the only alterna-

tive is to accept for this purpose the

figures in the regular annual report.

It is hoped that the recognition of

this discrepancy will lead to more
accurate reports for 1943. Discrepan-

cies of this sort account for inclusion

in the honor rqll of two stakes which

on the basis of the annual report are

not shown in the accompanying table

and chart as having achieved a goal

of 75 per cent or more.

TABLE SHOWING, FOR 1942, REL.TKF SOCIETY MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
IN RELATION TO RELIEF SOCIETY MEMBERS
In 143^ Stakes and 18 English-speaking^ Missions

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS IN Subscriptions
RELATION TO MEMBERS to equal Estimated

RANK STAKE OR MISSION 75 Per cent

of Members

Number of

Members Subscriptions Per cent L. D. S. Women

TOTALS 100,320 53,3251/2 53.16 75.157 165,813

75 per cent and over
1 Australian Mission 215 262 121.86 161 422
2 South Los Angeles 851 872 102.46 638 1,360
3 San Dieg-o 309 266 86.08 232 706
4 Big- Horn 799 686 85.85 599 833
5 San Francisco 542 4421/2 81.64 407 749
fi Union 299 242 80.93 224 420
7 Cassia 182 147 80.76 137 259
8 Western States 730 556 76.16 548 894
9 Phoenix 460 349 75.86 345 396

10 Bear Lake 544 408 75.00 408 737

65-75 per cent
11 Moapa 593 441 74.36 445 646
12 Young 198 146 73.73 149 245
13 Juarez 167 123 73.65 125 186
14 Idaho Falls 693 501 72.29 520 2,609
15 North Idaho Falls 701 504 71.89 526 1,084
16 Zion Park 313 224 71.56 235 468
17 "Wasatch 671 4781/2 71.31 503 1,238
18 Granite 1,063 752 70.74 797 1,993
19 Rigby 913 636 69.66 685 1,392
20 Twin Falls 389 271 69.66 292 620
21 Ensign 751 523 69.64 563 1, 588
22 San Juan 418 289 69.13 314 341

iNo report from Oahu Stake.
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MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS IN Subscriptions

RELATION TO MEMBERS to equal Estimated

RANK STAKE OR MISSION 75 Per cent Number of

L. D. S. Womenof Members
Members Subscriptions Per cent

23 Long- Beach 824 568 68.93 618 1,402
24 Snowflake 630 431 68.41 473 686
25 Provo 683 464 67.93 512 4,567
26 Uintah 667 451 67.61 500 1,070
27 Maricopa 893 602 67.41 670 1,151
28 Pocatello 1,380 930 67.39 1,035 2,378
29 Reno 346 233 67.34 260 531
30 Cache 1.038 691 66.57 779 1,729
31 Boise 440 292 66.36 330 569
32 Kolob 704 465 66.05 528 1,520
33 Star Valley 674 442 65.57 506 896
34 Weber 829 543 65.50 622 1,449
35 Lost River 266 174 65.41 200 335

55-65 per cent
36 Southern Arizona 371 241 64.95 278 486
37 Burley 618 401 64.88 464 1,042
38 Lake View 569 367 64.49 427 816
39 Big Cottonwood 679 436 64.21 509 1,178
40 Seattle 511 326 63.79 383 635
41 Franklin 747 475 63.58 560 1,035
42 Gridley 197 125 63.45 148 348
43 Nevada 421 267 63.42 316 541
44 Taylor 542 342 63.09 407 740
45 Raft River 181 114 62.98 136 210
46 Palmyra 850 534y2 62.88 638 1,416
47 St. Joseph 582 366 62.88 437 708
48 Oakland 920 578 62.82 690 1,363
49 Rexburg- 1,224 768 62.74 918 1,696
50 Nampa 317 197 62.14 238 356
51 Montpelier 571 351 61.47 428 848
52 Bannock 365 224 61.36 274 537
53 Western Canadian 62 38 61.29 47 71
54 New York 176 107 60.79 132 94
55 Emery 774 470 60.72 581 1.068
56 Portneuf 456 275 60.30 342 671
57 Morgan 304 183 60.19 228 481
58 Timpanogos 515 310 60.19 386 843
59 Lethbridg-e 463 278 60.04 347 664
60 Northwestern States 1,306 784 60.03 980 1,509
61 Malad 604 3611/2 59.85 453 840
62 St. George 649 388 59.78 487 997
63 West Jordan 739 436 58.99 554 1,525
64 Alpine 614 362 58.95 461 1,087
65 Sacramento 470 277 58.93 353 724
66 South Salt Lake 699 406 58.08 524 1,626
67 Humboldt 164 95 57.92 123 278
68 Yellowstone 651 372 57.14 488 970
69 St. Johns 331 189 57.09 248 369
70 Blaine 461 263 57.04 346 738
71 Mount Graham 637 360 56.51 478 882
72 Farr West 538 303 56.31 404 890
73 Emigration 856 479 55.95 642 1.858
74 Alberta 704 391 55.53 528 932
75 North Sanpete 808 448 55.44 606 1,018
76 Garfield 405 224 55.30 304 463
77 Teton 443 244 55.07 332 710

45-55 per cent
78 Box Elder 1,228 674 54.88 921 2,203
79 Idaho 342 187 54.67 257 740
80 South Sanpete 773 421 54.46 580 1,090
81 Chicago 351 190 54.13 263 252
82 Duchesne 243 129 53.08 182 423
83 Uvada 381 202 53.01 286 538
84 Deseret 730 386 52.87 548 913
85 Eastern States 349 183 52.43 262 392
86 South Davis 1,112 581 52.24 834 2,012
87 Logan 1,047 545 52.05 785 1,761
88 San Bernardino 349 179 51.28 262 414
89 Bear River 1,011 516 51.03 758 1,414
90 California 624 316 50.64 468 1,188
91 Liberty 1,405 709 50.46 1,054 3,528
92 Beaver 478 240 50.20 359 837
93 Northern States 959 480 50.05 719 1.376
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MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS IN Subscriptions

RELATION TO MEMBERS to equal Estimated

RANK STAKE OR MISSION 75 Per cent Number of

L. D. S. Womenof Members
Members Subscriptions Per cent

94 Blackfoot 936 468 50.00 702 1,380
95 Northern California 608 303 49.83 456 811
96 Ogden 1,708 850 49.76 1,281 2,854
97 Kanab 402 200 49.75 302 488
98 North Central States 302 150 49.66 227 338
99 Weiser 435 215 49.42 326 564

100 Minidoka 440 217 49.31 330 652
101 Shelley 597 293 49.07 448 773
102 Bonneville 1,167 567y2 48.63 875 2,105
103 Washington 391 190 48.59 293 543
104 Millard 659 318y2 48.33 494 860
105 Tooele 820 394y2 48.11 615 1,624
106 Los Angeles 661 318 48.10 496 964
107 Wells 1,616 77IV2 47.74 1,212 2,688
108 Salt Lake 984 469 47.66 738 2,039
109 Carbon 1,052 496 47.14 789 1,518
110 Lehi 479 223 46.55 359 879
111 Woodruff 534 247 46.25 401 708
112 Utah 840 388 46.19 630 2,052
113 North Weber 700 323 46.14 525 1,236
114 Riverside 911 419 45.99 683 1,755
115 San Fernando 717 329 45.88 538 1,233
116 Sug-ar House 1,014 457 45.07 761 1,823

35-45 per cent

117 Summit 286 128 44.75 215 450
118 Mount Jordan 550 242 44.00 413 1.073
119 San Luis 419 183 43.67 314 549
120 Oquirrh 872 378y2 43.41 654 1,844
121 South Sevier 504 214 42.46 378 714
122 Pasadena 747 313 41.90 560 1,228
123 Santaquin-Tintic 470 I92y2 40.96 353 874
124 Juab 484 197 40.70 363 842
125 Lyman 418 169 40.43 314 429
126 Hyrum 772 305 39.50 579 1,148
127 Highland 609 237y2 39.00 457 1.287
128 Southern States 1,457 566 38.84 1,093 1,983
129 Benson 700 271 38.71 525 887
130 East Central States 491 183 37.27 368 670
131 Denver 426 158 - 37.08 320 587
132 Nebo 635 234y2 36.93 476 1,064
133 Sevier 680 248 36.47 510 962
134 Mount Ogden 705 257 36.45 529 1,551
135 Smithfleld 673 244 36.25 505 904
136 Grant 1,071 386 36.04 803 2,015

25-35 per cent
137 Oneida 659 235 35.66 494 885
138 South Summit 446 159 35.65 335 850
139 Texas Mission 680 242 35.58 510 850
140 East Jordan 612 217 35.45 459 1,308
141 North Sevier 380 132 34.73 285 602
142 Pioneer 1,132 393 34.71 849 2,755
143 Sharon 608 211 34.70 456 1.463
144 Parowan 944 323 34.21 708 1,424
145 New England Mission 195 66 33.84 146 80
146 South Ogden 623 207 33.22 467 1.240
147 Hawaiian Mission 475 157 33.05 356 609
148 South African Mission 110 36 32.72 83 229
149 Ing-lewood 705 227 32.19 529 2,163
150 Gunnison 430 137 31.86 323 628
151 North Davis 849 263 30.97 637 1,645
152 Moroni 452 139 30.75 239 562
153 Wayne 377 106 28.11 283 425
154 Canadian 148 41 27.70 112 202
155 Cottonwood 811 211 26.01 608 1,725
156 Central States 441 112 25.39 331 688

Under 25 per cent
157 British Mission 594 148 24.91 446 867
158 Panguitch 371 89 23.98 278 507
159 Roosevelt 412 89 21.60 309 293
160 Portland 637 136 •21.35 478 779
161 Moon Lake 236 36y2 15.25 177 273
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MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS IN RELATION TO flEHBER5-l942

EACH MAGAZINE REPRESENTS 5 PERCENT OF MEMBERS IN STAKE OR MISSION

REPRESENTS MEMBERS WHO ARE SUBSCRIBERS REPRESENTS MEMBERS WHO ARE NOT SUBSCRIBERS

STAKE
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Magazine Promotion Work
Counselor Belle S. SpaSoid

THE Relief Society Magazine is

published monthly by the Gen-

eral Board for the spiritual, edu-

cational, and cultural advancement
of Latter-day Saint women, and to

further the work of Relief Society.

In order for the Magazine to fulfill

its purpose, three divisions of Maga-
zine work must be well done:

First, the Magazine itself must be

a publication of merit. Contents

must be well selected and carefully

edited; they must be interesting and
profitable to Latter-day Saint women.
The Magazine, from cover to cover,

must be attractive to the eye, with

every detail of such quality as to

evoke the pride of publisher and
Magazine representative alike; and
subscribers should be able to readily

recognize it as a high-class and valu-

able periodical. The publication of

an attractive, worthwhile Magazine
is made possible through the excel-

lent contributions of gifted and au-

thoritative writers, able artists, and a

well-equipped Magazine staff.

Second, the Magazine must be ex-

tensively distributed among those

for whom it is planned. No matter

how splendid it may be, it is of little

value unless circulated—and the

wider its circulation, the greater is

its value. A person will seldom make
an effort to possess an article, irre-

spective of its worth, unless some-

one arouses his interest in it and
points out that it has definite value

to him as an individual. This is

particularly true with regard to sub-

scribing to a magazine. Someone
must make the prospective subscriber

Page 494

appreciate the value of the magazine

in relation to his needs; then, a sub-

scription will usually be forthcom-

ing. This work of distribution is the

special responsibility of stake and
ward officers and Magazine repre-

sentatives.

Third, the Magazine must not only

be circulated, it must be read. Other-

wise, it cannot fulfill the purpose for

which it is published. Many people

have the reading habit and read the

Magazine thoroughly without any
special stimulation; others read it be-

cause they feel a special need for

certain information which it con-

tains or for the recreation or enter-

tainment which reading it provides;

still others need to be frequently

stimulated to read it, or they would
seldom open its pages. It is safe

to say that the average person reads

that which is brought to his atten-

tion, and is exceedingly responsive

to suggestions from those whose
opinions he values. Relief Society

officers. Magazine representatives,

and Relief Society members may
greatiy stimulate Magazine reading

by calling to the attention of the

women, at every favorable opportun-

ity, articles, stories, poems, etc., pub-

lished in the various issues. Through-
out the year. Magazine content

should be kept before subscribers

in an enthusiastic, converted way.

At this season of the year, the sec-

ond important phase of Magazine
work holds the special attention of

many Relief Society officers and
Magazine representatives. Although

the time for the four-weeks intensive
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Magazine promotion work is option- already subscribers and the expiration

al, many stakes conduct this program dates of their subscriptions; the

during the fall months, September names of those who have been but

and October. In planning this pro- who are not now subscribers and,

gram, one question is uppermost: if possible, the reasons why their sub-

"How may we be successful in sell- scriptions were discontinued,

ing the Magazine?" Successful Magazine representa-

Someone has said, *'He who is tives have a clear idea of Magazine

mentally equipped with a thorough content and a strong conviction of

knowledge of the goods he sells and the worth of the periodical. ''Know

a study of human nature, who pos- and value your merchandise" is a

sesses an attractive personality, enjoys must in successful selling. The
good health, is absolutely honest, Magazine representative should be

and in love with his work, can hardly sufficiently familiar with Magazine
fail to make a successful salesman." content to be able to tell enough

of any article, story, etc., to interest

TN approaching her work, perhaps a prospective subscriber and to en-

the first consideration of the Mag- able that person to see the value of

azine representative is to determine the publication in relation to her in-

who may be regarded as prospective dividual interests and needs,

subscribers. The Relief Society Mag- The wise Magazine representative

azine is not for Relief Society mem- giyes careful consideration to how
bers alone, but is needed in the home best to present the worth of the Mag-
of every Latter-day Saint woman, ^^ine in a clear, intelligent, and ap-

Every woman in the ward who is not pealing manner. The special ideas

already a subscriber should be re- and incitements that might be used
garded as a prospective subscriber, ^ith each individual to arouse in her
Prospective subscribers might profit- ^ desire to subscribe are thought
ably be classified; for example, the through and evaluated. Generally
very probable, the less probable, and speaking, it is more effective to stress

the least probable. It has been esti- the values to be derived from receiv-

mated by successful sales organiza- ing the Magazine month after month
tions that the most hopeful group than to merely enumerate, article by
of prospects yields fifty times the article and story by story, the content
results over the least hopeful group, of one or two issues. It is usually

in proportion to the time and energy profitable to briefly review one or

expended. two articles or stories which strike

It is recognized that certain ad- a point of interest, but to deal with

vance information is valuable in sell- every bit of content, article by article,

ing; for example, the name, the size is highly impractical,

of the family, approximate ages of In calling upon a woman in the

family members, the interests, ambi- interest of securing a Magazine sub-

tions, and needs of the family, their scription, the experienced representa-

Church auxiliary affiliations, etc. The tive always carries copies of one or

Magazine representative should also two issues of the Magazine with her

know the names of those who are —one of these a current issue. People
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like to see what they are buying.

Good judgment is used in getting

a hearing. A time is selected for the

interview that is convenient for the

prospective subscriber and the visit

is not extended too long. However,
the representative endeavors not to

appear rushed nor does she ever have

a demanding attitude.

In selling it is advisable to appeal

to the individual interests and needs

of each woman solicited. Appeals

that have been successfully used in

selling The Rdiei Society Magazine
are: (i) activity in Relief Society,

(2) interest in homemaking, (3)
desire for education, (4) desire to

keep up with Church news and view-

points, (5) desire to be familiar

with movements, trends, and activi-

ties important to Latter-day Saint

women, (6) ambitions for children,

(7) need for high-class, entertain-

ing reading matter. These are usu-

ally more effective appeals than just

loyalty to Relief Society, although

the loyalty appeal may be effective

where others fail. The appropriate-

ness of the Magazine as a gift—Moth-
er's Day, Christmas, birthday, etc.—

is an appeal which often results in

a subscription.

Magazine representatives occasion-

ally encounter objections to buying;

such as, *1 don't have time to read";

"I already subscribe for more maga-

zines than I read"; ''I can't afford to

subscribe"; ''I take the Era or The
Children s Friend, and one Church
magazine is enough," etc. The wise

representative anticipates these ob-

jections and is fortified to dissolve

them without argumentation; she

has an answer ready that will casually

set the objection at nought. A favor-

able comment of someone whose

opinion is respected, often removes

such an objection. Frequently, the

strongest objections are overcome by

leaving a sample copy of the Maga-
zine in the home. Copies of some
back issues are now available upon
request at the office of the General

Board, and representatives are urged

to take advantage of this offer.

Business-like procedure is ex-

tremely important in selling. A re-

ceipt book, a good pencil or other

needed supplies should always be at

hand and necessary information

should be accurately recorded. Thus
the representative wins the confi-

dence of the subscriber and avoids

mistakes.

The spirit with which ReUef So-

ciety Magazine representatives ap-

proach their work has perhaps been

responsible for more sales than any

other one factor. They regard their

work as an important Relief Society

call, far-reaching in its influence.

They take pleasure in showing the

Magazine, striving always to make a

friend for the periodical and for Re-

lief Society even though they may
not always make a sale. They recog-

nize in their assignment a work of

service, worthy of their time and
best effort.

The following articles published in The
Relief Society Magazine contain helpful

suggestions for selling. While some of

these articles deal primarily with suggestions

for stimulating the work through the union

meeting, they contain enough help for ward
representatives to justify a careful reading

of them.

"Service and Selling," Vida Fox Clawson,

May 1938, page 336.

"The Magazine In the Mission," Lew-
ella R. Christiansen, May 1938, page

339-
{Continued on page 503)



^«v^ FROM THE FIELD

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appeal

iri the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY MAGAZINE CAMPAIGNS

nPHE table of accomplishment

with respect to Relief Society

Magazine campaigns during 1942

shows, in the middle of page 484, the

eight stakes and two missions which

procured subscriptions equal to or

exceeding 75 per cent of their Relief

Society members. These stakes and

the Western States Mission were

asked to send brief reports of methods

used in achieving their high rates.

The reports received are published

herewith in the same order in which

these stakes and mission are listed

in the table, followed by one report

from an additional stake—Oakland.

Because of distance and time limita-

tions, no report could be procured

from the Australian Mission which

stands at the head of all stakes and

missions in the Ghurch with a sub-

scription rate of 122 per cent. This

mission has had a consistently high

rate during the past few years. June
Cannon Orme is the mission Relief

Society president and Viokt Cook is

the mission Magazine representative.

(

South Los Angeles Stake

( California

)

T JNDER the direction of Stake Re-

lief Society President Hazel Till

NeVille, and her first counselor,

Ruth Ryan, in charge of Magazine
work, and Rosine Bauer, stake Maga-
zine representative, the South Los

Angeles Stake achieved a Magazine

subscription rate of 102.5 P^^ ^^^^ ^^

1942, exceeding its own excellent

rate of 86 per cent of the year before.

Following are excerpts from state-

ments from these three leaders

:

Fiom Hazel T. NeVille—^We are indeed

happy our stake was so willing and able to

achieve our goal of 100 per cent of our

enrollment—to procure 872 subscriptions

as compared with a membership of 851.

This was accomplished through the fine

leadership of Sisters Ryan and Bauer, and

our faithful ward representatives. No high

pressure methods were used. It seemed

every one concerned felt it was a work of

love. We, as a stake, feel the Magazine

is greatly needed at this time. We need

to be buoyed up in spirit, and to be reas-

sured that all things work together for

good in the lives of those who serve the

Lord.

The strongest appeal in our Magazine

work was the self-help concept. The point

of attack was what the Magazine had to

offer in opportunities for spiritual uplift

and intellectual growth. We felt it was

our opportunity to plant and make grow

a testimony of the Master's work, to stimu-

late women to think, to read, to act. We
want our Relief Society women to really

live, to discover for themselves the great

sustaining power of a strong religious faith.

We are proud of our workers' accomplish-

ment and feel sure the Magazine will in-

spire and direct the women of our stake for

good.

Fiom Counselor Ruth Ryan:

Goal Set

First a goal was set
—

"a Magazine for

every member." Ward representatives and

Page 497
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presidents met with us and agreed upon this

goal.

Methods Used

Special group assignments were carried

out by means of names given to a group of

women, each of whom was to call upon a

number of homes and introduce Magazine.

By this method one ward secured fifty new
subscriptions.

Encouraging letters were sent out to the

wards each month enclosing a self-addressed

postcard to return as a report on ward

activity.

Excerpt from Magazine given in Relief

Society meeting once a month by a well-

prepared person.

Two-and-one-half-minute talks on Sun-

day based on material in the Magazine,

with no sales talk interjected.

Checked with ward clerk monthly on

new people in the ward so that they could

be approached.

Magazine left in the home for a brief

time with articles marked that would at-

tract reader's individual interest.

Attention to Magazine as a lovely gift.

Luncheons where Magazine representa-

tives and ward presidencies met together

to discuss ward problems and get complete

outline of how to accomplish our goal.

Poster displayed.

Prize for most successful ward.

From Rosine Bauer, Magazine Represen-

tative—In 1942, the month of June was

selected as the month for a campaign. All

new families were to be contacted in all the

wards to obtain as many new subscriptions

as possible. All officers and visiting teach-

ers were asked to cooperate and give their

support. There was a two-fold purpose in

having this campaign in June: First, the

new subscriber receives the July issue which

contains the first lessons for the coming

year; Second, a June campaign does not

conflict with campaigns for other Church
magazines. Thorough instructions and help-

ful suggestions were given to ward Maga-
zine representatives at special meetings and

by means of mailed material. Great em-

phasis is given to the importance of follow-

ing up promptly on renewals as they occur

from month to month. It is realized that

the united effort of stake and ward officers,

as well as of the Magazine representatives,

is essential to accomplishment of the estab-

lished goal and that it is important for the

Magazine representative to realize that the

Magazine is a valuable spiritual, and tem-

poral guide to its readers.

Gift subscriptions were received

at The Relief Society Magazine office

at Christmas time in 1942 from each

of the thirteen officers and class

leaders of the Walnut Park Ward
of the South Los Angeles Stake.

These were for Relief Society wom-
en in faraway places or missionaries.

San Diego Stake (California)

jyrARY McKAY CHRISTIAN
SEN, president of San Diego

Stake Relief Society, whose first

counselor, Carolyn Westover, also

serves as stake Magazine representa-

tive, submitted the following report

:

The degree of success attained by San

Diego Stake in the Magazine campaign was

due to the close cooperation of stake and

ward representatives, checking on expira-

tions as listed on the pink slips, monthly

reports of progress, and frequent suggestions

on methods of obtaining new subscriptions.

Giving encouragement to representatives,

and having them feel the importance of

their position, gave stimulus to their efforts,

When the stake preparation meeting was

held at the beginning of the season's work,

they were part of the group receiving in-

structions. A luncheon held between ses-

sions, where they were especially honored

for their achievements, was a fitting climax

to a program given on the merits of the

Magazine.

The visiting teachers on their monthly

calls have opened a way for subscriptions

by drawing attention to articles printed in

the Magazine and explaining the benefits

and pleasure of having it in the home. With
the added support of bishops and the co-

operation of all Relief Society women, the

Magazine campaign was brought to a suc-

cessful close, which after all is only a chal-

lenge for bigger and better accomplish-

ments.
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B
Big Horn Stake (Wyoming)

IG HORN STAKE of which

Hulda M. Lynn is stake ReHef
Society president, is another stake

which has maintained a high Maga-
zine subscription rate for several

years. Ann E. Gwynn, the stake

Magazine representative, writes:

Early in 1940, we divided our stake into

two geographical sections, and called meet-

ings at both places to which we invited

the ward presidents and counselors, the

ward Magazine representatives, and any

others who would care to come. These
meetings were in charge of our stake Maga-
zine representative. The purpose was to

instill into the minds of the sisters the need

for the Magazine, and the benefit to them
if they would study its contents.

Our stake Relief Society president and all

board members pledged themselves to help

in every way they could, by taking more than

one subscription and in other ways. This

enthusiasm seemed to carry over to the

ward presidents, their officers, and ward
Magazine representatives, who in turn

worked out ways and means to make it pos-

sible for the sisters to get the Magazine.

We found that when we were all enlisted

for the single purpose of selHng our Maga-
zine to the sisters, and with it our Relief

Society work, that in unity there is strength,

that our Heavenly Father did bless our

efforts, as He will continue to do if we are

humble and prayerful.

Four wards of Big Horn Stake,

Worland, Burlington, Kane, and
Basin Branch sent gift subscriptions

during 1942 to be distributed at the

discretion of the Magazine office to

missionaries or others in need of the

Magazine.

San Francisco Stake (California)

T dUISE E. ARNSTEN, who
serves both as secretary and Mag-

azine representative of the San

Francisco Stake, under direction of

Stake Relief Society President Esther

D. Stephens, reports:

Any success that we have had along this

line was due particularly to the efforts put

forth by our ward representatives. Our
stake is a large one in distances covered.

Some of our wards cover an area of 30 miles.

Due to the restrictions placed upon travel

in these days, I, as stake representative,

have not been able to contact them per-

sonally, as we did formerly.

During our intensive drive, which we
hold from June fifteenth to July fifteenth

each year, we meet together at one of the

homes for a luncheon meeting. Here each

of the ward representatives outlines her

past methods as well as those she intends

to employ during the current drive. Ideas

are exchanged in this manner. I have

always found that the ward representatives

keep an accurate personal record of the

subscriptions in their respective wards.

Each of them has been very faithful in

keeping in contact with her subscribers

and seeing to it that subscriptions are re-

newed and kept up to date, as well as ob-

taining new ones.

As has been mentioned before, they

are limited as to travel facilities. Many of

them are actively engaged in numerous ac-

tivities outside their homes and Church
now, such as Red Cross, and defense work,

or at least some members of their immedi-

ate famihes are, all of which causes them
to have less time than ever before.

In spite of these handicaps, however,

they are doing their work faithfully and
well. We are very proud of the fact that

Sister Josephine Danford of Sunset Ward
was able to obtain 104 per cent. She, as

well as all the representatives, made use

of the telephone as well as personal visits

to obtain subscriptions.

What is of most value is that each of

the representatives, herself, is enthusiastic

about the Magazine. They have all had
the advantage of having it in their own
homes for many years, and therefore realize

its value, and are able to sell it to others.

Union Stake (Oregon)

npHE following comment on the

Magazine campaign in Union
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Stake is from Mildred S. Snider, stake

secretary-treasurer

:

We first attribute our success with the

Magazine to the very high quahty of the

Magazine itself, which makes it very desir-

able to our members; next, to the dihgence

and untiring efforts of our ward representa-

tives. From reports from our wards we find

which are up on their quota, keep a record

of the Magazines, and contact each subscrib-

er a month preceding the expiration date.

One of our outstanding representatives gave

a few minutes' talk each month at work-and-

business meeting on the most interesting

articles in the current Magazine. All these

methods helped to reach the goal. Ellen

S. Bean is stake Relief Society president

and Delia Rees is stake Magazine represen-

tative.

Cassia Stake (Idaho)

TANK R. HALE, Cassia Stake

^ Magazine representative, writes:

The success of the Relief Society Maga-
zine drive was attained through the interest

and efforts of the ward Magazine representa-

tives, also the support and cooperation of

Relief Society officers and members. A
thorough house-to-house canvass was made
in each ward, and with a determination to

reach a high percentage, the representatives

worked constantly at the drive. The Maga-
zine was also featured in ward Relief So-

ciety conferences by a special number on

the program.

Annie M. Mercer is Relief Society

president of this stake.

Western States Mission

T UCEAL R. CURTIS, mission Re-

lief Society president, writes as

follows of methods for promoting

Magazine subscriptions, both those

which proved successful in 1942 and
those planned for the 1943 campaign

:

When it was so apparent that transpor-

tation would be limited, that all forms of

activity would be greatly curtailed, that

more and more families would, of neces-

sity become stay-at-homes, we took definite

R£LI£F

SOCIETY
MAGAZINE

jooy-

THERMOMETER CHART USED IN
1942 MAGAZINE CAMPAIGN IN
WESTERN STATES MISSION

Branching from the central thermometer

for the entire mission are thermometers of

two paired mission districts, each with

horizontal bars representative of its branch

Relief Societies.

steps to follow the counsel given by the

General Authorities, to place good reading

material in the homes of the Latter-day

Saints.

We took as our slogan, "Every Relief

Society member a Magazine subscriber and
reader."

To help us accomplish our project we
employed the spirit of friendly competi-

tion and visual aids, as follows:
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A large chart was prepared based on the

thermometer idea, with a picture of a ther-

mometer for each district and each Rehef

Society within each district in the Western

States Mission. Each districr was paired

off to compete with a district of comparable

size, and each Relief Society had a ther-

mometer chart for the district to which it

belonged as well as for the competing dis-

trict. (The accompanying illustration

shows the chart for one of these pairs of

mission districts, with bars showing rates

for each of the branches in these districts.

The large chart for the entire mission was

an extension of this diagram.) The prog-

ress made was marked up in red on the

thermometer at the end of each two-week

period, both on the master chart at the

mission headquarters and on the individual

charts. Frequent encouraging bulletins

kept the mercury soaring.

These charts were introduced at our an-

nual Relief Society conferences in the vari-

ous districts, and nearly all Magazine repre-

sentatives were ready for the start on Sep-

tember 1.

These charts were displayed prominently

in the branch meeting places, with a list

of the names of the women whose sub-

scriptions had been entered. Husbands
and children asked questions about the list

and, as a result, many gift subscriptions

were given to mothers, grandmothers,

daughters, shut-ins, etc., in our mission.

While we did not quite reach our goal

of having loo per cent of the Relief Society

members subscribe for the Magazine, many
branches went way over the loo per cent

mark and, as a result, 76 per cent of the

Relief Society members in this mission

are blessed with the Relief Society Maga-
zine in their homes. We were working

for a record because of the increased spirit-

uality in the homes of our Latter-day Saints

as this excellent material is made available.

For the 1943 campaign, we have an alarm

clock chart of which a mimeographed copy,

with movable hands, will be on display in

every branch Relief Society. (See accom-

panying illustration.) The large hand will

point to the mission percentage and the

short hand to the branch percentage. The
alarm will ring the first day of September
for all Western States Magazine repre-

sentatives to start for another year to place

1TS>\LAj\M)NG but its 7KU2

ITS TIME TO K£M£^/y OK BUV A N£W,
^ . ^

K£L)£f scarry MAGAZINE

ALARM CLOCK CHART FOR 1943
MAGAZINE CAMPAIGN IN WEST-

ERN STATES MISSION

Movable hands point to percentage of

Magazine subscriptions in relation to mem-
bers—the short hand to the rate in the

branch displaying the chart and the long

hand to the rate for the entire mission.

choice hterature in the homes of ReHef

Society members. We will try to gain

the 100 per cent mark by midnight, Novem-
ber 30, 1943. We have set the date at

November 30 so that we might get a com-

plete report to the General Board by the

last day of December.

We are sure that the fine groups of wom-
en in the Western States Mission, having

tasted the benefits of last year's Magazine

in their homes, will again respond to our

Magazine goal.

'Twice Blessed/' a short skit used

by the Western States Mission, in

connection with its 1942 Magazine

campaign, is on file in the office of

the General Board. Copies of this

skit will be issued without charge to
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Relief Societies requesting them.

This skit demonstrates good methods
of salesmanship and can be easily

produced.

Phoenix Stake (Arizona)

jytILDRED SMITHSON, Phoenix

stake Magazine representative,

reports:

Our Relief Society Magazine campaign

was held during the months of October and

November. Plans and preparations for this

drive were discussed at a luncheon and meet-

ing held in my home. Those present were

the presidents and Magazine representatives

of each ward, Stake Relief Society President

Mable Mortensen, and her counselors.

As our theme we used Leah D. Widtsoe's

statement, "The Relief Society Magazine

is always a good companion for me and

when I read it faithfully I am always built

up and feel that I can carry on, no matter

what Hfe may bring." We asked that each

one carry this message to the members of

the wards as they were visited.

Sister Mortensen gave us a very inspiring

and encouraging message. Each one present

expressed her plans and intentions regard-

ing her job. Many good ideas and sug-

gestions were given to each other. At
this meeting I became acquainted with the

Magazine representatives for the first time.

Since then, I have tried to keep in close

touch with each one by telephone and
visits.

We took advantage of every opportunity

to tell others about the Magazine and to

encourage them to have it in their homes.

I believe our success can be attributed

to those sincere, steady, and energetic rep-

resentatives who never overlooked an op-

portunity to renew a subscription or sell a

new one.

Bear Lake Stake (Idaho)

A MY M. ATHAY, stake Relief

Society president, and Gertrude

R. Price, stake Magazine representa-

tive, jointly accounted for the suc-

cess of the Magazine campaign in

the Bear Lake Stake as follow^s:

The good record of the Bear Lake Stake

in putting over the Magazine drive for

1942 was largely the result of the achieve-

ments of the two previous years. For,

wiien a ward has once gone "over the top,"

pride in so doing helps much in the next

year's campaign.

Since union meetings were discontinued,

where the Magazine department was held,

other ways have been worked out for com-
municating with the ward Magazine rep-

resentatives, although we all miss the union

meetings.

Some of the factors which have helped

much are: correspondence, call by tele-

phone, and personal visits by the stake

Magazine representative; in some wards, a

complete canvass of the ward by the ward
Magazine representative with regular follow-

up work, especially checking of the slips

sent out at the time of expiration of the

Magazine subscriptions; the helpful, en-

couraging support of Relief Society ward
presidents, who often get several subscrip-

tions themselves; the dependable, untiring,

enthusiastic ward Magazine representa-

tives, the alert checking, kindly assistance

and support of the Relief Society stake

president, Magazine representative, and

other stake officers, have all been effective;

the appreciation for fine reading in the

Magazine, the enjoyment of the lessons,

the true spirit of Relief Society work mani-

fest by the majority of our sisters helped

us reach our goal.

Oakland Stake (California)

^^WE Buy OUR Magazine to
^^ READ." Ruth S. Hilton,

president of Oakland Stake Relief

Society writes that this is the new
slogan for this stake's Magazine

publicity work. She continues:

Various members of our stake board have

prepared splendid short talks on various

articles, editorials, or bits of verse appear-

ing in the current issues and then we've

found occasions where these talks would

be given before groups of women. We hope

that by stimulating the actual study of

our Magazine and treasuring many of its

finest messages, we will have no need to say

very much about the subscription list. This

list should take care of itself if we all read

and read intelligently each issue,
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COMMENTS FROM MAGAZINE REPRESENTATIVES

I
NTERESTING comments from

stake and ward Magazine repre-

sentatives were published in the May
issue of the Magazine, pages 353 and

354, preceding the honor roll. Here

are two additional statements

:

From Los Angeles Stake-

Jen Sasine, Magazine representa-

tive of Arlington Ward, the only

ward in the stake which appears on

the honor roll, wrote after receipt of

the May issue of the Magazine

:

I'd like to express my appreciation for

having won a place on the honor roll in the

May Magazine. For the past three years

I have worked in the Relief Society, and
this year was my first as Magazine repre-

sentative. I have enjoyed my work very

much because it gave me the opportunity

of knowing the sisters in the ward much
better.

From Cache Stake—
Lettie B. Rich, Magazine repre-

sentative of Cache Stake, sent the

following comment which high-

lights the enthusiasm and deter-

mined effort of the several hundred
local Magazine representatives in the

stakes and English-speaking missions

of the Church

:

One of my Magazine representatives

called today for material. I asked her how
she was getting along. She replied, "Fine,

I have a good pair of legs and a bike so I'm
going to put my time to good advantage."

That surely is the spirit that will carry

us through.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

'TPHE largest gift subscriptions re-

ceived during 1942 for distribu-

tion at the discretion of the Maga-

zine office to those in need of the

Magazine came from wards of the

South Los Angeles and Big Horn
Stakes, as already mentioned along

with the preceding reports from

those stakes. We acknowledge here

other generous gift subscriptions re-

ceived from the Littlefield Ward of

the Moapa Stake, Farmington Ward
of the South Davis Stake, and North
20th Ward of the Ensign Stake.

These gift subscriptions have been
received with great appreciation by
those to whom they were sent, prin-

cipally missionaries and officers of

new mission branch Relief Societies

who may not have been able to sub-

scribe immediately themselves.

Magazine Promotion Work
(Continued from page 496)

"Selling," Edith Wilson, May 1939, page

332.

"Factors Contributing to Success In the

Magazine Drive," Camille W. Halliday,

August 1940, page 545.

"Directing Magazine Activities Through
the Union Meeting," Leone G. Layton,

May 1941, pages 306-308.

"Information for Relief Society Magazine

Representatives," Vera W. Pohlman,
August 1942, pages 555-556.

Notes From the Field, Vera W. Pohlman,
August 1942:

"Relief Society Magazine Campaigns,"

^^

pages 563-565.

"Magazine Gift Subscriptions," pages 565-

567.

"Comments From Magazine Readers,"

pages 567-569.



Common Things
Elsie Sim Hansen

GRANDMA BAKER reached

for the hot pad and slowly

opened the oven door. The
delicious aroma of newly baked
bread flooded the room. Simultan-

eously the front door opened and
closed with a bang. Things always

happened with a bang, when Jimmie
arrived.

''Gee! Grandmom, I just knew
you would be baking bread."

''Now Jimmie, don't tell me you
could smell this bread baking down
at school."

"Not quite, but almost/' laughed

Jimmie.

Somehow, although Grandma
Baker would not admit it, even to

herself, this brown-eyed, tousle-

headed grandson was a special favor-

ite of hers. Jimmie realized this and
there was a deep affection between
them.

"Don't suppose you have a slice or

two of that bread to spare?"

Despite the wishful tone of Jim-
mie's voice, Grandma was sure that

the sparkle in his eyes was still there.

They both knew it would not be
many minutes before the desired

bread would be in Jimmie's hands.

"Grandmom, why don't more peo-

ple bake bread? I think it has the

best smell in the whole world."

"Yes, Jimmie, I think you are

right. There is just something about
the smell of home-baked bread that

makes a body hungry."

Grandma's thoughts began to

wander. Yes, perhaps that was what
was the matter with the world. It

was hungry; not enough of the old
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things left, the common things, the

friendly things that brought folks

closer together.

Grandma's thoughts were quickly

swept back to the present, as Jimmie
started spreading the second slice of

bread.

"Land sake, child, you won't want
any dinner, eating all that bread."

"Oh yes I vdll, Grandmom. By
the time I play ball over in the vacant

lot for a couple of hours I'll be
starved." Then after a thoughtful

pause, Jimmie continued. "Just

think, Grandmom, all this nice bread

and not a slice of it rationed. Bet
there are a lot of kids who wish they

had some."

Grandma smiled, and put her arm
around the boyish shoulders.

"I guess there are, Jimmie, we are

fortunate. Have you ever stopped to

think how many wonderful things

there are in this world that are not

rationed? The blue sky, the flowers,

the birds, the trees, and the sparkling

brooks? Our kind Father in Heaven
created all these fine things and they

are ours, free to enjoy, but few peo-

ple take time to appreciate them."

"Miss Jeffry, our geography teach-

er, told us that the whole map of the

world may be changed after the war,

and that if we win, the whole world

will be free like we are. We will

win, won't we Grandmom?"
"Sure we will, Jimmie. This war

is going to do a lot of harm, but it

might do a lot of good also. It will

make people realize that the best

things in life are the common
things."



LESSON DEPARTMENT

cJkeologii

Articles of Faith

Lesson 18—The Gathering of Israel

Tuesday, November 2, 1943

(This is the second of five chapters that deal with Article 10)

Article 10: "We believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the restora-

tion of the Ten Tribes; ..."

Lesson Aim: To show that through the mercy of the Lord, Israel is being

gathered.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 18, TALMAGE'S, AKTICLES OF FAITH

The Gathering Piedicted

Dire as was the chastisement de-

creed on Israel for their waywardness,

amounting as it did to their dissolu-

tion as a nation, wandering as out-

casts among alien nations, who have

never ceased to treat them with con-

tumely and insult, they have been

sustained by the sure word of prom-

ise that a day of glorious deliverance

and blessed restoration awaits them.

The sufferings of Israel have been but

necessary chastenings by a grieved

yet loving Father, who planned by

these effective means to purify His

sin-stained children. Israel are not

lost unto their God. In spite of their

sin the Lord said: "And yet for all

that, when they be in the land of

their enemies, I v^ll not cast them
away, neither will I abhor them, to

destroy them utterly, and to break

my covenant with them: for I am
the Lord their God." (Lev. 26:44;

see also Deut. 4 : 27-3 1 ) As complete

as was the scattering, so shall be the

gathering of Israel.

Biblical Piophecies Concerning the

Gathering

Among the early prophecies con-

cerning the gathering of Israel we
hear the Lord declaring that it shall

come to pass that when thou, Israel,

"shalt return unto the Lord thy God,
and shalt obey his voice according

to all that I command thee this day

. . . thou and thy children, with all

thine heart, and with all thy soul;

That then the Lord thy God will

turn thy captivity, and have compas-

sion upon thee, and will return and
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gather thee from all the nations, Lehi's discourse in the valley of Lem-
whither the Lord thy God hath scat- uel, in which that patriarch-prophet

tered thee. If any of thine be driven compared the house of Israel to an

out unto the outmost parts of heaven, olive tree, the branches of which were

from thence will the Lord thy God to be broken off and scattered; now
gather thee, and from thence will he we may add his prediction regarding

fetch thee: And the Lord thy God the subsequent grafting-in of the

will bring thee into the land which branches. (I Nephi 10:14; ^^^ ^^^^

thy fathers possessed, and thou shalt Jacob, Chap. 5.) Nephi's predic-

possess it; and he will do thee good, tions constitute some of the most

and multiply thee above thy fathers." comprehensive utterances concern-

(Deut. 30:2-5) ing the restoration of the Jews. (I

Isaiah spoke with no uncertain Nephi 15:19-20; II Nephi 9:2; 25:

words of the assured return and re- 16-17, ^^'y ^^^o III Nephi 5:21-26;

union of scattered Israel. (Isaiah Chapter 29; Mormon 5:14)

11:11-13; 54:7-8) Jeremiah also It is evident from these and many
voiced the will and purpose of God other scriptures that the time of the

concerning Israel's subsequent de- full recovery or redemption of the

liverance. (Jer. 16:12-16) ''Backslid- Jews is to be determined by their ac-

ing Israel," ''treacherous Judah," are ceptance of Christ as their Lord,

the terms of reproof with which the When that time comes they are to

Lord addressed His recreant people, be gathered to the land of their fa-

"Turn, O backsliding children, saith thers; and in the work of gathering,

the Lord; for I am married unto you: the Gentiles are destined to take a

and I will take you one of a city, and great and honorable part. (II Ne-

two of a family, and I will bring you phi 10:7-9; 3^-7^ ^^^ Nephi 5:26; 20:

toZion." (See Jer. 3:12-18; also 23: 29-33; 21:21-27; Ether 13:8-10)

8; 25:34; 30:3; 32:37) Ezekiel also

declared the Lord's plan of Israel's Latter-day Revelation Concerning

restoration. (Ezek. 37:21-22; also the Gathering

11:17; 20:34-42; 28:25; 34:11-13) Latter-day revelation concerning
Amos clearly evidences that the re- the gathering not only predicts the
establishment is to be permanent, gathering of the saints to Zion, but
(Amos 9:14-15) Jesus of Nazareth announces that the hour for the gath-

also spoke of this important event:
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^, "Wherefore, pre-

"And he shall send his angels with
^ ^ ^^^^,

a great sound of a trumpet and they
^ yourselves; gather ye togeth-

shall gather together his elect from ^ ^ ^ . ' ^ ^, ^
,
^

the four winds, from one end of heav- Z'
^^P^"?'^ °^ ""^ '^^"'^''-

" "
"

en to the other." ( Matt. 24: 31

)

^ea, venly I say unto you again, the

time has come when the voice of the

Book of Mormon Prophecies Lord is unto you: go ye out of Baby-

The gathering of Israel claimed Ion; gather ye out from among the

the attention of many prophets nations, from the four winds, from

whose teachings are recorded in the one end of heaven to the other."

Book of Mormon. We have noted (Doctrine and Covenants 133:4, 7;
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29:7-8; 31:8; 33:6; 38:31; 45:25; 77: (Gen. 26:3-4) and in turn upon Jac-

14; 84:2) ob who was called Israel (Gen. 35:

11-12). And now in the day of gath-

Extent and Purpose oi the Gatheiing ering, the Lord is again bringing His

It is evident that the plan of gath- people together to honor and bless

enng comprises:

1. Assembling in the land of Zion

of the people of Israel from the na-

tions of the earth.

2. Return of the Jews to Jeru-

salem.

3. Restoration of the Lost Tribes.

Moses, who was the representative

of Israel's God when the Lord set

His hand the first time to lead His

them.

The Redeemer was born in the

flesh through the lineage of Abra-

ham; and the blessings of that divine

birth are extended to nations and

every individual in mortality.

Restoration of the Lost Tribes

It is thought that while many of

those belonging to the Ten Tribes

people to the land of their appointed were diffused among the nations, a

inheritance, came in person and com- sufficient number to justify the re-

mitted to Joseph Smith and Oliver tention of the original name were

Cowdery the keys of the gathering led away as a body. Their exodus

of Israel from the four parts of the from the north to Zion is an impor-

earth, and the leading of the Ten tant part of the gathering. (Doc-

Tribes from the land of the north." trine and Covenants 133:26-34)

(Doctrine and Covenants 110:11) Note: Since the present location

of the Lost Tribes has not been re-

Jsrael the Covenant People vealed, and there is a wealth of knowl-

The Lord has designated the peo- edge that has been revealed, it is

pie of Israel as especially His own. deemed advisable that no discussions

He covenanted with Abraham (Gen. nor speculations be entered into con-

12:2, 3; 17:6-8; Gal. 3:14, 16), and cerning the present location of the

confirmed the blessings upon Isaac Ten Tribes.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS PROCEDURE

Suggested Songs

"Guide Us O Thou Great

Jehovah," by Robert Robinson-An-

nie F. Harrison, Rehei Society Songs,

p. 23; Latter-Day Saint Hymns, No.

184.

"O Ye Mountains High," by C.

W. Penrose, ReUei Society Songs,

p. 12; Deseret Sunday School Songs,

p. 198; Latter-Day Saint Hymns, No.

338.

'Tilgrim Chorus," Deseret Sun-

day School Songs, p. 270.

"Beautiful Mountain Home/' by

George Manwaring-A. C. Smyth,

Deseret Sunday School Songs, p. 162.

The class leader should plan her

lesson well in advance. Since pas-

sages of scripture from the Bible,

Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and

Covenants are essential to a discus-

sion of this lesson, the class leader

might appoint, well in advance of

the presentation of the lesson, three

committees, each committee to be

responsible for the reading of pas-

sages from one of these tbr^e books.
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Each committee should not exceed

three in number including the chair-

man.
At the time the lesson is presented,

committees should sit in front of the

class, grouped according to the book

assigned to them. As the lesson pro-

ceeds, the class leader should call

on committee members for desired

passages bearing on the phase of the

lesson under discussion. This will

impress upon class members that the

standard works of the Church all deal

with the important subject of the

gathering of Israel.

Class members should be encour-

aged to bring their own books to

class and as passages are read they

should find them in their own books

and follow the readings carefully.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

We have been gathered to the valleys

of these mountains for the express purpose

of purifying ourselves, that we may become
polished stones in the temple of God. We
are here for the purpose of establishing the

Kingdom of God on the earth. To be pre-

pared for this work it has been necessary

to gather us out from the nations and coun-

tries of the world, for if we had remained

in those lands we could not have received

the ordinances of the holy Priesthood of

the Son of God, which are necessary for

the perfection of the Saints preparatory to

his coming. [Discourses of Biigham Young,

edition 1925, page 186)

The Jews and Jerusalem—^Jerusalem is

not to be redeemed by our going there and

preaching to the inhabitants. It will be

redeemed by the high hand of the Almighty.

It will be given into the possession of the

ancient Israelites by the power of God, and

by the pouring out of his judgments.

Jerusalem is not to be redeemed by the

soft, still voice of the preacher of the Gos-

pel of peace. Why? Because they were

once the blessed of the Lord, the chosen of

the Lord, the promised seed. They were

the people from among whom should

spring the Messiah; and salvation could be

found only through that people. The
Messiah came through them, and they

killed him; and they will be the last of all

the seed of Abraham to have the privilege

of receiving the New and Everlasting Cove-

nant. You may hand out to them gold,

you may feed and clothe them, but it is im-

possible to convert the Jews, until the Lord

God Almighty does it.

By and by the Jews will be gathered to

the land of their fathers, and the ten tribes,

who wandered into the north, will be gath-

ered home and the blood of Ephraim, the

second son of Joseph, who was sold into

Egypt, which is to be found in every king-

dom and nation under heaven, will be

gathered from among the Gentiles, and the

Gentiles who will receive and adhere to

the principles of the Gospel will be adopted

and initiated into the family of Father

Abraham, and Jesus will reign over his

own and Satan will reign over his own.

[Discourses of Brigham Young, edition

1925, pages 186-187)

In speaking of the gathering, we mean
to be understood as speaking of it accord-

ing to scripture, the gathering of the elect

of the Lord out of every nation on earth,

and bringing them to the place of the

Lord of Hosts, when the city of righteous-

ness shall be built, and where the people

shall be of one heart and one mind, when
the Savior comes; yea, where the people

shall walk with God like Enoch, and be

free from sin. (Teachings of the Prophet

Joseph Smith, compiled by Joseph Fielding

Smith, 1938, page 93.)

The greatest temporal and spiritual

blessings which always come from faithful-

ness and concerted effort, never attend

individual exertion or enterprise. The his-

tory of all past ages abundantly attests this

fact. In addition to all temporal blessings,

there is no other way for the Saints to be

saved in these last days, (than by the

gathering) as the concurrent testimony

of all the holy prophets clearly proves, for

it is written
—

"They shall come from the

east, and be gathered from the west; the

north shall give up, and the south shall
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keep not back." "The sons of God shall

be gathered from afar, and his daughters

from the ends of the earth."

It is also the concurrent testimony of all

the prophets, that this gathering together

of all the Saints, must take place before

the Lord comes to "take vengeance upon
the ungodly," and "to be glorified and ad-

mired by all those who obey the Gospel."

The fiftieth Psalm, from the first to the

fifth verse inclusive describes the glory and

majesty of that event.

(Teachings oi the Prophet Joseph Smithy

compiled by Joseph Fielding Smith, 1938,

page 183)

Visiting cJeachers 1 1 iessages to the cHome
Sources of Strength

Lesson 2—Ordered Living

Tuesday, November 2, 1943

npO live affirmatively, purposefully,

abundantly, is possible for each of

us, and to do it is a major achieve-

ment. To fill one's days with useful

work, to do well the task immediate-

ly in front of one is to be happy now
and to make secure the future. A
well-ordered life is free from lost

time, lost motion, desultory effort,

and needless worry.

Plan your work and work your

plan, is a good motto. Well-organ-

ized, effective work is the panacea

for most of the ills of life.

Benjamin Franklin, one of the wis-

est and greatest Americans, followed

consistently and successfully what
he called "the scheme of employ-

ment for the twenty-four hours of

a natural day.''

His day was well-balanced and per-

fectly organized. He had rest, recre-

ation, and work. In the morning he
asked this question: "What good

shall I do this day?"; and in the eve-

ning, this question: "What good

have I done this day?" He lived a

long and useful life and made a bet-

ter contribution to the time in which

he lived and to his country than al-

most any other man. He is one of

the best examples in history of a

self-made man.
One of the secrets of really great

living is having ideals and standards

and then living up to them. When
we cherish lofty ideals and strive

heroically to attain them, we are

made both strong and happy. What
we become depends in no small

measure upon our ideals. We un-

consciously approach the ideals

which we love and cherish.

Latter-day Saint women should ex-

emplify the noblest womanhood, be-

cause they are the products of the

ideals and standards of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

They should be models of the finest

motherhood, subscnbing to the high-

est standards of Christian living.

They should evidence a willingness

to devote their lives to the service

of others, and should be a constant

source of encouragement and inspira-

tion to those about them.
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The doctrine of eternal progres-

sion, as taught by the Latter-day

Saints, should make us a great people.

The knowledge that we lived before

we were born and that we will live

after we die, that we came here to be

trained for a higher and better world,

carries with it an impelling motive

to noble endeavor that should reg-

ister in the life and conduct of each

of us.

Discussion

1. What is your concept of a well-

ordered life?

2. What are the essentials of good living

that should be included in one's plan

of Hfe?

3. Why are standards and ideals impor-

tant?

References

Teachings oi the Prophet Joseph Smith,

compiled by Joseph Fielding Smith, edi-

tion 1938, pp. 53, 255-256

Relief Society Magazine, July 1941, p.

467

Discourses of Biigham Young, edition

1925, p. 329, paragraph 2

drome cJopics
For optional use on Work-and-Business Day

Modern Housekeeping Methods

Lesson 2—Tools for Housecleaning Tasks

(Care and Storage)

Tuesday, November 9, 1943

OOUSEKEEPING is highly inter-

esting and important work.

Housecleaning can be brisk, efficient,

and stimulating or it can be grim

and time-consuming. Much depends

on the tools at hand. The more effi-

cient the tools, the faster the work.

And, naturally, the results will be

better, too. Important items of

cleaning equipment and materials in-

clude:^

Vacuum cleaner and attachments

Carpet sweeper

Applicator for floor wax
1 corn or fibre broom
1 dust mop
1 wet mop (string or cellulose sponge)

1 scrubbing brush (long handle preferred)

1 dust pan (long handle preferred)

1 toilet-bowl brush

Whisk broom or upholstery brush

2-4 treated dust cloths (combine 1 pint hot

water and 72 cup lemon oil. Dip cheese-

cloth squares into solution. Press solu-

tion through cloth thoroughly; squeeze

out excess moisture and then dry thor-

oughly)

6 cheesecloth squares (24" by 24")

2 flannel polishing cloths

Tor a more complete list, see America's Housekeeping Book, pp. 140-142. We must
remember that this list represents the ideal, and many items are not obtainable at present

due to the war.
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3 cellulose sponges (for kitchen, wash-

room, and cleaning basket)

2 floor cloths (for kitchen and bathroom)

Silver polish

Wax (paste, liquid or self-polishing)

Lemon oil

Mild scouring powder or whiting

Toilet-bowl cleaner

Carbon tetrachloride (dry cleaner)

Household disinfectant

Mild soap (chips, flakes, beads, grains)

Paint cleaner

Cotton waste (for applying polishes and

cleaners

)

1 flannel poHshing cloth (for rubbing or

polishing)

1 cellulose sponge (for washing woodwork,
walls, etc.)

Art gum eraser (for removing soiled spots

from walls or from lamp shades)

Furniture polish or lemon oil or wax
Mild scouring powder or whiting

Carbon tetrachloride (dry cleaner)

Scissors

Cleaning tools are good servants One item that is generally over-

only when they receive proper care, looked in both house plans and apart-

A vacuum cleaner lags on the job ment layouts is space to store clean-

v^hen the dust bag is clogged with ing equipment. Mops and brooms

dirt; a soiled duster or mop is little behind doors, the vacuum cleaner in

better than none at all; and a carpet the hall closet, dusters and polishing

sweeper can't pick up surface dirt cloths tucked away in odd corners—

if its brush is snarled with lint and such haphazard storage is the general

hair, if the dust pans are filled to rule, even though it means hundreds

overflowing, or if the bristles are of extra steps and a great deal of

worn too short to touch the carpet, petty annoyance.

A few minutes a day spent in clean- Perhaps you have always accepted

ing and caring for equipment will this state of affairs, with definite irri-

tation to be sure, but have never ac-

tually given much thought to a satis-

factory solution.

A careful study of floor and wall

space will lead to ideas no matter

pay good dividends in service.

Cleaning Basket

A small inexpensive open market

basket with a handle makes an excel-

lent cleaning basket which can be how hopeless the situation may seem

carried from room to room quite at first glance. On page 138 in our

easily. A fitted oilcloth lining with textbook, America's Housekeeping

pockets to hold small objects is easy Book, you will find a good illustra-

to make, and helps to keep the basket tion of what can be done if you can

in order. With a cleaning basket find wall space 29 inches wide and

there wfll be no need for hurried 78 inches high, plus one shelf and

trips back to the source of supply for one drawer in another location. This

forgotten items. Check the ' con- is not ideal, but it is a great improve-

tents with the following list before ment over half a dozen storage places.

you start your cleaning program:^

Whisk broom or upholstery brush (for

brushing draperies and upholstery)

1 treated dust cloth (for daily dusting)

2 cheesecloth squares (for washing and
drying woodwork)

If you can find a corner space, so

much the better. On page 139 of

the textbook is shown an ideal stor-

age closet for cleaning equipment

which you may be able to build in

some unused space.

Tor more complete list, see America's Housekeeping Book, p. 142.
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Often there is an extra clothes

closet on the first floor which is used

for haphazard storage and which

might well be transformed into an

adequate cleaning closet. Closets

can be made convenient through the

addition of shelves, racks, drawers,

and partitions at very little expense.

Shallow shelves down one side, a

shelf running the width of the closet

within easy reach, clips for holding

brooms, mops, etc. on the remaining

wall space, on the door a shoe bag

with pockets for holding dusters,

floor space for the vacuum cleaner,

carpet sweeper and pail—and you

have an orderly, efficient cleaning

closet.

Of course problems vary. Each

homemaker must face her problem

and work it out according to her cir-

cumstances. However, if you can

find any space at all, you can with a

little patience work out a satisfactory

storage place. Be sure to place the

tools that are used most often in the

most accessible positions. An hour

or so spent in planning and working

out storage space will be worth your

while. '*A place for everything and

everything in its place," is a first prin-

ciple of law and order. Storage space

that is both adequate and convenient,

contributes a great deal to the effi-

ciency of the homemaker.

Questions for Discussion

1. Discuss: "Cleaning tools are good

servants only when they receive proper

care." (Example: vacuum cleaner,

dusters, carpet sweepers, etc.)

2. What method have you used to suc-

cessfully store household tools? In

the Hght of the class discussion can

you see room for improvement?

3. To save time and energy, what method
do you use for assembling tools and

cleaning supplies in the room to be

cleaned?

4. A practical demonstration on the use

and care of one or two specific clean-

ing tools might be interesting and

helpful.

Refeience

America's Housekeeping Book, Chap.

21, p. 131

JLiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson 2—The Bible Epic

Tuesday, November 16, 1943

I7PIC and story in earlier times car- today, epic implies a composite story,

ried essentially the same mean- with each part helping to develop

ing. Like lyric and song, the two the larger tale,

words were practically synonymous. Often the story group centers in

Through the long years, however, the some hero: as in the Odyssey, which

term epic has acquired a more ex- depicts the adventures of Odysseus;

pansive meaning. As commonly used or in Hiawatha, which portrays the
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life story of a great Indian leader.

Sometimes the epic deals with a dis-

tinctive phase of tribal or national

life. Whatever its nature, however,

it is made up of various stories, set

together as spokes in a hub, or links

in a chain, to effect the central pur-

pose.

A number of such ''story cycles''

or story groups are to be found in the

Bible. At the beginning of Genesis,

for example, is the epic-like Story

of Creation. Following this, comes

another story group dealing with the

Deluge and its sequences. In an-

other closely linked series of stories,

the Patriarchal period is portrayed.

Exodus opens the great epic of

Moses. Around this leader, story

after story is given to portray not only

his life, but also the people whom
he led out of bondage; and the de-

velopment, during their wanderings,

of a theocratic nation intent on the

repossession of a ''Promised Land."

After this comes another story

series dealing with the conquest of

Canaan under Joshua, and the varied

fortunes of that realm under the lead-

ership of different warrior chieftains,

called Judges.

Yet another story group, epic in

its spirit and sweep, portrays the

rise of the kingdom of Israel. David,

the shepherd boy, plays the leading

role in this story cycle. Other in-

teresting characters also have impor-

tant parts; and many intriguing dra-

matic situations arise as the compos-

ite story develops.

This epic begins with a pastoral—

a simple tale of devotion and ro-

mance set amid scenes of country life

—the story of Ruth. Most folk know
this girl of old Moab as a faithful

daughter-in-law, who, bereft of her

young Hebrew husband, clings to his

mother and his religion.

An oft-quoted passage from the

Bible, Ruth's lyric plea to her mother-

in-law, who has advised the girl to

remain in Moab, begins:

Entreat me not to leave thee.

Or to return from following after thee:

For whither thou goest, I will go;

And where thou lodgest, I will lodge;

Thy people shall be my people,

And thy God my God. ( Ruth 1:16)

It was not the literary charm of

this classic story, however, that won
for it the place of importance it

holds in the Bible. It is there pri-

marily because its heroine, Ruth,

through her marriage with Boaz, be-

came the ancestress of kings. The
story opens an epic that still vibrates

through all the world, a story that

reaches from Ruth, through David,

down to Mary and her divine Son,

the Savior of Mankind. Read in this

light, the story takes on new meaning.

Another charming mother-tale that

weaves into this epic of Israel's kings

is the story of Hannah and her little

son, Samuel. This pure child, given

to the temple, not only helps to keep

God's house a holy place; but he rises

to be a maker of kings.

When the people, harassed by

their enemies, clamor for a king, the

Prophet Samuel at first denies their

plea. But as they persist, he prays

to the Lord for guidance, and the

Lord tells Samuel, "Hearken unto

the voice of the people in all that

they say unto thee: for they have not

rejected thee; but they have rejected

me that I should not rule over them."

And Samuel, warning that the king

will take away their sons and daugh-

ters for soldiers and handmaidens,
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deprive them of lands and substance,

and burden them with taxes, finally

gives them a king. Troubles, as the

foolish folk were forewarned, begin

to multiply.

Saul, chosen largely because of

princely bearing to be the first king

of Israel, fails. He is more of a sol-

dier than a saint. He assumes author-

ity that belongs to the priesthood,

and receives sharp warning from Sam-
uel in the unforgettable words: 'To
obey is better than sacrifice." (I Sam-
uel 15:22)

Meantime, David, the shepherd

boy, through slaying Goliath, has

won high favor with Saul. A deep

friendship ripens between the youth

and the king's son, Jonathan. Saul's

daughter is given in marriage to Dav-

id, then comes cankering jealousy in

the heart of Saul. He forgets the

source of real power, and seeks

strange spirits.

Samuel, meantime, instructed by
the Lord, secretly anoints David
king; but David, out of respect for

God's anointed other king, will not

assume the throne. Finally, Saul

and Jonathan fall in battle, and the

young warrior becomes king and
builder of a greater kingdom of Is-

rael, laying the foundation for his

son Solomon to reign in all his glory.

Dramatic situations, crises and
tragedies come to David. He sins

and is severely rebuked by Nathan,

the courageous prophet, for God is

no respecter of persons. Yet David,

unlike Saul, repents, and is permitted

to carry forward, though not without

punishment, to the close of his con-

structive reign.

These are but a few hints of this

great Biblical epic. It rises to high

literary qualities, moving with clar-

ity and force from beginning to close.

Lyrical expressions add to its beauty

in places; and lessons of life are con-

cretely, impressively, portrayed. To
feel its power and its artistry, how-

ever, one must read and reread the

masterful story.

Discussion and Activities

Select as many as can be treated profit-

ably in the allotted time.

1

.

Name three or more individual stories

that are woven together to make the

epic-like story of the Patriarchs of

Israel. (See Genesis, Chapters 12

to 50.)

2. What are the values to come from

studying each individual story in its

relation to the whole epic?

3. Read aloud the first chapter of Ruth.

What do you observe as to the story

movement, the life-giving expressions,

the music of the lines?

4. (a) Why is this story properly placed

between Judges and Kings?

(b) What is the vital relationship

that links Ruth with Mary, the

mother of our Savior?

5. Select from the epic of Saul and

David some story of dramatic appeal.

Read aloud passages which carry the

loftiness and the sweep characteristic

of epic literature. See I Samuel 21:

6-11.

6. What vital lesson did Thomas Paine

find in the story of Samuel, and use

in his essay "Common Sense" to help

stir our forefathers in their fight for

freedom?

7. Give a quotation from this epic of

the Kings of Israel that has impressed

on you a fundamental life lesson or

religious truth.

8. What individual story in the epic

is a favorite with children? Test your

answer by reading the story to some
of your children, grandchildren or

httle friends.

Text

Bible, King James Translation

References

See References, Relief Society Magazine,

June-July 1943, pp. 442-443.
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Soaai Science

What "America" Means

Lesson 9—American Statesmen (Continued)

Tuesday, November 23, 1943

''As are the leading men of the State, such is the State."—Cicero.

(With this short sentence, Cicero, a Roman orator who hved at the time of Christ,

began one of his orations. He declared as citizens are good, so will government be good.

Government grows out of the lives of people who inaugurate laws.

)

TN two short lessons on ''American ONE of the most outstanding char-

Statesmen/' this and the preced- acters of the American bar was

ing lesson, we can only suggest a few John Marshall, the first Chief Justice

of the outstanding men who have of the United States. He was also

made contributions to our ideals of an historian, soldier of the American

freedom and democracy. The men Revolution, and an envoy at one

we have chosen for brief study took time to England. Born in Virginia

an active part in solving political in 1755, he became of age two months

problems that arose in our country, after the Declaration of Independ-

The men whom we will consider in ence was adopted, and took part in

this lesson are John Marshall, Henry two of the principal campaigns of

Clay, John C.Calhoun, Daniel Web- the American Revolution. He ex-

ster, Abraham Lincoln, Grover perienced the sufferings at Valley

Cleveland, William McKinley, and Forge during the winter of 1777-78.

Woodrow Wilson, all of whom After the war, he began the practice

made important contributions to of law, having taken lectures on law

American political thought. Four at William and Mary College in his

of these men, Abraham Lincoln, native state. He gained distinction

Grover Cleveland, William Mc- and was a member of the State Legis-

Kinley, and Woodrow Wilson, be- lature of Virginia for many terms. In

came presidents of the United States. January 1801, he was appointed Chief

John Marshall was the greatest Justice of the Supreme Court of the

legal light that ever sat in the Su- United States where he did his nob-

preme Court, and the other three, lest service to the nation. You will

Webster, Calhoun, and Clay, com- recall that it is the Supreme Court of

posed the triumvirate who led the the land that interprets the meaning

debates on important questions in of the Constitution when great cases

the Congress of the United States of law are involved. In the first

previous to the Civil War. major case presented to him, he pro-
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claimed the final right of the judici-

ary to pass on the constitutionality

of every act of Congress. This is

why we call the judiciary of our

Government the law-interpreting

power. Marshall was noted for his

simple ways of living, his honesty,

and steadfastness to right. A lady

said at his funeral: ''His great hu-

mility was the most impressive thing

about his character." One of the

most dramatic decisions handed
down by Marshall was that of the

Dartmouth College case in which
Daniel Webster took part in defend-

ing his own Alma Mater. The Dart-

mouth College case grew out of the

question as to whether or not the

State Legislature of New Hampshire
had the right to rescind the original

charter granted in England in 1754.

lyfANY a boy and girl has learned

parts of the orations of Daniel

Webster. Daniel Webster was
among the greatest orators of his

day, and served as United States

senator from the state of Massachu-

setts for thirty years. His most
noted opponents in the United

States were John C. Calhoun of

South Carolina and Robert Treat

Hayne from the same state. Both
Calhoun and Hayne opposed the

policies of Webster in some of the

most noted speeches ever made in

the Senate. The questions at issue

were that of States Rights, the pro-

tective tariff, and Negro slavery. The
South had from the first stood for

States Rights or the doctrine that a

state has certain sovereign powers

over that of the National Govern-

ment. The South opposed a high

protective tariff on the ground that a

tariff did not protect the agricultural

interests in that section. Slavery had
grown up in the South as an institu-

tion which was needed for the raising

of cotton and tobacco.

Webster was in favor of a high pro-

tective tariff, and was opposed to the

doctrine of States Rights, and Negro
slavery. The great compromiser of

those days was Henry Clay, one of

the ablest lawyers and statesmen of

that day. He was the chief supporter

of the Missouri Compromise. This

was in 1819, when a long and bitter

struggle took place between the pro-

slavery and anti-slavery parties over

the admission of Missouri into the

Union. Clay was the author of the

Compromise which admitted Mis-

souri on a slavery basis. His greatest

compromise measure was that of

1850, which no doubt postponed the

Civil War for ten years. This com-
promise grew out of the question as

to whether or not California, and
othern western areas including Utah,

should be admitted to the Union as

states. Calhoun proposed that they

become slave states, while Clay ad-

vocated the doctrine of allowing the

people to decide for themselves.

California was admitted as a free

state, and while the Latter-day Saints

in Utah asked for statehood under

the name of the State of Deseret, it

was denied and Congress organized

Utah Territory. Brigham Young
was made its first governor.

WEBSTER, Calhoun, and Clay

died in the early part of the de-

cade beginning in 1850, and they left

the country in unusual ferment. How
to describe the social, political, and

economic conditions in a few words

up to the time of the Civil War
would be a difficult thing to do.
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James Truslow Adams, the eminent

American historian has written:

During the decade between 1850 and

1 860, the American people had been forced

by circumstances to meet great political

differences. The South had suddenly, due

to the inventions of the North and of Eng-

land, found itself one of the richest and

most important economic sections of the

earth. Its prosperity depended on its slave-

grown cotton. Yet the world had increas-

ingly demanded that the South should rid

itself of slavery, though it could offer no

suggestion as to how to do so. The South

was forced into a position of defence, which

meant expansion, and this forced the South

more and more out of the main currents

of the modern world.

Men knew that a crisis would come
some day that would threaten the

very life of the Nation. With the

election of Abraham Lincoln in i860,

that crisis came.

With the secession of the South-

ern States in 1860-61, the great Civil

War was precipitated, the results of

which left the South in a ruined con-

dition. On January 1, 1863, Lincoln

issued his formal proclamation that

the slaves in the states that were in

rebellion should be free. This was

a terrific blow to the economic, social,

and political life of the South. To
understand Lincoln's feelings during

the Civil War it is best to read his

First Inaugural Address, given March
. 4, 1861, and his Second Inaugural

which was even more striking in its

sustained emotion :
".

. . fondly do

we hope, fervently do we pray . .
."

"With malice toward none. . .
."

The soul of Lincoln was in what he
said. One thing which made Lin-

coln a great statesman was the fact

that he learned how to speak the

truth. He loved truth more than he
loved position or anything else in

the world. His power over men lay

in his profound sincerity. When
the war was over, his reconstruction

policy was foreshadowed in his own
words: 'Tf we are wise and discreet,

we shall reanimate the states and

get their governments in successful

operation. ... I hope there will be

no persecution, no bloody work after

the war is over."

His larger ideals of Americanism

are seen in his Gettysburg address,

delivered November 19, 1863. (See

Ameiican Citizens Handbook, p.

M5-)
From the death of Lincoln to

World War I, America grew in

wealth and influence among the na-

tions of the world. A new age was

born. Millions of foreigners came to

our shores, becoming good American

citizens. America has been develop-

ing the lofty ideals of its founders,

for the people are naturally religious

and have, as Frederick Harrison says,

''kept alive the zeal for learning, jus-

tice, and humanity." No nation of

all history has developed the insti-

tutions of civilization as has Ameri-

ca; no other nation has held more

sacred the democratic institutions

and the faith and belief in the Chris-

tian religion.

Since Lincoln's day, America has

had great and wise statesmen, all of

whom have played their parts in pre-

serving our Government with its

high ideals. They have added to its

renown; they have been men who
have stood for the sacredness of the

Constitution and the highest prin-

ciples of government. In closing,

we name three of the statesmen of

these years : Grover Cleveland, Wil-

liam McKinley, and Woodrow Wil-

son.
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Questions and Suggestions ioi Study

OT Reports

In discussing this lesson on the states-

men, you may not agree with the author

in his selection of the great statesmen of

our country. Every American has his own
favorites, and his opinion is respected, as

he in turn respects the opinions of others.

This right of preference is part of our

American rights.

1. Find out from some good American

history something additional about

the lives of the following men: John

Marshall, Daniel Webster, John C.

Calhoun, Henry Clay, and Abraham
Lincoln. Find out something about

Grover Cleveland, Wm. McKinley,

and Woodrow Wilson.

2. Can you explain the causes of the

Civil War?

3. What two great generals came to the

front in that war?

4. Brigham Young was a great states-

man. Why? Daniel H. Wells was

also a great statesman. Find out

something about his life.

Stones from the Ujoor of 1 1 Lorraon

For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries other

than the United States, in lieu of social science.

Lesson 2—Lehi's Travels to the New World
Tuesday, November 23, 1943

Note: For the full effect of this lesson it is imperative that the teacher

and the members of the class have at hand the Book of Mormon.

Lesson Objective: To show that belief in God is best evidenced by a v^ill-

ingness to serve and obey Him.

In carrying forward the lessons un-

der the title Stones horn the Book of

Mormon much can be gained by a

study of the leading characters of this

sacred record. One such character

was Lehi. The history of a great

nation was dependent upon his will-

ingness to obey the will of God. He
first appears upon the Book of Mor-
mon scene as a righteous man who
lived 600 years before the birth of

the Savior, in the city of Jerusalem.

This great city, this royal city, was
ruled then by King Zedekiah whose
kingdom was that of Judah. In name,

Jerusalem was holy, for there had
been built the Temple of the Lord.

"Its busy streets were crowded with

a mixed multitude. Priests and Lev-

ites who officiated in the ordinances

of the law of Moses, worshipers from

the other tribes of Jacob, warriors- of

the armies of Judah, courtiers and
attendants on the king, the mer-

chants from Egypt, from Tyre and

Sidon and from many other parts,

artificers in various trades, all these

combined to make it wealthy and

renowned, a busy mart of trade, a

center of civilization. . .
." {Story

of the Book of Mormon, pp. 20-2 2,

by George Reynolds.)

Lehi, his heart not being set upon

the riches of the world, looked with
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unconcern upon the great treasures and took nothing with him save it

and fine adornments which had been were his family, and provisions, and

brought to beautify the homes and tents, and departed into the wilder-

great public buildings of this chief ness." (I Nephi 2:2-4)

city in all Israel. People he could see,
Lehi's belief in the word of God

because of their riches had forgotten
^^^ ^^^ ^ -^^ ^^^ j^^ ^ -^^^

the Lord. The prophets who came
p^ctice the counsels of the Lord by

to warn were persecuted and sent ^^^^- ^ ^niingness to forsake all

away. Riotous living was sought
g^^^i^j ^^- j^^ ^j^^ ^^^ ^^j^^^

after, and care or concern for the
^^ ^^^ --^ ^-^^ ^ut enough pro-

commandments of God brushed
visions to sustain life, he took his

aside. Knowing the %vrath of God,
f^^-, ^^j ^^^^^jg^ ^^ ^j^^ ,,^^^^^3

Lehi yearned to know His will as to
^f ^j^^ ^^^ g^^ ^ Reynolds ) In com-

the fate of this peop e. He was told ^-^-^ ^-^ ^J ^-^ ^-f^ S^^i^j^^
that Jerusalem would be destroyed

^^^\^^^ ^-^ ^^^^ La^^^^ Lemuel,
because of the miquity of her inhabi-

5 ^^^ ^ ,.
^^^^^ ^j^.j^^^^

tants and that many of her people
^^^ mentioned later, some of whom

would be carried off into captivity.
^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^ wilderness. Nephi,

Further did the Lord instruct him, , 4. ^ . ^^i. j ir t.^ •

., . , . Ill J M by nature a sweet and wilhng boy in
that he too should go and warn the

f^^^^^- ^is father's wishes, soon
city of the disasters that would short-

^^^^^ f^^^^ -^ ^^^ -^^ ^f God. Not
ly come unless the people would re-

j^^^ ^^^^^ f^^^- ^ ^^^^^ -^ ^j^^ ^-j^.
pent. This Lehi did, only to meet

^^^^^^ f^^ ^-^ f^^-^ Lehi again had
with the same persecution as did

^ ^^^^^ ^^-^^ j^^ ^g^^^jg^ ^^ ^-^

other prophets before him. But be-
son Nephi, saying: "Behold I have

cause of Lehi s faithfulness the Lord j^eamed a dream, in the which the
spoke unto him in a dream saying:

Lord hath commanded me that thou
Blessed art thou Lehi, because of

^^^ j, brethren shall return to Jeru-
the things thou hast done; and be-

^^^^^ p^^ behold, Laban hath the
cause thou hast been faithful and

^^^^^^ ^f ^^e Jews and also a geneal-
declared unto this people the things

^f ^^y forefathers, and they are
which I commanded thee behold,

engraven upon plates of brass.
they seek to take away thy life.

Wherefore, the Lord hath command-
"And it came to pass," continues ed me that thou and thy brothers

Lehi's son Nephi, "that the Lord should go unto the house of Laban,

commanded my father, even in a and seek the records, and bring them
dream, that he should take his fam- down hither into the wilderness. And
il' and depart into the wilderness, now, behold thy brothers murmur.
And it came to pass that he was saying it is a hard thing which I

obedient unto the word oi the Lord, have required of them; but behold I

wheieioie he did as the Lord com- have not required it of them, but it

manded him. And it came to pass is a commandment of the Lord,

that he departed into the wilderness. Therefore go, my son, and thou shalt

And he left his house, and the land be favored of the Lord, because thou

of his inheritance, and his gold, and hast not murmured." (I Nephi 3:

his silver, and his precious things, 2-6)
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It is mainly through the faithful-

ness and obedience of Nephi that the

record of the Jews was obtained from

Laban, which made it possible for

Lehi and his family to have the word
of God, for which, writes Nephi,

did his father thank the God of Is-

rael. Lehi knew that with God's

word the nation to follow him should

not dwindle and perish in unbelief.

(I Nephi 4:13)

For purposes of this lesson which

deals with the character of Lehi, it is

necessary to omit many interesting

details that happened to this man,

his family, and Ishmael's family, as

they traveled through the v^lderness

and over the ocean to the land of

promise, a land choice above all

other lands—the Americas. The
highlights of this journey include the

struggles that Lehi and his younger

son Nephi had in keeping the spirit

of humility present in the hearts of

Laman and Lemuel. These sons

found it difficult not to harden their

hearts against God. It was mainly

because of the rebellious acts of these

brothers that the traveling, the build-

ing of a ship, the voyage across the

great waters, and the need for cooper-

ative living in the land of promise

were made more difficult for Lehi.

Much time and energy was lost in

the corrections and rebukes which

he frequently was called upon to ad-

minister to these two wayward sons.

Yet it was in these strivings toward

the right that Lehi's character and

steadfast faith took root and devel-

oped. His was a faith that resulted

in works—a willingness of spirit that

showed his belief in God through

service. It was in this service that

many of the plain and precious truths

of the Gospel were explained in the

words of counsel which he gave his

family. Because of the sweetness

of his spirit, and because of the deep

parental love he had for his own,

he poured out his soul in words of

earnest hope, relating again and
again the dreams he had known
through the grace of the Lord. No
finer sermon has ever been preached

than that to be found iti I Nephi,

chapter 8, entitled, "The dream of

the tree, the river, and the rod of

iron."

Answers to questions such as these

which follow are made plain by Le-

hi's words describing his dream:

Why are many people quick to see

that faith, repentance, and baptism

are the steps one takes to become a

member of Christ's church, and yet

why do so many fail to act upon their

beliefs? Why are the great multi-

tudes of men and women unable to

understand the will of God?

After a brief class discussion of

these questions have I Nephi, chap-

ter 8, read. For further interpreta-

tion of Lehi's dream read also I Ne-

phi 15:25-36.

Questions ioi Active Reading and
Discussion

With the help of other suggested read-

ings given below, have the class carry on

the discussion as follows: first, answer the

question; second, read the passage given to

discover plain and precious truths of the

Gospel brought to light in the Book of Mor-
mon. If time permits, have each member
of the class add a passage of his own selec

tion from within that part of the Book of

Mormon (I Nephi, and II Nephi, chapters

1 to 4) that tells of the life and words of

Lehi—a passage that has brought new
meaning to a Gospel truth.

1. Lehi and his seed were promised the

land of America for their inheritance.

He and his family worked hard to
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realize this promise. America has for class activity, or it may be assigned for

J J J -c c xx. ^ home study,
ever demanded sacrince rrom those ttm i /-> j .^^ n • ^

2. Why has God permitted joy and mis-

who would seek its shores. Why? ery, and good and sin to be in this

Read II Nephi 1:1-11.
:yo^l^^ ^^^^ ^ehi's explanation of

opposition in all things to his son

The next question may be used if needed Jacob. (II Nephi, chapter 2.)

The Princess

(Continued iiom. page 480)

lately. Right after the baby came your pretty clothes, even the color

John broke his leg so we've had doc- of your handkerchiefs. John and I

tor bills to pay. When the children sometimes tease him by calling you
are asleep, v^e let the fire go out. The The Princess.'

"

clothes don't dry much till John Then she looked a little embar-

makes the fire in the morning." rassed. ''Only in fun, you know. We
Still Lois could think of nothing think the public school is the great-

to say. est thing in the world. It gives our

''And then, you see, I have to iron child everything."

them before Robin can get up." "No," Lois said, shaking her head.

She closed the ashpit door with "No," more firmly, "It couldn't give

her foot and sat down. him his sweet smile. You are the

"I guess Fm fussy—but I'm afraid one who gave him that. And the

of damp clothes. Robin has never schools couldn't do much either

been very strong." without homes like yours to back

Suddenly Lois felt dazed and weak, them up. It's people like you that

She wondered if she would be able have made America great."

to stand. Her one desire was to get She took hold of the doorknob,

up and rush out. then turned back to Mrs. Marshall.

At last she said in a meek, low Touching the baby's cheek lightly

tone, "I see. Don't worry about it." with her finger, she looked up sud-

She got to her feet. "It doesn't mat- denly into the mother's eyes, her

ter if he is late. I'm sorry I made own swimming. "And I think you
him feel bad today." She stopped have everything too," she said,

because she could not keep her voice "Everything a woman wants most."

steady. Hastily she went out, closing the

Mrs. Marshall got up too. She door softly. "Oh, God!" she prayed,

said, "Robin is so happy in school. "Make me worthy to be their Prin-

He loves you. He tells me all about cess."

Shoit-stoTy Article to Appear in September Issue

THE concluding article on short-story writing by Pearl Spencer which was scheduled

to appear in the August issue of The Relief Society Magazine (see announcement

June-July Magazine, page 394) will appear in the September issue of the Magazine.
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cJrain Lip Jri L^hila in the Vi/aif uie Snouia (^o

{Continued horn page 473)

thorities, the absence of card playing, recreation were offered them within

and the paying of an honest tithing, the home. This is a parental re-

picturing the blessings which may be sponsibility which mothers, more
inherited through marriage in a tem- than fathers, should undertake to
pie for time and all eternity, and provide
demonstrating the joy of having a . ^ crr--,^ i

£ 1 Ai-i. J- Ai: 1, i.' As mothers ot Zion, let us awaken
family. Attendme Church meetmgs , .,.,..'

together, singing songs together, ^^ ^^^ responsibilities resting upon

playing wholesome games together, ^^ today. Remember the admoni-

and reading the scriptures together, tion of Solomon, the wisest man of

will also help to mold an entire fam- his time, "Train up a child in the

ily into a righteous pattern. way he should go: and when he is

Perhaps one of the greatest causes old, he will not depart from it." No
for concern on the part of the mother joy in the world is comparable to

in this day is the proper guarding of that experienced by parents whose

her daughter at nighttime. Teen- children love the Lord and manifest

age girls should always be properly it by living in accordance with the

supervised when outside the home in law of the Lord. No care, no solici-

the late evening and night, whether tude, no attention, and no sacrifice

they are returning from Mutual or that a mother makes in order to

a party. How few of our present train up her child in the nurture and

delinquency problems would exist if admonition of the Lord will ever be

young girls were kept close to the wasted. The riches of eternity are

family circle and more attractive for such as these.—M. C. S.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO MAGAZINE REPRESENTATIVES AND
SUBSCRIBERS

A LL large cities are now adopting zone numbers as part of the regular

mailing address, and The Relief Society Magazine must hereafter be so

addressed to all subscribers affected by this ruling. Therefore, when sending

in new or renewal subscriptions, subscribers and Magazine representatives

are urged to include the correct zone numeral along with the name of the

city with respect to every subscription. Subscriptions not so designated

cannot be handled in the Magazine office until the required information

is obtained.

MAGAZINE APPRECIATION

^^T AM a man 25 years old—to be married next month. Of all the monthly

publications, we will plan to have The ReUei Society Magazine in our

home always. Not alone because of the fine material presented pertinent

to the L. D. S. women, homemaking, etc., but also because I thoroughly

enjoy reading the splendid articles which are published by your organization."
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... of the necessity for conservation—looking

to home needs of the future. For a hundred

years, under the direction of inspired leader-

ship, "Mormon" women have led the world in

preparing—in times of plenty—for the lean

months and years to come.

Now—more than ever—the need is urgent to

preserve, for winter's use, the bounties of sum-

mer's harvest.
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THE CONSTITUTION

OY an Act of Congress, March 27, 1939, the Sunday immediately preceding

the seventeenth day of September, each year, has been designated as

Constitution Day.

The following excerpts from the Doctrine and Covenants and from

the Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith set forth the position which

Latter-day Saints take in regard to the Constitution of the United States:

".
. . it is not right that any man should be in bondage one to another.

"And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land,

by the hands of wise men whom I raised up unto this very purpose, and

redeemed the land by the shedding of blood."

—Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 101:79-80.

"Have mercy, O Lord, upon all the nations of the earth; have mercy

upon the rulers of our land; may those principles, which were so honorably

and nobly defended, namely, the Constitution of our land, by our fathers,

be established forever."—Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 109:54.

".
. . the Constitution of the United States is a glorious standard; it is

founded in the wisdom of God. It is a heavenly banner; it is to all those

who are privileged with the sweets of liberty, like the cooling shades and

refreshing waters of a great rock in a thirsty and weary land. It is like a

great tree under whose branches men from every clime can be shielded

from the burning rays of the sun."

—Teachings of the Piophet Joseph Smith, p. 147.

cJhe Clover

'THE GOLDEN CLOW AND THE COMBINATION FENCE"

T. /. Howdls, M.D.

MANY years ago across the street east from the old Salt Lake Theatre, there was

located a small manufacturing company where the western "combination fence"

was made. This was a lath and wire fence used to enclose the pastures and gardens of

early pioneer homes. The industry was started by Bishop Robert T. Burton and the

fence, us".ally red in color made of fur lath, became instantly popular throughout the

intermountain country.

This month's cover, reproducing a picture of a section of this historic fence with

golden glow, is characteristic of our intermountain country just as are the sagebrush

and the mountains.

The golden glow ^s a showy fall blooming flower, widely grown both in the United

States and Canada. This old-fashioned ornamental plant reaches a height of between
four and seven feet; generous with its bloom, this hardy flower withstands our winters

and grows along the fences and the walls and in the gardens of many of our pioneer

homes.

The photograph is by T. }. Howells, M.D. Cover arrangements are by Evan Jensen.
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To The Parents Of Service Men
Eldei Hugh B. Brown

Coordinator for L.D.S. Service Men

IN 1918 the Giant Mars was

wounded, and some thought

permanently disabled, but by

1939 he had regained his strength

and in blind fury is now straining at

the pillars of civilization.

Never before have so many been

called to resist him. Never before

have so many parents, wives, broth-

ers, sisters, and friends had a personal

interest in great and unpredictable

events. Modern efficiency places

the most intelligent, the physically

sound, the fittest of our youth, in the

greatest danger. In 1918, there were

less than 20,000 Latter-day Saint men
in the service. In 1943, we have

more than double that number.

You who have prayed with and

for these men and have taught them
how to pray, to read the scriptures,

and to believe in God, know that

they had high ideals and lofty ambi-

tion when this call came. They and
you had planned their lives in peace-

ful pursuit of worthy achievement,

and to this end you had supervised

their training.

This sudden changing of their

course and way of life; this separation

from those they love, with its ac-

companying loss of inspiration and

the supports and safeguards of home
environment; this sudden impact

with a world at war, with its chal-

lenge to all they had believed and
known, is subjecting that training

to a test more gruelling than any-

thing you or they anticipated.

We who have observed them in

this test, being transformed from

boys to men, carrying tremendous

responsibility and harnessed to a

course of training which only the

strong can endure, fearlessly prepar-

ing to meet the enemy and to look

into the face of death; we know some-

thing of the struggle which each man
has in that smaller, but no less dan-

gerous sector of the conflict where
the enemy would destroy him from
within; we who have seen their re-

action to the downdrag of tempta-

tion, as well as to the uphft of high

resolve—we know that you parents

have reason to be proud. They were
taught at your hearthstone, inspired

by your example, and with pride

and honor they carry the banners

and standards of home and Church

Page 525
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to all parts of the world in numbers write to their sons, as they are usually

tenfold greater than our normal mis- prompt and constant, but too often

sionary corps. we hear young men say, "Gee, I wish

Though their duty calls them far Dad would write." Fathers, they

from home, and though their pres- need the strength which your words

ent discipline and training is in other will bring to them. Your letter may
hands, though they have reached ma- arrive at a moment when it will save

turity in a day and are strong and your boy from ruin,

self-reliant and unafraid, still they As we waited for a train in a small

want to feel that you are near them, town near a camp at midnight, we
They look to you for encouragement saw a lad sitting on the station plat-

and faith. Being reminded that form. We asked him why he was

someone believes in them, is praying alone, and where his buddies were,

for them, is a real safeguard in the ''They h,ave gone for a night of

hour of temptation, an effective spur revelry," he said, 'and I am waiting

to high morale. to ride back to camp with them."

They must know-and you must When asked why he had not gone

tell them-that they are trusted, that ^^^^ t^^"^; he took a letter from his

you have no doubt of the quality
POcket and said. Its from my Dad

of their manhood and the integrity ^^ ^1^^ °"^ paragraph to us, which

of their character. They will respond ^^ substance was as follows: I m
to the trust you place in them, will

proud to have a son who can be

strive to be worthy of your confi-
trusted, who will meet every tempta-

dence. They will spread their wings l^^"
manfully.^^ Your mother and I

to the lifting power of your faith
^^^'^^^ ^^ Y^^'

in them. ''I'd be a traitor," said the lad, "if

They hunger and thirst for word "^'^^ ^^}' ^^^^^] ^" "^y P^^^^,^' ^'^,^'''

from home and anxiously watch for g^f
^ those who trust me like that

the arrival of the mail. If you could ^ ^ ^^^her die than let them down,

be present at a mail delivery in a What would have happened if

desert camp and see their eager and that father had not written? Who
expectant faces as they wait for their would have shared the blame, if the

names to be called; if you could note, boy had gone astray? Here, as else-

as we have done, the dejection and where, there are casualties because of

utter loneliness of the few to whom too little and too late. It is a soul-

no mail has come, and see them crawl searching experience to have your

into their pup tents, homesick to letters returned with a notation that

the marrower marrow of their bones; your son has gone where letters can-

if you could know, as Satan knows, not reach him.

that at such moments their resistance A good mother, in a small town, be-

is at low ebb, and that it is then he fore she bade her only son goodby,

can get in some of his most effective embroidered her initials on the inside

work, you would make sure that every of his inner coat pocket. She did

week would see at least one letter on not say anything about it. When
its way to them. the boy got to camp, he saw the let-

We need not urge the mothers to ters and recognized them as his
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mother's initials. That evening he these are definitely in danger.

wrote this sentence: "Dear Mom: For their sakes, we must guard our

I want to thank you for putting those inherited forms of freedom and pre-

letters inside my coat pocket. FU serve the kind of society for which

try to see to it that the coat does not they are fighting. We must resist

go any place where your name could v^th all our power every attempt to

not go." That boy is safe in the introduce alien isms into our Ameri-

army. can system. But it is neither neces-

sary nor v^se to harrow up their feel-

q^HE Church is doing much to ings with political irritations, nor

keep contact with these men. pl^nt seeds of doubt where courage

They have received tickets of identi- waits on faith,

fication and service men's Church Keeping contact with them during

directories. We are now distribut- their service with the armed forces,

ing the special pocket-size edition of understanding something of their

The Book of Mormon and Piinciples problems, retaining their confidence

of the Gospel. These are sent free by keeping them assured of our love,

to all men in the service, and New will insure their cooperation in the

Testaments are furnished by other stupendous and delicate task which

groups. Wherever it is possible, will confront all parents when the

these men are being visited by mem- boys come home,

bers of the Priesthood, who organize These 30,000 to 40,000 Latter-day

them into groups that meetings may Saint men will not return the same
be held wherever they may go. We boys who went away. Some will have
get word that Church services are done a lot of sober thinking, will have
being held by them on various battle- discovered that in material and sci-

fronts, in Australia, Alaska, Africa, entific fields old methods and the
Asia, Europe, and America; but thinking which went with them did
nothing which the Church may do not suffice to meet the new demands,
can take the place of letters of love Their strong young minds will de-

and encouragement from home. mand not only answers but reasons

But we must not write letters for those answers. They will feel

which have a depressing effect upon the need of an assuring hand. We
our sons. We should not emphasize must be prepared to guide when the

the worries and despondencies which way seems dark, when heavy strain

may annoy us at the time of writing, has impaired their vision; to help

Nor should we criticize the conduct solve their problems, economic, edu-

of the war or our leadership in our cational, and spiritual; to convince

letters, as confidence and loyalty are them that truth is ageless and un-

basic to effective military service, changing, and that there are some
Our letters should be buoyant, cheer- eternal, intangible verities. Others

ful, full of hope. They should carry will have become accustomed to act-

the contagion of a triumphant spirit, ing on emotional impulses, will al-

Our men are now fighting to de- most have forgotten how to think,

termine whether we shall have a They may not be willing to accept

country, homes, and churches, for as true all that has authoritative sane-
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tion. An up-to-date knowledge of But upon the parents and the

our changing world, an appreciation Church will rest the responsibility,

of their viewpoint will be needed, not only of supplementing what the

if these bewildered and soul-hungry government may do, but of re-

young men returning from the battle- establishing their faith in life and in

field are to be given bread and not themselves. Spiritual hospitalization

a stone. Some of them will have lost also calls for specialists who are dedi-

their way, will be disillusioned and cated to their tasks. Your tasks may
discouraged. Some of them will have be difficult and your problems baf-

yielded to temptation and will need fling, but when we consider the Mas-
help to regain self-confidence and ter's promise to those who "do it un-

the courage to try again. As they to the least of these," we may know
come back to the reserve lines which our first duty is to guard and guide

are held by us, they must find under- our own, if we are to hear His ap-

standing, confidence and courage, proving, "Well done."

intelligence and faith. We must Our greeting, then, includes a

keep the spiritual home fires burn- plea to keep in touch with our serv-

ing by which to warm them back to ice men, to write only such letters

vigor when they come in from this as will buoy them up and give them
awful storm. Now is the time to be- hope and confidence and courage,

gin to prepare for their coming, to to start today to make provision for

take thought of the future—clear, their homecoming, and to pray for

rational, prayerful thought—before guidance as we undertake the task of

it is too late. postwar rehabilitation. While they

Those of them who return with are in foreign lands, fighting to de-

physical wounds will be scientifically fend democracy, we will hold her

treated in the best institutions in the banners so high at home that when
world with specialists in attendance, they come marching—sailing—flying
Everything possible will be done to back to a chastened but triumphant

restore their health, to heal their America, in gratitude to God they'll

wounds, to compensate for lost abili- say, "Surely this was worth fighting

ties by establishing them in some for," and they whose sons will not

suitable activity. come back will humbly say, "Amen."

DAY END

Nod Bayliss

Splash of crimson in the sky

On a cloud just passing by

—

Flash of crimson, smear of gold

—

Copper where the hills are bold,

Treasures here untouched, untold,

Pouring from a hidden hold.

Kiss the sky and then away
Sunset, at the end of day.



Elder George Albert Smith
Elder Richard R. Lyman

Member of the Council of the Twelve

BY the unanimous vote of his

associates, George Albert

Smith has been sustained as

president of the Gouncil of the

Twelve Apostles. From his birth

up to this very hour, this mild and

gentle but effective and affectionate

leader has been prepared for this

position by Divine Providence. And
now by that same power he has been

nominated for this exalted place.

John Smith, the great-grandfather

of George Albert, and a presiding

patriarch of the Church was an uncle

of the Prophet Joseph Smith. George
A. Smith, a member of the Gouncil

of Twelve, church historian, coun-

selor to President Brigham Young,
and the man who hauled the first

load of stone for the Kirtland Temple
was his grandfather. John Henry
Smith, statesman, member of the

Gouncil of the Twelve, counselor to

President Joseph F. Smith and a most
eloquent and impressive defender of

the faith was his father.

Distinguished as his ancestors

were, yet in this new president of

the Gouncil of the Twelve we have
a thoroughly worthy descendant of

these illustrious leaders, one whose
life and labors have already added
luster to that family name which
shines so brilliantly with deeds of

patriotism and unselfish religious de-

votion.

All his days George Albert Smith
has 'gone about doing good." No
cry of want or distress has ever

ELDER GEORGE ALBERT SMITH

reached his ears in vain. The sick,

the afflicted, the needy, and the

heavy-laden, all get a ready response

if their appeals are made to him. Lit-

erally thousands of friends and associ-

ates hold in their hearts love, admira-

tion, and esteem for this modest, un-

assuming, but truly great man and
genuine Latter-day Saint.

Under the direction of George Al-

bert Smith, the members of the

Gouncil of the Twelve are sure to be

tied together by bonds of genuine

affection, and unitedly and individ-

ually every member will have the

freest possible opportunity, encour-

agement, and inspiration to do his

best.
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Spencer W. Kimball, The

Arizona Apostle

ELDER SPENCER W. KIMBALL

SPENCER WOOLLEY KIM-
BALL, who was called to be-

come a member of the Council

of the Twelve Apostles in July 1943,
comes to the circle of the General

Authorities of the Church with a

rich heritage of Mormon pioneer an-

cestry and a varied and wide experi-

ence in Church discipline. His father,

Andrew Kimball, was the son of that

close friend and counselor of Brig-

ham Young, Heber C. Kimball, and
Ann Alice Gheen. His mother, Olive

Woolley, was a daughter of Edwin
Dilworth Woolley and Mary Ann
Olpin. Brother Woolley served as

bishop of the 13th Ward for many
years, the ward in which President
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Grant lived as a boy, and was also

the business manager of President

Young.

Elder Spencer Kimball was born
in Salt Lake City, March 28, 1895,

the sixth child in a family of eleven.

When he was three years old, his

father, who for ten years had been
mission president of the Indian Ter-

ritory, later the Central States Mis-

sion, was called to Arizona to serve

as stake president of St. Joseph Stake,

over which he presided for over

twenty-six years, until his death, serv-

ing as a civic, educational, economic,

and religious leader during the pio-

neer era. Here the young Spencer

had close personal contact with

prominent state officials and Church
leaders, including President Joseph

F, Smith and President Heber
J.

Grant. Under such circumstances

Spencer absorbed the Church pro-

gram and learned Church discipline.

Thrift and industry became a part

of his life when still a mere child.

His father gave to him and his sister

Alice the potato crop from a small

plot of land. The children dug the

potatoes and putting them in their

little red wagon, they sold all their

crop, retaining the money except for

ten per cent which the wise father

had taught them should go for tith-

ing. Among Spencer Kimball's papers

today are tithing receipts from his po-

tato-selling days to the current year.

The new member of the Twelve is

prominent in the Southland where

he is favorably known by many Ari-

(Continued on page 555)



Ezra Taft Benson Called To

The Apostleship

WITH the appointment, July

27, 1943, of Ezra Taft Benson

to be a member of the Coun-

cil of the Twelve Apostles, the va-

cancy in the Quorum caused by the

death of President Rudger Clawson

has been filled. When called to his

new position in the Church, Elder

Benson was presiding over the Wash-
ington Stake, a position he has occu-

pied for the past four years.

The new apostle was born in the

small farming community of Whit-

ney, Franklin County, Idaho, the son

of George T. Benson and Sarah

Dunckley. His great-grandfather,

whose name he bears, was likewise

a member of the Quorum of the

Twelve Apostles, being ordained at

Council Bluffs by President Brigham

Young, July 16, 1846, and continuing

to serve in the Quorum until the

time of his death in 1869.

Elder Benson's interests have cen-

tered in farming, but he has availed

himself of every opportunity which

has offered itself to continue his edu-

cation, and thus better qualify him-

self to serve the farming interests of

our country. He attended Oneida
Academv, the University of Idaho,

and Brigham Young University. He
received his master's degree from
Iowa State College, and later com-
pleted two years of graduate work at

the University of California.

After completing his college train-

ing, he settled in southern Idaho,

engaged in farming and ran livestock

and crop farms. While serving as

ELDER EZRA T. BENSON

extension economist and marketing

specialist at the University of Idaho,

he helped organize the Idaho Co-op-

erative Council and became its sec-

retary. His great ability, energy, and

enthusiasm soon became nationally

recognized, and resulted, in 1939, in

his being selected as executive secre-

tary of the National Council of

Farmer Cooperatives, a council com-

posed of agricultural cooperative as-

sociations whose membership totals

approximately two million farmers

and poultry raisers, with headquarters

in Washington, D.C. This posi-

tion necessitated his moving to the

nation's capital.

(Continued on page 584)
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PRIMARY ASSOCIATION PRESIDENCY
Left to right: First Counselor LaVern W. Parmley, President Adele Cannon Howells,

and Second Counselor Dessie G. Boyle.

New General Presidency Of The
Primary Association

Elder Bryant S. Hinckley

ON July 20, 1943, the general

presidency of the Primary As-

sociation of the Church was

reorganized with Adele Cannon
Howells as president, LaVern W.
Parmley, first counselor, and Dessie

G. Boyle, second counselor. This

reorganization was occasioned by the

death, on May 2, 1943, of May Green
Hinckley, the third general president

of the Primary Association. This

new presidency will bring to the As-

sociation a strong combination of

leadership, for these sisters are quali-

fied by experience, training, and abil-

ity to carry forward successfully this

important work. Added to their na-

tive leadership is a clear vision of the

aims and purposes of the Association
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—an intimate and detailed knowl-

edge of the organization and a thor-

ough acquaintance with its program.

All of these qualifications are backed

by an unquestioned faith in God,
an understanding of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ, and a living testimony

of its divine character. They have,

individually, that deep and sympa-

thetic understanding of children that

comes to mothers. They know,
through their own experience, the

importance of training the child in

his tender years.

Each member of the presidency

has a long and outstanding record of

public service. President Howells is

(Continued on page 566)



L.D.S. Men In The Armed Service

Elder Milton Bennion

General Superintendent of the Deseret Sunday School Union

THE problem of evil, both physi-

cal and moral, is one of the most

difficult of solution. It has been

a puzzle to many great thinkers,

through the ages, in the realms of

both religion and philosophy. Yet

evil in this world seems to be neces-

sary. In the language of Jesus, 'Woe
unto the world because of offences!

for it must needs be that offences

come; but woe to that man by whom
the offence cometh." (Matt. 18:7)

War is one of these offenses, and

insofar as we are concerned at pres-

ent, it ''must needs be." It has

now become our responsibility to

administer woe to those by whom
the war came. A major problem for

American soldiers is to see that they

do not permit the war to bring upon

themselves moral and spiritual de-

terioration, however ghastly the com-

bat may be, or however tempting the

opportunities offered them for moral

relaxation. Maintaining high moral

and spiritual standards is one of the

most helpful means of bringing the

war to a speedy end. Furthermore,

the character qualities of the return-

ing soldier-citizens will be a major

factor in establishing a just and last-

ing peace.

What are the obligations of Latter-

day Saint men in the armed forces

other than mere performance of

their military duties? They have

obligations to God and to their fel-

lowmen that are most binding. They
are fighting to uphold the sacred

rights of man, not for themselves

alone, but for all mankind. Their

first allegiance is to God and the

God-given principles for which they,

as Latter-day Saints, stand. These
are not at variance with their obli-

gations to their country and their

fellowmen everywhere. Their own
individual comfort and personal

safety are subordinate to these higher

religious obligations and their own
spiritual salvation.

It is a great mistake for any man,
under any circumstances, to lower

his moral and religious standards

either to harmonize his conduct with

the crowd, or to indulge his appe-

tites and passions. Any popularity

or satisfactions thus gained are very

fleeting and ultimately disastrous. A
little use of the moral imagination,

foreseeing remote consequences of

conduct, will make this clear, and

should be a powerful factor in fore-

stalling such grave mistakes.

Strict adherence to the high stand-

ards of the gospel not only preserves

the self-respect of the individual, but

it also secures the respect of fair-

minded, thinking associates. These

persons have high regard for one

who adheres strictly to the standards

of conduct to which he is committed

as a member of a religious body.

This, however, does not mean that

a man should behave as did many
of the Pharisees of New Testament

times. A holier-than-thou attitude

is always obnoxious. It is the oppo-

site of that attitude—humility and
(Continued on page 553)
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The Bee Hive House
Rachel G. Taylor

NINETY years ago when the

Bee Hive House was being

built^ with its spacious rooms,

lovely recessed windows, and digni-

fied encircling porch, it must have

appeared as a veritable palace to the

pioneers. From its outlook tower

was afforded an unobstructed view

of the entire valley. New trains of

emigrants could be seen as soon as

they emerged from Emigration Can-
yon, and Indian bands detected

when still many miles away. Al-

though 1855 is given as the date of

the completion of the house, brief

entries in the journal of Truman O.
Angell, architect, show that it was
planned early in 1852.

The first mention of Brigham
Young's new house was made Janu-

ary 7, 1852. This entry gives a

glimpse of the many projects under

way at that time:

. . .the president then asked what jobs

on hand not finished that we expected to

finish in 1852. He then names the Tab-

ernacle, Eldredge House, Benson, Parley

P. Pratt's, L. T. Johnson, B. Young barn,

B. Young office, barn on the Church farm,

State House, wall around Temple Square,

if possible build a house for the historian

and one for Brigham Young.

Other entries concerning the house

are found under the dates:

February 3-4, '52—Took minutes for plan

of Brigham Young's house.

February 7-15—I have been engaged on

a multitude of subjects. The chief of

which was on the governor's house, making

out the design &C.
April 28, '53—Called for the earth to be

cleared of rubbish that I might stake out

the president's house.
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May 3, '53—Laid out the president's

house or found the corners ... the wind
blew too much to proceed further. Left
the work and went to my office, made ready

the bill for timber and joists for said house.

May 4, 53—Been this day, until four

o'clock afternoon, sticking stakes for vari-

ous partitions and showing the workman
where and how to trace them at digging

out the earth.

May 9, '53—Continued the design of

details of the president's house. It is to

be a good house.

May 16th—This day I have been at the

design of the observatory of the president's

house.

Nov. 25, '53—I went from my room to

the president's house to take the oversight

of the erection. I found it my duty to act

as the foreman of the mason work as the

building was difficult to build.

A reference telling of the comple-

tion of the Bee Hive House is found

in a letter of August 3rd, 1855, writ-

ten by Heber C. Kimball and pub-

lished in the Millennial Star, No-
vember 17, 1855. He gives many de-

tails of progress in Zion, one item

stating that:

President Young's first big house is now
finished and complete and also the Church

office. They are now putting the shingles

on his second big house and thy will have

it enclosed this week.

An early application of the name
''Bee Hive" to his house, before it

was built, is found in the Journal

History:

July 9, 1852—^Thomas Bullock com-

menced clerking in my new office, immedi-

ately west of my "Bee-Hive Mansion."

{Histoiy of Brigham Young, page 62.)

It would appear from these two

references that the governor's office
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BEE HIVE HOUSE AS IT APPEARED PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1855

was built before the president's office.

A careful study of an old photo-

graph of the Bee Hive, Lion House,

and Church Oifice buildings from

the files in the Historian's Office, re-

veals some interesting facts. There
is no date on the picture, but as the

Lion does not appear on the battle-

ment porch, it was taken before Oct.

31, 1855 as the Deseret News, vol-

ume 5, page 269, of that date, tells

of the placement of the Lion. The
picture shows that the office build-

ings, which for long years have been

one unit, were originally two build-

ings. A magnifying glass reveals the

inscription ''Governor's Office" on
one building and 'Tresident's Office"

and "Tithing Office" on the other.

The picture shows the original size

of the Bee Hive House with the

north portion of the building only

a story and a half high. Across the

front of the roof is a decorative mo-
tif, later removed.

The spacious two-story porch with
its colonial columns is one of the out-

standing features of this house to-

day. Yet for almost twenty years

the upstairs porch had no roof. A
picture of the first bicycle made in

Utah, in 1872, taken near the Eagle

Gate, shows the porch of the Bee

Hive House having its round posts

changed to square pillars and being

carried up the two full stories.

In building the Bee Hive House,

cut granite was used for the founda-

tion, red sandstone for flagging,

steps, and cellar floors. The 24-inch

walls and 15-inch main partitions

were of sun-baked adobe, while pine

from nearby canyons furnished the

heavy timbers and the wood for in-

side trim. The outside walls were

plastered and tinted a straw color.

The woodwork was painted white.

Green shutters were hung on all large

windows.

npHE most detailed and enlighten-

ing description of this house has

been given by Clarissa Young Spen-

cer, a daughter of Brigham Young,
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SOUTHEAST PARLOR AS IT APPEARS TODAY
A view of the back parlor may be seen in the mirror.

whose home was within its walls un-

til six years after her marriage. Her
account makes it possible to visual-

ize some of the rooms and their

furnishings/ On either side of the

wide front door were tall panel win-

dows with small panes of glass.

There was a beautiful silver door-

knob and an ingenious metal slide

that rang a doorbell of highly re-

sounding quality. The entrance was

in the center of the south wall and a

wide hall extended the length of the

main building. At the north end

was a long staircase with native or

grained mahogany balustrade. The

^Information gleaned from manuscript,

"The Bee-Hive House 1854-1888" by

Clarissa Young Spencer, and her book.

One Who Was Valiant, Spencer-Harmer.

walls of the hall were painted to rep-

resent great blocks of marble in

shades of tan and brown. The wood-

work was grained to represent oak.

The stair carpet was held in place by

German silver stair rods. A lamp on

the newel posts supplied light at

night.

Off the hall to the right was one

of the two spacious parlors of the

home. It had recessed windows on

the south and east. The walls were

painted a soft green and the floor was

covered with a three-ply ingrain

carpet. A high mantel piece was

built between the east windows. A
coal-oil lamp at each end of the

mantel supplied the light. On each

side of the clock in the center was a

china dog with long brown ears. A
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BRIGHAM YOUNG'S BEDROOM AS IT APPEARS TODAY

large drop-leaf table stood in the

middle of the room. A secretary was

placed on the north wall and a square

United Makers grand piano on the

west one. Comfortable chairs with

cherry stain and gold trim made es-

pecially for the house were to be

found in front of each window, and

about the center table. There were

small chairs for the children. This

room was used as a sitting room as

well as a parlor. It was the place

President Young ate his morning
meal. Dinner was eaten at four-

thirty each day with his families in

the Lion House.

President Young's bedroom was

opposite the parlor. The woodwork
was grained oak, the wall a soft pink.

It had two recessed windows with

Nottingham curtains. A wall mirror

and his washstand were between

them. On the west wall were the

doors leading to his office, a 'Tady

Franklin" stove and a wall cupboard

where, among other things, he kept

rock candy and raisins as a treat for

his children. A large chair, a tabic,

secretary and bed, with a bedside

table and high brass candlesticks

completed the furnishings.

On the second floor was the main

parlor and the blue and pink bed-

rooms. The pink room was Clar-

issa's. The woodwork was grained

in bird's-eye maple. This room was

sixteen feet square. In recent years

the high ceiling has been lowered

five feet. The parlor, or 'Tong Hall"

as it was called, faced southeast on

the second floor. This had a fine

coved ceiling with modeled plaster

molding running the length of the

room. The floor was covered with
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GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATE TES-
TIFYING TO THE HISTORIC VALUE

OF THE BEE HIVE HOUSE

a pale gray carpet with a pattern of

bunches of roses and green leaves.

There were lace curtains and rose-

colored lambrequins on gold cornices

at the windows. Underneath a large

mirror in a beautiful gold frame was

a table containing a basket of flowers

made of colored shells. Two ''Lady

Franklin" stoves supplied the heat.

Two large couches constructed so

that when pushed together they

made a fine bed, some rocking chairs,

and decorated straight wooden chairs

completed the furnishings. Light

was furnished from the coal-oil lamps

with attractive frosted shades of two
chandeliers hanging from the lofty

ceiling.

The stairway leading to the top

floor was circular. Here there were

two garret rooms just alike. In each

was a half diamond-shaped window.
From the east room a short flight of

steps led to the observatory tower

on which stood the beehive. The
narrow rail-enclosed roof platform

extended the width of the house.

The Journal History of July 4, 1867,

page 7, tells of a band playing from

this elevated spot as part of the day's

celebration.

The addition at the north of the

house was a story and a half. There

were located the buttery, "the men's

dining room," the big kitchen, bed-

rooms, and the room housing the

family store. The dining room was

heated in early days by a fireplace,

later replaced by a stove. A large

table surrounded by chairs stood in

the center. At each end of the table

was a six-inch pedestal holding a coal-

oil lamp. A bright rag carpet laid

over straw covered the floor. At the

north end was a built-in bake oven.

Back of the dining room was the

kitchen. It had all the conveniences

available at that time. There was a

washstand with a roller towel, a look-

ing glass, and a tin wash basin. There

was a large sink completely lined with

tin by the kitchen door. Outside

that door the waste water was thrown

into a sunken stone square with an

outlet that emptied into a cesspool,

later a drain from the sink to the

hopper was built. The kitchen had

deep cupboards reaching to the ceil-

ing with space underneath for wood
box and later for coal hods. Next

was a large cook stove, then another

set of cupboards from floor to ceiling

with drawers for towels and tabic

linens, and shelves for pots and pans.

Two large tables with chairs at each
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end provided working space. Both the

dining room and kitchen walls were

whitewashed. The stairways to the

cellar and upper story led from the

men's dining room. In the large

cool stone-flagged cellar were cup-

boards filled with great earthen jars

of preserves. There were swinging

shelves for the milk pans and a long

table with a large polished stone

slab for making piecrust in summer.
From cellar to garret there were, in

all, fourteen rooms in the original

home. The outside of the house

was not neglected. Besides a beauti-

ful flower garden there were extens-

ive vegetable gardens and an orchard

of fruit trees extending some dis-

tance to the east,

A high cobblestone wall with tap-

ering circular pillars at regular in-

tervals was built around all of Presi-

dent Young's property. The Eagle

Gate, erected in 1859, was the

main carriage entrance. "One very

fine carriage used only on state occa-

sions, was housed on the southeast

corner of the enclosure between the

cobblcrock wall and the Eagle Gate.

. . . The carriage was run into the

carriage house on heavy planks which

were laid over a shallow tank of water.

An elevated trough carried the water

into this tank and was used for wash-

ing the carriage and emptied into the

running stream."^ This stone wall

remained until a year after President

Young's death. The Journal History

of December 16, 1878, page 2, states:

The last two or three weeks an iron

ornamental fence has been put in front

of President B. Young's Bee-Hive House,

the wall having been torn down to make
(Continued on page 556)

^Information gleaned from manuscript,

'The Bee Hive House 1854-1888/' by Clar-

issa Young Spencer and her book, One
Who Was Valiant, Spencer-Harmer.



Short-story Writing
Pearl Spencer

Department of English, Logan Senior High School

Another article on Short-story Writing by Pearl Spencer appeared in the June-July
issue of the Magazine, page 389.

EDITORS agree that the chief has appeared in The Rdiei Society

difference between the gifted Magazine recurrently, and it is with-

amateur and the writer who in anyone's ken, for one need not

gets his stories pubhshed is not sin- |eave her neighborhood to encounter

cerity, understanding, or keen ob- it.

servation, for in any of these an If the choice of theme is the first

amateur may be actually superior to step in planning the story, a rather

a given professional. No, one must general plot situation must next be
have another qualification to win formulated. In this story, a young
prizes or sell stories—a technique, man, at the one moment when he
Having learned how to use material might best free himself from his

effectively, a writer may produce mother's possessiveness, cannot tear

good, bad, or mediocre stories, ac- himself away, and as a result lives a

cording to her conscience and talents; life essentially incomplete,

but at least she'll have a possibility So far, any of us could do about as

of marketing them. Until she has well. But now the question arises

acquired a technique, however, she as to how to tell the story. How to
must be satisfied with the plaudits dfepict the struggle and the decision,
of loyal friends and the joy of writing How to dramatize the long, empty
for the fun of it. years. How to give a striking con-

To point out some of the elements elusion to a story in which the whole
of short-story technique, ''Eighteen point is that nothing happens—give
in August," by Roma Rose, is here it short-story form, in fact,

reprinted by permission of the author "Eighteen in August" is one an-
and CoUieis magazine. This story swer to these questions. In a few
has been chosen because it is the hundred words, Mrs. Rose tells how
kind of story anyone of us might Professor Locke diffidently persuades
thmk of writmg, and, at the same Qu^g Woodbridge to make the de-
time. It IS expertly enough done to ^^^^^ ^hat offers him freedom of
be acceptable to a magazme that

^^^j ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ 1^^^^^
places a very high premmm mdeed , mi ^ t^ r i j-j

on expertness.
us alone with the Professor, who did

In considering the story, ''Eighteen "°^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^"^ ^^^ ^^"^-

in August," we find that there is
self. And suddenly we see that the

nothing new about the theme: the story of the lad is also and primarily

struggle between the possessive the story of the Professor's own youth

mother and her child. Many authors and the decision he also had to make,

have capitalized on its poignancy; it The turning point in his life has also

Pasie 540
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been revealed and the life-long con- accept the fact that the right word
sequences of his choice. at the right time may alter a whole
The all-important unity of the life, but he certainly ought to know

story is never threatened by this de- why it was the right word and why
vice, for it is the Professor's story the time was ripe for it.

from the first word. It is seen through study the extreme economy of ex-
his eyes; he creates its emotional tone, pknation, the point where the un-
We have finished with the lad when skillful writer so often bogs down,
he makes his decision. It is with the it would be an excellent exercise to
Professor that we survey the future, expand this story, to discover wheth-

Unity is also insured by the clarity er its effectiveness would be increased
with which the issue is defined: the by more detail. The sparseness of
right of a son to possess his own soul, description may bother you, and
It is in no sense a plea that boys go again, it would be instructive to
into the army instead of medicine, amplify it and compare results. (And
that they marry before they march here it might be mentioned paren-
away, or that they ignore the advice thetically, that the stories in the files

of their mothers. And notice that of the Magazine reveal that Utah
the issue is defined by the characters, women have a feeling for atmos-
not lectured about by the author. phere, for the homely, memorable
Note also the care wath which the detail, for the color of every-day liv-

author has worked to make her char- ing that lends authenticity to many
acters convincing even though they an otherwise almost formless narra-

are types, of course, not individuals tive. It is a gift to cultivate, never

in the true sense. The mothers are to sacrifice to glibness and stock

charming, vigorous, companionable phrases.)

women, the kind who could hold in- in writing this story, of course,
telligent sons. The young man and Mrs. Rose was working under the
the old are sensitive, loyal, and con- severe restrictions imposed by the
scientious, but without the emotion- short-short story—"a most difficult

al drive that translates feelings into form" she writes, and one which too
action. They are also the sort whose often emerges a sketch or incident,
work is absorbing enough to make it will be interesting to decide if and
an almost satisfactory substitute for where she might have expanded it

other things, leaving not too much under different length requirements,
time for "quiet desperation." or whether it has the "inevitable

Another important part of the plot length" that Somerset Maugham
construction is the preparation made uses as one test of a good story,

for the Professor's words to become And when you come to the end
a decisive factor in the boy's life, of "Eighteen in August" pause long

Too often a talk, a picture, a single to admire the ending. It's hard to

incident will be made the deciding get a story of this kind ended effec-

factor in a story without the reader's tively. When an author sums up a

seeing why it has such power. This story in so perfect a bit of dramatic
has been a baleful weakness in too irony, we take off our hats to a job

many "moral" stories. A reader will well done.
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Along with any plea for aspiring

writers to struggle to master the

techniques of their craft, a warning

should be sounded against too much
devotion to the authors who have

achieved publication with deft,

''smart" writing which has little else

to recommend it. This cheapening

of talent can be followed in its stages

by reading the groping but impas-

sioned early work of some of our liv-

ing American writers, and then com-
paring it with their deft but unmov-
ing and insignificant current stories.

They are hke people who acquire

social aplomb at the expense of char-

acter and individuahty. For al-

though sincerity, an honest point of

view, and genuine emotion cannot,

in and of themselves, make good

stories, no stories can be worth the

writing without them.

Eighteen In August
By Roma Rose

Reprinted from ColJier's for May 15, 1943, by permission of the author and CoUiei*s.

PROFESSOR LOCKE listened, said, looking at him vdth a contradict-

nodding soberly from time to ing stare,

time. ''He hasn't been doing so well

"With his I.Q. of 137," the wom- lately."

an was saying, ''he can carry this "He's worried, naturally," she said,

schedule. That leaves Saturday after- "Once we get this settled, he'll be all

noons and Tuesdays and Thursdays ^^6^^-

from four to six for his laboratory ''I don't believe he can do it-

work, and, of course, Sundays." ^"^^^ '^ ^ were to allow him to try.

She was the mother of one of his But I'll go into the matter thorough-

students-a tall, handsome woman ^Y- His transcript-everything. I do

with straight black brows in a strong ^ot feel justified in giving my con-

and intelligent face. She had come sent without considering the entire

to get her son through his premedical

course in two years instead of three,

so that he would be deferred from

the draft as a full medical student as

soon as he was eighteen.

Professor Locke glanced again at

the record of George Woodbridge on

case.

She rose to go. "I know you won't

be too academic about this. Profes-

sor. It is more than just a matter

of credits and points." She managed

a smile, charming, persuasive. "As

long as I live, I will feel that you

the desk before hTm. Nothing but have saved my son for me."

A's and B's. One of his best stu- "I will consider it carefully," he

dents. said. "Goodby, Mrs. Woodbridge."

"It might be possible," he said. Professor Locke walked down the

"But I don't think it is advisable." hall and found young Woodbridge in

"Nonsense," Mrs. Woodbridge the laboratory. "Mr. Woodbridge,
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I want to speak to you. As soon as

vou can, come into my office."

The young man straightened.

"Yes, sir. I can come now."

He had smooth, Hght brown hair,

and he ran his hand over it. His

eyes were gray and larger than his

mother's. He must resemble his fa-

ther, Professor Locke thought.

'Tour mother has been here."

The young man blushed as he
walked along. ''She said she was

coming in."

"So you want to hurry up and be

a doctor?"

"Well-yes, sir."

At the office, the young man
opened the door for Professor Locke

and then followed him inside.

"Sit down, Mr. Woodbridge.

What made you want to study medi-

cine?"

"Well, I always knew that's what
I was going to do. My mother and

I have talked about it and planned

for it since I was a kid."

Professor Locke fingered the paper-

weight on his desk.

"Let's see—you'll be eighteen in

August . . . How do you feel about

going into the Army?"
The boy breathed once before he

lifted his eyes. His features, clear-

cut though they were, now blurred

with indecision.

"I really don't know, sir." There
was a pause. "It doesn't seem like

the Great Adventure, certainly. And
I'm not attracted by any of the hero

stuff—but I keep feeling—" He hur-

ried now, faster as he went—"I keep
feeling I ought to go. I'm not mar-

ried. I'm not prepared for my pro-

fession yet. What I mean is: I

haven't as much to lose as most of

them."

"So you've decided—" Professor

Locke prompted helpfully.

The boy flushed. "But my moth-

er—" he said. "And of course, as

she says, we'll be needing doctors

after it's over. It can't last forever."

He swallowed. "I'll do my best,

sir, to carry the work."

"I'm sure you would." Professor

Locke paused. "In your own mind,

though, you think you should go. Is

that right?"

"I don't know for sure. But I'm

afraid that's the way it looks to me."

He put both his feet firmly on the

floor.

"Sometimes," Professor Locke

said, "it is difficult to distinguish

between responsibility and depend-

ency in our relations with our fellow

human beings."

The young man was thoughtful.

"I'm not sure I know what you mean,

sir."

"Whether we are responsible for

them, or dependent on them," the

professor explained. "The distinc-

tion is fine."

For the first time in years, he could

remember Katharine's face clearly as

they stood on the steps of the Chem-
istry Building that spring night in

1917. And the bitterness in her voice

as she had said, "I know why she

wants us to wait until you come hack

. . . but it's not her liie. It's yours

—and mine."

"The distinction is fine," he said

again. "Sometimes almost indis-

tinguishable."

The boy looked at him, puzzled,

trying to understand.

Professor Locke knew that look

well. "I talk like a bad textbook,"

he said and laughed in his classroom

manner. "Let me put it this way:
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It is exceedingly difficult to hurt own seriousness. "That is not my
those whom we love, or who love us." decision to make. Nor yours. This

He knew he was hiding behind words is something else. I don't know if

but he was getting closer. you understand, but I admire you.

"Yes, sir. It is." I hope you will come back. Fd like

So difficult. Professor Locke to see you finish here. Good luck,

thought, looking at this boy's face, Mr. Woodbridge." He put out his

at the uncertainty in his young eyes, hand, and the young man clasped it.

that he will not be able to do it-

alone. pROFESSOR LOCKE sat down
"What I am trying to say to you, slowly. His heart was pounding.

George, is this: In the life of nearly He was very tired, but he must get

every man, there comes a time when home now; he was expected. He
he must say no to his mother. When was never later than five o'clock,

his own judgment must be his only He filled his brief case with orderly

guide." stacks of papers. He buttoned his

"You really think so, sir?" The overcoat carefully to the top and

boy's voice was hopeful. went out.

"I know it." The professor did His mother was waiting in her

not move until the words had come, chair, her thick white hair looking

harshly. Then he leaned back in his vigorous and handsome and well

chair, stiff and brittle ... old. kept. Her knitting lay in her lap.

"I'm glad to hear you say that, sir. He bent and touched his lips to the

I believe that, too. But my mother cheek she offered.

—" He hesitated. "She's pretty de- "And how was it today, son?" She

termined. It won't be easy." was always so interested in every-

I could settle it, Professor Locke thing he did. "Did you have a hard

thought quickly. I could say: No, day? You look tired."

he can't carry this heavy schedule. "No," he said. "I had a good day."

He's too young. But that's not the -pm so glad. What happened?"

Poi"^- "Nothing." Usually he told her

"It's up to you, Woodbridge," he the little high lights, arranging them
said. with care, making them seem impor-

For one long, wavering moment, tant. "I had some conferences . . .

the boy sat there. He ran his hand one of my best students is going into

nervously over his smooth brown the Army."

hair. Then it was over. ''What a shame!" She sighed and

"I'll do it," he said quietly, surely, picked up her knitting. "You know.

He got up. "I don't know how. It dear," she said, "I'm so thankful that

will be awful. But thank you, sir." you're over the draft age. I couldn't

He took a step to the door. "Thank let you go. You're all I've got."

you, sir." She gave him a bright, loving smile.

Professor Locke came around the "Yes. Mother," he said. "And

desk. "I am not sending you out you're all I've got." He went into

to die," he said, self-conscious at his his study and closed the door.



Dixie Pioneers

Florence Ivins Hyde

MOST stories of pioneer life de- taking them into such an undesirable

pict the conquering of a wild- place, but when he would come home
erness by men and women at night, he "looked so tired she

who trekked through snows, forded hadn't the heart."

treacherous rivers, climbed moun- The life experiences of my own

tainsides, ate the dust of the desert, grandparents and parents are typical

fought starvation, and drank the of a class among the Mormons of

brackish waters of new lands, and, that time. They hardly became set-

for the most part, they never turned tied in one place before they were

back. We sometimes wonder, why called to settle a new place: always

they didn't. trying to make something from

The Dixie pioneers of Utah were nothing,

no exception to the rule. In the ride To us who live in this world of

between Salt Lake City and St. ultra-sophistication, the stories of

George, as one drinks in the beauty this pioneer life appear like the grim-

of the peach and cherry blossoms, mest reality. In those early days the

the rock formations, unsurpassed in journey from Salt Lake to St. George,

coloring, it is difficult to realize the which now can be made in eight

sacrifice that went into the roads hours, required four weeks. Each

that make this pleasure possible, night the tents had to be pitched,

Only a few years ago there were no beds made down, and food cooked,

roads. They had to be made as the Occasionally it became necessary to

people went along, and only the stout "lay over" a day to wash clothes and

of heart could survive the difficulties, bake bread, which had to be done in

Still, their pioneer life was not all a small bake skillet. Sometimes they

tragedy. There was some romance were delayed because their horses and

and some humor, but these were the oxen sank in the mud, and it was

"purple patches" of their lives. For with great difficulty that they were

the most part, their way was long rescued. In certain places quick-

and weary, and life was a constant sand was encountered from which

struggle. the animals were never recovered. In

Perhaps the women of this group case of a storm they must spend a

felt the hardships the most. They day drying their bedding over the

saw their husbands grow old before bushes.

their time. They watched their chil- Journeying farther South, the sun

dren die young, and there were times grew hot, the wind dry, dust and sand

when they heard their children cry and more dust and sand, but through

for food. But through it all they it all they journeyed on. Some of

stood by their men. One woman those original pioneers were men and
has said that more than once she had women who had known the comforts

decided to "set her husband up" for that comparative wealth can give. A
Page 545
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few were of the type who could never

take root in new soil, but, on the

whole, these Dixie pioneers never

questioned the wisdom of their

choice in following the command of

their leaders.

As they prepared for their journey

into the South in 1861, their instruc-

tions were to "travel light." Their

leader, Erastus Snow, my grand-

father, said to them

:

I dp not feel that it will be wisdom for

us to load ourselves down with household

furniture, but if a woman wishes to take

her rocking chair along, let her take it, for

that will probably make her more comfort-

able than any other article of furniture. I

wish our brethren to supply themselves

with tools to work in the ground, such as

spades, shovels, picks, etc. We can find

plenty of timber for making bedsteads and
other articles of furniture.

He asked to have a carding ma-
chine taken, as well as any musical

instruments, music books or school

books that the people could collect.

Their instructions were to locate

at the junction of the Santa Clara

and Virgin Rivers, and by the time

they reached Black Volcanic Ridge,

it was apparent that they had a diffi-

cult problem to solve. It was here

that they unloaded and dismantled

their wagons, letting them down over

the cliffs, one part after another. It

was here, too, that the wife of Johnny
Pym, an English convert, gave birth

to a child. Both the mother and

child were let down over the ridge.

One wonders how these pioneers

endured those first hard years in

southern Utah. For thirty years they

fought the elements, before they

finally subdued them. Their crops

dried up because no rain came in

time, or too much rain brought

floods which destroyed their dams.

But when these dams went out, oth-

ers were built. At one time it rained

forty days. Rivers and creeks over-

flowed their banks carrying along

barns, homes, furniture, even men,
women, and children, some of whom
were never rescued. But Erastus

Snow's motto was, ''Remain and

conquer." He said:

Never travel without a shovel no matter

where you go. And if you see a rock that

should be removed, remove it, and if you

see a low place that needs to be filled, get

out and throw in some dirt.

Hardly were their tents pitched be-

fore they laid their plans for a per-

manent settlement with houses, cor-

rals, and fences. My grandfather,

Israel Ivins, had surveyed the land

so that the allotments could be made.

Men were sent to scout out a road

into the mountains in order to obtain

wood, cedar, and pine, for furniture.

Every male over fourteen years of

age was required to work three days

each year in improving roads.

All kinds of artisans had been

called to Dixie by Brigham Young,

masons, blacksmiths, painters, plas-

terers, and carpenters. One man they

called ''Chairmaker Bleak," who was

an artist in his line. The beds were

four-poster beds with rope springs,

on which were laid straw or corn-

husk mattresses, or if a family was

lucky, a feather bed. Chairs were

built with rawhide seats.

The people lived in tents and wag-

ons, often sleeping in beds wet by

the rain. If the sun shone next day,

the bedding was hung on bushes to

dry. These tents were called Sibley-

tents and were round, with two doors

opposite each other. As time went
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ERASTUS SNOW, LEADER OF THE DIXIE PIONEERS, AND ELIZABETH
ASHBY SNOW, HIS WIFE, WITH THEIR FIRST CHILD, ELIZABETH SNOW

(MRS. ANTHONY W. IVINS)

on, Grandfather Snow found it neces-

sary to build a little room back of one
door for an extra bedroom. That
winter President Young came down
and occupied that room. Mother
tells of being awakened in the night

by a terrific wind, and seeing grand-

ma standing in the middle of the tent

holding up the pole, while grand-

father drove deeper the stakes that

held the tent. This tent room served

as living room, dining room, and bed-

room. In summer, the family cooked,

washed, ironed, and ate outside in

a bowery covered with grapevines.

Often, just at meal time, a strong

wind would come up, filling the food
with sand.

r\URING these early years the mail

came through only once in sev-

eral weeks. After the outbreak of

the Civil War, the war news came
on strips of paper of different colors,

about eight inches wide and one yard

long. They were called telegrams.

Grandfather Snow subscribed for

these telegrams, and when they ar-

rived, the men would come together

in his tent where the news was read

by Brother Bleak, who "was a very

good reader."

The struggle which took so much
from the people physically, devel-

oped their resourcefulness, and they

really enjoyed solving many of their

problems. When they first arrived,

their children's dresses were made
from wagon covers colored with dye

made from "dockroot," logwood, and
blueing. In dyeing wool, if they

wanted it variegated in color, strings
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were tied tightly around the yam made of biscuit dough rolled thin

at intervals. Until a woolen factory and fried in butter,

was established in the nearby town The hot summers made it almost

of Washington, the mothers spun impossible to keep food palatable,

the yarn and wove it into cloth for Milk would not keep sweet from

their children's clothes, or they morning until night. The butter

learned to make over dresses from would melt, the water was warm. All

used ones sent them by relatives in the housewife could do to cool the

faraway places. As they became more water was to wrap the water barrel

prosperous, the little girls wore red in a wet blanket or carpet. The fam-

flannel skirts and white blouses called ily dipper always hung on the side

"posies," blouses with little peplums. of the barrel. Occasionally, relatives

Caps for the children were made from Salt Lake would send a few

of numerous layers of paper pasted dried beans or apples. Always

together and shaped over a little tucked away in the sack would be

brass kettle, then covered with bits found a box of needles or pins, or a

of cloth. Hats for men were made spool of thread,

from the gleanings from the wheat The first store was established by

fields. My grandmother would braid men from California, in the base-

and sew a man's hat in one day and ment of the Snow house, called the

sell it for five dollars to the gold "Big House." The men were board-

seekers who passed on their way to ed by my grandmother who lived up-

California. She would, also, make stairs. When Christmas came, they

by hand, in one day, a man's stiff wished to make her a "nice" present,

shirt with a tucked bosom, which she so gave her the "makings of a rice

would sell for seven dollars. pudding—rice, eggs, and raisins"; she

For the first few years, the most furnished the milk,

serious problem was that of food,

which was so scarce the people rarely I7ROM the very beginning these

had enough to eat. The few cows in pioneers tried to have a school,

the town were called for in the morn- even while they lived in tents. Sister

ing by boys who took them into the Everett and later Sister Snell taught

hills where there was a little grass, the children to read. My father tells

and who brought them back at night, about the boys crawling under the

Sometimes the children had to wait sides of the school tent and running

a long time for the cow to come, away. "But," he says, "the girls

and when she did come, they often never ran away." The great teacher

got "no more than a teacupful of of the time was Richard Home. He
milk apiece." Sometimes the cow did for these little children of Dixie

strayed away and did not get home what Karl G., Maeser did for the

at all, and the children went to bed adults of the Church,
hungry. These early days produced some

Breakfast consisted of corn bread unique characters, one of whom was

and bran coffee, and supper of corn- "Aunt Mary Gates," a sister of Erast-

meal mush. Later, after the flour us Snow and wife of Jacob Gates,

mill was built, they had griddle cakes She had no children of her own, but
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gathered the children of the town said she had none, whereupon he
around her, and taught them Greek pulled out his knife and flourished it

and Roman history, and even astron- about to frighten her. Fortunately,
omy, which she tried to explain by her son walked in and the Indian
using apples and sometimes oranges left; but Erastus Snow demanded of
for the planets. She developed a Old Mokiac that his son be punished,
unique philosophy. She would de- not by the whites, but by the Indians
clare: themselves. He was brought into

„,, , , ., , . . .

,

the town by them and tied to theWhy dress children up and then scold t :k^.,^, d^i^ 1, t_- l ,1

them if they get dirty?.. Why iron sheets ^t"^^ ?°^^ ^^^^^ ^'' ^^^her

in hot weather? Why not fold them up whipped him with a black whip,
and sit on them? It is a great accomplish- while the people looked on.
ment to know what to shght. . . . When
a person cooks one chicken for fifteen peo- « c 1.1, i i .i 1

pie, she should make plenty of gravy. A ^ ^^^'^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ P^^P^^
began to have more conveni-

No small problem was that of the ences and could think more of par-

pioneers' relationship with the In- ties, of dramatics, and various types

dians, who resented the coming of of entertainment. But many of the

the white man and on several occa- men who had helped to make this

sions waylaid travelers and murdered entertainment possible, never lived

them. Grandfather's method of to see that day. At one time Erastus

dealing with them was similar to that Snow reported to the Authorities of

of Brigham Young's. When In- the Church that they had thirty or

dians came into St. George in crowds, forty young widows who would have
he would kill a beef and divide it to rear their families alone. One man
among them. He largely solved the who had been ^'called" refused to

Indian problem, for no one, with stay, saying he would not give up his

the exception of Jacob Hamblin, had farm up north for the whole of south-

greater influence with them. em Utah. Brother Adams, the poet
At one time when they were boys, laureate, wrote a song about it for

my father and Uncle Willard Snow one of the gatherings, wherein he
did not return from a rabbit hunt, sang, ''He measured Mormon Dixie

Jacob Hamblin went with a group by the breadth of his thumbnail."

to hunt for them, finding them pris- Those pioneers of Dixie conquered
oners at an Indian camp. When he the v^dlderness as other pioneers have
told the Indians that one boy was done. It was a physical struggle to
a son of Erastus Snow, they immedi- conquer physical obstacles. That
ately released them. strange mysterious thing which
Old Mokiac was a patriarch, the prompts men and women to answer

chief of the Piutes. He had two sons, the call of duty buoyed them up.
Mokiac and Limpy, who was crip- They did not want pity nor ask for
pled. Both were "mean." One day glory. They left their sons and daugh-
Mokiac appeared at President Snow's ters as a monument to their lives,

home and asked his wife for food. Many places in the town today have
She gave him meat, and bread and stories behind them—where they
butter. Then he demanded tea. She (Continued on page 559)



Chastity

The following statements are reprinted herewith because of the vital

present-day need for the message which they contain:

President Joseph F. Smith—

^^'pHERE are at least three dangers that threaten the Church within. . . .

As I see these they are the flattery of prominent men in the world,

false educational ideas, and sexual impurity.

''But the third subject mentioned—personal purity, is perhaps of greater

importance than either of the other two. We believe in one standard of

morality for men and women. If purity of life is neglected, all other dangers

set in upon us like the rivers of waters when the flood gates are opened/'

—Gospel Doctrine, pp. 391-392.

President }. Reuben Clark, Jr.—

^^pHASTITY is fundamental to our life and to our civilization. If the

^ race becomes unchaste, it will perish. Immorality has been basic to

the destruction of mighty nations in the past. It will bring to dust the

mighty nations of the present.

"Every one of us who instructs our youth, in whatever place or position,

and in whatever capacity, must teach the young people of today to abstain

from unchastity. We must surround our teachings with due and proper

reserve and modesty. We must approach and teach the youth as the chil-

dren of God, with spirits that are to live throughout eternity, and tell them

plainly and clearly that the laws of God, and of man also, demand that

they live chaste. If we shall teach anything less than this, we will destroy

our youth and we will bring ourselves under a condemnation which is too

great to be fathomed by the human mind.

'In what I have said I include all of us parents. How can we parents

face our Maker if we have failed in one featherweight to meet the duty

which is ours in these matters? And let us not make the mistake—any of

us—of assuming that our children are beyond temptation and may not fall.

This is a delusion and a snare that will bring us to the very depths. Let

every father and every mother, every brother and every sister, stand guard

day and night that their loved ones be not seized and carried away by lust.

"You young people, may I directly entreat you to be chaste. Please

believe me when I say that chastity is worth more than life itself. This is

the doctrine my parents taught me; it is truth. Better die chaste than live

unchaste. The salvation of your very soul is concerned in this."—From an

address delivered at the 109th Semi-annual Conference.
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Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

BEFORE Pearl Harbor, in fact in

May 1941, Mrs. John L. White-

hurst, president of the General Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs in Ameri-

ca, said, ''When Hitler crosses

swords with the women of America,

he will meet his Waterloo." The
zest with which our women have re-

sponded to the call of war industries

and the armed services must have

given the Fuehrer a surprise. Those

soft, spoiled American women!—as

he thought.

jytRS. ROZINA JOHNSON of

Canada has nineteen grandsons

and great-grandsons in the war.

pROM the Daughters of Utah Pio-

neers' precious library of books,

diaries, and letters, Mrs. Kate B. Car-

ter has compiled an interesting and

valuable series of books. Heart

Thiohs of the West, on Mormon pio-

neer life, in which she reveals as-

pects of the heroic living, and the

development of the pioneers on a

great variety of subjects ranging from

fire departments to woman suffrage.

The fifth volume of this series will

soon be published.

JUST off the press is an enlighten-

^ ing volume. Here Is Alaska, by

Evelyn Stefansson, wife of the famed
Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefan-

sson. The book, profusely illustrated,

is the result of personal experience

combined with research and photo-

graphy done by various individuals

for the Pan-American Highways and

in the interest of the war. Mrs. Stef-

ansson collaborates with her husband

in his important work for the Army
and Navy. A chapter on the Aleu-

tians helps to explain why General

Billy Mitchell called Alaska "the

most central place in the world for

aircraft, and the most important

place in the world."

'T^HE Academy of Western Culture

recently presented to Mrs. Alice

Merrill Home a bronze medal for

distinguished service in promoting

the development of Utah art. Mrs.

Home's first public work was per-

formed in preparing a course in art

for 40,000 Relief Society women.
This course provided study in color

changes during the four seasons; the

effect of light on foliage; how to de-

sign kitchens, window boxes, and

home gardens; how to appreciate

some of the old masters and some

American paintings; and how to dress

tastefully and to suit the personality.

For fourteen years, Mrs. Home was

a member of the General Board of

Relief Society and for fifty years she

has worked indefatigably to further

art and help artists in Utah.

lyiRS. JEAN H. WESSMAN of

Salt Lake City has six sons in

our armed forces. Eleven years ago

she was left a widow with fourteen

children. Mrs. Wessman has reared

her children well, and has served

faithfully as a Relief Society organist.
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Seek Jxnomedge

N the threshold of the new edu- she can of its requirements and laws,

cational year in Relief Society, in order that she may pattern her life

and in the midst of personal trials in accordance with its laws, and thus

and sorrows which today form a part not only prepare herself to dwell

of life's pattern for the very great therein, but to live a full and abund-

majority of Relief Society members, ant life here.

they will desire, perhaps more than The courses of study in Relief So-

at any other time in their lives, to ciety for the year 1943-44 offer Relief

draw nearer to the Lord, and, by Society members a rich opportunity

obedience to His commandments, to gain a greater knowledge of the

to better merit His blessings. Gospel. If every member would
In contemplation of this year's prayerfully study the lessons as out-

work, each member may ask herself lined, and the references, and then

what one thing she may do in order continue with her reading as her in-

to grow spiritually. Certainly a terest might lead her, she would, at

fundamental law was given to man the close of the year's lesson work,

when the Lord declared, "It is im- find herself possessed of far greater

possible for a man to be saved in knowledge than she does at the pres-

ignorance"; and the Prophet Joseph ent time. The theology lessons.

Smith said, "The principle of knowl- based on The Aitides oi Faith by
edge is the principle of salvation." Dr. Talmage, will impart informa-

One object, therefore, for which all tion which is fundamental to an un-

members might strive would be to derstanding of the tenets of the

better learn the principles of salva- Church. The literature lessons,

tion in order the better to live in Bible Literature, using the King

accordance with them. The Proph- James translation of the Bible as a

et Joseph Smith has told us, "the textbook, will lead the student into

conditions of God's kingdom are a study of the Bible and an apprecia-

such, that all who are made par- tion of its literary qualities as well,

takers of that glory, are under the In the Messages to the Home lessons,

necessity of learning something re- each member will recognize basic

specting it, previous to their enter- sources of strength which will help

ing into it." her to carry on more valiantly, and

As Latter-day Saints, we are candi- by a study of the references for these

dates for the celestial kingdom, the lessons, she will be guided to the

highest kingdom of which we have sermons and writings of our great

any knowledge, and therefore it is Church leaders. The study of Amer-

essential that each one learn what ican history, in the social science de-
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partment, written from the view- and drama, and fewer amusements,
point held by Latter-day Saints in none of whose worth can compare
regard to the great principle of free with the joy and satisfaction to be
agency, of liberty, and of the divine derived from a study of the Gospel,
influence exercised in framing our By thus increasing her knowledge
Constitution, will aid Relief Society of Church doctrine, each meml^r
members, as American citizens, to will better be able to obey the admon-
better uphold fundamental concepts ition of Paul who said, ".

. . add to
of our Goyemment you, f^ith virtue; and to virtue knowl-

Let each Relief Society member,
^^ge; and to knowledge temperance;

hen seek dunng this commg season
^^^ ^^ temperance patiencefand to

to take greater advantage of the ^. \.. i . „.

knowledge of spiritual matters to be f^if"f
godliness; and to godliness

gained by a study of the courses out-
^rotherly kindness; and to brotherly

lined for Relief Society, and resolve
^^mdness charity. For if these things

to increase her knowledge of eternal ^^ i" Y^^^ and abound, they make

truth. Let her find time for such you that ye shall neither be barren

a study, though it may entail fore- nor unfruitful in the knowledge of

going some reading of current fiction our Lord Jesus Christ."—M. C.S.

L.D.S. Men In The Armed Service

(Continued from page 533) tainly no Latter-day Saint can afford
charity—commended by Jesus. A to be lacking in these character
humble profession of faith and strict qualities,

adherence to standards of conduct ^^^ ^, . ..,

in conformity with that faith, al- . ^^ sympathize with young men

ways, in the long run, win the re- !" ^^^ ^^^^ service of their country

spect of normal men and women. !" *^^
"^f^'V^^^""^

hazardous situa-

We have known many examples of ^^^^l
^" ^^\^^ ^!^7 ^re placed. Gen-

this, and also of the reverse-the
erally speaking, it is no fault of theirs,

cases of Latter-day Saint men who ^ ''^ ^^^wever a sign of weakness for

have lost the respect and confidence ,*!"' ^^ ^^^ ^^'' ^^^"^^^^"
l^^.^ ^^^"J

of non-Church members because
to become reckless as to their moral

these men failed to live up to the
^"^

'f
'?°"' obligations, and thus

principles of their Church, or seemed ^^^^^ *^f
^ °}^" lasting happiness

to be ashamed of their Church con-
^"^ *^^ happiness of their loved

nections and the principles for which °"^^- ^^ ^^ *° ^^ ^°P^^ t^^t these

their people stand. Firmness of loved ones will not be remiss in doing

faith in the right, together with everything possible to encourage and

stamina and moral courage to prac- strengthen their relatives and friends

tice and to defend the right are out- who have been called to face the

standing qualities of character. Cer- physical and moral hazards of war.



TboJtsA, TO THE FIELD

Stake [Planning uieeting [Kecommended

^Juunng Septemver

A Sin 1942, the General Board, with leaders will greatly appreciate this

the special approval of the First privilege granted by the First Presi-

Presidency, again recommends that dency of holding this special meeting

a stake planning meeting be held for stake and ward officers in order to

during the month of September, pre- better prepare for the coming sea-

liminary to the beginning of regular son's work. Stake Relief Society

weekly meetings in October, for all presidents will please acquaint their

stake board members, ward officers, respective stake presidents with the

and class leaders. It is recommended recommendation that this special

that, wherever possible, this meeting meeting be held and arrange with

be arranged in connection with a them as to the most favorable time

stake priesthood meeting or a stake for calling the meeting. Stake Re-

quarterly conference in order to keep lief Society presidents are requested

transportation at a minimum. The to send complete details of this meet-

purpose of this meeting is to stim- ing to all ward presidents as soon

ulate all phases of Relief Society as possible so that good ward repre-

work at the beginning of the 1943- sentation may be assured. We are

44 season, to preview lesson work and sure that stake board members will

other activities planned for the com- make every effort to take full advan-

ing year, and to give whatever instruc- tage of this special meeting and that

tions and help are deemed necessary they will be well prepared to conduct

by the stake board. We feel sure that their respective departments for

all Relief Society officers and class ward workers at this meeting.

Vi/ard Uxelief Society (conferences, I iovemher 7, iqj^S

PONTINUING the plan first Ward Relief Society presidents

adopted in 1942 for auxiliaries may therefore arrange v^th their re-

to hold special meetings and annual spective bishops for holding meet-
conferences on the evenings of Fast jngs on the evening of Fast Day in

Sundays, the Relief Society has again November. This is a most favorable
been assigned the evenings of Fast g^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
Day m November and March, rast r) ,. £ c • *. c ^ « •

T^
'^

. TV T 1 M . n Relief Society conference, coming as
Day in November this year will oc- ., , .

^
^/ r^ \^i

cur November 7, and the General '^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ °"^ "^^"^^
f}^'

^^^

Board recommends that this evening opening of the regular weekly meet-

be used for the annual Relief Society mgs m October, thus affording op-

conference, portunity for previewing the lessons
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and other work, near the beginning ber visits invite all ward members
of the educational season. to be present at this meeting and

It is recommended that the con- that advance announcements of the

ference consist of two meetings—

a

meeting be made in Relief Society

preliminary meeting for officers, and and other ward gatherings. Relief

a general session for all Relief Society Society members particularly should

members and for all other members be urged to attend,

of the ward. A suggested program for the gen-

In order to insure a large attend- eral session of the conference, with

ance at the general session of the con- detailed instructions for its presenta-

ference, it is recommended that visit- tion, will be mailed to each ward Re-

ing teachers on their regular Novem- lief Society president in September.

Spencer W. Kimball, The Arizona Apostle

(Continued horn page 530)

zonians for his work in Church, busi-

ness, civic enterprises, and service

clubs, notably in Rotary. Banking

was his first work, but after eight and

a half years of banking experience,

he resigned to purchase an interest

in a small new struggling insurance

business which has since become the

leading insurance and realty firm in

eastern Arizona. He has derived

great pleasure from his farming and
livestock operations as well.

The Church activities of the new
member of the General Authorities

have been varied and continuous.

When but fourteen, he became an

assistant teacher in Sunday School

and while yet in high school he was
appointed chorister of the stake Sun-

day School. He sang, for many years,

in ward and stake choirs, at times

substituting as organist or pianist.

His missionary work under President

Samuel O. Bennion, in Missouri, was
one of the highlights of his life.

Upon returning from his mission he
became first, stake clerk in 1918,

then counselor in the stake presi-

dency in 1924, where he continued

to serve until the St. Joseph Stake

was divided in 1938, and he was

called to be the first stake president

of Mt. Graham Stake, the position

he was occupying at the time of his

call to the apostleship.

This is the first time in the history

of the Church that an apostle has

been called from Arizona, and many
people in the seven Arizona stakes

will rejoice in his appointment, and

business and professional men will

feel honored by his call.

Elder Kimball has been favored

with a charming wife, who has always

been helpful and understanding. Ca-

milla Eyring is the daughter of Ed-

ward Christian Eyring and Caroline

Romney who lived in Mexico until

1912. Four children have been born

to the Kimballs, Spencer LeVan, a

commissioned officer in the United

States Naval Reserve, Olive Beth,

Andrew Eyring, and Edward Law-

rence. The love, consideration, and

thoughtfulness manifested for each

other by the members of the family
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have made this family unit the pride

of many admirers.

President Kimball is rugged and
strong, due to his outdoor life, early

hard work, and strict observance of

the Word of Wisdom. Although he
has w^orked with rough characters in

mining camps and one summer as a

stevedore in a Los Angeles freight

yard, as well as dining with European
nobility and aristocracy at which

dinners many different kinds of in-

toxicants were served, still, due to his

strict early training, he has never

tasted tea nor coffee, tobacco nor

liquor.

With extreme humility. Elder

Spencer WooUey Kimball will enter

upon his new duties after the Octo-

ber conference where he will be pre-

sented for the sustaining vote of that

body.

The Bee Hive House
(Continued from page 539) a length of 75 feet, making the Bee

way for it. The Eagl« Gate and the pillars Hive parlors an ideal place in which
supporting it are not being torn down. ^o entertain large groups.

. ,^^T-r> T^ • t xr ,11 In 1893, the house became the^FTER President Young s death,
p.^perty of the Latter-day Saint

his wife, Lucy Decker, whose church and from 1899, was used as
home It had been since i860, contm- the home of the president of the
ued to live there until 1888 when it church. President Lorenzo Snow oc-
was acquired by John W.Young.' He ^upied it for three years. It was
took down the story-and-a-half on the President Joseph F. Smith's home
north and built three floors, bringing

f^j. seventeen years. When President
the new addition to the same height

as the original building. Many rooms
were added, the most important be-

ing the large east entrance hall and

Heber
J.
Grant became president of

the Church he decided to remain in

his own home on the rim of City

Creek Canyon and to allow the
the spacious back parlor. A heavy young Women's Mutual Improve-
carved oak Dutch door was installed

at the main entrance and the original

door was used for the State Street

entrance. The hall was panelled with

maple and elaborate mirrored man-
tels and lighting fixtures were in-

stalled. Wide doorways with folding

doors were arranged to connect six of

the large rooms on the main floor.

From the south wall of the front par-

lor through the wide entrance hall to

ment Association to use the Bee Hive

House as a home for girls who came
to the city seeking employment.

During the last twenty-three years,

thousands of girls have found a real

home within the forty-three rooms

of this outstanding edifice.

The Bee Hive House has had a

long useful life. It is dear to the

hearts of the members of the Church
as one of the few buildings of the

the^rth wall of the back parior was ^-^^^^^ ^^^^^^ s^iU standing. The
years have but emphasized how well

''^B^^^'s^^P^ ^t was built. Stately, sturdy and

issa Young Spencer and her book, One strong, it IS fitted tO serve the future

Who Was Valiant, Spencer-Harmer. as faithfully as it has served the past.



Pruning Rules To Make Your

Garden Grow
Hazel D. MoyJe

Garden Editor, The Deseret News

ALMOST every amateur garden- Richard the Second handled the mat-

er, at some time or other dur- ter. In the scene laid in the garden of

ing the year, succumbs to that the Duke of York, we hear the gard-

old urge to go out to cut and trim ener giving orders to his helper on

and use the pruning shears on some P^oper prunmg as follows

:

poor defenseless shrub. It is usually
.

during the early spring that this mal- 5?°
^^I)^.."?

^^^ f"|^^/
apncocks

J •£ 1. -i i£ 1- i. i.1- • Which, like unruly children, make their sire

ady manifests itself; but the pruning '^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ 1

shears often become a dangerous
weight;

weapon in the hands of well-mean- Qo thou, and like an executioner,

ing, but misguided plant lovers. Cut off the heads of too-fast-growing sprays

Thousands of helpless plants are not That look too lofty in our commonwealth:

only shorn of their naturally free and You thus employed, I will go root away

graceful form, each year, but often The noisesome weeds, that without profit

the over-zealous floricultural barber ^., ^"^)^
, .,. r

. 1^ ^ . „ ^^A ^r.^i. r^c \.\^^ T he sou s fertihty from wholesome flowers.
actually cuts away a good part ot the ^

year's floral display.

Such a calamity is sure to occur All of which is very good advice

when any spring flowering shrub is whether in those far-off times or in

pruned in early spring, just as it is
our own Victory-garden age. For the

ready to spread out its yearly show continuous good looks and perform-

of flowers. The cutting back should ance of any shrub depends greatly

be delayed until after the flowers on its being kept in a vital stage of

have faded, which is the ideal time young vigorous wood, and this is

to prune most shrubs. By pruning only accomplished by pruning, but

just after the bloom is over, most Pining which should be guided by

shrubs will have a full year in which something more than an urge to trim

to develop new growth to produce ^nd cut.

another crop of flowers. Each plant presents an individual

Correct pruning has been one of problem, but the most successful

the problems of gardenmakers since way to keep any woody plant from

the very beginning of gardening. All growing old and full of dead and dy-

down the ages, gardeners have had ing branches is to remove the oldest

trouble in knowing when, what, and branches at their base. Cut them

how to trim. Even Shakespeare has away near the soil line or where they

given us a slight inkling of how the sprout from the main branch. This

expert gardeners in the days of King will encourage new branches to grow
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and these will soon become of flow- Superflous branches

ering size and will take the place of ^^ ^^p away that bearing boughs may hve.

the old worn-out portions. Cut the g^ Shakespeare's gardener, and
entire branch right down to the bot- ^^ ^^^^ ruminates on the state of af-
tom so that no old devitalized por-

^^^^^ ^^ government under the im-
tion will be left to clutter up the cen-

provident King, comparing the
ter and prevent the new branches

troubled times with a badly managed
from getting air and sun. garden—
Unpruned plants soon become ^

crowded in the center and even the
. . . Oh! what a pity is it

new wood cannot grow or bloom That he had not so dressed and trimmed

well when it is so crowded. Although ^^^ l^^d

the different shrubs vary in their ^' ^^ ^^'' g^"^^^"'

growing habits, most of the comnion ^^^ ^^ -^ ^^ ^^-^ ^
fast growing kmds such as forsythia,

nianagement of both government
flowering almond, philadelphus, sy- ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ -^ ^^^^^
rmgea and spirea all need this atten-

-^ ^^ ^^||
r^^-^^

^^^ ^^^^^^
tion at least every other year and as

^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ f^^ instance; the
much as one-third of the old wood

^^^ ^-^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
may be cut out with good results.

^^^^ ^^^^^y ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ g^^^^ ^^ ^^^
Slower growing shrubs need less plant are not torn and ragged. And

frequent and less drastic pruning, no stump should be left on any
but even lilacs are improved and plant, shrub or tree to invite disease

made to bloom better by occasionally and decay. Such stumps are a men-
removing the oldest branches in or- ace and eventually bring decay into

der to keep them flowering well. the good parts of the plant. Cut
In addition, all crooked branches, away clean at the main branch so

and any that grow toward the center that new bark can grow and heal the
and interfere with other branches, cut over,

and also any poor weak ones should

be cut entirely away at their base. lyiTH roses, it
*

is the pruning
It is best to merely shorten too-long ^^ which determines the size and
branches. Thus the natural form and beauty of the flower as much as any
habit of the plant are retained, and, one thing. No bush of any hybrid
at the same time, new growth is en- tea rose can produce lovely flowers

couraged. if ft is choked with a forest of super-

How different is the usual method fluous branches. The center of the

of treating the poor defenseless rose plant must be maintained free

shrub, cutting back all branches, from weak and over-crowded stems,

young and old. so that the poor thing Clip all except the strongest branch-

bristles like some angry pincushion, es completely away at their base, and

Such pruning merely adds trouble, keep the development of your rose

for soon the plant is so crowded with plant in mind even when cutting

dead and weak branchees that it can- roses. Cut the blooms with a long

not flower well, and its very appear- stem, leaving two or three leaves on

ance is negligible. the stem, and by all means make the
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cut just above a leaf or bud which cHpped away. This encourages an-

grows out, instead of in toward the other crop of flowers, so it should

center, for the new branch which not be neglected. The branches

will soon begin wherever a cut is themselves need little pruning,

made, will grow in the direction that Large flowered climbers such as

this leaf or bud points. By all means Dr. Van Fleet, that exquisite pale

keep the center of rose plants open pink rose, need little or no pruning
to allow air and sun to circulate and except the cutting away of dead
so keep them in good health. branches. Occasionally a branch

There are several different types will die out, and this should be re-

of climbing roses, each one demand- moved as soon in the spring as the

ing a different kind of pruning. The foliage is all well out and one can

climbers that produce clusters of tell for sure whether the branch is

small roses and that bloom only once dead. But all too often we have a

during the year, such as the Dorothy cold winter which does a thorough

Perkins and the American Beauty job of killing the top growth, and

rose, are best pruned just after the thus our plants must begin again to

blooming season is over. New make entirely new wood,

branches will already be found grow- Evergreens need occasional trim-

ing from the base of the plant, and ming to keep any too-lush branches
the old canes that have just borne from spoiling their appearance, and
a crop of flowers should be cut away certain of the tall junipers should be
at their base, thus making way for trimmed twice each year to make
new branches to grow. their growth more dense and strong-

Almost all other climbers need er. They will be able to withstand

only to have the very old and dead snow and wind better if pruned, for

wood cut away occasionally. Those the growth will be thicker and more

fine new everblooming hybrid tea velvety. Only the outer tip of the

climbers which produce an astonish- branches should be cut away. The
ing burden of large and lovely roses best time for this work on junipers

need only to have the faded blooms is April and late August.

Dixie Pioneers

(Continued horn page 549) knew how to get it. They had a un-

danced on the salt grass for their first ity of purpose that carried them

Christmas celebration, where the old through. In our generation we must

Liberty Pole was placed, or where conquer mental obstacles. It may
the "Big House'' stood. be a more difficult problem. Let us

They conquered because they pray that we may succeed as well as

knew what they needed and they they.



Tomorrow's Cup .

Anna Prince Redd

Chapter VI

Synopsis: Janet, protectingly reared in

Washington, D.C., lives in constant dread

of the San Juan country of Utah where her

Imsband, Paul Morgan, has an Indian trad-

ing post on the mesa. She plans on their

moving to Washington before the birth of

her baby, but does not disclose this inten-

tion to her husband. Upon returning home
with Paul after a happy week spent on

the mesa, they find that Janet's sister, Rhae,

and her husband, Warren Newsbaum, have

arrived for a short visit with the announced

mtention of taking Janet back to Washing-

ton with them. The next morning Paul is

hurt when he saves Warren from being

dragged by a broncho. A few months later,

while Paul, restored to health, is absent on
a roundup, an Indian, Mike, threatens to

kill Janet. She seeks refuge in the Devil's

Corridor where she becomes unconscious.

During the long days that follow, Janet lies

in an unconscious condition, and when her

child is born it lives only a few hours. After

its birth, however, she falls into a natural

sleep.

JANET came into the store the

back way, unobserved, just as

Paul brushed a litter of papers

aside and sank tiredly into his desk

chair. It was the first time she had

been to see him at his work since her

illness months before. All day she

had watched the Indians string in

and out of the store, knowing that

Paul would be worn from their bar-

gaining, longing to go and help him
as she had always done, but afraid to

intrude on what seemed to be more
and more his own domain. She had

been encased in her own grief so

long that it was hard to break free.

She was shocked to realize how long
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it had been since she and Paul had
felt the old, carefree companionship

with each other. A year ago she

would have been in the store with

Paul, bargaining with the shrewdest

of them. No Indian ever sold a

blanket at the first figure set for it.

Janet smiled in spite of herself. Many
a time she'd driven a better bargain

than Paul had succeeded in doing.

It made her want to get in and swap
bargains until Paul would catch her

up in his big arms and say they'd

made enough money for one day, it

was time for "chow."

But the day had worn wearily

away and she had not gone near the

store. 'Taul should be coming in

to dinner," had been her last thought,

and as he was making no effort to

drive the loiterers out so he could

lock up, she suddenly was on her

way to see that he did. But her first

sight of him, unconscious of her

presence, made her feel shy and awk-

ward.

As Paul sank into his chair, relax-

ing his long body, his face looked

drawn and tired. Janet hesitated,

standing out of sight behind a barrel

of cured meats. The store had emp-

tied itself of the last straggler and

there seemed nothing for her to do,

now that she was here. She turned

to leave, and just then the front door

opened, directly in line with her path

of retreat.

Paul looked up without curiosity,

for one more to come and go was
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all in a day to him. He showed no

interest whatever, even when he saw

that the man in the door was Doctor

Potsworth.

The doctor came in. "How are

you, Paul?" he asked gravely.

"Oh, fine," Paul replied, but his

voice belied his words. Janet was

shocked by his lack of interest. His

enthusiasm for everything in life had

been one of his main attractions for

her. She turned to slip quietly

away, when Paul's voice stopped her.

"Glad to see you. Doc," Paul was

saying. "Janet's over at the house."

Janet drew back guiltily.

"I didn't come to see Janet," Pots-

worth said bluntly. "I came to see

you. I saw Janet yesterday—in town."

Janet hung on Paul's answer. She

had gone to town without telling

him that she was going, hardly know-

ing why, herself. Certainly she

hadn't intended buying that railroad

ticket. It would be Doctor Pots-

worth who would come in and see

her doing it. Of course she hadn't

explained. There wasn't anything

she could say about it. Now what

would Paul say?

He said evenly: "Yes, I believe

Janet was in town."

Janet was disappointed without

knowing why. She had vaguely

hoped Paul would deny that she had

been away without his knowledge.

His next words shocked her almost

into betraying her presence.

"Janet's planning a vacation, Doc.

A long vacation." His voice was so

controlled that it was emotionless.

He almost recited the words.

"Feeling dull, eh?" Dr. Potsworth

asked.

Paul leaped to his feet. "Can I

help it if she's sick of the place? I

am, too! We're as far from each

other as El Toro is from civilization!"

JANET turned and ran out of the

store, her heart hammering out his

words. Paul was sick of El Toro!

Now they would go away! At first

that was her one clear thought. She

went past a cowboy chopping wood
in the shade of the red cliffs back

of the house. Past Juanee making

moccasins for her boys. Past old

Taos' kennel, where now an upstart

collie yelped for attention. She

spurned him with her foot. Old Taos

was dead. El Toro was dead. Fear

was dead!

Her heart sang with relief. Paul

was sick of El Toro! Soon all this

would be only a bitter memory.

There'd be a new life; new friends

and old ones. Her heels made ec-

static little sounds on the hollow

stones of the patio. A new life! No
Devil's Corridor under her feet. No
mummy case at her back. No In-

dians to stalk her dreams. No re-

proachful squaw to worry about.

When she and Paul were gone, In-

dian Joe would come back to Juanee

again and stop hunting foolish old

Mike and his bad begay.

Juanee's twin boys ran around the

house chasing a phantom deer, bows

taut, arrows aimed. Janet's eyes fol-

lowed them. . . . No laughing-eyed

boys to peer at her through the

screen, waiting for cookies. . . . Eyes

that reproached her when she did not

smile. Eyes that looked at her curi-

ously as they were doing now from

behind the corner of the porch.

Janet gave each of the boys a hand-

ful of cakes, hardly conscious that

her thought train had been broken.

She'd send the boys presents. Strange
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things they had never seen. Things Janet locked and unlocked her fin-

that would make their eyes pop out gers. Why should she care what
of their heads. Things that would they were saying? What anyone
hold their curiosity for days on end. said? She was free now. Free to

(They were so much a part of her leave El Toro!

life that her new plans could not go But Paul's words persisted in her

on without them.) ears. . . . ''We're as far from each

Away ran the twins twanging their other as El Toro from civilization

arrows, laughing back at Janet. Her • • •
•" Paul's eyes, sick with misery,

thoughts went as swiftly on their still defied her to hurt him any more,

own way. There'd be her father, Slowly realization came. Paul v^s

fusty and dear in his museum; Rhae not sick of El Toro. Paul loved his

and Warren and all their friends, country and his home with all his

Her old home; all the dear familiar heart. But he was unhappy. Hurt

things she'd known and left. Paul ^^om loneliness and her vidthdrawal

would see. Their life would be so into her own grief. Unhappy be-

gay and beautiful he'd forget his en- cause of the tiny grave upon the hill,

slavement here. Paul would forget just as she was. Unconsciously she

to frown; his laugh would ring out had blamed Paul for that. And for

at little things as it had when she many, many other things. Though

first knew him. Paul would not have her grief had softened, her bitterness

to be scolded by a fat old doctor who remained, including Paul, the good

took upon himself the spiritual as httle doctor. El Toro, San Juan,

well as the physical welfare of his and herself in its dregs. The dregs

patients. Paul would be a figure of o^ selfish, unshared grief; pain that

respect in his new world. He'd be denied healing,

doing— How could she have become so ab-

What would Paul be doing? Try ^orbed as not to have seen the pain

as she would, she could not make ^ ^^^^'^ eyes, m his voice? How far

Paul's image come alive in any sur-
^hey were from the quiet happiness

roundings other than his own. Taken ^^ *^heir camp on Gray Mesa. From

from El Toro-even in her thoughts ^he fire-glow and the stars above

-he became unreal and elusive. Jan-
^^tel Collms. And how many, many

et shook her head as if to clear her hitter times she had remembered,

mind of this unwelcome thought, ''This week is something to re-

and to restore the gay visions she member, Janet," Paul had said as

had conjured up; but they refused to they rode dovm from the mesa,

be conjured. Sitting straight in a "Something we may both vdsh for

chair by the door, she listened, as if in the days to come."

she could still hear Paul and the doc- Paul's voice then . . . Paul's voice

tor talking. Paul, idly sketching In- now. ... On the mesa, in the store,

dian heads on his desk pad, or jump- dull with misery. Janet sprang up,

ing up angrily to deny the doctor's anger at Paul, at Dr. Potsworth, at

words. Doc, scolding and nagging herself, at the country, being broken
at him, reminding him of his duty to to bits by the hammering of her

his wife. heart. Suffocating with the force of
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it, she went out into the patio. The 'Then you give me just one more

sun was setting on the httle cemetery thing to fear/'

she had never seen. She knew only ''Let me take you away, Janet?"

by Juanee's sad gaze that her baby "No, Paul. If you had hunted for

was there. a way to bind me to El Toro you

Janet smiled and climbed the hill, could not have found a surer one."

Realization had not come too late. Paul noted with satisfaction that

there was no bitterness in Janet's

^^pAUL, won't you take Dr. Pots- voice. He even fancied it held a bit

worth's advice and let what's of relief. He lifted her hand and

done be done? Leave Mike and his spread each of her tapered, beautiful

begay alone and let them come fingers over one of his own, measur-

back?" ing his thought to fit his words. "You

Janet and Paul were sitting to- —you mean— that fear for me over-

gether in the west patio. Night had masters your fear of the country?"

fallen in quiet beauty. Heavy with Janet nodded. 'There can be no

perfume, the desert air clung about choice," she said simply,

them. There wasn't the least riffle "Your happiness is all I want,"

of a breeze, no sound to break the Paul said gratefully. "If it will help

stillness but their own intermittent things for you, I'll try to get Mike

voices. out of my system. Now that we're

"It's been months, Paul," Janet together again nothing else matters."

continued, "since Mike tore up the Janet laughed shakily. "You sound

place. Yet you trail him ceaselessly, as if I'd been gone for years, Paul.

Juanee worries about Joe, lying in Actually. Not just into my moody
wait for Mike to slip back into the self."

reservation. You boitih know the "Ages," Paul corrected. "Years

Utes will never let you take Mike couldn't be that long. Don't ever

without a fight. There's been too leave me alone again, Janet. We be-

much trouble in this country already, long together. If not here, then—"

too much bloodshed. Give this fight "Here. Paul." Janet said it de-

up, Paul." terminedly.

Paul's hand closed reassuringly

over Janet's. "Why didn't you tell ^^TT'S good to see you smile again,

me you were afraid," he said. "I'd Juanee." Janet had turned

have gone to the ends of the earth from her baking to greet the young

with you. It was left for Doc to set Indian woman as she came in at the

me straight. I blame myself for back door, grinning broadly,

what happened to you. I'll take you ^'Now that my Joe is back I sing

away, and come back here only to do ^\\ day," Juanee told her. "And my
the things I have to do." mother, she is coming today ... five

"Like hunting savages." months she has been gone."

"But, Janet dear, acts like Mike's "Yes. Ever since the day Mike's

can't continue. The Indians think begay tricked you away from El Toro.

we're afraid to fight. This time Will your mother tell us what hap-

they'll not get off!" pened to her at her hogan? How
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the begay got her turquoise cross?"

"If my father is not angry, my
mother will talk." Juanee's black

eyes flashed angrily; her proud little

shoulders came up in defiance.

"But your father brought Mike
back to the reservation—"

"Tied to the tail of his horse!"

Juanee interrupted. "His honor is

restored."

"Yes, Juanee. And Mike has

promised to be a good Indian. Your
father did well to let the sheriff take

Mike to jail. That will help him to

be a good Indian. Your father will

not be angry now?"

"My father is just. He is a chief.

He is proud."

"Mike is a foolish old man. His.

boy is bad because he has a bad fa-

ther. Mike promises that the boy

shall live with his grandmother and

go to school. His grandmother is a

good woman. So now everything is

settled, Juanee, and you are happy

again."

"You, too. Miss Janet? All the

time you make me think of a velvet

yucca, white and tall."

"Why, Juanee, that was a lovely

compliment."

"But you should be pink—like the

cactus blossom."

"When I come back from Wash-
ington, D.C., you won't know me,

Juanee," Janet announced unex-

pectedly.

"You are going away?" There was

worry in Juanee's eyes.

"Yes, Juanee." Janet was sur-

prised at the way she went on an-

nouncing a half-formed plan. She

had said she would not leave El

Toro, but knowing that Mike was

safely lodged in jail had suddenly re-

leased her tension. She could go

away now for awhile and be happy,

"And Mister Paul?" Juanee asked,

reproaching Janet with every inch of

her slim, loyal little body.

"He is going to Washington too.

Not now, but very soon."

Juanee's satisfaction was complete.

"That is good," she said. "When
you come to El Toro again there will

be another papoose in my hogan."

Janet cried: "Juanee! That's won-
derful!" But her heart contracted

with envy.

"Do not be sad, Miss Janet,"

Juanee was quick to catch the mean-
ing of Janet's eyes. "Every night

I pray to the Father of my people.

That is why I have another papoose.

Now, when my boys are six years

old."

"And you think I should pray to

the Father of my people?"

"If you want baby, yes."

Janet's eyes turned to the little

grave upon the hill, framed within

the big new window Paul had added

to El Toro.

"I have prayed, Juanee. Very,

very hard."

"Then you get baby." Juanee's

white teeth flashed through a broad

smile. "I'll go now and bake pota-

toes in the ashes."

Whenever Juanee wanted to cele-

brate she baked potatoes in the

ashes.

"That's a very good custom," Jan-

et said, and Juanee went out.

"Dear God," Janet prayed silently.

"Let me want to bake potatoes in

the ashes too!"

{To be continued)



A CITY'S LONE OLD CEDAR TREE
(At Third South and Sixth East, Salt Lake City, Utah)

Edna S. Dustin

YOUTH

The lanky brown arms of a seedling tree

One morning pulled her head above the ground.

And tried to stretch up straight that she might see

Above the dove-gray sage that stood around

And formed a beard upon earth's dormant length.

She savi' earth's beveled hem all dipped in snow

That shadowed her with its great tow'ring strength

Where evergreens were filed in row on row.

She watched the hght of day hide in the West
Where it drenched moody earth in colored streaks;

And redmen drawing near, as brightly dressed,

Were stretching rawhides into tepee peaks.

The nights were pinneil with stars, and moons passed by

And framed a seedling tree against the sky.
^

MATURITY

Those lanky arms grew strong and firm and round,

Her tousled hauj^as brushed out by the wind,

And when she wore night's shadow-lace she found

The glist'ning Evening Star the night had pinned

Above her ear; she stood with dignity.

And could be seen across the valley's breast.

One day a pilgrim band found this lone tree.

And stopped their rattling, white-top train to rest.

She watched them as they bared earth's virgin loam,

And heard them plan a city at her feet.

And as they built each log and earth-patched home
That faced the squares where wheels scarred up each street,

New caravans met there beneath her shade.

Where hands were clasped and new friendships were made.

OLD AGE

A canopy now frames her wrinkled face

As she looks out on Emigration Street;

In summer, poplars drape fine shadowed lace

Into a shawl that wraps her head and feet.

And high above she hears the drone of wings;

She watches horseless buggies speeding by;

She's in a new world now of pulsing things.

But sees the same blue canvas stretched on high

Whereon the Master Artist paints each day

From His rich bowl of gold the moon and stars;

And shakes bright dust along the Milky Way,
And then with raindrops arches pastel bars.

This fine old cedar who is stooped vidth age

Has watched a city spring from dusty sage!
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New General Presidency Of The

Primary Association

(Continued from page 532)
a native of Salt Lake City and a

daughter of George M. Cannon and
Marian Adelaide Morris Cannon.
She was educated in the public

schools, the Latter-day Saint High
School, and was afterwards graduated

from the University of Utah. She is

also a graduate of the University of

Utah School of Physical Education

and later worked in the Recreation

Department of Salt Lake City. She
has had long experience in teaching

and Church work, having served in

the Granite Stake Young Women's
Mutual Improvement Association

presidency, as president of the orig-

inal Hollywood Stake Young Wom-
en's Mutual Improvement Associa-

tion, and having taught English and
physical education in Utah schools

before her marriage. She became
first counselor to President May
Green Hinckley in the general Pri-

mary presidency in January 1940, and
continued to serve in that capacity

until the death of Sister Hinckley.

She is the widow of the late David P.

Howells, bishop of Adams, and later

Wilshire Wards, in Los Angeles, and
has three children, a son and two
daughters. The fourth general presi-

dent of the Primary Association has

a brilliant and resourceful mind and
great love for the work which she is

called to do.

First Counselor LaVern Watts
Parmley was born at Murray, Utah,

a daughter of Eugene and Gertrude

Park Watts. She attended Murray
High School and the University of

Utah. She has been a member of

the Bonneville Stake Primary Board,

president of the Grant Ward Young
Women's Mutual Improvement As-

sociation at Murray, has taught Sun-

day School classes and worked in

seminaries of the Thirty-third and
Emigration Wards. She is the wife

of Thomas
J.

Parmley, professor of

physics at the University of Utah,

and the mother of three children,

one daughter and two sons. Mrs.

Parmley has been a member of the

General Board since July 1941, and

a counselor in the general presidency

since February 1942.

Second Counselor Dessie Grant

Boyle is a daughter of President

Heber
J.

Grant and Emily Wells

Grant. She was born in Liverpool,

England, while her grandfather,

Daniel H. Wells, presided over the

European Mission. She attended

the Latter-day Saint High School

and the University of Utah. She has

been engaged in Primary Association

work for twenty-one years, having

been president of the Ensign Ward
Primary Association for four years,

and president of the Ensign Stake

Primary Association for twelve years.

In February 1942, she was called to

be a member of the Primary General

Board. She is the wife of Ashby D.

Boyle, a prominent Salt Lake attor-

ney and she is the mother of four

daughters and one son.

The prayerful devotion of these

women to the Primary, with the co-

operative efforts of those who will

be called to assist them as General

Board members will insure the con-

tinued growth and progress of the

Primary Association of the Church.



^««* FROM THE FIELD
^

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appear

in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY ENTERTAINMENTS AND SPECIAL
PROGRAMS

Grant Stake (Utah)

T YONADANSIE, counselor in the^ East Mill Creek Ward Relief

Society, of which Elvie B. Berg is

president, reports:

A unique feature of the bazaar held No-
vember 19, 1942 was a booth decorated

with copies of The Relief Society Magazine
and A Centenary of Reliei Society. Seventy-

five copies of the centennial book were

sold and several subscriptions to The Relief

Society Magazine were taken. A surprising

feature of this booth was the number of

men who bought the centennial book and
subscribed for the Magazine for their wives

and mothers.

South Los Angdes Stake

(California)

OAZEL T. NEVILLE, stake Re-

lief Society president, sent the

following report of a reception held

June 12, 1942, by the stake board,

honoring past Relief Society stake

presidents, Catherine Stewart, Laura

Hotaling, and Blanche Hoglund:

Invited guests were the counselors and
secretaries of each of the honored guests,

all past ward presidents, and present ward
executive officers. There were 110 present.

A very special guest was Pauline T. Pingree

of the General Board, and also Alice Os-
born, who is in charge of the General
Board's social service and employment of-

fice in Los Angeles.

It was a pleasure to meet and to feel the

strength and inspiration of these fine wom-
en. The present stake board feels honored

MAGAZINE BOOTH AT RELIEF
SOCIETY BAZAAR

East Mill Creek Ward, Grant Stake, No-
vember 19, 1942. Left to right, Eva Wilde
and Eliza Groneman, ward and stake Maga-
zine representatives, respectively.

to carry on the work so beautifully and
efficiently begun by its past leaders.

The lounge of the stake house was decor-

ated with large baskets of gladioli and
peonies, which, with lighted candles, lent

an air of peaceful hospitality. There were
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RECEPTION FOR PAST RELIEF SOCIETY PRESIDENTS OF SOUTH
LOS ANGELES STAKE HELD AT HUNTINGTON PARK, JUNE 12, 1942

Seated, center, with flowers at feet, Hazel T. NeVille, present stake Relief Society presi-

dent. Seated next to her toward the left are Pauline T. Pingree, General Board member,
and Catherine Stewart, first Los Angeles Stake Relief Society president. Seated next to

Sister NeVille, toward the right, are Alice Osborn of the General Board's Los Angeles

social service department. Coral Iverson, wife of Stake President
J.
M. Iverson, and

Blanche Hoglund, third Relief Society president of South Los Angeles Stake. The second

president, Laura Hotaling, was also present on this occasion.

SCENE FROM PLAY "RELIEF SOCIETY SONGS"
Presented August 19, 1941 by the Relief Society of the Pleasant View Ward, Sharon

Stake. The play was written by Celestia
J.

Taylor, a member of this ward Relief Society.

Standing at the left are the stake Relief Society presidency (since resigned) and at the

right, the ward Relief Society presidency, Sisters Preal Jones, second counselor, Nelhc

Snow, former president. Ruby Hunn, first counselor, and Anna T. Nielsen, president.
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SCENE, 'THE TREK ACROSS THE PLAINS"
From the pageant "One Hundred Years of Progress" presented by the Rehef Society of

the Mount Olympus Ward, Big Cottonwood Stake, March 17, 1943.

two large tables with lace covers, centered

with flowers in Relief Society colors, blue

and gold, and tall yellow candles which
shed their light over the crystal and silver

appointments of the table. A large punch
bowl was surrounded by dainty and varied

open-faced sandwiches, nuts and mints, and
individual ice creams and cakes. Blue nap-

kins carried, in gold, the monogram of the

stake Relief Society. Each guest was

given a blue and gold corsage.

The program, a dramatic presentation of

the play "Junior Miss," was enjoyed by the

many mothers present. Solos were given

by Virginia Paulk.

A beautiful tribute was paid each past

stake Relief Society president by Sister

Laura Stephens who had worked with each

of these presidents. Each past stake presi-

dent spoke in turn and introduced her

counselors and secretary.

I am sure all present pledged within

themselves to rededicate their time and tal-

ents to the work of our wonderful organ-

ization.

Sharon Stake (Utah)
n^HE accompanying picture shows

a scene from the play, "ReHef
Society Songs," presented by the

Pleasant View Ward Relief Society

at an outing of the Sharon Stake, on

August 19, 1941. The play was writ-

ten by Sister Celestia
J.

Taylor, a

member of the ward. She was as-

sisted by Sisters Diantha T. Ekins

and Inez W. Muhlestein, who spent

long hours at libraries doing research

relating to song history and compil-

ing information upon which the play

was based. These sisters also direct-

ed the play and arranged for the

scenery and staging.

The report of this play was sub-

mitted by Anna T. Nielsen, president

of the Pleasant View Ward Relief

Society.

Big Cottonwood Stake (Utah)

A LTA }. VANCE, president of

Mount Olympus Ward Relief

Society reports:

On the evening of March 17, 1943, the

Mount Olympus Ward Relief Society pre-

sented the pageant, "One Hundred Years

of Progress," written by Myrl Porter. More
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CARBON STAKE RELIEF SOCIETY BOARD
Photographed at close of recognition program held in connection with the Relief Society

session of the stake quarterly conference, June 2S., 1942. The president. Belle Johnson,

is in the center, with her counselors, Belle McAllister and Hettie Bent on either side.

than one hundred ward members partici-

pated as members of the cast, in the Sing-

ing Mothers' chorus, in a male quartette,

and in other musical numbers.

In eight scenes, the pageant depicted the

organization, growth, and activities of the

Relief Society during its 101 years. The
accompanying picture shows a part of the

scene, "The Trek Across the Plains."

There was much enthusiasm shown and

it is felt that working together on this

venture brought about greater unity and

cooperation in the ward as well as in the

Society.

Carbon Stake (Utah)

OELLE JOHNSON, Carbon Stake

Relief Society president, and Es-

tella Mclntire, membership coordin-

ator, report that a special program of

recognition of the accomplishments

of the wards of this stake during the

four-year membership-building pro-

gram was held in connection with

the Relief Society session of the

stake quarterly conference during

the summer of 1942. The part of the

program which was devoted to the

recognition of achievements and pre-

sentation of awards was carried out in

rhyme. The report continues:

The Singing Mothers and other music

were under the direction of Stake Chorister

Mary Hansen. The talk suggested in the

program outlined by the General Board

was given by Counselor Belle McAllister,

and the scriptural reading, with music, by

Assistant Secretary Ardes McQueen. Presi-

dent Belle Johnson gave the president's

report and the rest of the time was given

to the recognitions and awards.

The hall was decorated in white roses and

baby breath. Two arches made of white

flowers were placed over the pulpit, form-

ing a beautiful canopy for those taking

part. There was a part on the program for

each of the stake board members and also

for those being honored. Awards were

made to Mabel Livingstone of the Third

Ward Relief Society for the best Relief

Society scrapbook in the stake; to Junie

Allred, also of the Third Ward, for the

highest rate of Relief Society Magazine
subscriptions; to Sister Helston of the

Scofield Ward for outstanding accomplish-
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THE RIGBY STAKE RELIEF SOCIETY
Planting an American weeping beech tree on the grounds of the new Idaho Falls

Temple, April 24, 1943.

ments in the membership campaign; and

to Sister Murphy, of Spring Glen Ward
Relief Society, for the best ward Relief

Society history. The presentation of

awards was by stake board members in

charge of the activities: Maudeen Gardner

presented the scrapbook award; Tillie An-

derson, the Magazine award; Estella Mcln-
tire, the membership award, and Irene D.
Perkins, stake secretary-treasurer, the his-

tory award. Counselor Hattie Bent then

presented to each ward a certificate of honor
for the cooperation and help of the wards.

Two little girls dressed in blue and gold

carried the certificates of award in daintily

decorated baskets to the honored ones.

This was followed by a candle-lighting

ceremony which was one of the highlights

of the program.

The stake scrapbook was a work of art

and was on display during and after the

program for the benefit of the congregation.

The program was planned by the stake

board and written up in rhyme by Assistant

Secretary Ardes McQueen.

Righy Stake (Idaho)

CTELLA F. BROSSARD, Relief

Society stake secretary-treasurer

submitted the following report of

the tree-planting ceremony held by

the Rigby Stake Relief Society,

which planted a tree on the grounds

of the new Idaho Falls Temple:

The tree-planting ceremony of the Rigby

Stake Relief Society was held Saturday,

April 24, 1943, at 4:00 p.m. on the

Latter-day Saint Temple grounds at Idaho

Falls, Idaho.

The tree, donated to the Temple grounds

by the Rigby Stake Relief Society, is an

American weeping beech.

Forty persons were present at the cere-

mony, including Elders H. T. Moss and

O. S. Cordon, formerly of the Rigby Stake

presidency; Elder Lyman J.
Ball, high coun-

cilman who is Relief Society advisor; the

former Relief Society stake president, Lettie

E. Call; and Elder Robert F. Woller, tem-

ple gardener. President Phoebe Cordon

presided.

The following program was presented:

Congregation sang "Our Mountain Home
So Dear," led by Sister Geneva Snow.

Invocation was offered by High Council-

man Lyman
J.

Ball.

Words of welcome and appreciation

were said by President Phoebe Cordon.

Stake Board Member Elva Ball read the

history of the specie of the American

weeping beech tree.
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VISITING TEACHERS OF THE RICHFIELD THIRD WARD, SEVIER STAKE,
Who achieved a record of loo per cent visiting teaching during 1941-42.

Vocal trio composed of Geneva Snow,

Sylvia Jones, and Mabel Fillmore sang

Joyce Kilmer's poem, "Trees."

The dedicatory prayer was offered by

Elder H. T. Moss.

Seviei Stake (Utah)

'T^HE Sevier Stake Relief Society

submitted the following report

of an entertainment for the visiting

teachers of the Richfield Third

Ward held in July 1942:

Under the leadership of the ward Relief

Society president, Georgia Ogden, and her

counselors. Myrtle Curtis and Ruby Niel-

son, a unique entertainment was given for

the visiting teachers of the Richfield Third

Ward. Sister Curtis was in direct charge

of the arrangements. Thirty-four of the

thirty-eight visiting teachers were in at-

tendance. Sisters Myrl Brugger, Sevier

Stake Relief Society president, and Martha
Hunt, stake leader of visiting teachers, were

present by special invitation. The enter-

tainment was given in appreciation for the

fine work done by the visiting teachers of

this ward, who achieved a record of 100

per cent visiting for the year.

A telephone conversation carried on by

the ward president, seated at one end of

the table with Everdena Winkel, ward
sponsor at the other end, explained the

purpose of the entertainment, presented

the high ideals and standards of Relief So-

ciety work, and expressed appreciation of

the willing and efficient work that had
been carried on by the ward visiting teach-

ers. Another feature of the entertainment

was the spelhng of the word TEACHER,
each assigned member giving her own in-

terpretation and meaning of each letter

in regard to the visiting teachers' work.

The contributions offered on this part of

the program were original and varied in

form and length.

Light refreshments, singing, and games

added much to the entertainment of the

afternoon.

Libeity Stake (Utah)

pDNA P. PULHAM, secretary-

treasurer of Liberty Stake Relief

Society, submitted the following re-

port:

The Liberty Stake Relief Society Board

entertained the ward presidencies at a de-

lightful luncheon, Thursday, September 17,

1942, in the Lion House. The occasion

was in the nature of a fall festival, express-

ing gratitude for the bounties of life. In

keeping with this idea, the tables were
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RELIEF SOCIETY OF LA GRANDE FIRST WARD, UNION STAKE (OREGON)
TAKEN AT CLOSING SOCIAL, MAY 26, 1942

Seated directly behind the basket of flowers at the right is Viola Fullmer, with her
counselors, Julia Decker and Katie Weimer on either side. Seated at the extreme right is

Mina Larson, who preceded Sister Fullmer as president, and seated at the extreme left

is Edith Stoddard, who served for many years as president of this ward Relief Society.

Seated, center, (between the women with babies) is Emma Stringham, Magazine repre-

sentative for many years. Grace Lindsay, secretary-treasurer, who submitted this picture,

stands in the second row, near the center.

beautifully decorated with fruits and vege-

tables cut in numerous patterns, depicting

stars and flowers. Each plate was marked
with a place card, and a nosegay consisting

of radish rosebuds and green parsley, with

a paper lace background tied with red rib-

bon. The master centerpiece consisted of

a huge basket of fruit. On each end of

the table was a large bowl of endive, on
which vegetables, cut in various shapes to

represent flowers, were arranged. These
unique decorations were the work of a

decoration committee of which Gardie

Standing, stake board member, was chair-

man.

Stake Relief Society President Emma G.
Phillips presided. The program was opened
by the group singing "One Hundred Thou-
sand Strong," under the leadership of Stake

Chorister Margaret Stockman and Stake Or-

ganist Agnes Duffin. The invocation was
by Louise H. Weilenmann, president of the

Liberty Ward. After an address of wel-

come by Gertrude R. Michelsen of the

stake presidency, the time was turned over

to our capable toastmistress, Diana R. Lam-
bert, a board member. [Since that time,

Sister Lambert has succeeded Sister Michel-

sen as counselor.]

The harvest idea was also carried out

in the toasts which were as follows: "The
Peach—Our Heritage," by Mildred P. Elg-

gren, a member of the stake presidency;

"The Pear—Our Responsibility as Moth-
ers of the Home Front," by Lillie B. Fors-

gren, president of the Harvard Ward;
"Wheat—Our Achievements of Yester-

day," by Elda D. Miller, president of the

Third Ward; "The Apple—Our Pledge

to the Future," by Reta T. Lambert, presi-

dent of the Thirty-first Ward.
Responses were given by the guests of

honor. Amy Brown Lyman, general presi-

dent of the Relief Society, and Vera W.
Pohlman, general secretary-treasurer, whose
inspiring talks were the highlights of the

program.

During the program a solo, "America

the Beautiful," was rendered by Margaret

Stockman.
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RELIEF SOCIETY OF LAGO WARD,, BANNOCK STAKE (IDAHO)

At the closing social held June 1940, at Hooper Spring, Soda Springs, Idaho. The elderly

lady in center of seated row is Sister Harris, who was first counselor in the first Relief

Society organized in this ward. This picture was submitted, in 1942, by Ward Relief

Society President Sadie Mickelson, who has since been succeeded by Jennie Mendenhall,

the present president.

RELIEF SOCIETY MEMBERS ATTENDING FORT WORTH (TEXAS)
BRANCH PICNIC AT TRINITY PARK, June 19, 1943

President Annie S. Poll is second from right and at left are Counselors Lydia Swanson

and Elsie Fox. Secretary Margaret Richins is in center (checked dress) and Magazine

representative Grace McCracken is at extreme right.
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Texas Mission

A NNIE S. POLL, president of the
-^ Fort Worth Branch Rehef So-

ciety, wrote recently:

For the past six years, the Fort Worth
Branch Rehef Society has sponsored a

branch picnic at the close of its Rehef

Society season. This year it was held June

19, 1943, in beautiful Trinity Park and

was enjoyed by sixty branch members. The
missionaries and branch Priesthood mem-
bers enjoyed a softball game before the

picnic lunch.

The accompanying picture of the Relief

Society members was taken at this outing.

We have all enjoyed in "Notes From the

Field" the pictures of our friends in the

wards and stakes at home, and hope some

of them will still remember those of us

who have been in the mission fields many
years, but still call Utah "Home."

TEANETTE LANDERMAN, sec-

^ retary of the Corpus Christi

Branch Relief Society, reports:

The Corpus Christi Branch Relief So-

ciety held its first bazaar Saturday evening,

December 12, 1942. A chicken dinner

was served; a fine program of songs, dances,

and oratory was presented; and various

games and dancing made the evening com-

plete. We are all ready to begin on articles

for our 1943 bazaar.

We have a beautiful spirit of love, char-

ity, faith, and toil among our sisters here.

SO YOUNG A BRIDE

Anna Piince Redd

So young a bride! Oh may you know

That laughter must help love to grow.

Ahead is all of life to prize . . .

So young—and yet so very wise!

If ever there come troubled days

In walking unfamiliar ways.

Let never come a time when song

Is silent on your lips for long.

The heart is quick to understand

The touch of an endearing hand.

Life, through every threaded line.

Is more of rose than gray design.
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Articles of Faith

Lesson 19 — Zion

Tuesday, December 7, 1943

(This is the third chapter dealing with Article 10)

Article lo—^'We believe . . . that Zion will be built upon this (the American)

continent, * * *"

Lesson Aim: To show that the work of the Lord will cover the whole earth,

and two capitals will be established, one on the eastern and one on the

western hemisphere, both of which will be Zion.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 19, TALMAGE'S ARTICLES OF FAITH

Two Gatheiing Places

Some of the passages quoted in

connection with the dispersion and
the subsequent gathering of Israel

make reference to Jerusalem, which

is to be re-established, and Zion,

which is to be built. True, the lat-

ter name is in many cases used as a

synonym of the first, owing to the

fact that a certain hill within Jeru-

salem of old was known specifically as

Zion, or Mount Zion; and the name
of a part is often used figuratively

to designate the whole; but in other

passages the separate and distinctive

meaning of the terms is clear. Micah
predicted the destruction of Jeru-

salem and its associated Zion (Micah

Page 576

3:12), and then announced a new
condition that is to exist in the last

days, when another "mountain of

the house of the Lord" is to be es-

tablished and this is to be called Zion

(Micah 4:1-2; Isaiah 2:2-3) Joel

(Joel 3:16). Zephaniah (Zeph. 3:

14-16),' Zechariah (Zech. 1:17; 2:7-

12), Isaiah ( Isa. 4:3-4; 40:9), as well

as other prophets, have looked for-

ward toward Zion and Jerusalem.

The Name ''Zion''

By derivation, Zion probably

meant bright or sunny; but this com
monplace signification is lost in the

deeper and more affecting meaning
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that the word as a name and title

came to acquire. The name has

been apphed as follows:

1. To the hill itself, or Mount
Zion, and, by extension of

meaning, to Jerusalem.

2. To the location of the "moun-
tain of the house of the Lord,"

which Micah predicts shall be

established in the last days, dis-

tinct from Jerusalem. To these

we may add another application

of the name as made known
through modem revelation,

viz.:

3. To the City of Holiness, found-

ed by Enoch, the seventh patri-

arch in descent from Adam,
and called by him Zion. (Pearl

of Great Price, Moses 7:18-21)

4. Yet another use of the term is

to be noted—a metaphorical

one—by which the Church of

God is called Zion, comprising,

according to the Lord's own
definition, the pure in heart

(Doctrine and Covenant^ 97:

21).

Jerusalem

^'Jerusalem" is generally believed

to mean by derivation the founda-

tion or city of peace. We meet
it for the first time as Salem, the

abode of Melchizedek, high priest

and king, to whom Abram paid

tithes (Gen. 14:18-20). During the

reigns of David and Solomon, the

city as the capital of the undivided

kingdom acquired great fame for its

riches, beauty, and strength, its chief

attraction being the imposing Tem-
ple of Solomon, (see I Kings, chaps.

5-8; 2 Chron., chaps. 2-7) . Again will

the ancient city become a royal seat,

her throne that of the King of Kings,

with permanency of glory assured.

The Latter-day Zion; New Jerusalem

Biblical statements concerning the

Zion of the last days, as separate

from both the ancient and re-estab-

ished Jerusalem of the east, are silent

regarding the geographical location

of this second and latter day capital

of Christ's kingdom. We learn

something, however, from the Bible

as to the physical characteristics of

the region wherein Zion is to be

built. It is explicit regarding the

mountainous character of the coun-

try of modern Zion which is to be

an ensign to the world. (Micah 4:

1-2; Isa. 2:2-3; 33*15-17^ 18:1-3).

The teachings of the Book of Mor-
mon, and the truths made known
through revelation in the present

dispensation are more explicit in re-

gard to location. In these scriptures,

the names Zion and New Jeru-

salem are used synonymously, the

latter designation being given in hon-

or of Jerusalem of the east. John
the Revelator (Rev. 21 :2), and Ether

(Ether 13:3-8) foretell the establish-

ment of this New Jerusalem, as did

Jesus Christ when visiting the Ne-
phites in America, soon after his

resurrection (3 Nephi 20:22; 21:

22-24). Ether the Jaredite, and John
the Revelator, separated by more
than six centuries of time and proph-

esying on opposite hemispheres, each

saw the New Jerusalem come down
from heaven "prepared," says the

Jewish apostle "as a bride adorned

for her husband" (Rev. 21:2). "The
Church in this day teaches that the

return of this city from the heavens

in glory, is the return of exalted

Enoch and his righteous people; and

that the people of the Zion of Enoch,
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and the modern Zion, or the gathered places of Zion." ( Doctrine and Cove-
saints on the western continent, will nants loi : 17-18, 43, 74, 75; 103:1, 11;

become one people. 1 36:18) . Zion is to be chastened, but

Latter-day revelation has desig- only for a little season (Doctrine

nated Independence, Missouri, as and Covenants 100:13). Redemption
the "center place'' of Zion (Doctrine will come, but it is to be determined

and Covenants 57:1-5). On August according to the faithfulness of the

3, 1831, the temple-site was dedicated people (Doctrine and Covenants

by the prophet, Joseph Smith, and his 105 :9) . As long ago as 1834 came the

associates in the Preisthood. Great word of the Lord unto the Church:
events are to mark the latter days: ''Behold I say unto you, were it not

Zion shall yet be established on this for the transgressions of my people,

chosen site, and *'shall not be moved speaking concerning the Church and
out of her place," and the pure in not individuals, they might have

heart, shall return "with songs of been redeemed even now" (Doc-

everlasting joy, to build up the waste trine and Covenants 105:1-2).

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS PROCEDURE

Suggested Songs have visited either of these places

"Zion Stands with Hills Surround- ^^o^se them, if possible, to make the

ed" by Kelly, Relief Society Songs, reports,

page 8; Deseret Sunday School Songs,

page 126. ^ Committee of Specialists

"Zion Prospers All Is Well" by ^^^ representative members of the

E. R. Snow, Deseret Sunday School ^lass^ could be selected by the class

Songs page ic:^
leader well in advance of the lesson

"Beautiful Zion, Built Above,"
J.

to become specialists on the chapter

G. Fones, Deseret Sunday School
^lon. They should do extensive

<^
^ readmg and research on this subject.

"I'll ^c^
^

'c^u T> A ^- 1.
O" *^e theology day, they should

The Song of the Redeemed by
each have with them their detailed

Evan Stephens, Relief Society Songs.
^^^^^^ ^-^^^ ^^-^^^^ g^^^ ^^ Mormon,

page 83. ^^^ Doctrine and Covenants, and
"Redeemer of Israel" by W. W. should be familiar enough with the

Phelps, Relief Society Songs, page references to find passages quickly.

37; Deseret Sunday School Songs, They should be seated at a table in

page 133. the front of the class. The class

leader should direct the procedure

Two Gathering Places Visuahzed ^^ ^h^ hour, using the committee

TT r ' ^ ^ i.T- members to answer questions, make
Have a five-minute report on the

i^nayons, etc., to bring out the
geography of Jerusalem and another

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^
report about Independence, Mis- ^

souri, shovvdng pictures of each local- Note: The above procedure sug-

ity. If any class or ward members gested for the six members might be
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adopted, in part, by all members of members should be urged to familiar-

the class. 'To be thoroughly ac- ize themselves with the lesson and to

quainted with the lesson is to be thor- bring to class the standard works of

oughly interested in it." The class our Church each theology lesson day.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The time is soon comings when no man
will have any peace but in Zion and her

stakes. (Teachings of the Prophet Joseph

Smith, page 161.)

And what is Zion? In one sense Zion

is the pure in heart. But is there a land

that ever will be called Zion? Yes, breth-

ren. What land is it? It is the land that

the Lord gave to Jacob, who bequeathed it

to his son Joseph, and his posterity, and

they inhabit it, and that land is North and

South America. That is Zion, as to land,

as to territory, and location. The children

of Zion have not yet much in their posses-

sion, but their territory is North and South

America to begin with. As to the spirit of

Zion, it is in the hearts of the Saints of

those who love and serve the Lord with

all their might, mind and strength. (Dis-

courses of Biigham Young, edition of 1925,

pages 183-184.)

We want all the Latter-day Saints to

understand how to build up Zion. The
City of Zion, in beauty and magnificence,

will outstrip anything that is now known
upon the earth. The curse will be taken

from the earth and sin and corruption will

be swept from its face. Who will do this

great work? Is the Lord going to convince

the people that he will redeem the center

Stake of Zion, beautify it and then place

them there without an exertion on their

part? No. He will not come here to build

a Temple, a Tabernacle, a Bowery, or to

set out fruit trees, make aprons of fig leaves

or coats of skins, or work in brass and iron,

for we already know how to do these things.

He will not come here to teach us how to

raise and manufacture cotton, how to make
hand cards, how to card, how to make spin-

ning machines, looms, etc., etc. We have

to build up Zion, if we do our duty. [Dis-

courses of Biigham Young, edition of 1925,
page 184.)

ViSiting cJeachers 1 1 iessages to the uiorne

Sources of Strength

Lesson 3—Freedom of Choice

Tuesday, December 7, 1944

"pREEDOM of choice develops peo-

ple, makes them strong and self-

reliant. They must think and act

for themselves. Free agency is a

basic principle in man's develop-

ment. Without it, he can never

reach the high destiny marked out

for him. The right to choose his

course in life, to say how he v^ill wor-

ship and whom, to walk the earth as

a free man, are some of the reasons,

if not the principal ones, why
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this great war is being waged. In

the august council held in Heaven
before the world was framed or man
appeared upon its surface, Satan

sought to rob us of our agency. He
and his followers were defeated, and
the forces of righteousness and truth

were triumphant. They were victori-

ous in that contest, and they will al-

ways ultimately prevail. Man's de-

velopment rests upon his agency.

Democratic government is built up-

on the fundamental idea that men
are able to govern themselves, that

they are happier when they do it,

that no man has the right to govern

another man without that man's con-

sent, that enforced obedience is not

only contrary to the will and pur-

pose of the Almighty, but contrary

to man's highest happiness. If the

individual has not the power of

choice, if he is denied his agency,

how can he be held accountable for

something he cannot do? We are

given to know right from wrong and
are free to choose. Our Heavenly
Father never resorts to force or com-
pulsion.

He'll call, persuade, direct aright,

And bless with wisdom, love, and light;

In nameless ways be good and kind,

But never force the human mind.

We all have the right of choice,

but when a choice is once made, we
are responsible for the consequences.

These questions may arise: Why
are we subject to temptation? Why
is the world made hard? The world

is made hard to make men and
women strong. It takes rough seas

to make good sailors. Without over-

coming obstacles, life would be flat,

unprofitable, and great quality in

character would be impossible.

"Who would take adversity from
men? He who banishes hardship

banishes hardihood, and out of the

same door with calamity walks cour-

age and fortitude, triumphant faith,

and sacrificial love."

You remember ''The Two Roads,"

by Jean Paul Richter. This is the

story of a boy who dreamed that he
was an old man and that he had
chosen the wrong road, and he cried

in the anguish of his soul for the

days of his youth to return—the days

when his father took him to the fork

of the roads and told him he had his

choice. He explained that one road

led into a dark cave where serpents

hissed and crawled and where poison

flowed instead of water, and the other

led into sunny lands where harvests

waved and birds sang. In his dream
he thought he had taken the wrong
road, and his heart was full of re-

morse. Fortunately it was only a

dream. How important it is to make
the right choice!

Discussion

1. How is one made strong through

making decisions for oneself?

2. What factors will aid one in choosing

aright?

3. Discuss the quotation:

"The pursuit of easy things makes
men weak, while a mastery of the

difficult makes men strong."

References

Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 29:36;
101:78-79

Peari of Great Price, Moses 4:1-3; 7:32
Discourses oi Biigham Young, edition

1925, chapter V, pp. 95-103
Gospel Doctrine, Joseph F. Smith, chap-

ter IV. pp. 58-63

The Relief Society Magazine, January

1941, p. 40
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uiome cJopics

*HE December and January lessons for the Home Topics Department will appear in

the October issue of the Magazine.

JLiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson 3—The Bible Lyric

Tuesday, December 21, 1943

/CHILDREN of Israel, denied Ernest S. Bates, wherein the Bible

through one of their command- is cast in its literary forms, and the

ments (Exodus 20:4) expression in lyrics lift into the clear,

the forms of painting and sculpture. In the study of the Bible lyric

gave vent to their emotions, v^ith which comes in its story setting, we
more than usual intensity, through have a marked advantage. It is like

lyric literature. No people have sur- a rose that blooms at the end of a

passed them in the creation of songs, thorny stem. Back of the song is the

especially those of a religious type, stirring tale that quickens into lyrical

These Biblical lyrics are to be found expression at the strategic moment,

mainly in the Old Testament, where This is not unlike what occurs in

they often occur in story settings or grand opera when the story that is

are grouped, as in the Psalms, in being dramatized rises into such a

what we might today call a religious lyric gem as the "J^^el Song" in

songbook. Faust^ the "Sextet" in Lucia. Here

How shall one distinguish a Bible is one basic difference: the Bible lyric

lyric from the Bible story in which is generally deeply religious in its

it is sometimes found? It would be cast and nature,

rather difficult to do so, if one had Let us add coricreteness to these

only the King James version of the thoughts with a few typical illustra-

Bible. There, as has been said be- tions: Moses has broken the chains

fore, the various literary forms are of bondage of his oppressed people,

all cast in a "chapter and verse" mold. Rising in stirring climax, the epic of

But take the Modern Reader's Bihh, the Plagues has brought the story to

by Dr. R. G. Moulton, or another the point when the King, feeling

such volume. The Bible Designed God's v^ath in the death of his own
to be Read as Living Literature, by son, has set the Israelites free. They
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are on their way to the Promised

Land. An army pursues. The wa-

ters of the Red Sea have been rolled

back, and the people pass through,

while the pursuers are drowned in

the depths. Up to this point the

story is all told in swiftly-moving

Biblical prose; but even such expres-

sion cannot adequately depict the

exultation that sweeps over Israel

at its deliverance. It is here that a

nation's heart bursts into superb

song:

I will sing unto the Lord, for he hath tri-

umphed gloriously:

The horse and his rider hath he thrown
into the sea.

The Lord is my strength and my song,

And he is become my salvation:

This is my God, and I will praise him;

My father's God, and I will exalt him.

The Lord is a man of war:

The Lord is his name,
Pharoah's chariots and his host hath he cast

into the sea:

And his chosen captains are sunk in the

Red Sea.

The deeps cover them:

They went down into the depths like a

stone.

Who is like unto thee, O Lord, among
the Gods?

Who is like unto thee, glorious in holi-

ness.

Fearful in praises, doing wonders?

(See Exodus 15:1-17; Modern Reader's

Bible, pp. 67-68.)

The foregoing quotation is, of

course, only part of this stirring lyri-

cal ode. This excerpt, however, re-

veals something of a Bible song in its

story setting.

Another lyric of rare artistry, Dav-
id's Lament, closes the epic of the

warrior king of Israel. When the

tragic word of the death of Saul, the

king, and his son Jonathan, David's

dearest friend, comes to him, the

soul of David is expressed in these

lyric lines:

Thy glory, O Israel,

Is slain upon thy high places!

How are the mighty

—

Fallen!

Tell it not in Gath,

Publish it not in the streets of Askelon;

Lest the daughters of the Philistines re-

joice,

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised

triumph.

Ye mountains of Gilboa, let there be no
dew nor rain upon you,

Neither fields of offerings:

For there the shield of the mighty was
vilely cast away,

The shield of Saul, as of one not anointed

with oil.

Saul and Jonathan were lovely and pleas-

ant in their lives.

And in their death they were not divided;

They were swifter than eagles,

They were stronger than lions.

Ye daughters of Israel,

Weep over Saul,

Who clothed you in scarlet delicately.

Who put ornaments of gold upon your

apparel.

How are the mighty

—

Fallen in the midst of the battle!

O Jonathan,

Slain upon thy high places.

I am distressed for thee, my brother Jona-

than

Very pleasant hast thou been unto me:
Thy love for me was wonderful.

Passing the love of women.

How are the mighty

—

Fallen!

And the weapons of war

—

Perished!

(See 2 Sam. 1:19-27; Modern Reader's

Bible, pp. 281-282.)
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Other well known lyrics woven in-

to the Bible stories are the plea of

Ruth, Hannah's song of rejoicing

over the birth of Samuel, David's La-

ment over Absalom. Besides these

gems of poetry that sparkle in their

various settings, there are many beau-

tiful lyrics in the books of prophecy,

especially those in Isaiah. Of these

more will be said in a later lesson.

The Psalms, as already said, are a

collection of the songs of Israel.

Many of these echo in the hearts of

people all over the world, for in their

entirety or in part, they are being

sung by God-fearing folk everywhere.

Eminent literary critics have ranked

Psalm Twenty-three—The Shepherd
Psalm—as one of the finest lyrics

ever created. Its lovely lines have

sung solace and faith and trust into

the hearts of thousands upon thou-

sands down the years. Observe the

sweet cadence and consoling thought

as you read aloud these beginning

lines:

The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures,

He leadeth me beside the still waters,

He restoreth my soul.

Rhythmic beauty is given to the

Bible lyric, as shown in this and the

other parts of songs quoted in this

lesson, by the parallel form in which
the songs are cast. Observe that

the thought of the lyric is expressed

then re-expressed in different words.

This is an outstanding characteristic

of Hebrew verse. In effect, this

repetition not only reimpresses the

thought but gives to the lyric a musi-

cal beauty and, with the artistic

changes in the parellel lines, avoids

monotony.

Another characteristic of the Bible

lyric, which marks indeed all great

lyrics, is the vividness of word pic-

tures; for example, observe in the

lines just quoted what a delightful

scene is deftly sketched of a shep-

herd with his flock. Note also the

pictures that come from these ex-

pressions, ''swifter than eagles,"

''stronger than lions," "in scarlet del-

icately," "passing the love of wom-
an."

A wealth of artistry, with an uplift

into things divine, is in the study of

the Bible lyric. Our hope is that

this lesson may prove an "open
sesame" to these treasures. It re-

mains for those who study it to carry

forward.

Discussion and Activities

1

.

What is the origin of the word Jyric?

Name some lyric in the Bible, other

than those given in this lesson, which
has brought uplift to you.

2. It has been said that back of every

great song Hes a story. How is this

truth illustrated by some of the lyrics

found in the Bible?

3. What is the main theme of the lyrics

created by the Children of Israel?

Why?
4. One poet has said, "Our sweetest

songs are those that tell of saddest

thought." Apply this thought to

the creation of some Bible lyric; to

the negro spirituals; to any other rare

lyric.

5. What is meant by "parallel verse"?

Illustrate with quotations from one of

your favorite psalms. By reading the

quotation aloud show the musical ef-

fect of the parallel lines.

6. Find two expressions in some Bible

lyric that suggest pictures.

7. Read aloud all of Psalm 23 or 24, or

some other Bible lyric. Note the

cadence, the word pictures, the re-

ligious uplift that comes from the

lyric chosen.

8. How are Bible lyrics echoed in many
of the songs we sing today? Give an

illustration.
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Social Sc

N
cience

O social science lesson is printed in this issue of the Magazine, as no lesson for this

department is planned for the month of December, due to the holiday season.

Stones from the iBooA of lliormon

"VrO lesson for this department is printed in this issue of the Magazine, as the General
•^^ Board does not require that a meeting be held on Tuesday, December 28, due to

the holiday season.

ERRATUM

ATTENTION is called to an error in the social science lesson, no. 9, in the August

Relief Society Magazine, page 515, which erroneously names John Marshall as the

first Chief Justice of the United States. While John Marshall was the most notable

of American jurists and a Chief Justice, John Jay was the first Chief Justice.

Ezra Taft Benson Called To The Apostleship

(Continued from page 531

)

Stake in which capacity he served un-

Ezra T. Benson has been a con- til he moved to Washington, D.C.
sistent and devoted Church member with his family,

throughout his hfe. His early activi- Elder Benson is blessed with a

ties centered about ward and stake devoted wife who has supported him
priesthood work, also acting as a in all his endeavors. Flora Smith
scout leader. He spent two years Amussen is the youngest daughter of

serving as a missionary in Eng- Utah's pioneer jeweler, Carl Chris-

land. In 1932, while residing in tian Amussen, and Barbara Smith.

Boise, he was made superintendent The Bensons are the parents of five

of the Young Men's Mutual Im- children. Reed A., Mark A., Barbara,

provement Association of Boise Beverly, and Bonnie.

Stake. Three years later he was President Benson will assume his

chosen to be first counselor in the new duties following the October

stake presidency, and, in 1938, he conference at which time he will be

was made president of the Boise sustained in his new position.



Stumps Of Opportunities
John M. Freckleton

THE tree was extremely tall and

bare. Against the flushed even-

ing sky it would stand sharply

outlined in its nakedness, as though

graven on the wall of the heavens.

I don't know what kind of tree it

was, though it may have been an

elm. But on the many occasions

when I passed it, I was deeply im-

pressed by its lonely dignity. It was

an interesting tree. To follow the

long, lean lines of its limbless trunk

high into the sky, finding far above

a few twisted branches, was an in-

spiring act. The sight of this tree

always made me long to write a beau-

tiful poem about it. But I never

had time.

One day, not long ago, I chanced

to pass the corner where stood this

tree. Where it had been flowed

empty sky. The tree was gone, and

where its roots had sought the earth

was a low, shattered stump. Tall

majesty had shrunk to obscurity.

Doubtless the long bole had been

ruthlessly sawed into convenient

lengths for logs—and my poem was

gone.

The feeling that came over me
when I viewed the scanty remains

was not an altogether new one. I

feP: regret over its untimely fate, cer-

tainly, but more definitely, sorrow

over not having written my poem.
With the inspiration gone, whence
would come its dedication?

But, as I have said, the feeling of

sorrow was not a new one for me.
Many times in my life, I have found

myself experiencing a similar emo-

tion. Things I should have done,

things I would have done, left un-

done. Interesting people I have neg-

lected until too late.

My grandfather was an unusual

sort of person. He crossed the plains

with grandmother, pushing a hand-

cart. In the wilderness of Utah Ter-

ritory, he helped establish a vigorous

commonwealth. He helped enforce

law and justice, he aided in the fight

for truth, and served as a man of

God. During his early years here,

he was a justice of the peace, a bishop,

and twice a missionary to his native

country, Old Ireland. And in the

meantime, he was able to be a good
father to twelve children.

Both he and grandmother saw the

roughness of frontier life, yet he was
always a lover of art, music, and lit-

erature. Not only did he read the

works of the great masters, but he at-

tempted to capitalize on the inspira-

tion they gave by writing for himself.

He was not especially successful in

writing, but in the rough country

where he lived he was eminently suc-

cessful in finding beauty.

For a long time I had intended

interviewing grandfather on his early

life in Ireland and Scotland, and

about his journey to Utah and life

here. Never finding time, I failed

to accomplish this desire. He has

been dead quite a number of years

now, and all the interesting tales he

could have told, and the valuable

information he could have given me
have gone with him. Of him, I have

but a stump of memory, nothing

else.

Page 585
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In a similar way, I have come into

contact with other interesting per-

sonahties, failed to take advantage

of my opportunities to gain some-

thing from them, and later found my-
self regretting my procrastination.

On numerous occasions I have gone
to concerts or lectures, heard a mar-

velous performance by a brilliant ar-

tist, and fought a losing fight with

myself to walk up and talk with this

person face to face. And it would
not have been hard to do. Once I

had an excellent opportunity,

through a mutual acquaintance, to

meet and talk with Percy Grainger,

the noted composer and pianist. For
some unimportant reason, I neglect-

ed going to the hall where he was re-

hearsing, and consequently, my only

contact with him was that of a deeply

thrilled member of his concert audi-

ence. Another stump of lost oppor-

tunity to look back on.

All this suggests that day by day

we are all missing good opportunities

to get more out of life. The stumps

of many noble trees are doubtless

strewn along our way. The fact that

we can look back over a period of

years and see, with regret, many
worthwhile things we could have

done is proof of this. Perhaps it was

a poem that should have been writ-

ten. Perhaps service to humanity

that was neglected. We all like to

feel that we have been useful to the

world. But all the while we are like-

ly to find ourselves merely sliding

through life, merely existing.

I could have been a strong pillar

of the church, one might say to him-

self. J could have been more de-

voted to the Church rather than

giving mere lukewarm allegiance.

The books which should have been

read, the letters which should have
been written, the hundred and one
minor deeds of life which should have
been done, these all leave disturbing

stumps where noble opportunities

once flourished.

Opportunity, however, is never in

the future, but constantly at hand.

Yet when we at last find time, oppor-

tunity is often gone It is no longer

a noble, inspiring tree, it is a useless

stump.

It is as much truth as poetry to

say that there is no yesterday, nor to-

morrow, but only today. Opportun-
ity is not yesterday, nor will it be
tomorrow, it is here today, and the

only time to enjoy it is the present.

After all, when we look about us and
see the people who have done the

things we might have done, isn't it

evident that they did not wait for a

better time? Had they done so, they

would probably still be waiting.

Rather than a saddening field of

stumps to contemplate, they boast a

flourishing grove.

One of these days, not very, very

long from now, we will find ourselves

in another life, the life of the here-

after. There we will be given the

task, perhaps, of looking back upon
the life we have left, of considering

all that we have done. Then, if never

before, we will learn the truth of the

expression, "of all the sad words of

tongue or pen, the saddest are these,

'it might have been.' " Will we see in

retrospect a depressing expanse of

broken stumps of opportunities, or

will we see a charming forest of tall

trees, with scarcely a stump to be

seen? Well, that's your task, and

mine. Let's see what we are going

to do about it.
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cJhe C/rontispiece

T^HE picture, "The Landing of Columbus on San Salvador'' by Vander-

lyn, is used as the frontispiece of this Magazine. The New World will

celebrate, on October 12, the 451 anniversary of the discovery of America
by Christopher Columbus. The following quotation from the Book of

Mormon tells of a man who ''went forth upon the many waters, even unto

the seed of my brethren, who were in the promised land":

And I looked and beheld a man among the Gentiles who was separated from the

seed of my brethren by the many waters; and I beheld the Spirit of God; that it came
down and wrought upon the man; and he went forth upon the many waters, even unto
the seed of my brethren, who were in the promised land.

The Prophet Joseph Smith once compared himself to Columbus when
he said: "I break the ground; I lead the way like Columbus. . .

."

oJhe C(over

"THE TEMPLE WALL"

T. /. HoweUs, M.D.

Surrounding the Temple grounds in Salt Lake City and a very important part of the

landscape is a tall massive structure known as the "Temple Wall." The building of the
wall, begun as a make-work project in the fall of 1852, was completed five years later.

The architect of the wall was Truman O. Angell. The structure gives an appearance
of strength, solidity, and utility, all of which is characteristic of early pioneer building.

Not only does the wall enclose various edifices dear to the hearts of Latter-day Saints,

including the Salt Lake Temple, the Salt Lake Tabernacle, and the Salt Lake Assembly
Hall, but it encloses the block from which the streets in Salt Lake City radiate and the
principal ones receive their names.

The wall is artistic and forms a beautiful background for flowers which bloom in

rich profusion within the grounds of Temple Square.

Editor's note: The cover photograph is by Dr. T.
J. Howells. The cover arrange-

ment is by Evan Jensen.
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Importance of the Sacrament

Meeting
Elder Joseph Fielding Smith

Member of the Council of the Twelve

AT the conclusion of the Pass-

over supper on the night of

the betrayal, Jesus introduced

the sacrament. It is recorded in

Luke:

And he took bread, and gave thanks, and

brake it, and gave unto them, saying. This

is my body which is given for you: this

do in remembrance of me.

Likewise also the cup after supper, say-

ing, This cup is the new testament in my
blood, which is shed for you.

In this manner the sacred and holy

ordinance of the sacrament was in-

troduced. This ordinance was not

intended merely for the apostles, but

for all the members of the Church,

and it was the custom of the ancient

saints to meet often for this purpose,

as they were commanded. Then
came the days of apostasy when this

simple and holy ordinance was
turned into a feast which brought
from Paul a rebuke because the sacra-

ment had been turned into a supper

of revelry and drunkenness. The
sacrament is not a ''supper" although

it has become the custom to refer to

it as such. In Paul's rebuke and in-

struction to the Corinthian saints,

he said:

For I have received of the Lord that

which also I delivered unto you. That the

Lord Jesus, the same night in which he
was betrayed, took bread:

And when he had given thanks, he brake

it, and said, Take, eat; this is my body,

which is broken for you: this do in remem-
brance of me.

After the same manner also he took the

cup, when he had supped, saying, This cup
is the new testament in my blood: this

do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance
of me.

For as often as ye eat this bread, and
drink this cup, ye do shew the Lord's death

till he come.

Wherefore whosoever shall eat this

bread, and drink this cup of the Lord, un-

worthily, shall be guilty of the body and
blood of the Lord.

But let a man examine himself, and so

let him eat of that bread, and drink of that

cup.

Page 589
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For he that eateth and drinketh unworth-

ily, eateth and drinketh damnation to him-

self, not discerning the Lord's body.

For this cause many are weak and sickly

among you, and many sleep. (I Cor. ii:

23-30.)

When the Gospel was restored,

the Lord commanded the members
of the Church to observe this sacred

ordinance in all solemnity. In a reve-

lation given on August 7, 1831, He
said:

Thou shalt thank the Lord thy God in

all things.

Thou shalt offer a sacrifice unto the Lord

thy God in righteousness, even that of a

broken heart and a contrite spirit.

And that thou mayest more fully keep

thyself unspotted from the world, thou

shalt go to the house of prayer and offer

up thy sacraments upon my holy day;

For verily this is a day appointed unto

you to rest from your labors, and to pay thy

devotions unto the Most High; (D. & C.

59:7-10.)

The partaking of these emblems
constitutes one of the most holy and

sacred ordinances in the Church, an

ordinance v^hich has replaced the

slaying and eating of the paschal

lamb which was typical of the sacri-

fice upon the cross of our Redeemer,

given to Israel in Egypt, and in re-

membrance of the great sacrifice

which was, to them, future. From
the time of the exodus from Egypt

to the crucifixion of our Redeemer,

the Israelites were commanded to

observe the passover at a certain time

each year. On the solemn night be-

fore the crucifixion the Lord changed

this ordinance and gave in its stead

the sacrament. We have been com-

manded to meet often, not merely

once each year, and go to the house

of prayer and there remember our

Redeemer and make covenant with

Him in partaking oft of this holy

ordinance.

The sacrament meeting is the

most sacred and the most important

meeting required of all the members
of the Church. If any of the mem-
bers are not in good standing; if they

have in their hearts any feeling of

hatred, envy, sin of any kind, they

should not partake of these emblems.

If there are any differences or feel-

ings existing between brethren, these

differences should be adjusted before

the guilty parties partake; otherwise

they will eat and drink unworthily

and bring upon them the condemna-
tion spoken of by Paul. We should

all see that ''our hearts and hands

are clean and pure."

Those members of the Church
who habitually absent themselves

from the sacrament meeting and

who do not enter into the covenants

which the sacrament requires of

them, are guilty of grievous sin and

are under grave condemnation. The
Spirit of the Lord cannot dwell in

them and they deny to themselves

the guidance of that Spirit. Willful

and protracted absence is a sign of

apostasy, and if persisted in will lead

to faultfinding, disagreement with

authorities and misunderstanding

and criticism of the doctrines of the

Church. If such a course is contin-

ued, it will lead those who are guilty

out of the Church, for the Spirit of

the Lord cannot be their companion

when they show indifference to this

sacred commandment.

T HAVE often wondered if we fully

realize the significance and im-

portance of the covenants we make
in partaking of these emblems in

remembrance of the body and blood
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of Jesus Christ. It is our duty to

carefully and thoughtfully consider

the nature of these prayers when we
hear them offered in our meetings.

There are four very important things

we covenant to do each time we par-

take of these emblems, and in par-

taking, there is the token that we
subscribe fully to the obligations,

and thus they become binding upon

us. These are as follows:

1. We eat in remembrance of the body

of Jesus Christ, promising that we will al-

ways remember His wounded body slain

upon the cross.

2. We drink in remembrance of the

blood which was shed for the sins of the

world, which atoned for the transgression'

of Adam, and which frees us from our own
sins on condition of our true repentance.

3. We covenant that we will be willing

to take upon us the name of the Son and

always remember Him. In keeping this

covenant we promise that we will be called

by His name and never do anything that

would bring shame or reproach upon that

name.

4. We covenant that we will keep His

commandments which He has given us; not

one commandment, but that we will be

willing to "live by every word that proceed-

eth forth from the mouth of God." (D. &
C. 84:44.)

If we will do these things then

we are promised the continual guid-

ance of the Holy Ghost, and if we
will not do these things we will not

have that guidance.

Again, I have wondered how mem-
bers of the Church can go to the

sacrament service and partake of

these emblems, and make these sol-

emn covenants, and then immediate-

ly after the close of the meeting go

out to some place of amusement, to

attend a picture show, a baseball

game, or some resort, or to gather at

some home to play cards. When

any of these things is done the guilty

person (or persons) violates this

sacred covenant so recently made or

renewed. Do they who do this pay

so little attention to their obliga-

tions that they really do not sense

their significance? Or do they think

that the Lord in His abundant good-

ness and mercy will overlook their

shortcomings, and do they look up-

on it as being not a very great sin

after all to violate covenants made
in this manner? Of course, only

those who are guilty are able to an-

swer these questions. The fact re-

mains, however, that when we in-

dulge in habits of this kind we are

covenant breakers guilty of offenses,

as taught by Paul, of the most serious

kind. Because of these breaches of

the commandments, and the viola-

tion of covenants thus solemnly tak-

en, many among us are in the same

condition as they were in the days

of Paul; they are spiritually sick, weak
in the faith, and they sleep the spirit-

ual sleep that leads to death.

In offering Himself a sacrifice for

sin, our Savior freed the world from

the consequences of the transgression

of Adam. He was also freeing all

men from the consequences of their

own sins if they are willing to accept

Him as their Redeemer and keep His

commandments. It is impossible for

weak mortals, and we are all weak,

to fully comprehend the extent of

the suffering of the Son of God. We
cannot realize the price He had to

pay. To the Prophet Joseph Smith

He said:

For behold, I, God, have suffered these

things for all, that they might not suflFer if

they would repent; But if they would not

repent, they must suffer even as I; Which
suffering caused myself, even God, the great-
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est of all, to tremble because of pain, and to

bleed at every pore, and to suffer both body
and spirit: and would that I might not

drink the bitter cup and shrink—Neverthe-

less, glory be to the Father, and I partook

and finished my preparations unto the

children of men; (D. & C. 19:16-19).

It is, however, within our grasp to

know and reahze that this excruciat-

ing agony of His sacrifice has brought

to us the greatest blessing that could

possibly be given. Moreover, we are

able to realize that this extreme suf-

fering—which was beyond the power
of mortal man either to accomplish

or endure—was undertaken because

of the great love which the Father

and the Son had for mankind. We
are extremely ungrateful to our Fa-

ther and to His beloved Son when
in all humility with ''broken hearts

and contrite spirits" we are unwilling

to keep the commandments. The
violation of any divine command-
ment is a most ungrateful act, con-

sidering all that has been accom-

plished for us through the atonement
of our Savior.

The lack of faith on the part of

the members of the Church is evi-

denced in the fact that only one, in

about four or five on the average,

attends this most important meet-

ing, and in the further fact that in

so many places the bishops of wards

seem to think that they have to en-

gage outstanding speakers, and to

some extent tickle the ears of the

people by speaking and entertain-

ment, at the sacrament services. The
primary and outstanding reason why
we should attend these services is

that we may renew our covenants by

partaking of the sacrament. The
question, who will speak, is of sec-

ondary importance, although it is

too frequently considered the first.

Our faith is always measured by our

works. If we fully appreciated the

many blessings which are ours

through the redemption made for us,

there is nothing that the Lord could

ask of us that we would not anxiously

and willingly do. Why cannot we,

today, show forth the faith, and

thereby gain the happiness, which

was had among the "Nephites when
it was said of them:

. . . they did walk after the command-
ments which they had received from their

Lord and their God, continuing in fasting

and prayer, and in meeting together oft,

both to pray and to hear the word of the

Lord. ...
And it came to pass that there was no

contention in the land, because of the love

of God which did dwell in the hearts of the

people.

. . . and surely there could not be a hap-

pier people among all the people who had

been created by the hand of God; . . .

AUTUMN
Edna S. Dustin

The frost is busy retracing the earth

With his brilliant colored spray.

He has dressed all the trees by the bend in the road

In Armenian colors gay.

The trees form in line like a long caravan,

The burning wild grass shifts the scenes.

And the colored leaves as they gracefully sway

Are dancing gypsies, with tambourines.



Marianne C. Sharp Appointed

Associate Editor of Relief

Society Magazine
President Amy Brown Lyman

THE General Presidency of Re-

lief Society is pleased to an-

nounce the appointment, Au-

gust 1, 1943, of Marianne C. Sharp

as associate editor of The Relief So-

ciety Magazine. Mrs. Sharp, wife

of Ivor Sharp, manager of KSL, and

daughter of President and Mrs.
J.*

Reuben Clark, Jr., has been a mem-
ber of the Relief Society General

Board since its reorganization Jan-

uary 1940. Soon after the appoint-

ment of the editor. Belle S. Spafford,

as counselor to President Amy
Brown Lyman in December 1942,

Mrs. Sharp began serving as assist-

ant to the editor. She has given ex-

cellent service in this capacity, tak-

ing the major responsibility in the

selection and preparation of Maga-
zine material. Her editorial abilitv

is not only reflected in recent issues

of the Magazine, but also in A Cen-

tenary of Relief Societyy published

by the General Board in commemor-
ation of the one hundredth annivers-

ary of the Society. Mrs. Sharp and
Counselor Belle S. Spafford were ap-

pointed by the Board to serve as the

committee on the preparation of this

book. Mrs. Sharp's contribution to

the general excellence of the pub-
lication was important and valuable.

She has a natural interest in historical

happenings, and this book bears evi-

dence of the thoroughness of her re-

MARIANNE C. SHARP

search, her good judgment in evalu-

ating historical events, and the ac-

curacy with which she records his-

torical facts.

Mrs. Sharp received her grade and
high school training in Washington,
D.C., where the Clark family lived

for a number of years. During her

senior year in high school, she edited

the high school yearbook and school

paper. When the family moved
from the East to Utah, Marianne en-

tered the University of Utah, where
(Continued on page 613)
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Periodic Medical Examinations of

Apparently Healthy Persons
H. L. Marshall, M.D.

Professor of Public Health and Preventive Medicine, Medical School, University of Utah

HUMAN nature is characterized Life Extension Institute,

by many inconsistencies. One Life insurance companies have

of them is the chasm which been strong supporters of the prac-

so often separates knowledge from tice, and some have used it. on a

action—knowing what should be large scale. The Army has adopted

done from actually doing it. Par- the practice of yearly examination

ticularly is this often true in the man- of all officers, and schools are acting

agement of our own human mechan- on the idea to an increasing extent,

ism. Fears, prejudices, and indiffer- But, for adults in general, practice

ence are usually stronger than knowl- lags far behind conviction. There-

edge. It is easier to follow one's feel- fore, it is worth-while to consider the

ings than one's reason. matter objectively. Mere persuasion

Twenty years ago a member of offends the intelligence,

the Public Relations Committee of The human body, considered

the Pennsylvania Medical Society mechanistically, is an energy-liberat-

wrote, 'The proposal that, healthy ing machine. It displays grov^i:h, de-

people be examined at regular inter- velopment, and degeneration. It is

vals for the purpose of preventing subject to unfavorable changes of

disease is notable for the logic of its structure and function which lead to

theory and the slowness of its adop- disability, pain, and death. These
tion." In China it is said to have changes we call disease. Except in

been a custom for clients to pay a case of accident or violence, basic

physician regularly for keeping them changes almost never develop sud-

well, but to stop payment and de- denly. They are progressive and,

mand free treatment if the client be- for a considerable time, they usually

came sick. produce no symptoms of which the

In our Anglo-Saxon background person is aware. Let us assume that

the good old English Doctor Dobell a yardstick divided into thirty-six

suggested, in 1861, that much good inches represents the whole process

could be accomplished and much of a chronic (i.e. slow) disease. The
harm prevented if physicians would left end of the rule marks the very

carefully examine their patients be- first beginning of the morbid pro-

fore, instead of exclusively after, the cess; the right end marks the termin-

symptoms of disease appeared. In ation. Rarely does progress over the

America, the most sustained attempt first few inches give any symptoms at

to popularize the practice of periodic all. Frequently, two-thirds of the

medical examinations has been that distance may be covered with no
of the organization known as the symptoms definitely recognized by
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the victim. Pain and disturbance of

function are often confined to the

last few inches. Too often medical

contacts center entirely in the last

inch.

Inferences to be drawn from such

knowledge are self-evident and per-

haps would not be seriously debat-

able except at a convention of mor-

ons. The logic applies almost equal-

ly to a Ford car; however, the differ-

ence is that we can get new organs

for a Ford when the originals are

completely "shot/' and, sometimes,

we can even turn in the whole flivver

on a new car. There are no turn-ins

for the human mechanism and very

few chances for either new or re-

conditioned parts. We make the

run of life with one machine. It is

the only one we have, and no one yet

appears to have completed arrange-

ments for another. If this were true

of the Ford, how watchful we would

be. How often would we have an

expert examine it—and how careful

we would be to take his advice.

The teeth represent one of the

few "turn-ins for a new set" possible

in the human body. And yet

strangely enough, this is one of the

few places where we are nearly all

converted to the idea of regular ex-

amination before symptoms appear.

Stranger still, perhaps, many of us

actually live up to the idea in prac-

tice.

If the process of disease we harbor

is not contagious, then the matter is

primarily a personal one. At least

no one else is definitely endangered.

But the process may be communic-
able (i.e., caused by living organisms

which can be transferred from the

ailing to the well); for example, tu-

berculosis and some stages of syphil-

is. In that case, earliest possible rec-

ognition is comparable to detecting

a concealed weapon on a gangster

before it causes irreparable harm to

him and also to his contacts.

Obviously, reason and interpreta-

tion point to the desirability of care-

ful medical examination of appar-

ently healthy people. Is it possible,

we may ask, to substantiate such

reasoning by actual accomplishment?

Without question it is; although all

disease processes cannot yet be recog-

nized in their early stages, and it

must be clearly understood that some
unforseen deaths cannot be predict-

ed by any present means at the dis-

posal of medicine.

'T^O be specific let us start with the

baby—even before it is born.

Here the beneficial results of regular

medical examination throughout

pregnancy are so vital—both to moth-
er and child—that mere mention of

the point is sufficient. Thousands
of lives are thereby saved yearly. As
for the period of babyhood, the prac-

tice of pediatrics (i.e., child special-

ists) has grown up around .the idea

of medical care to prevent rather

than exclusively to cure sickness.

Formerly the luxury of medical guid-

ance to keep a baby well was prac-

ticed only by the rich. Increasingly,

it is becoming a routine to people

of moderate means, and now in larg-

er centers "well baby clinics" serve

the poor at nominal cost and the

destitute at public expense. In Utah
fifty years ago the annual infant mor-

tality rate ranged around 200. This

means that one out of every five

babies born alive died before reach-

ing its first birthday. Now the in-

fant mortality rate runs 30 to 40.

(Continued on page 614)



An Appeal to Mothers
Bishop Marvin O. Ashton

Member of the Presiding Bishopric

AN Appeal to You Mothers:

As we contemplate the progress

this Church is making in its build-

ings and their upkeep, we are very

mindful of the major part you moth-

ers are playing. Yes, in some locali-

ties you are playing the leading role.

When you set your mind on a pro-

ject, things begin to move. If they

don't move, you move them. When
the United States was at war with

Mexico and the Latter-day Saints

were asked to raise a battalion, -it is

reported that Brigham Young said,

''You shall have your battalion, and

if there are not young men enough,

we will take the old men, and if they

are not enough, we will take the

women." Of course, the women
didn't have to enlist, but in some of

our programs of repairs to our meet-

ing houses, our women do enlist.

Women of the Relief Society, we
want your help. We want you to in-

sist that your place of worship be

kept clean and attractive. We want

you to demand of your stake and

ward authorities that the buildings

and all their facilities be kept just

as up to date and clean as your kitch-

ens. Mothers, the buildings where

your children worship and where

they get religious instruction, and

where they are offered recreational

opportunities, should be well fur-

nished and up to date. While we
appreciate that this is the condition

of most of our chapels, there are

still some dark corners in some of

them that must be cleaned up. If
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you mothers will insist on a clean-up,

there will be one. We appeal to

you. Expect it and you will get it.

The bishop will appreciate your sug-

gestions. Tell him what you want,

and he will respect your wishes.

Sentiment and public opinion are

powerful. Here are a few things the

mothers of the Church have a right

to demand:

Custodian

There should be close cooperation

and a feeling of harmony between

the custodian and the people of the

ward. The custodian should know
what the different organizations iri

the ward require and should cater to

their needs, but he has a right to

expect proper support from the peo-

ple. Mothers can help greatly in

this respect.

Paint

It should be understood that for

years the Church has offered to buy

the paint if the ward will put it on.

No matter how humble a chapel may
be, it should be kept well painted in-

side and out.

Landscaping

You mothers have a right to ex-

pect ward grounds to be well land-

scaped, where water is available. If

water is not available—these cases

are comparatively few—you have a

right to expect that weeds be kept

down and dried grass and debris

cleared off. The general appearance

of your building should say, ''Come
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AS WITH THE CHURCH, SO WITH THE PEOPLE

Is this just a dream?

in." It should appeal and not repel.

May we say here very emphatically

—many Church buildings that now
sit on a dry sand hill could be made
a little garden spot if just a little in-

genuity were used to bring water

to the spot either by pipes or irri-

gation ditch. Generally, where there

is a will there is a way.

Furniture

Mothers, if clumsy, roughly hewn
benches and furniture are used in

your chapel, you ought to sign a

Declaration of Independence and

have a Boston Tea Party. When
the pioneers arrived, they had to do

the best they could with what they

had, but in these days you have a right

to demand that the furniture repre-

sent your better selves.

Rest Rooms

Now we come to a matter in which

we want your help in a special way.

To be frank, many of these rooms-
even in our more expensive buildings

—are a disgrace. Some of them show
extreme neglect and even abuse.

{Continued on page 619)



She Is Ours
Edith S. Elliott

Member of Relief Society General Board

DOROTHY C. THORPE

MANY of us have admired the

beautiful glassware exhibited

in the most exclusive stores

and shops throughout the nation

bearing the trade name of Dorothy

C. Thorpe. The better magazines

advertise her v^ares. Newspapers

and periodicals quite frequently car-

ry news items of her fascinating art.

People of wealth and influence clam-

or for her work, often requesting

her to create special articles for them.

One might ask, ''In what particu-

lar field of art does she speciaHze?"

The answer is overwhelming! Be-

sides the glassware mentioned above,

she designs and manufactures ex-

quisite articles in linens, cottons.
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metals, laces, and plastics, as well as

creating dainty figurines. She de-

signs, decorates, and furnishes to the

last detail an individual room or all

rooms in private residences. Her
boudoirs are of delicate, exquisite

beauty. The nurseries that she has

done delight children and are a

never-ending source of pleasure to

adults.

When we view the products of her

hands we naturally wonder about the

artist herself. She was born in a

Latter-day Saint home in Salt Lake

City. Her parents, George Eustace

and Louise Ridges Carpenter, en-

couraged Dorothy and provided the

opportunity for development of her

talents in her youth. Some may not

know that this parenthood gave to

Dorothy a rich heritage. Her father,

born in London, was the youngest

son of a wealthy Church of England

clergyman, Joseph Hatton Carpen-

ter. He enjoyed all of the advantag-

es of a cultured, well-ordered EngHsh

home. He and his brothers and sis-

ters were given unusually good edu-

cations to fit them for the various

professions to which they seemed

best adapted. Just as the boys were

reaching manhood, their father died,

leaving an estate to be divided. The
oldest brother, Joseph, took his share

of the estate and decided that before

setthng down he would take a trip

around the world. He visited the

continents of Europe and Africa,

sailed up the east coast of Africa,

traveling on to the cities of Asia
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GLASS TRAY WITH PLASTIC HANDLES, AND GLASS VASE, DESIGNED BY
MRS. THORPE

and Australia. From these cities he

continued on to South America, and

thence to New York City. While
there, he met some Latter-day Saints

and missionaries en route to Utah
from his native homeland. Delighted

to see some of his own countrymen
and interested in their story of the

Prophet Joseph Smith, he decided to

accompany the Saints to the Salt

Lake Valley and learn more about

them and their teachings. Having
been raised in a religious home, Jo-

seph was receptive to the Gospel

message and was baptized a worthy
member of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. Anxious
to share his new-found joy, he wrote
to his widowed mother to tell her of

his good fortune. She was shocked
and grieved over the neWs. Her first

thought was that Joseph had lost his

mind, and she immediately set about
to do something to rectify his condi-

tion. Joseph's brother, George, in

the meantime, had decided to take

his share of the family fortune and

see the world also. When he reached

South Africa, he became interested

in the beauty and grace of the feath-

ers of the ostrich. At that particu-

lar time ostrich plumes were "high-

fashioned." The selling of them
was extremely lucrative, so George

purchased an ostrich farm and

settled down to his new and fas-

cinating venture. Business was good,

and he prospered financially. Even-

tually, however, he received a letter

from his heartbroken mother telling

of his brother Joseph's sad fate. She

plead with George to bring him
home to London where he could be

properly hospitalized.

George sold his farm and set sail

for the United States. Upon his

arrival in Salt Lake City, he found

Joseph happy and in the best of
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health. (At the present time he is odor, the Ridges family accepted the

serving as recorder of the Manti ordeal and kept the pot constantly

Temple.) The younger Carpenter hot. The glue had to be carried to

rejoiced to find his brother perfectly the Tabernacle hot or it wouldn't
normal and inquired as to the reason stick properly. It was the duty of

of his mother's anxiety. Joseph and little Louise to make many trips to

his friends explained the Gospel to the Tabernacle to deliver the hot
George, who readily accepted the glue to her father. Every time she

message and applied for baptism, took him his lunch pail, a bucket of

Imagine Mrs. Carpenter's concern glue accompanied it.

when she learned that her youngest George and Louise were a happy
son, so dear to her heart, had like- young couple. The young Mrs. Car-
wise jomed this unpopular group! penter made a charming home for

George made friends quickly, and them. She was artistic, intelligent,

was a general favorite among the resourceful, and energetic—all quali-

young people. While living at the ties that make for ideal home man-
home of Parley P. Pratt, he became agement.

acquainted with Brother Pratt's Soon after the birth of their first

granddaughter, Louise Ridges. She child, a daughter Florence, George
was a beautiful and accomplished Carpenter was called on a mission
girl. Young Carpenter, in due time, to England. After making plans for
fell in love with Louise and made the care of his lovely wife and daugh-
her his bride. te^ during his absence, he left for

Louise Ridges Carpenter also has his homeland. With gratitude in his

an interesting background. Besides heart that his call was to England,

being the granddaughter of Parley he eagerly looked forward to receiv-

P. Pratt, whose gifts and talents are ing a warm welcome at his mother's

familiar to Latter-day Saints, she home. He was overjoyed at the

was also the daughter of Joseph P. thought of teaching the Gospel in

Ridges, formerly of England and person to his family and friends.

Australia, who built the original Tab- Naturally, his first call was at his

ernacle organ. She could tell many mother's home. The door was closed

interesting tales of the building of against him. His mother later con-

that great organ and laughingly sented to meet him in a secluded

claimed a hand in its completion, section of a public park. She arrived

Her mother, Agatha Pratt Ridges, in her elegant carriage with the

made the glue that was used to fit shades drawn so that no one would
the organ pipes together. She fol- recognize her. She admitted George
lowed a recipe furnished by her to the carriage and ordered it driven

husband, the main ingredients of along unfrequented lanes. She told

which were horse and cow hoofs, him that he had humiliated and dis-

The glue had to simmer and stew for graced his family by joining the Mor-
quite a long period on the back of mon Church, and plead with him
the Ridges' stove, and the smell was to renounce his membership. She
extremely offensive; but because they begged him to desert his wife and
couldn't make the glue without the baby, give up proselyting, and to
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stay in England among his kin. But

George was true to his convictions.

Despite the tug of family ties and

temptations, he finished his mission,

was honorably released, and returned

to Zion.

George was a gifted writer. He
^^•as city editor of the Deseiet News
for a number of years, and wrote for

several magazines and periodicals un-

der the nom de plume of ''J^^^

Plane."

As the motion picture industry

developed, Mr. Carpenter became

interested in the film exchange busi-

ness which later led him into the

management of the Paramount

Theater in Salt Lake City, which

position he held until shortly before

his death.

One may wonder what the abo\e

recital has to do with the stor)^ of

Dorothy C. Thorpe. It merely ac-

quaints one with the kind of ancestry

from which she comes. The cultured,

refined, educated, talented blood of

the Carpenters and the Ridges, plus

the hardy, intelligent, gifted quali-

ties of the pioneer Pratt family, have

produced a genius like Dorothy. She

has been aware of her talents and

has never ''hidden them under a

bushel."

r\OROTHY is the second child in

a familv of five children. When
very young her parents noted that

she was artistic and creative. She

loved music, rhythm, color, and

graceful lines. She liked to sew for

her dolls, and she displayed unusual

skill for a child. When only t\\ehe

years old, she designed and made a

complete wardrobe for her doll

which took eight first prizes in the

Utah State Fair. Every year from

then on she entered lo\'elv bits of

DECORATI\T PIECE BY MRS.
THORPE

her handiwork in the Fair. Without
exception each entry won a blue

ribbon.

Along with her creati\e ability and

flare for design, she studied piano

under the master teacher John }.

McClellan. She loved melody,

rhythm, harmony, piano technique.

She was an outstanding pupil and be-

came an excellent concert pianist.

Part of her musical education was

under Professor Syler of Los Angeles.

Along with the artistic hobbies that

she followed, she found plenty of

time to attend to her Church duties.

She gave generously of her musical

talent in accompaniment and piano

solos.

At the old L. D. S. High School,

Dorothv Carpenter was an outstand-

ing student scholastically as well as

in her art classes.

When Dorothy became too old to

sew for dolls she transferred her in-

terest in sewing for them to sewing
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COMPLETE TABLE ENSEMBLE DE-
SIGNED BY DOROTHY THORPE

for her little sister Afton, who is now
the wife of Bishop Frank Armstrong

of Cottonwood Ward. Afton was like

a beautiful dream child. She had

naturally curly golden-blonde hair,

big blue eyes, and fair smooth skin.

Since nature had been so kind to

her, Dorothy made it her pleasure to

see that her clothing matched her

beauty. Without being extravagant,

she made exquisite lingerie for Afton.

She scalloped the necks and ruffles

of her little slips, and added touches

of lace or ribbon in just the right

places. The dresses, whether for

play or best, were meticulously made
and clever in design.

She enjoyed visits to her sister

Florence's home in Los Angeles,

where she met and later married

George A. Thorpe, a widower with

a small son, Kelly. She won the

love and affection of the little boy
as well as his father. When her own
son, Dick, was born, she expressed

gratitude that he had such a fine

big brother.

Life moved on smoothly for the

Thorpes. Mr. Thorpe had a splen-

did stock and bond business, with

an income sufficient to make living

interesting and progressive. It prob-

ably would have remained so had
not the depression years undermined
George's business. The family bud-

get had to be trimmed many times

until George's anxiety fostered a de-

sire: in Dorothy to see if she could

help. Naturally, she turned to her

art and craft hobbies. She wrap-

ped drinking glasses with bright col-

ored raffia, shellacked the wrappings

and achieved attractive beverage

glasses. These she timidly took to

a buyer in one of the Los Angeles

department stores to see if she could

interest him in selling such articles

in his store. The buyer recognized

a good saleable article and gave her

an order. The glasses were popular,

and the demand increased so rapidly

that she had to get help from other

members of her family living near by.

This one idea led to others. She

numbered glasses, monogrammed
them, banded them with sterling sil-

ver. Each new creation met with

immediate success until the business

spread from the house into the gar-

age, and finally to a factory. She

added variety to her stock. Individ-

ual special orders began pouring in

asking for complete dinner or lunch-

eon sets. Ofttimes the table linen

on hand didn't seem appropriate for

the setting of the dishes, so she called

into use her knowledge of needle-

work and made dinner and luncheon

cloths and napkins to harmonize

with the dishes.

Orders became so numerous that
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she soon had to enlarge her factory

personnel beyond the members of

her immediate family. Since then she

has gathered into her business Old

and New World artisans whose loy-

alty to her can only be explained by

really knowing Mrs. Thorpe. She is

modest and unassuming and is will-

ing to share her success with every

member of her company. She is

appreciative of their efforts and abil-

ity. Many of these persons she has

trained herself, and she gets a person-

al pleasure from their achievements.

/^NE of the outstanding character-

istics of Mrs. Thorpe is her spir-

ituality. She has expressed on many
occasions that she has had help and
inspiration from her Heavenly Fa-

ther, and feels His nearness in help-

ing to solve problems that naturally

appear in any modern business. She

writes, "There have been so many
proofs of God's care and nearness in

our work. How else were all these

wonderful people—our co-workers-

put in contact with us? There is our

talented Mexican boy sand carver;

Charlotte, the charming httle French

girl, whom I had never seen until she

approached me one day in a large

Los Angeles department store. Her
magic fingers execute miracles of

beauty in needlework. She and her

family make all of our table linens,

lamp shades, draperies, bedspreads,

and occasional items. Then there is

Mr. Ardron, a genius with plastics

who knew absolutely nothing about

the material until he worked out the

first few pieces for us. He has now
made such a study of plastics that

I feel he leads the profession in his

type of work. Also, there is the Ger-

man ceramic artist who paints de-

signs on glass and china with such

LAMP BASE AND SHADE DESIGNED
BY DOROTHY THORPE

perfection. There are lovely girls in

the retail shop, from Bernice, the

little colored stock girl, to Ann, the

gracious manager, who every day is

making new friends for all of us due

to her fineness and sincerity. The fac-

tory and office workers give loo per

cent efficiency and loyalty. So much
credit goes to my beloved stepson,

Kelly, who is now in Africa serving

his country. For the past few years

he has been traveling from one end

of the country to the other as the

factory representative, as did also

my young brother Guy. Why, about

a year ago before there were many
shortages and lack of workers, did

Miss Milba Lloyd, the capable Eng-

lish sculptress, come into my office

and make such a fair proposition

that it was possible to employ her?

I am sure it was again the guiding

hand of our Father in Heaven."

Mrs. Thorpe constantly expresses

appreciation for her husband who has
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caught the spirit of her work and

encourages her and deHghts in her

success. He carries all the business

and financial responsibilities, leaving

Dorothy free to revel in her creative

efforts. His kindness, consideration,

and understanding enable them to

work closely together.

Dorothy is lovely in appearance.

She is tall with dark hair and eyes

and is fastidious in dress. There is

a friendliness about her that puts

even strangers at ease. She is quick

to recognize ability in others and is

willing to lend a helping hand.

Some few years ago she had a

friend who designed and manufac-

tured children's clothes. This friend

was anxious to get her merchandise

on the Los Angeles market. She

wrote to Mrs. Thorpe to ask her if,

without any embarrassment or in-

convenience, she could introduce her

to the buyer in the children's depart-

ment of the most exclusive depart-

ment store in Los Angeles where

Mrs. Thorpe's fine handwork was

retailed.

A letter came back via air mail

saying, ''Call me as soon as you ar-

rive in Los Angeles, and I will be

happy to make the appointment for

you and help in any way I can." In

the same letter she expressed joy in

knowing of the friend's plans. She

told how thrilling it was to her to

encourage someone beginning in the

creative field. ''Because," she con-

tinued, "my work hasn't been all

smooth sailing and without the help

of friends and the Great Creator

Himself, I wouldn't have attained

such success. Then, too, I feel that

anyone who can create in a small

way, has something akin to that

Great Creator."

Just before the present world war

Mrs. Thorpe went on a business trip

to Europe. She hoped to gain in-

spiration and new ideas from Old
World treasures. She also hoped to

establish a European business where-

by she could have beautiful, finished

articles made by Old World crafts-

men according to her designs,

shipped to her Los Angeles office,

bearing the label "Made in (name of

country) exclusively for Dorothy C.

Thorpe." Being internationally

known, her trip was made easy and

interesting by European dealers and

producers, as well as by connoisseurs

of her art. Unfortunately, the war

intervened and her venture had to be

postponed until some future date.

Not discouraged by the turn of af-

fairs, she returned home sparkling

with new ideas that could be realized

in her own country.

Mrs. Thorpe works out special or-

ders for such well-known people as

Ginger Rogers, Laraine Day, Wil-

liam Powell, Andy, of Amos and

Andy fame, Clark Gable, the Duch-

ess of Windsor, Leopold Stokowski,

and many others. She is listed in

Who's Who in American Art. She

enjoys the friendship and esteem of

fellow artisans.

One of her greatest personal joys

has been in the achievement of her

two brothers. Both have been mo-

tion picture set designers. Guy left

the business to act as an able factory

representative for his sister. Claude

has remained at R.K.O. where he is

first assistant set decorator. Dor-

othy's love and interest in her sister

Afton is a loving example of affec-

tion. She is proud of Afton's beauti-

ful home in Cottonwood. Afton

is also blessed with artistic talents.
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Throughout her home are evidences

of her fine needlework in linens, cur-

tains, draperies, hooked rugs, etc. Al-

so the color combinations of her

home are restful and appropriate.

When Mrs. Thorpe was asked for

pictures to accompany this article,

she wrote, "In my opinion the Latter-

day Saint Relief Society is one of the

world's outstanding organizations,

and we will be very proud indeed to

have your Magazine publish an ar-

ticle on our work."

This brief biography about one so

worthy of recognition has been a

pleasure to prepare. Dorothy Thorpe
has risen high in her field, and we
are proud that she is ours.

«

RHAPSODY

Martha Fereday Harrison

Life! I hold you tight in my two hands.

Eagerly I greet the glory of the dawn.

Running o'er I fill the measure of each day.

When day is done, I dress myself in colored streamers

From the setting sun and veil of evening's mist.

Along the milky way in silver ship of clouds

1 sail away to bathe my soul

In sea of stars and magic of the moon.
Then travel down the Lethe River of the dark;

To sleep—to dream—to wait

The coming of another morn.



L. D.S. Girls and Women in

Wartime
Elder Milton Bennion

General Superintendent of the Deseret Sunday School Union

WITH the call of young men
of superior physical fitness

to the armed forces for de-

fense of their country against aggres-

sion, there goes very naturally an obli-

.gation on the part of women to give

them all the aid and comfort that is

v^ithin their power properly to give.

Some of the younger women do this

by enlisting as army nurses; others

enlist in other branches of the serv-

ice where women can be most help-

ful in support of the enlisted men.
All of this is a very necessary and

patriotic service when performed in

ways that contribute not only to the

physical welfare and morale of the

men but also uphold the highest

standards of moral and spiritual wel-

fare. Otherwise, the association of

women with the armed forces be-

comes a moral menace to both men
and women, often bringing in its

trail loathsome diseases that have

proved to be one of the greatest li-

abilities to the successful prosecu-

tion of the war. Tlris, however,

damaging as it is, is a minor factor

compared with the dire conse-

quences both physical and moral,

that follow for years or even for gen-

erations after the war has been won
or lost.

These conditions apply with equal

force to girls and women who have

no official connection with the fight-

ing forces. Girls in their teens are
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entitled to the guardianship of par-

ents, whose sympathy and wider ex-

perience should shield their girls

from the temptations that all too

often lead to the downfall of minors

who are attracted by the glamour of

military uniforms. This is not to

infer that generally, men in uniform

would take advantage of innocent

girls but experience has shown that

there are some who would do so.

Girls associating with men who
are strangers to them may at any time

find themselves the objects of lust

that may result in life-long sorrow.

The finest prospects for a happy and

useful life may be ruined in a very

brief time.

This is the dark side of the picture.

What of the bright side? There are

in the military forces many fine

young men; men fit to be the hus-

bands of women of the purest minds

and chaste lives. Should not all

L.D.S. women do everything within

their power to help these young men
to come out of their severe and trying

experiences as sound in morals and

religion as they were when they en-

tered the service? Evidently it is

their religious and patriotic obliga-

tion to do this; and also to protect

themselves from becoming objects

of the lust of men of loose morals.

This also is a great service to their

Church and their countr}^

(Continued on page 650)



Madame Chiang Kai-shek
Ramona W. Cannon

MADAME CHIANG KAI-

SHEK, America's recent guest

who won the nation's heart,

will undoubtedly go down in history

as one of the great women of all

time. So many qualities are merged

into resultant greatness that analy-

sis is difficult, yet in Madame
Chiang's case perhaps one of the

most important elements is her pow-

er of blending and harmonizing. She

has taken the best of the wonderful

Oriental culture of antiquity and the

best of the modern Western culture

and blended them into a workable

philosophy of life. She has used the

wisdom of the old proverbs as moti-

vation for quick action in the life of

today. She has harmonized ele-

ments that seem incongruous into a

smooth, sane pattern of living. For

example, although the world regards

her as a leading feminist, yet the

Chinese people think of her and her

two sisters as ''pearls among women"
because they are ''husband-helpers,"

and "how could praise go higher?"

Again, Madame Chiang has a deep

faith in God, vet she believes that

truest inspiration comes by exerting

also her own mind to its fullest cap-

abilities, and letting the All-wise

work through and upon her own
best intelligence.

A brief sketch of the background

of the Soongs' is necessary to under-

stand the work of Mayling, wife of

China's Generalissimo. Destiny

must have had a hand in the birth

of the children. According to the

delightful book, Tht Soong SisteiSy

by Emily Hahn, destiny made a two-

fold contribution. First, both par-

ents were Christians; also, both par-

ents were extraordinarily progressive,

forward-looking, and fearless. If

either one had been of the conserva-

tive type and had held the other

back, the Soong sisters whom we
know would not have emerged, and
China would be a different countr)'

today.

Mrs. Soong was a descendant of

the illustrious Wen Ting-kung, who,

eighteen generations ago, became

one of the first Chinese Christians.

He established the tradition, which

was maintained throughout succeed-

ing generations, that children should

be treated alike, regardless of sex.

( In Wen's time girl babies were not

infrequently cast into the rivers.)

Mrs. Soong herself received an ex-

cellent education. She bore six chil-

dren, and had a talent for administra-

tion in the home and in business.

She helped her husband, who was

working day and night to further

the Revolution under Dr. Sun Yat-

sen, and she gave to the poor, and

was a patron of schools and churches.

Through her good management, the

family lived in happiness and com-

fort, even though she was a stem

disciplinarian.

Mr. Soong, the father, was sent

by his parents to Boston at the age

of nine, to help his uncle, a shop-

keeper, in a Chinese store. For three

years the little boy stood behind a

counter, went to night school, and

longed for a first-class education.

Then he stowed away on a cutter

bound for the South. The captain,

Charles Jones, befriended and con-
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verted him to Christianity. The boy parents sent them bolts of exquisite

was christened Charles Jones Soong. Chinese silks, which were the envy
After five years of preparatory and

.

of the school. Mayling, too young
college work, he returned to Shanghai for regular work, was permitted to

as a missionary teacher. Gradually, live on the campus and have special

however, he drifted into industry, work. She was pert and had a quick
and married. wit, and a quick temper.

In 1913, Mayling enrolled in Wel-
'pHE three sons, T. V., T. L., and lesley College, where she majored in

T. A. Soong, are among China's English literature, minored in phil-

most outstanding men today. The osophy, and studied science and
three daughters are named Eling music. She was chosen a ''Durant

(Loving Years), Chingling (Happy Scholar," the highest academic dis-

Years), and Mayling (Beautiful tinction the college awarded.

Years). Some prefer the translation When Mayling returned to

"youth" to "years." At home, the Shanghai, she had a struggle to ad-
little girls learned to do fine needle- just herself. With a tutor, she stu-

work, and to cook Chinese and Amer- died the intricacies of Chinese lan-

ican fashion. They learned English guage and literature. She broke pre-

at Miss Richardson's Methodist cedents as Eling had done, who, after

school. The school was very ad- marrying the wealthy Dr. Kung, ac-

vanced for five-year-old Mayling, and tually appeared in her husband's
she would wake up at nights in fits of Christian school for men and taught
trembling. Standing straight on the the classes herself, when the Ameri-
floor, she would repeat her lessons, can teacher failed to arrive. May-
Wisely, she was taken home, where ling did social work with the Y.W.
she worked with a tutor until she C.A., and became a member of the
left for America at the age of nine. National Film Censorship Commit-
The three sisters went abroad be- tee, and of the Child Labor Commis-

fore their brothers did. Eling was sion. She was shocked at the labor

the first to go, and Shanghai received conditions in factories,

a fresh shock at the behavior of Char- Chingling married Dr. Sun Yat-
lie Soong's family. The idea of a sen, who was a frequent visitor in

father's spending on a girl all that the home of Charlie Soong. She
money that ought to go into her went through the trials and dangers
dowry! And then the girl would of the Revolution with him. One
come home with dangerous, new- of his chief supporters was Chiang
fangled ideas. Two good reasons Kai-shek, who, divorced, fell in love

why no man would ever want to with Mayling. He waited ten years

marry her. for her and, in the meantime, studied

The sisters, however, were very Christianity, principally through
happy in the Wesleyan College for Mrs. Soong. Two years after his

Women, in Macon, Georgia. They marriage he was baptized. Mayling
acquired charming voices and ac- went with the Generalissimo to live

cents, and made many good friends in Nanking, with its squalor and
among American students. Their emptiness. Other officers' wives re-
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mained in Shanghai, but Mayhng
went to work with her husband. She

started schools for children of the

Revolution, and saw that they were

taught to use their hands and their

bodies, and to reason why things

should be done. They learned to use

their initiative instead of depending

on regimentation.

Madame Chiang found that the

officers waiting in Nanking for or-

ders were restive. They had nothing

to do. So she gathered help and

organized the Officers' Moral En-

deavor Association, which cultivated

art, music, drama, and sociability.

The Association supplied posters for

propaganda, scenery for plays, and

decorations for public buildings.

The Generalissimo was struggling

for the unification of China under a

constitutional government. He had

separated from Sun Yat-sen and his

communistic regime. Chiang want-

ed social changes, -but of a milder

form. Although the three sisters

were married to men representing

three opposing schools of thought—
Dr. Sun, the communistic. Dr. Kung,

the capitalistic, and the General-

issimo, the liberal—family loyalty

was so strong that their friendship

remained firm. All were working,

too, in their own ways, for the better-

ment of China.

Wherever her husband went on

his campaigns, Mayling accompan-

ied him, living in icy cold shacks

with no comforts, but always carry-

ing curtains and flower bowls, and
personally scrubbing floors and
tables. She was fighting a revolution

against dirt and sloth, and the idea

that upper-class Chinese women
'lose face" if they use a dustcloth or

a broom.

Another project of Madame
Chiang's was to promote, by speech-

es and otherwise, her husband's New
Life Movement, based upon propri-

ety, justice, integrity, and conscien-

tiousness. Spiritual reform is its

aim. One must discriminate clearly

between what is his own and what

is not his own, and must not take

what does not belong to him. De-

grading the personality by stealing,

matters much; dying of hunger is

not important. Tlie movement aims

at modesty and economy in dress,

cleanliness, moderation, and the im-

provement of table manners.

Accompanying her husband on

tours through China's Northwest

and West, Mayling addressed the

leading women everywhere, begging

that they sense social responsibility

and cooperate in fighting the men-

aces of dirt, poverty, disease, and

particularly opium. As leaders, she

appointed the wives of leading offi-

cials. She told the school girls that

the uneducated did not know how-

to organize; that when they met,

they chattered about everything ex-

cept the subject in hand and that the

educated had a great responsibility

to learn to teach and to organize.

When her husband was kid-

napped by his opponents, Madame
Chiang, against advice, flew to him,

and was admitted to his cell. He
was troubled, humiliated, and suffer-

ing from injuries. She read the

Psalms to him until he fell into a

much needed slumber.

NO sooner had Generalissimo

Chiang Kai-shek attained suc-

cess in uniting China, than the Jap-

anese began their undeclared war.

Madame Chiang's task now became
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herculean. All three Soong sisters addresses children, her style is simple

worked unitedly and individually to and graphic.

save China, giving both of their tal- Years ago she told America that
ents and private means. Mayling japan would bring war to her door-
helped Eling (Madame Kung) with step. Before the Canadian Parlia-

the establishment and direction of ment, she traced minutely the
mobile industrial cooperatives, using growth of Anglo-Saxon institutions,
light machinery for quick evacuation, and contrasted parliamentary govern-
Eling hoped the cooperative system ment with axis tyranny. In her Wel-
might be the answer to the struggle lesley speech of 1942 she followed
between capital and labor. The sis- the growth of feminism throughout
ters also gave themselves to the rais- the world, and showed that women
ing of funds and the swift organiz- ''have had a share in the ever-ascend-
ing of hospitals and war orphanages ing pyramid of civilization." Again
for the many, many thousands of she stressed the obligation of the edu-
wounded and bereft. cated and able to minister to human-
Madame Chiang established a ity. High thinking, translated into

training school for select young deeds which bring about human pro-

women. Conditions were very sani- gress, is what differentiates men from
tary—dishes were passed through beasts, she commented, pointing out

three rinse waters. The girls were to also that the group accomplishes far

teach in other training schools whose more than the individual. Humility,

students would teach the peasant also, she lauded—the insistent desire

women better methods of farming, to learn from all sources. Herein she

prevention of disease, and also the divulged secrets gf her own success-

three ''R's." Madame Chiang herself putting her vast knowledge to prac-

talked to the girls daily; her intensity tical use—skilfully organizing groups,

fired one of the most sheltered carefully teaching them, and always

groups of young women in the world learning more herself,

with the zeal to change themselves Madame Chiang has given away
into what Madame wished them to another secret—the source of her
become. power to inspire. It lies in her con-

Mayling Chiang was Secretary fession of faith. At home her moth-

General of the Aeronautic Commis- er has prayed for her children—''not

sion. She started her aviators from a five-minute prayer to bless her child

the field, watched the fighting from and grant her request. It meant
the hills, and welcomed those who waiting upon God until she felt His

came back. Overcrowded, however, leading." After her mother's death,

with duties, she eventually gave this Mayling had to pray herself through

up. things. She needed a source of

Madame Chiang's mind is sharp strength greater than her own.

and clean-cutting as a razor. Her ''Wlien I talk with God, He lifts

scholarship is amazing. Her large, me up where I can see clearly." God
accurate vocabulary is enough to is always there, accessible, but one

send most American women scurry- must strive for the presence of God
ing to the dictionary; yet, when she (Continued on page 625)



Woman's Sphere
Raniona W. Cannon

I
N Latin American countries many
women of old aristocratic families

are emerging from the seclusion of

home and church to become pio-

neers in the advanced social changes

sweeping the nations. Also, the

large middle class developing from

increased industry is helping to

build a new civilization with unfore-

seen opportunities for the masses.

Education has become compulsory

in most of the countries. Some years

ago, women above the very poor

classes felt that housework was de-

grading. Today, Puerto Rico has an

excellent modern school of domestic

science. The Nicaraguans have

erected a statue to Mrs. Josefa de

Aguirre, a beloved educator of girls

and an author. The vacation col-

onies and nursery schools of Peru

were instituted by the wife of a

former president.

lyiRS. BURTON W. MUSSER of

Salt Lake City, a United States

delegate to two Pan-American con-

ferences, says that the favorite ac-

complishment of a woman mayor

in Chile is a housing project for

workers, and a community restaurant

where undernourished children are

fed daily, and where workers obtain

a noon-time meal at cost. She notes

that the outstanding welfare projects

of Argentina are under the adminis-

tration of a woman, and that in Uru-

guay a woman physician stands at

the head of all the child-welfare

program, which includes education

as well as health and other phases of

child-welfare work. The wife of

President Lopez of Columbia

worked successfully for ideal institu-

tional care for 1800 orphans and un-

derprivileged children.

'T^HE women of the little Domin-

ican Republic voted in the presi-

dential election of 1942; and in Cuba,

Brazil, El Salvador, and Uruguay

complete woman suffrage is enjoyed.

TN the fields of medicine, law, art,

sculpture, and literature women
are proving very successful. The
Chilean poet, Gabriela Mistral, who
writes on many subjects other than

"love remembered or desired'' has

won international recognition. Dr.

Bertha Lutz of Brazil is an authentic

scientist as well as an internationally

known feminist. Many thousands

of our good neighbor women are en-

gaged in various types of Red Cross

and war work. With all these new
activities, the women of Latin Ameri-

ca still retain their graciousness and

charm.

A UNION of the Women of the

Americas now exists. One aim

of the organization is to detect and
eradicate enemy influence in the

various countries. The Union's em-

blem represents the American conti-

nent with no dividing lines. The
inscription reads: "All America

united for victory."

Page 61
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Spiritual Strength cJnrougn Sabbath y:ybservance

IV/fAN is so constituted that his est of all people in heavenly gifts-

spiritual needs must be min- in spiritual blessings,

istered unto even as are his physical We must remember, however,

needs; otherwise, he becomes un- that even though the richest of spirit-

equal to meet with full vigor the ual blessings are designed for Latter-

problems of life. President Joseph day Saints, they will not come to us,

F. Smith declared: ''Many people as individuals, through inertia or in-

are inconsistent in that they study difference—they will come only as

concerning the needs of the body, the result of faithfulness and dili-

and observe strictly the laws of gence. They come through knowl-

health, yet they disregard the equally edge and obedience, sacrifice and

urgent needs of the spirit. For the service. The/come through keeping

spirit, as well as the body, needs ourselves attuned to the mind and

food." [Gospd Doctiine, p. 262.) will of the Father.

We all recognize that there are times The Father has commanded us to

when pronounced strains placed up- ''remember the Sabbath Day and

on the body make it necessary for us keep it holy." He has also told us

to give special attention to our physi- through modern revelation: "It is

cal well-being. So, too, there are expedient that the Church meet to-

times when the- spirit of man needs gether often and partake of bread

special attention in order that it will and wine in remembrance of the

be sufficiently strong to withstand Lord Jesus" (Doc. & Gov. 20:75).

unusual circumstances. ''And that thou mayest more fully

Such times are upon us today, keep thyself unspotted from the

Anxiety, sorrow, and mourning are world, thou shalt go to the house of

the present lot of mankind, and only prayer and offer up thy sacraments

those who are spiritually strong can upon my holy day" (Doc. & Gov.

be expected to triumph. 59-9) •

"But," we ask, "how may one grow Obedience to these command-

strong in spirit? What are the foods ments brings a pronounced renewal

which nourish this part of man?" of both physical and spiritual

President Joseph F. Smith gives an- strength.

swer in these words: "It is the pur- The week days of the average in-

pose of the Gospel and the holy dividual today are crowded with new
Priesthood ... to benefit mankind and unusual tasks. The great major-

spiritually. . .
." {Gospel Doctrine, ity of us are overworked. How easy

p. 261.) He further states that the it is, particularly for mothers who
Lord designed that the Latter-day during week days are employed out-

Saint people should become \he uc\i- side the home, to leave for the Sab-
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bath Day odd jobs that they have

been too busy to attend to on other

days. Because the work demands of

week days are so strenuous, they feel

justified in using the Sabbath as a

day for catching up on undone work,

rather than as a day of rest and wor-

ship. But there is no excuse for rob-

bing the Lord's day of its sanctity.

Work should be so planned and af-

fairs so managed that on the Sabbath

we may lay aside our week-day tasks,

pay our devotions to our Heavenly

Father, and obtain needed physical

and spiritual refreshment.

To attend sacrament meeting on
the Sabbath should be regarded by

Latter-day Saints not as a burden-

some requirement, but as a glorious

privilege. The sacrament meeting

provides opportunity for us to par-

take of the sacrament, thereby re-

newing our covenants with our Heav-
enly Father and testifying that we
are willing to serve Him and keep
His commandments; it is a period

wherein we may worship the Father

in humility and prayer; it is an hour
of repentance, and a time for medi-
tation upon God's great plan of life

and salvation.

A proper observance of the duties

and devotions of the Sabbath Day
will give us the best rest that we can

obtain, as well as a great renewal of

spiritual strength.—B. S. S.

^

Marianne C. Sharp Appointed Associate Editor

of Relief Society Magazine
(Continued from page 593)

she majored in ancient languages,

and was graduated with High Hon-
ors. In her senior year she was given

a teaching fellowship in Latin and

continued teaching Latin at the Uni-

versity and Stewart Training School

after graduation.

Mrs. Sharp is a staunch, orthodox

Latter-day Saint. She knows and

understands the doctrines of the

Church and is obedient to Church
teachings. She has been active in

Church auxiliary work, having taught

in the Sunday School and Primary

organizations, and for one year she

served as chairman of the Queen's

Branch, New York, Genealogical

Committee. She is thoroughly fam-

iliar with all phases of Relief Society

work. While living in New York

for a period of eleven years, she

served continuously in the Relief So-

ciety, first as literature and theology

class leader and then as president of

the Queen's Branch Society.

Later, when New York Stake was
created, she served on the Relief So-

ciety stake board and as counselor

to President Lorena Fletcher. She
also represented Relief Society on
the National Woman's Radio Com-
mittee. After returning to Utah
from New York, she continued her
Relief Society work as literature

class leader in the Twentieth Ward
of Ensign Stake until she was called

to be a member of the General Board.
Mrs. Sharp has a fine intellect,

discriminating judgment, and excel-

lent literary taste. She is sensitive

to the reading interests and needs of

Latter-day Saint women, and meticu-

lous in the preparation of Magazine
material. She is willing to work
long and hard to maintain high stand-
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ards of excellence. Her husband her. Mrs. Sharp assumes her duties

and her young daughters, Luacine, well-equipped to carry the respons-

Louise, and Annetta, are interested ible position of associate editor of

in her work and fully cooperate with The Relief Society Magazine.

Periodic Medical Examinations of Apparently

Healthy Persons
(Continued from page 595) middle and later hfe it is well to face

Medical guidance of apparently well squarely the fact that medical effort

babies is an important factor in this is often a compromise with more or

result. less damaged goods. But there is

Childhood, especially early child- all the more reason for early examin-

hood, is the time when most develop- ation and guidance. Here the anal-

mental defects appear: diseased ton- ogy of the yardstick is particularly

sils, obstructing adenoids, tooth de- helpful. The last inch is a poor time

cay, ear trouble, defects of vision, on which to concentrate the medical

speech abnormalities, damage to the contacts. Some degenerative pro-

heart valves, emotional difficulties, cesses and malignant changes, even

and many others. Surveys show that when recognized, are difficult to in-

millions of American children suffer fluence, yet there is ample evidence

from one or more of these conditions, of the high value of early recognition

If discovered early, nearly all can be in adding years of comfort and effi-

improved, and many of them can ciency. Fifty per cent of groups

be entirely relieved before lifelong made up of individuals with hyper-

handicaps result; but not if medical tension (high blood pressure) have

contacts are withheld until compel- shown an average reduction of 18 M.
ling symptoms appear. M. under medical guidance. This

Early adult life is the period when has meaning when we remember that

tuberculosis and the venereal diseases according to the American Actuarial

take their heaviest toll. The chances Society, a reduction of 10 M. M. of

for salvaging the individual and for hypertension in the age group 40 to

almost every form of protection for 49 decreases the chances of dying by

others, center on finding the cases more than one-third,

early—i.e., discovery before they give The practice of periodic medical

symptoms. Intensive search for tu- examination is no panacea. But to

berculosis among groups of appar- say that it is highly desirable is a

ently well people usually reveals conservative understatement pro-

from five to ten times the number vided:

of cases previously known to exist. One's physician is really interested

And the importance of examining and skillfull in this type of work;

the apparently well for the discovery And provided the person exam-

of syphilis is attested by our recent ined follows advice without becom-

premarital laws. ing fussy or developing apprehensive-

When we come to the period of ness.



The Gracious Years
Kathleen B. Nelson

RHEA CALVERT'S home was To have so many grievances and

charming. Each detail of her nobody really eager to listen to them

spacious living room had been was trial enough. It made Rhea

chosen with a careful discernment, more than ever vociferous, "And

Rhea, herself, was charming too in after all my trouble of getting help

her way—her hair smartly styled and and food and cars, half of the crowd

the pale linen dress she wore exactly say that they can't go. Just like that,

suitable for that particular hour at They can't go! What about me!

home. Rhea had given all of her You'd think they'd have a little con-

mature life to acquiring a back- sideration—

ground of cultured ease. Her hus- Maude broke in here, "Now Rhea,

band had made money and she had this is no year for big house parties."

made use of it. Now widowed for "But it's just our crowd. I've had

several years, she gave all of her time them for so many years. I just can't

to her particular social set. Not give it up."

until recently had she entertained ''Face the facts. There isn't any
even a vague doubt that hers was crowd. Four or five useless card-

not an important contribution to the playing women."
world's well-being. And now this "Being my sister does not give you
doubt was driving her to an almost the right to insult my friends." Rhea
frenzied justification of her way of spoke from a lofty height, but
hfe. Maude brushed it off with an affec-

Today she had two callers, but tionate pat.

they were not enjoying themselves. '1 haven't a thing against any of

In spite of the comfortable cool room them Re, but I hate to leave you here
and the dainty food on the coffee moping and I've got to get back to

table, they sat on the edge of their work. Shall we go, Laura?"
chairs as though poised for a chance "Yes. I must."
to break away. Rhea's monologue The two women hurried away but
like a fast-revolving door kept them Rhea's wail, "But you haven't told

fixed. Her voice had caught in a fret- me what to do," followed them to

ful groove and was spinning on in a the door.

long recital of grievances suffered "Crochet a bedspread." Maude
from the butcher, the baker, and suggested glibly, but Laura's advice
even the candlestick maker. Then though given hurriedly had more
there was the recurrent refrain, "No- thought and warmth behind it. "Get
body knows the trouble I have." a job, Rhea. Good ones are going
Maude, Rhea's sister, was frankly begging."

impatient, and Laura, her mind on ''Me a job?" Rhea asked herself,

her own work of locating missing Did Laura mean it or was she just

soldiers for their families, was frank- being superior?

ly inattentive. How could she work? Why she

Page 615
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was over forty-five. These were her

gracious years. Sometimes Httle

things get stuck in the brain. So

that phrase, ''the gracious years/'

had stuck in Rhea's. It was a speak-

er referring to a woman's middle

age, and he had called those in-be-

tween years "the gracious years." A
beautiful moment in time that could

be held indefinitely so long as health

remained. Rhea had loved the idea

so much that it had become her goal

—those long, extended gracious

years. Her own conception pictured

herself in a series of dramatic host-

ess gowns, always the center of a

crowd of enchanted friends. Ah
lovely dream! Imagine if she should

start to work what would become of

her ideal of beautiful middle age. It

was too pitiful. ''No one under-

stands me. No one appreciates me,"

Rhea thought rebelliously.

It was some minutes before, over-

come with self-pity, she decided to

call the doctor to verify her own
opinion that she was not strong

enough to work. The doctor would

build up her self-esteem, and a little

talk with him would be a moment's

escape from a situation that she did

not like to face. Really she was not

well! Thinking about it made her

certain of an illness. She did not

sleep very much after an evening's

excitement. Besides what of those

moments of sheer revelation when
things around her took on strange

new meanings? She must speak to

the doctor about that. It might be

psychopathic. Being a rich widow

approaching fifty gave one some priv-

ileges with a doctor's time. Besides

Clint was an old friend of her late

husband. She knew he'd be stern

at the mere idea of her working. Well

she'd call him anyway, and that

would end the job business. If she

believed in anything she believed in

obeying her doctor's orders.

She dialed the number and almost

on the instant a crisply efficient voice

answered, "Dr. Clinton's office."

"May I speak to Dr. Clinton?"

"Sorry. The doctor is busy."

"But I must speak to him. This

is Mrs. Calvert. I'm an old friend.

I'm not just one of his patients. I—
Yes, I'll hold the line."

She had to wait a long time before

a voice snapped at her, "Yes?"

"Oh, Clint," she began in a leis-

urely conversational tone, "How are

you? This is Rhea. Yes, Rhea. I

had a little time and I thought I'd

call you. Yes, yes, of course it's a

professional call. You know last

week when I came in to be checked

and you didn't find anything wrong?

Well, since then I remember I didn't

tell you everything. You know I'm

always getting—What's that? Come
in next week and see you? But I

have something to ask you now. Yes,

yes. Wait a minute, Clint. It's

important. Do you think it would
hurt me to work? Yes, to work.

Why should it? Well, I don't know,
only I thought perhaps at my age

You say you're ten years older than

I am and now you're having to work
harder than you ever did? Well
really, what has that to do with me
. . .

?"

"Nothing, Rhea, only everybody

else is working, and I can't see why
you should be in a class by yourself.

Besides, those crowds you wait on

at your summer place every year—If

that isn't work, what is it? I mean,

if you can stand that you can stand

anything."
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Rhea's voice thinned to a pathetic

waver, ''Well, what kind of work do

you think—?"

"I am a doctor Rhea, not a voca-

tional guidance man. Good-by."

This was certainly her day! There,

another friend had brushed her off

with annoyance. But why? Was
it because her way of life had no
place in this busy world at war?

Rhea was not a moron. ''Every-

body else can't be wrong. Turn the

light on yourself," a voice inside her

insisted. So reluctantly she forced

herself to a reckoning. She felt ter-

ribly let down, but she was not in

tears. In fact, looking at herself as

at a stranger, she was half inclined

to smile. She had always concen-

trated on getting what she wanted
out of life. Her husband had been

a great one to pull her away from

her too avid pursuit of things. A
favorite jingle of his came to her

mind now:

Stop doing whatever you do do,

And do whatever you don't.

Whatever you don't do
Might agree with you,

Since whatever you do do, don't.
I

"That must mean a regular job for

me.

In spite of herself Rhea was smil-

ing. Through force of habit she

looked at the clock and turned on the

radio for the news. The voice that

came to her was a direct appeal,

"There is a crucial shortage of adult

help in the canning industry. Food
will win the peace. If you have any

time to spare, apply at your local U.
S. Employment Office at once. Don't

wait. The need is urgent."

Was that Rhea's cue to plunge, to

dive in before she had time to get

frightened? Sh^ fingered the tele-

phone directory uncertainly. What
on earth could she do at a canning

factory? Peel tomatoes? No, no.

She'd get fallen arches, and a lame

back, and have no fingernails, and

she didn't have to work unless she

wanted to, and she didn't want to—
or did she? Morning would be time

enough to decide. Anyway there

was the business of calling off the

party at her summer place—more
telephone calls.

Rhea didn't go out that night. In-

stead she went to bed and couldn't

sleep. The gnat of indecision can

cause a lot of uncomfortable buzz-

ing in the brain. But by morning

Rhea had reached a decision. She

hinted to Maude later that a dream

about her mother had clinched the

matter.

AT the Employment Office she

was told that the canning fac-

tory needed an adult supervisor for

girls to see that nothing slovenly was

allowed, a woman who would be

able to keep the standards high with-

out antagonizing the girls. Would
she like to try it? Rhea answered

that she had come around to offer

her services as a tomato peeler, but

she would work any place they could

use her, but that she had had no ex-

perience. Rhea was extremely mod-
est today.

"Perhaps your experience with

handling people will come in just

right," the plant superintendent told

her genially. "If not, we can still

use you to handle tomatoes."

CIX weeks later, Laura and Maude
were lunching with Rhea. It was

after work for all three of them. They

sat on the terrace on the cool side of
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the house drinking fruit juice from

tall glasses and eating thin sand-

wiches. The food was good but

simple. The women were tired but

jolly.

Rhea had been regaling them with

a recital of her first week at the fac-

tory. It had been awful at the time,

but looking back in the light of her

present success with the girls, it

seemed merely amusing. Her listen-

ers rocked with laughter. There was

no boredom here, nor fidgeting to get

away.

'*! never thought you'd do it,

Rhea," Laura wiped a tear away.

"Though I knew you could if you

once made up your mind."

"You didn't let any grass grow un-

der your feet," Maude said. Then
suddenly, "What did you dream

about Mother that night anyway?"

Rhea's face suddenly changed

from jocularity to a serenity that was

soothing to see.

"It was beautiful," she said soft-

ly. "Almost too beautiful to talk

about. I had been tossing all night,

and then as dawn approached I fell

into a sleep peaceful as a desert twi-

light. It was twilight, all splendid

with golden clouds and bright with

the muted brightness that lingers

after the sun has gone. And Mother
and I were walking together in a

country lane. Mother was wearing

one of those huge gingham aprons,

and it seemed to be full as usual

with stuff from the garden. I plucked

at it playfully. 'What's this you're

carrying?' 'Beans,' she said, turning

her face full upon me. But the smile

she gave me. You remember it,

Maude. How she'd look at us with

such an understanding kindness after

we'd been naughty, and from seri-

ousness how her face would bloom
with love. That's really all there

was to the dream. Just Mother and

her apron full of beans and her smile,

but it was enough to turn my mind
back to a real happening.

"It was the summer before my last

year at college. Some of my sorority

sisters were visiting with us. After

supper I discovered Mother was out

in the garden picking vegetables. She

looked like a peasant woman, a black

figure with her apron poked out in

front with its earthly burden. I went
out to help her, also to protest that

my girl friends would think it was

queer that she should be doing this

menial labor. 'But why must you do

it. Mother? If anyone wants these

beans let them come and get them,

if not let them go.' 'I can't let

things go to waste,' Mother had re-

plied. 'If the earth is bountiful we
must see that its yield is harvested. I

call it keeping faith with the soil,

Rhea. I could not sleep if I knew
things were wasting in the garden.'

So when she said 'Beans' and smiled,

I knew what she meant."

" 'Keeping faith v^th the soir—

what an idea. So that's why you

went to the cannery," Laura mused.

"I didn't know you were raised on a

farm, Rhea?"

"Yes. Mother died the following

year and Father sold the place so

that summer was my last one there."

"What will you do when the can-

ning season is over?"

"Guess?" but she could not give

them time to guess for her own eag-

erness, 'Tm going to be a Nurses'

Aid. I've already signed up."

"But Rhea! That's real work, you

know."

"Do you remember that little lec-
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ture you used to give us about the

gracious years?" Maude asked.

"Where do they come in?"

*'Yes, I remember very v^ell, for

after all I did a lot of striving toward

those gracious years/'

''And v^hat do you think of them

now?"
'1 think the gracious years must

be those years that a woman is al-

lowed to render service beyond her

own immediate circle; and I hope the

Lord will allow me quite a few of

them."

"YouVe learned a lot in six weeks,

Rhea."

'Terhaps—but it was Mother's

smile that put me on the right track."

An Appeal to Mothers

(Continued from page 597)

These rooms should be clean and

sanitary and always equipped with

clean towels, soap, and toilet paper.

Mirrors should also be provided, and

the rooms should be in keeping with

the rest of the building. Drapes at

the windows add a touch of refine-

ment. Mothers should see that rest

rooms are properly kept up.

Heating and Ventilation

Mothers, the health of your fami-

lies should be safeguarded by proper

heating and ventilation. Lack of

ventilation contributes to the spread

of disease. Is the ventilation in the

chapel as good as it is in your home?

File Hazards

Is your chapel a fire trap? Are fire

extinguishers installed? Are they

examined from year to year, so that

your children's lives are safe in an

emergency? The other day while

visiting a chapel, fire extinguishers

were found which appeared "all ready

for use." However, the tanks were

empty—the liquid had never been
added! Mothers, insist that your

children's lives be safeguarded while

in church.

Look for the Label of Approval

Beginning October 1, we are going

to label our chapels with an award.

On the merits of the upkeep of each

building, it v^ll be labeled with Hon-
ors, High Honors, or Highest Hon-

ors. Now, you good mothers of the

Relief Society determine, to a great

extent, what is accomplished

throughout the Church. May we
ask that you .demand for your fami-

lies and yourselves a fit place in

which to worship. Will you demand
that dark corners be cleaned out?

We should be thankful for the sacri-

fices that are*being made throughout

the Church to provide better build-

ings and better upkeep. We are de-

cidedly improving, but we are not

through yet. For years the General

Authorities of the Church have been

urging us to have clean, attractive

buildings. We solicit the aid of

mothers in this enterprise. If you

will demand better conditions, half

the battle will be won.

Mothers of the Church:

As with the Church, so with the

people. We appeal to you to bring

pressure to bear in a wholesome way.

Your good bishop will listen to you.



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Piince Redd

Chapter VII

Synopsis: Following Indian Mike's raid

on El Toro, Janet's desert home, which in

a measure was responsible for the death

of her baby, Janet draws more and more
within herself. Crowded with new fears,

she does not realize that she and her hus-

band, Paul Morgan, are growing further

and further apart. Dr. Potsworth, friend

and mentor, intervenes. Janet, overhearing

his talk with Paul and Paul's bitter answers,

wakes to the realization of her selfish ab-

sorption. Paul's determination to bring

Indian Mike to trial, at any cost, adds to

Janet's fears, driving out, for the time at

least, the old ones that have obsessed her

since the day she married Paul and came to

live in San Juan. There is a renewal of

their old love and companionship; Paul

promises to give up the fight against Mike,

and Janet is happy again. They decide

that she shall leave soon for Washington
and spend the winter in her old home.
Paul is to join her when ^the fall work is

done. But the respite is brief. Janet learns

that Juanee, her Indian woman, the mother
of twins, is to have another child, and all

her old grief returns. Juanee tells Janet

to pray to the God of her people, and she,

too, will have a child. *

4 4 TV jO place, anywhere, is equal

\\i to Washington in the

Spring! . .
." Paul Morgan

tamped the earth solidly around a

small Cottonwood tree he was plant-

ing. Every youngster had to have a

swing tree. He hoped this one wasn't

being planted too late in the year. He
dropped to his knees and smoothed
the earth lovingly, Janet's last letter

repeating itself in his mind.

"I wish you could see the cherry

blossoms, Paul," she'd written. ''Bet-

ter still, I wish you could smell them
and feel them against your face as
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I'm doing now, and sit here beside

me on this bench and look out across

the Potomac. The water is scarcely

ruffled, yet petals are blowing. Sand
is probably pelting your face, in San

Juan. . .
."

Paul straightened up and looked

out over the desert, shading his eyes

from the sun. Before it was an hour

hotter there'd be sand all right,

''You say things are looking well.

I can just see them—red, where

green should be, copper, where there

should be blue, and no water any-

where!"

Paul regarded the little tree doubt-

fully. What did it matter if trees

grew or not? Things were precious

only by association* only by being

shared with someone you loved.

What did it matter where houses

stood or whether the earth were red

or green or rivers placid or not? An
unyielding cliff became a refuge

when a home was built against it!

A penthouse empty if . . .

"And the Potomac, Paul!" (Jan-

et's letter intruded again.) "How
different it is from the San Juan. No
cliffs frown from dizzy heights along

its limpid edges. Boats drift on its

sun-jeweled surface. People dream

along its banks—Sunday-morning
people, people from offices and

homes, hundreds of them, out to see

the cherry blossoms fall! And in all

this beauty I am lonely. I guess my
cherry blossoms must be shared with

one I love or they bloom for me in
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Paul tamped the roots of the httle

tree carefully. ''Cherry blossoms

must be shared with one you love.

. . ."he repeated softly, and as he

arose a song left his lips; the little

tree stood straight and firmly packed

into the sand at the corner of the

patio between El Toro and its warm
red cliffs. Paul pushed his hat back

from his forehead and let the morn-

ing wind cool his face, then he turned

and went in. He took Janet's letter

from the arm of his chair where it

had lain within easy reach during the

five days since its arrival. He spread

the pages out carefully on his knee

as he sat down to rest. After a while

he picked them up and began to read

them again, though he knew the

lines by heart. . . .

"What a contrary person I am,

Paul. When Fm there, I want to be

here; and when Fm here, I want to

be there. For three years now we've

been seesawing back and forth be-

tween the east and the west, no near-

er contentment than we were be-

fore. Three months each winter

with you here, three months each

summer with me there. And neither

of us . . . Paul, when the baby comes,

Fm sure everything will be different.

I wish you had taken me back with

you. Fve been sitting here for hours

thinking things over. How is Juanee?

Did she bake potatoes in the ashes

for me when she knew about the

baby? I dreamed last night that old

Mike came here and stole everything

I had, that the baby was born and
he took it too. I woke up, limp

from fear. All the old hatreds rushed

in with strangling force. This beauty,

this hum of human endeavor is life,

Paul. Yet only half of me is here

to enjoy it.

"We have only a little while to

wait, now. Doctor Eldred says Fm
'bonny.' He's a Scotchy old dear—

as near like Doctor Potsworth as I

could find. Fve been thinking of

Doctor Groneman all day. He and

Doc should be working together in

a big hospital—yet what would San

Juan do without Doc . . . ? Here's

the cabman; I had no idea my three

hours were up. Fll post this on my
way home.

"I love you. ...
"Janet."

Paul sighed deeply. He folded

the contents of the letter away in

his thoughts, as carefully as one

presses a flower between the pages

of a loved book. "If I should spend

my winters here . . . never go to

Washington again . . . Janet would
sometime forget El Toro. A person

has to be happy. Life can't forever

deny that," he thought, knowing he

could never give Janet up, and that

somehow he must find a way to win.

He went to the water barrel, dipped

a bucket in, and carried it brimming
to the little tree he had planted. As
he splashed it recklessly over the

loose soil, a car rattled into the front

yard. Doc Potsworth. He'd know
the sound of that wheezy old tub

anywhere. But today it was an un-

welcome sound. He wanted no com-
pany.

"Can't you come to meet a per-

son?" Potsworth searched around

in his pockets, knowing perfectly

well that Paul knew he had the

weekly mail. "Not very anxious,

seems to me! Got a telegram here

someplace . . .
!"

"Telegram?" Three strides brought

Paul from the corner of the house

to the car.
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"Sure. Any law against that?"

Potsworth thrust a yellow envelope

into Paul's outstretched hand.

Paul took one look at the sheet

he had all but torn in two in his

eagerness, gulped, and sank to the

running board of the old car. Pots-

worth waited impatiently, but when
Paul continued to gulp, unable to

utter a sound, he clutched the tele-

gram. ''Keep a privileged old friend

waiting all day will you!" He read

the telegram, and his own jaw

dropped. ''Jumpin' Jehoshaphat!"

he cried, ''J^i^^t has twins!"

"Twins?" Paul questioned.

'Two?"
"Two!" Potsworth exclaimed.

Paul repeated the word weakly:

"Two."
"Yes, Paul, two! You're a family

man now. One boy. One girl."

"Two," Paul said again, as incredu-

lous as a child at Christmas, his face

blank from astonishment.

"You no savvy, Paul?" Potsworth

explained patiently, shaking with in-

ward laughter. "One begay! One
mechacha!" Then he added sober-

ly: "What I wouldn't have given

to have brought those babies into

the world."

"But what of Janet?" Paul demand-
ed, scarcely hearing him. "She'll be

more afraid of San Juan than ever."

"This'll do wonders for her, Paul.

She'll have an interest now as con-

suming as her fear of the country.

She'll come through. Just give her

time."

"Time! She's had little else. For

years you've been telling me what
to do about it. I suppose you think

she'll just love coming back with a

couple of babies to worry about!"

"I suppose you're right. But just

the same, she'll be back. No wom-
an can resist the desire to show off

a new baby. And twins . . . well!"

"I'll have to go to her and help her

bring them home. That's a terrible

responsibility—twins
!

"

"I'm glad you sense it. Janet will

come back if you go for her, but she'll

bring back the same fears, the same
prejudices. She's got to want to be

here on her own."

"But Doc. . .
."

"I know. I know. You want to

see those kids. Sure, but you've got

to let Janet bring them to you."

"But it might be months!"
"I'll give her exactly one and a half.

And don't you go writing to her

every day either."

"And when I do, talk about some-

thing besides cows?"

"Exactly."

Paul's eyes twinkled. "If it works

I'll give you a heifer calf—a dozen
heifer calves!" Paul began to pace

the floor in his excitement. "I'll

probably wake up and find myself

asleep in my saddle, dreaming."

"That's good. Wake up and find

yourself asleep!"

"Well, you know what I mean.

Honestly, Doc," Paul said seriously,

"I've about given up hope of winning

Janet over. She's so set against this

country that she won't give it a

chance."

"Let the country take care of it-

self, man. Quit trying to make Jan-

et like it. Just you get ready to enjoy

those kids. The country complex

will take care of itself."

"I wonder."

"And remember, you're just a by-

stander now. I'll be the important

male around here—next to young

Paul."
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"Shouldn't you have included

Paulette?"

"Say, that's not bad! Paul and

Paulette! Not bad at all!"

"Doc, where's your imagination?

The boy's been named Jerry for

years."

"Then the names won't match

for I insist upon Paulette for the

girl."

"And we're both reckoning with-

out Janet. She'll probably choose

Cactus and Cactir Paul spoke sar-

castically, Janet's dislike of the coun-

try rankling as it had never done be-

fore.

"Cactus and Cacti!" Doctor Pots-

worth chuckled, refusing to take Paul

seriously. "Let's wire that to Janet."

Paul looked at him, trying to sup-

press his mood. "Why not?" he

laughed. "She might even see the

joke herself. . .
."

JANET, lying in her hospital bed,

^ surrounded by flowers and gifts,

read the telegram with delight.

"How perfectly adorable," she

laughed. "Cactus and Cacti!" She

lay back on her pillows, hands be-

hind her head, her eyes dreamy. Paul

was happy now. The little grave on

the hill would never seem lonely

again. Brothers and sisters make a

family. What would Juanee think?

Janet smiled, remembering the In-

dian woman's appraisal of twins:

"You give me one dollar or two dol-

lars, I take two dollars!"

Janet reread her telegram from

Paul with increasing delight. She'd

long ago decided on Paulette for her

daughter's name, and Paul would
have nothing but Jerry for his son.

Any children could be named that,

but only born-to-the-range twins

could be Cactus and Cacti—even in

fun.

"Born to the range!" Suddenly

the hospital faded; the flame of set-

ting sun through the windows be-

came a glowing bed of coals in the

center of a cave high up on Blue

Mesa. Hotel Collins. Very, very

far from nurses and doctors; far from

the ordered loveliness that surround-

ed her here. She was not lying in a

high white bed, but on a bed of

fragrant cedar boughs in the cave;

not laughing, but saying fiercely in-

to the dark: "I'll fight you, Paul,

you and your country! I'll fight you

till the day I die! I'll not bring a

child up a million miles from no-

where!"

Then as suddenly the cave faded

and she was back in the hospital, for

a nurse had brought her babies to be

fed. Her momentary rebellion was

drowned in happiness. These were

Paul's babies. They belonged back

there with their father. She was

suddenly inexpressibly lonely for

Paul. . . .

pvAILY, Paul carried water to nour-

ish the little cottonwood tree he

had planted near the patio. "Kids

need a swing tree," he told every one

who would listen. All the cowboys

had brought gifts—lariats of minia-

ture size, saddles, bridles, mounted
silver spurs with extravagant burnt

designs. But the thing that touched

him most of all was a gift from In-

dian Joe—his own twins' first mocca-

sins. Other Indians came with their

whole families to offer a 'shake,' sol-

emnly proffering their hands, leav-

ing rich presents for the paleface

twins. There were so many gifts

he'd have to build a new wing at El
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Toro to accommodate them all.

'If only Janet would hurry and

come/' he thought dejectedly. But

from the tone of her last letter the

swing tree would be full grown be-

fore that happened. He sat on the

back step of the patio and read the

letter again.

"Dear Paul,

''Why don't you hurry the spring

work along and come? Our babies

are nearly a month old, and you

haven't seen them. I'd come home
if I could, but Doctor Eldred says

the babies must be at least six months
old before they can face the wilds.

Anyway, I'd be scared to travel with

them, even if you were here to help

;me. So you see you'll just have to

come to us. I love you very much,
dear. Please understand. I'd come
home this minute if I could!"

There was much more; but news
of Washington didn't interest Paul.

One word only stood out like a star

—''home." Janet had said "home."
She could have said . . . well, just

"back" if she had wanted to. But
she'd said "home!"
A wheezy pfpht pfpht and an extra

cloud of dust in the wind, told Paul

he had company. It was Potsworth

again. Just the person he wanted to

see.

"Fm going to D.C., Doc," he

shouted, racing around the corner of

the patio. "And you can like it or

go jump in the lake!"

- "And where would I get a lake,

young man?"

"Well, the river then!"

"Practically dry. Same as your

humor."

"I'm not trying to be funny. Doc,

I've got to see Janet and those babies.

There's no reason why I shouldn't

go. And besides I've run out of ex-

cuses."

"Suppose I dump one in your lap?"

"You couldn't invent one big

enough."

"No?"
"Try it and see."

"You like Doctor Groneman,
don't you, Paul?"

"Yes. Yes, of course. But what's

that got to do with . .

."

"He's coming here, Paul."

"Here? What for? And if he is,

what of it? He doesn't need a nurse-

maid, does he?"

"That's just what he does need.

He's blind."

"Bli . . . Doc, say that again."

"Groneman is blind."

"That's . . . That's not possible.

Why would the Lord let a thing like

that happen?"

"Don't we blame too much onto

the Lord? It was T.B., Paul—tuber-
culosis of the eyes; a sudden rupture,

and the light went out."

There was stark incredulity in

Paul's eyes. "But he was a doctor!

He worked with doctors constantly!"

he cried.

"And none of them knew. They
didn't even suspect. Sometimes the

blood vessels break one at a time,

over long intervals, and the blindness

is gradual. Rarely does it come as

this did."

"How awful! What'll he do now?
I can't picture him a useless, help-

less invalid."

"He's not an invalid. And men
of Groneman's caliber are never use-

less. He'll find other things to do

to help the world."

"But what can he do here if he

can't see."

"He can rest—and feed his soul.
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It's inner vision he needs now. That's

why he's coming here. Remember
he said this was the top of the

world?"

Paul nodded. 'Tcs, El Toro

could be perfect, even to the blind."

''Will you still go gallivantin' off

to Washington?"

*'No, of course not. If it hadn't

been for him and you, Janet

wouldn't be here today, Doc."

''There you go again, you blame

God for natural consequences and

leave Him out when He plays the

big part."

"Most of the time I feel that He
is pretty near, here on the desert."

Paul picked up a wire and began

fastening it to the little tree. "But

at times He seems pretty remote."

"Here, I'll give you a hand with

that tree," Doctor Potsworth said,

breaking the tension in his own
shrewd, kindly way. "Groneman
knows about the twins, Paul."

"When will he come?"

"By the end of the week."

"I'll be ready. Joe and the fore-

man can take over. I'll stick around

here."

"To the north a little, Paul." Pots-

worth straightened the tree's small

trunk. "A tree has to be braced

against the v^nd."

They worked in silence, making a

boot for the trunk from an old piece

of garden hose, fastening it by a guy-

wire to a peg in the ground, so it

could not give against the strong

north winds.

When Paul spoke again, his voice

was low and unsteady. "I'm scared,

Doc. What if I do and say the

wrong things?"

"You will, sometimes. Who
wouldn't? But you'll manage.

Good-by."

"What will Janet think?" Paul said

to himself, and went inside.

{To be continued)

Madame Chiang Kai-shek
(Continued horn page 610) with all her Strength and soul, and

by daily communion with Him. One might and mind,
cannot be conscious of His presence

'

when one has only a bowing ac-

quaintance with Him. Madame
Chiang's power comes from the

peace within her. This has come
from her effort to do the will of God
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SUNSET
Lillian Jensen

Pink clouds piled high and billowing,

Purple clouds,

Golden clouds with wide blue fringe,

Changeable-colored satin in the western sky!

rd like to have an evening gown
Fashioned from the sunset

—

Shimmering in the subdued light,

fi different hue each time tlie pausic changed.
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FROM THE FIELD

Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appear
in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY WAR AND WELFARE ACTIVITIES

npHE Relief Society annual report 14, 1843, that Phebe M. Wheeler,
for 1942, published in the recent the assistant secretary, proposed

June-July issue of the Magazine, in- ''that a sewing society be appointed

dicated for Relief Societies through- that garments and bed clothing may
out the Church the extent of war be made and given to such as are

and welfare services by the Society, suffering cold and nakedness."

Part of this report dealt with Relief Quilts made during 1942 numbered
Society sewing service at local Relief 13,034 and it is expected that quilts

Society meetings—sewing service for made during 1943 will greatly exceed

the Society and its members, for the this number, for 1943 is doubtless

Church Welfare Program, and for the greatest quilt-making year so far

the Red Cross and other worthy com- in Relief Society. In addition to the

munity agencies. This report indi- usual number of quilts made, the

cated that an average of nearly 29,000 Society undertook an assignment by
women gave sewing service at each the Church Welfare Committee to

monthly work meeting to the extent fill an assignment in the ratio of one
of approximately 382,000 hours, dur- quilt to every one hundred Church
ing which 116,882 articles were com- members, these quilts to be turned
pleted. Of this total number of ar- into bishops' storehouses. In addi-

ticles, the greatest number (38,381 tion, the General Board of Relief

or approximately one-third of the Society recommended that all So-

total) was made for the Red Cross, cieties in war risk areas provide them-
with 29,048 being made for Relief selves with ward first-aid supplies.

Society, 19,446 for bishops' store- including 12 quilts or blankets,

houses, and 30,007 for hospitals and Furthermore, the General Board also

all other agencies. Clothing for suggested that a final check be made
children constituted the largest to discover whether all families were
group, according to kinds of articles adequately supplied with bedding,

made. and urged that encouragement and
Next in importance were quilts, assistance be given to help families

which, for one hundred years, have complete their bedding supplies,

symbolized Relief Society sewing Many stake and ward Relief Societies

service. It was in the Society's sec- had already conducted bedding proj-

ond year, in a meeting held October ects for the benefit of families with-

Poge 626
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OVER loo QUILTS WERE DISPLAYED AT THIS RELIEF SOCIETY QUILTING
IN THE EMERY WARD, EMERY STAKE, 1943

in their boundaries. The following

reports from wards and stakes reflect

the activities of the Society with re-

spect to the quilt-making project for

the Church Welfare Program, the

bedding plans for the benefit of mem-
bers, Red Cross sewing, and other

war services.

Emery Stake (Utah)

jyfYRLE B. JOHANSEN, stake

secretary-treasurer, recently

wrote as follows : "A suggestion giv-

en in one of the bulletins from the

General Board that Relief Societies

encourage their members to repair

and make new bedding, while mate-

rials were available, resulted in a

most profitable project in the Emery
Ward of our stake.

''They called it the 'Help One An-
other Project,' and every woman in

the ward was invited to participate.

The project covered a period of two
and one-half months, and approxi-

mately 3,246 hours were spent in

quilting. Over 158 quilts were made.

At the time the accompanying pic-

ture was taken, over 100 quilts were

displayed. Six quilts were made for

Church Welfare at one time, and

over eighty women were present.

Light refreshments were served at

every quilting. Wynona Petty is

president of the Emery Ward.

"At the present time, this ward has

a very worthy summer project for

their visiting teachers. Each month
a social is given in every district, at

the home of a widow, a service star

mother, or an aged sister. The pro-

gram is made up by those living in

the district and many participate

who have not had the privilege of

doing so before."

Los Angeles Stake (California)

pMMA LYM, secretary of the Bev-

erly Hills Ward, reports: "Our
Relief Society anniversary celebra-

tion was a success in every respect.

An old-fashioned quilting party was
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held on March ii. A pleasant pro-

gram was presented during the quilt-

ing and a luncheon served. On
March 17 a number of our members
went to the Red Cross Blood Bank
and gave blood donations. It was felt

that no better way could be found to

adequately commemorate the anni-

versary of the Society.

'Tor our closing party the entire

group reported at the Red Cross cen-

ter at the El Rodeo School in Bev-

erly Hills on June 3. The morning

was spent preparing surgical dress-

ings and rolling bandages. The wom-
en found it an enjoyable as well as

useful occupation. Each sister

brought a box lunch and at noon ad-

journed to Roxbury Park. Here

lunches were exchanged and enjoyed.

After lunch an informal program was

presented for the pleasure of all pres-

ent.

''We are happy to report that

these activities of small service have

been highly successful in increasing

the spirit of cooperation and friend-

ship among the members of Beverly

Hills Ward."

Young Stake (New Mexico)

pMMA B. EVANS, president of

the very small Relief Society at

Shiprock, New Mexico, reported in

June: ''We have made quilts and

dresses and sold them in the store

here. We have made molasses taffy,

popcorn balls, etc., and sold them to

the sweet-hungry school children. By

May 26, which we had set as our $100

goal, we had purchased $100 worth

of war bonds and sold quilts and two

dresses besides. We have six mem-
bers."

Nava/o-Zuni Mission (New Mexico)

gMMA B. EVANS of Shiprock

was recently appointed with her

husband. President Ralph William
Evans, to preside over the new
Navajo-Zuni Mission. When she

wrote in June, there were no organ-

ized Relief Societies among these In-

dian women, but many of them who
were interested were assisting with

the Sunday School and Primary Asso-

ciation meetings, and doing mission-

ary work. She reported as follows her

visit to Crystal, New Mexico, "away

up in the tops of the mountains"

where the only full-time missionary

was stationed: "This lady missionary

had taught the Navajo women to

make quilts. I wish you could see

the two quilt tops they have made.

One is put together with bright

green and the other with a very bright

yellow. The quilt blocks are perfect,

everv color blended and stitched as

perfectly as their Navajo blankets

are made. Instead of cutting their

blocks as they would come on the

material, the conventional flower de-

sign was in the center of each dia-

mond, giving it an appliqued effect.

Their faces shone when I told them
that I would send the cotton for the

first one, and how lovely they

were. They intend to make and sell

enough quilts to buy an organ or

piano for their little church.

"You would thrill with pride if

you were to see the little one-roomed

church which they reconditioned

with the help of Jim Collyer, the

Mormon trader there. It has a good

floor, newly painted walls, good

benches, bright Navajo colors at the

neatly curtained windows. Our vis-

it was unexpected, but vases of ever-

green and flowers adorned tables and
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windows, and Brother Polocca was

on hand to take charge of the meet-

ing. This new member has full

charge since there are no mission-

aries there now. Just lately a pro-

testant church there had six mission-

aries holding revival meetings, but

this staunch new member held his

ground and carried on in face of

great opposition."

SheJJey Stake (Idaho)

CADIE KIRKHAM, stake sewing

leader, at the request of Annie

B. Johnsen, stake Relief Society pres-

ident, reported in 1942 : ''In one Re-

lief Society bedding project wc have

quilted 410 quilts. People who could

afford to do so paid for the work,

and the money was used to buy quilts

and blankets for those who could not

afford to pay. Then the stake Re-

lief Society cooperated in a govern-

ment mattress project. We made
207 mattresses. Through the appli-

cations for mattresses we learned the

real needs of the people in our stake

better than we could have found out

in any other way. It has been a big

undertaking, but we have enjoyed

the satisfaction of knowing we have

helped people to have warm bedding

who have never had it before, and

we surely need it in Idaho."

Southern Arizona Stake (Arizona)

QLADYS E. HUISH, president of

Southern Arizona Stake Relief

Society, reported in 1942 details of

this stake's bedding project: 'Tirst,

we decided to ask each member to

have enough bedding on •hand to

last for five years and gave them a

suggestive list to go by. To help the

women with their quilts, each ward

organization offered to quilt one

quilt without charge for each mem-
ber who would prepare and furnish

her own material; some wards quilted

one and tied one for each member.

Of course, there were some who did

not need any quilts made and a few

who could not afford to buy mate-

rials. For the latter, the association

bought the material and quilted the

quilts. We suggested for the sheets

and slips that they take advantage

of the layaway plan early before

prices were raised—which many did.

We made each ward president re-

sponsible for her own members.

''When we took a survey early in

October, we found that 70 per cent

of our women had enough bedding

for 5 years, many others for 3 years,

some for only one, and a very few

who hadn't done anything. Our
presidents will still work with these

few.

"In order to get so many quilts

quilted most of the wards met regu-

larly in work meetings each Tuesday

all summer. Some held all-day work

meetings every Tuesday. For our

clothing project we asked the fami-

lies to try to have enough clothes

besides the ones they were wearing

to last children for one year, and

adults for two years. To help them

with this, we submitted a suggestive

list to go by. Each ward was also

asked to lay away four complete lay-

ettes for infants—and have done so."

(Reports on Relief Society War and Welfare Activities will be continued in ''Notes

From the Field" for November.),



LESSON DEPARTMENT

cJheologyi

Articles of Faith

Lesson 20^Christ's Reign on Earth

Tuesday, January 4, 1944

(This is the fourth lesson deahng with Article 10)

Article 10: We believe . . . that Christ will reign personally upon the

earth; . . .

Lesson Aim : To show that after the cleansing of the earth by fire and the

destruction of all wicked people upon the earth, that Christ will reign

personally during the Millenium, and that during the millennial reign things

not yet accomplished will be fulfilled preparatory to the end of the world.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 20, TALMAGE'S, AKTICLES OF FAITH

First and Second Advents

The facts of our Lord's birth in

the flesh, of His thirty and three

years of life among mortals, of His

ministry, sufferings, and death, are

accepted as attested history. 'Tn the

meridian of time" Christ was born

to earth, amid humble surroundings.

His coming had been heralded

through the previous centuries, even

from the dawn of human existence.

Every important incident connected

with His birth, life, death, triumph-

al resurrection, and ultimate glory

as King, Lord and God, had been

predicted. Judah and Israel had been
told to prepare for the coming of the

Page 630

Anointed One; yet when He came
to His own, they received Him not.

Similarly benighted are they who
reject the prophetic evidence of His

second coming, and who fail to read

the signs of the times, which declare

the event, at once glorious and ter-

rible, to be near.

Chiisfs Second Coming Predicted

and Signs Described; Biblical Proph-

ecies

The prophets of the Old Testa-

ment, and those of Book of Mormon
record who lived and wrote before

the era of Christ, had little to say

regarding the second coming of the
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Lord in comparison with their num-

erous and expHcit predictions con-

cerning His first advent. The Lord's

second advent was foretold by these

prophets, however, as the scriptures

abundantly aver (Ps. 50:1, 3; Isa.

35:4, 5-10; 40:10; Jude 14, 15; Pearl

of Great Price, Moses 7:60, etc.).

Jesus taught the disciples that His

mission in the flesh was to be of short

duration, and that He would come
again to earth, for we find them in-

quiring in this wise: 'Tell us, when
shall these things be? And what

shall be the sign of thy coming, and

of the end of the world?" In reply,

our Lord detailed many of the signs

of the latter times (Matt. Chap. 24;

Luke Chap. 21 ) , the last and greatest

of which He thus stated: ''And this

gospel of the kingdom shall be

preached in all the world for a wit-

ness unto all nations; and then shall

the end come," (Matt. 24:14) . With
great clearness, Jesus spoke of the

worldliness in which the children of

men had continued to indulge, even

to the eve of the deluge, and on the

day of the fiery destruction which be-

fell the Cities of the Plains, and

added: "Even thus shall it be in

the day when the Son of Man is re-

vealed" (Luke 17:26-30).

At the time of the ascension, as the

apostles stood gazing into the firma-

ment where a cloud had hidden the

resurrected Lord from sight, they be-

came aware of the presence of two

visitants in white apparel, who said:

"Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye

gazing up into heaven? This same

Jesus, which is taken up from you

into heaven, shall so come in like

manner as ye have seen him go into

heaven" (Acts 1:11).

Among Book oi Mormon Fiophccies

Among Book of Mormon prophe-

cies it is sufficient to consider here

the personal assurances of Christ at

the time of His ministrations to the

Nephites in His resurrected state. In

promising the three disciples the de-

sire of their hearts. He said, "Ye shall

live to behold all the doings of the

Father unto the children of men,

even until all things shall be ful-

filled according to the will of the

Father, when I shall come in my
glory with the powers of heaven"

(III Nephi 28:7-8).

The Word of Modern Kevehtion

The word of modern revelation is

no less sure regarding the appointed

advent of the Redeemer (Doctrine

and Covenants 33:17; 34:6-7; 45:

37-44)-

The Precise Time of Christ's Coming

The precise time of His coming

has not been made known unto man
(Doctrine and Covenants 49:7;

Matt. 25:13; 24:42, 44; Mark 13:33,

35; Luke 12:40; etc.). His coming

will be a surprise to those who have

ignored His warnings, and who have

failed to watch.

Christ's Reign; The Kingdom

The scriptures abound with dec-

larations that the Lord will yet reign

among His people, and that His

kingdom vcdll be everlasting (Ps.

10:16; 29:10; 145:13; 146:10; Jer.

10:10; Dan. 4:34-37; 7:27; Micah 4:

7; Luke 1:33; Rev. 11:15).

Kingdom and Church

Although the phrases "kingdom

of heaven," "kingdom of God,"
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"kingdom of Christ" or simply

"kingdom" may be used interchange-

ably, a careful study of the context in

each instance may be necessary to a

proper comprehension of the writer's

intent (Doctrine and Covenants 65:

2, 5-6).

At the time of His glorious advent,

Christ will be accompanied by the

hosts of righteous ones who have al-

ready passed from earth; and saints

who are still alive on earth are to be
quickened and caught up to meet
Him, then to descend with Him as

partakers of His glory (Doctrine and
Covenants 88:91-98). With Him
too will come Enoch and his band
of the pure in heart; and a union

will be effected with the kingdom
of God, or that part of the king-

dom of heaven previously established

as the Church of Christ on earth;

and the kingdom on earth will be

one with that in heaven. Then will

be realized a fulfillment of the Lord's

own prayer, given as a pattern to all

who pray: "Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done in earth, as it is

in heaven" (Matt. 6:10).

The Millennium

During the millennial era, both

mortal and immortal beings will ten-

ant the earth, and communion with

heavenly powers will be common.
Vicarious work for the dead will

continue with renewed fervor. Satan

shall be bound, and when he is loosed

again he shall only reign for a little

season, and then cometh the end of

the earth (Doctrine and Covenants

43:30-31). Then the earth will pass

to its celestial condition and become
a fit abode for the glorified sons and

daughters of God.
The Millennium should be con-

sidered as a sabbatical era—a thou-

sand years of peace, wherein enmity

between man and beast shall cease,

and love shall rule (Pearl of Great

Price, Moses 7:65; Isa. 11:6-9; ^5-

17, 20-25; Doctrine and Covenants

29:11, 22-23; 43-30-31J 63:49-51; 77:

12).

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS PROCEDURE

Suggested Songs Lives," Latter-day Saint Hymns, No.

"Come, Thou Glorious Day of ^9°; Deseret Sunday School Songs,

Promise," by Alex Neibaur, Rehei ^^' ^7^'

Society Songs, page 52; Latter-day "Joy to the World! The Lord Will

Saint Hymns, No. 275. Come," by Watts, ReUef Society

"Come, O Thou King of Kings," ^""^'^ P^^§^ fj
Latter-day Saint

by P. P. Pratt, Relief Society Songs,
%"^ns. No. 188.

page 1; Latter-day Saint 'Hymns, No. "Now Let Us Rejoice," by W. W.
158. Phelps, Relief Society Songs, page

"Jesus, Once of Humble Birth," 48; Latter-day Saint Hymns, No. 218;

by P. P. Pratt, Relief Society Songs, Deseret Sunday School Songs, No.

page 3 1 ; Latter-day Saint Hymns, No. 14^-

293; Deseret Sunday School Songs, "Memories of Galilee," by H. R.
No. 47. Palmer, Deseret Sunday School

"I Know that My Redeemer Songs, No. 122.
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Pictuies

Well-selected pictures add inter-

est to the lesson and create an appro-

priate atmosphere. Famous pictures

of Christ might be used in connec-

tion with this lesson. (Pictures may
be obtained at small cost from the

Perry Picture Co.; Maiden, Massa-

chusetts.)

Suggested Questions and Study

Helps

{Note: In early editions of The Articles

of Faith by James E. Talmage, a series of

questions and suggestive exercises were in-

cluded. The following were prepared by

the author for this particular chapter:

)

1. Compare the conditions attending

Christ's first advent, with those pre-

dicted for His second coming.

2. Cite scriptural prophecies regarding

the second coming of Christ, with

attendant signs: i, Bibhcal; 2, Book
of Mormon; 3, modern.

3. What evidence have you to prove

that the predicted second coming of

Christ is near at hand?

4. What is known as to the time of His

coming?

5. Show by scripture that Christ is to

reign as King on earth.

6. Demonstrate the relation between the

kingdom of God and the Church of

Christ.

7. Show the distinctive sense in which

kingdom of God and the kingdom of

heaven are spoken of in modern reve-

lation.

8. What will be the position of honest

and honorable men who are not mem-
bers of the Church when the kingdom
of heaven is established?

9. What is the Millennium?

10. Give scriptural authority for your be-

lief as to the conditions that are to

characterize the Millennium.

11. What will be the condition of Satan

during and after the Millennium?

Suggestions for the Use of the Ques-

tions

The question is a "major main-

spring to mental activity." The
question-and-answer method is one

of the important teaching methods

and, if properly handled, may be

made to contribute effectively to the

aims of teaching. Questions should

be clear and concise. One impor-

tant purpose of questions is to stimu-

late and direct thinking; that is, to

start the class members on a line of

thought and then to direct their

thought movement to a given con-

clusion or goal. The use of ques-

tions should be carefully planned.

They should contribute to the de-

velopment of the lesson and to the

realization of lesson aims.

The ''Suggested Questions and

Study Helps" may be used in a vari-

ety of ways

:

1. They may be used by the class leader

as a guide for her preparation of the

lesson.

2. The entire list of questions and study

helps may be given to the members
of the class as a guide for the prepara-

tion of the lesson by all the class mem-
bers.

3. Certain questions may be assigned to

individual class members for special

reports. These reports should be

limited as to time and introduced by

the class leader at the proper places

in the presentation of her lesson.

4. Three or four of the questions could

be given to the entire class for special

thought and preparation, and the re-

maining questions given to individuals

for special preparation.

5. A question could be assigned to a

committee of three or four members
the month before the lesson presenta-

tion. On the day of the lesson pre-

sentation, one of the three members
could report for the committee. This
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method could be used to give many
members in a large class definite as-

signments. The pre-meeting of the

committee would give the members
an opportunity of getting better ac-

quainted with the lesson and with

each other.

6. These questions could be used as a

review of the lesson.

Note: The class members should be

urged to bring the standard works of the

Church. They should be urged to study

these lessons before they are discussed in

class.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Discouises oi Biigham Young, edi-

tion 1925:

Christ will not cease his labors pertain-

ing to this earth until it is redeemed and

sanctified, ready to be presented spotless

to the Father.—Page 45.

The Savior has not finished his work,

and cannot receive the fulness of his glory

until the influence and power of the wicked

are overcome and brought into subjection.

When the wicked inhabitants of the earth,

the beasts of the field, fowls of the air, fish

of the sea, all mineral substances, and all

else pertaining to this earth, are overcome,

then he will take the kingdom, present it

to the Father, and say, "Here is the work

you gave me to do—^you made the appoint-

ment—I have wrought faithfully, and here

are my brethren and sisters who have

wrought with me. We have wrought faith-

fully, together; we have overcome the flesh,

hell and the Devil. I have overcome, they

have followed in my footsteps, and here

are all thou hast given me; I have lost none,

except the sons of perdition.—Page 45.

When he again visits this earth, he will

come to thoroughly purge his kingdom
from wickedness, and, as ruler of the na-

tions, to dictate and administer to them as

the heir to the kingdom; and the Gentiles

will be as much mistaken in regard to his

second advent as the Jews were in relation

to the first.—Page 46.

Teachings oi the Prophet Joseph

Smithy compiled by Joseph Fielding

Smith, 1938 edition:

Signs of Second Coming Have Commenced

Meji profess to prophesy. I will proph-

esy that the signs of the coming of the

Son of Man are already commenced. One
pestilence will desolate after another. We
shall soon have war and bloodshed. The
moon will be turned into blood. I testify

of these things, and that the coming of the

Son of Man is nigh, even at your doors. If

our souls and our bodies are not looking

forth for the coming of the Son of Man;
and after we are dead, if we are not looking

forth, we shall be among those who are

calling for the rocks to fall upon them.

—

Page 160.

Hearts of Children Turn to Fathers

The hearts of the children of men will

have to be turned to the fathers, and the

fathers to the children, living or dead, to

prepare them for the coming of the Son

of Man. If Ehjah did not come, the whole

earth would be smitten.—Page 160.

Judah must return, Jerusalem must be

rebuilt, and the temple, and water come
out from under the temple, and the waters

of the Dead Sea be healed. It will take

some time to rebuild the walls of the city

and the temple, etc.; and all this must be

done before the Son of Man will make

His appearance. There will be wars and

rumors of wars, signs in the heavens above

and on the earth beneath, the sun turned

into darkness and the moon to blood, earth-

quakes in divers places, the seas heaving be-

yond their bounds; then will appear one

grand sign of the Son of Man in heaven.

But what will the world do? They will

say it is a planet, a comet, etc. But the

Son of Man will come as the sign of the

coming of the Son of Man, which will be

as the light of morning cometh out of the

east.—Pages 286-287.
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Visiting cJeachers 1 1 iessages to the uLome

Sources of Strength

Lesson 4—The Development of Strength Through Work

Tuesday, January 4, 1944

"lATORK, we repeat, is a panacea

for the ills of life. It is a source

of joy and the price of things most
worthwhile, the only path to be pur-

sued that will bring satisfaction and
victory to each individual. To quote

Carlyle, ''Labor is worship/' and he
declares it to be the greatest discov-

ery beneath the sun. No man nor

woman can be truly happy who does

not carry some responsibility and do

some useful work. Blessed is the

man who has found his work, who
can lose himself in it, who gets joy

out of it, who comes to it in the

morning with gladness in his heart.

To quote Proverbs 22:29: ''Seest

thou a man diligent in his business?

he shall stand before kings; he shall

not stand before mean men."
There is a well-known story of a

farmer who, on his deathbed, called

his three idle sons about him to im-

part to them an important secret.

''My sons," said he, "a great treasure

is hidden in the estate which I am
about to leave to you." The old

man gasped. "Where is it hid?"

exclaimed the sons. "I am about to

tell you," said the old man. "You
will have to dig for it." But his

breath failed him before he could

impart the weighty secret, and he
died. Forthwith, the sons set to

work to spade and dig the long-neg-

lected field, and they turned over

every sod and clod upon the estate.

They discovered no treasure, but

they learned to work; and when the

field was sown and the harvest came,

lo, the yield was prodigious, in con-

sequence of the thorough tilling

which it had received. Then it was

that they discovered the treasure of

which their wise father had advised

them—it was the yield of the estate

from their own labors.

Happiness never resides in what

an individual has, but always in what

the individual does. "The more a

man works, the longer he lives. The
less he works, the sooner he dies."

There is only one person for whom
there is no hope, and that's the idler.

"The idler shall not eat the bread of

the laborer."

Much work may be required in

making a home and keeping it. This

is often hard and monotonous work,

but commonplace as it may seem, it

is vitally important. Home building,

in its truest meaning, is one of the

greatest of the fine arts. The home
is the center of happiness, a source

of civilization.

Work

Thank God for the might of it,

The ardor, the urge, the dehght of it.

Work that springs from the heart's desire

Setting the soul and the brain on fire.
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Oh, what is so good as the heat of it.

And what is so glad as the beat of it,

And what is so kind as the stern command
Challenging brain and heart and hand?

—^Angela Morgan

If the Almighty should come to me with

complete success in his right hand and
eternal struggle in his left, I would choose

the left.—Socrates.

Discussion

1 . What are some of the physical values

of work? The psychological, par-

ticularly in times of mental or emo-
tional strain?

Give specific instances from Church
history in which the importance of

work has been emphasized by Church
leaders.

References

Proverbs 31:10-31

Discourses of Biigham Young, edition

1925, pp. 447-449

uiome cJopics

For optional use on Work-and-Business Day

Modern Housekeeping Methods

Lesson 3—Floors and Floor Coverings

Tuesday, December 14, 1943

Of all the ways of getting on in the world, the shortest and best is to make people
believe that ,it will be to their interest to help you along.—La Bruyere.

^HE home affords the best envi-

ronment for learning manage-
ment, and family cooperation is an

important factor in the successful

management of homes in today's

busy world. The parent needs to

realize the importance of housekeep-

ing experience for the child as a

means of development, and as an

expeditious method of solving house-

keeping problems. Pressure of many
kinds causes mothers to say, ''It takes

less time to do it myself.'' This state-

ment reflects a lack of recognition

of the important place management
plays in living in a modern world,

as well as the value of family effort

in housekeeping.

At different periods of time, the

customs and habits of people have

differed. The problems of house-

keeping and homemaking have

changed with each succeeding pe-

riod. We are confronted today with

a situation wherein that which we
have must be given great care, be-

cause of the difficulties of replace-

ment. This is particularly true if we
would preserve, in beauty, our floors

and floor coverings. Their attractive

appearance and the service which

they give depend in large measure

upon how they are cared for.

Volumes have been written upon
the subject of floors and their finish-

ings, coverings, and care. Hard and
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soft pine, maple, ash, and oak are and then given two coats of high-

the woods most frequently used for grade floor wax. A soiled spot or

floors. Soft pine has the advantage stain may be removed from a wax-

of being least expensive. Oak is con- finished floor with turpentine or sol-

sidered by many persons to be the vent, the spot treated, and the place

best wood for floor uses, particularly covered anew with wax.

if it is quarter-sawed. Maple, how- With what should one cover the

ever, is preferred by those who like kitchen floor? Of all the kitchen
light-colored wood floors. Wood floor coverings in use at the present
floors that are stained, painted, oiled time, linoleum seems to be the most
or waxed have grown steadily in fa- satisfactory. A linoleum floor is

vor and are now in general use. These resilient and easy to walk upon. In-

floors are usually partly covered by jgij linoleum is perhaps the most
rugs, large or small. satisfactory kind. Good linoleum is

There is much to be said in favor about a quarter of an inch thick and

of these finished floors. When well inlaid on canvas. Inlaid linoleum

kept, they are very beautiful; and has the pattern or color extending

they may be kept so by daily dusting from the surface through to the bur-

with a dry mop and an occasional lap base. Printed linoleum has a

thorough cleaning and refinishing. pattern printed on the surface only.

Rugs used on these floors may be and constant washing soon obliter-

cleaned as often as necessary with- ates the pattern. Linoleum may be

out great effort and are easfly re- kept in condition by waxing at fre-

versed, which lengthens their wear, quent intervals. It may be washed
Thus the finished-wood and rug- with mild soap and water. The sur-

covered floor is more sanitary and face may be protected by a linoleum

has other advantages over the fully lacquer in place of. wax or varnish,

carpeted floor. However, much may Lacquer or varnish preserves the pat-

also be said in favor of the fully tern of printed linoleum, but soon

carpeted floor. Some people object wears off in places that are most used,

to any bare floor, particularly when unless measures are taken to protect

it is waxed, because of the danger of these spots. Linoleum with the pat-

slipping. This, however, can easily tern worn off may be painted and
be overcome by using, where traffic given an entirely new and fresh ap-

occurs, non-skid matting under small pearance.

rugS- The manufacture of both linoleum

Many people think that wax and carpets is greatly cut down at the

makes the most desirable and lasting present time due to the war. The
floor finish for living rooms. The mills are weaving carpets on a month-

expense of this finish is somewhat ly basis only. All dealers are on al-

more than a varnish finish because lotments, and the allotments are

of the great amount of labor required, small. All-wool carpets are no long-

To keep a waxed floor in good con- er made. All-cotton carpets and

dition it should be thoroughly rugs, as well as those which are a

cleaned at least once a year with tur- mixture of cotton and wool—some-
pentine or solvent and steel wool, times cotton, wool, and rayon—are
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now all that is being made. The
various kinds of rugs and carpets

which have been on the market un-

til very recently are too numerous to

discuss in this short lesson.

One of the most satisfactory floor

covering for living rooms, from the

point of view of many decorators is

broadloom carpet in a soft, dark,

solid color. It must be remembered,

however, in selecting rugs or carpet-

ing that walls and floors are a back-

ground for other furnishings. There-

fore, patterns and colors that "rise

up and hit you"—that is, startling

colors and, in general, large designs-

are to be avoided.

All rugs and carpets improve in

glossiness and beauty under proper

care. Cheap or expensive, they

should be vacuum cleaned in the di-

rection they were woven. Rugs

should never be beaten or whipped.

They should never be hung over a

line. Small rugs should be brushed

with a whisk broom in preference to

sweeping them.

Suggestions for Study

1. Make a visit to your carpet and lin-

oleum dealer and procure linoleum

samples and samples of carpets of

different types of weave, material, etc.

Discuss with the class the character-

istics and qualities of each and give

suggestions for the care of each.

2. Name several precautions to be taken

in the care of large and small rugs.

3. What are the differences between

paste, liquid, and self-polishing waxes,

and where can each be used to the

best advantage?

4. Distinguish between battleship, plain,

jaspe and marbleized, inlaid, and
printed linoleums.

References

America's Housekeeping Book, pp. 143-

156; 173-184

Current magazines, newspapers, and ad-

vertisements

Lesson 4—Walls, Ceilings, and Woodwork

For optional use on Tuesday, January ii, 1944

Knowledge has four corners. I will show you one—^you find the other three.

—Confucius.

TT is realized that the business of

housekeeping has not kept pace

with the tremendous advancement

in other lines of human endeavor^

that the wonderful discoveries in

science and the developments in the

arts only slowly and partially have

been applied to the problems of

home life. However, enough has

been applied to the home to make
a study of modern housekeeping

methods both interesting and profit-

able. In a short course, such as we
are presenting in Relief Society, we
cannot discuss all that is new and
better in housekeeping methods, but

it is hoped that enough information

win be given to help class members
with some of their housekeeping

problems and to stimulate them to

seek further for efficient ways of do-

ing their household tasks.

In wall coverings one has the

choice of many materials—paint,
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kalsomine, wallpapers of many kinds, to make it smooth. One should

grass cloth, etc. In deciding what never paint over a surface that has

covering to use, consideration must been waxed without scrubbing off

be given to beauty, service, and cost, all the wax and without making sure

In selecting a wall covering one must the surface is dry. If any mending is

consider what is to be required of needed it should be done before

it. Is color that harmonizes with painting is started. Only new or

room furnishings of first importance, well-cleaned brushes should be used,

or is texture more important than and they should be of a suitable

color? Will the wall covering have width for the work to be done,

to withstand a great deal of cleaning. Painted surfaces can be well
or may it go for several years with cleaned by washing with mild soap
only light dusting? Is the cost too and water or water softener and wa-
great in proportion to the service the ter. It has been found quite success-
covering will render, or will its dur- fui to apply a thin coat of cooked
ability justify the cost? It is impor- starch over a new paint job. This
tant also to decide how much labor starch solution when dry leaves an
will be involved in covering the walls, invisible film over the surface which
and whether or not the person to do helps to make the washing job much
the work understands the proper easier. After painted walls have been
handling of his materials. once washed, the starch solution

A good paint job is in many re- should again be applied to reduce

spects preferable to any other type, hard work for the next cleaning

of wall finish. Although it is more period.

costly than most other types, it is Kalsomine as a wall finish is inex-

also more durable. Wall paints are pensive. It is mixed with water, is

both glossy and dull and, of course, comparatively quick to apply, and
have a wide range of color possibili- jnes within two or three hours. It

ties. The colors of good paints fade comes in a variety of colors and,
very little, so that a color well chosen though not as durable as paint is

may give pleasure for several years, satisfactory on plastered walls where
Paint is used over plastered walls, changes must be made frequently
Enamel paint is particularly costly and where the cost of material is a
as a material, requiring both time consideration. Surprisingly good ef-

and skill to apply well. It usually fects can be secured when kalsomine
produces a glossy surface not often

is well applied. Skilled workmen
desirable over an entire wall, except can so handle it as to produce al-

in kitchens and bathrooms where most any shade desired, and the sur-

it is considered by many persons to face obtained is dull with much the
be quite ideal. same texture as wallpaper. Fre-

Instructions for the use of paints quently walls must be sized with a

may be secured when they are pur- special sizing solution to obtain

chased, however, surfaces should al- even results. Unfortunately, the col-

ways be clean, dry, and smooth. If ors of kalsomine fade in sunlight,

the surface is covered with old paint, Compared with paint, kem-tone,

it should be sandpapered in order wallpaper, or canvassed walls, it is at
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the bottom of the hst in cost.

Kem-tone and similar products

are new wall finishes which have re-

cently come on the market. They
are less expensive than paint, but

more expensive than kalsomine.

They come in paste form and have

to be mixed with water. They have

been very popular this past season

and give beautiful results when prop-

erly applied. Instructions for their

use are given on the container.

Paper, as a wall covering, is so

commonly used that infinite variety

in color, texture, and durability has

been developed. The price range is

from a few cents per roll to several

dollars. Wallpaper suitable in color

and design for any room in a house

may now be had. Small design in

an allover pattern of much the same

hue, but of slightly different values

from that of the paper background
*

gives a richness of texture without

emphasizing design. Such papers

can be successfully used in rooms

where pictures are to be hung. Pa-

pers of large separate designs should

be reserved for large wall areas not

otherwise decorated. Wallpaper

comes in washable and non-washable

grades. Most wallpapers are best

cleaned with the dough-type wall-

paper cleaners now on the market

everywhere.

When properly applied to the wall,

canvas has the advantage of having

rich texture and durability, but the

initial cost is high as compared with

most wallpapers. With restarching

it can be freshened from time to

time.

Ceilings are usually light so as to

give an impression of spaciousness.

They should not be white except in

white rooms, but should be keved to

the wall color in order to harmonize
with it. The material used to cover

the ceiling is usually the same as that

used on the walls. If the room is too

high, its height may be reduced in

appearance by using a ''dropped

ceiling" or a darker shade of cover-

ing. If the ceiling is low, a striped

paper, with stripes extending from

base-board to ceiling, will make the

ceiling appear higher than it is in

reality.

The woodwork is part of the back-

ground of any room, and should not

be conspicuous in line or color. It

may be stained, varnished or painted.

Many commercial products are now
on the market for cleaning wood-

work, but mild soap and water will

usually remove soil and spots with

little or no injury to the finish.

Questions ioi Discussion

1. What are some of the important

factors to be considered in selecting

the proper type of wall finish for a

room? The proper kind of woodwork
finish?

2. How does the locality in which you
live affect your selection of wall cov-

erings? How does it affect the clean-

ing problem?

3. Give some practical suggestions on

how to properly clean painted walls

with a minimum of effort; also painted

woodwork.

4. Discuss some of the problems in-

volved in covering one type of wall

covering with another type; for ex-

ample, kalsomine over wallpaper;

wallpaper over paint; paint over kal-

somine.

Reference

America's Housekeeping Book, Chapter

13, pp. 157-168
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terature

The Bible as Literature

J^ii

Lesson 4—The Bible Ballad

Tuesday, January 18, 1944

HEROIC days produce stories that characteristics. In form, it does not

are often transmitted through parallel closely other literary forms,

ballads down the ages. These bal- One of the examples that ap-

lads may be briefly suggested by call- proaches the ballad type is found in

ing them story-songs. Tales of Koh- Judges Five, Uehoi^Ks Song. A
in Hood and His Merry Men are ex- comparative study of this chapter
amples of this type of literature. In with that of Chapter Four, helps one
verse form, easily learned by heart, to get a clearer idea of the straight

the popular stories of these English- narrative story, and that of the bal-

men, who had taken to the green- lad or song-story type,

woods in protest against Norman B^^k of these two chapters is of
tyranny, were ''half said, half sung'' course the larger story leading up to
as Scott puts It, and passed from gen- ^he conquest of the Promised Land,
eration to generation. and the distribution of the Tribes of

In a lyric, a story is just suggested. Israel over their reclaimed realm.

In a ballad, the story is sketched. In Joshua, you will remember, after

a narrative, the story is told with crossing the Jordan, and after the
detail. The ballad, in other words, triumph over Jericho, whose walls

is a story in essentials, given musical- fall before his army, sweeps through
ly—often with ''echo lines" to bind the land of Canaan, defeating most
it more closely together. Generally, of the tribes that have taken posses-

the ballad deals with but one dra- sion of it. Yet, despite the swiftness

matic incident. Rhythmic effects of his conquest, he fails to give heed
are usually distinctive, often strik- to the Lord and sweep away the ene-

ing. mies of Israel "root and branch."

Ballads of the Robin Hood type This failure brings on a series of

are, of course, not to be found in the troubles. Round about the con-

Bible. Indeed, there are but few quered realm are various peoples-

selections in Bible literature that Midianites, Hittites, Philistines, and

may be classified as truly of the bal- others—ready to fight to get back the

lad type. One reason for this may lands from which they have been

perhaps be that Bible stories are usu- driven.

ally almost as compressed as a ballad. After the distributing of the

Another, of course, is that Bible lit- Twelve Tribes over the various parts

erature has its own distinguishing of Canaan allotted to them, there is
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no central government from which

they can be directed, especially in a

military sense. A high priest is what
may be called the chief ruler and he

is concerned, it would seem, with

administering spiritual matters.

Enemies, taking advantage of

this, begin to prey upon the tribes

most vulnerable to attack. At the

outset, the trouble comes mainly in

the great plain of Esdraelon, an

open country near the center of the

land of Canaan. Gradually these

attacks by the enemy are increased,

until something has to be done to

meet them.

In Judges Four we are told the

story in characteristic Biblical style,

with straight, clear strokes and con-

creteness. It begins:

And the children of Israel again did evil

in the sight of the Lord, when Ehud was

dead. And the Lord sold them into the

hand of Jabin king of Canaan, that reigned

in Hazor; the captain of whose host was

Sisera, which dwelt in Harosheth of the

Gentiles. And the children of Israel cried

unto the Lord: for he had nine hundred

chariots of iron; and twenty years he might-

ily oppressed the children of Israel.

And Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of

Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time.

And she dwelt under the palm tree of De-

borah between Ramah and Bethel in mount
Ephraim: and the children of Israel came

up to her for judgment. And she sent and

called Barak the son of Abinoam out of

Kedesh-naphtah, and said unto him. Hath

not the Lord God of Israel commanded,
saying, Go and draw toward mount Tabor,

and take with thee ten thousand men of

the children of Naphtali and of the chil-

dren of Zebulun? And I will draw unto

thee to the river Kishon Sisera, the captain

of Jabin's army, with his chariots and his

multitude; and I will deliver him into thine

hand. And Barak said unto her. If thou

wilt go with me, then I will go: but if thou

wilt not go with me, then I will not go.

And she said, I will surely go with thee:

notwithstanding the journey that thou tak-

est shall not be for thine honor; for the

Lord shall sell Sisera into the hand of a

woman. And Deborah arose and went
with Barak to Kedesh. And Barak called

Zebulun and Naphtali to Kedesh; and he
went up with ten thousand men at his feet:

and Deborah went up with him.

Thus the story continues to move
forward step by step, telling of the

defeat of Sisera and of his flight and
death at the hand of the wife of

Heber the Kenite. It is a straight

prose narrative rising to a climax with

the final victory over Jabin the king

and his destruction by the Israelites.

Naturally, at the conclusion of this

triumph over an enemy who had en-

slaved them for a score of years, there

would be an outburst of rejoicing.

It comes in much the same spirit as

that which followed the escape of

the Israelites at the Red Sea, though

in a somewhat different form. In

Deborah's Song (Judges Five) we
have the story sketched with bursts

of music portraying various emotions

as the triumph is depicted. Dr.

Moulton in his Modern Reader's

Bible, pp. 223-225, presents the Bib-

lical ballad in part as follows : ( See

also The Bible Designed to be Read
As Living Literature, by Ernest

Bates, pp. 180-181.)

Deborah's Song

For that the leaders took the lead in Israel

—

For that the people offered themselves will-

ingly—
Bless ye the Lordl

In the days of Shamgar the son of Anath,

In the days of Jael,

The highways were unoccupied.

And the travelers walked through byways;

The rulers ceased in Israel,

They ceased

—
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Until that I, Deborah, arose,

That I arose a mother in Israel.

They chose new gods;

There was war in the gates:

Was there a shield or spear seen

Among forty thousand in Israel?

Then the people of the Lord went down
to the gates

—

Awake, awake Deborah,

Awake, awake, utter a song:

—

Arise, Barak,

And lead thy captivity captive, thou son

of Abinoam.

The kings came and fought;

Then fought the kings of Canaan,

In Taanach by the waters of Megiddo:

—

They took no gain of money!
They fought from heaven.

The stars in their courses fought against

Sisera.

The river Kishon swept them away,

—

That ancient river, the river Kishon!

Oh my soul, march on with strength!

Then did the horsehoofs stamp
By reason of the pransings

The pransing of their strong ones.

Following the above lines comes
the rest of the story, telling of the

death of the king, of the mother
looking vainly for his return in tri-

umph. Then with swift stroke the

ballad ends with—

So let all thine enemies perish, O Lord:

But let them that love him be as the sun

when he goeth forth in his might.

It is timely here to retell a story

that came out of the reconquest of

the land of Palestine during World
War I. During a battle with the

Turks, a detachment of English

lancers, it is said, made an attempt

to charge the enemy across the ''an-

cient river Kishon"—named in the

foregoing poem. Several of these

horsemen went down in the quick-

sand of the river. When the leader

was brought before the commander
to report the disaster to his troops,

he was asked, ''Don't you ever read

your Bible? It was this same old

river that helped bring defeat to

Sisera."

Discussion and Activities

1

.

Explain the basic meaning of the term

ballad. What rather old-fashioned

song do you know that is ballad-like?

Why?
2. So far as the story part goes, what is

the essential difference between a

lyric and a ballad? A ballad and a

story? Illustrate.

3. Read all the story of Deborah as given

in Judges Four. Then read the story-

song as given in Judges Five. What
is one basic difference that you observe

between the two accounts of the same

incident?

4. Find in Deborah's Song (Judges Five)

some lines (two or three of them)

that seem especially musical.

5. Choose from this Biblical ballad two

or more words or phrases that bring

a vivid picture to you.

6. Try reading parts of the ballad

(Judges Five) aloud to note the vivid

word pictures they bring.

PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY

Abinoam
Anath
Barak

Deborah
Ehud
Esdraelon

a bin' am Harosheth ha ro' sheth

a' nath Hazor ha' zor

ba' rak Hittites hit'tites

deb' rah Jabin ja' bin

e' hud Jael ja' el

es dra e' Ion Kedesh-Naphtali ke' desh naf' ta IT
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Kenite

Kishon

Lapidoth

Megiddo
Midianites

ken' ite Philistines

kr shon Taanach
lap' i doth Sisera

me gid' do Zebulun

mid' ian ites

fi lis' tins

ta' a nak
sis' e ra

zeb' u lun

Social ociiaence

What "America" Means

Lesson 10—The Sacredness of American Citizenship

Tuesday, January 25, 1944

We Americans have many grave problems to solve, many threatening evils to fight,

and many deeds to do, if, as we hope and believe, we have the wisdom, the strength, the

courage, and the virtue to do them. . . . Our nation is that one among all the nations

of the earth which holds in its hands the fate of the coming years. We enjoy exceptional

advantages, and we are menaced by exceptional dangers; and all signs indicate that we
shall either fail greatly or succeed greatly. . . . We shall never be successful over the

dangers that confront us; we shall never achieve true greatness, nor reach the lofty ideals

which the founders and preservers of our mighty Federal RepubUc have set before us,

unless we are Americans in heart and soul, in spirit and purpose.

—

Theodore Koosevelt.

"lATE have tried to show in the pre-

ceding lessons of this course

that the United States has republi-

can or representative form of govern-

ment, and that the sacred rights and

privileges of it are common to all its

people.

Its grant of religious and civic lib-

erty to all its citizens is one of the

noblest gifts to mankind in history,

and the truest thing that can be said

of our Government is that only hu-

man beings of a high degree of men-
tal and moral fitness can appreciate

its gifts, for the more perfect people

become, the less control by laws do

they need. Our Government was

grounded in religion, and though re-

ligion did not become a part of its

political system^ it was virtually in-

corporated into the feelings and lives

of the people. This can easily be

accounted for. The Christian sects

of Europe found asylum in America

before the Revolutionary War, and

the Constitution of the United

States provided (or freedom to wor-

ship God as people wished. The
American people have naturally been

religious, and allied to their religious

character is reverence for the Found-

ing Fathers who dedicated their for-

tunes and pledged their sacred honor

for the creation of the United States.

When the first Continental Con-

gress met in Carpenter's Hall in

Philadelphia, September 5, 1774,

delegates from all the Colonies, ex-

cept Georgia, had come to talk over

their rights as Englishmen and to
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make protests to the King of Eng- were free to work out their own des-

land because of grievances against tiny. Many new institutions were

the Government. This Congress led evolved, and women were freer than

to the Second Continental Congress their sisters in the Old World. They

which issued to the world the Dec- occupied a more important place in

laration of Independence. At the first society. Class distinction was abol-

session of the Congress, it was ished, and birth and money counted

moved and seconded that the assem- for nothing in redeeming the new
bly be opened with prayer. While country. A dominant individualism

some objections were raised to the grew up, and ideals of equality, free-

motion, it was finally carried and the dom of opportunity, and faith in the

Reverend Jacob Duche, Rector of common man became deeply rooted

Christ's Church in Philadelphia, was in this New World. With the de-

called in, and he opened the session velopment of the country and the

with a fervent prayer. From that time quest for the unknown, the people

to the present, every session of Con- came to have a clearly defined con-

gress has been opened by divine in- ception of what ''democracy" meant,

vocation, and the custom has become All had a right to take part in gov-

common in all the states when their ernment, both local and national,

legislative bodies meet. All had the right to vote for repre-

There is significance in the fact sentatives to state and national legis-

that the First Continental Congress lative assemblies and for the men

was opened by prayer. It means that who should execute the laws,

from the first our Government was Citizenship in our country is a sac-

dedicated to God, and the land con- red opportunity and a power where-

secrated to His holy purposes. They by hom.es, schools, churches, and

were select groups of Englishmen civic life may be maintained for the

who settled these shores. Deep were best good of all. Citizenship re-

their ideals of religion; holy was their quires the subordination of private

concept of home life. They had as interests to the public good. This

a rule been persecuted, but the peo- naturally carries with it training in

pie who go into a new country and the great truth that man does not

have a long and perilous journey to live for himself alone, but for the

make, develop unusual courage and good of others. Good citizenship

determination, strong initiative, and cannot exist without a deep love of

strong convictions. As soon as the home and country, for the state or

struggle for existence was over, the city is not a mere corporation but a

people began to assert themselves in group of people who govern them-

new institutions. Town and county selves, that they may have happiness

governments were developed, and and contentment. The state has a

these units of government were dem- soul, and its essential greatness is its

ocratic, for the people met in meet- humanity. Good citizenship must

ings and made their own laws and conform to the political aims which

appointed their own officers to en- we profess and to the political ideals

force the laws made. Universal edu- which we cherish. In America we
cation was encouraged, and people have what has always been called the
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''democratic feeling/' this respect of more intelligent devotion to them,
man for man, a sense of justice that The Constitution of the United
is not satisfied until justice shall be States gives us the democratic em-
the cornerstone of our Government, phasis upon the value of life, and the

Our traditions hold sacredly to the right of the individual to attain unto

ideal that men must try to think the fullest development of his life,

right and do right according to the This has its origin in the religious

highest principles of Christian ethics, and moral concepts of the Gospel

God had a directive purpose in the which can supply democracy v^ith

formation of this nation, and the an indispensable, fulfilling faith,

spirit in which the Government v^as Our Government with its Constitu-

established is related to the Spirit of tion is a tie that will bind the Ameri-

God. The terrible war going on to- can people into a common brother-

day is a struggle for righteousness hood, and it will lead the way to

against wrong, a struggle to maintain other higher and spiritual unions. It

the true democracy of mankind over blesses our efforts and it ennobles

tyranny and slavery. Behind all our lives. A few years ago. President

democratic government there is a Eliot of Harvard University made a

firm conviction of the divinity of statement well worth remembering,

man, which- expresses itself in just America, he said, has made five im-

and equitable laws. There is a call portant contributions to civilization:

of God to nations as well as to men first, we have done more than any

to maintain the gift of freedom that other people to further peace keep-

is conducive to the growth of the ^T^g> and to substitute legal arbitra-

spiritual life of people. tion for the brute conflict of war; sec-

Our units of government like the ^"^^ ^e have set a splendid example

state, county, and city are units of ^^ ^^^ broadest religious toleration

culture which make for civilization,
-even though Holland had first

and "civilization" was clearly and ^^^wn us how; third, we have made

nobly defined by the Lord Chief evident the wisdom of universal man-

Justice Russel of England when he ^^^^ suffrage; fourth, by our wel-

said: '^Civilization is not dominion, eommg newcomers from all parts of

wealth, material luxury; nay not even ^^^ ^^^th, we have proved that men

a great literature. Its true signs are
belongmg to a great variety of races

thought for the poor and suffering, ^^^ ^^ ^^^ political freedom; finally,

chivalrous regard and respect for ^^ ^^^^ succeeded in diffusing ma-

women, the frank recognition of hu- ^^^^^^ well-being among the whole

man brotherhood, irrespective of col-
population to an extent without par-

or or nation or religion; the narrow- ^^^^^ ^^ ^^Y ^^^^^ country of the

ing of mere force as a governing fac-
^orld. These contributions to civil-

tor in the world, the love of ordered ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ them the result of

freedom and abhorrence of what is
^^e practical side of the American

mean and cruel and vile." character.

The Latter-day Saints believe that The American people have re-

to save the ideals of our democracy tained the idealism and stability of

the people must have a stronger and character of their forefathers, and
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they have a divine faith in their coun-

try, their Government, and in the

people. The faith remains today,

and for this reason there is a fineness

to American character which will not

allow America to become so seriously

infected as to be destroyed by the

false ''isms" of Europe and other

parts of the world. Americans are

growing in religious feeling, for they

are discovering that religion is the

foundation of freedom and justice.

It may be said today as it was said

by a statesman over a hundred years

ago:

I see the dawn of a new and illustrious

vision. I see the nation rising from its

present depression with a chastened, but

good spirit. I see education awakened, a

spirit of sobriety ruling in work and in

manners, a higher self-respect invigorating

our institutions, and the bonds of our gov-

ernment strengthened by a holier attach-

ment.

The building of this nation has

been a long, solemn, and sacred task.

It is the work of many generations

of men and women who have con-

ceived lofty ideals, and who, v^thout

regard to party, religious faith or

section, ''whether up in the pine

forests of Maine or over across the

continent in the orange fields of

California, or down on the planta-

tions of the sunny South, have

wrought for freedom, for liberty, for

stability, for justice." The American

people have in a singular sense re-

garded themselves as the instruments

of Providence in the working out of

a great Government and a mighty

civilization.

The sacredness of our citizenship

will never be given up so long as we
love freedom and culture, nobility

and honesty, and so long as we have

respect for one another and a deep

and abiding faith in the Gospel of

the Lord Jesus Christ.

Questions and Topics ioi Discussion

1. Discuss the principles of righteous-

ness that lie at the root of our Gov-
ernment.

2. Why do we hold the Constitution of

our country as sacred?

3. What is meant by the expression: "A
government of the people?"

4. If you designate a man or woman as

a good citizen, just what do you

mean?

5. Discuss the statement of Theodore
Roosevelt at the beginning of this

lesson.

Stones from the Ujoor of II iormon

For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries other

than the United States, in lieu of social science lessons.

Lesson 3—Nephi, a Leader in the Land of Promise

Tuesday, January 25, 1944

Note: For the full effect of this lesson it is imperative that the teacher

and class have at hand the Book of Mormon. .
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Lesson Objective: To show the rewards of righteousness.

'M'EPHI, the son of Lehi, was truly

a great leader and a man of faith.

Of him it can be said, he sought

first the kingdom of God and His

righteousness, and all things were

added unto him (Matt. 6:33). He
had learned in the tender years of

his youth to honor his parents, and
therefore he found it not hard to

believe the accounts his father told

of visions received from God. This

parental example of seeking out the

Lord led Nephi also to desire a di-

rect answer to his prayers^ with the

result that God revealed himself un-

to Nephi and explained to him the

need for a Savior and the necessity

of a plan of salvation.

Other things too were made
known to Nephi. He was told he
should become a ruler and a teacher

of his brethren, and that he would
be given charge of the sacred records

of his people. These records were

to be of great importance in the lat-

ter days in convincing both Jew and
Gentile of the mission of the Mes-
siah.

Concerning the establishment, by

Nephi, of a new nation in a new
world, we read: ''And it came to

pass that I, Nephi, did guide the

ship, that we sailed again towards

the promised land. And it came to

pass that after we had sailed for the

space of many days we did arrive at

the promised land; and we went
forth upon the land, and did pitch

our tents; and we did call it the prom-

ised land. And it came to pass that

we did begin to till the earth, and

we began to plant seeds; yea, we did

put all our seeds into the earth,

which we had brought from the land

of Jerusalem. And . . . they did grow
exceedingly; wherefore, we were
blessed in abundance. And it came
to pass that we did find upon the

land of promise, as we journeyed in

the wilderness, that there were beasts

in the forests of every kind, both the

cow and the ox, and the ass and the

horse, and the goat and the wild

goat, and all manner of wild animals,

which were for the use of men. And
as we did find all manner of ore,

both of gold, and of silver, and of

copper" (I Nephi 18:22-25).

At another period sometime later,

when there had been a division of the

original group who landed upon the

shores of the New World, Nephi
wrote of those over whom he had
been called to preside: ''And I did

teach my people to build buildings,

and to work in all manner of wood,
and of iron, and of copper, and of

brass, and of steel, and of gold, and
of silver, and of precious ores, which
were in great abundance. And I,

Nephi, did build a temple; and I

did construct it after the manner of

the temple of Solomon save it were

not built of so many precious things;

for they were not to be found upon
the land, wherefore, it could not be

built like unto Solomon's temple.

But the manner of the construction

was like unto the temple of Solomon;

and the workmanship thereof was

exceeding fine. And it came to pass

that I, Nephi, did cause my people

to be industrious, and to labor with

their hands. And it came to pass

that they would that I should be

their king. But I, Nephi, was de-

sirous that they should have no king;

nevertheless, I did for them accord-
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ing to that which was in my power"

(IINephi 5:15-18).

But though great were his accom-

phshments as a leader among his peo-

ple, probably the most significant

thing to be remembered about this

good man is his delight in the word

of God, a delight which carried him
actively into the accomplishment of

great and significant things for man-

kind. He knew the value of search-

ing the books of the prophets for the

words of eternal life, having been

close to these writings through the

making of plates upon which the

record of his people was engraved.
'*.

. . for my soul delighteth," he says,

''in the scriptures, and my heart pon-

dereth them, and writeth them for

the learning and profit of my chil-

dren. Behold, my soul delighteth in

the things of the Lord; and my heart

pondereth continually upon the

things which I have seen and heard"

(II Nephi 4:15-16).

According to Nephi's own ac-

count, he had made two sets of

plates paralleling the same period of

history for his people. The first set,

more secular in nature, dealt largely

with the wars and contentions and

destructions of his people. The sec-

ond set, written by express command-
ment of the Lord, includes the writ-

ings of Nephi found in the Book of

Mormon as we know it today. Nephi
has this to say for the smaller or

second set of plates: "And it came
to pass that the Lord commanded
me, wherefore I did make plates of

ore that I might engraven upon them

the record of my people. And upon

the plates which I made I did en-

graven the record of my father, and

also our journeyings in the wilder-

ness, and the prophecies of my fa-

ther; and also many of mine own
prophecies have I engraven upon
them. And I knew not at the time

when I made them that I should be

commanded of the Lord to make
these plates; wherefore, the record

of my father, and the genealogy of

his fathers, and the more part of all

our proceedings in the wilderness

are engraven upon those plates of

which I have spoken; wherefore, the

things which transpired before I

made these plates are, of a truth,

more particularly made mention up-

on the first plates. And after I had

made these plates by way of com-

mandment, I, Nephi, received a

commandment that the ministry and

the prophecies, the more plain and

precious parts of them, should be

written upon these plates; and that

the things which were written should

be kept for the instruction of my
people, who should possess the land,

and also for other wise purposes,

which purposes are known unto the

Lord" (I Nephi 19:1-3).

There is power in the direct and

simple words of Nephi which comes

from his knowledge of the truth.

This prophet saw in vision the birth,

death, and resurrection of the Christ

hundreds of years before these events

were to occur upon the earth, and

his understanding of the marvelous

gift of God in sending His Son is

described in the language of the

heart. If one wonders at the magni-

tude of Christ's atonement as it is

written in the Bible, then let him
read Nephi's account of the mission

of the Messiah. Herein is a most

satisfying experience. Nephi's words

concerning the coming of the Savior

have, for one seeking the truth, that

quiet persuasive power that is not
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unlike that given through the voice

of a friend.

Questions for Active Reading and
Discussion

With the help of the suggestive readings

given below have the class carry on the

discussion as follows: first, answer the

question; second, read the passage given to

discover plain and precious truths of the

Gospel brought to light in the Book of

Mormon. If time permits, have each

member of the class add a passage of his

own from within that part of the Book of

Mormon (II Nephi, chapters 5 to 33)
that gives Nephi's words concerning Christ

to his people—a passage that has brought

new meaning to a Gospel truth.

1. Why is it hard to understand many
of the great prophecies concerning

the mission of Ghrist found in the

Bible? Read II Nephi, chapter 25.

The next question may be used if needed

for class activit}% or it may be assigned

for home study:

2. In what condition will be the church-

es of the world in the latter days?

How will new scripture be received? Read
II Nephi, chapters 28, 29.

L.D.S. Girls and Women in Wartime

(Continued horn page 606)

The modern slogan that women
are entitled to equal rights and op-

portunities w^ith men has led some
women into fallacies of thought and
practice that are very damaging To

them and to the future welfare of

mankind. In the first place, as to

moral standards, equality of rights

and practices should mean that men
should live up to the standards they

expect of high-class women. To as-

sume that women may indulge in

the same practices that some men in-

dulge in means that woman is simply

degrading herself. From another

point of view equality of rights does

not mean absence of differences and

duties any more than does the phrase,

''all men are created free and equal."

The facts are, of course, that in many
respects they are unequal. So in

many ways men and women are dif-

ferent and unequal. Each sex may
be superior in some respects and in-

ferior in other respects. The differ-

ence in biological structure and func-

tions is self-evident. The differences

psychologically and socially are not so

visibly manifest but are nevertheless

a fact. Men and women are com-
plements of each other. The more
fully and frankly this is recognized

and the life of the family and of so-

ciety organized and operated on this

principle, the greater will be the suc-

cess and the lasting happiness of both

men and women.
While it may not be the destiny

of every woman to become a wife

and mother, to live worthy of mother-

hood in the highest and most sacred

meaning of the term is her proper

destiny and road to enduring happi-

ness. Women who have no children

of their own can generally find oppor-

tunities to take a motherly interest

in children of relatives, friends, and

neighbors, and in this service find at

least some of the satisfactions that

go with successful motherhood. Any
part in the creation or development

of successful lives is one of the great-

est contributions to religion.
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WHEREVER PINE TREES GROW
Martha Lu Tucker

Wherever pine trees grow

I feel at home.

Wherever pine cones fall

And needles pad a path

Beside a small, determined stream

That's dashed from heights

Upon rough rocks

To draw its spray-bent body to itself

And make its way among the boulders

That obstruct its bed,

Yet murmurs as it goes—

Wherever hoarse crows call

And song birds sing

Beneath the lazy, drifting clouds.

Where flowers add their perfume

To the snow-cool ed breeze-

Wherever pine trees grow

I feel at home.

The Cover: The picture, The Embarkation of the PilgiimSy by Robert W. Weir,

is used by permission of the Perry Pictures Company, Maiden, Massachusetts. Cover

arrangements are by Evan Jensen.
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President Heber J. Grant Reaches

Another Milestone
President Amy Brown Lyman

npHE General Board of Relief So-

ciety, in behalf of the 115,000

members of the organization, ex-

tends greetings and good wishes to

our beloved and revered president,

Heber
J.

Grant, on his 87th birth-

day, on November 22.

We love and honor President

Grant not only for his many accom-

plishments and successful life and for

his great service to his Church and
to humanity in general, but we love

and honor him also for the excel-

lence of his personal character, for

his faith in God and for his devotion

to the Gospel of the Master, for his

wise and forceful teachings and for

his splendid example. Here is a man
who practices what he preaches and
preaches what he practices.

One of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of his personal life which es-

pecially appeals to women and which
we desire especially to mention, has

been his devotion to his mother dur- standing in this respect in an age
ing her lifetime and to her memory when ingratitude of children to par-

since her passing. He has been out- ents is sometimes encountered.

Page 653

PRESIDENT HEBER
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The only child of his mother and

left fatherless when but nine days

old, little Heber Grant early mani-

fested a devotion to her which is rare

in young children and which is some-

times absent in grownup children.

This appreciation of his mother and

her ability, and the understanding

of her problems and her responsi-

bilities and of her confidence in him,

encouraged him in his determination,

even when young, to try to take the

place of his father in looking after

and providing for her. He always

remembers with pride her refusal

to have the bishop of the ward re-

shingle her house for her. She was

able by the work of her own hand,

she said, to have the leaks in the roof

patched up, which repair work would

last until her own son could build a

new house for her.

npHIS appreciation and understand-

ing of her motherly virtues has

no doubt also influenced his attitude

toward the women of his own family

and the women of the Church and

their work, which has always been

one of appreciation and chivalry. In-

deed he has ever been a champion in

the interest of mothers and of wo-

men in general.

For the beautiful life they lived

together, this widow and son. Presi-

dent Grant gives all praise to his

mother. His tributes to her are con-

vincing, beautiful, and touching. But

whatever his training, this loved son

was by nature kind, tender, and obe-

dient, and he was blessed of the Lord

with those qualities which have

made him the great and good man
that he is.

Two people rarely live a life to-

gether so full of mutual harmony,

respect, and pure love for each other

as did that pioneer widow, that de-

voted Latter-day Saint, Rachel Ridg-

way Grant^ and her pure-hearted, un-

selfish, charitable, and now distin-

guished son. President Heber }.

Grant. She loved him with the great-

est devotion and admiration. But

her love and devotion to him did not

exceed in the slightest degree his

devotion, admiration, and love for

her.

Eloquent as President Grant is

when preaching the Gospel that he

loves as much as he loves his own
life, yet he is not more eloquent

then, nor when speaking upon any

other subject, than when referring

to the goodness, the gentleness, the

faith, devotion, and self-sacrifice for

the Gospel of his good and saintly

mother. Hers was truly an angelic

nature. But great and good as was

her nature, it did not exceed the

goodness, the kindness, the tender-

ness, the charity, the efficiency, and

the understanding of her distin-

guished son.

I7OLLOWING are some very m-

teresting excerpts from letters

to President Grant written by his

mother while he was in Japan and

Europe:

October 12, 1901

I am much happier that you are where

you are and where the Lord wishes you to

be than in going in debt and trying to get

rich. My motto is, "Seek first the King-

dom of God, and all things will be added"

that will be for our good.

I fully appreciate the love and gratitude

you feel in regard to my teaching I gave

you. I often Hve my life over in thinking

how happy I was when we used to sit and

sing and talk and measure tape. There

would not be so many bad boys and girls

if mothers would think more and teach
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their children the Gospel than thinking

so much about their dress. I love to see

children look nice and make home pleas-

ant. I always enjoyed your bringing the

boys home more than having you go away.

October 19, 1901

I am pleased you are studying the scrip-

tures. I used to talk to you and wish you

to read them and get ready for a mission.

I feel the experience you have had will do

you good and you will find more joy and
comfort in laboring to bring people to a

knowledge of the true and living God than

all of the riches this world could afford.

November 17, 1904
Well, my dear boy, you will soon be

forty years of age. You used to say that

you thought you would not live to be older

than your father was. I am truly thankful

you have lived so long and wish you very

many years yet and filled with usefulness.

I feel I have been blessed above many

mothers, to have so good a son, and live

to see my wishes and prayers granted that

you might hve to be a faithful worker in

the Kingdom of God. I felt the great re-

sponsibility resting upon me as you had

no father, for the way I brought you up.

November 22, 1906
I intended to write you a letter for your

birthday to arrive on that day, but the time

passes so fast, I thought I would write on

the birthday. You have been in my mind
and I have been with you in spirit, if not

in person.

I have been thinking of you all the day

and how much we all have to be thankful

for as a family and as a people. If we were

all as united as we should be and lived

our religion, enjoying the spirit of the

Gospel the adversary would not have the

power he has. I appreciate all the love and

your wish to do all you can to make my
last days happy. I wish all mothers had

as good a son as I have.

ALTARS OF LIFE

Courtney E. Cottam

Each life erects an altar for its soul,

And kneels to worship as the spirit needs,

Its psalm a call of triumph or despair,

Faith-bom, knowing that God always heeds.

In supplication, then, I humbly bow,

Asking for faith to meet this hour's doubt.

For courage to withstand the torrent's might.

Unbended by the raging winds without.

Prayer'5 answer is unveiled within the heart;

True courage lies in humble things done right;

Each day, then, let us walk our way in faith

That God will lead us into glorious light.



The University of the Home
Eider Joseph L. WirthJin

Member of the Presiding Bishopric

DEEPLY carved in solid stone

over the portals of one of

Washington, D.C/s great

buildings, the following deeply sig-

nificant statement is found: ''The

seed of the past is the harvest of the

future." A short sentence, but preg-

nant with much food for serious

thinking.

The seeds being sown today are

of a great variety—some good, others

pernicious and noxious. All good

husbandmen become familiar with

the harmful as well as the good seeds,

being able thereby to identify them
and root them up before a rich and
abundant harvest is ruined.

Many of the noxious seeds are be-

ing sown about us daily and are so

prevalent they are becoming very

common to us: Seeds of indebted-

ness of such proportions in national,

state, and local governments by

which the shackles of bondage will

be securely clasped on unborn gen-

erations the moment mortality be-

comes their heritage. Seeds which
promulgate the false and insidious

doctrine that Jesus Christ was not

the Only Begotten in the flesh and
the Savior of mankind but may have

been a great teacher or prophet,

which doctrine has led the races of

man away from the true and lasting

plan of peace and into the shambles

of battle. Seeds which enslave the

body to the use of powerful destruc-

tive drugs, namely nicotine and al-

cohol (A drugged nation has but
one destiny—decay and oblivion).
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Seeds of disrespect for Constitutional

Government, which lead to dictator-

ship and loss of representative gov-

ernment. Seeds of the corrupt phil-

osophy that men have a right to ex-

pect a living from the world without

any mental or physical effort upon
their part, producing a generation of

parasites, willing and anxious to de-

vour the bread of the worker.

These seeds largely determine

what the future harvest will be and
the question arises, who will reap the

harvest and where are these reapers?

The reapers of tomorrow's harvest

are in your home and mine. They
are the boys and the girls of today.

And now another word appears—the
word home. What is its meaning?

Webster defines it as a dwelling

place, the house in which one lives

with his family. The home is all of

this and more. It is the first unit

of government and church organiza-

tion. It is the greatest institution

of learning in the world. So aptly said

by George Herbert, 'The first uni-

versity is the University of the Home.
Here the hours of recitation are the

morning, the noon, and the night.

Here we find the round table of in-

fancy and parenthood. Here are dis-

cussed the problems of the present

and the possibilities of the coming

years. Here sit the scholars of youth

and maidenhood. Here are en-

throned two great chairs endowed
by destiny and sustained by human
affection, fatherhood and mother-

hood. The greatest university in the
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world is the home." Over the por-

tals of every university of the home,
the words of the ancient writer of

Proverbs might well be inscribed:

''Train up a child in the way he

should go: and when he is old, he

will not depart from it." The home
is a great place of preparation for the

men and women of tomorrow, the

future reapers of a harvest of com-

plexities, problems and issues which

will demand the highest in morals,

character, mentality, and physical

strength. The head of this institu-

tion in every real Latter-day Saint

home is a servant of God, holding

the Melchizedek Priesthood, which

entitles him to receive from on high

divine direction for the good and
benefit of those who reside within

his household.

The faculty of the University of

the Home is comprised of two indi-

viduals—father, the head, and moth-

er. Students enrolling will be sent

from on high, entrusted by their

Heavenly Parents for their education

and training in mortality to this facul-

ty. The responsibility thus placed

upon the faculty of the University

of the Home is most sacred, as the

Heavenly Parents of these students

desire that they will be so educated

and trained that some day they may
again return to their heavenly home.

n^HE faculty of the University of

the Home should provide a cur-

riculum comprised of those courses

which will achieve the finest and
highest in the training of the heart,

the head, and the hands of these

students.

In training the heart, it is to be
fully understood that this most im-

portant organ first vitalizes the body,

keeps it alive. It is the seat of all

emotions and the greatest emotion

to be cultivated and stimulated is

that of love. The first and great

commandment is to love God, the

Eternal Father, with all of one's

heart and soul and mind; and the

second one is likened unto it, to love

one's neighbor as one's self. The
first lesson in the training of the

heart is in the form of an introduc-

tion to the Lord through the chan-

nel of prayer. All students of the

University of the Home, regardless

of age, should surround the family

altar of prayer both morning and

night, thus teaching them the neces-

sity of constant communication with

God, their Eternal Father, which

communication and supplication

will inculcate into their hearts faith

in, respect for, and love for the Lord

and His Son Jesus Christ.

With the gift of faith .bestowed

from on high comes a desire to obey

the commandments of God, and

over the vears of childhood and ado-

lescence there comes understanding

of the Lord's purposes. From a

composite of faith, obedience, and

understanding comes the greatest of

the Lord's blessings, namely, a testi-

mony or divine revelation through

the power and the gift of the Holy

Ghost that God lives, that His Son

Jesus Christ is the Redeemer of the

world, and that Joseph Smith was an

instrument in the hands of God
whereby the Gospel was restored and

the Church again established upon
the earth.

Love for one's neighbor is a les-

son of paramount importance. Love

is a great motivating, stimulating

passion, which creates a desire to

render service, and this lesson can
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best be exemplified in rendering

service in the home^ first on the part

of each family member, one to an-

other, and second to one's neighbors,

which service is best exemplified

through the medium of the Church
in the fast offering and tithing prin-

ciples, in the Welfare Program, and
in preaching the Gospel to the na-

tions of the earth.

Another great and important love

is that for country, its fundamental
law the Constitution, and all of its

fine traditions. The faculty of the

University of the Home will be most
remiss in its teaching if it fails to

call students to a consideration of the

Constitution of the United States.

Students should come to know and
fully realize that the Constitution

made possible the establishment of

a great republican form of Govern-
ment, under whose protection the

Church of the Lord Jesus Christ

could be restored again upon the

earth, that according to the word of

the Lord to His prophet. He suffered

it, the Constitution, to be established

and to be maintained for the rights

and protection of all flesh, accord-

ing to just and holy principles (Doc.

& Gov. Sec. 101:77), and that the

Lord's prophets from the day of Jo-

seph Smith until the present time

have looked upon it as a divine docu-

ment, so divine that it is literally a

part of the religion of every devout

and faithful Latter-day Saint. Stu-

dents should be impressed with the

necessity of guarding this sacred doc-

ument to the end that rather than

give up any of its guarantees for free-

dom of worship, freedom of speech,

the right to own property, and rath-

er than remove from it those ele-

ments which have built up our great

nation on the principle of personal

initiative and free enterprise, they

should defend it to the last drop

of blood. It should be made
clear to them that this great land is a

choice land above all other lands and
is not to be plagued by a king or a

dictator, that under the Constitu-

tion of the United States more bene-

fits have been created for more peo-

ple than in any other nation in all

the world.

In the matter of training the mind,

the University of the Home has 'a

definite obligation, while it is gen-

erally recognized the training of the

mind is highly technical and is gen-

erally left to other institutions of

learning. Students of the home
should be taught to distinguish be-

tween that which is true and false,

between the insidious doctrine of

man and the doctrine of the Lord—
the doctrine of man having as its ob-

jective the disruption of faith in God
and His purposes. Students in the

University of the Home entering

other institutions should have so in-

grained in their hearts and minds an

understanding of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ that the doctrines and teach-

ings of men will be as chaff. In other

words, students of the University of

the Home should understand as the

Prophet Joseph Smith declared, 'The

glory of God is intelligence"; and

the glory of God is intelligence when
pure knowledge is used in righteous

endeavor and in building up the

Kingdom of God.

The curriculum of the University

of the Home should provide an in-

tense training of the hands. This

training begins in childhood. First,

the child should be taught to remem-

ber that his clothing, his food, his
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home, and all of his materialistic

blessings are the result of someone
else's labor. Therefore, he should

appreciate what it costs in labor to

secure the necessities of life. Boys

and girls should be given simple

tasks to perform in and about the

home, teaching them the great funda-

mental of efficiency. Efficiency is

the most important fundamental to

success in any endeavor. Girls should

be taught all of those tasks which

will go to make them efficient, cap-

able home managers. Boys who re-

side on farms should be taught in

the matters of plowing, irrigation,

feeding, and handling of livestock

and to do these so efficiently that the

best results may be realized. With
this fundamental training given in

the home, efficiency will become a

very part of the lives of these men
and women of tomorrow and their

efforts will be crowned with suc-

cess. Students of the University of

the Home should be taught that the

darkest hour in any man or woman's

life is when he sits down to plan to

get something without working for

it. Brigham Young's axiom on indol-

ence indicates that laziness travels

slowly and is soon overtaken by pov-

ert}^ Moreover, each child should be

taught to sustain himself rather than

anticipate sustenance from any

governmental agency, for after all

the Government is a perpetual con-

sumer, a consumer of the people's

taxes; and because of the fact that

the people sustain the Government
out of their resources, in no instance

should the Government support the

people. Whenever a child or an in-

dividual thinks he can be dependent

upon society, then he becomes an

enemy of society.

The University of the Home li-

brary should be supplied with the

finest of books. First the books ot

the Lord: the Bible, the Book of

Mormon, the Doctrine and Cove-
nants, and the Pearl of Great Price

should be available, in addition to

many more volumes written by in-

spired men. Surveys indicate that

} outh reads innumerable trashy pe-

riodicals dealing with crime and sex

problems. The reading of such ma-
terial can be obviated by home guid-

ance in the proper selection of read-

ing material. The brain is a vast

storehouse of thoughts and knowl-

edge. Thought and knowledge be-

come the parents of deeds, either for

good or evil—first the thought and
then the deed. Thoughts are but

deeds in the embryo.

Student-body activities in the Uni-

versity of the Home should be so

broad as to include all activity which
should give expression to the highest

ideals, whether in the dance, games,

athletics, drama, music, etc. After

all, the recreational activities in the

University of the Home should be

the measure, the index by which the

world will judge Latter-day Saint

homes. Recreation and pleasure

satisfy the desires of the heart. The
kind of music listened to, the books

that are read, the dramas that are

enjoyed, the people associated with

—these are the best index to ideals

and culture.

The faculty of the University of

the Home should impressively teach

God's law of health by setting the

proper example, abstaining from
those things which are not good for

the body. A coffee-pot or a teapot

on the back of the stove is an invita-

tion to any young man or any young
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woman to partake of intoxicating the privilege of going into the Lord's

beverages or tobacco. Students of house, and are placed upon proba-

the University of the Home should tion for a period because of a lack of

be taught that the first requisites for knowledge of the requirements and
success are a strong, clean mind and not living the proper kind of a life,

body. More than that, the Lord's

spirit will tabernacle itself in clean rpHE inevitable day of graduation
bodies, revealmg, as the Lord prom- 1 ^^1 come and the theme of the
ised, great treasures of knowledge, commencement exercises should be
even hidden treasures.

^^at which is found in the words of

The senior year of the University Jehovah to Joshua when Joshua stood
of the Home should be given over on the heights of the promised land
largely to the greatest lesson, namely, with the hordes of the children of
the lesson of life, the effectiveness Israel at his back. Then the voice
of its teaching being evidenced by of Jehovah said, "Be strong and of a
obeying the first great commandment good courage; be not afraid, neither
of multiplying and replenishing the be thou dismayed: for the Lord thy
earth. Young men and young wo- God is with thee withersoever thou
men ought to be taught that life has goest" (Joshua 1:9). Graduates of

but two purposes: first, a manifesta- the University of the Home will

tion of love for God and rendering stand upon the heights of their prom-
obedience to His commandments; fsed land and they, too, should be
and second, through such obedience strong and of good courage, know
affording an opportunity to many of no fear, nor should they be dismayed,
the unborn spirits the privilege of for God their Heavenly Father will

coming into this school of mortality be with them insofar as they live the
and taking upon themselves bodies Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ,
of flesh and bone. The lesson of life Moreover He will qualify them to
should be taught so clearly that stu- reap the uncertain harvest of the fu-

dents will fully comprehend that the ture. Their destiny is one of leader-

achievement of the objectives of life ship and the Lord will qualify them
are wholly contingent upon chaste- for that leadership,
ness and lives that are wholly com- One more word of advice to gradu-
patible with the Gospel, which ates, try to understand fully the fifth

should entitle any young man or wo- commandment given to Moses on
man to make claim on the bishop for Sinai, "Honour thy father and thy
a temple recommend to the Lord's mother: that thy days may be long
house for the purpose of being united ^pon the land which the Lord thy
for time and eternity with one's life q^j ^^^^^i thee." Honor them dur-
mate as a reward for a clean obedi- -^^ ^^eir declining years, never for-
^"^^^^^-

get that father and mother who
These lessons properly taught in nurtured you in your childhood,

the University of the Home will dim- fully sustaining you throughout
inate many embarrassing situations young manhood and young woman
when young men and young women hood, and that God will hold to
appear before the bishop requesting (Continued on page 604)



They Were Called Pilgrims
Vesta Ciawfoid

TO many of us Thanksgiving

means a feast, a time of rejoic-

ing for the fruits of the land.

This year, particularly. Thanksgiving

should mean a spiritual feast as well,

a reckoning v^ith that ''plenty" which

is not dependent upon the harvest-

ing of fields.

We have thought of the first

Thanksgiving as the celebration in

1621 when the Pilgrims prepared a

feast in the wilderness. That day

was associated with reaping, the gath-

ering of crops, the storage of food for

winter. It was a day of appreciation

for the good things of the earth.

Yet there was a deeper meaning, a

memory of a previous year when
there was no material thing to har-

vest.

The very &ist Thanksgiving Day
was not a festival it was not an aut-

umn holiday. In December, 1620,

when the Pilgrims first set foot on
the shore of the New World, deep

winter lay upon the land and the

forest looked dark and foreboding.

There was a storm at sea and a

strong wind shook the stubble of

Indian corn that leaned up against

the hills.

We might try to voice the thoughts

and feelings of these wanderers who
faced the winter in an alien land.

The words of the English poet, Fe-

licia Hemans, have caught the spirit

of that time and place and have given

us a picture that can never be for-

gotten:

The breaking waves dashed high

On a stern and rock-bound coast

And the woods against a stormy sky

Their giant branches tossed. . . .

And the heavy night hung dark

The hills and water o'er

When a band of exiles moored their bark

On the wild New England shore. . . .

The pioneer, the pilgrim, has al-

ways been faced with loneliness and
hardship. We can realize this be-

cause our direct ancestors, too, made
sacrifices for religious freedom and
for the opportunity to develop their

own social ideals. There is a strik-

ing parallel that links the story of

the Pilgrims with the pioneer his-

tory of our own people.

There is much more to the word
pilgnm than we may have realized.

The direct source of the name comes
from the Bible. In that Epistle

wherein Paul, the Apostle, speaks to

the Hebrews, it is written in the

eleventh chapter: ''By faith he (Ab-

raham) sojourned in the land of

promise, as in a strange country. . . .

For he looked for a city which hath

foundations, whose builder and
maker is God. Through faith also

Sara herself received strength. . . .

These all died in faith . . . and con-

fessed that they were stiangeis and
pilgrims on the earth . . . they desire

a better country."

The New England Pilgrims, also,

followed the pattern explained in

the Bible, for "They sojourned in

the land of promise." They set

about to build homes in the wilder-

ness "westward." There, on the

edge of an unknown land, they were

thankful for simple things, for the
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earth and the streams of water, for them from all ye perils and miseries

the trees and for the light of the thereof, again to set their feet on ye

evening fires. firm and stable earth, their proper

elemente."

npHERE is a true and graphic ac-

count of this first Thanksgiving

Day written by a man who was there.

Governor William Bradford. Even
in the midst of the exacting demands
of pioneer life, the great governor

could not forget his heritage and the

heritage of his people. He remem-
bered the departure from Leyden in

.

the land of Holland: "So they left

ye goodly and pleasante citie, which

had been their resting place for near

twelve years, but they knew that they

were Pilgrims and looked not much
on. those things but lifted up their

eyes to ye heavens their dearest

countrie and quieted their spirits."

The long journey across the stormy

Atlantic was a brave pilgrimage to a

land the wanderers had never seen.

Today when distance is a small thing,

we cannot fully appreciate the loneli-

ness of that one small ship adrift so

far from home. It is difficult, even,

for us to realize the loneliness of a

covered wagon on the western prai-

ries. Perhaps we have gone too far

away from a time when thankfulness

was an everyday rejoicing of the

spirit.

Governor Bradford called the

Mayflower * ye dauntless ship," and

he v^ites in detail of the arrival in

the dark days of early winter. He
voices relief that the sea was con-

quered and an abiding place had

been found at last: ''Being thus ar-

rived in good harbor and brought

safe to land, they fell upon their

knees and blessed ye God of heaven,

who had brought them over ye vast

and furious ocean, and delivered

The Pilgrims, like all pioneers,

could not forget what they had left

behind. The brightness and the

hope of the future were not strong

enough to dull the memory of home.
Even on their first Thanksgiving

Day, they remembered Southamp-
ton where the Mayflower came to

gather up the Holland Pilgrims; they

remembered Plymouth, in England,

where they had looked their last up-

on their native land.

Realizing this, Bradford expressed

the solitude they felt in that small

strip of land between the forest and

the sea: 'They had no friends to

wellcome them, nor inns to entertain

or refresh their weatherbeaten bod-

ies, nor houses or much less towns

to repair to, to seek for succoure."

There was ice on the streams. There

was no green plant nor red flower, no

blade of grass nor grain. The earth

was an etching of gray and brown
tree trunks and white hill slopes.

"And for ye season it was winter,

and ye know ye winters of ye coun-

trie, know them to be sharp and vio-

lent, and subject to cruelle and

fierce storms, dangerous to travel to

known places, and more to search an

unknown coast. Besides what could

they see but a hideous and desolate

wilderness, full of willd beasts and

willd men, and what multitudes

there might be of them they knew

not. . . . For summer being done all

things stand upon them with a

weatherbeaten face, and ye whole

countrie, full of woods and thickets,

represented a willd and savage hiew."
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CUCH was the New England shore Thanksgiving Day there was sing-

^ on that day when the corner- ing. Again, the words of Fehcia He-

stone of a nation was laid in the mans tell in rhythmic measures the

strength of religious freedom. There story that Bradford wrote in simple

was much to be thankful for, an prose:

appreciation and a memory that

should extend to us every day and ^^^f'}
^^^

''l'"^a^Tl^' ' And the stars heard, and the sea,
every year. j^^j f^g sounding aisles of the dim woods
Governor Bradford earnestly ex- rang

presses a universal thought: "Our To the anthem of the free. . . .

fathers came over this great ocean,

and were ready to perish in the wild- ,
^^ *ere not a parallel in this with

erness; but they cried unto ye Lord, *^ I'^g^ng ^^ *e western pioneers

and he heard their voice. ... Let °^ \
'^ter day? With their wagons

them therefore praise ye Lord be-
circled around them, they, too, sang

cause he is good and his mercies
their pilgrim songs m the wilderness

:

endure forever. Come, come, ye saints, no toil nor
It is recorded that on the first labor fear ....

.AUTUMN SUNSET

Grace Zenor Pratt

From the steep summit of the winding roadway

I look again at Juarez far below,

Serenely guarded by her sheltering mountains-

Gilded and glorified by sunset's mellow glow;

The red, the gold, the flame of scarlet maples ....

Autumn has glorified the fertile valley there-

Green distant fields and there a singing streamlet.

While peace lies over all like solemn prayer.

The brooding hills are mauve and blue like sapphire,

That ring about the valley's jeweled worth;

I sometimes feel when looking down on Juarez-

There is no lovelier place on all this earth.



Moral and Religious Integrity

Eider Milton Bennion

General Superintendent of the Deseret Sunday School Union

JUSTICE, kindness, and integ-

rity, these Jesus called the

weightier matters of the law.

They are fundamental virtues in

both civic and religious life.

The Latter-day Saints in pioneer

days acquired wide reputation for

business integrity. To be identified

with the Church was better security

than stocks and bonds. Some cur-

rent bankers' codes of ethics state

that a borrower's character is more

important than his collateral secur-

ity. Probably most business men
would agree to this in principle, if

not in practice. We may well ask

ourselves, is membership in the

Church now a guarantee of business

integrity? Unfortunately, it is not

always so; even court records reveal

some damaging evidence. The craze

to get rich quick and by easy rather

than by earned methods is largely

responsible for this slump from in-

dustry and honesty.

The desire to excel in making a

show of luxury and fashion is also

an important cause of dishonest prac-

tices leading to misappropriation of

institutional and public funds or to

inexcusable bankruptcy.

'Tlain living and high thinking"

supported by industry, physical or

mental or both, is the most certain

method of forestalling these depar-

tures from the standard of integrity

properly expected of all Latter-day

Saints.

This, however, is only one phase of

integrity. Other phases are of no
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less importance. Integrity applies

also to fulfillment of all one's moral

and religious obligations, living up to

one's professions. A Latter-day Saint

presumably has accepted the Re-

stored Gospel with all its standards

of individual and social living. There

are those who pride themselves on

strict conformity to outward observ-

ance of some of these standards, in-

volving practices that may be seen

of men, or shown on the Church
records, and assume by this that they

are thorough Latter-day Saints. How
do they stand on the first and second

great commadnments? They may
think they stand very well on the

first, but what conception have they

of the spiritual qualities of God?
Do they give any thought to this

question? If so, is He conceived in

terms of their own human weakness-

es, as do many primitive peoples, or

do they attribute to Him the highest

virtues of which man can conceive

and much beyond? Does their pro-

fessed love of God include love of

these virtues, and sincere effort to

realize them in their own lives?

''Be ye therefore perfect, even as

your Father which is in heaven is

perfect."

Unless love of God results in striv-

ing to realize this ideal, it is but a

pretense and a very wide departure

from the principle of integrity. As

professed religion it is in the same

class as that manifested by some of

the scribes and Pharisees so severely

denounced by Jesus as hypocrites
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and worse than ordinary sinners. The et tends to slump, and the adherents

sin of hypocrisy is the antithesis of of a rehgion forget the great ideals

religion. Without sincerity pro- and purposes of their religion. They
fession of religion is a mockery, and either ignore these ideals and set

worse than making no profession of about enriching themselves and im-

religion at all. poverishing other people, as did some
What of the second great com- of the rulers of ancient Israel and

mandment? Do the Pharisees of our Judah, or they do as did the scribes

time really love their fellowmen as and Pharisees, concentrate on out-

they love themselves, or do they seek ward observance of some of the de-

first and foremost their own advan- tails of the law, confusing means with

tage with little concern for. the wel- ends, replacing spiritual attitudes and
fare of their fellows? When con- motives with mere outward conform-

fronted with the suffering of fellow- ity, and forgetting altogether the

men do they seek in all sincerity and greater commandments upon which
diligence to relieve this suffering, or all others are founded,

do they wrap about them their cloak Jesus said ''.
. . beware of the leaven

of assumed righteousness and ''pass of the Pharisees . .
." We may well

by on the other side" as did the priest say to ourselves, ''Beware lest we seek

and the Levite in the story of the to rise by this same kind of leaven."

good Samaritan? There is danger that it may leaven

In the history of religions it often the whole lump,
happens that the initial enthusiasm Let us maintain our religious in-

under the leadership of a great proph- tegrity.

RADIO SERIES

Commencing Sunday, October lo, Elder Aloert E. Bowen of the Council of the

Twelve began a new series of radio talks entitled: "Constancy in a Changing World"
over the Church Sunday Evening Hour—KSL, 9:15 p.m.

We think that this series will be of such general interest, and of such value to

members of the Church, that Relief Society members are encouraged to hsten wherever
they are in a position to do so.

ON A MILKWEED SEED

Dott
J.

Saitoii

The future floats safe in the autumn haze,

A stout brown oval on gossamer.

And there will be forage for other days

And lodging for rust-winged visitor.



Pioneer Life in Old Mexico

Floience Ivins Hyde

PIONEER life in Old Mexico is

one of the unique stories of

Mormon history—the story of

a small group, loyal to their family

ties, fleeing from persecution to a

place of refuge. ''Refugees/' they

were called. It is not the usual story

of pioneers trekking across great dis-

tances of desert land with the fear

of death from Indians added to their

other hardships, but rather one of

making new homes in a strange land.

The story of the Mormon colonies in

Mexico is the story of the building

of communities under difficult cir-

cumstances.

The life of our family was typical

of life in the colonies. I recall count-

less pleasures of those early days—

I

still feel the joy of long, hot after-

noons spent by us children sitting

on the limbs of trees eating juicy

peaches, or under a grapevine

quenching our thirst with the watery

grapes; watching the birds carry

sticks and strings to build their nests,

or industrious ants carry tiny bits of

food down into a hole in the ground
for a winter store. I recall, too, the

fun of eating parched corn, strips of

dried venison which my father siz-

zled over the coals; and the unique

experience of learning how to catch

fleas so that we might be able to

sleep.

All these childhood experiences

were more interesting than the win-

ters spent in school (at that time

none too good) , trying to learn Span-

ish- They were pleasures which we
enjoyed 3§ S matter of course, with-
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out understanding the sacrifices made
by the original settlers to make even

these few things possible. What to

our parents was a tremendous sacri-

fice, was to us childr^i only a new
adventure.

Years before our immediate family

was called as missionaries into Mexi-

co, my grandfather, Erastus Snow,
had been sent down from Utah to

purchase land for the settlement of

colonies by members of the Church.

Soon after, in 1885, the first ''refu-

gees," seventy in number, had crossed

over the border from Snowflake, Ari-

zona.

These early pioneers suffered many
of the hardships that accompany pio-

neer life. What they ate, they had
to raise, and what they wore, they

had to make. At first, they lived in

tents, but as soon as possible they

began to build permanent homes.

In 1888, Erastus Snow had built for

himself a two-story adobe house in

Colonia Juarez at a cost of $1,400,

"to encourage others to build good
houses." It is certain that the adults

in these colonies would have pre-

ferred to have remained in their

homes in the United States. Many
of them had already pioneered in

southern Utah and Arizona; but

rather than give up their family ties

they undertook this strange new life.

qpWELVE years after the first

group went into Mexico, my fa-

ther was called to preside over the

Mexican Mission and to organize

the Mexican Agricultural and Colon-
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ization Company. He had already

filled two missions to the interior

of Mexico; but this time he was not

to spend two years there, but he was

told to take his family and prepare

to make his home in Mexico. The
sacrifice such a move entailed can-

not be understood by one who has

not experienced it. His future in the

United States seemed to hold the

greatest success for him. After re-

ceiving the call from the Presidency

of the Church, he rode out to his

ranch on the Kaibab mountain to

talk it out, as was always his custom,

with himself and his horse. The
greatest sacrifice was not for himself

but for his wife and children. To
move them away from a state that

offered them the advantages of edu-

cation and culture, from their fami-

lies and friends, to a land which had
nothing to offer, required the great-

est of courage. His diary tells of

men who advised "I wouldn't go,"

but he and his wife decided there

was nothing else for them to do.

The family was to travel by train

to the border but all of our "belong-

ings" had to be taken overland. My
father took over the border two mules

and sixty horses (among which were

two thoroughbred mares, Pearl Liv-

ingstone and Minnehaha), and old

Jimmy, a horse which had grown up
with our family and was now too

old to be of any service, but also too

old to be left behind. A little later

he brought over a setting of white

Wyandotte eggs, the first hatching

to come to the colony.

Our first impression of our new
home came as we awoke in the morn-
ing in a hotel at the border and
heard the clatter of horses' hoofs on
the cobblestone street, the rattle of

ROAD INTO THE MOUNTAIN
COLONIES

the milk wagons as they passed by,

and the call of the Mexican boys,

''Aqui viene la leche!" (''Here comes
the milk.")

Here, at the border, we met the

wagons which had come overland in

which we were to make the remain-

der of the journey. That short trip

of about loo miles over the desert

into Colonia Juarez can never be for-

gotten. We cooked our meals over

a campfire and ate them sitting on
blankets on the ground or on the

wagon seats. At night our parents

made beds on the ground under the

stars, where we were lulled to sleep

by the tinkle of the cowbells as the

animals hobbled around to find feed.

We were to experience many such

nights during our life in Mexico,

nights spent in the tops of the moun-
tains where we heard the cry of a

lone wolf, or in the narrow box can-

yons where the call of the hoot owl
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echoed up and down the walls.

Mexican skies are filled with twink-

ling stars and a moon which seems to

shine brighter than in any other

place in the world, and which gives

one a feeling for the beauty that led

the psalmist to sing, "When I . . .

meditate on thee in the night

watches."

Colonia Juarez, which was to be

our home, was situated in a pictur-

esque spot in the bend of the Piedres

Verdes River. Here we occupied the

house built years before by Grand-

father Snow. By adding three rooms
and a lean-to it made a comfortable

home for our family of eleven until

we built our new home, supplied

with running water, a built-in sink,

and other conveniences which

seemed to us like the acme of lux-

ury.

Seldom a week passed without

our entertaining ''company" of some
sort. We boarded the school

teacher from the North; we enter-

tained Mexican officials who came
on business; we ''kept" the Church
officials who camfe for conferences.

All of these visitors made it neces-

sary for us children to be continu-

ously on our best behavior.

During those years our parents had

to become accustomed to depending

upon themselves. They nursed us

through epidemics of measles and

other childhood diseases without a

doctor and with no medicine except

home remedies. Many times it was

necessary for mother to be left alone

with a sick child, but before leaving,

father always put his hands upon the

sick child's head and prayed for him.

The members of the colonies also

helped one another. If one mother

had not enough food for her nursing

baby, some other mother was found

who would nurse the child and save

its life. But occasionally, tragedies

came, just as they are bound to come
in any community. My father writes

in his diary of a day when the corpses

of two children and one man lay in

the little town at the same time.

All had died of what they called

pneumonia.

Up to the time we went to Juarez,

there had never been a doctor in any

of the colonies. A midwife delivered

the babies with the usual degree of

success. In case of accidents and

diseases, the people had to depend

on themselves. It is a miracle that

so many recovered; but as is always

, true when people are left to them-

selves, there were more prayers of-

fered, and more administrations to

the sick. All sorts of home remedies

were used also, some of which prob-

ably did no good, but no harm either.

In the spring, children were fed

molasses and sulphur, with no knowl-

edge of the valuable vitamin in mo-
lasses. For some troubles plasters of

cooked onions were applied alternat-

ing wdth plasters of freshly killed

chicken flesh. Many deaths, how-

ever, must have occurred due to lack

of medical care and professional

nursing.

At one time the town suffered

from an epidemic of typhoid fever.

My father made the trip to El Paso,

Texas, to consult a physician. Fol-

lowing his instructions, my sister and

I, for the twelve weeks we were sick,

tasted nothing but boiled milk and

an antiseptic called "acetezone,"

which we drank by the gallon. Our
parents acted as our nurses, mother

during the day and father at night.

Once when my mother was suffering
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THE IVINS HOME IN COLONIA JUAREZ

from lumbago, our neighbor came
each day and bathed us. Later when
the daughter-in-law of this same
neighbor was stricken with typhoid,

a child was born to her prematurely.

There was no such thing as an incu-

bator, but the child was saved by

being wrapped in cotton and being

fed with a spoon. Each day during

this time of sickness, my mother
carried to this neighbor two quarts

of boiled milk. It was experiences

such as these which cemented the

people together in the strongest

bonds of friendship. We were neces-

sary to each other and no matter

what our difficulties, something al-

ways brought us through.

ALL sorts of problems present

themselves in a new community
—titles to lands, taxes, duties on im-

ports, and social problems such as

schools and entertainments. Trips

had to be made to Chihuahua to

request the governor not to collect

taxes from colonists who had not re-

sided there ten years, and to have

reduced other taxes which were un-

equally assessed and very burden-

some. Water rights had to be set-

tled; lands surveyed; arrangements

had to be made in the difiFerent col-

onies for payment of pasturage by

those who had no range land but

had cattle grazing on colony land—
all practical but difficult problems to

adjust. Later, land had to be sought

out for the establishment of other

colonies, eight in all. There were

six colonies settled in Chihuahua:

Diaz, Dublan, and Juarez, with three

located in the mountains, Chuichu-

pa, Pacheco, and .Garcia; and two
colonies in Sonora: Oaxaca and
Morelos. Large amounts of land ex-
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PARTY OF GOVERNOR AHUMADA AT HOME OF PRESIDENT IVINS

Front row left to right: Member of Governor's party, Henry Eyring, Governor
Ahumanda, President Ivins, the Jefe Pohtico of Casas Grandes. Second row: W. Derby
Johnson, Four members of -Governor's party, Helaman Pratt. Back row: Member of

Governor's party, Orson P. Brown, Member of Governor's party, Antoine R. Ivins.

isted but very little water. The set-

tling of all these problems required

the men to be away from home and
to travel in what we called a ''buck-

board/' a vehicle none too comfort-

able. Most of these trips my father

made alone. In his diary he speaks

of one trip through "country wild

and broken, sparsely settled, where
the people look like a lot of rogues."

Once as he camped at night, finding

himself without matches, he put cot-

ton from a camp quilt into his gun
and fired it to start his campfire. Ac-

cording to my mother's record, fa-

ther was at home only six months of

the first two years in Mexico!

We were always controlled by the

jefe politico at Casas Grandes, about

five miles away. For some reason

we were never permitted to establish

a municipality at Juarez, which re-

sulted in all civic problems being de-

cided by the Priesthood. Before

long it was decided to assess the peo

pie to build an irrigation canal. Men
were hired to do the work at twenty-

five cents per hour or fifty cents foi

a man with a team. Most families

depended upon the well water foi

household purposes. Practically every

family had its own garden and milked

its own cows. A flour mill was built

to grind the farmers' wheat, a molas-

ses mill to take the syrup from the

cane. We had two 'yeast women"
who would exchange homemade
yeast for a cup of flour or half-a-cup

of sugar. As a rule, however, each

household was independent in itself.
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In the early days, the flour was We made our own butter, more

very dark and the bread was heavy, than we ate, and while it was plenti-

Sugar was unrefined, about the color ful mother "put it down" in five-

of our maple sugar, made in ''pelous," gallon cans for the winter, when it

cone-shaped pieces about two feet was scarce. Butter to be "put down"
high, just the shape of the crown of a must be worked over and over with

Mexican sombrero. One job of us a wooden ladle to separate all the

children was to pulverize this sugar milk, which would sour, from the

by using father's pestle and mortar, fat, then stored in a cool under-

Several years later, after my father ground cellar,

had succeeded in having the duties So far as I know, no fruit was ever

reduced, we imported refined sugar preserved in glass jars, for in our town
and flour from "the States." All the was a man who made tin cans. Our
cooking was done on a wood-burning fresh fruit was preserved in quart

stove, the fires of which were started cans and our preserves in five-gallon

with chips gathered from the wood- cans. These tin cans were made with
pile the night before by us children, a groove around the edge inside of

Always on the back of the stove sim- which fitted a lid. To seal the can,

mered a kettle of cracked wheat melted resin was poured into the

which made a perfect breakfast served groove. When the can was opened,
with thick jersey cream and cream the resin, which was bitter, had to

biscuits. For dinner, we had an be chipped out with great care for

abundance of crisp vegetables from if it got into the can the fruit would
our own garden, our own chickens be bitter. We made our own candy
or any meat that could be obtained from molasses and honey,
at the time. Occasionally someone ^fter supper in the winter, we all

in the town killed a beef and we ^^^ together around the fireplace
stood in line to get what we could, ^^ile father read to us stories of
Wild meat could be obtamed at any adventure of Stanley in Africa, of a
time of the year for there were no carrier pigeon in the Spanish-Ameri-
game laws, and always at Christmas ^an war, or else, together we worked
time we had a wild turkey, if not p^^zles and riddles from the Ladies'
killed by ourselves, then purchased Home Jomnal
from Mr. Stegal. I have no child- wr i^ j *. i ^ ^ i.«
, , n . . f . 1 • • We had to supply our own enter-
hood recollection or tender, luicy . •

i. a j u 4.^j
-, r . 1 1 . 1 . r . 1 ' ' tamment. Adult groups presented
beefsteaks, but plen^ of tender veni-

q^j^^jj ^^^^ Lynnfthe opera Queen
son For supper at night, we had

Esther, and other pretentious plays,
bread and milk, sometimes corn- t x. n i-i, j. j-i, j.

1 , .Ml. r c -^ I remember well the terror that
meal mush, with plenty ot truit, mo- • ^j i,^ 4.. /^4-i,^n^
, J \ ^ r^ -'

. i_/ gnpped our young hearts as Othello
lasses, and cheese. On our table was ^^^^^ ^^^ >^^ ^^ .^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^
always a large pitcher of blue separ-

^^^ beautiful Desdemona; and we
ated milk and a pitcher of thick ^^^^ touched emotionally when
yellow cream. We mixed our own Q^een Esther sang with resignation,

milk according to the richness we '1 will go unto the king, and if I

desired. I long for those suppers perish, I perish."

again! Our daytime entertainment was of
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a most wholesome type—horseback learned some of the most valuable

riding, basketball, baseball, croquet, lessons of our lives: a love of nature,

gathering wild walnuts, or hunting or an appreciation of the great outdoors,

fishing in the mountains where deer, a knowledge of the bigness of the

turkeys, and other wild animals universe, proper treatment of ani-

abounded. Once while driving mals as well as of each other. It was

through the mountains we saw a fox here, when we once saw five deer

running away with a turkey, and on drinking in the stream near us, that

another occasion we drove through father, himself a great hunter, said,

a forest with a fire burning on each ''I could never shoot a deer if I could

side of the road while brightly col- see its eyes/' At another time when
ored parakeets chattered like mon- a guest we had taken with us began,

keys as we passed along. The road on Sunday morning, to prepare his

into these extremely rough moun- fishing tackle to go down to the

tains was in places steep and of solid stream, my father remarked casually,

rock, and we always lightened the "My hook never catches anything on

load for the horses by walking up the Sunday."

dugways. Our brothers spent much of their

Around Mound Valley could be time in Mexico with their horses, the

woven the romance of an ancient value of which can hardly be over-

city. It is supposed that each of estimated. Good manners in horses

the many mounds covers a ruin. Up are just as important as good man-

one of the mountains is one large ners in men; both require long and

cave containing about eighty rooms constant training. An educated

which once served as a home, as is horse responds to the slightest move
indicated by its ollas and broken pot- of its rider and struts and shows style

tery. It was in one of these rooms according to his command. Nothing

that we found, one day, on the hard is more charming nor gives greater

plaster of the wall, the name, "Eras- satisfaction than a well-trained horse,

tus Snow," in grandfather's own and unless it is his dog, a boy cannot

handwriting. Near here, too, where have a finer friend,

my father prospected for ore were Que of the most urgent needs of
found, he says in his diary, "sixteen the colonies was a better school. A
rich veins of copper-bearing quartz, one-room building with a basement
not feasible to mine because the served as schoolhouse, meeting-
country is almost inaccessible, even ho^se, theater, and dance hall. It

on horseback." Not far away is lo- ^^g this great need that led the peo-
cated what he named the "Seven pie to assess themselves 8 per cent of

Star Mine," "rich in silver ore, and their incomes to build the Juarez
caves of beautiful stalagmites and stake Academy, which soon became
stalactites." All through these ^^ accredited school, its courses be-
mountains are most beautiful flowers jng accepted by colleges of the
and ferns and in some places deli- United States. The construction of
cious mountain trout. better buildings had been made pos-

On these trips, we children, as we sible by having the duty lifted from

grew to manhood and womanhood, such articles as nails and glass.
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JUAREZ ACADEMY, COLONIA JUAREZ, CHIHUAHUA, MEXICO

From the time the academy was
built we had excellent teachers

"from the States/' who trained num-
erous local teachers. No one who
grew up in the Mexican colonies can

ever forget the lasting influence of

those two great teachers, Guy C.

Wilson and Ella Larsen.

Every six months my parents did

their marketing in El Paso, Texas.

To us it was the hub of the universe.

Hats, shoes, cloth for dresses, and
household articles were all purchased

to last six months. Our dental work
had to be done there also. Around
my memories of El Paso always hov-

ers the memory of the unwelcome
dentist's chair.

Thunder storms and floods are

among my most vivid recollections

of Mexico. One can never forget

the frightening claps of thunder nor

the floods that came down the

Piedres Verdes River. The rain there

literally ''comes down in sheets."

During the rainy season, which lasts

all summer, a shower must be ex-

pected every day; but once in a while

an unusually large cloud appears. One
watches it grow larger and larger un-

til it bursts, appearing to fall in one
great bucketful. Soon up this river

one hears a roaring sound which
grows louder and louder until it

reaches the town. It comes down the

river bed like a great wall, carrying

before it uprooted trees, barns, some-
times animals, and always in the old

days before we built a permanent
bridge, the extension bridge which
swung across the river. In those

days, if the flood came in the day-

time, everyone ran to the banks of

the river and watched. It meant that

'

until the river went down no one
from our side could get to the store.
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nor to meetings, and the only way
we could get messages to those on the

other side was to stand on the bank
and call through our cupped hands.

When the flood came at night, it

had for us children a more sinister

aspect, as if some great monster

were on the rampage, which would
leave the shores strewn with wreck-

age as the water subsided.

A LL these experiences in a strange

country had their price in mon-
ey, toil, and even the length of life it-

self. I am certain our friends and rela-

tives visiting the colonies felt sorry for

us, as we sometimes did for ourselves,

and saw little to compensate for such

a life of exile. Destiny sometimes

plays a remarkable part in the lives

of people and as the years go by our

experiences in Mexico become rich-

er. In spite of the many advantages

that we missed in our youth, wc have

felt the genuine happiness that only

the simplicity of the outdoors can

bring; we had the great advantage

of growing up among people who
were basically fine, people who found

their great pleasure with friends,

riding through the mountains, climb-

ing the hills, and boating down the

river in the bright moonlight.

The friends we made in that far-

away country are the friends of our

youth. We can always count on

them. When they suffer, we suffer

and are always ready with sympathy.

With them, we saw this small Mor-
mon town grow into a town of good

homes, electric lights, telephones,

with many other of the modern con-

veniences.

Sometimes we wonder where all

the present confusion is leading us.

We, as parents, have studied the sci-

ences of psychology and sociology

that we feel are so important today,

but we still have before us the task

of meeting our problems as well as

our parents met theirs in early Mor-
mon life. They were "artists in the

art of life," which someone has said

is, after all, the end of all education.



For Christmas This Year
Nellie O. Parker

Member of the Relief Society General Board

WE can bring a freshness of especially to the needy and less for-

spirit to Christmas this year tunate. You remember Jesus said,

and a determinarion to make "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto

the best of the situation which the one of the least of these my brethren,

war has imposed upon us. The Y^ ^^ave done it unto me/' Jesus

dearth of material things which we g^^e Himself unstintingly; we can

have been accustomed to use for our give more of ourselves with our gifts

celebration, will challenge our re- ^^d they will be greatly enriched, as

sourcefulness. The metal which "The gift without the giver is bare."

made trinkets and toys and baubles We should try to make our gifts

has long since gone to war, and re- and decorations out of the things we
stricted production of commodities have, rather than try to buy from a

and utilities, as well as a shortage of market of scarcity and often inferior

some types of food present other quality. We should take stock of our

problems for us. But as a statesman resources, salvage and repair decbra-

recently reminded us, "A crisis can tions of former years. From trunks

be made a time of opportunity if and closets we may search for mate-
imagination and ingenuity are called rial which can be used to make ar-

into action." tides which will make very accept-

First of all we can give the day the able presents. To mention a few of

full spiritual significance for which the things which can be made from
it was instituted by Christian people, used material there are rugs—braid-
*'God so loved the world, that He ed, crocheted, woven, or made of

gave His only begotten Son, and the small pieces of cloth sewed in a de-

Son gave Himself, even His life that sign to a burlap or canvas back and
the children of earth would know outlined with thread. Old sweaters

the right pattern of living which can be unraveled and made over into

would bring them joy and peace in scarfs, mittens, caps, slippers, or af-

this life and hope for the eternity ghans. Felt hats, the brighter the

which follows." Christmas is a com- better, can be cut into pieces and ap-

memoration of this day when His pliqued on various things: for book
Son was born and it has been estab- markers; for children's Alpine sets—
lished by long custom on December hats, belts, and purses; for corsages,

25 as the day on which we celebrate etc. Men's trousers, especially those

Christ's birth. belonging to boys who have gone
This year we can make it a day of into the service, which will be too

gratitude and thanksgiving to God. small for them when they return,

We can radiate more love and kind- can be made into attractive little

ness by being more thoughtful and pleated skirts or jumper dresses for

unselfish and by extending good will little girls. The seams can be hidden
not only to our friends but to others, under the pleats and when the ar-
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tides are cleaned and beautifully twisting the ends to make a stem,

pressed they will make as fine gifts and grouped together like a bunch

as any purchased at a store. Good of grapes or like a corsage with lace

looking little boy suits can also be paper doily for a base,

made. The secret lies in copying Be sure to make the whole house
good patterns, sewing the suits care- look festive and cheerful. A large

fully, then pressing them well. bowl of pyracantha from the garden
Adult coats can be made into set before a mirror will give a beauti-

smaller coats and some of them are fui red and green picture, or wreaths
very suitable for snowsuits. The best may be made from evergreen boughs,
parts of an old bathrobe can be used tied with red ribbon or chintz, and
in making a child's robe, especially hung over a mirror or on the front

if a little new material is used for door. Put candles at the base of the
collar and cuffs. mirror. Frame a window, mirror, or

Sugar sacks make very attractive archway with green and with red

luncheon sets when bleached and paper bells and festoons,

edged with colored rickrack or coarse A beautiful winter table scene may
lace, with a simple motif outlined be made by whitening tumble weed
in a corner to match the edging, ^fth kalsomine and glitter and ar-

Ten-pound sacks make a nice size for ranging it on a mirror with minia-
a place mat. One end may be decor- ture reindeer, china birds, or little

ated with a band of bright material bouses grouped around in front of it.

and a motif repeating the same color The story of the first Christmas
may be placed on the other end. The ^ay be told by pictures cut from
smaller five-pound bags can be used magazines and placed on the mantel
for the napkins. These same size ^r wall. Scotch tape will hold the
bags will make attractive quilt blocks, pictures in place without injuring
especially if dainty flowered percale ^he wall. A display of beautiful
is apphqued on them m some pretty Christmas cards of this and former
design. years placed around the living room

Scrapbooks containing good con- adds to the spirit of the occasion,

tinned magazine stories, collected If we make the things we do have
and pasted neatly together with their inteiesting, striking, and abundant,
illustrations will make welcome gifts then no one will miss the things we
for service men in shut-in places, do not have. In addition, if we give

such as on submarines or troop ships, full measure of friendliness, and if

or for convalescents in hospitals, etc. we reach out vdth kindness, then
Collections of funny stories and rid- Christmas this year can be one which
dies will also spread cheer and enter- will in reality reflect the Christmas
tainment and will afford the maker spirit.

plenty of opportunity for artistic ex- ^here are gifts from our kitchens
pression m creating attractive covers ^^ ^an share with others-a carrot
tor them. pudding, a loaf of Boston brown
For favors, pieces of hard different- bread, a cleverly arranged box or

colored candy, nuts, and raisins may plate of cookies, a glass of Jelly or a

be covered v^dth bits of cellophane, (Continued on pa-e 604)



Happy Ending
Rosa Lee Lloyd

KIRK had always loved Linda's

dark hair. Now his hard

hand touched it reverently,

almost as a small son would smooth

a mother's forehead.

**How about it, Belinda?" he asked,

eagerly.

''All right, Kirk. I can't argue

with you anymore—not in that uni-

form. So if that's the way you want

it—we'll have a wedding."

"That's the way I want it." His

brown eyes teased her. ''Never ar-

gue with a top sergeant: especially

on his first furlough. Remember I

had to be plenty tough to win these

stripes."

Linda touched them, lovingly.

Her eyes held a final plea. "Please,

Kirk, limit the invitations to close

friends who are really glad it has

turned out this way. I don't want
curious ones who would come to see

the old scars—"

Her voice stumbled. He knew
she was remembering the very thing

he was so eager for her to forget.

She lifted her eyes, with the faint

shadows at the corners, to his tall

figure lounging on the arm of her

chair.

"After all. Kirk, some people don't

think a divorced woman rates a wed-

ding-"
He stooped and closed her tremb-

ling lips with his own steady ones.

His kiss was quick and light.

'Is that so? Well, I think they

do. In this case both the groom
and the best man think so—what
they think ought to be good enough

for the bride. Say!" His eyes flew

to his wristwatch. "He'll be here

in an hour. We'll meet him at the

train. Boy! I can hardly wait."

He squeezed into the chair beside

her and cradled her slender shoulders

in the circle of his arm. ''Greg is

the swellest guy in the world. That's

one thing I'm set on—you and Greg
seeing things eye to eye."

He traced the smile on her lips

with a tanned finger.

"Has Greg seen your uniform?"
she asked.

"Yeah. Last month when I came
through Omaha—remember? He's

anxious to get back into one. Too
bad that old shrapnel wound keeps

him out of the army."

Linda closed her eyes. Her head
rested against his shoulder.

"Now remember," his young voice

commanded. "He's going to take

care of you while I'm in the war.

That's why I stopped over in Oma-
ha—to get that promise."

"You like Greg as much as ever?"

"More than ever. He's tops.

There isn't another fellow in the

world who could step into rriy shoes

Linda's eyes widened. They were

provocative.

He continued watching her close-

ly. "Remember Lon Edwards? How
far did he get when he tried to edge

in? I had plans right from the start

—big ideas you called them, but I've

made them come true, haven't I? I

made up my mind to win
—

"

"You're a darling Kirk, even if

you have been a jealous . .

."

"And old money-in-the-bank
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Hughes. I got rid of him, too.

Didn't I?"

''Just think! I could have married

all that money. Don't you feel sel-

fish-''

'1 do not." Now his voice tensed.

"This wedding is all I have thought

about for three years. It could have

happened a year ago but you had to

think of your pride, as you called it."

Linda stiffened. ''Don't go into

that, Kirk." The words were ice-

tipped. ''After all there are certain

things that even you don't know
about."

"Okay—We'll skip that part of it.

But I have to go over it—for the

last time, Belinda. I won't be satis-

fied unless I know the way you

really feel about everything. I don't

want you to marry again if you still

feel bitter and disillusioned, if you

are doing it just for me."

There was a breathless silence.

Linda's teeth left little white marks

in her lower lips. When she spoke,

he had to bend his head to hear.

"Kirk, I know you wonder why I

have never discussed my divorce

with you. That is the way I am,

darling. I can't talk freely about the

things that hurt me. At first, I

thought it was all his fault. Lately

I have realized it was mine, too.

There were too many parties, too

much freedom, and too little respect

for marriage. I had to learn that men
make easy love to an attractive wo-

man. When you marry very young,

you begin to wonder if you have

missed a lot of things—you listen to

flattery. Your husband tries the same
thing—then you quarrel. Divorce is

the next step and it happens—no
matter whom it hurts. That is the

story. Kirk. All you need to re-

member is that I really want to try

again."

Kirk's breath came easier now and

the world was in his eyes. His voice

was husky. "That's all I ask. Now
I can go to war with my feet in

the clouds. Dreams do come true—

I

can hold on to that thought when
the going gets tough—"
"Kirk—" Linda held his hands in

both of hers. "I didn't realize how
much it meant to you until lately.

Honestly—I didn't."

His eyes narrowed like a man look-

ing against the sun. The pulse in

his throat throbbed. "I haven't

thought of anything else since your

divorce."

Silence. Linda winced. "I know
now how you've felt all along. Kirk,"

she whispered against his shoulder.

"I understand—truly I do. And now
just when we can be together again

you're going to war—"

He pressed his finger on her lips.

"Now, you promised not to talk

about that when I joined up. We're
going to think about the time when
I come back—remember? We'll buy

a little place in the country—no more
rooming houses for you to take care

of. Of course we'll let Greg hang

around—Goodness, I almost forgot

about him. Looks as if he'll be hang-

ing around the rest of our lives!"

They laughed together. Linda

tried to match the youthful ring in

his voice. He leaped to his feet and

pulled her up with him.

"I'm so excited—hope I don't for-

get anything. Let's see," he counted

on his fingers. ''Ring, license, min-

ister, best man, bride, bridegroom.

Boy! have I planned for this wed-

ding! Listen, Pet." He tipped her

(Continued on page 687)



fs sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

npHE Canadian American Wo-
men's Joint Committee on Inter-

national Relations is now more than

a year old. Through it the women of

both countries are working for mutu-
al appreciation and for cooperation

between their governments and peo-

ples through the medium of in-

creased knowledge. At the American
headquarters, One East 57th St.,

New York City, literature is avail-

able giving information on the Can-
adian people, geography, institu-

tions, war efforts, and relations with

the United States.

A\riLHELMINA, Queen of the

Netherlands for forty-five years

last September 6, has been enthroned

longer than ony other living mon-
arch. Upon her fortunate escape to

London from the invading Nazis, she

announced, "Black, silent night has

settled on yet another corner of this

earth. Over free Holland the lights

have gone out." She fled in order to

''keep the banner aloft, unseen and
yet ever present, for those who have
lost their voice, but not their hope
nor their vision.'' The Netherlands

Victoria, who ascended the throne
at eighteen, ruled a scattered empire
of 65,000,000 and had more gold,

foreign exchange, and foreign securi-

ties than any other nation in conti-

nental Europe — $6,000,000,000

worth. She had more personal pow-
er than almost any other European
monarch—power of absolute veto, of

dissolving Parliament, of appointing

the fourteen members of the Coun-
cil of State, which must be consulted

on all legislation. Her personal cour-

age and the social reforms—the most
sweeping in Europe—which she car-

ried through ''with a maximum of

efficiency and a minimum of noise"

averted a socialist revolution after

the last war. The democratic queen
lived simply, cycled alone, skated and
painted. Always high-principled and

courageous, she also understands

military and naval tactics, and for-

eign diplomats say they have never

known any one with such a grasp of

international affairs. Her own states-

manship is considered responsible for

Holland's neutrality in the last war.

Often she was better informed than

her advising ministers and at once

detected discrepancies or inaccu-

racies in their reports. She hopes for

a just and Christian peace. May
her voice be heard in peace negotia-

tions!

W'OMEN who have added to our

Indian lore are: Rita Green
Thornton with her Indian opera

Zunufana; Jeanne L'Strange Cappel,

descendant of the Chippewa tribe,

with books on Indian legends; and
Marion E. Gridley with Indian Leg-

ends oi American Scenes.

PORNELIA OTIS SKINNER'S
delightful autobiographical story,

Our Hearts Weie Young and Gay
has been among the season's best

sellers and is to be filmed.
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(giving cJhanL

npHERE is always cause for thanks-

giving in the hearts of devout

Latter-day Saints although their

lives may be cast in the midst of

troubles, anxieties, sorrows, and dan-

gers; for far outweighing such temp-

oral conditions is the sure knowledge

that God lives, that Jesus is the

Christ, and that the Prophet Joseph

Smith was the instrument in the

hand of the Lord in restoring the

great eternal plan of salvation to man.

The conditions in which Latter-

day Saints find themselves through-

out the world, while we in the United

States observe this Thanksgiving

season, will vary widely as to mate-

rial comforts and assurance, but in

the things of the spirit which giveth

life and hope, all may be equally

blessed. That same testimony which

strengthens and upholds a Church

member in Zion or any of her

stakes may be just as strong and po-

tent in any other land, on the isles of

the sea, at sea, or in the midst of bat-

tle. The Lord draws no boundaries,

nor is He a respecter of persons.

We are privileged to have been al-

lowed to live upon the earth in this

day, and we should seek to cast aside

many of our fears and keep alive in

our hearts the spirit of thanksgiving.
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We should echo in our souls this

song of praise:

Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all

ye lands. Serve the Lord with gladness:

come before his presence with singing.

Know ye that the Lord is God: it is he
that hath made us, and not we ourselves;

we are his people, and the sheep of his

pasture.

Enter into his gates with thanksgiving,

and into his courts with praise: be thank-

ful unto him, and bless his name.

For the Lord is good; his mercy is ever-

lasting; and his truth endureth to all gen-

erations (Psalm loo).

May the spirit of thankfulness en-

ter in us. May we be mindful of the

goodness of the Lord. As we view

the provisions which we have pro-

vided for our children according to

the advice of our inspired leaders, as

we live in accordance with the laws

of the Gospel so that we may be in

a position to ask for special blessings

and protection whenever the need

may arise, -let us always remember
to acknowledge the hand of the Lord

in our affairs, to resign our will to

His, and ever keep alive in us the

spirit of thanksgiving.

As ye have therefore received Christ

Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him

:

Rooted and built up in him, and stab-

lished in the faith, as ye have been taught,

abounding therein with thanksgiving (Col.

2:6-7).

-M. C. S.
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Since the last report, printed in the October 1942 issue of The Relief Society Magazine

Stake or Mission

Stakes

Sugar House Stake

Missions

Navajo-Zuni Mission

Foimeily Part of Appointed President Date

Highland Violet W. Duncan May 26, 1942

March 8, 1943Emma B. Evans

REORGANIZATIONS
Since the last report, printed in the October 1942 issue of The ReUef Society Magazine

Stake or Mission

Stakes

Alberta

Bear River

Big Horn
Bonneville

Cottonwood
Ensign

Garfield

Granite

Highland

Idaho

Lchi

Los Angeles

Los Angeles

Lost River

Maricopa

Minidoka
Moroni
Nevada
North Davis

North Idaho Falls

North Sanpete

Oahu
Pioneer

Portland

San Luis

Sharon

South Los Angeles Hazel T. Neville

South Summit Mary M. Pearson

Released

Dora H. Jacobs

Clara H. Fridal

Fay H. Harris

Erma G. Clayton

Florence H. Bennion

Lucena R. Card
Esther B. Mathews
Agnes M. Bolto

Zora C, Paulson

Alta B. Childs

Adela G. Fox
Mary S. Jordan

Estella C. Dalton

Vida O. Nelson

Clara P. Goodman
May Jones

Leona Irons

Erma A. Erickson

Mary L. Barton

Ethel Miles

Ruby S. Jensen

Eliza N. Salm
Lottie Fullmer

Clarissa G. Sloan

Mary K. Bagwell

Eva G. Gillespie

Washington
Weber
Weiser
WoodruflF

Yellowstone

Missions

Canadian

Central States

East Central

Samoan
Spanish American
Southern States

Elizabeth G. Hales

Charlotte Kay
Edith H. Brown
Lucille

J.
Thornock

Ellen
J.

Murri

Appointed President

Fern B. Wood
Maud O. Cook
Hulda M. Lynn
Leona G. Holbrook

Ella R. Croxford

Alice B. Steinicke

Hazel W. Cannon
Vauna S. Jacobsen

Reka H. Cummings
Louie A. Call

Ethel S. Hunger
Estella C. Dalton

Nellie Q. Mack
Laura Christensen

Irene Brown
Doris May
Anna B. Robertson

Hope Broadbent

Effie Webster
May W. Andrus

Pearl M. Olsen

Mary A. Tyan
Vera Allen

Teressa S. Johnson

Jane Anderson

Fern H, Laudie

Blanche M. Johnson
Zella B. Johnston

Dessie W. Thomas
Ada Lindquist

Erma B. Chadwick
Esther Warburton
Mary Blanchard

Date

November 8, 1942
September 20, 1942
February 21, ^943
May 23, 1943
September 13, 1943
February 2, 1943
August 27, 1943
June 6, 1943
July 20, 1943

February 19, 1942
June 21, 1942
May 9, 1943
May 16, 1943
March 17, 1943
December 6, 1942
May 2, 1943
December 12, 1942
August 29, 1943
July 11, 1943
August 1, 1943
August 30, 1942
December 20, 1942
September 19, 1943
February 28, 1943
March 25, 1943

May 30, 1943
April 11, 1943
August 4, 1943
June 27, 1943
July 11, 1943
September 27, 1943

Emily
J.

Smith
Edna M. Bowman
Belle C. Jensen

Western Canadian Sara Tanner

Ida T. Quinney
Lydia Ann N. Romney
Leone W. Doxey

Hannahbel N. Emery April 13, 1943
Emma Haymore Ivie Huish Jones March 4, 1943
Mary H. Whitaker Effie F. Meeks August 25, 1943

May 14, 1943
July 14, 1943
Sept. 29, 1943

Afton Miller August 20, 1943
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Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter VIII

Synopsis: Janet, reared in the East, mar-

ried to a western rancher, finds hfe all but

unendurable in her San Juan desert home
because of her torturing fears of the coun-

try and the Indians. After the birth and

death of her first child she is unable to be

happy enough with the man she loves to

endure her surroundings. After a tempor-

ary reconciliation, she goes to Washington,

D.C. for a visit with her father. . . . Three

years go by in which neither Janet nor

Paul finds happiness. They alternate be-

tween the East and the West, content

with neither. When Janet learns she is to

have another child, she stays on in Wash-
ington.

Paul, overjoyed, plants a "swing-tree"

for his son. While he is at work, Dr. Pots-

worth brings him a telegram informing him
that Janet has twins. Paul's joy is temp-

ered by the fear that Janet will never want

to return to El Toro again, afraid for her

children now. Dr. Potsworth gives her a

month and a half to come home to show
off her babies. Paul learns that Dr. Grone-

man, the specialist who attended Janet in

the strange illness that preceded the birth

of her first child, has lost his eyesight. Paul

can but oflFer sanctuary to so true a friend,

but he fears what the presence of a blind

man in their home may do to Janet.

JANET'S hand shook until she

could hardly hold the receiver

to her ear. The thought of

hearing Paul's voice again had all

but unnerved her. Then the call

went through. "Hello. Hello, Paul!''

she cried.

''Janet! Darling, where are you?

Is—Is anything wrong?"

"Of course not. I'm tired but

otherwise perfectly all right. I can

hardly wait for you to get here to

help me home."

"Get to Washington? Janet, I—

I

can't come. I—"
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"I'm in Grayson, Paul. Didn't

you get my telegram?"

"Grayson! Janet, I'll be right up

there. How are the babies? Janet,

I'm as excited as a schoolboy!"

"Paul, they're grand. You'd never

"Janet, let's not stop to talk. Fll

almost fly there. Good-by. No . . .

don't hang up! Where are you? Are

you where you can rest till I get

there? Oh, of course. I forgot about

Doc. Sure. Sure, he'll make you

comfortable. Good-by, Janet. I'll

burn up the road—boulders, sand,

and dugways. . . . Good-by!"

Janet leaned against the wall for

support, laughing, half crying. Dr.

Potsworth beamed approval.

"He didn't get my telegram. Doc-

tor. Whatever could have happened

to it?"

"Seems to me I saw something

that might have been a telegram.

Thought I'd saunter over to El Tore

this afternoon with it. Paul'll save

me a trip."

"You old conniver! You kept that

telegram on purpose!" Janet didn't

know whether to laugh or be angry.

She had counted so on Paul's being

there to meet her.

Doctor Potsworth chuckled. "I

must be getting old. To forget a

thing like that!"

"You didnt forget. You figured

a little waiting would whet our ap-

petites. I know you." She began

to laugh. "Oh it was good to hear

Paul's voice! I can hardly wait to
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see his eyes when I stack the twins

in his arms/'

"Aren't they a httle young for

such a trip?" Potsworth innocently

asked.

"Dr. Eldred was quite upset about

it. He thought they were far too

young. But even Rhae agreed that

I owe Paul a sight of his own chil-

dren."

^ "Paul owes me twelve heifer

calves!" the doctor said with seem-

ing irrelevance.

T^HAT night riding home in the

car with Paul, excited and tired

from her long trip from Washing-

ton, Janet listened to Paul's recital

of all that had happened in her ab-

sence. He told her of the birth of

Juanee's baby girl; of the death of

the trapper's wife down on the river;

about Warren Newsbaum's new
dude ranch; Mike's periodic jail sen-

tences.

"Did you ever find out how Mike
got the turquoise cross from Juanee's

mother?" Janet asked. "I think

about that more than anything else."

"He tied her up and searched the

lodge, but he didn't hurt her. That

is not bodily; Mike's too big a cow-

ard for that. He knew Chief Dodge
would kill him if he harmed her in

anyway, so he kidnapped her."

"That wouldn't be an easy mat-

ter; she's a determined woman,
Paul."

"Which accounts for the condi-

tion the lodge was in. She put up a

pretty big fight. They hid her in a

cave, leaving her to get home the

best way she could, while they came
straight to El Toro."

"If Chief Dodge had come and

found her gone^ Mike would have

had plenty to worry about, the old

renegade. Much has happened, of

course, since I left, Paul, but couldn't

you really have come to Washing-
ton?"

"You can't possibly know how
much I wanted to come, Janet. I'd

worked day and night to get things

in shape so I could—and then Dr.

Groneman came."

"Mark Groneman?" Janet was sur-

prised at this casual tone, a tone that

sounded as if he were telling her

something she already knew. He
seemed nervous and apologetic,

choosing his words with unnecessary

care. "You mean our Dr. Grone-

man? What are you saying, Paul?"

Janet was bewildered.

"Yes Janet, our Dr. Groneman.
He is blind. He—Well, he's come
to El Toro to spend the summer.
Will you mind, Janet?"

"Blind! Paul, that's incredible.

You actually sound serious."

At the mention of Mark Grone-

man's name, Janet had the feeling

that she was still in that painfully

semi-conscious state that had first

brought Groneman to El Toro.

"I am serious, Janet. I wish with

all my heart it weren't so."

Janet steeled herself against the

plea for understanding in his eyes.

"But Paul, even if what you say is

true, why should he choose El Toro
as his retreat from the world? What
could his coming be but a wounded
flight, like that of a maimed animal

to its lair?" Every fiber of her body
cried out against it. El Toro had
done enough to her! She wanted
to be alone with Paul and her chil-

dren. She had brought them back

to El Toro because they were Paul's

as well as hers; she had not expected

to share them with a stranger.
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'1 should have written to you HTHE months to come, were to show
about him," Paul apologized. ''I her that Dr. Groneman had not
thought—Is his coming an annoy- come to El Toro as a wounded ani-

ance, Janet?" There was grave dis- mal to lick its wounds, but as a man
appointment in Paul's voice. Janet in search of a spiritual haven. His

would have given anything to say she acceptance of the inevitable was an
didn't mind, but her emotion was inspiration to her. His superb senses,

too great. A blind man groping his sensitive hands, the perfect co-

from room to room, needing more ordination of his muscles made it

care than a child. Helpless, despond- possible for him to act independent-

ent—to come home to that! ly, even in his blindness. Not once ^

She tried to look at Paul, to say had she seen him stumble, and he
something commonplace, but could- never asked for help. He and Paul

n't. The desert had risen to strike talked together hours on end and
her again. Not as a snake. Not as she often joined them in the patio

an Indian. In the guise of a friend! when her work was done, and the

She forced herself to look at her babies were asleep for the night,

husband. His face was white, his They were strangely alike, these

lips still. Paul expected her approval two men of such widely different

and she couldn't give it. Again she paths. Both had an amazing capac-

had not measured up. ity for the enjoyment of simple

"I'm sorry, Janet," he said, avoid- things—sand lilies, the smell of rain,

ing her eyes. "Groneman will have the sound of wind in a canyon. Both

to go." had keen insight into the ways of

"No, Paul. I'll—I'll do my best plants and animals, vdsdom concern-

not to let it make any difference. Just ing men. In their diversities they

give me time to—to get used to the found stimulation. Dr. Potsworth

idea." She glued her eyes to the dis- often drove over during the evenings,

tant peaks. . Paul had told her once and they'd talk far into the night,

that sometime something would When Paul had to ride the range,

make her belong to El Toro. Some- Groneman turned to his typev^iter

thing kindly and welcoming, she sup- and worked tirelessly. From the

posed he meant. When? When? evenings' talks Janet knew much of

Would she ever need it more than what would go into those typewrit-

now? ten pages. Somehow it made El

"Thanks, Janet," Paul said. "If it Toro seem the safest, happiest place

proves too much for you, we'll work in the world. Through his sightless

out something later." eyes she was finding sight for her

Janet laid her hand over his. Some- own. Unconsciously she'd fallen in-

where in the blue distance elephants to the habit of close scrutiny of every-

marched along Gray Mesa; stars thing around her, for Dr. Groneman

gleamed above Hotel Collins, and a was sure to ask what she did and

night owl called. She had not been what she saw.

afraid that night on the Mesa; she Of all the things on the desert

would not be afraid now. "I feel the yucca seemed to fascinate him

better already," she said, and laughed most. One evening she remarked

with relief. that the screen was white vdth tiny
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moths. 'Tucca moths, no doubt/'

he said. Janet waited, knowing there

was a story to follow. Presently he

began

:

''It's strange how the yucca

achieves fertilization. . . . Seeing the

white moths on the screen made me
think of it."

That was one of the delightful

things about him. He always 'saw'

the things they talked about. 'Tell

me," she said. "It must be signifi-

cant, you are so thoughtful about it."

"It shows how utterly dependent

we are, plants upon insects, people

upon each other." There was a

pause while he measured the length

of his cane against his chest. "The
manner in which the yucca is fertil-

ized," he went on, "is one of the

wonders of plant life. In the bell-

shaped, pendulous blossom of our

beautiful desert plant, the anthers

containing the pollen dust are no-

where near the stigma cup that

should receive it. So the plant de-

pends upon certain little white

moths to pollinate it, otherwise it

couldn't survive."

"How interesting," Janet said en-

viously. "I've been so absorbed with

—with other phases of the country

—less pleasant ones—that I have

failed to notice things like that."

"We all have to become initiated.

And not all of the things around us

are as interesting as yucca moths.

During the day they rest with folded

wings, singly or in pairs, within the

half-closed blossoms. But at night

the female sets to work scraping pol-

len from the anthers. When she

has secured enough for her needs,

she shapes it into a pellet two or

three times the size of her head, then

flits away to another flower and de-

posits an egg in the soft tissue of

the pistil. Then she runs to the

top of the pistil, turns around and

thrusts the pollen ball into its little

funnel, poking it down with her

head, unconsciously pollinating the

plant. The seed that forms after

pollination is the food for her young."

Janet remained silerit, seeing the

desert forested with tall blossoming

yucca plants. A white moth would
never again be meaningless to her.

"I'm afraid I've thought too much
about the spikes to appreciate the

blossoms," she said. "I read a story

once of a Spanish native who tried

to gain his freedom from slavery by

attempting a passage through a

thicket of 'Spanish bayonets.'
"

"Yucca. Gloiiosay'' Groneman in-

terrupted. "Their stiff dagger-like

leaves stand as high as a man's head.

No wonder they are called bayonets.

No flesh and blood creature could

survive such an ordeal as trying to

penetrate their thicket."

"No. The poor fellow didn't have

a chance."

"But the spikes have a reason for

their existence, Janet. They guard

the most beautiful of all the yucca

blossoms."

Groneman got up and walked to-

ward the door. "Shall we brush the

moths from the screen and sit in the

patio?" he asked. "I hear the weird

beat of the tom-toms."

"The Indians are making ready

for the ceremonial dances. Juanee's

boys can hardly wait till they are

called to participate."

"Aren't they too young?"

"That's left to the discretion of

the chief."

"How old are they?"

"Nine, and almost as resourceful

as men. So perfectly one that they
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rarely act independently of each would, Janet. The lazy old scamp is

other" Janet said. ''I have watched really enjoying himself. His latest

them grow with almost as much sentence was up a month ago but he
pride as Juanee." doesn't want to leave. Except for

''Here they come now, riding like the matter of firewater he has every-

wild Comanches." thing he desires.''

Janet looked in all directions but ''Did you take him the grape juice

could see no one. "Why, how do I made?"
you know that. Doctor Groneman?" -Sure thing. I took it to him on
Then seeing his slow smile and his niy way out to the range. I stopped
listening attitude, she understood, again on the way back tonight. He
"Your ears! I marvel at you more thanked me civilly for your offering,
every day. I can hear the boys now, but he was plainly mystified. 'What's
*^°- matter?' he asked, rubbing his stom-
"They ride fearlessly, don't they?" ach in perplexity. 'No hot! Me
"That's the way they do every- drinkum one. Me drinkum two.

thing. I'd be scared to death if they
g^-ill me no sing!'

"

were my boys but Juanee accepts Croneman roared with laughter,
that ,ust as she does everything else, .^j^^^ ^ ^^ ^^U colleagues,"
Shes waiting in her doorway now,

^^ ^^j^^ .j^j ^^ the center of at-
1 11 wager, waitmg to decide the wm- w^^i.-^„ „^ i^ ^ c t

„ ^ ' ° traction as long as my ban Juan

^/rm i_ ^ ^ 1 T-i rri »r m yams hold out. That's one compen-
1 11 hate to leave El Toro, the

l^^-^^ ^^^ ^. ^ bachelor-there's
young doctor said unexpectedly,

^j ^^ audience."
Janet hardly realized the signifacance ^^^ .. ,, _

of his words. "Leave?" she ques-
,

^^^, ^'?^^l
literature? Janet

|.-Qj^g^
laughed. I don t know whether

"I shall go at the week end, Janet.
^^^^'^ comphmentary or not '' She

I must get to a library and to a secre- ^^^^ ^^ §^ ^"- ^^^^ ^^^ ]^'^^^.
}

tary. I've been lazy long enough." 1^§^^^ him long ago, she said.

Janet didn't protest. She knew You two talk all night if you want

his fight was hardly begun; but also
t^' ^ have/couple of live issues

that he was equal to it. So she said
^o settle all by myself-Jerry and

quietly: "Then we must do some-
Paulette. They ve been fussing for

thing special tomorrow." ^^^^ ^™^'

Long after she had gone to bed
pAUL came home soon after dark, Janet could hear the drone of the

and as soon as he had bathed men's voices. Mark had told Paul,

and changed clothes he joined them no doubt, that he was leaving to take

in the patio. He relaxed into his up life again. What would they all

favorite chair, stretching out his long be doing when they saw him again?

frame and sighing with content- The thought brought back a little

ment. Janet asked after the affairs of her old restlessness. With Dr.

of the day. Groneman gone, Paul would be
"Oh, there's something I must tell away more and more to catch up the

you," Paul said. "I went to the jail tag ends of his neglected business,

to see Mike as I promised you I "Remember the yucca moths," she
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said to cheer herself. "The blossoms

and not the spikes!"

She went to sleep thinking of her

father and Rhae, and she was lonely

for the first time since she had come
back from Washington.

Paul left again at daylight. Janet

woke with the determination that

Mark Groneman's last day at El Toro
must be something to remember.

Something that would carry over to

the hours of solitude that must come
once he left the peace and security

of El Toro. Traffic and frantic rush

would replace the leisurely days and

scented desert nights he'd spent here.

If he had married, there might have

been children to make all the differ-

ence, now that he so desperately

needed something to anchor him.

She dressed hurriedly, planning a

special breakfast to begin the day.

"Know what Fd like to do?"

Groneman asked, coming to the

kitchen door. "Um-m- that smells

good. Hot maple syrup! Mind if

I taste?" He filled a spoon and
sipped the syrup with boyish enjoy-

ment.

"What would you like to do?"

Janet asked, understanding for the

first time that this man was not un-

happy, and that she and Paul had
helped to make it so, and the twins,

Jerry and Paulette. How unpro-

fessionally he had rocked them to

sleep! She knew, too, that in the

years to come El Toro would claim

this famous man again and again.

"Paulette is to be my special

charge," Dr. Groneman said, almost

as if he had read her thoughts. "I

have a big house and an aunt to man-
age it. When Paulette is six, I shall

come for her."

Janet laughed good-naturedly.

"She'll be engaged to Paul by that

time; they are already inseparable.

In the meantime we have a day to

celebrate. What shall it be? What
do you want to see?"

"The San Juan River at the bridge;

the Goosenecks; and if possible a

storm on the desert!"

The river! Janet steeled herself

against her old instinctive fear. A
dozen excuses clamored in her mind.

Apparently inattentive. Dr. Grone-

man sipped another spoonful of syr-

up. You couldn't explain unreason-

ing fear to a man like that! And be-

sides, this was his day—perhaps his

last day—at El Toro. She broke an

c^ into a bowl.

"Yes. Yes, we'll go to the river!

We'll do all the sights—and come
home—"

"Ravenously hungry," Dr. Grone-

man finished sagely.

{To he continued)

Happy Ending
(Continued from page 6y8)

face until he could look into her

eyes. "Remember all those fairy

stories we used to read together? Al-

ways had a happy ending, didn't

they?"

She nodded. Her eyes were shin-

ing. He went on, tenderly, "Every

fellow going to war wants to leave

his mother with his dad. Mother
and Dad! Does that sound swell to-

gether? We'll have to dash to meet
the train. Mom. We can't have a

wedding without the bridegroom.

Boy! I'll be a knockout as the best

man!"
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Vera White Pohlman, General Secretary-Treasurer

Regulations governing the submittal of material for "Notes from the Field" appear
in the Magazine for June 1942, page 420.

RELIEF SOCIETY WAR AND WELFARE ACTIVITIES

{Continued from the October Magazine)

Cential States Mission

T^HE beautiful and interesting

quilt top, reproduced on the

opposite page, was presented

to the General Board of the

Relief Society by Mrs. Mary A.

Stephens of Independence, Mis-

souri. Sister Edna M. Bowman,
who with her husband. President

John F. Bowman, recently returned

from the Central States Mission

where she presided for four years

over the Mission Relief Society,

brought the quilt top to the General

Board office, and related the inter-

esting story of how it came into

Sister Stephens' possession.

Sister Stephens, a convert to the

Church from the Southern States,

had been very active in Relief Society

since her residence in Independence.

At a social gathering of Relief So-

ciety sisters in her home some fif-

teen years ago. Miss Katherine Mc-
Cowen was among the guests. Miss
Kate, as she was called, was an old

friend of Sister Stephens although

she was not a member of the Church.
During the conversation she casually

mentioned that she had a quilt top

among her possessions that had been
made by her mother and Mrs. Oliver

Cowdery. The sisters asked to see

Page 688

it, and a few weeks later Miss Mc-
Cowen showed them this quilt top

which they all greatly admired.

The quilt is made of red and gold

percale blocks on unbleached mus-
lin and is beautifully stitched. Miss
Kate's mother said that most of the

piece work was done by Mrs. Cowd-
ery. Sister Stephens, fully appreciat-

ing its historic as well as its artistic

value, asked Miss Kate what she in-

tended to do with it. Miss Kate
jokingly replied, *1 will will it to you
when I die."

During this past- summer Miss
Kate died at the age of eighty-five.

Among her things was found this

quilt top, with a note saying that it

was to be given to Mrs. Mary A.

Stephens.

The General Board expresses its

appreciation to Sister Stephens for

this beautiful and historic gift,

and also to Sister Edna M. Bow-
man for delivering the quilt top.

It will be added to the collection of

valued historic articles now being

preserved by the General Board.

RexbuTg Stake (Idaho)

npHE following excerpt relating to

war work is from the 1942 narra-

tive report of Lucile Cullimore, stake



QUILT TOP MADE BY MRS. OLIVER COWDERY AND MRS. McCOWEN
PRESENTED TO THE GENERAL BOARD OF THE RELIEF SOCIETY

BY MRS. MARY A. STEPHENS.

Relief Society secretary: ''Due to in all commendable war endeavors

the war the women of the stake have and the wards were asked wherever

been urged and encouraged to help possible to organize as units to do
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Red Cross sewing. Those wards who board project, we have bought a $500
could were encouraged to buy war war bond and have also beautifully

bonds, which was also done by the refurnished the ladies' lounge in the

stake board. Home-nursing courses, stake house.

through the Red Cross, were also ''Our attendance has decreased

sponsored by the Relief Society and due to so many women working, but

emergency first-aid nursing kits are the Relief Society visiting teachers

being purchased in all wards. A hos- still contact the homes 100 per cent

pital bed was purchased second hand in each ward.''

jointly by the stake board and the

four wards of Rexburg. Church Maricopa Stake (Arizona)
welfare assignments have also been ^.-^ttt- /• n • n .

well executed." T ^^^^^wmg excellent narrative

statement of its 1942 bedding

and canning project accompanied
South Los Angeles Stake ^^e Maricopa Stake Relief Society
(California) annual report for 1942: "The bed-

OAZEL DUNFORD, counselor to ding project which began in Decem-
President Hazel T. NeVille, is ber 1941 was continued in 1942. Sur-

in charge of sewing in the South Los vey letters were distributed by visit-

Angeles Stake. She recently sent the ing teachers to all women in Relief

following report: "We are happy Society, listing the suggestive amount
to report all our wards have qualified of linens and bedding adequate for

100 per cent in our emergency pro- a two years' supply. Each family

gram. Each has a very large supply was asked to return the survey form

of medical supplies, more than filling with the estimated number of each

the list suggested by the General article they wished to purchase to

Board, together with splints, cots, complete their budget,

blankets, quilts, sheets, pillows, and "The Relief Society stake board

emergency baby layettes. financed the project. Large pur-

"Seven of our wards have, under chases were made, some merchants

Red Cross instructors, completed the offering discounts. Dozens of sheets,

home-nursing course, and many pillowcases, and other linens were

more the Red Cross first-aid course, bought. These were distributed to

all outside of regular Relief Society the wards according to their needs,

time. We also sponsored a table at and were purchased by the sisters. In

Red Cross headquarters, making wards where families were not able

surgical dressings. to buy these supplies, the ward offi-

"We have just completed our wel- cers were urged to work out a plan

fare assignment of forty quilts, all to assist the sisters. New pieces and

of new outing flannel and part-wool used clothing were donated for quilt

bats. tops. Several hundred dollars' worth

"The Relief Society stake board of outing flannel was bought and dis-

had printed and distributed to all tributed at a reasonable price,

homes of the stake 1,700 valuable "At cotton-ginning season, the

folders on nutrition. stake board was able to buy many
"From money raised as a stake bales of cotton, which was later felted
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in Phoenix. This cotton was sold to newspapers. Our municipal band

the sisters at cost, which was i8c to played, musical talent was from our

20C a pound. own Church members, and the stake

''Ward quilting, group quilting, Relief Society president was given

and neighborhood quilting parties of the privilege of explaining the Wel-

all kinds took place during the sum- fare Program of our Church. We
mer. The wards were unable to give had a table on which were displayed

us a complete count of the bedding samples of the various fruits, vege-

purchased or of the quilts made. At tables, tuna, vinegar, extracts, and

the last incomplete count there were soups canned in our welfare projects,

nearly 1,300 quilts. We explained the purpose of the

"In the early summer of 1942, the Welfare Program, and how each unit

Relief Society stake board attempted selected the projects suitable to its

a canning project. The purpose of own locality and according to its

the project was to locate available ability to produce. We showed them

fruits and vegetables and stimulate our honey from the honey project

the women to put away as much of Santa Ana, the sorghum made
food as possible for the future. The from cane grown by our Huntington

committee in charge contacted local Beach group. Also, we displayed a

grocers and growers in order that number of our quilts that are made
they might obtain such produce in from good used wool pieces that have

sufficient quantities at a fair price. been cleaned and pressed and made
''Strawberries, apricots, tomatoes, into quilt blocks, and a few of the

and corn were canned. From a large one hundred beautiful rayon dresses

farm south of Chandler, truck loads made as part of our welfare assign-

of culled new potatoes were pur- ment. We sold forty thousand dol-

chased by the stake. These were lars worth of war bonds at this pro-

bought and canned by the sisters in gram.

their homes. Later, carrots, cabbages, -^e have our first-aid kits in each
and cauliflowers were made available ^^^^ Wg ^^^ collecting articles for

through the stake Relief Society. ^^^ Iq^^ closet, and think it is a
Women were urged to dry figs and splendid idea. Many of our women
corn, cure dates, and can all produce

j^^^^ completed their first-aid, nurs-
obtainable in the locality. Thus a

^^g, or nutrition courses, and we hope
very commendable beginning for in-

^^ organize a number of home-
tensive home canning was started, nursing classes under the Red Cross
and many of our sisters are thankful

^^ ^iie near future.
for the extra food on their shelves." <<t- i r .i t r) i.

Each of our three Long Beach

Long Beach Stake (California) wards sponsors a bond and stamp

pEARL C. MINER, president of booth downtown. We work through

the Long Beach Stake Relief So- the stores, but our booths are out

ciety, reported in June 1943: "Last on the sidewalk. We have one of

week we were invited to present the our ladies in each booth every day

program at the Victory Stand in of the week, and have had one booth

Long Beach. Much publicity had since the first of last November. We
been given our program by the local are doing a good work in our sales."
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"'!'<!'.i/im^i^ffl^'^susififx'm^sifix^ ''Sf^x^rnisy lyvm^^^^sifiii!^ *>>< ^'"i^

TYPICAL QUILTING OF THE DAYTON WARD RELIEF SOCIETY,
ONEIDA STAKE, 1943

OntidTi'^i'akt (Idaho)

CTELLA W. DALLEY, president

of the Dayton Ward, reports:

"The accompanying photograph

shows a typical quilting held by the

Dayton Ward Relief Society during

1943. From January 1943 until June

8, 1943, 32 quilts were quilted by the

ward Relief Society. Of this num-
ber, 4 were made for the Church
Welfare Program, 5 were made for

the ward Relief Society and 23 were

quilted for ward members at a small

fee to help the members secure ade-

quate bedding for their families.

'The average attendance at the

quiltings was 22. Seven full-day

quiltings were held and 6 half-day

quiltings on work-and-business days.

Over 1,000 hours of quilting and sew-

ing were done by the members of

this ward Relief Society.

"This project was directly in

charge of Second Counselor Kenna
Rergeson, and sewing leaders Reta

^irkbride and Alta Stuart."

02k\2Lnd Stake (California)

A VERY interesting report on war

work and the Relief Society,

written by Ruth S. Hilton, president

of Oakland Stake Relief Society,

which would ordinarily appear with

this group of reports in "Notes from

the Field" was printed in the June-

July issue of the Magazine, page 424,
as a highlight to the general secre-

tary's annual report. Reference is

made to this issue of the Magazine
for this stake's excellent report of

war work.

Snowihke Stake (Arizona)

'T^HE following excerpt is from the

narrative annual report for 1942
of the Snowflake Stake Relief Soci-

ety, of which Leonora S. Rogers is

president.

"In June, through the help of the

ward Societies, the stake board do-

nated fifteen complete temple suits

to the Arizona Temple. In July, a

shower of bed linen and dishes for
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our local maternity hospital was given

—there were 24 bed sheets, 11 pairs

of pillowcases, and 142 dishes. An-

other donation of 179 quarts of bot-

tled fruit and vegetables was given

to the hospital on Thanksgiving Day.

''During the summer work-and-

business meetings, the wards made
and remodeled over 300 articles of

clothing for the stake bishops' store-

house. We had no dentist available

for our annual check-up on teeth,

therefore the wards invested their

health fund donations in war bonds,

to the amount of $1,042.72.

''Many of our wards are taking

courses in Red Cross work and nu-

trition."

Phoem'x Stake (Arizona)

lyrABLE D. MORTENSEN, presi-

dent of Phoenix Stake Relief

Society, reported in connection with

this stake's 1942 annual report: "We
had a welfare project in which we
made an effort to have every home
in our stake completely supplied with

bedding and one year's supply of

food. About 1,500 pounds of beans

were bought and distributed in the

stake.

"Blankets to the value of $200
were bought from Utah mills and
sold to the people of our stake. We
had a paper project and gathered

tons of newspapers and magazines

and cleared $160. We also had a

sweet potato project and grew about

1 2/3 acres of potatoes. It was not

a financial success, but we cleared a

little more than it cost us. We only

wish we had it this year as potatoes

are so high. We have a wonderful

group of sisters on our board and are

proud of their testimonies. They de-

sire to do their part in helping to

carry forward the Lord's work. We
hold a board meeting about every

five or six weeks, and at each meet-

ing we quilt a quilt for one of the

wards to help in their welfare assign-

ment.

"As you know, our stake is new
and we have had a stake building

erected in connection with our Third

Ward. In this building there were

some rooms provided for the stake

Relief Society, and we have been

trying to furnish those rooms. We
have secured some of the furniture

and are able to hold all of our board

meetings there now."

Chicago Stake (Illinois)

T OIS ASTIN, stake Relief Society

president, and Elizabeth W.
Hansen, stake secretary-treasurer,

jointly submitted the 1942 narrative

report from which the follov^ng ex-

cerpts are taken: "Through the

splendid cooperation of the wards

and branches our canning and sew-

ing projects have been very success-

ful. To date, 586 articles of chil-

dren's and women's clothing have

been completed and approximately

2,000 quarts of fruits and vegetables

have been canned. These have been

turned over to the respective bishops

and the stake welfare committee.

One hundred twenty-nine yards of

outing flannel were given out No-
vember 23 at our quarterly confer-

ence for the making of children's pa-

jamas. These will be returned Feb-

ruary 27 when our sisters come in

for conference. One branch, be-

sides participating in the stake sew-

ing project, made quilts for eight of

its members. Country stores, din-

ners, bazaars, and apron sales have

been given to help the wards and
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branches raise cash for their Church
welfare assignments."

Inglewood Stake (CaHfornia)

a Rehef Society bedding project last

summer and each ward was asked to

make 6 or more quilts, one dozen

sheets, pillowcases, towels, and at

JOSEPHINE PRESTWICH, stake least 3 layettes. They were also in-

^ Relief Society president, included structed in making bandages, and
in her 1942 narrative report the fol- some of our women have attended

lowing statement: "Our wards had first-aid classes."

The University of the Home
(Continued from page 660)

strict accountability any son or

daughter who casts off an aged fa-

ther or mother.

All institutions of learning enjoy

the inspiration of a well-selected

school song. A song that might be

appropriately used in the sanctity of

the home because it represents the

epitome of students' relationship to

their Heavenly Father, is, "I'll go

where you want me to go, dear Lord,

over mountain or plain or sea. I'll

say what you want me to say, dear

Lord, ril be what you want me to

be."

And its motto, "Train up a child in

the way he should go : and when he is

old he will not depart from it," will

prepare the reapers of a questionable

future harvest to meet the issues of

life, to solve its problems, and to

achieve fully a destiny of fruitful

service.

For Christmas This Year
(Continued horn page 676)

bottle of mustard pickles v^apped
in red cellophane or other Christmas

paper. Tie the package with a rib-

bon and a little original Christmas

jingle and it will be gratefully re-

ceived in these days of food rationing.

One recipient of a pudding last year

thought it so attractive she hung it

on her Christmas tree.

CPEAKING of Christmas trees, if

you have very few baubles or

decorations for a tree this year there

are many things that you can make
that will be interesting as well as

pretty. Strings of popcorn may be

tinted with gelatine coloring and al-

ternated frequently with colored pea-

nuts. Popcorn balls or dainty pop-

corn baskets made with loops of

string fastened inside so they can be

hung on the tree make attractive

decorations, also.

Fancy Christmas bread and cook-

ies can be made in various shapes,

such as stars, reindeer, rabbits, air-

planes, Santa Claus, nursery char-

acters, etc., and decorated with white

and colored frostings and hung on

the tree. Use cookie cutters or else

cut out your own patterns with a

sharp knife.

Crochet red mesh bags or minia-

ture stockings to hold candy, nuts,

and cookies for the tree, or make
pretty little boxes to hold the good-

ies. One of these containers given

to children who view the tree, will

delight the youngsters.



MOUNTAIN BEAUTY
Grace M. Candhnd

YESTERDAY

Your jutting rocks seemed sharp and cold,

Deep purple shadows lay about your crest,

Gray stretches spread to somber brown

And lay like wooUey blankets on your breast.

And farther down your slopes a patch of rust,

Maroon, and olive green

Lay close beside the walnut hues

With plots of heather in between.

While at your base a field of copper ran

And mingled with the maize and tan.

TODAY

The sun is shining on your friendly cliffs

Now strangely picturesque and warm.

Your rugged slopes are one bright coverlet

On which a million colors swarm.

There is gold mixing in with the rosemist,

Fair orchid and peach by their side,

Buff, turquoise, rose, amber, and violet

With salmon and garnet are tied.

Cadet blue and pink race down each ravine

And pepper the foothills of bright tangerine.

There is something so lovely, so wholly sublime

In this perfect far-reaching color design.

And all of its grandeur so wild and so free

Is autumn's salute to all who will see.

Page 695
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Articles of Faith

Lesson 21—Regeneration and Resurrection

Tuesday, February i, 1944

• (This is the fifth chapter dealing with Article 10)

Article 10: We believe ... that the earth will be renewed and receive its

paradisiacal glory.

Aim : To show what is meant by the regeneration of the earth, and when
and how the earth is to be renewed; to explain the resurrections, the millen-

nial reign, the loosing of Lucifer for a little season, the new heaven and

new earth, and to show what the relationship of man is to each.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 21, TALMAGE'S ARTICLES OF FAITH

RENEWAL OF THE EARTH

The Earth Under the Curse

The blessed conditions under

which the earth shall exist and man
shall live during the millennial era

are almost beyond human powers of

comprehension, so different are they

from all to which history testifies and

experience confirms. The descrip-

tion of Eden is to us as the story of

another world, yet Eden was a fea-

ture of our planet, and the earth is

destined to become a celestialized

body.

Page 696

Regeneration of the Earth

A time of restitution is foretold

(Acts 3:19-21; Rom. 8:21-23). The
final stages of the regeneration of

nature will not be reached until the

Millennium has run its blessed

course. Describing the events to take

place after the completion of the

thousand years, John the Revelator

wrote: "And I saw a new heaven

and a new earth: for the first heaven

and the first earth were passed away;

and there was no more sea" (Rev.

21:1). A similar prediction was
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made by Ether the Jaredite (Ether

1 3 :9 ) . In the year 1830 of our pres-

ent era, the Lord said: ".
. . when the

thousand years are ended, and men
again begin to deny their God, then

will I spare the earth but for a little

season; and the end shall come, and

the heaven and the earth shall be

consumed and pass away, and there

shall be a new heaven and a new
earth" (Doctrine and Covenants 29:

22-23) . According to the scriptures,

the earth has to undergo a change

analogous to death, and is to be re-

generated in a way comparable to a

resurrection (Doctrine and Cove-

nants 88:25-26).

During the Millennium, the earth

will be tenanted by both mortal and

immortal beings; but after the re-

generation is complete death wall no

longer be known among its inhabi-

tants. Then the Redeemer of earth

"shall deliver up the kingdom, and

present it unto the Father, spotless,

saying: I have overcome" (Doctrine

and Covenants 76:107). The last

foe to be vanquished is death ( I Cor.

15:24-26).

The following partial description

of the earth in its regenerated state

has been given by the Prophet Jo-

seph Smith in this dispensation:

''This earth, in its sanctified and im-

mortal state, will be made like unto

crystal and will be a Urim and Thum-
mim to the inhabitants who dwell

thereon, whereby all things pertain-

ing to an inferior kingdom, or all

kingdoms of a lower order, v^ll be

manifest to those who dwell on it;

and this earth will be Christ's"

(Doctrine and Covenants 130:9).

Attempts have been made to dem-

onstrate an agreement between the

teachings of science concerning the

destiny of the earth, and scriptural

predictions regarding the ordained

regeneration of our planet by which

it is to be made fit for the abode of

immortalized souls. It may suffice

to say that the so-called evidence is

unsatisfactory. However, let us not,

because of this, disparage science

nor decry the labors of its votaries.

No one realizes more fully than does

the mind trained to scientific meth-

od how much we do not know.

The Resurrection horn the Dead

Closely associated with, and anal-

ogous to, the ordained rejuvenation

of earth, whereby our planet is to

pass from its present dreary and brok-

en state to a condition of glorified

perfection, is the resurrection of the

bodies of all beings who have had an

existence upon it. The Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

teaches the doctrine of a literal resur-

rection; an actual reunion of the

spirits of the dead and the taber-

nacles with which they were clothed

during mortal probation; and a tran-

sition from mortality to immortality

in the case of some who will be in

the flesh at the time of the Lord's

advent, and who, because of indi-

vidual righteousness, are to be spared

the sleep of the grave. Human knowl-

edge of the resurrection rests wholly

upon revelation.

Predictions Concerning the Resur-

rection

The prophets in the past dispensa-

tions of the world's history have fore-

seen and foretold the final conquest

of death. Some of them testified

specifically of Christ's victory over

the tomb; others have dwelt upon
the resurrection in a general way (Job
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19:25-26; Isa. 26:19; Ezk. 37:11-14;

Hos. 13:14; Matt. 12:40; 14:1-2; 16:

21; 17:23; 20:19; 22:31-32; Luke 14:

14; John 3:14-15; 5:24-25; Pearl of

Great Price: Moses 7:56-57; II Ne-

phi 9:6, 12-13; Helaman 14:15-17;

Mosiah 15:20-24; Alma 40:2-6, 16-

24). To Martha, bewailing the

death of her brother Lazarus, the

Messiah declared: ''I am the resur-

rection, and the life: he that be-

lieveth in me, though he were dead,

yet shall he live" (John 11:25).

Two General Resurrections

Two general resurrections are

mentioned in the scriptures, and

these may be specified as first and

final, or as the resurrection of the

just and the resurrection of the un-

just. The first was inaugurated by

the resurrection of Jesus Ghrist; im-

mediately following which many of

the saints came forth from their

graves. A continuation of this, the

resuirrection of the just, has been in

operation since, and will be greatly

extended, or brought to pass in a

general way, in connection with the

coming of Ghrist in His glory. The
final resurrection will be deferred

until the end of the thousand years

of peace, and will be in connection

with the last judgment.

The resurrection was a favorite

theme with Paul, and he gave it fre-

quent and prominent attention

(Rom. 6:5; 8:11; I Gor. Ghap. 15;

II Gor. 4:14; Philip. 3:21; Gol. 3:4;

I Thess. 4:14; Heb. 6:2). Modern
revelation renews the promises made
of old, and clearly indicates in sol-

emn warning the magnitude of that

which is to come (Doctrine and

Govenants 42:45; 43:17-18; and

many others).

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS PROCEDURE

Suggested Songs

"I Know That My Redeemer

Lives," L. D. Edwards, Latter-day

Saint Hymns, No. 290; Deseret Sun-

day School Songs, No. 272.

"He Died! The Great Redeemer
Died," Geo. Gareless and I. Watts,

Latter-day Saint Hymns, No. 11;

Deseret Sunday School Songs, No.

"O My Father," E. R. Snow, Re-

liei Society Songs, page 22; Latter-

day Saint Hymns, No. 34; Deseret

Sunday School Songs, No. 181.

''An Angel from on High," Parley

P. Pratt and John Tullidge, Latter-

day Saint Hymns, No. 420.

It is suggested that this class period

be patterned after a cottage meeting,

the teacher being in charge of the

meeting. Several class members

representing missionaries may pre-

sent previously assigned short talks

on the principal topics of this lesson.

At the conclusion of these talks class

members representing investigators

may ask questions, make comments,

or give opinions. The questions of

investigators may be answered by

any member of the class, who might

cite scriptural quotations in support

of her answer.

A special musical number at the

beginning or close of the cottage

meeting v^ll contribute to the char-

acter of the lesson presentation as a

cottage meeting.

Glass members should be urged to

bring copies of the standard Ghurch
works to this meeting, and class

leaders should provide opportunity

for their use by class members.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Teachings of the Piophet Joseph

Smithy compiled by Joseph Fielding

Smith, 1938 edition:

The expectation of seeing my friends in

the morning of the resurrection cheers my
soul and makes me bear up against the

evils of life. It is like their taking a long

journey, and on their return we meet them
with increased joy.

God has revealed His Son from the heav-

ens and the doctrine of the resurrection

also; and we have a knowledge that those

we bury here God will bring up again,

clothed upon and quickened by the Spirit

of the great God; and what mattereth it

whether we lay them down, or we lay down
with them when we can keep them no
longer? Let these truths sink down in our

hearts, that we may even here begin to

enjoy that which shall be in full hereafter.

—Page 296.

Discourses of Biigham Young, edi-

tion 1925:

Resurrection Necessary to Full Salvation

No man can enter the celestial kingdom
and be crowned with a celestial glory, until

he gets his resurrected body; but Joseph

and the faithful who have died have gained

a victory over the power of the Devil, which

you and I have not yet gained. So long

as we live in these tabernacles, so long we
will be subject to the temptations and pow-
er of the Devil; but when we lay them down,
if we have been faithful, we have gained

the victory so far; but even then we are

not so far advanced at once as to be beyond
the neighborhood of evil spirits.—Page 575.

Gospel DoctiinCy edition 1919:

Our Indestructible, Immortal Identity

What a glorious thing it is to know and
be true to that which has been revealed in

these latter times through the instrumental-

ity of the Prophet Joseph Smith. It was
revealed anciently by the Savior himself,

and he exemplified that glorious principle

of which I wish to say a few words, and
which has been renewed and emphasized

more especially in these latter days through

Joseph Smith—I refer to our identity, our

indestructible, immortal identity. As in

Christ we have the example, he was born

of woman, he lived, he died, and he lived

again in his own person and being, bearing

even the marks of the wounds in his flesh,

after his resurrection from the dead—so

also a testimony has been given to you, in

later days through the Prophet Joseph

Smith, and others who have been blessed

with knowledge, that the same individual

Being still lives and will always live. Jesus

is possessed of immortality, and eternal life;

and in evidence of his existence and his

immortality, and in evidence of the great

and glorious truths of the gospel which he

taught, the death which he died, and the

resurrection that he wrought from the dead,

he has revealed himself and borne his own
record and testimony to those who have

lived and still live in this day and age. What
a glorious thought it is, to me at least, and

it must be to all who have conceived of

the truth or received it in their hearts, that

those from whom we have to part here,

we will meet again and see as they are. We
will meet the same identical being that we
associated with here in the flesh—not some

other soul, some other being, or the same

being in some other form, but the same

identity and the same form and likeness,

the same person we knew and were associ-

ated with in our mortal existence, even to

the wounds in the flesh. Not that a per-

son will always be marred by scars, wounds,

deformities, defects or infirmities, for these

will be removed in their course, in their

proper time, according to the merciful

providence of God. Deformity will be re-

moved; defects will be eliminated, and men
and women shall attain to the perfection

of their spirits, to the perfection that God
designed in the beginning. It is his pur-

pose that men and women, his children,,

born to become heirs of God, and joint

heirs with Jesus Ghrist, shall be made per-

fect, physically as well as spiritually, through

obedience to the law by which he has pro-

vided the means that perfection shall come
to all his children.—Pages 28-29.

See also Joseph Smith's Teachings^

compiled by Edwin F. Parry, pp. 1 39-

140.
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ViSiting cJeachers 1 1 iessages to the cKome

Sources of Strength

Lesson S—Cooperation

Tuesday, February i, 1944

npHE effort of a single individual

may be puny and ineffective, but

the combined efforts of many indi-

viduals may become pow^erful and
effective. To cooperate with others

often multiplies our strength. **No

man liveth unto himself." We are

all members of a group. One of the

great factors in the fine art of living

is knowing how to get along with

others. To be pleasant to live with

is an attractive and much coveted

characteristic. It adds greatly to

one's usefulness and to one's happi-

ness.

One of the best places to cultivate

this spirit of cooperation is in our

Church work and one of the best

places to practice it is in the home.
Where there is a spirit of cooperation

in the home, where the husband and
the wife, the parents and the chil-

dren are happily united and all work
together, they are able to meet re-

verses and are pretty sure to succeed.

Where there is unity, there is

strength. We recall the story of the

old man, who, on his death bed,

called his sons about him. Pointing

to a bundle of fagots he said, 'Take
one of them and break it. Take two
of them and break them. You see

they are easily broken, a few of them
at a time, but bind these together

in a bundle and try with all your

might and you cannot break them."

There is strength in unity.

One of the essentials in getting

along with people is to enjoy their

confidence, and the way to do that

is to be loyal to them, to sustain and
build them up, to look for the good
and express appreciation of it. No
one ever got very high by pulling

other people down. To pull a per-

son down is the easiest thing in the

world. It takes only a small mind
to do that, in fact, it is the expression

of a small mind.

Unselfishness is another secret of

cooperation, of getting along with

people. The willingness to give to

others, to promote them, to advance

their interests has in it something

people like. When one encourages

and does for those with whom and

for whom he works, they will work
for him.

One of the basic truths of human
life is that we are essentially social.

We cannot live alone. We are not

Robinson Crusoes. A second great

truth is that the individual owes a

debt to the community and to the

race; and a third is embodied in the

ideal of service, "Freely ye have re-

ceived. Freely give."

Again, the Church is a training

school in cooperation which involves

the element of service, the desire to
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do for others, willingness to sacrifice References

our own interests for the good of

other people. Handbook of the Relief Society, "By
union of feeling we obtain power with

Discussion God." (Prophet Joseph Smith) p. 22;

"Women urged to work together in co-

1. What are essential factors in effective operative manner."

^. P
.„ ^ \. , ^, , , . Gospel Doctrine, "The Object of Co-

2. Give illustrations from Church his- f „ '

tory of the accomplishments of co- "
'

P- 443

operative effort, such as the building Discourses of Brigham Young, edition

of the Kirtland Temple, the erection ^Q^S^ PP- 433-434

of ward meetinghouses, the Church Relief Society Magazine, vol. 26, August

Welfare Plan, etc. i939> P- 560

H

uiome cJoptcs

For optional use on Work-and-Business Day

Modern Housekeeping Methods

Lesson 5—Daily and Seasonal Housecleaning .

Tuesday, February 8, 1944

OUSECLEANING need not be is so organized as to be accomplished

the bugbear it has long been re- with a minimum of time and energy,

garded in many households. If the In these days, when competent

kind of furnishings are chosen that household help is at a premium, it is

are easy to keep clean, if every pos- wise economy to ''make the head

sible provision is made for keeping save the heels." To keep clean

dirt out of the house, if work is care- rather than to make clean is a thor-

fully planned, and if good cleaning oughly practical working principle,

methods are used, the upheavals that This means daily tidying of the

result in discomfort for tKe entire rooms in constant use, distributing

household need not accompany the cleaning—especially the heavy

housecleaning. Systematic house- kinds—through the week, and remov-

cleaning saves labor in the long run, ing diit not only frequently but thor-

is easier on furnishings, and is eco- oughly by methods that have been

nomical of material used in the care proved good according to both sci-

of the house. entific and practical standards.

Almost every housekeeper has a Dirt has been described as "mat-

more or less fixed routine of work, ter out of place." Just as weeds in a

which might be called her plan. It garden are plants out of place which

is wase for the housekeeper to occa- may eventually choke out the flowers

sionally review her work routine to and vegetables, so dirt from the

see whether or not her housecleaning earth, soot and oily smoke which fil-
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ter into the house or come from heat-

ing and cooking equipment may
eventually injure the hardiest sur-

face. A thin film of dirt is easily and

quickly removed, but when dirt is

permitted to accumulate it cakes

and hardens, and surfaces may then

be damaged by the more drastic

measures that are necessary to clean

them. Frequent light cleaning is

economical in that it reduces the cost

of refinishing and replacements.

Dirt may be kept from being

tracked into the house by such simple

devices as placing mats at outside

doors, by daily sweeping of walks

and porches, etc. This takes less

time in the end than cleaning up
dirt after it has been tracked inio the

house, and it also saves wear and

tear on rugs and floors. If wet,

dirty, and muddy clothes can be re-

moved in an entrance hall much
cleaning can be avoided. Frequent

brushing of outside window sills and

the use of cheesecloth-covered

screens on windows that are open

frequently, for instance in pantries

and halls, help to keep out dirt.

Covered screens may be used to fil-

ter out both dirt and dampness on

bedroom windows which are open at

night.

The housekeeper must not only

keep dirt out of the house, but she

must also arrange for the systematic

removal of that which enters the

house. The easiest way to manage
housecleaning is to have a schedule

for daily, weekly, and monthly clean-

ing. (See Lesson I, ''Home Man-
agement," Relief Society Magazine^

June-July, p. 438). Consideration

must be given to proper cleaning

equipment and supplies. Wc suggest

that the housekeeper visit her hard-

ware stores and see what they have

to offer in the way of housecleaning

supplies. She may discover a handy
clothesline or the latest model of

carpet sweeper. Perchance it will be

a scrub pail which is light in weight

and not cumbersome, or she may find

a kneeling cushion which will save

aching knees as she scrubs. A step-

ladder which has a firm base and

does not wabble may appeal to her.

Perchance she will visit a paint shop

and discover the very enamel she

wants for doing over some of her

kitchen furniture. She may find

handy brushes which fit the dusty

corners, Venetian-blind brushes,

scrub brushes made to fit the hand,

scrub cloths, cleaning cloths, and
similar articles. It is a good practice

to check up on cleaning materials,

such as oils, polishes, fine powders,

coarse powders, stain and grease re-

movers.

Hand lotion should be considered

as an essential part of one's house-

cleaning supplies, and should be kept

near the kitchen sink. Keep handy
such items as hair pins, a brush and
comb, etc. It is surprising what a

little freshening will do in the middle

of the day when one is feeling very

tired. A cool glass of lemonade or

a piece of candy will revive the tired

housekeeper. Comfortable shoes are

a ''must have." One should have

two pairs at least. The feet will feel

like new if shoes are changed in the

afternoon. Shoes with run-over heels

should never be worn. They can

quickly cause a backache. Dresses

worn on housecleaning days ought

to be suited to the job. They should

be washable and simple, but bright.

Even for the dirtiest work do not

cover the dress with an old, torn
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apron. It is surprising the effect that

clothes have on one's attitude to-

ward the work in hand.

Antiseptics and first-aid suppHes

are other necessary parts of house-

cleaning equipment. The rusty tack,

the bent pin, the cracked glass may
cause injuries which must be attend-

ed to immediately. And finally—

stop working before you get too tired.

About four o'clock in the afternoon

make yourself stop working.

Questions for Discussion

1. What is an ordedy home?

2. List some factors which will con-

tribute toward making daily cleaning

easier and less time-consuming; week-

ly cleaning; seasonal cleaning.

3. What will a well-balanced cleaning

program include?

References

America's Housekeeping Book, Sec. II,

p. 226

Reliei Society Magazine, "Planned

Spring Cleaning," February 1943, p. 116

Current household magazines and daily

newspapers

Note: In the preview of the Home Topics lessons for 1943-44, published in the

Relief Society Magazine, June-July, p. 438, it was suggested that helpful bulletins might
be obtained by writing to state agricultural colleges. Relief Society class leaders are

reminded that each state has its own Extension Service for the benefit of its own state

residents. Bulletins and pamphlets are not distributed by any state agricultural college

to persons living outside the state. Therefore class leaders desiring such material should

make requests of the Extension Service of the agricultural college of the state in which
they live.

-»--

JLiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson S^Bible Wisdom
Tuesday, February 15, 1944

ll/isdom literature rises to its high-

est forms in the Bible. This is

not to say that other literatures are

lacking in wise sayings; there are es-

says and other forms that are fraught

with wisdom. It is rather to empha-

size the fact that within the Bible this

type of literature receives distinctive

attention. Hebrew wisdom is pre-

sented not alone in a book of unfor-

gettable proverbs, but in essays of

charming style and profound phil-

osophy: it is also portrayed in the

drama of Job that has challenged

attention through the ages.

Another thing that gives the wis-

dom literature of the Bible first place

is its spiritual quality. Something of

"Thus saith the Lord" seems to ring

through many of the proverbs, even

those designed to impress practical

lessons of life. This quality is hardly

characteristic of similar sayings taken

from folklore of other peoples.

For illustration, take a few of these

folk sayings: "A stitch in times saves

nine." ''Handsome is as handsome
does." ''A rolling stone gathers no

moss." ''A penny saved is a penny
earned." All of these are helpful
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bits of wisdom, but they come with

less force than proverbs from the

Bible, such as the following:

Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging.

A wise son maketh a glad father:

But a foolish son is the heaviness of his

mother.

Go to the ant, thou sluggard;

Consider her ways, and be wise.

My son, forget not my law;

But let thine heart keep my command-
ments:

For length of days and long life,

And peace shall they add to thee.

A man shall eat good by the fruit of his

mouth

:

But the soul of the treacherous shall eat

violence.

Better is a dry morsel, and quietness there-

with.

Than an house full of sacrifices with strife.

Apply thine heart unto instruction.

And thine ears to the words of knowledge.

Not all the sayings to be found in

Proverbs are of the cast and spirit as

those just given. Some of them sim-

ply portray, facts of life impressively:

Faithful are the wounds of a friend:

But the kisses of an enemy are deceitful.

As cold waters

To a thirsty soul.

So is good news from a far country.

Note the timelessness of the two
proverbs just given. How these

thoughts find echo today in the

hearts of those stirred by the world

conflict. This is characteristic of all

the Biblical proverbs. They express

truth for all time.

Some of the Proverbs contain

touches of subtle humor. For ex-

ample:

As the door turneth upon its hinges

So doth the sluggard upon his bed.

There be three things which are stately in

their march.

Yea, four which are stately in going:

The lion.

Which is mightiest among beasts.

And turneth not away for any;

The greyhound;

The he-goat also;

And the king when his army is with him.

Observe that some of these bits of

Hebrew wisdom are cast in the form

of Hebraic verse. There is a parallel

structure, fitting to drive home the

ideas expressed. Note also that the

parallel structure is varied; sometimes

it is of just two lines. At other times,

as in the last example given, it is made
up of several lines of differing lengths.

Another thing that will be discov-

ered by a reading of the Proverbs is

the variety of subjects dealt with. At
one time the writer discovered more
than a score of these wise sayings ex-

pressive of the basic thought that to

hold the tongue is a mark of wisdom.

The sluggard, the busybody, the

drunkard, the forward woman, the

glutton, the spendthrift—all are given

scathing reproof. Those who fear the

Lord, who honor their father and
mother, who remember the needy,

who deal justly are given praise with

promise of reward for righteousness.

And the application of each and ev-

ery truth expressed with concrete-

ness and force is in the living present.

Among the apocryphal* books of

the Bible is one entitled The Wis-
dom oi Jesus the Son oi Suach. This

book, like others of the Apocrypha,

was not included by the early Chris-

tian fathers as scripture, though it

was recommended as worthy reading.

It is said that Lord Bacon found

his inspiration for his splendid

essays in the writings of the Son of

*See note at end of lesson.
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Simch. From the example that fol-

lows one can rather readily see sim-

ilarity in form, at least, with that of

the well-known essayist of later days:

FRIENDSHIP

Sweet words will multiply a man's

friends; and a fair speaking tongue will mul-

tiply courtesies. Let those that are at peace

with thee be many; but thy counsellors one

of a thousand. If thou wouldest get thee

a friend, get him by proving, and be not

in haste to trust him. For there is a friend

that is so for his own occasion, and he will

not continue in the day of thy affHction.

And there is a friend that turnest to enmity;

and he will discover strife to thy reproach.

And there is a friend that is thy companion

at the table; and he will not continue in

the day of thy affliction; and in thy pros-

perity he will be as thyself, and will be
bold over thy servants; if thou shalt be

brought low, he will be against thee, and

will hide himself from thy face. Separate

thyself from thine enemies; and beware of

thy friends. A faithful friend is a strong

defense; and he that hath found him hath

found a treasure. There is nothing that can

be taken in exchange for a faithful friend;

and his excellency is beyond price. A faith-

ful friend is a medicine of life; and they

that fear the Lord shall find him. He that

feareth the Lord directeth his friendship

aright; for as he is so is his neighbor also.

(Moulton's, The Modern Reader's Bible, p.

962)

Another of the books of wisdom-
one that is among the scriptural

works of the Bible is EccJesiastes. In

this intriguing book, ascribed to Sol-

omon, are gems of wisdom well set.

It faces life with frankness, dealing

with its varied activities, and reading

lessons out of them.

What would seem to be a note of

pessimism, of defeat, comes in the

opening sentence and essay All is

Vanity. Solomon, the Preacher, con-

fesses he has tried everything that

might bring joy and satisfaction to

man, gathering about him as king all

that his heart desired, yet finding

these things vain, ' astriving after

wind" without profit.

The book continues with choice

philosophic comments. It sparkles

throughout with sentences that have

become classic, for example:

To everything there is a season

And a time to every purpose under the

heaven.

Better is a poor and a wise child

Than an old and foolish king.

He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied

with silver.

A good name is better than precious oint-

ment.

Cast thy bread upon the waters

And thou shalt find it after many days.

A search through Ecclesiastes will

probably reveal many sayings which

have been treasured through life.

Within the book are also a number
of choice poems. One of these near

its close is a lyric of rare beauty. It

begins:

Remember now thy Creator in the days of

thy youth:

While the evil days come not,

Nor the years draw nigh,

When thou shalt say, I have no pleas-

ure in them;

And closes:

Then shall the dust return to the earth,

As it was:

And the spirit shall return unto God
Who gave it.

After this poetic expression comes

the epilogue, which ends with this

uplifting paragraph

:

Let us hear the conclusion of the whole
matter: Fear God, and keep his com-
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mandments: for this is the whole duty of

man. For God shall bring every work into

judgment, with every secret thing, whether

it be good or whether it be evil.

Suggestions ioi Discussion and
Activities

1. What is meant by the term, Wisdom
Literature? Name two or more books of

the Bible that are of this literary type.

2. Be prepared to give one or two folk

sayings from other than Biblical litera-

ture that may be called bits of wisdom
literature.

Quote from Pioveibs one or two other

sayings which you may have treasured

as helpful bits of wisdom.

Be ready to join with members of the

class in finding various proverbs dealing

with certain themes, as: Intemperance;

Honoring Father and Mother; Avoiding

temptation; Holding the tongue; Being

industrious.

Find in Ecclesiastes some quotation that

appeals to you, and be ready to give it

in class.

Note: The following is from a revelation given to the Prophet Joseph

Smith, Histoiy of the Church, by Joseph Smith, Vol. I, pp. 331-332:

Having come to that portion of the ancient writings called the Apocrypha, I re-

ceived the following:

Revelation**

1

.

Verily, thus saith the Lord unto you concerning the Apocrypha—^There are many
things contained therein that are true, and it is mostly translated correctly;

2. There are many things contained therein that are not true, which are inter-

polations by the hands of men.
« « *

4. Therefore, whoso readeth it, let him understand, for the Spirit manifesteth truth;

5. And whoso is enlightened by the Spirit shall obtain benefit therefrom;

6. And whoso receiveth not by the Spirit, cannot be benefited ....

**Doc. & Gov., Sec. XCL

Soaai o<cience

What ''America" Means

Lesson II—Our American Culture

Tuesday, February 22, 1944

/^ULTURE is a word that cannot music, literature, and the way they

be defined by some convention- live and think as a result of their high

al phrase. It is a condition and way idealism. Culture grows out of re-

of life which grows out of the spirit- ligion, for it is religion that estab-

ual influences and forces that are lishes and sustains fellowship with

conducive of the higher life of man- the divine spirit. A cultured man or

kind. When we speak of the cul- a cultured society is a cumulative in-

ture of a people, we think of their ward growth, expressing itself in fine

sculpture, painting, architecture, thinking and noble activity. It is a
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cleanliness of heart and spirit, spiritual setting. All the wise of the

thoughtfulness of others, good man- earth have cried out against the ma-

ners, an appreciation of beauty. terial ideals of humanity: the phil-

America has from the first de- osophers and moralists, the satirists

veloped those institutions that are oi Greece and Rome—Plato, Epict-

conducive of culture. From the be- tetus, Seneca, and Juvenal, not less

ginning of settlement to the present, than the Hebrew prophets and

American churches in their daily Christian apostles, up to that divine

ministrations have always made a si- Voice that said: "For what shall it

lent but constant and powerful con- profit a man, if he shall gain the

tribution to national well-being and whole world, and lose his own soul?"

prosperity. Their services keep be- ''Nothing shows the culture and

fore the people the highest ideals of idealism of a people more forcibly

manhood and womanhood. The than does the theater and the writers

church with its Holy Bible is the who make of the playhouse a place

chief inspiration of the vast social of beauty and a stimulus of expres-

service rendered to the world by the sion of the highest poetic power,"

millions of Christians. The world says Professor Brander Matthews. It

is after all governed more by public is to the theater as an institution

opinion than by the written law, and that the reader's mind is directed at

if the ideals of the public are prop- this point.

erly molded, then a fine cultured
Since the days of the Greek theater

people grows as a result.
^^^^^ ^^e plays of Sophocles and

It has been said that culture is the Aeschylus were produced somewhat
perfection of our human nature on as the plays of Shakespeare are pro-

all its sides, in all its capacities. Cul- duced today, the theater has been
ture considers the spiritual capacities one of the great creations of culture;

and needs of man. Matthew Arnold, in turn, the stage has created a cul-

the English writer, holds that the ture among all people. The art

aim of culture coincides with the of the stage has given the pub-
aim of religion. Culture aims at the n^ an understanding of literature

perfection of the human mind and and the manners of people as has no
spirit and body. other art. The rise, progress, and
To know the culture of a people cultivation of the drama mark the

or of a person, one must consider progress of refinement and the cul-

their ways of life, their habits, their ture of any people. The drama and

manners, the very tones of their tragedy have brought about the

voice; observe the literature they building of the noble theaters of

read, the things that give them pleas- Europe and America and all civil-

ure, the words which come from their ized countries. Who has not heard

mouths, the thoughts which make of Drury Lane Theater in London
the furniture of their minds. A true and Covent Garden? The Royal

culture consists in men forgetting Opera House of Berlin and the old

their hopes as centered on the out- City of St. Petersburg and the Na-
ward and material things of life, and tional Theater of Paris will ever be re-

keeping in mind the inward and membered as the great centers of the
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historic art. The first company to

come to America to create the art of

the stage came in 1751, when one

WilHam Hallam was induced to send

a group of players to Virginia.

The company landed at York-

town in Virginia and then went

on to Williamsburg, the capital of

the colony, and Governor Dinwiddie

gave them permission to build a

theater and produce the first play in

America—The Merchant of Venice.

Thus, Shakespeare had the first place

in time, as in merit, as the dramatist

of the western world.

Soon after, September 17, 1753,
the first theater was opened in New
York City when a company from

London produced a comedy called

The Conscious Lover. On the night

of November 20, the following note

appeared on the playbills

:

N.B.—Gentlemen and Ladies who in-

tend to favor us with their company are

desired to come by six o'clock, we being

determined to keep to our hour; as it would
be a great inconvenience to them to be

kept out late.

In March 1754, a company played

the tragedy known as The Fair Peni-

tent in Philadelphia. The players

had success and ''gained money and
reputation," notwithstanding that

pamphlets were published and dis-

tributed warning the people of the

evils of plays, players, and play-

houses. During the American Revo-

lution, the Theater Royal in New
York was the popular playhouse, and

on Monday evening, January 16,

1786, Mr. Lewis Hallam played

Hamlety the first production of this

immortal masterpiece in America. It

is interesting to note that during the

period of the Revolution, the theater

was encouraged not only because it

was conducive of morals and an ap-

preciation of fine literature, but

money was raised for the benefit of

the ''poor soldiers and their depend-

ent families." Robert Morris, one

of the ablest statesmen and financiers

of the Revolution, said: "As to the

effect of the theater on manners and
morals, I hold it to be favourable to

both." And yet, when a bill was

introduced in the Pennsylvania Leg-

islature for the suppression of the

theater, a member thought that by

drawing the minds of the people to

amusements they were led to forget

their political duties. He avowed
himself "as no friend of the fine arts,"

and asserted that they "only flour-

ished when states were on the de-

cline."

In the steady growth of the Ameri-

can theater, the drama has been held

on a very high plane. The large

and beautiful theaters of Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, New Orleans, with those of San

Francisco and, last, but not least,

Salt Lake City have been conducive

of a noble culture. America has pro-

duced some of the greatest actors

of all time, and the glory of the Amer-
ican stage has been made by such ac-

tors as Edwin Forrest, Edwin Booth,

Lawrence Barrett, E. H. Sothern,

Otis Skinner, Charlotte Cushman,

Maude Adams, and a host of other

great artists. Interesting it is to note

what Mr. M. B. Leavitt, the great

American critic, once wrote about

the old Salt Lake Theater:

I appreciate the task of writing a chapter

on Salt Lake City with all respect and ad-

miration that dignity, intelligence, honesty,

and artistic instinct always command.
Sweeping as the statement may seem, I do

not believe that the theater has ever rested
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upon a higher plane both as to its purpose quin Miller, Willa Gather, John G.
and its offerings than that at Salt Lake City. Neihardt, Hamlin Garland, and Ed-

. ^ . . win Markham. This list is only sug-
Literature has been another factor -^^ ^^ hundreds of writers who

in expressing and giving us a national
h^^e contributed to our national

culture. Every section ot the coun-
iferature

try has had its literature, and what *

.

Van Wyck Brooks wrote about New Today, America has a greater love

England in his celebrated book, for hterature than ever before. The

called The Flowering of New Eng- ^^^^^n Herald has recently con-

land is applicable to all America, ducted a Book Fair at the Symphony

''All over New England," said he, Hall in Boston, where thousands of

''not only in the 'Literary Emporium' P^ople heard the most distinguished

as Boston was called far and wide, authors of the day.

there was a passionate interest in The people of America have devel-

self-culture. . . . Sons and daughters oped a deep love for music. From the

of the well-to-do were sent to the time when the English, the French,

literary institutions, the colleges, and and the Spanish came to this coun-

academies. Children of the poorer try to settle, they sang their native

families, who could not afford to buy songs, and it was not long before they

paper and ink, made their own or discovered the music of the Ameri-

used chalk or charcoal, and learned can Indians. Musical instruments

to write on the kitchen floor; and were brought from the Old World,

some groups of boys and girls who and during the seventeenth century,

had read Irving's 'Salmagundi,' edit- harpsichords, the forerunner of the

ed a family magazine. Throughout modern piano, were in the homes of

the region, as throughout the nation, the wealthy people. Through the

there was a widely spread presenti- music of the different nationalities,

ment that a great native American America has emotional and intellect-

literature was about to make its ap- ual ties with most of the world,

pearance." Mr. Van Wyck's two When a notable anniversary of some

volumes on New England literature great composer comes, Americans

is itself a great work, and if the find themselves celebrating it as a

reader of this lesson is able to obtain milestone in their cultural develop-

a copy he will find many chapters ment. Mr. Henry Wilder Foote has

that will greatly interest him. Par- written the history of church singing

ticularly is this true of the author's in America, describing the psalm

description of Longfellow, Holmes, singing of early New England as well

Whittier, Bryant, Parkman, and the as the old meetinghouse songs that

large number of other famous souls were sung by the congregations. The
who have given us our national litera- first organ brought to America from"

ture. In the South we have had England was placed in King s Ghapel

among the many writers: Mark in Boston in 1713. Since the Ameri-

Twain, Thomas Nelson Page, Sid- can Revolution, the larger cities have

ney Lanier, Booker T. Washington, become musical centers, and the

Opie Read, and many others. The Berkshire Symphonic Festival of the

West has given us Bret Harte, Joa- Boston Symphony orchestra, con-
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ducted by Dr. Sergei Koussevitsky is

destined to become an influential

force in every way, and comparable

to the best traditions of Europe.

From the beginning of America's

pioneer movement to the West,
songs have been sung and the music

of the melodeon, the flute, and the

violin have laid the foundation of the

rich American music of today. Today,

practically every large city has its

own symphonic orchestra. Free park

concerts are given in Chicago for six

nights each week throughout the

three summer months. The Chi-

cago Symphony Orchestra, Opera
Orchestra, and great bands appear.

Great singers and instrumentalists

appear with these organizations.

Thousands of people attend these

concerts. Band concerts are given in

various larger cities with the admis-

sion price very nominal. Civic op-

eras are also sponsored.

America has given to the world

great sculptors and painters. The
list includes Augustus Saint-Gaud-

ens, Daniel Chester French, Solon

Hannibal Borglum, John Quincy
Adams Ward, George Grey Barnard,

Mahonri Young, Cyrus E. Dallin,

Avard Fairbanks, and many others,

some of whom lived in the days of

the American Revolution when Gil-

bert Stuart and John Singleton Cop-
ley painted the portraits of the

founders of our Government. Inter-

esting it is to note that the list con-

tains Utah artists, who have gained

renown both in Europe and Ameri-

ca. Painting, like sculpture and
architecture, is the expression of an

inner sense of beauty obtained from

some object, or some spiritual cre-

ation of the soul. Painting like all

the other fine arts indicates the aes-

thetic life of a people, and this is one
of the characteristics of culture.

The greatest power for culture is

the development of deep religious

feeling. America was founded by
religious groups, all of whom had
high purposes and held to the great

certainty that God lives and that

Jesus Christ is the Redeemer of the

World. America has always turned

to God in days of trial and darkness.

Washington, Lincoln, McKinley,

Wilson, Roosevelt have all voiced

their supreme faith in the Father and

the Son, knowing that such faith

meets every human need. Out of the

faith of America has come our art,

our church buildings, our colleges,

and universities all of which have led

man to beauty and truth, to culture

and refinement.

We have our art galleries, sym-

phonies, theaters, newspapers, maga-

zines, and museums. Every city of

America has its own public library,

its churches, and public schools.

Among the works of man, there is

no more perfect evidence of human-
ity's capacity to subdue matter and

master the ever-present forces of na-

ture than a nobly planned building,

where God may be worshipped. A
temple or cathedral shows the one-

ness of human nature, and through-

out the ages the human constants,

hunger and labor, seed-time and

harvest, love and death, faith and

doubt have operated to produce the

sacred shrines where God may be

worshipped. Every American has

one beautiful idea when he thinks

of a church or cathedral:

O God, in every temple, I see people that

see Thee,

And in every language I hear, they

praise Thee.
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Questions and Topics iox

Discussion

What is your idea of culture?

In what way do people express their

ideals of culture?

Why is the theater conducive to cul-

ture and a knowledge of the world's

best literature?

'

Name several great American poets,

and give something of the life and

writings of your favorite American

poet.

What are the influences that make for

refinement and culture today?

Can you give reasons why a man who
tills the soil develops fine traits of cul-

ture?

Why has the Bible been an influence

for the development of art and cul-

ture?

Discuss the culture of the Mormons
as expressed in the architecture of the

Salt Lake Temple and other Church
buildings; by their interest in the

drama, music, and education.

Name some famous Utah painters,

sculptors, musicians, and architects.

•^ •

ormonStones from the iooon of III

For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries

other than the United States, in lieu of social science lessons.

Lesson 4—Rebellion of the Lamanites

Tuesday, February 22, 1944

Note : For the full effect of this lesson it is imperative that the teacher

and the class have at hand the Book of Mormon.

Lesson Objective: To show that wrongdoing and disobedience to God's

will bring evil results.

npWO great forces are at work in

this world—the force of good and

the force of evil. From one comes
light; from the other darkness. This

being so, mortal man has always

found himself between the cross-fire

of these two influences. He is free,

however, to make his own choice as

to which way he would direct his life,

whether to seek righteousness and
the will of the Lord, or whether to

fol'ow selfish desires and become sub-

ject to the powers of evil.

The outcome of this personal

struggle when multiplied into fami-

lies, tribes or nations sets in motion
a spiral of hate that often is not

stopped short of bloodshed and de-

struction. The story of two ancient

and great nations of people in Amer-

ica which sprang from one common
ancestor has within its history this

struggle between good and evil.

From the beginning account of

Lehi's family, when this prophet was

first commanded to lead his family

out of the doomed city of Jerusalem,

there were seeds of discord present in

the family group. Laman and Lem-

uel, the older sons, early manifested

a hardness of heart toward the things

of God. At times these brothers did

repent and found themselves once

again in the narrow way, but never

did this repentant mood persist long

enough to give goodness the upper
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hand in their souls. The result was that the Lord did warn me, that I,

that with the passing of Lehi in the Nephi, should depart from them and

promised land came the contention flee into the wilderness, and all those

for leadership of the little colony. who would go with me. Wherefore,

Nephi, the youngest of the broth- it came to pass that I, Nephi, did

ers born in Jerusalem, became, by take my family, and also Zoram and

divine appointment, the leader of his family, and Sam, mine elder

his brethren—and this because of his brother and his family, and Jacob and

choice of the good and his zeal in Joseph, my younger brethren, and

obeying the will of the Lord. Laman also my sisters, and all those who

and Lemuel would not accept Ne- would go with me. And all those

phi's leadership. Neither would they who would go with me were those

humble themselves to inquire of the who believed in the warnings and the

Lord as to Nephi's appointment as revelations of God; wherefore, they

prophet, feeling that if God had did hearken unto my words. And
placed their younger brother over we did take our tents and whatso-

them it was unjust. This feeling ever things were possible for us, and

grew to a point of such intense hat- did journey in the wilderness for

red that the Lord warned Nephi of the space of many days. And after

his brothers' intent upon his life, we had journeyed for the space of

They sought to kill him. A separa- many days we did pitch our tents,

tion of the little colony became the And my people would that we should

only solution to prevent bloodshed call the name of the place Nephi;

and further animosity. Nephi re- wherefore, we did call it Nephi. And
lates this parting of the family ties as all those who were with me did take

follows: "Behold, it came to pass upon them to call themselves the

that I, Nephi, did cry much unto the people of Nephi" (II Nephi 5:1-9)

.

Lord my God, because of the anger The full result of this unfortunate

of my brethren. But behold, their disagreement in the land of promise

anger did increase against me; inso- was not to be realized immediately,

much that they did seek to take away With the passing of years came bit-

my life. Yea, they did murmur ter fruits which must always attend

against me, saying: Our younger those who are disobedient to the will

brother thinks to rule over us; and of God and who fail to repent. La-

we have had much trial because of man and Lemuel and those who re-

him; wherefore, now let us slgy him, mained with these two elder sons of

that we may not be afflicted more Lehi became knov/n as the Laman-
because of his words. For behold, ites. Darkness took possession of

we will not have him to be our ruler; them. Their desires for peace, in-

for it belongs unto us, who are the dustry and the arts died. In place

elder brethren, to rule over this peo- of these traits of culture came the

pie. Now I do not write upon these wish for blood, slothfulness and idola-

plates all the words which they mur- try. They became skilled warriors

mured against me. But it sufficeth apt in the art of cunning and the in-

me to say, that they did seek to take sidious use of weapons, such as the

away my life. And it came to pass bow, the ax, and the cimeter. The
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use of this last named, a saber in kind,

indicates the sly treacherous nature

which had crept into their souls. Its

point hooks upward, making a thrust

from a crouching position more ef-

fective. Enos, a prophet who lived

about 179 years after Lehi left Jeru-

salem, and who had seen wars be-

tween the Lamanites and the follow-

ers of Nephi (called then the Ne-

phites), describes the sorrowful

state into which the Lamanites had
fallen in these words: "And 1 bear

record that the people of Nephi did

seek diligently to restore the Laman-
ites unto the true faith in God. But
our labors were in vain; their hatred

was fixed, and they were led by their

evil nature that they became wild,

and ferocious, and a bloodthirsty peo-

ple; full of idolatry and filthiness;

feeding upon beasts of prey; dwelling

in tents, and wandering about in the

wilderness with a short skin girdle

about their loins and their heads

shaven; and their skill was in the bow,
and in the cimeter, and the ax. And
many of them did eat nothing save

it was raw meat; and they were con-

tinually seeking to destroy us''

(Enos 20).

With no record to inform them of

the will of God, the Lamanites soon

lost the desire to worship. They were

cut off from the presence of the Lord.

And with their failure to recognize

Nephi as their rightful leader they

lost the priesthood, which is the

right to act upon earth in the name
of the Lord. To further add to their

misery the Lord cursed them with a

dark skin in order to make them un-

attractive to the people of Nephi.

Our lesson this week gives little

in the way of uplift—its objective

being to show that wrongdoing and

disobedience to God's will bring

evil results. From it, however, and

from the study of the Lamanites

comes a very significant fact for one

who questions the value of the rec-

ord of God's word to His children.

Blind and ignorant though these La-

manites had become, still they felt

that the power their enemies, the

Nephites, had over them was due, in

part at least, to lecoids Nephi had

preserved for his people. In such

an understanding rests a hope for the

future return to light of this benight-

ed race. Note the significance of

this verse of Enos the prophet: 'Tor

at the present our strugglings were

vain in restoring them (the Laman-
ites) to the true faith. And they

swore in their wrath that, if it were

possible, they would destroy our rec-

ords and us, and also all the tradi-

tions of our fathers" (Enos 14).

Questions foi Active Reading and
Discussion

With the help of the suggested readings

given below have the class carry on the dis-

cussion as follows: first, answer the ques-

tion; second, read the passage given to dis-

cover plain and precious truths of the Gos-

pel brought to light in the Book of Mor-
mon. If time permits, have each member
of the class add a passage of his own selec-

tion from within the Book of Mormon
(II Nephi, Chapters 4 and 5, and Enos)—
a passage that has brought new meaning to

a Gospel truth,

1

.

What was the punishment that came
upon the Lamanites for their evil do-

'

ing? Read II Nephi 5:19-26.

2. What is the hope for the Lamanites

as found in the blessing of Lehi?

Read II Nephi 4:6-9.

The next question may be used if needed

for class activity, or it may be assigned for

home study.

3. How may one forgiven of sins respond

to the Lord? Read the Book of Enos.
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There is no evidence His lightning thought

Illumined them, nor that they grasped as breath

Of life, His words—though always men have sought

The truth, long dead in books, the shibboleth

That sprang to life upon His lips—have fought

To pierce the dark and secret folds of death.

And could savants, by lettered paragon

Detect the Spirit's power? How could they know

This was their King—whose precious blood would flow

For them, the Prince of Peace, the only One
Whose life could conquer death—the Holy Son

Of God? And that His sacred words would grow

To fill the earth?-Foretell the deeds that sow

Divinity in men were now begun?

Nor could His parents, when they came, distraught

With fear for dangers, ills, that lurk

Wherever men abide. His words were fraught

With wisdom older than their own—the irk

They felt dispelling: Wist ye not

That I must be about my Father's work?

The Cover—^The cover picture shows the Mount of Ohves and the Garden of

Gethsemane as viewed from Jerusalem. The photograph is by President Joseph Jacobs.
The cover arrangements are by Evan Jensen.

The Frontispiece—^The frontispiece picture shows a detail of the head of Christ from
the painting, "Christ Among the Doctors," by Heinrich Hofmann.
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JESUS IN THE TEMPLE

Alice Money Bailey

There is no record that they loved this child—

Those doctors in the temple, ancients learned—

Nor if, scarce twelve, His mind divinely turned

To knowledge of the Kingdom, He beguiled

Their wits; how much His reverent manner, mild

Yet eager, fearless of their censure, earned

Their high regard; nor if their hearts discerned

His purity and goodness undefiled.

There is no evidence His lightning thought

Illumined them, nor that they grasped as breath

Of life. His words—though always men have sought

The truth, long dead in books, the shibboleth

That sprang to life upon His lips—have fought

To pierce the dark and secret folds of death.

And could savants, by lettered paragon

Detect the Spirit's power? How could they know
This was their King—whose precious blood would flow

For them, the Prince of Peace, the only One
Whose life could conquer death—the Holy Son .

Of God? And that His sacred words would grow

To fill the earth?—Foretell the deeds that sow

Divinity in men were now begun?

Nor could His parents, when they came, distraught

With fear for dangers, ills, that lurk

Wherever men abide. His words were fraught

With wisdom older than their own—the irk

They felt dispelling: Wist ye not

That I must be about my Father's work?

The Cover—^The cover picture shows the Mount of OHves and the Garden of
Gethsemane as viewed from Jerusalem. The photograph is by President Joseph Jacobs.
The cover arrangements are by Evan Jensen.

The Fiontispiece—The frontispiece picture shows a detail of the head of Christ from
the painting, ''Christ Among the Doctors," by Heinrich Hofmann.
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"Wist Ye Not That I Must Be

About My Father's Business?"
President /. Reuben Clark, Jr.

And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom: and the grace of

God was upon him.

Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the feast of the passover.

And when he was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem after the custom of

the feast.

And when they had fulfilled the days, as they returned, the child Jesus tarried behind
in Jerusalem; and Joseph and his mother knew not of it.

But they, supposing him to have been in the company, went a day's journey; and
they sought him among their kinsfolk and acquaintance.

And when they found him not, they turned back again to Jerusalem, seeking him.
And it came to pass, that after three days they found him in the temple, sitting in

the midst of the doctors, both hearing them, and asking them questions.

And all that heard him were astonished at his understanding and answers.

And when they saw him, they were amazed: and his mother said unto him. Son,
why hast thou thus dealt with us? behold, thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing.

And he said unto them. How is it that ye sought me? wist ye not that I must be
about my Father's business?

And they understood not the saying which he spake unto them.
And he went down with them, and came to Nazareth, and was subject unto them:

but his mother kept all these sayings in her heart.

And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man (Luke
2:40-52).

I—THE JOURNEY FROM NAZARETH TO JERUSALEM

IT
was a spring day at the end of were covered with wild flowers, all

March (near the middle of the nature rejoiced, as Joseph and Mary
seventh Hebrew month, Nisan), and Jesus, their kinsfolk and neigh-

the fields were yellowing with the bors, left Nazareth with its white
ripening crops, the hills and valleys rocks and cliffs, splotched with

Page 717
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green, aiid started down through the der a sacred obhgation to teach his

foothills to the valley floor of the son. At the age of five or six the

plain of Jezreel, one thousand feet child was sent to school, where he

below .^ They were going to Jerusa- began a regular course, the Bible be-

lem to observe the Passover, as had ing the exclusive textbook until the

been their wont over the years, in boy was ten years of age. This Bible

obedience to the Rabbinical law, study began with Leviticus, then

commending (and in certain in- passed to the other parts of the Pen-

stances requiring) the observance of tateuch, thence to the Prophets, and

the feast in Jerusalem by the Levit- thence to the Hagiographa,—that

ically clean males of Israel. The portion of the Bible not in the law

women were not legally bound to at- and the prophets. From ages ten to

tend.^ The feast was a jubilee of fifteen, the child studied the

great rejoicing for it marked the an- Mishnah, or traditional law. When
niversary of Israel's delivery from a he reached the academies of the

grievous bondage to the Egyptians, Rabbis he studied the Gemara or

and also her birth as a nation. Talmud, but a boy might not enter

This journey has particular sig- these till he was fifteen. We have

nificance because it is the first ap- no means of knowing whether or

pearance of Jesus in the sacred rec- not Jesus attended one of these

ord, following His return with Mary schools, but the astonishment of the

and Joseph, to Nazareth from Egypt, doctors in the Temple over His

After this appearance, there is an- learning would indicate He had re-

other silence of eighteen years about ceived from somewhere, most un-

Jesus, when being about thirty years usual and profound wisdom and

old. He appears on the banks of the knowledge.

Jordan to be baptized of John.* But at twelve years, a boy became

While history is silent about those a "son of the law,'" subject to the

first twelve years, we may reason- f^sts and under obligation to attend

ably know what His life was like, the feasts.

Joseph was a carpenter, and Jesus So as these pilgrims wended down-

was undoubtedly learning the trade, ward over the foothills in the after-

for years after, when friends and noon (in Palestine the first day of

neighbors for the second time re- the journey was always a short one),

jected Him from Nazareth, they they were a joyous group, chanting

asked: **Is not this the carpenter, as they went the 'Tsalms of Ascenf

the son of Mary . .
.?"* (Psalms 120-134), *° ^^^ accompani-

But 'Trom the first days of its
"^^nt of a flute.'

existence, a religious atmosphere As we think of them moving slow-

surrounded the child of Jewish par- ly down into the valley with their

ents.''^ This would come first from donkeys laden with necessary sup-

the mother, but the father was un- plies, picking their way among the

i/Geike, The Holy Land, p. 512. 2/ Edersheim, The Temple, p. 183. 3/ Matt. 3:

13-17. Mark 1:9-11. Luke 3:21-23. 4/ Mark 6:3. 5/ Edersheim, The Life and Times

oi Jesus, the Messiah, 1 :230 ff. 6/ Andrews, The Life of our Lord, p. 108. 7/ Edersheim

1:243.
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boulders that strewed the path, we to Peter in the Passover Chamber,

cannot escape wondering what were answering Peter's protestations of

the thoughts of Jesus. That He was faithfulness: ''I tell thee, Peter, the

exceeding wise, the experience in cock shall not crow this day, before

the Temple shows. But was this that thou shalt thrice deny that thou

wisdom earthborn from His studies, knowest me."" When He came to

or did He have also a spiritual mem- the neighborhood of Jezreel, did He
ory that brought to Him a recollec- see in vision the disastrous defeat of

tion of all that had before happened, Josiah on the plain of Esdraelon by

and a vision to show what was there- Pharaoh Necho, at Megiddo, a de-

after to happen along this road to feat so terrible and worked so deep-

Jerusalem, a road richer in incidents ly into the Hebrew heart, that John
of God's dealings with his children, speaks of the great last battle as

than any other road on the face of Armageddon—"the hill of Megid-

the earth? As to memory of the do?"" Or did He see the earlier con-

past, we do know that during His flict in the time of the Judges, when
later Judean ministry, while speak- Barak, Deborah the prophetess guid-

ing to the Jews in the treasury to ing, defeated Sisera, leading the

the Temple, He declared: ''I do forces of Jabin, on that same plain

nothing of myself; but as my Father of Esdraelon, and did He see again

hath taught me, I speak these things the deed of Jael afterwards?^ And
.... I speak that which I have seen did there also come before Him the

with my Father."* And out on the iniquities and tragic fate of Ahab
Mount of Olives, after they had left and Jezebel, and the Lord's ven-

the Passover Chamber, on the night geance worked through Elijah

before the crucifixion, Jesus said to against the priests of Baal, and the

His apostles: "For all things that I flight of Elijah to Carmel, the pass-

have heard of my Father I have ing of the Lord before Elijah in the

made known unto you."* Thus in "still small voice"?" For Jesus was

His later ministry. His mind was the Lord who spoke to and com-
filled with knowledge gained in His manded His ancient prophets,

pre-existence. But wherever the first night vi^s

We do not know the details of spent, the start the next morning
their journey to Jerusalem, but they was early. They now moved on Ro-
may well have stopped the first night rnan roads, as they passed on south-

at Nain, where later He raised the wards towards the city of Samaria,

son of the widow;^** or if the start Crossing the headwaters of the River

were early enough they might have Kishon (which waters and drains the

gone on to Jezreel, once the second plains of Esdraelon ) , they would be-

capital of the northern kingdom, gin the ascent of the pass over the

One wonders if, as He came to Nain, Carmelite range, the hill slopes

He saw a vision of His future miracle probably covered with the yellow

of kindness there. And here we flowers of the broom. Villages dot-

may recall that in pre-yision He said ted the high points along the way.

8/ John 8:28, 38. 9/ John 15:15. 10/ Luke 7:11-17. 11/ Luke 22:34. 12/Geikie,
p. 508. Rev. 16:16. 13/ Judges 4. 14/ 1 Kings 18-19.
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They found rich orchards and vine- had been planted a grove of Astarte

yards on the summit and as they (Venus), and Jezebel had erected a

looked around them they could great temple to that same heathen

catch, here and there, glimpses of goddess."^ Elisha had lived at the

the Mediterranean (off to the west) foot of the hill on which the city

and looking back to the north, they rested;"*^ and to this house came Naa-
could see the snowy summit of man, the Syrian leper, to be healed."

Mount Hermon. Over to the left Elisha dwelt here when he disclosed

as they climbed up the pass, they had to Ahab the plans of the Syrian gen-

seen the rugged volcanic mountains erals. Here, when Benhadad the

of Gilboa, at the foot of which was Syrian beseiged it, was the scene of

fought the great battle between Saul the great famine, so sore it was that

and the Philistines, and where Saul women ate their own sons/*

killed himself." To the northeast- What must have been the feelings

ward was Endor, the place where the of the young Jesus as He looked at

witch lived whom Saul consulted, this present magnificence and then

the Lord having failed to direct him, recalled the past, and (it seems it

"neither by dreams, nor by Urim, must be) visioned the future!

nor by prophets.""

As they went forward over the un- A S the pilgrims went forward they

dulating pass, they crossed a part of were joined by others also going

the plain of Dothan," where Joseph to the Passover in Jerusalem. On
was sold to the Ishmaelites." Finally, through the day, as newcomers
passing the summit, they descended flowed into the group, they renewed,

by easy grades to the city of Samaria, time and again, the chant of the

located on an isolated hill 300 feet 'Tsalms of the Ascent.'' They lived

above the surrounding country." over again in thought and story how
Samaria was the next capital of the here the Lord had blessed them and
northern tribes after Shechem. It delivered them from Egyptian bond-

had been frequently destroyed but age. But of all the throng, no one but
now as Jesus came to it, it was a He Himself knew that that Lord
great city, rebuilt by Herod the traveled with them, for we must be-

Great, with magnificent palaces, tem- lieve there was with Him a spiritual

pies, and a stadium. The plain sur- recollection, a divine knowledge, of

rounding the city was exceedingly the past.

fertile, covered with orchards of figs Whether they stopped at Samaria
and olives. Its beauty and its future or went on two hours further to
provoked Isaiah to speak of its "glori- Shechem, we do not know. But they
ous beauty, which is on the head of ^ere traveling over historic ground
the fat valley, shall be a fading flow- that reached in incident clear back
er, and as the hasty fruit before the to Abraham. They may, because of

summer.""* But here in the years the prejudice against the Samari-

long gone, before this visit, there tans, have so planned their journey

15/ Gdkie, p. 499. I Sam. 28 ff. 16/ I Sam. 28:6. 17/ Geikie, p. 498. 18/ Gen. 37.

19/ Standard Dictionary, sub voce "Samaria." 20/ Isaiah 28:4. 21/ Geikie, p. 493.
22/ Geikie p. 493. 23/ II Kings 5. 24/ II Kings 6:24 flE.
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as to pass through Samaria in one

day. But we cannot tell.

As they came into the midst of

Shechem itself, they came to the

very spot where the waters divided,

those flowing to the west into the

Great Sea, those to the east into the

Jordan.^^

The city lies where the two moun-
tains, Ebal and Gerizim, falling

away one from the other, leave a

beautiful, fertile valley—the very

cradle of Israel. To this valley, run-

ning out west and east from the city,

came Abraham and Lot, forsaking at

the Lord's command their own
country under a promise that this

land should be theirs."^ Here lived

Jacob and his family; Jacob whose
name was here changed to Israel."

Here Joshua gathered the people and

had them repeat the curses and bless-

ings declared by Moses in the wilder-

ness—Reuben, Gad, Asher, Ze-

bulun, Dan, and Naphtali to stand

upon Mount Ebal for the curses, and

Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Jo-

seph, and Benjamin to stand on
Mount Gerizim for the blessings, the

Levites repeating the curses and the

people shouting amen.^' Here was

consummated the rebellion which di-

vided Israel, after which Jeroboam
built Shechem, and brought about

the return of idolatry to Israel.**

Here in the immediate area was

Joseph's tomb;^ at the eastern foot

of the valley is the traditional site of

the oak of Abraham, beneath which

he built an altar,'^ ''the first sanctu-

ary to Jehovah in the Promised

Land,""^ and later Joshua built there

25/Geikie, p. 489.

an altar ''under an oak, that was by

the sanctuary of the Lord."*' Near to

the site of this sanctuary is Jacob's

well.

On the top of Mount Ebal, Joshua

placed the stones on which he had
written the Law." The Samaritans

believed the stones were atop Mount
Gerizim.^ On the top of this moun-
tain the Samaritans held their Pass-

over feast,^ and the woman of Sa-

maria, years later, said to Jesus at

Jacob's well near the foot of Geri-

zim: "Our fathers worshipped in

this mountain"; to which Jesus re-

plied: "Woman, believe me, the

hour Cometh, when ve shall neither

in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusa-

lem, worship the Father."^' The
Samaritans claimed that to this

mountain Abraham came to offer

Isaac as a sacrifice."^

As Jesus looked at all these, prob-

ably for the first time with His mor-

tal eyes, there must have crowded in

upon His consciousness the scenes of

the actual events. The divinity that

was in Him must have reached back

into the past even as, when later in

His ministry, after the first Passover,

He traveled northward through

Samaria and stopped at the well to

get a drink from the Samaritan wom-
an drawing water from the well, He
reached into the past of this sinful

woman. As He taught her, and she

understood not, He said: "Go, call

thy husband, and come hither." "I

have no husband," said she. "Thou
hast well said, I have no husband,"

He replied. "For thou hast had five

husbands; and he whom thou now
hast is not thy husband.'"* If the
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past was not hidden from Him as to the great feast. And ever as they

the woman, why should it be hidden marched forward over the Roman
as to Israel? And did He vision, as highway, they would be chanting the

at twelve He now first beheld the sacred Psalms,

well mortally, the future meeting Qn the right, to the westward,
with the woman and His sermon on shortly after the group left Shiloh,
the hvmg water?^" lay the old Ephraimite Gilgal,

But whether the pilgrims stopped whence went Elijah and Elisha on
at Samaria or at Shechem, or whether their way to the Jordan before Elijah

before they reached there or after, was taken into Heaven.*^ From a hill

yet as they went on towards Jerusa- at the side of a wild pass a little far-

lem along the Roman road, they ther south, they could look back and
passed constantly the places where still see Mount Hermon with its cap

other great happenings in Israel's of snow.*^ As they went down the oth-

history took place. er side of the pass, they traveled

About halfway, going southward, through great orchards of fig trees

between Shechem and Bethel lies
^"^ ^l^^^s- This was the rich terri-

Shiloh. It was here that Joshua came ^^^Y ^^ Ephraim."

with the Tabernacle and Ark after And then came Bethel, a great

he left Gilgal, and it was here that sanctuary.

he cast lots for the division of the Abraham came to Bethel from
Promised Land among the tribes.*' Shechem, and again after his return

It was from Shiloh that the Ben- from Egypt. On his first visit he

jamites (following the terrible pun- built an altar, to which he returned

ishment inflicted upon them by ^^ter Egypt.*" It was here that Israel

Israel for the abuse of the concubine assembled when they determined to

of the Levite), stole the dancing
war on Benjamin for the violation of

virmnc fr^r .TM.r^c *^ u^,-^ i,\,^^ TTi* thc coucubinc of thc Lcvitc.*" It was
virgins tor wives. Here lived Eli , i .i . r. .i in- r

5 1 i. • J c 1 1 .
here also that, after the rebellion of

and here was trained Samuel: and to .i rr. rp .,
'

t i, i.

oi .1 1 .1 T^i 1. . , , the len Iribes, eroboamsetupone
Shiloh came the Phihstines, and de-

^f ^he two golden calves he made
feated the sons of Eli and carried for them to worship, the other calf
off the Ark.*' ^erit to Dan.^ One can but wonder
As the group moved southward how shallow must have been Israel's

from Shiloh towards Bethel, there conversion to the true God, to be so

would likely come to them, increas- easily turned back to Egyptian idola-

ingly as they neared Jerusalem (for try. Jehu left the calf though he

under the Rabbinical law every male rooted out Baal,'' but Josiah broke

Jew over twelve years living within down the altar and "stamped it small

fifteen miles of Jerusalem was to powder.
'"

obliged to attend the Passover),** To the west and slightly to the

other pilgrims to the Temple and south of Bethel, was Ai, and still

40/ John 4:7 ff. 41/ Joshua 18 ff. 42/ Judges 19, 21. 43/I Sam. 4:10 flF. 44/ Geikie,

p. 183. 45/ II Kings 2. 46/ Geikie, p. 468. 47/ Geikie, p. 467. 48/ Gen. 12:7; 13:4.

49/ Judges 20:17. 5°/ I Kings 12:28 ff. 51/ II Kings 10:24 ff. 52/II Kngs 23:15.
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further south, Ramah and Gibeon. "the skins of the Passover lambs and
Between these two latter Joshua the vessels they had used in their

fought the great battle against the sacred services";" still others went
Amorites, when, the day waning, to neighboring towns, Bethpage and
without time to finish his victory Bethany being mentioned in the

that great warrior cried out, ''In the Talmud as especially hospitable. The
sight of Israel, Sun, stand thou still shouts of greeting that passed be-

upon Gibeon; and thou, Moon, in tween old friends again meeting; the

the valley of Ajalon .... So the sun chanting of the sacred psalms by the

stood still in the midst of heaven, coming worshipers keyed to a high

and hasted not to go down about a pitch by their long journey of antici-

whole day/'" pation, their presence in the city of

The growing group was now near the fathers, the nearness of the Pass-

Michmash, too, close to where over, and the gratitude for their

Jonathan with only his armorbearer ancient deliverance; the lowing of

put to rout the Philistines, for Jon- the cattle brought for burnt offer-

athan had said: ''It may be that the ings; the bleating of the sacrificial

Lord will work for us: for there is lambs; the cooing of the doves for

no restraint to the Lord to save by peace offerings—all must have

many or by few."" mingled into a babel of sound never

Still nearer to Jerusalem was Gi- ^o be forgotten, and heard from afar

beah, the site of the shameful deed '^ "lust have been like the roar of a

of Benjamin,^ and the home and ^^^tant waterfall,

headquarters of Saul while he was We must believe that Joseph and

king.^ Mary, and the youth Jesus, of the

The pilgrims were now in the en- ^^yal lineage of David, had awaiting

virons of Jerusalem. If they reached ^^em somewhere a joyous welcome

there just before the Passover, they ^^^"1 friends honored m fhe chance

found the roads choked with the ^o give them food and shelter. One

tens of thousands who were coming ^^^^^^ escape the question whether

to the City of David to attend the ^hey went on to Bethany, eastward

feast, bringing with them their burnt ^f Jerusalem, for their lodgings, to

and peace offerings, for none might ^^^ ^^^^ where in the years to come

appear empty. In Jesus' time as J^^us spent so many happy hours m
many as 256,000 lambs were slain for

a". ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ved and honored

the Passover. The population of the Him.

city at Passover time varied from Did the youth Jesus know the

2,500,000 to 3,000,000. Many who youth Lazarus, and the maidens,

came camped outside the city; others Mary and Martha?

found quarters within the city walls Or did they go to Bethlehem,
v^th friends or relatives who hos- where twelve years before the

pitably took them in, the guests leav- Messiah was born in a manger?
ing, as they took their departure, (To he continued)

53/ Joshua 10:6 ff. 54/rSam. 14:6 ff. 55/ Judges 10 ff. 56/ Standard Dictionary, sub
voce "Gibeah"; II Sam. 21:6. 57/ The Temple, p. 184.



Places Jesus Loved
Elder Thomas Cottam Romney

President of the Central States Mission

PALESTINE, or as it is frequent- of all of the multifarious designs

ly called, the Holy Land, is the etched by Mother Nature to please

most charming bit of territory the artistic taste of man.

in the entire world to the followers of No place in Palestine was more
Christ. There are countries more loved by Jesus than the Sea of Gali-

picturesque if by that term is meant lee. It was here around the borders

mountain peaks whose castellated of this inland sea that His time was

formations pierce the azure to dizzy chiefly spent in preaching the Gos-

heights with peaceful lakes nestling pel of the Kingdom of God. It was

at their feet; go to Switzerland for from the fishing boats so abundant

such. If, however, you long for gent- on the bosom of the lake in those

ly rolling hills and peaceful country- days that the Master invited Peter

side and shady lanes, visit England and Andrew his brother and James

and feast upon her beauty and and John, the sons of Zebedee, to

dream of romance. But if you want leave their nets and come and follow

to feel the thrill which comes from Him ''and I will make you fishers

standing on holy ground, conse- of men." To the publican Levi or

crated and sanctified by the life and Matthew, who sat at the receipt of

sacred blood of the Master, make a customs in the city of Capernaum
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. As you he said: 'Tollow me. And he arose

approach the Jordan River from the and followed him." It was here that

east, you will be breathless with emo- Jesus wrought His first miracle, if we
tion, not of the hilarious type, but -accept the testimony of the synoptic

the deep, reverential emotion such writers. In the synagogue at Caper-

as one would experience if he were naum on the Sabbath Day a man
approaching the sacred precincts of with an unclean spirit cried out: ".

.

.

a holy temple. A feeling akin to that what have we to do with thee,

felt by Moses as he came upon the thou Jesus of Nazareth . . .? And
burning bush out of which he heard Jesus rebuked him, saying. Hold thy

the voice of Jehovah commanding: peace and come out of him." And
'\

. . put off thy shoes from off thy the evil spirit obeyed,

feet, for the place whereon thou The landscape of Galilee has re-

standest is holy ground;" or even that mained unchanged throughout the

which almost overcame Israel as they centuries since the Savior looked up-

came near the sacred Mount of Si- on it, save for the thriving cities

nai amid the thunderings of that holy nestled around its shores. All have

mountain. Follow the Jordan to disappeared but one and that is Ti-

where it enters the Sea of Galilee berius, a gentile city whose origin

from the north and you will vidtness, antedated the birth of Christ by a

as you behold that expanse of water, quarter of a century. Capernaum,

one of the most enchanting pictures Bethsaida, Chorazin and the other
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LOOKING ACROSS THE SEA OF GALILEE FROM TIBERIUS

seven or eight cities have passed

away and only a few ruins remain to

bear witness that they once stood

there by the sea. These ruins forci-

bly remind us of the prophetic na-

ture of the Son of God when he de-

clared: ''And thou, Capernaum,
which art exalted unto heaven, shalt

be brought down to hell: for if the

mighty works, which were done
in thee, had been done in Sodom,
it would have remained until this

day/'

*'Woe unto thee, Chorazin! woe
unto thee, Bethsaida! for if the

mighty works, which were done
in you, had been done in Tyre and
Sidon, they would have repented

long ago in sackcloth and ashes/'

Speaking of the thriving condi-

tions around the shores of Galilee

and its environs in the days of

Christ, Dr. Fosdick says:

Here in the Master's time ran trunk

roads, with busy traffic passing to and fro

and tax gatherers sitting at the custom-

houses to collect the tolls. Here were

cities which he could compare with Tyre,

Sidon and Nineveh and from which, as

public attention centered in him, a great

multitude followed him and they thronged

him .... Here on the shores were fleets

of fishing boats, and on the shores, miles

of nets to be dried and mended. Every-

where about the lake the Master moved in

the midst of populous, opulent, cosmopoli-

tan life where a man might gain the whole

world and lose his soul and where at times

the exacting throng so wearied him that he

had to go apart and rest awhile.

Contrast the present desolate ap-

pearance with such a picture of pros-

perity; but, aside from the dearth of

population, the scene remains un-

changed. As Mrs. Romney and I

approached the sea from the north,

we observed that the great profusion

of flowers brought forth by the late
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winter rains had disappeared and the presence and bathed His tired feet in

grasses had turned to a deep brown its cooHng waters. But robbed of its

under the persistent heat of the sacred historic connotations, it still

Palestinian sun. Yet there were col- would have a deep and abiding fas-

ors in the landscape of a never-end- cination for the tourist. The blue-

ing variety, from the deep green ness of the water, the precipitous

shades of the trees and brush to the character of the limestone hills ris-

purple colorings on the flank of the ing from the water's brink, the scat-

precipitous hills that rise sheer from tered thorn bushes all around the

the eastern shore of the Sea of Gali- shore, and the blue sky overhead

lee. combined to produce a picture in

Below, in front of us, we saw the mature which once seen, can never

placid waters of Galilee. Scarcely a ^^ forgotten,

ripple was to be seen on its bosom,

so much in contrast to the picture HPHE journey to Nazareth, twenty-

portrayed by the synoptic writers in five miles to the southwest, took

which we behold the Master stilling us through the village of Cana where

the tempest to save the lives of cer- Jesus turned the water into wine at

tain of His disciples exposed to the the marriage feast. Had we taken

turbulence of the waves. Here in time, the very jars in which the water

this body of water is typified the les- stood would have been pointed out

son of contrast. The water so calm to us, and maybe a sip of the wine

and peaceful at one moment, in the would have been tendered us were

course of a brief period may be a fury we gullible enough to purchase it.

of waves capable of dashing into Nazareth, the boyhood home of

pieces the fisherman's sturdiest jesus, is beautifully situated in a lit-

boat. Such was the testimony of a tie valley and in the southern folds

Palestinian who understood the fit- of the Galilean hills. From one of

ful nature of this inland sea. the highest points of the village can

While fish caught from the lake be seen the blue waters of the Medi-

were being prepared for the midday terranean through a V-shaped valley

meal, we were seeking respite from off to the west. Upon this scene,

the oppressive heat by imbibing ice- no doubt, the Master as a youth was

cold soda pop and by fanning our- wont to gaze times without number,

selves beneath the shade of trees ad- And down below was the plain of

jacent to the edge of the lake. Not Esdraelon stretching from Mount
a breath of air seemed to reach us Carmel on the west, to the Jordan

from the heights above—the sea was on the east. Over this plain for

a dead calm and not a leaf or blade thousands of years had been heard

of grass stirred, so still was the atmos- the tramp of footsteps of millions of

phere about us. And yet, there was fighting men from many parts of the

a fascination about this place, nearly world as they marched forth to bat-

seven hundred feet below the level tie. The clank of the sabre, and the

of the sea. Perhaps it came from a whir of the chariot had been mingled

knowledge that the Master had con- with the groans and the shrieks of

secrated its shores with His divine the dying as the soil drank the blood
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THE WAILING WALL AT JERUSALEM

of myriads slain from Egypt and As-

syria, from Babylonia and Syria, from

the land of the Hittites and from

Philistia and Moab. Caravans laden

with goods from many parts of the

world likewise used this plain as a

thoroughfare of travel.

Six miles from Nazareth, en route

to Jerusalem, we passed on our left

Nain, where Jesus raised to life the

widow's son. A little farther on we
beheld beautiful Mount Tabor with

its symmetrical proportions rounded

off like a hemisphere and covered

with groves of oak and terebinths.

Tradition points strongly to ^ this

Mount as being the scene of the

transfiguration of Christ "... and
his face did shine as the sun, and
his raiment was white as the light."

Near the ancient city of Shechem
we passed by the tomb of Joseph

who was sold into Egypt and nearby

was the traditional "deep weir' from

which Jesus was given water by the

Samaritan woman.
As we approached the city of Jeru-

salem from the north, we beheld a

city sprawled over a desert area un-

inviting save to those who see beauty

in an arid region. But to me, fa-

miliar with desert areas, there is a

fascination and an allurement not

to be met with elsewhere. The only

natural source of water is an inter-

mittent spring in the valley of Kid-

ron insufficient to supply the city's

needs. Cisterns have therefore been

excavated from time immemorial for

rain storage, and water has been led

to the city by conduits from external

sources, some of them far distant.

Before entering the city, we could

not refrain from visiting the Mount
of Olives, a brief span to the east of

Jerusalem. Over this Mount Jesus
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ONE OF THE OLIVE TREES IN THE
GARDEN OF GETHSEMANE BE-
LIEVED TO HAVE BEEN LIVING AT
THE TIME OF CHRIST.

rode on His triumphant march into

Jerusalem, and wept over the city as

it came into view. Daily He must
have passed over it during the time

He lodged at the home of Mary and

Martha before His trial and crucifix-

ion. On its slope was probably the

fig tree that He cursed and, at its

foot and up its western slope was

the Garden of Gethsemane where

Christ was betrayed.

It was likely on this Mount also

that He gave His great eschatological

discourse on the destruction of the

Temple and the besiegement of Jeru-

salem in which He depicted the hor-

rors which should overtake the Jew-

ish people. And it was from here

that He made His ascension into

heaven.

The altitude of the spot on which

we stood was 2637 ^^^^ above the

level of the sea and 200 feet higher

than the Temple mount. Toward
the east and southeast we looked

down into the very bowels of the

earth, it seemed, and saw the Jordan

River with its banks lined with trees

and shrubs. We had a clear vision

of the river to the point where it

empties its water into the Dead Sea

and, still farther on, we beheld that

great inland body of salt water whose
surface is 1300 feet below the Med-
iterranean. It was in the desert

region to the west of the Dead Sea

that Christ is believed to have spent

His forty days in fasting, when
tempted of the Devil.

JERUSALEM has a population of

^ more than 100,000. A portion of

the city is new and splendid in all of

its appointments while the old por-

tion is much the same as it was when
the Master trod its streets. The full-

length, sombre gowns of the women-
folk as well as their headgear are rem-

iniscent of the days of long ago when
the Man of Galilee moved about the

streets of this sacred metropolis. The
camels and asses that thread the

streets bearing burdens of merchan-

dise and human freight could well

be the progeny of remote ancestry

that bore the burdens of Melchize-

dek, king and great high priest of

Jerusalem, and his subjects at the

time of the visit of Father Abraham
on' his way southward following the

rescue of his kidnapped nephew Lot.

On the traditional spot where the

temples of Solomon and Herod stood

is the Dome of the Rock, one of the

most impressive mosques of the Near

East. Immediately under the Dome
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THE GROTTO OF THE NATIVITY IN THE CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY
AT BETHLEHEM

is a huge rock from which the

mosque gets its name. On this rock

is the imprint of what appears to be

a human foot, the reputed footprint

made by Mohammed at the time of

his ascension into heaven.

Near the Dome of the Rock is the

Jewish WaiHng Wall and to this spot

come thousands of Jews yearly to

pour out their souls in anguish in

contemplation of the many disasters

that have beset their race and with a

prayer on their lips that the long

period of exile from this promised

land will soon end.

Bethlehem, where Jesus was born,

is about six miles to the south of

Jerusalem. It is beautifully situated

on a ridge running east and west and

commanding a splendid view of the

surrounding country. The hills were

somewhat more rugged than I had

expected to see them and yet there

was a peaceful beauty and quaint-

ness about the whole landscape that

was entrancing. The most interest-

ing place in Bethlehem is the Church
of the Nativity built by order of

Constantine 330 A.D. at the sug-

gestion of his mother, Helena. With-
in the Church is a star bearing the

inscription, ''Here Jesus Christ was

bom of the Virgin Mary." About
this spot hang costly lamps of gold

and silver belonging to the Greek

Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and

Armenian Churches. While we re-

jected in our minds the historicity of

this spot as being the birthplace of

the divine Christ, it served to remind

us that in this neighborhood came
into the world the Only Begotten of

the Father whose mortal birth we
will soon be celebrating.



Thoughts on the Prophet

Joseph Smith
Elder A. William Lund

Assistant Church Historian

ON December 23, 1943, we cele- This boy saw two Personages, the

brate the 138th anniversary of glory of whom defied all descrip-

the birth of Joseph Smith, a tion, standing above him. One of

Prophet of our Lord. The his- these persons, pointing to the other,

tory of this good man, espec- said: 'This is My Beloved Son.

ially during the years from 1820 to Hear Him!" Joseph was told to join

1844, is one of the most interesting none of the churches for "they teach

stories ever told. Space will not per- for doctrines the commandments of

mit of details but only a few thoughts men, having a form of godliness, but

concerning him. However, in this they deny the power thereof." When
short period of time and in the face this young man told of his vision, he

of all kinds of persecution, Joseph was laughed at and made light of but

Smith accomplished a great work he answered: 'T had seen a vision; I

which still is a "marvelous work and knew it, and I knew that God knew
a wonder." it, and I could not deny it, neither

In the fifteenth year of his life the dared I do it." Through this vision

different religious sects, in his home the young man revealed anew to the

town, were holding revival meetings, world the truth that God is a per-

Joseph, being of a religious nature, sonal being and that Jesus Christ is

attended these meetings with a de- His Son and is a personal being, sep-

sire to know which sect he should arate from the Father,

join. As each of these denomina- A few years passed and Joseph

tions taught different doctrines and Smith, desiring to know what his

each claimed to be right, his mind standing was before the Lord, sought

was confused at their claims. Being the Lord in humble prayer. In

a reader of the Bible he read the answer to this prayer an angel,

words of the Apostle James: "If any named Moroni, was sent to give fur-

of you lack wdsdom, let him ask of ther instruction to this young man
God that giveth to all men liberally, and to tell him where a sacred record

and upbraideth not; and it shall be of the early inhabitants of America
given him." These words so im- v^as hidden. Also the angel told him
pressed the young man that he went that "when these things begin to be
into a wood where, in the humility known, that is, when it is known that

of his soul, he poured out his heart the Lord has shown you these things,

in prayer to God that He would show the workers of iniquity wall seek your

him which church to join. This overthrow; they will circulate false-

humble prayer was answered by the hoods to destroy your reputation,

most glorious vision shown to man. and also will seek to take your life;
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but remember this if you are faith- After this Priesthood was restored

ful, and shall hereafter continue to and men were given the authority to

keep the commandments of the perform the ordinances necessary to

Lord, you shall be preserved to bring obtain eternal life, greater and more

these things forth." This statement severe persecution was heaped upon

of the angel was literally fulfilled. Joseph Smith and his followers. The
When Joseph Smith received the angel also said to Joseph Smith:

plates he had to use every plan he ''Your name shall be known among
could think of to keep the plates the nations, for the work which the

from falling into the hands of the Lord will perform by your hands

enemy. Through his faithfulness, shall cause the righteous to rejoice

even though he was hindered in every and the wicked to rage : with the one

way, he published to the world this it shall be had in honour, and with

record known as the Book of Mor- the other in reproach." This state-

mon. The angel also told him "that ment made to this young, unknown
the knowledge which this record man has had its literal fulfillment,

contains v^ll go to every nation, and Throughout the whole world his

kindred, and tongue, and people un- name is held in loving reverence by

der the whole heaven." Here again all his followers—in honor and re-

is a prediction made to Joseph spect by his friends, and in reproach

Smith before the record was printed, by his enemies.

yet it, too, has been fulfilled. The
Book of Mormon has been pub- AT the time when the vision of the

lished in eighteen different languages Father and His Son was given to

and by means of the radio the knowl- Joseph Smith, when the Book of

edge it contains has been broadcast Mormon was brought forth and

throughout the world. when the Priesthood of God was re-

The angel further said, speaking of
^tored, there was no church upon

the coming forth of the Book of
^^e face of the earth, with all its

Mormon, 'Vhen they are interpret-
f^"!"?' ^^^ understood or aught

ed, the Lord will give the holy priest-
"^^

.
^°^^'^' °f J^^"^ Christ our

hood to some, and they shall begin
Savior Jhis young rnan, withou

to proclaim this Gospel and baptize ^^^'' ^"*
^l
*^ humble servant of

by water, and after that they shall Jod, gave to the world the true or-

have power to give the Holy Ghost ^"^"^^? ^"^ ^°^*""e5 °^}^^ L°'^<^-

by the laying on of their hands. Then ^^'. ""^^j; ^'1?^* commandment or-

will persecution rage more and
gamzed the Church of Jesus Christ

more" The Priesthood was be-
with the same offices that the Lord

stowed upon Joseph Smith and Oli- "!""^^", f* "P '° "'^
Pi"''*.I°

r> J r( -x/r o brmg all to the unity of the faith,
yer Cowdery. On May 15 1829, ^he Prophet affirmed that faith in
these two men received the Aaromc

^^e Lord, repentance from sin, bap-
Priesthood from John the Baptist, tism by immersion for the remission
and a short time later received the of sin, and the gift of the Holy Ghost
Melchizedek Priesthood under the by the laying on of hands were ab-

hands of Peter, James and John, solutely essential to our salvation

apostles of the Lord Jesus Christ, and necessary to enter Christ's
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Church. Joseph Smith also pointed and estabhshing the Rehef Society

out that all ordinances of the Gos- and other helps for his followers,

pel of our Lord must be performed Joseph Smith also showed himself as

by one having authority from God. a remarkable leader in the temporal

He taught that we all were the chil- affairs of his people. He helped

dren of God and that our spirits choose sites for cities and helped in

were the offspring of our Eternal their building. In the building of

Father and that we lived with Him the Kirtland and Nauvoo temples he
before we came upon this earth and helped dig the excavations and also

had our spirits clothed upon with took part at the pinery to cut timber

mortality. He preached that as for them. The welfare of his people

Jesus Christ arose from the dead was always near to his heart; this is

that we all should arise from the shown by the following story related

dead, and that this resurrection of him by Brother Andrew Work-
would be the re-uniting of our spirit man, of Virgin City, Washington
v^th our body, even in the same County, Utah: "I was born in

manner that the resurrection of our Bourbon County, Kentucky, July

Savior was a re-uniting of His spirit 15th, 1824. Joined the Church in

with His body. Also, he taught that Overton County, Tennessee, March,
after the resurrection the body and 1842. I saw the Prophet Joseph for

spirit could never again be separated, the first time in May of the same
He explained that the Gospel of year. He was with about a dozen

Jesus Christ was the power of God others on the stand in a meeting. I

unto salvation to everyone of our knew him as soon as I saw him. Al-

Father's children; that all those who though I was young I knew him to

had died, or who would yet die, who be a man of God. A few days after

had not the chance to hear the Gos- this I was at Joseph's house; he was

pel, would be given that chance, that there, and several men were sitting

the ordinances necessary for the sal- on the fence. Joseph came out and

vation of the living would be given to spoke to us all. Pretty soon a man
those who were dead by living per- came up and said that a poor brother

sons acting as proxy for the dead per- who lived out some distance from

sons; that our dear Lord gave His town had had his house burned

life thus doing a vicarious work for down the night before. Nearly all

us that we could not do for ourselves, of the men said they felt sorry for

and that our Lord opened the way the man. Joseph put his hand in his

for the Gospel to be preached to the pocket, took out five dollars and said,

dead as His spirit preached to the *1 feel sorry for this brother to the

dead while His body lay in the tomb, amount of five dollars; how much
In fact, Joseph Smith taught all the do you all feel sorry?"

principles and ordinances taught by ^^^^ Commerce, later named
our Lord as necessary to evedastmg

^^^^^^^ ^^^ purchased, the place
^^* was very swampy and he personally

While restoring to the earth the supervised its draining. He advised

fulness of the Gospel, receiving and that the best plants, shrubbery, and

publishing revelations from God, (Continued on page 744)



The 114th Semi-annual

Conference
Elder Richard L. Evans

Member of the First Council of Seventy

ACOMPARATIVE estimate of which the main body of the Taber-

a general conference would in nacle was comfortably and impres-

many respects be meaningless, sively filled,

because conference is a combination This was the fourth semi-annual

of many elements, and because per- conference of the Church at which

haps its greatest values are intangible, attendance has been restricted since

And when, each time a conference the United States entered the war-

closes, one hears the frequent re- restricted in consideration of the

mark, "It was the best conference overtaxed burdens of the people and

yet," it isn't just a thoughtless super- restricted in cooperation with the

lative. To those who so speak, it general program of economy in trav-

may be the best conference—at least el and man power. The sessions be-

the best one they can remember. A gan on Friday afternoon, October ist,

particularly good meal of which we with general sessions, six in all, con-

have just received a satisfying full- tinning Saturday morning, afternoon,

ness is likely to be more acutely ap- and evening, and Sunday morning

preciated than a good meal of which and afternoon. All of the general

we have partaken some time ago. sessions, except the Saturday even-

And many felt that way about this ing session, were broadcast through

conference. the facilities of Radio Station KSL.

Beyond the intangibles, however. The regular nationwide Sunday

there are some statistical bases of morning KSL-C.B.S. broadcast from

comparison. The attendance at this the Tabernacle occupied the first

conference, was, for example, some- thirty minutes of the Sunday morn-

what smaller than attendance in the ing session. Two special meetings

immediate past. This was to be ex- were held concurrently Friday even-

pected. Many priesthood officers of ing—one for bishoprics in the As-

the Church are in the armed forces sembly Hall and one for Welfare

of the country. Many others are chairmen in the Young Memorial

pressingly engaged in defense in- Building,

dustries and activities. Farmers are

pressed for help more acutely than ORESIDENT Heber
J.

Grant was

in past years. Transportation, both in attendance much of the time,

private and public, is circum- and had intended to speak, but, on

scribed by more difficulties than the late advice of his physician, did

many of us can remember its ever not do so. President David O. Mc-
having been. All this combined to Kay conducted all of the general ses-

reduce attendance—notwithstanding sions, and also read President Grant's
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message, which was one of blessing

and reminder—reminder that we are

the architects of our own Hves, and
that no power anywhere can prevent

any Latter-day Saint from being

saved, except himself. The closing

paragraphs of President Grant's talk

follow:

As it was during our meetings last

April in our annual conference, so today we
have thousands of our young men in the

armed forces of the warring nations.

Constantly I pray that the Lord will

bless each and every one, and that he will

help each of them to live in accordance

with the principles of the gospel, so that

he may have a claim to the blessings of

the Lord to the full extent that accords

with his wisdom. I pray that, so far as it

accords with the providences of the Lord,

each of them may be preserved from acci-

dent, sickness, and death, to return in due
course to his loved ones. I pray God to

help them to stand up under the terrible

strain which they must meet. I appeal to

the Lord to bring the war to an end at the

earliest possible date.

Consequently my heart goes out in the

deepest sympathy for the comforting in-

fluence of the Lord to be given to the fa-

thers and mothers of the sons who are in

the war at the present time. May the

comforting influence of the Spirit of the

Lord be given to them in carrying their

burdens, and to bring solace to their

yearning hearts.

I am praying with all my heart and
soul for the end of this war as soon as the

Lord can see fit to have it stop, and am
earnestly praying for the influence of the

Spirit of the Lord to be with all who have
loved ones in the war.

I pray that the spirit of peace and of

increased faith may pervade -all the homes
of the Latter-day Saints, and with all the

power and authority I have to bless, I

invoke God's blessing upon the Church
as a whole and upon the honest in heart

everywhere.

President
J.
Reuben Clark, Jr. re-

viewed some of the remarkable ac-

complishments of the Church Wel-
fare program, gave an account of

Church finances and their steward-

ship, spoke of the illimitable possi-

bilities of this people if they would
work in oneness of purpose; and dif-

ferentiated between communism
and the United Order. Some of the

sentences from his talk follow:

Thus far in 1943 our tithes have in-

creased over 1942 by more than fifty per-

cent.
* * *

The United Order and communism are

not synonymous .... Those who go about
telling us otherwise either do not know or

have failed to understand or are wilfully

misrepresenting.
* # *

There has come into the Church an

ever-increasing spirituality because of the

giving which has been incident to the car-

rying on of the Welfare work.
* *

The Lord told his disciples .... that

they must be one, and that he expected

his people to be one.
* * *

I am sure we have demonstrated in this

Welfare program, and in the more or less

auxiliary home canning, in what has here-

tofore been more or less of an experiment,

what we can do, we of the Church, if we
set our minds and our hearts on carrying

out the admonition of our prophet in be-

coming self-sustaining.
* * *

We believe that if we included the

canning done by Church families in the

missions, the total number of cans of

fruits and vegetables which we shall have
in these three ways brought into storage

for the next year, will approximate, if not

exceed, 50,000,000 cans. This represents

over 1,000,000,000 points.

President David O. McKay, in a

stirring address of the Saturday

morning session, spoke on ''The

Home Front." Social evils, selfishly

restricted families, divorce, and the

early training of children were

among the subjects on which counsel

and statistical fact were given. Said

he:
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Teach the young people that marriage

is not merely a man-made institution, but

that it is ordained of God ....
« « «

It is the duty of everyone to strive

to make it possible that no soldier now
dreaming of a happy homecoming may re-

turn only to find a broken home or its

ideals shattered by the sinful indulgences of

a member of the family.
* # *

Life is too short and love too great to

sacrifice one hour through pettiness.
« # *

The foundation of a happy home is

laid during pre-marital days.
« « *

Seeking the pleasures of conjugality

without willingness to assume the respon-

sibilities of rearing a family is one of the

onslaughts that now batter at the structure

of the American home.

'HPHIS was the first conference to

present President George Albert

Smith in his new capacity as Presi-

dent of the Quorum of the Twelve
Apostles. President Smith's address

cited the historical disasters that had
come to generations and centuries of

nations and peoples who have re-

fused to repent, and the blessings

and forgiveness that have come to

those who have turned to the Lord.

His sermon carried with it the spirit

of these passages in the 23rd chapter

of Matthew:

O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that kill-

est the prophets, and stonest them which
are sent unto thee, how often would I

have gathered thy children together, even

as a hen gathereth her chickens under her

wings, and ye would not!

Behold, your house is left unto you des-

olate.

For I say unto you. Ye shall not see

me henceforth, till ye shall say. Blessed is

he that cometh in the name of the Lord.

Occasions have not been frequent

in the Church when two new mem-
bers of the Quorum of the Twelve
have been presented at the same con-

ference. This was one such oc-

casion. Elder Spencer W. Kimball

and Elder Ezra T. Benson were su-

stained by the upraised hands of the

priesthood of Israel and responded

to their calls with humility and in

the spirit of dedication. From
Brother Kimball came this word:

... I know that this is the Church
and kingdom of God. It has been a part

of me. Whenever it has prospered I have

gloried in it. When it was criticized, it

has hurt me, for it seemed a part of my
very being. Every fibre in my body bears

witness that this is the Gospel of Jesus

Christ in its fulness.

And frorrt Brother Benson:

It has been my glorious privilege to be

blessed with wonderful opportunities in

my life. But my happiest days have been

those spent with the priesthood and the

membership of this Church.
* * *

. . . More than anything else, besides

my desire to maintain my testimony, I de-

sire the love and confidence of the priest-

hood of this church, and I pray the Lord

to give me strength that I may merit that

love and confidence.

Those who listened by radio, and

those who sat in the presence of

these two new members of the

Quorum of the Twelve, felt and

knew that there are many good and

wise and able men throughout the

Church, and that the Lord had

called two such to a high trust.

A LL the general authorities of the

Church were present and pre-

sented messages. The space allotted

here will not permit the recital even

of the theme-sentence of each—but

there was a oneness of feeling about

the entire proceedings; the addresses

were uniformly thoughtful and satis-

fying and the conference was free

from any jarring note or discordant

thought. Fortunately, the entire

(Continued on page 744)



Look at the Star
Beatrice Rordame Parsons

THE bus was a long time coming.

Lucy felt it would never arrive.

The crowds were thick and
people jostled her. Excited children

left harried parents and rushed to

the Salvation Army Santa Claus for

one last, quick instruction on how
to find a particular chimney.

The air was scented with pine and
holly as men with great armloads

pressed against her. Even the red,

blue, and green lights had been
fastened to the lampposts and they

glowed with a gay, Christmasy bril-

liance.

But Lucy frowned. The doctor

had said it was neuritis that made
her hip ache like that. He had told

her to go home and to bed; but how
could she? Just a few days before

Christmas with so many things to

do.

This year they'd all be together.

The words had been humming
through her heart all day. Even the

pain was quiet when she thought of

it.

This Christmas must be perfect!

Lucy wanted that more than she

wanted anything in the world. Ever

since she'd had that letter from Hal
saying he was sure of his furlough,

she had been planning.

He was bringing his wife. The
family had never met her, though

Hal had sent her photograph and
written ecstatically:

... I was scared that she wouldn't

have me. She's been reared by a very

wealthy aunt, and I have so little to offer.

But I turned on the charm, and she

couldn't resist. You'll love her, Mother . .

.

Lucy hoped so, but she wasn't so
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sure. She had scribbled a friendly

little note welcoming Iris into the

family and had received a very for-

mal letter in return. - Iris' life had
been very different from the sort of

harum-scarum growing up that Hal
had had. Lucy wanted Iris to think

well of the family. She had worked
hard to make the house look nice.

Iris was used to such elegance.

As she boarded the bus, Lucy

thought about Ben's sister. She was

coming to dinner, too. Ada was a

grave old maid. She taught history

at high school and Lucy had often

pitied her the barrenness of her ex-

istence. Ada had missed so much.

Lucy dropped the token in the box

and her lips were tender. How much
fun Christmas had been when the

children were small.

But seeing the restless, almost

dissatisfied faces about her, Lucy
thought of the war. How hard it

had become for anyone to have faith

in the old, familiar words: Peace on
earth, good will toward men! Why,
even Link, who was only eleven

wished he might have a real machine

gun to shoot real bullets.

T UCY shivered as she got off the

bus. Crossing the street she saw

that the early winter sunset made an

intricate pattern of shadows through

the leafless trees. Then she forgot

its beauty as she realized that Link

had not cleaned the walks.

When she opened the front door,

she saw why he had neglected them.

There was a cluster of dripping

straps and ice skates on the floor. She
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must remember, she decided wor-

riedly, to wipe up the snow before

it left a stain on the polished floor.

"Is that you, Mother?"
The sound of a girlish voice floated

down the stairs and Miriam ap-

peared on the landing. She was a

pretty girl of fifteen with blue eyes

and a long V of brown curls reach-

ing down to the middle of her

shoulders. She had been painting

her nails and was careful not to

touch anything.

Lucy protested. "That's entirely

too dark a shade for a young girl."

Miriam blew on her thumb, pay-

ing no attention. "Did you get the

material?" she asked.

Lucy put her coat on a hanger.

She put Miriam's, too, for Miriam
had simply flung it on a hook. Then
she pointed out a bundle.

"You open it," said Miriam. "My
nails might smudge."

Lucy undid the string. Her eyes

were on Miriam's face. She did

hope the silk would suit. She had
had to go to four stores.

"Oh, dear," Miriam pouted, "that

isn't what I meant at all. Sally's is

a lighter blue. We wanted them
exactly alike."

Lucy folded the silk and fastened

the string. As Miriam went upstairs,

Lucy was conscious that her hip was
aching worse than ever. She was
so sorry Miriam didn't like the ma-
terial for her new dress. She had
tried to please her. She wondered
why it was that everything Sally had
seemed so much nicer to Miriam
than the things she owned.
When she went into the living

room, her husband looked up. He
was in his favorite chair, and the lamp
was soft above his rumpled brown
hair. Lucy dropped a little kiss in

the middle of it, and he smiled

pleasantly.

"I thought you'd never get home.
I'm practically famished."

Lucy smoothed down her fair

waves before the round mirror over

the buffet and there was a little frown

between her dark brows.

"Ben, I just couldn't find a thing

for Ada. I've given her so many um-
brellas, hankies and slips that I'm

ashamed to give her any more."

She started to undo one of the

packages she had brought into the

room, but Ben put out his hand.

"What do you say we wait until

some other time, dear? I've got to

slip down to the office right after

we eat."

Lucy limped a little as she went
into the kitchen. All the pleasure

and excitement of her shopping trip

were slipping away.

She sighed as she caught sight of

the cabinet. Link had had a snack

after school. The peanut butter jar

was open, the bread unwrapped.
She thought impatiently: "Miriam

might have cleared that mess away
before she went to dress."

She tied a bright, organdy apron

over her frock and cleared the sink.

Then she started dinner. Lucy liked

things neat. She spent a lot of time

over her house and prided herself that

she was a good housekeeper. The
glasses shone as she carried them in-

to the dining room.

Leona came in while she was set-

ting the table. Leona was almost

nineteen, with her father's clear

brown eyes and her mother's soft,

fair curls. Right now dissatisfied

lines etched the corners of her mo-
bile mouth.

"Oh, I wish Christmas was a mil-
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lion miles away/' she said as she

dropped into a chair. ''Nobody

knows what I go through at Tay-

lor's."

Leona worked in the office of one
of the biggest department stores in

the city, and Lucy knew how busy

she was.

Looking at her as she placed the

silver, Lucy saw the same thing in

her daughter's face that had been in

those on the street car—a restlessness

that was hard to explain. She knew
that Leona and Dave had had an-

other quarrel.

Leona wanted to be married be-

fore Dave went away. She had her

wages at the store, and she could go

on living at home. Dave had other

ideas. He didn't want to start that

way. He said he loved Leona too

much to make her suffer.

Lucy sighed. Back in the kitchen

she thought about the Christmases

of long ago. How secure they had
been. How wonderful! She couldn't

keep her mind from going back ....

She recalled a cold, wintery dawn
creeping out of the darkness of the

night, excited whispers, the patter

of bare feet coming into the bed-

room. What expectancy had been

in the childish faces. What faith

had been in their eyes. Oh, for

Christmas as it had been when her

children were small!

Now they were changed. Leona
was young and lovely yet there were

bitter lines about her eyes and a set

smile on her lips. She had lost her

little-girl laughter, and appeared

hard and brittle.

Miriam was fast growing into a

petulant, thoughtless young woman,
thinking of nothing but clothes and
fun. Boys like Link, she thought,

her hands cold as she mixed the

dough for biscuits, were becoming
calloused and hard. Even Ben
seemed to think only of his stomach.

Perhaps rationing was to blame for

that.

He had followed her into the

kitchen and was poking into the re-

frigerator. ''Um," he said, licking

his finger.

Lucy rescued the vanilla pudding
and frowned reprovingly. "Honestly,

Ben, you don't let me get in the

door before you start yelling for

something to eat."

Ben cupped her chin in his palms
and studied her flushed features.

"Have a good time downtown?"
She pulled her face indignantly

away. "I just wish you'd do the

shopping, Ben Henderson. You
seem to think Christmas is fun."

"Well, isn't it?" challenged Ben
with a teasing grin.

Feeling the way she did, Lucy
wasn't sure. "Fun for children,"

she admitted reluctantly. She had

just finished her housecleaning. Re-

membering all the woodwork she

had scrubbed, all the curtains she

had hung, her wrongs rose within

her. "I have to see to everything,"

she complained. "Link wanted

something for the school tree. I had

to go to three stores. Miriam is dis-

appointed in her new dress."

Ben sat on the stepladder stool

and pushed his feet through the

rungs. There was a look in his eyes.

"I suppose it isn't like Sally's," he

said.

Lucy had to smile. But the wor-

ried light remained in the depths

of her eyes.

"I'm sure I don't know how I'm

going to find the time to make it.
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Tomorrow, Vm going to get out the

decorations/'

''Oh, let 'em go," said Ben care-

lessly, as he pushed open the door

and disappeared into the living room.

''Or let Link put them up."

Lucy poured milk into a pitcher

with angry hands. That seemed to

be her family's cry, nowadays. Let

someone else do it. If you wanted

things done right, you must do them
yourself. Couldn't Ben understand

that it was important how the house

looked when Iris came? She found

a cloth and went into the hall to

wipe up the snow.

Bending made her hip ache again,

and she looked tired as she carried

the plates into the dining room.

Link had come in and was lying in

the middle of the floor where she

had to step around him, looking at

the funnies in the newspaper.

He had shed his cap by tossing it

over a candlestick on the buffet. The
sleeves of his jacket were hooked
across the back of a dining room
chair.

"Link," said Lucy sharply, "I

thought I asked you to clean the

walks."

Link looked lazily out of the

darkening windows. A few thistle-

light snowflakes were touching the

glass.

"No sense cleaning walks when
it's going to snow," he said, and
turned back to his paper.

Lucy bit her lip as she carried his

jacket and cap to the hall closet.

That seemed to be Link's philoso-

phy of life. No sense watering the

lawn when it was going to rain. No
sense raking leaves when it was go-

ing to blow. Suddenly, in Lucy's

mind. Link seemed very selfish and
very lazy.

He was chuckling at Flip Corkin

when Lucy came back into the

room.

"Whee!" he chortled, pointing to

a falling, flaming plane. "That's

just what those enemy bombers and
planes deserve."

Not even Christmas, thought Lu-

cy wearily, could make her son's

thoughts of peace, good-will toward

men.

In the middle of dessert Link

stopped eating long enough to say:

"Oh, Maw, did you get the tree?"

Lucy appealed to Ben. "You
were to attend to that."

Ben flushed. "I forgot," he con-

fessed, then added placatingly: "I'll

get it tomorrow. There's still plen-

ty of time."

Plenty of time, agreed Lucy si-

lently, if th€y were to be content

with a spindling little thing that

they'd be ashamed of. Pictures of

the sort of trees Iris had always been

used to rose before her eyes and
made her voice sharp.

"Please see to it first thing in the

morning."

Link seemed to sense her exasper-

ation, and he looked up and grinned.

"Gee, Maw! Any ole tree's all right

if it's got a star at the top."

"I want a nice one," said Miriam
insistently. "You should see the one
Sally's got. It must be nine feet

tall."

Lucy winced, and Ben winked at

her. Leona yawned as she l^ft the

table.

"What difference does it make?"
she asked rather bitterly. "We're
all adults, or aren't we?"
As Lucy carried the dishes into

the kitchen, Leona's words rang in

her ears. Leona had meant: "What
difference does anything make, anv
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more?" Lucy's heart ached for her

daughter. She wanted to see her

happy and gay again.

Ben came into the kitchen as she

was hanging up her dishtowel. He
had his overcoat over his arm and

he stopped in surprised chagrin.

''I thought Miriam was helping

you.

Lucy hid her face as she put away
the cups. "She and Sally went to

the movies/' she said.

Ben frowned, started to speak,

then slipped his arms into his coat

sleeves. He didn't look at her.

"I'd have helped if I'd known,"
he told her.

Lucy kissed the end of his nose as

she buttoned his coat. When she

walked with him to the door, her

lips were smiling.

"It doesn't matter, Ben," she said

sincerely. "I like to do it."

She really did. Perhaps that was

why the girls were such bad house-

keepers. Miriam and Leona had a

way of leaving odds and ends un-

done. Lucy liked to have a neat

kitchen. Her eyes twinkled.

"I can't imagine what sort of

Christmas we'd have if I let the girls

attend to it." Now she was really

laughing and she added teasingly:

"And I shudder to think of the gift

you'd choose for Ada."

CHE didn't know there was any-

thing prophetic in her words.

Even when she awoke in the night

with the pain in her hip feeling like

hot wires inside, she thought she

would be all right in the morning.

But when she tried to get up, she

had to fall back against the pillow

with a moan.

Ben, white-lipped and worried, in-

sisted on knowing what the doctor

had said.

"Just rest and the heating pad,"

confessed Lucy, "with vitamin B
thrown in." She held her breath

while the pain came and went, and
then she wailed: "Oh, Ben, I can't

stay in bed. There're a million things

to do."

Ben's voice was gruff. "You've

done too much already. Just relax,

and I'll send up a tray."

She might not have been quite so

acquiescent if her pain hadn't been

so severe. Link came bearing the

tray proudly, scraped toast, thickly

sliced orange, lukewarm cocoa. She
smiled wanly.

"I hope this won't spoil your

Christmas," she said.

"It won't," said Link cheerfully.

Long after he had gone, Lucy
stared at the door. She had been

right. Link was hard and callous.

Christmas meant very little to him.

Leona put her head in the doorway

as she rushed off to catch her bus.

"I'll get the turkey and you can

tell me how to make the dressing."

She fumbled in her purse for her lip-

stick and didn't look at her mother

as she rouged her lips with the aid

of her compact mirror. "Who
knows? Dave may fall for my cook-

ing. If I give him a bang-up meal,

he won't think I'm such a debit."

Lucy's mouth dropped in amaze-

ment. Certainly neither Dave nor

any other man would ever fall for

Leona's cooking. How many times

had she tried to impress her daugh-

ter with the fact that keeping house

was an art? Now that it was too

late, Leona was planning on bowl-

ing Dave over with an elaborate

Christmas dinner. Lucy's head

ached just contemplating it.
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Miriam dropped into her moth-

er's bedroom on her way to school.

She had the unwanted silk in her

hands and she sat on the bed.

"I just ran over and showed it to

Sally. She says it won't be so ter-

rible if I make it by her pattern. Fm
going to take it to school and get

Miss Robbins to help me cut it out."

Lucy had a sort of lost feeling in

the pit of her stomach. Miriam was

taking sewing at school, but her

seams were always so crooked!

At lunch time, Ben hurried home
from the office to fix the furnace

and get her lunch. But he burned

the leftover soup and Lucy had to

compromise on bread and milk.

That night at dinner there was a

rumpled napkin on her tray and one

of her best cups from the china cab-

inet in the dining room. It was

Miriam who let it slip that they had
run out of kitchen china.

But later, Link came to report

that Dave had done K. P. duty. He
''had swung a mean dishtowel," and
according to Link, everything was

''under control."

"Pop bought the tree and let me
help pick out Ada's present," said

Link as he said goodnight.

Lucy felt relieved when the house

settled down to sleep. Things

weren't really going as bad as she

had imagined they would. Perhaps

she'd be up tomorrow.

But Hal arrived in the middle of

the argument she was having with

Ben about it, and vetoed her sugges-

tion.

'Tm the doctor," he said, kissing

her fondly, and he added as he drew
Iris into the room: "And this is the

doctor's v^fe."

Lucy put out her arms. She had

meant to kiss her new daughter-in-

law, but the hand that touched her

fingers was very cool. There was a

wary formality in the girl's tone.

"Fm so sorry you're ill, Mrs. Hen-
derson," said Iris politely, and her

eyes went around the room. Lucy
was painfully conscious of the soiled

towel in the middle of her dressing

table, of the empty tray on the win-

dow seat.

She felt sure that the downstairs

part of the house was in similar dis-

array. Iris' first impression of the

Henderson menage hadn't been ex-

actly what Lucy had desired; but

she tried to comfort herself with a

happy thought. "I'll be up in the

morning. Then I'll tidy things up
and use the nicest silver. Perhaps

she'll think better of us."

But in the morning her pain was

worse. The family declared they

could manage.

"Iris can wash the dishes," said

Hal magnanimously, and Lucy saw
the look that came into the girl's

pretty face. Iris wasn't used to do-

ing dishes.

"Miriam can do them when she

gets home from school," said Lucy,

but Miriam protested.

"Fve got to stay and finish my
dress. Iris can do them." She

looked at her brilliant nails. "Be-

sides, I don't want to chip my pol-

ish."

Lucy glanced at the exquisite bril-

liance of Iris' shining nails. She

wanted to shake her daughter; but

later she heard Iris and Hal in the

kitchen. There was a clatter of

dishes and the sound of voices. Once
when the door swung open, she

heard Iris laugh. She didn't sound
too terribly unhappy. But, of course,
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she had Hal, and that, decided Lucy ried her downstairs into the hving

with mother-Hke devotion, was room while the rest of them ^opened

enough to make any girl laugh like their presents. There was so much
that! • laughter and excitement that for a

When the family came home, the little while she didn't notice her

evening passed with a great deal of surroundings. When she did, she

commotion. The girls kept running suppressed a little gasp,

in to ask where things were. Lucy's Link had said the tree was a

mind was a treadmill of doubt, ''beaut"; but Lucy saw that even the

When Link shoved his rumpled bright, new star on the topmost

head in at the door, she wanted to branch couldn't hide its thin, strag-

ask questions herself. But he just gling formation. It was the worst

grinned widely, and said: ''Gee, they'd ever had!

Maw, we trimmed the tree. It's a As Ada untied a bit of red ribbon,

beaut!" Lucy held her breath for she rea-

Lucy was pleased. So Ben had lized what the present was that Ben
found a nice one. But trimming it had picked out. There was a shout

always made such a mess. When of merriment as Ada held up a doll,

Ben came up, she asked what he had a long-legged French affair with un-

done with the boxes. real blonde hair and taffeta ruffles.

"I just shoved 'em behind the di- Link explained: "It's to put in

van," he replied and seemed to con- the middle of your bed."

sider himself so clever that Lucy Ada thanked Ben gravely, but her

hadn't the heart to scold. Just as cheeks were flushed. Lucy couldn't

she was dropping off to sleep she help thinking it was a ridiculous gift

remembered that Ben hadn't told for an old maid,

her what he had bought for Ada. When dinner was ready, Leona

She asked him what it was, leaning declared that everyone must help

up on her elbow to look across at the carry in the food. Dave triumphant-

other bed. ly bore the turkey in on the plat-

He mumbled sleepily and turned ter and Lucy thanked her lucky

over. It didn't matter. A false com- stars for an automatic gas oven,

placency lulled her to rest. Ben slid her to the table in a big

Christmas morning dawned as all chair so that she would not have to

Christmas mornings should dawn, walk. When grace had been said,

clear, cold and bright, with the plates were quickly filled. Lucy

a tiny pattern of frost fingers thought the turkey was tough, the

against the windows where the fur- gravy lumpy, and that the dressing

nace heat hadn't reached. The en- had too much onion in it. But as

tire family trooped into Lucy's bed- she watched them eat, she saw that

room and watched her undo her they didn't seem to notice. Dave

packages. She felt a very gay invalid couldn't get over the fact that Leona

in a blue, quilted robe, satin mules, had prepared this magic feast with

and a dash of Link's rather highly her own small hands, and Lucy

scented perfume. didn't remind him of the numerous

Later, Ben and Hal made a trips Leona had made to her couch

"chair" with their hands and car- to inquire how to cook the meal.
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When Leona cleared away the put in a new globe," he told his

plates, Dave helped her, and when mother as he hurried away,

they came from the kitchen with the Ada came through the living room

dessert, Leona's eyes were shining. with a pile of plates for the china

When she leaned over to fill her cabinet. As she passed her French

mother's glass, she whispered in her doll, she put out her hand and

ear: 'It turned the trick, darling, touched the pale-green taffeta ruf-

He's willing to take a chance. Says fles. Lucy saw her eyes. They were

he doesn't want to lose such a good no longer faded and dull. The doll

cook." had brought back her youth.

Lucy pressed her daughter's fin- The room was drowsily quiet when
gers tightly. There were tears in her Iris came in. Lucy wasn't sure she

eyes as she saw Leona's face. The was beside her until she lifted her

bitterness had fled, only laughter lashes and saw her smiling. There

lurked in her smile. was a sort of inner glow in the girl's

"I speak to wash the dishes," said face, and when Lucy patted the

Iris loudly when they had finished, couch. Iris sat down.

Lucy was startled and her eyes ''This is the nicest Christmas I've

sought her daughter-in-law's hands, ever known," she said wistfully, and
The brilliant nail polish was chipped Lucy saw that the diamond ring she

and worn, but Iris didn't seem to wore was dull with grease and soap,

care. Suddenly she touched Lucy's hand.

While the entire party trooped in- ''Mrs. Henderson," she began, and
to the kitchen to help, Lucy lay changed it to: "Mother, Hal and I

back on the pillows of her divan and want you to be the first to know.
looked about her house. The boxes We're having a baby in July."

which Ben had shoved behind the poj- ^ moment Lucy didn't move.
divan were beginning to overflow, she wanted to be sure she heard the
Evidently, everyone with an un- simple words. Then her fingers
wanted box had thought of the same tightened about the girl's hand and
^"^^§- she drew her close for a happy kiss.

The wreaths at the windows hung
.,j,jj j^^^^ ^^ ^^jj ^ „

^^^ ^^^_
rather lopsided y on their red ribbon

^^^^ wonderingly.
bows. Im-roil icicles dripped onto ^^ ^^ itt i

the floor under the tree. The ever- ^j^* Ben and Hal were coming in-

greens over the fireplace were
to the room their arms about each

threatening to tumble down. ^^her s shou ders Ins eyes twinkled

Lucy couldn't understand it.
mischievously. I don t think you 11

Couldn't anyone else see that the ^^^^ ^^'
'^f

'^'^^ ^"^ ^^"* ^"*°

living room carpet was littered with ^^^ ^ opened arms,

bits of string and hundreds of pine Link came back with the globe he

needles from the dried-up tree? had been hunting. It was a moment
Couldn't any of them see that noth- before he got it screwed in. The

ing was just exactly right? others came out of the kitchen and

Link came into the room, his face waited breathlessly,

smeared with chocolate, and began Suddenly the tree was a blaze of

to tinker with the lights. "I gotta light. The star at the top gleamed
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benevolently. Link's voice was

filled with glee.

"I told you, Maw. A tree's swell

when it's got a star at the top!"

Everybody laughed gently, and ad-

mired the display. Leona's hand was

linked with Dave's brown one, and

there was joy in her eyes. Hal had

his arm about his wife's slim waist

and there was no fear for the future

in either of their faces.

Miriam wore her crooked-seamed

dress with an arrogant air. When
she moved, the skirt flared out and

she watched it happily.

"It's a lot prettier than Sally's,"

she admitted with a smile.

Ben stood thoughtfully stroking

his chin. '1 hope it's a boy," he said

out of his dreams, and no one

laughed.

Deep in her soul Lucy knew peace.

''Boy, or girl," she said teasingly, "it

will be thrilling to be a grandmoth-

er." She saw very clearly, now, that

Link had been right. Christmas is

always wonderful if you look at the

star!

Thoughts on the Prophet Joseph Smith
(Continued from page 732) factory, a bakery, a bookstore,

tre©s be planted and that all houses and bindery, a comb manufactory, a

should be solidly built. Of the boot and shoe shop, a carpenter and

charter, which was to govern this joiner's shop, a library, a blacksmith

city, he wrote: "The City Charter shop, a brick kiln, a dentist parlor, a

of Nauvoo is of my own plan and spinning wheel manufactory, a mil-

device. I concocted it for the sal- linery and dressmaking shop, and a

vation of the Church, and on prin- watch and clockmaker's shop,

ciples so broad, that every honest In an educational way he was in-

man might dwell secure under its strumental in having established,

protective influence without dis- The School of the Prophets, The
tinction of sect or party."

He believed in home manufacture

and under his encouragement many
manufactories were established, a

few are here mentioned: namely, a

cabinet manufactory, a rope manu-

University of Nauvoo, The Nauvoo
Seminary, an Institute, common
schools and the Nauvoo Manufactur-

ing and Agricultural Society.

This man was truly a Prophet of

the Living God.

The 114th Semi-annual Conference
{Continued horn page 735)

published proceedings will be made
widely available to the members of

the Church.

The presence of the women of the

Church was sincerely missed. That
which we do without their full par-

ticipation is always lacking in com-

pleteness.

If the messages of the 114th Semi-

annual conference were heeded by

the people of the world, or any sub-

stantial part of them, there would

quickly be restored those conditions

of peace and freedom which would

enable us to return to some cherished

things, and to realize many blessings

yet greater than any we have known



Woman's Sphere
Ramona W. Cannon

r\ECEMBER! The month com-

memorating the birth of the

Prince of Peace, finds the sad para-

dox of a world still at war! The state-

ment of George Lansbury, Britain's

pre-war pacifist, is worth pondering

—that whenever the wiJI to peace be-

comes mightier than the will to war,

we shall have peace. This will is a

qualitative, not quantitative, matter.

Six years ago far more people desired

peace than war; but the advocates of

violence prevailed. Women want
peace. They now have more under-

standing of world conditions than

ever before, and more influence.

Their will to peace must be so in-

tense that no effort will be too cost-

ly, no price, within the realm of hon-

or, too great to pay for it.

CEVERAL women writers of Utah

have won national recognition

this year. Holt and Co. have just

published Peter's Story Goes to Press

by Mrs. Olive Woolley Burt, a twen-

ty-thousand-word story for juveniles.

Her illustrated booklet-poem, God
Gave Me Eyes, has sold more than

17,000 copies. Two of her forth-

coming books are written about sil-

ver and wool.

ly/fRS. R. Easton Walker, poet, who
writes under her maiden name

of Courtney E. Cottam, received, in

July, the Anne Hamilton Honorable
Mention Award, from the Writer
Magazine. In the next quarterly

issue of the magazine, Poetic Out'

look, three of her poems will be

featured with an article regarding

her work.

A N interesting writers' enterprise is

the Huckleberry Mountain Ar-

tists Colony located at Henderson-

ville. North Carolina, and conducted

by Evelyn Haynes. Classes are of-

fered for writers of short stories, ar-

ticles, poems, art songs, plays or

radio scripts. An annual prize is

given in each field. This year, for

the first time, the five judges were

unanimous in awarding first place in

the poetry contest to Mrs. Eva
Willes Wangsgaard for her poem
"Unforgetting Roots." This poem
was one of 1,500 entries. She re-

ceived a $10.00 award and spent a

delightful week at the camp as a

guest of honor.

Mrs. Burt, Courtney Cottam, and
Mrs. Wangsgaard are all contribu-

tors to The Relief Society Magazine.

MISS Mildred Steelman of Salt

Lake City won seventeenth

place in the hundred prizes offered

by the Wiitei Magazine for the

best short-short stories. She was

awarded $75.00 worth of books of

her own choosing.

TM[RS. Dorothy Handley of Salt

Lake City has published stories

in the Saturday Evening Post, Family

Circle, Romantic Stories, and in the

Woman's Home Companion. One
was reprinted in England.
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cJhe iBiessea uxefrain
nPHERE seems to be a spirit of love gift, as a result of the great sacrifice,

in the very air one breathes at there may come to all the inhabi-

Christmas time—a feeling of friend- tants of the earth that peace which

liness, a desire to help others, and a the heavenly hosts proclaimed fol-

reaching out to those less fortunate, lowing the angeFs announcement of

This spirit of true love pervades the Christ's birth; the peace of the soul

air of the Christmas scene much as which comes from a knowledge of

did the voices of the multitude of God's eternal plan and a conscious-

heavenly hosts nearly 2000 years ago ness that one is living in accordance

who, praising God, said: "Glory to with His plan; the peace which per-

God in the highest, and on earth vades the soul within and is in no-

peace, good will toward men." To wise dependent upon conditions

many of the inhabitants of the earth, without; the peace to be found in

this year, this message may sound bringing one's own desires and hopes

like hollow mockery. Even in this into harmony with the will of the

country there will be few families Father and acknowledging "the Lord

whose circle will not be smaller, knows best"; the peace that comes
lacking the dear presence of some from a ready acceptance of condi-

members who may be in grave danger tions as they affect one from day to

in far-off lands under strange skies, day and a veiling submission to them;

or who may have gone ahead to that the peace that comes from showing

eternal land toward which we are all forth love toward one's fellow man
traveling. But to all saints who even to the extent shown by so many
bear a love of Christ in their hearts loved ones in this day who stand

and the knowledge that He is the ready to lay down their lives for

Redeemer of the world, the first their friends; the peace to be found

fruits of the resurrection, this heav- at all times and in all dispensations

enly enunciation should have added in the Gospel of Jesus Christ—"The
significance. Now especially should peace of God which passeth all un-

one render "Glory to God in the derstanding." With this peace in

highest," and gratefully echo the re- one's heart, of necessity one has good
frain, "and on earth peace, good will ^vill toward men.

^''one muTt give "glory to God"- ^^^"
l^^,."^]

the anxieties, the

as much as one in his humble way ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^y obliterate the ]oy

may-"For God so loved the world, ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ i" ^ ^^"^ observance of

that he gave his only begotten Son, ^^is Christmas and an appreciation

that whosoever believeth in him of the blessed refrain: "Glory to God
should not perish but have everlast- in the highest, and on earth peace,

ing life." As a result of this greatest good will toward men."—M.C.S.
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Vi^omen and the (church Lyanmng

rogram
INURING the remarks made by visualized the rows of fruit and veg-

etables preserved for their families'

use. Many of the groups who band-
President Clark at the opening

session of the 114th semi-annual gen-

eral conference, he estimated that

fifty million cans of food had been

preserved by members of the Church
in 1943 for family and welfare use.

He said:

For this tremendous achievement, the

greatest that has come from a unified

Church effort in a generation, the most
credit and gratitude is due to the sisters of

the Church who have done all the home
canning as well as the bulk of the canning

for the Welfare Program and the ward
groups. We ask these sisters to receive

the heartfelt thanks and congratulations of

the whole body of the Church.

As the remarks of President Clark

were heard by the women members hunger during the coming winter,

of the Church who were privileged and to those women who not only

to listen to the conference broadcast, provided for their own needs but for

they must have recalled long hours others as well, additional blessings

spent in hard work at a welfare can- will be visited upon them. An edi-

nery or over a hot stove on a sum- torial in the Deseret News, October

mer's day when they had heeded the 4, 1943 'To Women of the Church,

advice of Church leaders and pre- We Pay a Tribute'' honored the

served food for the coming winter, women for the part they are playing

A feeling of satisfaction must also today both in the Church and na-

have come to these listeners as they tion.—M.C.S.

ed together to go to canneries con-

sisted of members of ward and

branch Relief Societies and many
pressure cookers owned by Relief

Societies were utilized by different

ward groups.

The General Board extends ap-

preciation for the faithfulness and

hard work performed by Relief So-

ciety members and the women of the

Church in general who did so much
to make this stupendous canning

program a reality. A mother could

ask for no greater blessing than to

know that her children will not

ACROSS THE PLAINS OF BETHANY
Bertha A. Klefnman

Across the plains of Bethany,

Across the waves of Galilee,

Hark, list, the angels sing!

Beyond the proud Jerusalem,

From Bethel to Capernaum,
List to the echoes ring!

Angelic hosts from out the sky,

Bring adoration from on high.

To hail the new-born King,

Peace, peace on earth, good will to men.
Peace, peace on earth, good will to men,

Hail, gloria, and sing!
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Care of the Christmas Gift Plant
Hazel D. Moyle,

Deseret News Garden Editor

CHRISTMAS will be made more questions that have puzzled count-

joyous and happy for countless less recipients of the Christmas gift

sweethearts, wives, and mothers plant,

by the gift of some lovely, living We seldom stop to consider that

plant, blooming in cultivated perfec- the flowering plant has been living

tion. Few gifts carry so eloquent a in the cool, moist air of the modern
message of love and courage, or say greenhouse, and that the change

so well that old, old greeting of from this humid atmosphere to the

''Merry, Merry Christmas," of hot, dry heat of the modern living

"Peace on Earth." room is a severe shock.

The Christmas plant has now be- Here are a few rules for the care

come one of the most popular and of different gift plants. While no

treasured of gifts; never are flowers two are exactly alike in their require-

more appreciated than during this ments, one safe rule can be applied

loved season when all our thoughts to all: namely—do not place your

turn to home and loved ones. plant near a hot radiator nor in a

''A thing of beauty is a joy forever" too hot or heavily curtained room,

sings the poet, but alas! all too often Few greenhouse plants can endure

our pleasure upon receiving such a the temperatures that we human be-

plant is marred by the sad disap- ings find so comfortable. Drafts, too,

pointment of seeing our lovely plant are extremely detrimental, and many

begin to droop and fade, often with- a well-meaning flower lover will

in a few hours after it is received, stand a beautiful flowering plant in

Why is it so difficult to keep these a draft-swept hallway, thinking that

beautiful specimens of the profes- it is just the right place for the plant's

sional florist's skill happy and con- well-being, when really it supplies

tented in the changed environment the most harmful conditions,

of the modern living room? Why This is especially true of the poin-

must the lovely, flaming poinsettia settia, perhaps the most popular of

droop its great handsome leaves and all Christmas plants. Place your

vivid flower in such a discouraging poinsettia in some warm, sunny,

manner? What makes the exquisite draft-free window, after first standing

cyclamen, with its silken blooms it in a pan of water until moisture

poised like butterflies ready for shows on the surface of the soil. It

flight, suddenly wither and become should have a warm place which does

but a ruined shadow of its former not go below 70 degrees even at

glory; and why does that glamorous night. A lack of sun, chilling, and
plant, the azalea, refuse to continue too much or too little water are the

its thrilling show of fluted-petaled reasons why the flowers so often

flowers and even discard its beauti- droop and fade. Water the plant

ful glossy foliage? These are the thoroughly, using luke-warm water,
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then wait until it begins to dry out be sprayed or sprinkled often. Con-
slightly on the surface before again tinue to give constant and plenty of

applying a generous drink. When moisture after the flowering per-

the poinsettia begins to droop, after iod is over and remove the faded

its flowers are all over, its resting buds to prevent the seeds from ma-
time has come. Give it less and less turing. If your plant begins to fade

water and remove it to some cool or look sick, give it a dose of the acid

spot, the basement is ideal, where it content which it needs—one-half
can be given just enough occasional teaspoonful of aluminum sulphate in

watering to keep the roots alive, a quart of water, and apply gradual-

When spring comes, cut your plant ly.

back to four inches and repot, using When good weather arrives, the

fresh garden loam, sand, and leaf azalea should be put outside, sink-

mold or mountain soil of equal ing the pot in a hole and filling up
parts. Sink the pot outside in some with peat moss which is sold by
spot where it can receive regular wat nurserymen and florists. Water the

ering and soon it v^l begin to grow plant with one-half teaspoonful of

again. Be sure to bring the plant in- any good commercial fertilizer in a

doors before cold weather, and it quart of water every two or three

will bloom again in time for the hoi- weeks, and when fall comes, remove
iday season. the plant to the house, and it will

again put out its lovely crop of

nPHE azalea is becoming better
bloom. Some local house-plant fans

^ known each year, and now rivals f^P azalea plants flowering year af-

the poinsettia in popularity. This
ter year with such treatment

exquisite plant can now be pur- /^^ cyclamen is another favorite

chased in sizes all the way from a P^^^*- J^'! g^^^^ /.^^"^ ^ ^f
"tral

small plant in a five-inch pot to the ^^™ ^' ^"^^' "^^^^ b^^/ gladiolus,

great specimen tree producing hun- ^"^ it, too, needs a great deal of mois-

dreds of lovely blooms. Should you ^""'^^ but beware of allowing water

be the fortunate recipient of one of ]? ^^f,^
^^^f^^ral bulb from which

these gorgeous flowering plants, do
the delicate fleshy stems grow. The

find a really cool spot for it. A sun ^^'^ "^^^^^^
^j ^^^^^^^g the cycla-

parlor with indirect heat is ideal, but J^^"
'' *^, ^^^"^ ^^^ P^^ 3" ^ shallow

lacking this, place it in a cool win- ^^^^^^] ^.^ \^™ water for an hour,

dow facing east or north. The then drain the water off before plac-

azalea demands copious watering,
mg the plant back on the saucer on

twice each day not being too much, "^^f^
'^ stands. Never, never, allow

Some successful house-plant growers ^^^^\ *^, ^^^"^
'""^^f

^^"^^^ ""^^^

even keep the pot in a pail of water
the plant, and if the leaves or stems

for a while each day. The roots of ^TJ^^f^P^
them sharply away from

.r 1 ^ r 1 . 11 , the bulb before they begin to rot,
this plant are formed in a hard mat,

^^^ ^^-^ ^^^^^ \^ ^^ ^^^ .^

and often the home gardener fails
^elf. Do not expect to keep the

to give enough moisture to pene- cyclamen happy in your living room,
trate this hard mass. The foliage but place it in some really cool, light
and stems of the plant should also window, which faces east so as to
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avoid full sun. If you can keep the mas time, the improved begonia
cyclamen cool enough, it will go on semperflorens. Grandmother grew
opening its abundant supply of buds this plant in her kitchen vdndow, but
for weeks, and may even develop how the modern plant wizards have
new ones. glamoured it and made it sparkle!

The plants we enjoy today are a daz-

"IITE are all familiar with the cheery zling mound of vivid color with the

little Jerusalem cherry plant flowers almost obliterating the foli-

with its gay Christmas colors of red age. If you can find just the right

and green, but sad to tell, this dainty conditions for this plant, it will go on

plant usually presents problems to blossoming for you all winter, and
keep it from dropping all its leaves you can take cuttings from it for

soon after it comes into our over- planting out in your garden in the

heated homes, for this plant con- spring where they will continue their

siders 50 degrees a comfortable tem- amazing flowering week after week,

perature in which to display its bright Place the plant, during the summer,
berries. If you receive this plant for in your coolest window which has

Christmas, place it at once in your sun, but guard against allowing the

coldest north window, and spray and hot midday sun to strike it through

sprinkle the leaves several times each the glass. This plant, too, needs

day to supply the moisture which it plenty of moisture, but should not

craves. be kept sopping wet, just constantly

The pepper plant with its oblong moist,

berries that are found in all stages of To keep these flowering plants in

grov^h and coloring, endures a warm bloom is no easy task, as you can

Toom much better than does the see, but it is well worth taking the

Jerusalem cherry, but it, too, needs time to give each plant somewhat
the same constant care of watering the conditions it needs, for nothing

and spraying. A daily bath and gives a home such a gay and happy

plenty of moisture it must have in note as do a few blossoming flow-

order to be happy. ers, especially when ice and snow

One other plant is grown exten- are in command on the other side

sively in local nurseries for Christ- of the window pane.

ONE STAR

Delh Adams Leitner

The heavens were filled with myriad stars,

But one star led the way
Unerringly through unknown lands

To where the Christ Child lay.

And in this day of flickering lights

One steadfast beam from far

Leads Christward every soul who seeks,

God's love. His guiding star.



Christmas on Tubuai in 1851
Nettie Hunt Renchei

MY grandmother, Louisa Barnes

Pratt, was the first woman to

be called to fill a mission for

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints. In conference in Salt

Lake City on the 6th of April, 1850,

she received her call. When Presi-

dent Brigham Young set her apart

for this work, he made her many
wonderful promises which were lit-

erally fulfilled. Her mission was to

the women and children of the South

Sea Islands.

She and her family of four daugh-

ters left Salt Lake City on the 7th of

May, 1850, in company with other

missionaries, some of whom took

their families. Louisa's husband,

Addison Pratt, had preceded her

eight months before. She made the

long journey of one thousand miles

by land, and five thousand miles by

water in safety, as she had been

promised. Five and a half months
being required to make the journey.

Her eldest daughter, a young lady

nearly nineteen years of age, learned

the language very easily, and acted

as interpreter for her mother until

she had mastered the language. Be-

ing born and reared in Massachu-

setts, Louisa had a splendid educa-

tion for that day and time. She had
taught school in the States, in Can-

ada, Nauvoo, Winter Quarters, and
Salt Lake City, and was now to con-

tinue her teaching in the Islands.

She did a great work among the

women and children of Tubuai,

where she spent most of her time.

She kept a journal a good deal of her

life, and all the time while on her

mission, the first entries being made
more than one hundred years ago. It

is from this journal that the story of

''Christmas on Tubuai in 1851" is

taken, given in her own words:

When Christmas was drawing near, I

called the Native Sisters around me and
told them of the nearing event. We had
taught them of the Savior's life and mis-

sion. I told them we would have a big

celebration, and of course a great feast,

as no affair was complete without a feast.

They were all very much pleased.

First I told them we must clean the

large room used for church services, or

angels would not minister unto us, for

they take no dehght in filth. So we took

sand and scoured the benches and floor,

to the delight of the native women who had
not witnessed anything of the kind before.

Now began our decorating. In the center

of the room was a large pillar supporting

the roof. On either side I placed an ito

tree, of the most livid green, extending al-

most to the roof; to these I attached tea

leaves, of which the females make wreaths

because of their bright color, and pleasant

odor. Added to these the bright fresh

flowers of the bouran tree scattered about

among the branches forming a pleasing

contrast of lively green and yellow. Over-

head and around the entire room, I hung
boughs, flowers and branches of the lime

tree with the fruit on. I had with me a

picture of the Prophet Joseph and his

brother Hyrum; these I hung on the wall.

The native Saints regard them with great

reverence.

Then we invited our Church members
and intimate friends. The natives gathered

from far and near; thronged around the

house, looking in at the windows, admir-

ing the decorations. I felt annoyed and
asked the chief to send them away. He
plead for them, as a father would for chil-

dren, saying they had never seen anything

like it before. Would I not indulge them
this once, next time they should be sent

(Continued on page 760)
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CHRISTMAS PRAYER

Chire S. Boyer

O God—man lifts his eyes tonight,

He hfts his mind in certainty

That Thou art the great ruHng hght

Encompassing humanity.

That Thou art love that warms the heart

Of every humble child on earth,

For as Thy symbol Thou did'st send

Thy word—through men—to earth!

O God, Thou gavest a perfect world,

But man, forsaking once Thy face,

Saw evil there and straightway hurled

Himself into a fearful place—
A world divided between good
And evil—hence his soul was torn

In twain, lost was his holihood.

So came his mortal morn.

O God, he could not see Thee, yet

He felt Thy presence ever near,

In labor he could not forget.

In suffering he seemed to hear

Thy voice, eternal, comforting,

Filtered through all his weary days.

And thus his self was given wings

And thus again he sought Thy ways.

Then in Thy blessed charity

In Thy compassion. Thou didst send

Prophets, with truth to make men free,

But few, alas, could comprehend;

So, as Thine own great sacrifice.

Thy Son was given up to man.
To plant Thy Kingdom, though the price

Be all—to give Thy plan.

Yet still man wavered in the right . . .

Thou wert so very far away.

Until man asked—then was new sight

Given, to hail a latter day!

For time had come for man to know
That in his soul was God's own shrine.

And—''Ask and seek and knock'' were so—
Thou wert revealed! Divine!
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O God, at Thy Son's holy hour

Of birth, again we turn to Thee—
Thou liast revealed man's hidden power
That can transform humanity!

«

Our earth is wrapped in evil's shroud,

We see but darkly through the glass,

Yet will Thy light dissolve this cloud

And bring Thy Kingdom here to pass.

We, too, shall be the sons of God
^Vhen unto Thee we bring the whole
Of love, when we transmute the sod

Of earthly thought to heavenly soul!

O God, tonight we kneel before

This dream—a Zion of Thy might!

Send forth Thy Word from shore to shore

And quicken all with this—Thy Light—
''Ye are divine! Your strength must be
Godlike to carry out My plans!"

The world waits this reality-

Give it—tonight—to man!

(^hnstmas cJnoughts ofJLong ^yigo

The following exceq)ts are from editorials by Emmeline B. Wells, published in the

December 1890, and 1891 issues of the Woman's Exponent.

December 15, 1891—The people who dwell in these mountain vales have much to be
grateful for even though they have some things not so agreeable. The children, for in-

stance, their playhouses overflow on Christmas day; Santa has been very lavish in his regular

supplies for the last few years, and our children of the present know very little of what the

generation now grown up experienced in the early years in these valleys. Some of the many
little stockings that were hung up around the primitive fireplaces were very scantily filled

and others perhaps not at all. The mothers in those days didn't go out looking for Santa

Claus, but many an earnest and heartfelt prayer was offered with tearful eyes and sorrow-

ing heart, that the little ones might be happy and contented on Christmas day with what
little it was possible to bestow.

December 15, 1890—We should be joyful at Christmas time for the sake of the

children, if not for our own sake, and even if burdens oppress us or griefs have overtaken

us, lay them aside for the time being and contribute in some measure to the enjoyment
of others. . . .

Children's impressions are deepseated and strong and often follow them through
life, and perhaps there is not a day that fastens itself more closely upon the heart and
remembrance, and to which the child when grown to manhood turns with greater affec-

tion, than Christmas day at the old home, whether he goes out into the world alone, or

travels the raging main, on sea or land wherever he may be, when the blessed Christmas
time comes he invariably recalls the incidents of home life.



Tomorrow's Cup
Anna Prince Redd

Chapter IX

Synopsis: Janet still fearful of San Juan,

returns to El Toro with her twins to find

that the country has risen to strike at her

again, this time in the guise of a friend,

now blind and helpless. It is almost more
than she can face; but seeing the pain and

disappointment in her husband's eyes, she

determines to conquer her fears and accept

the inevitable for his sake.

In being "eyes and ears" for Dr. Grone-

man, Janet comes to an understanding of

the strength and grandeur of San Juan,

and above all, of the beauty around her.

When it comes time for the famous doc-

tor to return to his home in New York,

she decides that his last day in the country

shall be one to be remembered through

all his dark and lonely days to come. This

high resolve is all but shattered when the

doctor announces that he wants to spend

the day at the river. At once, and with

renewed force, Janet's fears return, for the

river above all else holds the most dread

for her. But she courageously accepts the

challenge—for she feels that it is one

—

and says they will go to the river.

4 4 T xERE'S where we chute the

I I
chutes down the dugway/'

Janet warned. They round-

ed a curve, hung suspended above

the river for a terrifying moment,
and then shot downward with a

speed that took Groneman's breath.

He held onto his hat, whistled with

satisfaction and measured their de-

scent in seconds as they careened

down the narrow dugway toward the

bottom of the gorge.

Groneman chuckled. ''You drive

as though you want to get there be-

fore you change your mind."

"Sorry," Janet apologized. "We'll

approach the monster with caution!"

She jammed on the brakes and skid-
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ded to a snail's pace. Groneman
leaning back leisurely gave a short,

teasing laugh.

"Monster?" he questioned. "Pre-

historic or current?"
*

"Please!" Janet's voice was tense.

"I try not to fear this country. Most
of the time I can divert my unreason-

ing attitude—" She laughed shakily.

"Silly, isn't it? And the funny part

is that the river isn't at all concerned

about my fear. It is concerned only

with its relentless destination—just

as I am with mine. Sometime our

paths will cross. One of us will have

to yield the right of way, and from

the looks of that gorge down there,

it won't be the river!"

Janet proceeded down the dugway

at a pace that was very safe and sane,

but Groneman knew she was tremb-

ling. Potsworth had told him that

much of Janet's illness was the result

of her instinctive fears. But he had

discredited the extent of that, or he

would not have insisted upon this

trip to the river. He'd hoped vague-

ly that in some way he could help

her. Now he knew that only the

river itself could do that. And the

country itself. Janet would never

be happy in San Juan unless it took

her to its heart by its own strength

and beauty, its spiritual grandeur.

"Shall we walk to the edge?".

Janet asked, seemingly controlled.

"If you'll promise not to look

down and get dizzy," he agreed light-

ly, glad to be rid of his unprofitable

speculations.
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They left the car with its engine

pointing down hill, stalled against a

boulder, and walked to the edge of

the gorge just above the bridge that

spanned it.

"Um-m-m-, I can smell the water!"

Groneman sniffed appreciatively.

"Wonderful smell, isn't it?"

''I like wood smoke," Janet evaded.

"I can smell fire."

From across the river, close to the

bridge, came a long, thin ''Hello-o-!"

Janet's eyes traced to the source

of the call. On a jut of rock twenty
feet or more above the water level

stood two naked little figures, wraith-

like against a spiral of smoke.

"Juanee's twins!" Groneman ex-

claimed. 'Tugi-Chee and Maneto!"
'Tes." Janet clutched his arm.

''They're-That's too high! It's half-

way up to the bridge. They can't

dive from there!"

"How high is it?"

"I don't know. Only tell them not

to dive; they'll listen to you!"

"If I know those kids, they'll

make it!"

"Nine-year-old boys! How can

they know what the river will do to

them?"

The call came again. Friendly.

Urgent. "Hello-o- Miss Janet!"

"They're—waiting for us to sig-

nal .. . They want me to see them
. . . Please, Dr. Mark, tell them it's

too high!"

"Wave to them, Janet. It's the

only way to conquer your fear."

"No! How can you ask such a

thing?"

Groneman raised his own arm as

if to wave for her. Janet thrust it

sharply aside, said nervously: "I—
I didn't realize they are so tall. . . .

They're exactly the same height. . . .

And their hair wet from the last

dive—gleams like anthracite. Did
you ever see such perfect bodies?"

"You're evading, Janet. Wave to

them."

"I—I can't! It would kill them
to dive from there. The river's a

devil!"

"Wave, Janet. They'll come up.

You'll see that they will."

"I can't, I tell you!" Janet sprang

back. "The current! Listen to it,

snarling as if it were alive! It is

alive!" She took a step forward.

"I'll wave," she said slowly, and
raised one arm. "You're cruel!

Cruel when I thought you were

kind."

"We see you, Maneto!" Grone-
man shouted, pretending not to hear.

There was not a sound .... Then a

single splash, a moment later an ex-

ultant, long cry. Janet tried to shut

her eyes but her lids were frozen

with fear. Then she saw them—
two black heads bobbing like corks

on the water, four copper arms ris-

ing and falling in unison.

Groneman, listening intently,

said: "They swim with almost no

effort. It's beautiful."

Under his slow, cool voice, Janet

began to relax. Juanee's boys were

safe. No! She couldn't see them
at all! There was nothing where

they had been but a deep trough

where a current had cut through!

She gave a terrified scream. "They've

gone under!"

"They'll come up. Keep your

eyes open, Janet."

"Yes. Yes, I will. But isn't it—

Shouldn't we do something?"

"There they are," Groneman said

with assurance, touching her arm.

"How could you tell?"
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THE GREAT GOOSENECKS OF

The gorge is gray-pink; misty, yet shot with spikes of gold from the sun

crusted stratum is smaller than the one before, until at the very top the man

*T heard the water, placid after

the current, break above their heads.

I could hear them gulp new breath."

Tears coursed down Janet's face.

'Tou do not need eyes," she said

humbly.

"Can you see them, Janet? Have
they come ashore?"

''They'll pop up pretty quickly."

Janet was surprised at her own as-

surance. 'They must have a trail

that leads up and down to the wat-

er—and there they are, heads bash-

fully peeking around a boulder, their

bodies out of sight."

"How you like that?" the boys

asked proudly.

"Fine!" Groneman answered.

"That was a pretty swell dive! How
do you judge your distance?"

"We measure us. Every six

moons we measure us," Maneto
said.

"Five times we measure us. Eth-

li, noki, ta, tee, ostha," counted

Tugi-Chee. "Five times higher than

our own heads we dive!" And they

scurried away to dress.

Janet turned toward the car.

"We'll have to hurry if we get to

the Goosenecks," she said.

npHE sun was setting when they

reached the plateau and crossed

to Lookout Point. They left the

car and walked to the brink. Twelve
hundred feet below lay the Great

San Juan Goosenecks. Janet sighed

raptly. She began, hesitantly: "The
gorge is gray-pink; misty, yet shot

with spikes of gold from the sun.

Far below us the Goosenecks build

up. Layer upon layer, like pyra-

mids. Each crusted stratum is

smaller than the one before, until at

the very top, hundreds of feet above,

the mammoth lobes end in giant,

tilted pancakes ready to slide from

their dizzy height."

Groneman's face lighted up. He
said: "Yes, I see it plainly."

Janet's pulse quickened, her eyes
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THE SAN JUAN RIVER

^ar below us the Goosenecks build up. Layer upon layer, like pyramids. Each
moth lobes end in giant, tilted pancakes ready to slide from their dizzy heights.

shone, her voice deepened. "There

is nothing else hke it in all the

world!" she breathed. ''Each me-
ander, interlocking on alternate sides

of the gorge, is connected to its par-

ent wall by the thinnest of parti-

tions. Mere necks that shape the

river into gleaming platters for the

stacks to rest upon."

Her voice caught, tears glistened

in her eyes, but she went on, after

a deep, steadying breath. 'The river

goes in and out around each curve,

undercutting on the outside, build-

ing sand bars on the inside. Smooth.

Relentless. Three miles to achieve

a hundred yards. We're—From
down there, we're but dots against

the sky!"

Her voice took on new meaning,

became the voice of a scriptural

reader, hushed with reverence. "Sun-

light. Vastness. Strength. Blend-

ed into such spiritual grandeur that

I can't breathe . . .
."

Groneman's hand brushed across

his sightless eyes. "So shall the

lame be made to walk and the blind

to see," he said reverently.

They drove back through the

scented desert night, and it was five

years before Dr. Groneman returned

to Ei Toro. Five years in which

Janet turned steadfastly from the

river, hoarding his last sentence

there at the Goosenecks, wondering
when she, the lame, would be made
to walk, by faith and without fear.

npHE sun hung in its place in the

hot dome of sky above El Toro
with blistering intensity. Day after

day through the long dry summer,

Janet had watched it curl the leaves

and sear the earth. Sand drifted

across the paths and around the

house, ankle deep, hotter than the

sun and dryer than the wind that

blew it there. Floors wore a constant

film of dust and grit in spite of her

efforts to keep them clean. Noth-
ing escaped the ravages of the
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drought. Sand drifted through every

crevice, sifted between the sheets of

the beds, and lodged in the pockets

and seams of clothing. Insects mul-
tiplied into a plague. Water stood

hot in the barrels, and there v^as no
ice to cool it for a drink.

Five years! Janet poured the

dishwater from her pan onto the few
plants in the yard that she had stub-

bornly kept alive. Most of it went
to the swing tree. Jerry and Paul-

ette's swing tree—planted the day
they were born .... Five years!

Years in which Paul had seen his

herds dwindle to half their number.
Cattle, crazy from thirst, plunged
over canyons at the smell of water
they couldn't reach. Another year

of this and Paul would be penni-

less, robbed of all he had so stub-

bornly achieved .... But what was
the good of thinking about that?

She took her empty pan and went
in out of the sun.

As she came in, Paulette began to

cry. 'Tm too hot," she moaned,
"and Jerry broke my fan."

Janet smiled encouragement.

''Daddy will be home tonight, and
he'll fan you v^th his big hat."

Paulette was a lovely, golden-

haired child, as different from her

brother as day from night. Jerry

was dark like Paul, tempestuous like

his mother. Paulette, usually all

smiles, was like neither of them.
Rhae and Warren Newsbaum
claimed her, spoiling her as much as

Paul would let them. Every sum-
mer, regardless of rain or drought
the Newsbaums came to their ranch
in the desert. Paul, scoffing at

first had long ago added them to the

list of his country's converts. Janet

had never ceased to wonder at her

sister's swift acceptance of every-

thing and everyone in the whole
country. One more year of this,

however, and the stoutest enthus-

iasm would wane.

Summer after summer as the

drought had persisted she had taken
the children and gone East for a

brief stay, merely to please Paul. It

was too hot anywhere for comfort.

This time she had refused to go. A
few years from even the dearest

place and one became a stranger.

The noise of Washington frightened

Paulette, and Jerry was restless and
dissatisfied there.

''Kids in this town don't know
how to play," he'd scoffed. "They've
never even shot a bow and arrow!"

When her father had died, the last

tie was broken and this year she had
stayed in San Juan.

"Mother, look!"

Jerry's excited tone brought Janet

back to the present. "There comes
a strange car. I betcha it's coming
here!"

"Betcha?" Janet reproved. "Is that

the way to talk?"

"Bet your boots! Daddy says those

words 'riginated right here in San

Juan, and anything that 'riginates

here is okay by me!"

Janet smiled above the clean dress

she was holding over Paulette's head.

Already this five-year-old son was
fierce with loyalty. The little dress

fell, crooked, over Paulette's head.

"Mother, you smother me!" Paul-

ette gasped. Janet straightened the

dress absently. Jerry tugged at her

sleeve. "Aren't you the least bit ex-

cited?" he questioned. "Let's go

out on the porch!"

Paulette had already dashed out

to see who was coming. Jerry had
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waited for his mother. He always

did, and it never failed to make

Janet's heart leap, and to tighten her

throat. She took his hard little hand

and they ran to make up for lost

time.

The car swung into the yard,

sending a shower of sand into the

air. ''They'll be drenched," Janet

thought, and smiled at the incon-

gruity of the term. She said: "J^^'

ry, I'll bet that's Uncle Warren's

car!"

''It is, Mother!"

Paulette was already dancing up
the path between Rhae and War-
ren Newsbaum.
"Only this minute I was thinking

of you!" Janet cried. "Oh, I'm so

glad you've come. But to what a

place!"

"Best country in the world!" Jer-

ry quoted. "How do you do, Uncle
Warren?"
Warren Newsbaum shook hands

with his young nephew soberly. "I'm

fine, Jerry. And you're right about

the country, son."

"Then we're glad you've come to

El Toro," Jerry said, and led them
grandly into the house.

"Jerry makes the most of com-
pany," Janet smiled behind his

straight little back. Warren tossed

her an assenting nod, and there was

a tender twinkle in his eyes.

"Did you bring the house that's

to look like El Toro?" Paulette asked

her Aunt Rhae.

"We did. Sweet," Rhae hugged
her happily. "It's in our pocket

books."

"Then it isn't nearly as large as El

Toro!" Paulette said proudly.

"Where's Paul?" Rhae asked, her

arm affectionately around Janet.

"I'm ready for a little sparring

again!"

Janet laughed appreciatively. "Ev-

ery time you come I expect it to be

your last, the way you two fight.

Paul vdll be here tonight."

"We'll stage a celebration," Rhae
suggested.

"I hope Daddy'll like it," Jerry

said.

Janet flushed with embarrassment.

Rhae and Warren laughed good
naturedly. "From the mouths of

babes," Rhae quoted.

"I'm not a baby," Jerry said an-

grily. "I'm five years old!"

Warren Newsbaum slapped him
on the back. "Right you are, old

man," he said. "Right you are."

Jerry flinched, but his dignity was

fully restored.

After dinner Janet put the chil-

dren to bed. Her head throbbed

after the long day of heat and the

excitement of seeing her own folks

again. Rhae had retired early, leav-

ing Warren to sit on the porch with

Janet, to wait for Paul.

"She wants to be fresh for the en-

counter," Warren laughed. "Right

now this heat has dulled even my
enthusiasm."

For a while the two on the porch

were silent. Finally Janet spoke: "I

can't think what's keeping Paul. He
sent the foreman ahead to tell me
he'd be home early this afternoon.

The cattle are jumpy and dry. Any-

thing can happen at a time like this!"

"Here he comes, now," News-
baum said cheerfully. "Hear that

horse?"

Janet was on her feet. "That isn't

Paul; he wouldn't be riding that

hard. It's a runner! Something's

happened!"
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Warren Newsbaum's hand "A stampede/' Joe answered,

reached out in the dark to steady 'Tes. I knew there would be.

her. Will Mr. Paul come home?"

''Miss Janet!" Indian Joe's voice ''Yes, Miss Janet."

penetrated Janet's consciousness be- 'Thanks, Joe. Goodnight. Good-

fore she realized the riding had ^'§^^ Warren " ^ '

,

J Warren understood Janets need.

''Goodnight," he said, and left her
"Tell me ..." Janet's voice was ^q ^^^[^ alone ....

steady. "There's been—" (To be continued)

Christmas on Tubuai in 1851

(Continued from page 751)

away. I felt that he was right, and con-

sented for them to feast their eyes as long

as they wished.

Then came the dinner, and such a feast!

Pigs weighing as much as a hundred
pounds roasted whole, plenty of wild

chickens, fish of all kinds, poi, bread fruit,

cocoanuts, with the fresh milk from them
as a beverage, pineapples, bananas and
many kinds of native fruit unknown in

America. Each article of food, as it is

prepared usually the day before, is wrapped
in large leaves excluding the air, and piled

in a heap resembling a small hay stack.

Mats were spread for the guests to sit up-

on. A very few had a knife, fork or spoon.

No dish washing, new dishes for every

meal. A large palm leaf is placed before

each person, and removed when the meal

is finished. Leaves platted together formed
the table cloth. When all was in readi-

ness for the dinner Elder Franklin Grouard
blessed the food and offered thanks for

our multiplicity of blessings.

After dinner we held a religious service.

As evening came on we illuminated the

house with all the glass lamps in the vil-

lage. The lights threw over all a mantle

of romance exceeding anything I had ever

seen. Elder Jonathan Crosby playing the

violin and our daughter Ellen the flutina,

made the instrumental music; added there-

to the sweet melody of human voices, made
it seem in reality like the birthday of our

blessed Savior.

The day was extremely warm, as De-
cember and January are the summer months
here, and as I gazed at the scenery, beau-

tiful beyond description, the tall stately

cocoanut trees reaching toward the sky,

verdure everywhere, the roar of the mighty

ocean, it seemed I must be in a different

world entirely from the one on which my
parents, and all my relatives, save those

who were with me, lived, wrapped in ice

and snow, as I knew they would be on
this day in far away Canada and New
England; but I knew their love and bless-

ings were being wafted to us, and that in

their hearts, as in ours, glowed the love

of the lowly Master and the Spirit of

Christmas."

Supply of Relief Society Songs Exhausted

The General Board regrets to announce that the supply of Relief Society Songs is

exhausted, and because of the shortage of metal it will be impossible to issue a new edition

at this time.



LESSON^r^^DEPARTMENT

cJheoiogy

Articles of Faith

Lesson 22—Religious Liberty and Toleration

Tuesday, March 7, 1944

Article 1 1 : We claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God according

to the dictates of our own conscience, and allow all m.en the same privilege,

let them worship, how, where, or what they may.

Lesson Aim : To show that religious liberty and toleration are principles safe-

guarded by our inspired Constitution, and that they are supported by all

Sacred Scriptures; that they enable men to inherit whatever kingdom of glory

they desire in righteousness, but that intolerance is an enemy to God and

impedes the progress of man.

CONDENSATION OF CHAPTER 22, TALMAGE'S, ARTICLES OF FAITH

Mans Right to Fieedom in Worship What is Worship?

The Latter-day Saints proclaim The derivation of the term sug-

their unqualified allegiance to the gests an answer. It comes to us as

principles of religious liberty and the lineal descendant of a pair of

toleration. Freedom to worship Al- Anglo-Saxon words, meaning worthy,

mighty God as the conscience may and condition or state, and connotes

dictate, they affirm to be one of the the thought of worthy-ship. The
inherent and inalienable rights of worship of which one is capable de-

humanity. The inspired framers of pends upon his comprehension of

our charter of national independence the worthiness characterizing the ob-

proclaimed to the world, as a self- ject of his reverence. Man's capacity

evident truth, that the common for worship is a measure of his com-

birthright of humanity gives to every prehension of God.
man a claim to life, liberty, and the True worship cannot exist where

pursuit of happiness. there is no reverence or love for the

Page 761
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object. Knowledge is essential to

worship; man cannot adequately

serve God in ignorance. Worship is

the voluntary homage of the soul.

Formalism in worship is acceptable

only so far as it is accompanied by an

intelligent devoutness. The most ac-

ceptable form of worship is that

which rests on an unreserved com-

pliance with the laws of God as the

worshiper has learned their purport.

Religious Intolerance

The Latter-day Saints accept as in-

spired the constitutional provision

by which religious liberty within our

own nation is professedly guarded,

that no law shall be made "respect-

ing an establishment of religion, or

prohibiting the free exercise there-

of;'' and they confidently believe

that with the spread of enlighten-

ment throughout the world a similar

guaranty will be acquired by every

nation. Intolerance has been the

greatest hindrance to progress in

every period of time; yet under the

sable cloak of perverted zeal for re-

ligion, nations, while boasting of

their civilization, and professed min-

isters of the Gospel of Christ, have

stained the pages of the world's his-

tory with the record of such unholy

deeds of persecution as to make the

heavens weep.

Christ, in His ministry among the

people of Israel, saw with compas-

sionate sorrow the spiritual and in-

tellectual bondage of the times, and

declared unto them the saving word:

''The truth shall make you free"

(John 8:32).

Intolerance is Unscriptuial

The teachings of our Lord breathe

the spirit of forbearance and love

even to enemies. Hatred was not

countenanced even toward foes. His

instructions were: ''Love your ene-

mies, bless them that curse you, do
good to them that hate you, and
pray for them which despitefully use

you, and persecute you; that ye may
be the children of your Father which
is in heaven . . .

." (Matt. 5:44, 45)

Toleiation is not Acceptance

It is in nowise inconsistent for

Latter-day Saints to boldly proclaim

the conviction that their Church is

the accepted one, the only one en-

titled to the designation "Church of

Jesus Christ," and the sole earthly

repository of the eternal Priesthood

in the present age, and yet to willing-

ly accord kind treatment and a rec-

ognition of sincerity of purpose to

every soul or sect honestly professing

Christ.

Man is Accountable ioi His Acts

The unbounded liberality and

tolerance with which the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints re-

gards other religious denominations,

and the teachings of the Church re-

specting the assurance of final re-

demption for all men except the few

who have fallen so far as to have com-

mitted the unpardonable sin, there-

by becoming sons of Perdition, may
suggest the erroneous conclusion

that we believe that all so redeemed

shall be admitted to equal powers,

privileges, and glories in the king-

dom of heaven. Far from this, the

Church proclaims the doctrine of

many and varied degrees of glory,

which the redeemed will inherit in

accordance with their merits.

Graded Glories

To the apostles, the Messiah said:
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"In my Father's house are many
mansions: if it were not so, I would

have told you. I go to prepare a

place for you. And if I go and pre-

pare a place for you, I will come
again, and receive you unto myself;

that where I am, there ye may be

also" (John 14:2-3).

A fuller knowledge of this subject-

has been imparted in the present

dispensation. From a revelation

given in 1832, we learn that three

great kingdoms or degrees of glory

are established, known as the Celes-

tial, the Terrestrial, and the Teles-

tial. Far below the last and least of

these, is the state of eternal punish-

ment prepared for the sons of Perdi-

tion (Doctrine and Covenants: Sec.

76).

The Kingdoms with Respect to

One Another

The three kingdoms of widely dif-

fering glories are severally organized

on a plan of gradation (See Doc-

trine and Covenant: Sec. 76; 131:1;

also II Cor. 12:2).

It is reasonable to believe, in the

absence of direct revelation by which

alone absolute knowledge of the mat-

ter could be acquired, that, in ac-

cordance with God's plan of eternal

progression, advancement within

each of the three specified kingdoms

will be provided for; though as to

possible progress from one kingdom
to another the scriptures make no
positive affirmation. Eternity is pro-

gressive; perfection is relative; the

essential feature of God's living pur-

pose is its associated power of eter-

nal increase.

The Sons of Peidition

We learn of another class of souls

whose sins are such as to place them
beyond the present possibility of re-

pentance and salvation. These are

called sons of Perdition.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS PROCEDURE

Suggested Songs

"Come, O Thou King of Kings,"

Parley P. Pratt, ReUei Society Songs,

page 1; Latter-day Saint Hymns, No.

158.

"The Lord Is My Shepherd," T.

Kaschat, Arr., Relief Society Songs,

page 29; Deseret Sunday School

Songs, No. 212.

"My Prayer," P. P. Bliss, Relief

Society Songs, page 35; Deseret Sun-

day School Songs, No. 294.

Solo—"In My Father's House Are
Many Mansions," Mac Dermid.

It is suggested that for this lesson

the class leader, prior to the class

period, place on a blackboard in front

of the room a brief outline of the

lesson. At tbe beginning of the

class period, the attention of class

members should be called to this

outline with the suggestion that they

note the development of the lesson

in accordance with the outline.

In the early editions of the Articles

of Faith, by James E. Talmage, a

series of questions and suggestive ex-

ercises were included. The 15 ques-

tions included for this lesson (Chap.

22) might be copied and at the be-

ginning of the class distributed

among 15 class members, one ques-

tion to an individual. Persons re-

ceiving the questions should be in-
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formed that answers to the questions

will be found in the presentation of

the lesson; they should be told to

follow the lesson carefully so as to

be prepared to answer the questions

when called upon to do so. Because

of the great number of questions,

answers must be brief. The class

leader must then make sure that

answers to these questions are to be

found in her presentation of the les-

son, and that her lesson be so planned

as to allow time for answers.

Dr. Talmage's questions for chap-

ter 22 follow:

1. What is worship?

2. Show that man's ability to worship

rightly is a measure of his conception

of God's attributes and powers.

3. Show that worship, to be valid, must
be voluntary.

4. Demonstrate man's right to freedom
in worship.

5. Explain the intolerance, in matters

of worship, characterizing early and

modern times.

6. Show that intolerance is unscriptural.

7. Demonstrate that tolerance is not

necessarily acceptance.

8. Show that man, being free to choose

for himself, is justly held accountable

for his acts.

9. Explain Christ's expression, ''In my
Father's house are many mansions."

10. What kingdoms or degrees of glory

are specified in the revealed word of

God?
11. Who are to inherit the Celestial

glory?

12. For whom is the Terrestrial glory

provided?

13. Who will be consigned to the Te-

lestial kingdom?

14. What is known of the gradation of

glory within each of the kingdoms

specified?

15. Who are the sons of Perdition? What
is known of their fate?

Note: Class members should be urged

to continue to bring to class

copies of the standard works

of the Church.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Discourses of Bngham Young, edi-

tion 1925:

The law of liberty is the law of right in

every particular—Page 101.

If they (His children) choose life, they

receiveth the blessing of life; if they choose

death, they must abide the penalty. This

is a law which has always existed from all

eternity, and will continue to exist through-

out all the eternities to come. Every intel-

ligent being must have the power of choice,

and God brings forth the results of the

acts of his creatures to promote his king-

dom and subserve his purposes in the sal-

vation and exaltation of his children—Page

95-

We who have received the fulness of the

Gospel of the Son of God, or the Kingdom
of heaven that has come to earth, are in

possession of those laws, ordinances, com-

mandments and revelations that will pre-

pare us, by strict obedience, to inherit the

celestial kingdom, to go into the presence

of the Father and the Son—Page 598.

Teachings of the Prophet Joseph

Smith, compiled by Joseph Fielding

Smith, 1938 edition:

A man may be saved, after the judgment,

in the terrestrial kingdom or in the telestial

kingdom, but he can never see the celestial

kingdom of God, without being born of

water and the Spirit—Page 12.

The Celestial Glory—In the celestial

glory there are three heavens or degrees;

and in order to obtain the highest, a man
must enter into this order of the priesthood

[meaning the new and everlasting cove-

nant of marriage]; and if he does not, he

cannot obtain it. He may enter into the

other, but that is the end of his kingdom;

he cannot have an increase—Page 301.

They who obtain a glorious resurrection

from the dead, are exalted far above prin-

cipalities, powers, thrones, dominions and

angels, and are expressly declared to be

heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus

Christ, all having eternal power—Page

374-
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Visiting cJeacners f/Lessages to the uiorne

Sources of Strength

Lesson 6—Companionship

Tuesday, March 7, 1944

"lATHAT each of US needs more than tivate friendship is to be friendly,

we need almost anything else The Savior of mankind was a perfect

is contact with good people—people example in this respect, as He was in

who help us in the solution of our all other respects. He drew all men
problems, who inspire us to fine en- to Him, lifted them up, made them
deavor, who encourage us to live at better. The two disciples who
our best. We cannot go into the walked with Him on His way to Em-
presence of some people without be- maus, after He had left them, said

ing lifted up in our hearts and with- to one another: ''Did not our heart

out coming away feeling better, burn within us, while He talked with

Some people call forth the best that us by the way . .
.?"

is in us. They give us a nobler esti- To minister in this way to others

mate of ourselves, inspire us with re- is the high mission of Relief Society,

newed hope and confidence. Such The service rendered in this respect

companions are a priceless source of is priceless.. The world needs such

strength. service.

There is other poverty in the Friendship is a fundamental need
world besides material poverty, oth- of the world. No man is sufficient

er suffering than physical suffering, unto himself. Every man requires

People may have enough of the friends. Next to the warmth and
world's goods and still be in social encouragement that comes from
poverty. Through mistakes, disap- personal friendships, is the friendship

pointment, sorrow, and failure, men of good books which are the products

and women become discouraged, of the best minds of all the ages. If

hopeless, and beaten in spirit. Such the good and great of our time can-

people need the impact of cheerful, not personally cross our thresholds

hopeful, radiant people who have and visit with us, they can enrich us

personality to bestow. One may give through their writings. Great per-

people things and leave them much sons of the past can also contribute

as they were before; but to impart to our well-being: Franklin can aid

hope, courage, and self-confidence us with his practical wisdom; Milton
not only changes circumstances but can sing to us of Paradise; Shake-
it changes people. speare can reveal to us the worid of

We all need friends; we cannot imagination and the workings of the
live without them. The way to cul- human heart. Although one may be
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poor and his home may be humble, that is in them? Apply this to family re-

he can enjoy the society of the master lationships.

spirits of the world through good

books.
References

n/cr^iiccinn ^^^^^^ Society Magazine, vol. 22, No
uiscussion

^^i^gj. ^^^^^ p ^^Q

Why are friends essential to happy Gospel Doctrine, third edition, "Love

normal living? One Another," p. 425; "Keep Aloof From

In what ways do we draw strength the Wicked," p. 426

from our companions? From books? Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith,

How may we enrich the lives of our compiled by Joseph Fielding Smith, edition

companions and bring out the best 1938, "The Sympathy of Friends," p. 134

uiome oJopics

For optional use on Work-and-Business Day

Modern Housekeeping Methods

Lesson 6—Windows, Window Fittings, and Curtains

Tuesday, March 14, 1944

"pEW things in life are more dis- comfort of mind. Applying this

turbing than a household in knowledge each day, the housekeeper

which no organization exists, in may find more time for work and

which there is no systematic direc- enjoyment outside the home, con-

tion of activities, and in which there scious that she is not neglecting her

is no appreciation of heaven's first first duty—care of home and family,

law—order. Without being conscious The time has come the housewife says

of it, the family in such a home suf- To write of many things

—

fers infinitely more friction, loss of Of shoes and sheets and paring knives,

time, strength, and money than is ^^ ^^^^"^ ^"^ ^"^*^^^ ""g^-

necessary, and the haphazard aim- And so today we shall discuss such

less living in such a home also leaves things as windows, shades, and cur-

an unmistakable stamp upon the tains. We all realize the importance

housewife. of windows to the houses, because

To have system and organization they are the means whereby air and

in housekeeping one should know: sunlight enter the room. In the past,

1

.

What is to be done windows were primarily regarded as

2. Who is to do it something one looked thiough. Now
3. When is it to be done they are regarded as accessories to the

These are the chief requisites for home to be kept shining like one's

the successful working out of house- bracelets.

keeping ideals, and bring ease and Emily Post tells us in her book
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The Personality of a House that

''windows are the smiles of a house."

No window can be a smile unless it

sparkles with cleanliness. It is not

hard to clean windows if they are

not too dirty. To polish them, use

real chamois, which may at first seem

rather expensive but which will give

fine service and last a long time. A
new chamois must be washed a few

times to remove the oil. Afterwards,

it need only be v^ung out of cold

water before using; after using, it

should be rinsed in clear water and

dried in air without heat. To clean

badly soiled windows wash them
with a mixture of warm water and

household ammonia or vinegar in the

following proportions: two table-

spoons household ammonia to two

quarts of warm water or two table-

spoons vinegar to two quarts of warm
water. Vinegar is especially good

for cleaning the outside of windows
as the acid in the vinegar dissolves

the lime deposit on the glass left by

rain or sprinklers. Other good mix-

tures for window cleaning are two

tablespoons borax to two quarts

warm water or two tablespoons kero-

sene to two quarts v^rm water.

Kerosene is very good for dissolving

dirt and grease.

Any of the above solutions should

be applied with a clean cloth and

polished with a chamois or clean lin-

en. Soapy water streaks the glass un-

less it has been entirely removed by

a second washing with clear water.

Washing vdndows at a high level is

dangerous. Stools or stepladders

upon which one stands should be

firm and secure.

Windows should be kept in re-

pair. If the v^ndows are loose, thin

wedges might be made and attached

with cords to the window casings so

that they can be easily pushed in be-

side a rattling window sash. Also,

the shutter fastenings should be kept

in repair. Awnings should not be

kept up the year round, but should

be taken down and stored through-

out the winter. Screens should be

taken down, washed, thoroughly

dried, and stored for the winter.

Screens made of copper or bronze

wire are best, as they do not rust.

Venetian blinds are fast gaining in

popularity'. They are regarded by

many people as more attractive in ap-

pearance than the roller shades. They
perform with greater efficiency the

work of regulating light and air. They
are easily raised or lowered and can

be held rigid at any height. To
clean them, wash vdth a cloth wrung

out of mild, warm soap suds, wipe

with a cloth wrung out of clear warm
water, and then dry. They can also

be cleaned with a paint cleaner.

Curtains, i.e., vdndow hangings, do

more than any other single item of

decoration to give the room a fin-

ished and livable air. Color schemes

in a room may be perfect, floor cov-

erings beautiful, furnishings lovely

and charmingly arranged, but if the

windows are just so many holes in

the wall, admitting a harsh glare, the

room will resist all efforts to make it

homelike. The light may be toned

and diffused with appropriate cur-

tains of suitable fabrics. The topic

of curtains is a big and important

one, but must be studied in relation

to the windows which are to be dec-

orated.

Suggestions for Discussion

1. Describe improved types of windows,

window shades, and screens, and com-
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ment upon the desirable features of have found helpful in cleaning windows,

each.

2. Discuss methods of cleaning windows Reference
that are located in the second story

of a house. America's Houselceeping Book, Sec. 14,

3. Give suggestions on methods that you page 169.

cXiiiterature

The Bible as Literature

Lesson 6—

A

Bible Drama

Tuesday, March 21, 1944

"lATISDOM literature of the He- but holds true to his faith in God,

brew people rises to its highest saying,

peak in the ''Book of Job." Here is The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken

a drama of superb artistry, portray- away,

ing the philosophy of life as revealed Blessed be the name of the Lord,

through the Chosen People. Failing to shake Job by this first

Through living characters, vital prob- attack, the Adversary strikes at the

lems are lifted into the clear, and body of Job himself. He is smitten

saving truths are driven home. Even with a plague of boils, covering him
God Himself, speaking out of the from head to foot. In his suffering

whirlwind, plays a leading role in and pain, he goes out-of-doors to sit

this Wisdom Drama. upon an ash heap and bemoan his

Briefly presented, the story of Job fate, crying out,

IS as follows: Let the day perish wherein I was born

Job is a wealthy man, ripe in years And the night in which it was said, "There

and steadfast. Nothing, it would ^^ ^ "^^" ^^^^^ ^°^^^^^^-

seem, is lacking for his complete In his anguish, the persecuted

satisfaction and happiness. God is man gives way to the wish that he

pleased with his servant Job; yet. He had never come to earth, but had re-

permits the Adversary to put Job to mained in some blessed place-

crucial tests to prove his integrity. There the wicked cease from troubhng

Of a sudden Job is shorn of his ^nd there the weary be at rest,

riches. His flocks and herds are stol- "Wherefore," he wails, "is light

en, his servants slain, and even his given to him that is in misery?" and

sons are cruelly murdered. Yet, in "Why is light given to a man whose

the face of these losses and searching way is hid, and whom God hath

sorrows. Job utters no complaint, hedged in?"
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In this extremity, Job's three

friends, who have come to comfort

him, endeavor to explain to the tried

man some cause for his suffering.

One of them, EHphaz, begins:

If one assay to commune with thee, wilt

thou be grieved?

But who can withhold himself from speak-

ing?

Behold thou hast instructed many.

And thou hast strengthened the weak

hands
« « «

But now it is come unto thee, and thou

faintest;

It toucheth thee, and thou art troubled.

Then comes the basic suggestion

that Job's suffering is the result of

sin. Eliphaz continues:

Remember, I pray thee, who ever perished,

being innocent?

Or where were the upright cut off?

According as I have seen, they that plow
iniquity,

And sow trouble, reap the same.

Job, however, refuses to accept

this shallow argument. There are

other causes for suffering than just

sin. Yet, he says,

If I have sinned, what can I do unto thee,

O thou watcher of men?
* * *

And why dost thou not pardon my
transgression.

And take away mine iniquity?

Then Bildad, another of the

friends, upbraiding Job for his as-

sumption of sinlessness and his re-

fusal to accept their argument, says,

Doth God pervert judgment?
* * :/>f

If thou wert pure and apright, surely

now he would awake for thee.
# * *

Behold, God will not cast away a perfect

man,
Neither will he uphold the evil doers.

To which Job replies.

Of a truth I know that it is so;

But how can man be just with God?
« *

Who hath hardened himself against him,

and prospered?

Yet, he continues:

He destroyeth the perfect and the wicked.

Then, Zophar, the third friend,

takes up the argument, saying,

Should thy boastings make men hold their

peace?

And when thou mockest, shall no man
make thee ashamed?

For thou sayest. My doctrine is pure,

And I am clean in thine eyes.
* « *

Know therefore that God exacteth of thee

Less than thine iniquity deserveth.

Canst thou by searching find out God?
Canst thou find out the Almighty to per-

fection?

To which Job retorts:

No doubt but ye are the people.

And wisdom shall die with you.

Then he strikes out a bit savagely

at their arguments, saying among
other things:

With Him is strength and sound wisdom
The deceived and the deceiver are His.

* *

Though he slay me, yet will I wait for him.

Nevertheless I will maintain my ways be-

fore him.

He also shall be my salvation

For a godless man shall not come before

him.

Almost in despair he continues,

Man that is born of a woman
Is of few days and full of trouble.

He Cometh forth like a flower, and is cut

down.
He fleeth also as a shadow and continueth

not.

Then he cries.

Oh, that thou wouldest hide me in Sheol,

That thou wouldest keep me secret, until

thy wrath be past,

That thou wouldest appoint me a set time

and remember me!
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Then comes the eternal question:

—If a man die, shall he live again?

—

All the days of my warfare would I wait,

till my release should come.
« # *

The friends of Job persist in their

arguing, even taunting him for his

stubbornness, his refusal to admit

sin, and his trust in God's judgment,

until finally he cries out:

How long will ye vex my soul.

And break me in pieces with words?
* * «

Oh, that my words were now written!

* # «

That with an iron pen and lead

Th^ were graven in the rock forever!

Then with fervor he declares:

For I know that my Redeemer liveth,

And that He shall stand at the latter day

upon the earth:

And though, after my skin, worms de-

stroy this body.

Yet in my flesh shall I see God. (Job

19:25-26)

The drama continues with the

arguments being flung rather fierce-

ly back and forth until the goaded

Job rises, and with uplifted hands

demands of his "miserable comfort-

ers" a ''bill of particulars." He chal-

lenges them, in effect, to point where-

in he has failed, when he has ''walked

in vanity" or been deceitful or been

covetous or oppressed his servants

or withheld from the poor or not

shared with the fatherless. Then he

concludes:

If I rejoiced because my wealth was great,

* * *

If I rejoiced at the destruction of him that

hated me,
« « «

If my land cry out against me
And the furrows thereof weep together;

If I have eaten the fruits thereof without

money.

Or have caused the owners thereof to lose

their life:

Let thistles grow instead of wheat,

And cockle instead of barley!

The words of Job are ended!

At this outburst of self-defense,

another actor steps in. Elihu, a

young man, who because of his youth

has refrained from taking part, joins

in the discussion. His elders having

finished, he presents another reason,

as he thinks, for Job's suffering. In

essence, it has come not because of

any sins committed, but rather be-

cause of the evil of self-justification.

Elihu says,

For Job hath said, "I am righteous.

And God hath taken away my right;

Notwithstanding my right I am accounted

a liar;

My wound is incurable, though I am with-

out transgression."

Job makes no reply; neither do

his three friends reply to the words

of the young man, permitting him to

argue on with words upon words.

While he speaks, signs of an ap-

proaching thunderstorm appear in

the sky. Then comes a whirlwind,

and finally out of the whirlwind

comes a voice saying:

Who is this that darkeneth counsel by

words without knowledge?

Gird up now thy loins like a man;

For I will demand of thee, and declare thou

unto me.

Where wast thou when I laid the founda

tions of the earth?

—Declare, if thou hast understanding

—

Who determined the measure thereof, if

thou knowest?
* * *

Whereupon were the foundations thereof

fastened?

Or who laid the cornerstones thereof;

When the morning stars sang together.

And all the sons of God shouted for joy?

« * 4c

Or who shut up the sea with doors,
* * *
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And said, "Hitherto shalt thou come,

but no further;

And here shalt thy proud waves be

stayed?"

Hast thou commanded the morning since

thy days began?
# « #

Have the gates of death been revealed un-

to thee
* * «

Hast thou comprehended the breadth of

the earth?

—Declare, if thou knowest it all—

.

Thus, with searching question up-

on question are the awed listeners

brought to face Hfe's mysteries, and

to feel the power and majesty of God,
Creator of the universe. With mas-

terful, poetic strokes the wonders of

the world are sketched in picturesque

lines like these:

Hast thou entered the treasuries of the

snow?
* * *

Who hath cleft a channel for the water-

flood,

Or a way for the lightning of the thunder;

To cause it to rain on a land where no
man is;

* * *

To satisfy the waste and desolate ground;

And to cause the tender grass to spring

forth
* * *

Who provideth for the raven his food,

When his young ones cry unto God,
And wander for lack of meat?

* * *

Hast thou given the horse his might?

Hast thou clothed his neck with quiver-

ing mane?
* * *

Doth the eagle mount up at thy command.
And make her nest on high?

Then another trenchant question

:

Shall he that cavilleth contend with the

Almighty?

He that argueth with God, let him answer

it.

A lull comes in the storm, and Job,

humbly acknowledging God's might
and wisdom, says.

Behold I am of small account; what shall

I answer thee?

I lay my hand upon my mouth.

With a few other swift strokes,

the drama is rounded to a close.

Job's humility and steadfastness are

approved; his friends are rebuked foi

''not speaking of me that which is

right, as my servant Job hath." They
are required to repent and make sac

rifice. Job, on the other hand, is

rewarded for his righteousness, and
restored to health and wealth and
happiness. He has passed the soul-

searching test.

Discussion and Activities

1. a. Why may the "Book of Job" be
classed as a drama?

b. In what respect is it similar to dra

ma by Shakespeare? How does ii

differ from such a drama?
c. Why might the drama of Job not be

"a stage success" in these days?

2. a. What main character besides Job
takes part in the drama?

b. Where is the main scene in the play?

3. Sketch briefly the story part of the

"Book of Job."

4. a. What is the main Hne of argument
developed in the discussion carried

on by Job and his friends?

b. What is the basis of conflict be-

tween these friends and Job?

5. a. What are some of the unforgettable

lines from Job that are frequently

heard today?

b. Complete the following expressions:

"Where the wicked cease . .
." "I

am escaped with the skin . .
."

"When he has tried me, I shall come
forth . .

."

6. a. What for you is the main message

from the drama of Job?

b. Point its application for the world

today.

Note: Quotations given in the lesson

are from King James Version of the Bible

and from Dr. Moulton's Modern Reader's

Bible, which will be found especially help-

ful in the study of the "Book of Job."
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Social Science

What "America" Means

Lesson 12—Standards of Success in American Life

Tuesday, March 28, 1944

Life in America is a never-ending struggle toward the Promised Land; and no sooner
have we topped one hill than another still higher rises before us, which we will find the
easier to climb since our muscles have been hardened by the earlier effort. No sooner is

one victory won than there looms large before us the next conquest to be undertaken.

—Brander Matthews

"^OT only is America a land of op- The American people have ac-

portunity, but it has a people complished great and lasting things

who like to go forth to conquer new for the development and building

land and to bring to a realization up of their country. Within one
their best hopes and ideals. The na- hundred years, space has almost been
tive American is inventive and re- annihilated by the building of rail-

sourceful and loves to blaze new trails roads and telegraph lines. Great

into the hidden secrets of nature and skyscrapers have replaced the old

to develop the resources of the coun- business blocks. Streets are paved

try. This means not only wealth for and lights make homes and trees and
the millions, but the realizing of the earth gleam and twinkle. Mr.
those ambitions which mean much Frederic Harrison, writing about

for the happiness of people. From Americans and their will to make
the beginning of our history, from successes of their lives, says, ''The

the days of early Virginia and early zeal for learning, justice, and human-
New England, the people have been ity lies deep in the American heart."

compelled to conquer the soil or per- Dr. Hugh Munsterberg, one of the

ish in the wilderness. They have noted German philosophers of a

gone forth and created villages, half century ago, aptly remarked that

farms, and cities out of the land "the Americans have more ways of

which for ages knew only Indians, realizing the meaning of life than

wild animals, and virgin forests. They have any other people."

have built schools and churches, col- Some critics of American life in

leges and libraries, museums and general have held that Americans in-

concert halls. They have built beau- terpret the word "success" to mean
tiful homes, roads, and bridges that material prosperity, the attainment

have made contact with their neigh- of a comfortable fortune, and the ac-

bors possible. They have done quisition of the ''assured position

everything to bring about a peaceful which money generally gives." While
and happy country. "No sooner is this standard may be prevalent

one victory won, than there looms among a certain class of Americans,

large before us the next conquest to it is far from the truth, for the

be undertaken." American people have been and are
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a Christian people, and the two hun-

dred and forty-five different Chris-

tian sects in this country bear wit-

ness that Americans strive to reahze

the spiritual life over and above the

material.

I have before me a very long list

of American men and women who
have been successful in life and who
are typical of millions of others. Al-

though all have aimed at some great

goal of human endeavor, no two
have aimed at the same goal nor at-

tained the same plane of success;

yet each one has added something to

the world's betterment. The list in-

cludes inventors, engineers, archi-

tects, sculptors, painters, musicians,

physicians, lawyers, statesmen, sol-

diers, poets, literary men, journal-

ists, and philanthropists. Behind
the activities of these men there has

been a "strong ethical sentiment"

and a ''strenuous moral purpose"

which can only flourish when deeply

rooted in idealism. The average

American may be a practical man,
but he is a man moved by high pur-

poses. Lincoln was a practical poli-

tician, but he was an idealist. In

fact, the idealism of the "common"
men of America has become known
the world over. It was "poor John
Fitch" who gave us our first steam-

boat, and a humble teacher who lived

in an attic gave us the cotton gin.

Americans are often asked if their

country has contributed any one dis-

tinct thing or movement for the bet-

terment of humanity. The words of

President Eliot of Harvard Univer-

sity, included in Lesson lo, give

answer to this question. He said

that America had made five impor-

tant contributions to the advance-

ment of civilization: first, we have

done more than any other people to

further peace-keeping and to substi-

tute legal arbitration for the brute

conflict of war; second, we have set

a splendid example of the broadest

religious toleration—even though

Holland had first shown us how;

third, we have made evident the wis-

dom of universal manhood suffrage;

fourth, by our welcoming newcomers
from all parts of the earth, we have

proved that men belonging to a

great variety of races are fit for po-

litical freedom; finally, we have been

successful in diffusing material well-

being among the whole population

to an extent unparalleled in any oth-

er country of the world. "These five

American contributions to civiliza-

tion," says Professor Brander Mat-

thews, "are all of them the result of

the practical side of the American
character." President Eliot says that

they are "triumphs of reason, enter-

prise, courage, faith, and justice over

passion, selfishness, inertness, timid-

ity, and distrust."

The schools and churches of

America have always been insistent

that every young person should have

an aim in life, something loved for

its own sake. Children have had

certain standards of success laid con-

stantly before them. An example of

such teachings is the famous lecture

of Ralph Waldo Emerson entitled

"The American Scholar" which was

delivered at Harvard University in

1837. Emerson emphasized the im-

portance of understanding the past

history of mankind, pointing out that

from the books of the wise men of

all ages we receive the influence of

the past. "Books are the best of

things, well used; abused, among the

worst." And then he adds: "When
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he can read God directly, the hour learn to know his ideal worth and
is too precious to be wasted in other lift himself to it. 'True liberty con-

men's transcripts of their readings." sists in not wanting for ourselves that

He closes his famous address by which we will not grant to all. It is

saying that 'when men love men, it entering into the common life, put-

will be a wall of defense and a wreath ting aside special privileges, denying

of joy around all. A nation of men ambitions of indulgence or of power;

will for the first time exist, because being ready, not only to serve the

each believes himself inspired by the common-weal, aye, but to suffer as

Divine Soul which also inspires all well."

men." One can hardly think of any stand-

Another fine example of univer- ards of thought more sublime than

sity influence is found in the lecture those we have quoted from Emerson

of Professor Albert Bushnell Hart of and Professor Hart. In spite of

Harvard, entitled: "The Hope of much that may seem like evidence

Democracy." A few sentences will to the contrary, the American people

throw light on what Professor Hart as a whole are not setting up false

said and taught: He spoke of the standards of success. The writer re-

ideals that American democracy has members one of the noble stories

given to the world and what the pio- that his father used to relate to his

neer American has taught us in sub- children. Father was a graduate of

duing a continent by sacrifice and the medical college of the University

labor. Then he adds, "As a part of of New York, and his graduation

this process the Americans have took place in the old Cooper Insti-

established once and for all the pos- tute. He always loved to speak about

sibility of a democracy in an area im- Peter Cooper and his funeral which

mense and various .... The Federal was attended by thousands of people

Union covers half a continent, and "who held him in high regard be-

includes communities of many kinds, cause he had made the world a bet-

fastened together by bands of steel, ter place in which to live." "The

The railroad section hand, the fire- average American clings sturdily to

man on a river steamer, the foreign- the belief that public service, in

born laborer hewing a tunnel through office or out of it, is the true gage

the Rocky Mountains, have been of life. The most useful citizen is

helping to weld the Republic to- in fact the most successful; and it is

gether, and thus to transfer popular those who have given loyal service to

government to children's children." the community whom the commun-
A true democracy must be founded ity holds in highest regard." Truly

on a lasting ideal. It must not only and nobly has America established

grow from beneath, but it must reach high standards of success,

out to God in its life. The v^nrongs The Gospel of Jesus Christ, re-

that have been done in our Demo- stored in this land, embodies the

cratic Government have not been be- highest and most vital standard of

cause of democracy as such, but in success. The Gospel is vital in its

the incompleteness of man's under- interpretation of human life, and the

standing of democracy. Man must life lived in the light of this interpre-

be trained, educated, lifted. He must tation is the successful life. The
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Gospel gives to mankind the doc-

trine of Jesus Christ, as He Himself

taught it. It is the divine plan for

the redemption and salvation of

man. It is with reverent thought

and deep feeling that one writes

about the Prophet Joseph Smith and

the restoration of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ. Through the Prophet

Joseph, man's relationship to his

Heavenly Father became known.

There was a new vision of the King-

dom of God in which the purpose of

God was to culminate in the reign

of righteousness upon the earth. God
reigns in heaven and in earth. He
is the rightful King of nations and

the source of supreme good to man-
kind. The fact that the restoration

was reserved for our day, fills us with

a deepening sense of our responsi-

bility and duty; and the knowledge

that a new standard of success has

been revealed from the throne of

God. How true are these words:

Not what we have but what we use;

Not what we see, but what we choose

—

These are the things that mar or bless

The sum of human happiness.

Not as we take but as we give;

Not as we pray but as we hve

—

These are the things that make for peace,

Both now and after time shall cease.

Questions and Topics oi Discussion

1. What is meant by the quotation at

the beginning of this lesson?

2. What do you think have been the

causes of Americans being a progres-

sive people?

3. What is meant by the word "suc-

cess"? Discuss this question and ex-

press freely your ideas.

4. Name some successful people in his-

tory, and tell why you consider them
successful.

5. What, according to President Eliot,

have been America's five contribu-

tions to the world?

6. Why and how does the Restored

Gospel set up new standards of life?

7. Discuss the parts of this lesson that

appeal to you.

Stones from the [Jo00k of lliormon

Lesson 5—Deliverance of Alma and Amuiek from Prison

For optional use of Relief Societies in stakes and missions in countries other

than the United States, in lieu of social science lessons.

Tuesday, March 28, 1944

Note: For the full effect of this lesson it is imperative that the teacher and the class

have at hand the Book of Mormon.

Lesson objective: To show that "the Lord gives us strength according to our

faith which is in Christ, even unto deliverance."

One of the many great and power-

ful prophets who cried repent-

ance unto the people of America was

Alma the Younger. His conversion

to the cause of Ghrist was similar to

that of the ancient Apostle Paul.

Alma, too, was visited by an angel

who reproved him for his acts against

the Lord and then brought him to a

true repentance that set him face

forward on the path that leads to

eternal life. Knowing the anguish
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of soul for wrongdoing and also the were crowned with abundant bless-

joy found in the deliverance from sin, ings. Having satisfied himself with

Alma spoke with words of fervor the the good that he had accomplished,

call of repentance: **0 that I were he traveled three days' journey on

an angel, and could have the wish of the north of the land of Melek, to a

mine heart, that I might go forth great and corrupt city called Am-
and speak with the trump of God, monihah. There he found a godless

with a voice to shake the earth, and people, filled with the falsehoods of

cry repentance unto every people!" Nehor, and committing all manner
(Alma 29 : 1 )

.

of abominations without repentance,

Many of Alma's missionary ex- because they cherished the flattering

periences are among the most dra- lie, as the foundation of their creed,

matic to be found recorded in the that all men would be saved. This

Book of Mormon. Such is the case city was in the hands of a corrupt

in his warnings to the wicked city of clique of judges and lawyers, who
Ammonihah, at which time he was stirred up sedition, tumult and riot-

accompanied by another servant of ing, that they might make money
the Lord, named Amulek. This story out of the suits that followed such

illustrates beautifully the strength disturbances. Further than this,

the Lord gives to one having unwav- they were secretly plotting to over-

ering faith in Christ—a strength even throw the government, and rob the

unto the deliverance from enemies. people of their highly prized liberties.

The moving story to be used as a Among such a people Alma labored

background for this lesson can best in vain; none would listen, none

be gained by an oral class reading of would obey, none offered him rest

the events that provide the setting and food. Scorn and mockery were

as well as the actual dramatic hap- his reward; and he was spat upon,

penings of Alma's visit to Ammoni- maltreated and cast out of the city,

hah. Elder George Reynolds in his ^'Weary in body and sick at heart
book. The Story of the Book oi Mot- because of the iniquity of the people
mon, lays a colorful setting, describ-

^f^^j. m^ny fruitless efforts, fervent

ing the missionary activities that lead prayers and long fastings. Alma
up to the imprisonment of Alma and sought some other people more
Amulek. The Reynold's account worthy of salvation's priceless gifts,

follows. It is suggested that this be He bent his way toward the city of

read, followed immediately by a Aaron; but as he journeyed, an angel
complete reading of chapter 14 of of t^e Lord (that same angel that

the Book of Alma. The questions beforetime had been the agent in his
for active readmg and discussion giv-

conversion to God) stood before him
en beow will provide opportunity

^^^ blessed him. He told him to lift

to seek more of the plain and pre- , . , ^ j • • £ -u

cious truths of the Gospel which ap- ^Pj^^^^.f/,^ f"^ Tu% .'""'"''

pear in the spirited words of Alma ^^ ^'^ faithfdness he had great cause

and Amulek ^^ ^° ^^- ^^ angel men directed

"The next year (B.C. 82), Alma Alma to return to the sin-cursed city

turned his face westward. He visited he had just left, and proclaim unto

the land of Melek, where his labors its citizens the awful message that
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except they repented the Lord would promised and threatened, he twisted

destroy them. and turned, he abused and viHfied,

''Speedily the prophet obeyed the but all to no purpose, he was caught

angel's words. By another road he in his own trap. His heaven-inspired

drew near the doomed city, which opponents made manifest his

he entered by its south gate. As he thoughts and intentions, they ex-

passed in, he hungered, and asked a posed his lying, they overthrew his

man whom he met, Will you give sophistries and, with a power more

to an humble servant of God some- than human, they exhibited the

thing to eat? With joy the man blackness of his heart. As they pro-

(and, strange though it appear, he ceeded, the power of God increased

was a rich man) took him to his upon them, their words grew yet

home and fed, clothed and lodged more forcible until Zeezrom himself

him. Furthermore, Amulek, for felt their power. As his corruptions

such was his name, told Alma that were laid bare he began to tremble,

he also had received a visit from a first with rage, then with fear. Bad

holy angel who had informed him of as he was, he was not the worst

the high priest's coming, and directed among that people, and when once

him to receive him into his house, he realized the power he was com-

Then Alma blessed Amulek and all batting, his heart began to acknowl-

his household, and tarried with them edge its guilt." Story of the Book of

and recruited his strength under the Moimon, pp. 152-154, 1888 edition,

generous hospitality which Amulek's

horne afforded. But his rest was not Questions for Active Reading and

to be a lengthened one; the people Discussion

waxed stronger in sin: the cup of their xt.^ .i. i. i r 1.1, 1. j j-
. . .^ ° 1 r n ^ With the help of the suggested readings
miquity was nearly full. Go, came

^^^^ ^^j^^ 1^^^^ the class carry on the

the word of the Lord, Go forth, and discussion as follows: first, answer the

take with thee my servant Amulek, question; second, read the passage given to

and prophesy unto this people, say- discover plain and precious truths of the

ing ReJentV for thuLa^th tl ^^'T^^jJ:^^^.
Lord, Except ye repent, I will visit ^^j. ^f the class add a passage of her own
this people in mine anger; yea, I will selection from within the Book of Mor-

not turn my fierce anger away. Filled mon (Alma, chapters 4 to 16)—a passage

with the Holy Ghost, these servants ^^^^^^' ^^°"§^^ "^ meaning to a Gospel

of God went forth and valiantly de- *'"^^

^^^ ^^ -^ ^^^^ ^-^^ ^ portion of the
livered their terrible message. Gospel as understood by the churches

''One of those who most bitterly of the world today men can so easily

opposed Alma and Amulek was a be led away to destruction? Read

lawyer named Zeezrom .... No mat- ^Jj?^ ^•^"i!^^! • c- ^^ ^f i-i,*.

^ '^
1 ^ Ai 11. . 2. What IS the true significance of the

ter what Alma and his companion
f^u ^f Adam and the probationary

said, Zeezrom could twist it from its state of man? Read Alma 12:12-37.

proper meaning; find blasphemy and The next question may be used if

heresy in the sublime truths of the needed for class activi^, or it may be

Gospel, and extract treason from the -^.y- f'Xin ctist unto sal-

simplest of Gods laws. He ques- vation deliver Zeezrom? Read Alma
tioned and cross-questioned, he 15:1-12.
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